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Report of
tee President

It seems to be the accepted doctrine that no man is indispensable. Perhaps this is
true if the objective is . . . mere survival; but, clearly, the doctrine has no basis in
truth if the objective is something more. . . . All of the great breakthroughs, to what
we call progress, have been made by men who were, indeed, indispensable.
Henry Allen Moe — Seed Money

There is no such thing as freedom in the abstract, divorced from the realities of a
particular time and place. Whatever else the conception may imply, it involves a
power of choice between alternatives, a choice which is real, not merely nominal,
between alternatives which exist in fact, not only on paper. Because a man is most
a man when he thinks, wills and acts, freedom deserves the sublime things which
poets have said about it; but, as part of the prose of everyday life, it is quite practical
and realistic. It means the ability to do, or to refrain from doing, definite things,
at a definite moment, in definite circumstances, or it means nothing at all.
R. H. Tawney — Equality

It is the first step in sociological wisdom, to recognize that the major advances in
civilization are processes which all but wreck the societies in which they occur: —
like unto an arrow in the hand of a child. The art of free society consists first in
the maintenance of the symbolic code; and secondly in fearlessness of revision, to
secure that the code serves those purposes which satisfy an enlightened reason.
Those societies which cannot combine reverence to their symbols with freedom of
revision, must ultimately decay either from anarchy, or from the slow atrophy of a
life stifled by useless shadows.
Alfred North Whitehead — Symbolism

DUEING

THE YEAR

JUST PAST, A NEW

AND

IMMENSELY

POWERFUL

SOURCE

of radio energy was discovered in the heavens, in observations made
with the twin ninety-foot dishes of the radio astronomy observatory of the
California Institute of Technology at Owens Valley. When the object had
been brought within the optical field of the great Hale telescope on Palomar
Mountain, the spectrum of its light exhibited a redshift so great as to mark
it a new outpost of our reach into the universe. So distant is it that exact
specification of its remoteness is not yet possible, because the conditions of
space itself are still insufficiently understood. But it is evident that the
light that reached the Hale telescope this past year to bring the image of
the new object had left its source when our universe was hardly half its
present age. This immense penetration into space that the year has brought,
which is thought to reach over a large fraction of the entire radius of the
universe itself, climaxes a long train of triumphs in astronomy which within
little more than twenty years has increased our view into space by easily a
factor of ten, changing distances thought of less than three decades ago in
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terms of hundreds of millions of light years to reaches now reckoned in the
billions. Even a decade ago, we could not have remotely imagined what we
know today.
During this same year, a new and striking method has been perfected in
analytical genetics at the molecular level that has opened the widest and
most exciting potentials for the further extension of our understanding
there. It makes possible the direct comparison among different organisms
of the actual ordering of the nucleotide bases on the chromosomes — the
ordering that constitutes the "language" in which the information of
heredity is coded and stored from generation to generation in all plants and
animals and in man himself. The method allows the comparative examination of genetic codes among organisms far too distantly separated biologically to permit the use of ordinary genetic methods. It suggests extremely
broad and novel ideas about evolution at the level of the genetic code itself.
It adds a powerful new experimental tool to aid in deciphering the very
processes by which the hereditary information stored in the chromosome
can determine the constitution — biochemical, physical, nervous — of the
developing body whose nature and shape it directs. It bids fair to shed new
light on the structure and function of microorganisms vital to man's welfare,
including some viruses that appear to be concerned with cancer. The new
concepts that this advance suggests, and indeed the very ones upon which
it is based, would have been well-nigh unimaginable two decades ago.
In 1963, nearly two and one-half million specialists were at work in the
United States. They comprised almost four per cent of all those employed
in the nation. Included among them were a million and a quarter or more
scientists, technicians, and engineers. Nearly three in every five were
engaged in projects supported or sponsored by the federal government, or
located within the government itself.
During 1963 the Swedish nation established a science advisory council,
chaired by the prime minister and including five members of the cabinet.
Thereby it joined the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and
Canada and Australia, India and Pakistan and Turkey and Thailand, to
name but a representative sample of nations where official actions taken
within the last few years have reflected a striking and important development of our time. On both national and international scenes, over the years
since World War II, science in its relation to affairs has become significantly
transformed from the instrument of public policy which it has long been to
a new and subtly but significantly different position — that of an object of
public policy. The consequences of this shift could be considerable in the
years to come. The shift itself is diagnostic of changes in the relationships
of science to the societies which support it and of which it has become an
integral part that may run deep.
It would be hard to assemble four more divergent arenas of thought and
action than are represented in these four great developments, occurring over
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the span of little more than a single year. They hardly seem linked at all,
save in their common emphasis upon vast and wind-swift growth in the
substantive range and power and penetration of the science of our day, on
the one hand, and in its sheer massiveness and complexity and the extent
and the degree, as well as the kind, of its social impact, on the other. Yet
joining these diversities, and underlying them, there may be at least one
set of common themes that deserves a close reexamination in the context
of our day. They link three apparently dissimilar elements that yet may be
closely related — the processes of planning both in and for science, the
complex of contingent choices by which that planning is brought about in
practice and through which both the shape and the functions of science are
constantly being mediated and determined, and, finally, the role of the
qualified and prepared individual who in all the aspects of science itself and
of activities affected by science must make such choices.
There is a related point that also challenges examination. When the early
scientific associations came into being in Europe, the first Industrial
Revolution had not yet begun, and their initial relations were with an
essentially preindustrial society. When they were first founded in America,
it was a rural and primarily agricultural society, not an urban and industrial
one, that they early served and where they matured — a society which at
the national level called upon the aid of science primarily in relation to
agronomic matters.
The original social environs of science have changed profoundly in the
years between, in this country and abroad. As Geoffrey Vickers has penetratingly remarked:
Rapid industrialization, as we see it today, is certainly not a cross section in a linear
progress of indefinite duration. On the contrary, it is probably a rapidly passing phase,
in which signs of self limitation can already be clearly seen. Yet ephemeral though it
may be, it is of critical importance in two ways. For first, it involves the irrevocable
commitment of resources, physical and human, in ways which may determine the
pattern of life for many generations to come. And secondly, during its dominance,
insights won over the last two thousand years, virtually the whole of our accumulated
knowledge of value, will be either confirmed in a form profoundly changed or lost, for
some later age painfully to discover.

What have been the effects both on and for science at the national and
international levels of its activity, and how are they related to the subtle
shift of science in its public context from instrument to object of policy?
The influence of science and technology upon our nation is as old as the
history of the nation itself; a good case could be made, indeed, that it is
considerably older. An important part of that influence, of course, has been
and continues as never before to be exercised through the products of
science and technology. But it is important to remember that it is a very
different aspect of the scientific way which throughout our history may have
exercised the deepest and most important influence on that profoundest of
all our national concerns — the molding of our national character. It may
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well be that a half century from now we shall conclude that the social
significance of science has less to do with the products that it has inspired,
with the control of the material world which it has placed at our command,
with the physical power that it has aided us to subsume from nature,
important as these are, than with its inner and guiding philosophy ; with an
ethos involving an overriding personal commitment to enduring values and
a high personal discipline in fulfilling them.
In a historical and evolutionary sense, science lies at the very heart of
western society. Both were born in the common philosophy of the Enlightenment. From the beginning they shared basic principles. For our wider
society, as for science, the search for truth is an overwhelming value,
however that truth may be defined. From that commitment to the search
for truth flow our concern for originality, our maintenance of an attitude of
skepticism, our protection of and our heavy reliance on the processes of
pluralism in all we undertake, our defense of argument and dissent. These
are the values that give to our society and maintain within it the continuing
power to evolve.
Perhaps most significant of all, this ethic of the search for truth inherently
gives special honor to the place of the inquiring individual. Historically,
we have always depended on him heavily to preserve and implement our
values, and as a principal bearer of this vital social responsibility we have
esteemed him accordingly and have consistently protected his freedom and
provided for his continuing flexibility of action. So if one were to choose
among the common themes that at a deeper level bind together these four
disparate developments of the year, the most fundamental would surely be
that of the individual, and especially the individual deeply concerned with
science, whether in a strictly professional role or as guardian or implementer
or observer. What is his place in a scientific world so different in its substantive scope and richness and complexity from that of his grandfather as
hardly to be recognizable, and so different in its social impact from that
even of his father as scarcely to be the same in kind? Is he still truly
relevant? Or have his functions now been subsumed collectively by the
great teams and the great organizations of our time, scientific and social
alike? If he still is truly relevant and vital, is he being adequately prepared,
today, to comprehend the newer aspects of his multiple roles? Is he being
trained in sufficient numbers to properly serve an extended and immensely
evolved science, serving in turn, in a multitude of ways, a vastly expanded
and elaborated society?

In a recent and penetrating essay on the emergence of Darwinism,
commemorating the centenary of the concept of evolution, Sir Julian
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Huxley posed a question of striking concern for our time. What would have
happened to Darwin as an individual scientist if he had been born a century
earlier, or a century later? The essayist speculates that if he had been born
in 1709 he might have gone down to posterity as a sound, and perhaps a
brilliant, amateur naturalist, possibly somewhat like his grandfather
Erasmus, whose own philosophy, however, Darwin so strongly rejected.
It is easy to forget that Erasmus was an ingenious and even a brilliant
thinker. Yet his notions never really stimulated the development of modern
concepts of evolution — indeed, they may actually have retarded it. Did this
reflect on his innate capacities? Or was the failure instead akin to that of
Edward Blyth, who a generation later, but still well in advance of Darwin's
publication of the Origin, evolved a concept of natural selection that was
essentially correct, yet used it to reinforce the idea of the fixity of species
that was still a dominant concept of the time? Was the overarching structure of scientific thought simply not fitted, in Erasmus Darwin's day, to
accommodate a modern theory of evolution?
A Charles Darwin born two centuries later, Huxley surmises, would today
at fifty-five be a respectable, indeed, perhaps an eminent, contemporary
ecologist, but little more. As a modern disciple of evolutionary thinking,
conceived as laboring with the same methods and orientation as the original
Darwin but deep in the shadow of his achievements — or, if the original
Darwin had never existed, then in the shadow of some near-contemporary
who inevitably would have proposed the theory — this hypothetical modern
Darwin would hardly be a revolutionary world figure in today's structure
of scientific thought. Earlier, the time would have been unripe for his actual
greatness; later, it is far overripe.
Few speculations indeed can be more fascinating than this of the probable
career of a Darwin displaced forward or backward by a century. And few
could be more relevant to our own time. For it emphasizes strikingly how
rapidly the whole conceptual structure of even one sector of the scientific
environment has changed within a hundred years, and how important and
how different this environmental challenge may be to the individual of
Darwinian quality and kind who would enter it today. It also poses several
penetrating questions. When a field of thought has become both far advanced and highly elaborated, are its new frontiers still within the reach of
individuals, however gifted? And if they are, what is the relative significance,
in the minds of those individuals, of innate quality and of environmental
influence? Would Darwin's specific aptitudes, his specific fields of interest,
his specific modes of approaching the world, have persisted more or less
intact had he been born in 1709 or 1909? If so, were there research questions
truly relevant to those talents great enough and near enough the surface in
the two hypothetical life periods to have engaged his interest and proved
his genius? Is it possible that a mind of such lofty stature, and gifted with
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such an immense capacity for plumbing the underlying verities of a very
special sector of the natural world, was by those very circumstances deeply
and irrevocably committed to the arena where it chose in fact to work?
Was the actual timing of Darwin's life, then, one of those rare near-miracles?
On the other hand, would a mind of such native originality and power,
given the appropriate training and opportunity, have chosen quite different
areas of inquiry in the different periods — areas more accessible in the one
case, areas involving new unanswered questions of comparable magnitude
and novelty in the other? Is it not true that in any age of science issues of
the power and the generality with which Darwin dealt lie below the surface,
too deep perhaps for ordinary men to perceive, but still accessible to
individuals of Darwinian penetration, still ready to be detected and revealed
by such vision — as indeed is happening in adjacent areas of biology at
present? Would Darwin's particular kind of genius burn as bright at any
period in the growth of scientific thought about the natural world? Or must
new kinds of scientific workers, of ever-changing tastes and talents, be
available in each generation to man the frontiers of a constantly changing
and elaborating science?
Some of these questions are clearly unanswerable in the present state of
our knowledge. Some may not even be real. Yet they bring home with force
the profound issue of the nature of the influence that existing scientific
environments have exercised in each generation on the whole scientific
career of those who have entered such environments most sensitively and
powerfully. And they underline the unprecedented quality of that environmental challenge in our own day and in the future, posed equally by the
complexity of the vast, interconnected, organism-like webs of theory and
fact, of concept and projection, that collectively make up the vast texture
of an age of advanced scientific scholarship, on the one hand, and of the
very different but equally complex organizational environment embracing
the formal structuring and implementing of science in its relationships to
the greater society that it serves, on the other. The sheer magnitude,
the intricacy, the power, and the pervasiveness of those two environments
in our time must profoundly condition the philosophy and the orientation
of every individual entering upon the scientific way. Moreover, in their
headlong future evolution, these environments must in the nature of things
constantly place new and ever more importunate demands upon him —
demands that occasionally, in a very general fashion, we can foresee,
especially in the area of scientific scholarship, but of which, often enough,
we have little inkling.
Many challenges to our understanding and action are limned here with
special clarity. A particularly important one concerns the quality of this
relationship between native intellectual orientation and the capacity for
sensitive and discerning reaction to the contemporary scientific environment
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in molding the effectiveness of the young research worker. Closely related is
another, equally arresting, question. How can the young individual of
potentially great stature, entering the complex scientific environment of
today, best be prepared to seek and to uncover and to pursue the issues that
tomorrow may have major significance? How can he or she learn to recognize them amid the random noise of the vast and varied contemporary
scientific scene?
At least two points of major relevance are here emphasized. The first is
the cardinal necessity for breadth and flexibility and a fundamental quality
in preparation — breadth and depth and generality in substance to minimize
the perils for the entrant too specially trained that can inhere in the rapid
exhaustion of specific fields so characteristic of modern research; flexibility
of outlook so that the multifarious relationships of science to the larger
society will not be foreign to him in principle. The second point is involved
with that curious and elusive quality perhaps best called the power of
penetration — the Darwin-like quality displayed by true scientific genius in
every generation — the power to discern key issues too securely hidden to be
detected by ordinary men and to generalize from them broadly and effectively. An important prerequisite for this quality, as we have long recognized, isthe ability to keep many things in mind at once, to experiment and
play with a multitude of permutations and combinations. This power to
retain many things simultaneously at the forefront of attention has always
been an outstanding attribute of individual genius in securing scientific
advance. In the future, it must be taxed ever more severely as the reach
required to generate novel insights at the frontiers of many fields inevitably
increases, as the challenges to significant generalization grow. Will the time
ever come when the number of elements which must be held and considered
simultaneously in order to achieve truly great new insights exceeds the
capacity of even the greatest single mind? Have we any effective working
tools to increase our powers of penetration further while retaining the
freedom and flexibility of the individual? Or, in a time of massive science,
highly organized both within its own complex structure and in its even
more complex relationships to the rest of our society, has the role of the
individual actually lost the significance that it had a generation ago? Is the
challenge too complex to be met effectively except by massive human
constellations?
In its every aspect, a continuing exploration of the role of the individual,
of his tasks, of his preparation, in the changing scientific environments of
our time, is of far more vital concern to us than ever before in our history.
For we live today with the very real danger that the special power inhering
in that role, its unique relation to creative effort in whatever setting, could
easily be lost in a perspective, all too compelling, which could confuse the
nature and purposes of organization with actual processes of advance. In
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such an exploration a first concern must be for those environments themselves— the environment provided by the structure and discipline of
substantive science; the related but yet different environment of science in
its role of public servant.

When scientific scholarship is compared with scholarship in other fields,
or with the arts, it sometimes appears to be distinguished by an important
difference of kind. It seems to be additive in nature, to grow as the sum of
facts accumulated by a multitude of workers and piled up from generation
to generation like the fabrication, brick by brick, of some massive wall.
Other kinds of scholarship, and the arts, do not seem to be cumulative in
precisely the same sense. This distinction, indeed, has an element of validity.
As discoverer, collector, and arranger of new facts about the world, science
is indeed an activity of accumulation — sometimes even of simple summation. And when one looks at the explosive rate at which that activity has
accelerated in our own nation and over much of the globe since the second
world war, it is tempting to regard accumulation as a preeminent characteristic ofscientific endeavor.
Many factors, of course, have contributed to this explosion in the unearthing of new data about our universe. The very storehouse of facts
already won can accelerate exponentially the uncovering of new facts in
contiguous areas, so long as those areas themselves remain potentially
fertile for further discovery. Again, the range and power of the highly
sophisticated scientific tools developed so conspicuously in this generation —
and often employed to illumine fields far distant from those for which they
were originally designed — constitute a most significant factor. Electron
microscopes and electron probes and techniques of gas-liquid chromatography have opened new areas not only in physics and geology and geophysics. They have nearly revolutionized some aspects of quantitative and
molecular biology as well. Spectrophotometric techniques of interest to the
astronomer are also of interest to the student of photosynthesis in green
plants. Means for measuring the flows of small currents with minute
electrodes and of amplifying and displaying the results which are vital to
parts of electronics have also proved powerful tools in investigating phenomena of the living brain. Advances in the sensitivity of photographic
plates have been of profound importance in extending the reach of the great
telescopes of the world.
Finally, the rapid increase in the numbers of those trained in science and
active in scientific research in the last decades, though actually inadequate
to growing opportunities, has been an extremely weighty factor in this
context, especially in our own country. In 1940, for example, approximately
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one and one-half per cent of the working population of the United States
were classified as technical specialists. Since then, according to a number of
demographers, the population of the nation as a whole has increased at an
annual rate also of about one and one-half per cent. But during the same
time the numbers of those engaged in scientific and technical work have
been expanding at an annual rate of roughly five per cent. By 1970, it is
estimated, some four and seven-tenths per cent of all those employed in the
country may be comprehended in such specialist occupations. Small wonder
that the rate of accumulation of scientific and technical facts should proceed
at an explosive rate, or that the additive property of science should impress
us so greatly !
But if this additive and cumulative aspect of scientific scholarship were
a true measure of its inner structure, the concepts of our universe would
have changed in no such dynamic way as they have even over the last two
decades. A hypothetical Darwin born in 1709, or reincarnated in 1909,
would have encountered relatively familiar scientific environments instead
of ones that, as we must imagine, would have been or would now be very
strange indeed. And if the collection of facts randomly unearthed were the
only, or even a dominating, factor in the evolution of scientific scholarship,
there might well be no such pressure as now exists to further expand the
numbers of scientists in our society.
For, in a profound sense, the structure of science is no more that of an
assemblage of facts, brought together in simple additive arrays, than is the
living body a simple assemblage of cells, coexisting without interaction or
integration. Rather, like a living body, the body of scientific scholarship is
a highly organized entity. Its multifarious parts, to be sure, are sometimes
so diverse and so separated in their various specializations that it is often
difficult to recognize them even as components of any organized whole.
Yet so long as the parts are developing dynamically, the essence of an
integrated relationship is maintained through the whole vast structure of
science. The intensity or the importance of the reaction of one part of the
body on another seemingly far distant can never be foreseen, from one year
to the next or even, sometimes, literally from day to day. But it is a permanent potential of health and vigor.
Furthermore, this interlocked character of scientific scholarship, across
fields and over generations of workers, makes it far more than simply a
static organic whole. In a very real sense it is a living and evolving organism.
Its growth over three centuries has been marked, as in so much of actual
organic evolution, by movement from the simple to the vastly more complex
and at the same time by a correlated knitting and integration, transforming
initially loose assemblages of hypothesis and theory and fact into more
tightly woven, more inclusive, more efficient — and often superficially more
simple — tools to achieve new orders of understanding.
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As in organic evolution, moreover, the evolution of science is irreversible.
In any literal sense, scientific scholarship can never go back. One thing must
follow another: it cannot precede it. Without the work of Newton, the work
of Einstein would have been impossible ; even if it had been accomplished,
it would have been irrelevant to the stream of our understanding. Without
Gregor Mendel's demonstration of the individuality and the integrity of
the elements of inheritance, the demonstration of the linear arrangements
of genes in chromosomes by Morgan and his school, three-quarters of a
century later, even had it been possible, could have had little meaning for
us. Without Robert Brown's recognition of the nucleus and the cytoplasm
of the cell in 1831, without the proof of the physical existence of chromosomes in the nucleus by Anton Schneider in 1870, neither the work of
Mendel nor that of Morgan would have carried the meaning that it did.
Without all these discoveries and the characterization of "nuclein" by the
Swedish biochemist Miescher almost contemporaneously with the findings
of Mendel, without modern developments in physical chemistry and
information theory and much else besides, the notions that have revolutionized our thinking about the molecular nature of heredity over the last
decade would surely have been unattainable. Modern physical theories of
solids could never have been developed apart from the work of molecular
chemists accomplished two or three decades earlier. And this work in turn
could not have been accomplished without the conceptual structures of the
quantum theory, yet a decade older.
As it has been in the past, so, clearly, will it continue in the future. In
many new areas it is possible to anticipate even now the outlines of future
conceptions. A deeper comprehension of the behavior of gas plasmas may
prove directly relevant to a fuller understanding of conditions in interplanetary space. And as the structure of the interplanetary medium becomes
clearer, concepts about the outer layers of the solar atmosphere will be
elaborated and refined. These in turn must bear heavily on our understanding of the energy balances within our own terrestrial system.
There will be many instances not only where specific information gained
in one area will prove directly relevant in very different ones, but where
major conceptual structures too will be found to underlie fields apparently
very disparate. Concepts of evolution today illumine the natural world far
beyond the aspects for which they were originally designed, coloring our
views in fields as remote as the formation of the elements or the transformations of stars. But here, particularly, careful and critical judgments of those
most capable to take them are vital to the sound extension of any conceptual
system beyond the boundaries for which it was designed, even though the
extension in itself may seem quite trivial. The vast advances in our understanding ofthe genetic code which the decade has brought will surely invite
us to apply those hard-won notions in other fields where they may or may
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not prove relevant. The visualizing of mental processes in molecular terms,
for instance, clearly offers one of the most exciting challenges, and one of
the greatest areas of opportunity, for a new generation of investigators.
We shall certainly be tempted to think of the mysterious processes of
memory at the molecular level in terms analogous to those in which we
have come to conceive the recording and the operation of the information
of heredity; in terms perhaps of a ribonucleic acid-mediated mechanism,
sensitively affected by environmental influences acting on the nerve cell.
Whether any such conceptual bridge can be valid, given the durable and
highly invariant nature of the genetic mechanism as we now know it, is a
vital question which in the future must demand one of those key judgments
so crucial to scientific scholarship.
As in organic evolution again, the tempo of scientific progress is highly
uneven, and also varies greatly from place to place within the framework of
science. Periods of gradual and hard-won advance may be punctuated by
occasional swift bursts when new insights accomplish rapid and major
transformations. The general profile of the growth of scientific scholarship,
indeed, may in one sense be likened to that of beads on a chain.
Finally, once again as with organic evolution, the overall tempo of the
evolution of science accelerates as evolution itself proceeds. This combination of increase in magnitude and acceleration in tempo has confronted each
scientific generation with an ever more severe challenge. When Gregor
Mendel's great work was recovered in 1900 there was a vastly insufficient
reserve of those whose talents and taste and training equipped them to
exploit quickly and to the full the advance for the new opportunities that
it offered. Since then, the number of first-class minds in the world that
have been oriented and trained in the science of genetics has vastly increased.
Yet they may still be quite inadequate to take advantage of all the scientific
possibilities laid bare by, say, recent concepts of genetic coding. In this
sense there can be no doubt that each generation of research workers has
been provided with a far richer scientific spectrum than its predecessors.
This has been true of our own generation to an extraordinary degree. But
by the same token, each generation has also had to reconcile itself to living
with an ever-growing backlog of potentials unexploited.
This situation, too, has clearly reached unprecedented proportions in our
own time. It carries at least three implications of signal importance. The
first is that, despite (or precisely because of) the great numbers of those
already working in scientific fields, we shall always feel that we require
more, not only in practical terms of national needs, but in terms of the
growth and vigor of scientific scholarship itself. Yet, just as we must
constantly beware of attributing to organization per se properties that in
the last analysis belong to creative individuals, so we must be constantly
wary of the temptation to imagine that mere numbers of individuals engaged
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in scientific pursuits can in any real sense replace or even compensate for
lack in individual endowment and quality of training in that smaller corps
upon which the greatest part of real progress depends. A single genius, we
must always remember, may accelerate the evolution of his branch of
science more, in his generation, than a thousand less outstanding contemporaries.
Our enthusiasm for numbers, too, must be tempered on the broader front
by the continuing recognition that a primary requisite for a healthy society
is the maintenance of some balance in the proportions of those committed
to the various functions that serve it. Gross departures from that balance
can pose a serious threat to social well-being. So in any period there must
be a limit to the numbers of those who can or ought to be dedicated to
the attainment of scientific excellence, and we should be continuingly
sensitive as to approximately what, at any given time, that limit should be.
Fortunately, however, there is every indication that an appropriate limit
is actually set by the natural rareness of those who by high talent and by
burning inclination are destined to become dedicated scientists of the
highest caliber. So there is little danger that, in terms of such men, we shall
exceed prudent boundaries in the foreseeable future. Rather, our society
will continue to be short of them. Nothing, therefore, can come higher on
our agenda than both the excellence and the extent of the training of those
among us who in future may choose the scientific way.
A second implication of the accelerating tendency of scientific evolution,
though related to the first, has somewhat different practical connotations.
Since it has never been possible to explore adequately more than a minute
fraction of the promising leads that science has laid bare at any time,
careful and rigorous choice among many possibilities has always been a
characteristic and critical duty of the investigator. Just as in living nature,
what we see in the evolution of scientific scholarship is in fact the result of
an uncountable multitude of individual choices of the past, made among a
plethora of alternatives, each winnowed and scrutinized, each put to the
hard test of survival. Thus are linked two of the three themes uniting the
disparate developments with which we began — choice and the individual.
We shall shortly return to them and to their connection with the third —
choice and the individual and planning, both in and for the scientific
endeavor — a process of planning which, as we shall see, carries a very
different meaning in the two contexts.
The third implication involves an obverse to this picture of dynamic
growth. If there are always sectors of science that are rapidly growing and
evolving, there are also, inevitably, always points of stagnation, always
branches of investigation that are dying. Few research scientists today
would choose to enter the field of the determination of atomic weights even
though, conceivably, greater accuracies could still be obtained. The study
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of stable isotopes of the elements, dynamic in the first half of the century,
is no longer a very active pursuit. Three decades ago studies of cosmic rays,
as received at the surface of the earth, provided one of the most exciting
challenges in all of physics. Today, students trained specifically in that area
have at times had to turn to other pursuits, while the most exciting growing
point of the field, studies of the celestial origins of the rays, has become
the province of astronomy and astrophysics in its widest reaches. Whole
areas of classificatory biology, and even of more conventional physiology,
have been exhausted, and there is little chance, in many of them, that a
revival of interest or indeed of opportunity will come.
And just as the opening of new opportunities in science is ever accelerating, sotoo does the tempo at which opportunities are exhausted increase.
Only two years ago the spectacular discovery was made that xenon,
traditionally thought to be so unreactive that it has long been known as a
noble gas, can be made to react readily with fluorine to form xenon tetrafluoride. This dramatic finding opened a new chemical field of considerable
dimensions. Yet so immediately and intensively was it attacked by capable
investigators that already the field has been largely exhausted. Over the
whole front of science, more than one student has found on completing the
work for his doctoral degree that the very field of his thesis has literally
disappeared while he was writing it, possibly leaving him with a frightening
dilemma of career. And the menace is not lessened when the career itself
has been well launched. The modern development of the computer has
carried no more serious implications for the untrained worker than it has
for the intensively but narrowly trained professional numerical calculator
of the old school — if anything, indeed, it has been less devastating for the
untrained man, who at least is generalized. The implications for breadth
and flexibility in scientific training, for maintenance of the fundamentals,
for the perils of too great concentration too early on too narrowly specialized
arenas in the preparation of the individual who is to enter science today are
all too clear. Yet even today they are not always heeded.

Thus the scientific environment per se. What of the individual and his
role of judgment and choice in the forming of it? The organic quality of
scientific scholarship is of course prima facie evidence that the essence of
science, its shaping and its growth, He in processes of effective integration
and meaningful organization of information that no mechanical aid yet
devised and no massive effort yet known are able to accomplish. For they
are deeply integral with the attainment of insights which both make our
current vision of the world more comprehensive and can serve as predictors
beyond the boundaries of present concepts; insights that can prepare our
understanding for new adventures into the unknown. The attaining of those
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insights, and their validation, must indeed continue to be the work of the
scientific scholar, so long as we can see into the future.
Above all, then, the primary motif of a dynamic science is that of constant
and critical judgment — of making constant and sensitive choices — choices
among avenues of investigation that are best pursued, choices of direction
of effort, choices, above all, in the formulation of new hypotheses and in
judging the relationships among older ones and their soundness and relevance and applicability outside the fields for which they were designed.
These will, in general, be choices that are individual and often highly
specific. Each choice as it is made will be exposed to a constant scrutiny, to
a constant validation or rejection, to a constant judgment by the facts
themselves and by a trained and sophisticated audience of co-workers in
the field. In this pattern of achieving growth as the product of constant
individual choice, science, far from being distinguished from artistic
activities in the more usual sense, indeed finds common ground with them.
This process of choice through which the evolution of science takes place
constitutes a very real process of planning — none the less real for the fact
that it is the work of a host of contributors dispersed all over the world and
through many generations. It is worth emphasis that planning in this sense
veritably lies at the heart of scientific scholarship. Yet it is very different
from planning as we ordinarily understand that word. Its highly contingent
nature makes of it a very special kind of planning. It is planning at the
level of the work, and its whole effectiveness in the past has rested on the
excellence of judgment and the freedom of judgment of individuals whose
abilities and preparation fitted them to make the specific choices demanded,
and also to judge similar choices made by colleagues. The words of Elihu
Root, written in 1918, carry a lasting and special significance: "Occasionally
a man appears who has the instinct to reject the negligible. A very great
mind goes directly to the decisive fact, the determining symptom, and
cannot afford to burden itself with a great mass of unimportant facts. ..."
It is such minds, acting with individual freedom and flexibility, that provide
the sinews of our scientific planning today, as they did a half century ago,
and as they surely will into an indefinite future. It is not, and it inherently
cannot be, the function of the great organization per se, or of planning as
ordinarily understood.
But if the investigating mind should not be burdened with a mass of
unimportant facts, it still cannot discover or test potentially significant
relationships without taking into account a plethora of collateral evidence
which, though less salient to the principal lines of reasoning, is yet contributory toit. Consciously or not, the individual pioneer must have access
to a wide range of facts and hypotheses as he ponders new combinations.
Outstanding ability to hold such a store in mind is indeed one frequent
attribute of genius, and is commonly a prerequisite to original and penetrating thought. Today, with the frontiers of science become in many areas
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so wide and many-faceted, this individual ability in even its highest
expression has become hard pressed. In some areas it may even have become
limiting. And so we return to that insistent and urgent question of whether
there are possibilities of structuring the scientific effort to provide the
pioneering individual with more powerful investigative tools without at the
same time submerging his identity or limiting his initiative.
There are such means, and in principle they have had a long development.
The inherent limitations posed to even the greatest minds by the vastness
of the subject material with which they must deal are surely part of the
reason why individuals in science have always, and characteristically,
sought to form unusually intimate working communities, tightly constructed about their disciplines, however widely physically separated their
members might be. In our own day, such communities have on occasion
evolved further, to form deeply intimate associations, working so closely
over long periods on matters of common concern that the group may
ultimately become truly greater and more powerful than the sum of its
parts — truly a ''thinking organism" in its own right. In many fields such
intellectually close-knit, concentrated teams have become identified with
some of the most significant conceptual advances in the science of our time,
comparable to and often reminiscent of the kinds of advances achieved in
another age by the individual genius of a Heaviside or a Pasteur — such
groups as those within the Pasteur Institute itself, of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, of the British Medical
Research Council's Laboratory of Molecular Biology at Cambridge, of the
Carnegie Institution, to cite but a representative handful. Indeed, it is
possible that if one looks to those larger and apparently unitary organizations where scientific frontiers are being most spectacularly pushed back
today, and examines them in close detail — in industry or government,
within private research institutions and even to a considerable extent within
universities — it will be found that in a great number of instances those
conquests depend in the last analysis upon the work of such relatively small,
close-knit, and concentrated teams harbored within them.
A particularly powerful quality of teams of this kind lies precisely in
their compatibility with the play of individual genius. It seems clear that in
the ideal research group of this sort not only are the unfettered freedom
and individuality of each of its key members carefully guarded as a factor
vital to success but also a major function of the group is indeed to provide
an environment where such individuality will be enhanced and stimulated
to the utmost, fired by common concern and common sympathy, given
access to a stream of ideas and a collection of facts broader and deeper than
any individual alone could reach, exposed to resources of criticism far more
apposite and stringent than could be experienced in solitude. Such groups
may indeed offer particularly relevant and powerful responses for our time
to the encompassing issue of how we are to devise effective means further
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to increase our powers of penetration into the unknown, and of the place
of the independent investigator in them.
By all the evidence, then, it seems abundantly clear that the role of the
individual in the processes of very special substantive planning through
which science advances, of the individual whether working alone or in small,
unfettered teams, continues as indispensable in our own time as it has ever
been. Its importance needs repeated emphasis. For it is easier than ever
today to forget this cardinal truth, or to lose it in the obscuring image of the
giant scientific and technical organizations with which we live. It is natural,
but gravely misleading, to regard such organizations as monolithic entities,
failing to discern in their finer structure the congeries of close-knit groups
of individual investigators that bring them their vitality and effectiveness
in research.
Such misconceptions may be perilous. They could exacerbate a trend,
already evident and probably destined to become more conspicuous, that
can easily dominate the climate of thought and feeling in a technically
advanced society — a trend toward a progressive secularization of the search
for new knowledge, and especially of knowledge related to scientific and
technical discovery: the taking-for-granted both of knowledge won and of
the processes of winning new knowledge that is so apt to cloud our horizons.
What happens to the emotionally compelling quality of great new conquests
of nature, of great new technical developments, of comprehensive new
systems of ideas, as the impersonal concerns of large-scale integration
displace those of discovery itself, with its early wonder? What may happen,
not only to quality, but also to standards of quality? How often may the
temptation that is no stranger to us today seem wholly logical and even
efficient, the temptation to substitute money or sheer volume of numbers
for hard thought, often enough not in sophistry but in what is actually
much worse, honest self-deception of a peculiarly insidious kind?
Such dangers pose important challenges indeed. For it may be deeply
characteristic of the human mind that, as the organization and the systematization of knowledge proceed, the color and the vividness that surround
the acquisition of new knowledge become progressively more difficult to
maintain. Yet it is just at this point in our history that those elements
become most vitally important. Verve and style and deep individual
involvement are indeed inseparable from quality, and from the adequate
making and the adequate monitoring of those perpetual and myriad
individual choices upon which the progress and the final shape of science
ultimately depend. The significance of their maintenance must become
increasingly pressing with the years. By the standards of training and of
work, through the great unities of approach and of preparation that bind
those dedicated to the scientific path : the requirements of verifiability ; the
discipline of parsimony; the constant emphasis on the significance of
individual effort with its exacting demands of originality and imagination,
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of the maintenance of style, the individual scientist, so long as he remains
conscious of the weight and seriousness of his personal responsibility, can
do much to preserve those priceless qualities, so often confused and
threatened with destruction in a contemporary crowded world. No era to
which they have been lost can be great, whatever its other assets. The
responsibility to conserve them is a major one indeed. And it belongs
supremely to this generation.

So much for the processes of substantive scientific planning, for planning
in science and its relation to choice and to the ultimate importance of the
individual. What then of the different question of planning for science, in
its effects on and its relations to our greater society? With science as
substantively immense and intricate as it now is, with science as demanding
as it has become in terms of the material and the human wealth of nations,
with science, in short, so overwhelming a social force on both intellectual
and material fronts, can we longer say that we can allow it to proceed
without a measure of planning from without? And, if we must affirm this,
what do we mean? Is the process of planning for science remotely like that of
planning in science? Is planning for science, like that of planning in science,
intimately linked still in our day with the work of individuals, or is it, in
its vastness, subject only to the influence of relatively impersonal organization?
Were a Darwin, miraculously reborn in 1909, observing us today, he
would find the landscape of science vastly altered from what he knew in
features quite other than the richness and the diversity, the sophistication
and the complexity of its inner substance. One touchstone of its accompanying outer transformation would surely be the vast increase in numbers
of those engaged in it. Another, and one yet more poignant in this context,
would be the spectacular growth in public expenditures in scientific and
technical fields. Among all the industrial nations of the world that increase
has been explosive. It has been especially vividly illustrated in our own
country during the postwar period. In 1950, for example, our national
expenditures for research and development amounted to about 3 billion
dollars. By 1960 they had grown to 13 billion, averaging more than a
doubling for each five years. In the current year the appropriation exceeded
15 billion. Such a rate of increase is to be set against a rise of only about 3.5
per cent in the gross national product of the nation. If we were to project
both rates unchanged to 1973 — an unlikely hypothesis but one underlining
strongly the drama of the situation — our national expenditures for research
and development would comprehend no less than 10 per cent of our gross
national product.
And the share of this burden carried by the federal government has grown
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formidably in the last years. In 1940, the federal government spent about
$74 million in research and development. By 1960 it supplied about 10
billion dollars, as against $4.7 billion provided by private industry, while
colleges, universities, and private scientific institutes, still probably the
primary producers of research, supported only about 3 per cent of the total.
By 1963, when the total expenditure for research and development in the
nation had reached almost its present level, the government had come to
support more than two-thirds of it, at an annual rate greater than the total
sums it had committed to research and development from the time of the
American Revolution to and through World War I. It comprehended 15
per cent of the total federal budget, and about one-third of the part not
already absorbed in fixed commitments.
At fifty-five, a reborn Darwin would indeed work within a science which,
over all the industrialized world, had changed greatly in the character of its
relationships to societies and to governments. To be sure, the original
Darwin must have been very familiar with the beginnings of organization
at the interfaces of science and of society at large. He was just twenty years
old when James Smithson died, leaving his bequest of half a million dollars
for the further promotion of American science. He was thirty-nine when the
American Association for the Advancement of Science was organized in
Philadelphia. It is easy to imagine how familiar in type such private
organizations designed to promote the service of science to society would
have seemed to him, and how much they might have recalled some of the
contemporary and parallel work of corresponding bodies in Great Britain.
He was fifty-four when the National Academy of Sciences was organized,
and one can imagine how comprehensible such a systematized organization
of science in the public service would have been to him, and how logical it
would have seemed.
But within three-quarters of a century after Darwin's death three
important developments had occurred to fashion in the social landscape of
science a topography so different as to be, in essence, new in kind. The first
has the longest history, and has always been the most obvious. The precipitate rise of industrial power, and the critical place of both science and
technology in evolving and maintaining it, were ultimately to bring to both
a new kind of social significance. The second development, which has
dominated the last quarter of a century, was the recognition brought by
three great wars of the indispensable role that science must play in defense
and in the maintenance of military capacity. The third, taking its root in
the first two, is embodied in the final conviction of our day that contemporary science and its associated technology have become in themselves major
forces changing the very face of society. Associated with all these developments, but most particularly with the last, has come an increase in the
public expenditures for science in many lands to the point where they
constitute major items in overall national budgets.
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These transformations of position and of attitude, subtle but surely
profound, have brought yet another in their train. With science of such an
order of importance for societies and for nations, with science supported at
such a level of public expenditure, science must henceforth be as directly
accountable to its supporting public as any other activity of like social
impact. In this context, science is a public activity of major importance —
public and major, and so, inevitably, political. And in this context it may
not be generally visualized as the private exercise of great intellects in the
exploration of the universe. It may not, indeed, be generally thought of as
an activity of individuals at all.
This orientation would surely have seemed very unfamiliar to Darwin,
though its beginnings in our own country can certainly be traced at least as
far back as his lifetime, in the philosophy and the organization and the
conduct of the Department of Agriculture itself. But, spurred by the great
shifts in the center of gravity of the large-scale practical implications of
technology from agriculture to such immediate life-and-death matters as
national defense and military power, and to the equally vital arena of the
transformations of industrial societies, the change in our own country has
accelerated with astonishing rapidity. Indeed, the full change has actually
been surprisingly recent. As late as 1938 one-third of all the federal money
committed to research and development was expended by the Department
of Agriculture, and the Departments of Commerce and of the Interior
combined accounted for approximately another fifth. The entire military
budget of the Departments of War and of the Navy consumed only a fifth.
Only fifteen years later, in 1953, nine-tenths of the entire federal budget for
research and development was to be devoted to military or militaryoriented research, expended largely through a group of giant federal or
quasi-federal agencies. Within that period had come the second world war,
and all that it brought in knowledge of the power of science in national
defense when appropriately organized and conducted at the federal level.
All over the globe since World War II the effects of these powerful
influences to make of science a major object as well as a major instrument
of public policy have been signalized by the formal organizational relationships ofscience to government which have been architected in many nations.
In the United Kingdom a Ministry of Science and Education was created
not long ago. And currently, in the Zuckerman Report, the Trend Report,
the Robbins Report, and in a plethora of public discussions, national issues
related to this change are being explored with unprecedented range and
thoroughness. In France a General Delegacy for Scientific and Technical
Research has been established, directly attached to the office of the Prime
Minister and supporting an Interdepartmental Committee of Scientific
Research composed of eight Cabinet Ministers and chaired by the Prime
Minister. A Consultative Committee on Scientific and Technological Research has also been set up in France to assist the Interdepartmental
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Committee, consisting of twelve senior professional members, and there is
also a National Center for Scientific Research. In Belgium there is a
National Council for Science Policy, in Norway a Government Council for
Applied Research. And now in Sweden, as noted earlier, a Science Advisory
Council has very recently been established. In Canada the National
Research Council and in Australia the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization have assumed tasks of new magnitude in
linking science and national policy.
Such developments, moreover, are by no means confined to Western
Europe and North America. Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan already have, or
are planning, National Science Councils, and Pakistan, among a number of
bodies concerned with science, has a vigorous Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research serving a national function quite similar to that long
served by the department of the same name in Great Britain. Indonesia has
recently appointed a Minister for Science, and Thailand, with the help of
Australia, is currently setting out on the same general road.
When scientific goals and activity assume such proportions in the lives
of nations as at present, when science has become so significant an element
in public policy, administrative centralization of the conduct of science
within government clearly becomes, in one sense, a wave of the future. So
obviously adaptive is it that all industrial nations are sure to face continuing
pressures to evolve ever further in that direction. Such trends will inevitably
be additionally emphasized by the ever-mounting economic pressures that
a growing public science and technology must continue to impose, further
increasing the concentration of support and control in central governments.
Although it is only rather recently that we have felt the full weight of
this problem, in its essence it has been with us for longer than Darwin's
lifetime. In a historical sense, we have been exceptionally fortunate in
meeting it. For not only did our pragmatic American temper secure a firm
conjunction between science and more general aspects of government policy
early in our development. It also achieved that participation in a very
"plural" way, at a variety of levels and through a variety of devices that
were ultimately to proliferate into an extraordinary panoply of departments,
bureaus, special working groups, special advisory bodies. Moreover, many
of the individuals who initiated or early participated in these activities in
government retained throughout their official service the closest of professional connections with their colleagues in private scientific bodies.
Throughout our history such circumstances have brought to our conduct
of science in government a curious and probably unique balance between
pluralism and centralization. In times of military or economic crisis in the
nation, when the great issues were intensified and sharpened and simplified,
we have always tended to concentrate our administrative concerns for
science at the national level. In times of lesser national stress, with the issues
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of the country far more diffuse, our modes of meeting them have also been
much more diverse. This quality in our relationships of science to national
affairs is deeply rooted in a characteristic of our approach to policy formation in general which stems in turn from the dominantly pragmatic orientation toward affairs that we have had from the very beginning. More than a
hundred years ago Alexis de Tocqueville, who knew us so preternaturally
well — often so much better than we knew ourselves — emphasized that an
especially striking quality of the American ethos was our strong penchant
for solving the practical problems that we encountered each as it presented
itself, each as it occurred, in its own way. This strong predilection for
approaching our problems of policy on an essentially contingent basis has
persisted through all our history, and is undimmed with us today. It has
had an especially strong impact upon the whole character of the relationships of our science and technology with government and its influences on
governmental policy, and indeed upon the whole cast of our thinking about
the place of science and technology in our society in the broadest sense. As
in the progress of science itself, the contingent mode of planning confers a
special flexibility on all our thinking of the relationships of science to our
society, and it has allowed us over the years to change and modify our policy
with unusual swiftness and ease as conditions and demands were changed.
But we have to remember that this pragmatic style of contingency, when
overemphasized, can also exact its own price. We are traditionally excellent
at individual scientific and technical tasks, often of the highest difficulty.
But we have likewise often been indifferent at broad planning for science.
Clearly such indifference is no longer admissible. For not only are the
concerns of science and technology now important objects of national policy.
Not only are they virtually omnipresent, affecting almost every other aspect
of our national life. Their very demands, not only of material wealth, but
especially in terms of the lives and fates of men and women, have become so
great that, were we to attempt to satisfy all of them indiscriminately, we
should so overtax both our material and our human resources as to risk
serious social imbalances. Currents of such magnitude and import as those
now sweeping science and technology on their courses, if allowed to flow
undirected, if left to the whim of the winds, could easily wreak great damage.
So we are irrevocably brought face to face with a grave conclusion. In our
day, planning for science, though very different from it, may become as
inescapable a necessity as planning in science has always been. Upon how
wisely and well we learn to do it, indeed, much of the freedom and vitality
of substantive science itself will depend. Skillful and effective planning for
science can enhance the freedom with which active scientists can choose
and shape the direction of their research. Unskillfully attempted, it is
capable of restricting that freedom dangerously.
Now planning for science, too, is clearly accomplished as the sum of a
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multitude of choices, and of choices made by individuals. But how much
more difficult, and in many ways how very different, these choices often are!
Not only may the immediate social impact of any single decision be much
greater. Its effective verification— the possibility of determining whether it
has actually been good or bad — may be much more distant in time. Circumstances apparently quite foreign to the choice yet actually vital to it may
change while it is being made. And choices of such magnitude cannot be
easily altered or rectified if they have initially been unwise. Moreover,
decisions so important to the whole life of the nation must inevitably be
taken publicly and be made only with public consent, given or withheld by
a public who may or may not be prepared to really understand the content
and to project the consequences of the choices involved.
This necessary circumstance in turn involves two further hazards. One
is that many decisions concerning science and technology inevitably must
critically shape the world in which a subsequent generation — perhaps
unborn at the time that the decisions were taken — will live and carry on its
work. How is public choice or public consent to bear effectively upon a
situation of this kind? A related hazard is that since popular expectations
of the power of science have grown so immensely in our time, and since such
expectations must inevitably play a dominant role in governing decision,
there is the grave danger that when public attention becomes focused upon
the practical benefits of science, real or potential, anticipation which is
sometimes unrealistic may father belief, and may, in the absence of wise
counsel, lead to serious distortions of scientific choice. Spectacular enterprises may find favor at the expense of less conspicuous but basically more
significant elements; the immediate may take precedence over the long
range.
It is not only in the weight of decisions taken and in the methods of
validating and implementing them that planning for science differs from
planning in science. It can also be far more complex in a substantive sense.
The farther planning for science in the service of public affairs is removed
from regions where objective verification is possible, the farther, as it were,
it is removed from the workbench, the more difficult judgments become,
and the more unreliable they tend to be if taken in a purely scientific
context. Indeed, the virtual impossibility of planning large-scale scientific
or technical enterprises — and particularly of choosing wisely among a group
of such large-scale enterprises that compete for common and limited supplies of money and above all of men — on the basis of objective scientific
considerations alone poses a critical kind of dilemma with which we have
lately become thoroughly familiar.
In the processes through which the evolution of the body of scientific
knowledge takes place, the elements judged at each point of choice can
commonly be compassed within a relatively straightforward hierarchy of
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values. The construction of such a hierarchy, to be sure, may be a difficult
process, often requiring as much skill and effort as the final act of judging
itself. But one of the accepted and understood challenges to the research
worker is precisely to accomplish such a reduction, however diverse his
subject material, so that ultimately the values to be weighed are in a real
sense commensurable. In the more detailed ranges of planning for science
within a public context it may be possible to preserve this commensurability
to some degree, and clearly one of the important administrative tasks for
those dealing with scientific affairs in government at more specific levels
is this kind of ordering.
But however much we are aware of this need, and however excellent the
skills that we develop to accomplish it, judgments made at the highest
ranges must continue to be taken among elements which, in any basic
scientific sense, will always be intrinsically incommensurable. How is it
possible, for example, to determine on a purely objective basis the relative
priorities in public encouragement and support to be given the field of
oceanography as against that of mental health, of molecular biology against
geophysics or atmospheric research, of physiological psychology against
organic chemistry? At the most obvious level, no observer or judge, regardless of how expert he may be in a particular scientific area, is likely to be
able to effectively assess in detail the relationships of all the multifarious
factors involved in fields outside his own or to understand specifically their
significance for the future. But the real difficulty goes much deeper. For,
regardless of the extent of scientific knowledge and the wisdom of any
observer, at this level of decision there can be no single criterion of choice.
By the very nature of the situation, the orders of merit in such a hierarchy
of preference must always be plural and often enough inchoate. And they
will depend in turn upon a broad and complex range of factors. Some factors
will be principally scientific. But many will be intimately tied to a wide
variety of other bounding conditions, peculiar to the time and place of the
decision and varying constantly.
It is particularly difficult for us to fully recognize and accept the reality
that there are reaches of decisions involving scientific matters — and often
among the most important in our day — where the choices to be made must
remain forever incommensurable. With our long conditioning, we may tend
to respond negatively to the challenges that this cardinal fact imposes, and
in ways that can be dangerous. We may deny this inevitable incommensurability, insisting that choices of such nature can always, with sufficient
effort, be ranked in a single overall " order of merit." Such an error can easily
result in undue focusing on a few elements of a great problem to the detriment of the whole, bringing about distortions of judgment of a kind that
we have not been stranger to in recent years. Another reaction epitomizes
the opposite extreme: to conclude that, since choice must always be multiple
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and must often be made among elements that cannot be weighed objectively, planning for science is itself a deceptive and inadmissible activity.
But we have no option. For the abjuring of planning is in itself a decision
of the most significant kind, and a potentially disastrous one. We have no
escape from the conclusion that, the weightier scientific decisions become,
economically and in affairs, the more they demand judgments of just this
plural kind, as sensitive to social context as to scientific content. The
greater the decisions, the more it is incumbent upon those who take them
to combine with keen scientific judgment the broad, intuitive, socially based
wisdom that is so universally needed elsewhere in great affairs.

The whole process through which the entire modern fabric of scientific
thought has come to being has clearly been the resultant of a plethora of
individual choices. Its effectiveness has always depended critically on that
corps of imaginative individuals of the past and the present who, in the
quality of their training, in the nature of their dedication, in the high order
of their capacity, have by their collective decisions carried science forward.
We are beginning now to see that the great future task of planning for
science, which in some measure we cannot escape, must, in similar fashion,
depend on the collective choices and judgments of individuals as highly
qualified. Who will they be? Where will they come from? How will they
be trained? How shall we recognize them?
It is abundantly clear that the scientific and technical skills and knowledge and judgment that are brought to the service of the nation at governmental level are not only plural in the points at which they enter and the
avenues through which they serve. They are also, in a deeper sense, multiple
in kind. They range all the way from those adapted primarily to providing
the most practical and straightforward technical services to those particularly qualified to formulate far-ranging policy involving scientific parameters, but including much else besides. It is surely important to draw
distinctions among these skills and functions, for men and women of very
different abilities and temperament and training are — and in the future even
more will be — required to implement the various sectors.
In the realm of policy alone, one can, by greatly simplifying the picture,
distinguish at least four general kinds of function. They might be described
as the execution of policy involving matters of science and technology on
the domestic front of national affairs ; the corresponding function in relation
to our foreign policy ; and, on both foreign and domestic fronts, the making
of those great and often inchoate judgments by which policy in both arenas
must be formulated. Each of these classes of function is surely sufficiently
complex in itself. To make matters worse, two or more may often be
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combined in a single demanding situation, as was the case, for example, in
the extremely difficult problems posed for the members of the Geneva
Conference in 1958.
These more or less artificially distinguished levels of function must find
their counterparts in the kinds of background and training and talents
required of those called upon to discharge them. Both the formulation and
the execution of what might be called "general and administrative scientific
policy," for instance, must surely demand, among other things, constant
determinations of the distribution of national emphasis among broad sectors
of the scientific and technical effort. It must include vital considerations of
the preparation and the distribution of the nation's precious asset of
scientifically trained men and women. In such a context it must be concerned with how an adequate cadre can be protected and conserved for the
work of preparing future trained generations, against the importunate
demands for immediate service that often bear so heavily today. In every
sector it will be constantly involved in judging issues similarly related,
sometimes apparently only distantly, yet actually subtly entwined. This is
not a " creative" activity of science as that word is commonly understood.
But it may surely be far more difficult to fulfill than some major "creative"
tasks. And it entails responsibilities for those involved that are serious and
major. For upon how well such policy judgments are made may depend
much of the freedom and the flexibility of creative scientific activity in the
future. Surely, therefore, due attention must be paid to this capacity for
judgment among incommensurables in those who will serve on such frontiers, and some training for wisdom in this kind of choice must be reflected
in their selection and their preparation.
Difficult as such judgments are, they do involve the kinds of decisions
that are regularly undertaken, even though on a less massive and complex
scale, by able, bold, wide-visioned administrators in industry : the presidents
of large industrial corporations or their vice presidents for research. Extensive and intensive scientific training is of the highest importance for such
men. But it must be combined with administrative judgment and acumen
in their most comprehensive sense. Scientific originality in its more strictly
substantive context may be less essential. Surely we should look importantly
in the future to our existing reservoirs of such talents and training and
experience to implement these frontiers of planning for science in the
national service.
Most difficult of all the functions, of course, is that field of planning
where the choice of general political course in a scientific climate is involved.
This is the field of the individual significantly related at high policy level to
projecting the development of science at home, or of the drafter of some
new Truman-King- Attlee declaration, or of the negotiator at some Geneva
Conference of the future. Those who patrol such frontiers will need to have
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the broadest kind of scientific competence. Further, they should, if at all
possible, have to their credit personal scientific achievements of significance,
not only as preparation for comprehending the substantive aspects of the
questions with which they will deal but also to enable them to command the
respect and the service of men of science of the caliber who must be their
advisers. At the same time, they must possess a fundamental understanding
both of public policy and of the modes and patterns of public representation
and negotiation.
Such men and women are rare among us. How rare they have always been
is vividly evidenced by the cruelly heavy burden that the few have had to
bear in every major emergency. There may never be a large number in our
society who are endowed with the capacities demanded in such a role, who
can through their native gifts and backgrounds assume the responsibilities
imposed by it.
But, if we have always been short of such men and women, their paucity
is uniquely critical today. And it can be expected to become ever more
critical in the future. Don Price has expressed the requirements with
extraordinary clarity and vividness :
What is needed is a corps of men whose liberal education includes an appreciation of
the role of science and technology in society and whose education has not been a
narrowly technical or vocational one, but has treated science as one of the highest
intellectual endeavors of men who also have the responsibility of free citizens.

Among all the demands of our day in the field of science and national policy,
the challenge of finding those who are equipped to work in this most
exacting arena, and of properly preparing them to assume their tasks, stands
preeminent. In the breadth and balance of taste and preparation between
scientific matters and wider and more general concerns that it demands, it
parallels the contemporary need for appropriate balance in taste and
training between specialized and more generalized subject fields which is
such a vital requirement in our time for those destined to enter substantive
science. Both requirements present very special challenges to education in
its widest and deepest reaches. How well they are acquitted in the years to
come will determine in no inconsiderable measure the future of America.

If Charles Darwin stood among us today he would indeed find the
superficial features of the landscape of science — the landscape that he knew
and loved so well — immensely changed. In its substance, he would find
conceptual structures, even in the areas that he knew best, so advanced in
sophistication, so enormously elaborated, so greatly enriched in new points
of growth and challenge, so altered in its emphases of old ones, that he
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would surely stand bewildered. And in the broader reaches of the relationships of science to society he would find a context so altered and enlarged,
so different in the order of its implications and of the immanent demands
pressed upon it, as to be virtually new in kind.
But perhaps he would not long remain wholly puzzled. For permeating
the evolution of the whole fabric of substantive science, and of the newer
fabric of planning for science in the large as well, he would surely discern a
critical and invariant theme that would be thoroughly familiar to him. It
would indeed be that permanent theme of the work and the essential place
and function of individuals — dedicated individuals upon whose myriad and
collective shoulders all those patterns of critical choice have rested and
must rest which, at the level of planning in science, have preserved soundness and guided the course of its evolution, and in the province of planning
for science must in future determine the breadth and the soundness and
the relevance of its relations to the whole social fabric. Upon that myriad
corps of individuals, upon the adequacy of their preparation, upon their
capacity for continued and growing vision, the health and the effectiveness
of our science must continue to depend absolutely. Today the challenges
are far more complex, more multifarious, and often even more difficult to
define, than anything Darwin knew. But surely they do not differ fundamentally inkind. In the requirements of individual preparation and of
individual dedication that they pose, and in the supreme demand of our
time for great and qualified individuals in science and in scientific affairs,
whatever their specific functions and contributions to the whole, a Darwin
would surely recognize the same overriding and familiar need that dominated his own age, and to which his own life so magnificently contributed.

Such functions surely call for capacious minds and reliable powers for disinterested and
fair-minded judgment. It demands the habit of curbing any tendency to reach results
agreeable to desire or to embrace the solution of a problem before exhausting its comprehensive analysis. . . .Its task is to seize the permanent, more or less, from the
feelings and fluctuations of the transient.
Felix Frankfurter — The Supreme
Court in the Mirror of Justices

The Year in Review
The Republic of Science is a Society of Explorers— Michael Polanyi, Minerva I (1962), 72

The similarity of scientific research today to the geographical explorations
of earlier centuries has been described so often that it now belongs to the
folklore of all advanced countries. The frequency with which the word
"frontier" is used by scientists is convincing evidence of the impression
this point of view has made on science itself. In fact, there is a great deal of
truth in the analogy. Each member of this modern Society of Explorers has
the sense of commitment and responsibility given by the individual choice
of objective; he has the stimulation of forming an hypothesis about what
he hopes to find ; he experiences the excitement and hardships of following
the unknown trail. Many have the elation of standing on hitherto unknown
ground, and some the gratification of reaching a goal. There is the same
freedom, the same loneliness, and also, by contrast, at times an intense
community feeling with those who have shared the hunt, with its disappointments and joys.
The Society of which Professor Polanyi speaks is in general loosely
organized, but it is characterized by many specialized communities, whose
judgments are exacting and inescapable, and whose companionship is a
prized reward to members.
During 1963-1964 the Carnegie Institution had in residence 200 men and
women who qualified as explorers on this modern frontier. Sixty-eight of
them were Staff Members of the Institution. It also was host to 132 others,
who as guest investigators or fellows spent all the year or some part of it
pursuing their searches in the laboratories or observatories of the Institution. It may be interesting to see how these people conducted their explorations, as well as what they did during the year, and what goals they
reached. The description inevitably touches upon their place in the community ofscience at large, that is, their relations with others in the Society
of Explorers.
The Institution contains six research organizations in the biological and
physical sciences. Each is administered by a Director, who is responsible to
the President of the Institution for policy and operations in his field.
30
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Nevertheless, this responsibility is so interpreted that the individual Staff
Member of the Institution has a high degree of independence. As J. D.
Ebert, Director of the Department of Embryology, comments in his report
this year: "Each member of the staff has the opportunity of following his
own ideas even if they do not fit the latest style. All that is required is his
conviction that his approach fit his idea of how his subject ought to
develop." These remarks may be applied to the operational habits of every
department in the Institution. Independence means the freedom to choose
an objective, freedom to choose the means, pace, and route in attempting
to reach the objective, and freedom to choose associates and communicants.
The manner in which scientists' choices develop, as illustrated by the
program of the Institution in 1963-1964, is very illuminating as to the way
of science in this age. Theoretically, a scientific Staff Member of the
Institution could work in complete isolation if he chose to do so. In practice,
none does. A number work as individuals, but there are always, even in the
most esoteric fields, at least a few scientists somewhere else in the world
working in parallel with them, with whom an individual worker must
communicate if he is to maintain an up-to-date perspective on his work.
It is interesting, and perhaps significant, that many scientists in the Institution choose to work in groups, either as a team of peers or as an association
of a senior leader with junior participants. Intradepartmental groups
carried on work during the year, but there also were interdepartmental
research associations, and interinstitutional teams collaborating with other
organizations in the United States as well as with institutions abroad. Some
chose research problems on which there are very few parallel efforts elsewhere in the world; others chose areas with many parallel research workers.
Indeed, it might even be said that some of the areas were " highly competitive." Innot a few cases several explorers were attempting to reach the
same goal by the same route.

The Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories
Most astronomers are literally, as well as figuratively, explorers. Their
search covers so vast a sweep of space that it is almost impossible for the
average human imagination to comprehend it. Perhaps in part because of
this, but also because of the nature of the instruments used, astronomy from
the time of Hipparchus onward offers many classic examples of the importance of individual effort. Among all the sciences perhaps only in
mathematics is the discreteness of the individual mind and its effort seen
more clearly than in astronomy. This remains true today, as a perusal of
the astronomy section of recent Year Books of the Institution will readily
show.
Yet even in astronomy the connections with the " Society" at large are
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important. Dr. H. W. Babcock, the new Director of the Mount Wilson and
Palomar Observatories, recently said: "No research is isolated. All progress
is dependent on communication. There is a web of innumerable connections
between individual minds that work on frontier problems. Some of the
strands lie in the present; others extend back in to the more solid fabric of
the past. The connections can be traced in practically any current research
that one cares to mention."1
The ways of modern astronomy and of the Observatories today are well
illustrated in the year's work on the optical qualities of radio sources,
investigations that are at the very forefront of present astronomical interest.
They provided some of the more striking results in the work of the Observatories during the year.
Of the five possible ways of observing objects in space,2 only one, optical
signals, had been used until a relatively few years ago. It is only during the
last twenty years that optical astronomy has been supplemented by radio
astronomy, following the discovery in 1932 by K. G. Jansky, of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, that radio waves arrived at the earth from outer
space. In the years after the end of the Second World War, hundreds of
radio sources were detected, but lack of precise locational techniques
prevented the correlation of more than a few sources with the wealth of
accumulated data from optical astronomy. Within the last few years,
however, through interferometry and lunar occultation techniques, more
precise positions have been obtainable for the radio sources, optical identification ofthem became practicable, and the possibility of integrating radio
data on discrete sources into astronomical knowledge suddenly emerged.
Within the last year, especially, study of the sources by optical means has
flourished, and some fascinating hitherto unknown attributes of the universe
have been revealed. The fascination is all the greater because there are
suspicions that radio telescopes are receiving signals beyond the range of
the most powerful optical telescope in the world, the 200-inch Hale telescope
at Palomar. One of the most exciting astronomical frontiers therefore
demands a very close collaboration between radio astronomers and optical
astronomers. The Observatories during the year were in the midst of this
search, in part because of the capacity of the Hale telescope to see farther
into space than any other instrument on earth.
Indications of the highly unusual characteristics of many of the radio
sources first came in 1960 with R. L. Minkowski's success in obtaining
positional photographs and spectra of the galaxy 3C295, previously observed
in radio surveys undertaken at Cambridge, England, and at the Owens
Valley installation of California Institute of Technology. Minkowski's
spectra showed 3C295 to be, by a wide margin, the most distant object
observed up to that time in the universe. The large redshifts of these radio
1 Letter of August 3, 1964.
2 Radio, infrared, optical, ultraviolet, and X-ray radiation.
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objects alone would attract astronomers' attention and arouse further
curiosity because of their possible evidence on cosmological problems.
Research during the year, however, has shown that even more unusual
objects are to be found among the known radio sources than had first been
suspected. Optical study of radio galaxies continues to be a very productive
source of new data on the universe. The most exciting discoveries concern
the quasi-stellar sources, very remote objects that probably are highly
unusual galaxies, having about fifty times the intrinsic brightness of a
normal galaxy.
The unique nature of the quasi-stellar sources was first determined with
certainty last year and reported upon in Year Book 62. In the program
carried on in cooperation with T. A. Matthews of the Owens Valley Radio
Astronomy Observatory, six objects of a stellar appearance had previously
been identified by A. R. Sandage. M. Schmidt's examination last year of
the spectra of two of them, 3C273 and 3C48, showed unexpectedly large
redshifts, identifying them as objects far more distant and as much as a
hundred times brighter than had been thought. Previously, 3C273 had been
given an accurate position by C. Hazard of Sydney University and J.
Shimmins of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Australia. It turned out to be an object known for at least 80 years
but assumed to be a normal star.
It was suspected that these objects were the most powerful radiators of
energy yet discovered in the universe. Their discovery led to a muchincreased research effort on the quasi-stellar sources both at the Observatories and elsewhere during the past year. Sandage, using a technique that
compares ultraviolet radiation with blue and yellow emission from the
quasi-stellar source, continued a program of optically identifying known
radio sources of this type. All quasi-stellar sources have intense ultraviolet
emission in comparison with other stellar or galactic sources. An ingenious
technique, which begins with double-image photography using a blue and
ultraviolet filter on the 100-inch reflector at Mount Wilson or the 48-inch
schmidt telescope at Palomar and ends with photoelectric observations on
the Hale telescope, has made absolute identification possible. In this way
the number of known quasi-stellar sources was more than doubled, being
thirteen and possibly fourteen at the end of the report year. Matthews'
parallel search produced seven additional optical identifications of radio
sources that may be quasi-stellar, raising the total tentatively identified
to twenty.
Meanwhile, Schmidt undertook to obtain additional data on redshifts
from the known quasi-stellar sources. Two of those investigated, 3C47 and
3C147 (see plate 1), whose radio positions were found by Matthews, showed
respective redshifts of 0.425 and 0.545, corresponding to velocities of
recession from the earth of nearly half and more than half the speed of light.
Thus the source 3C147 now proves to be the most distant object yet found
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in the universe. Yet its brightness is of the 18th apparent magnitude,3
indicating a radiation source of stupendous proportions, even in astronomers' terms. (The faintest objects observable with the Hale telescope are
of the 23rd magnitude.)
Although the radio properties of the quasi-stellar sources differ little from
those of most radio galaxies the optical properties are very different. Indeed,
they seem to be a distinct new class among the known objects of the sky.
The brightest of the four quasi-stellar sources that have been studied thus
far (3C273) has an absolute visual magnitude of —26, making it about
2.5 trillion times the luminosity of the sun.
The nature of physical processes within these extremely luminous objects
is still very puzzling, even though it has commanded the attention of many
astrophysicists and not a few astronomers of note. According to J. L.
Greenstein and Schmidt, in the model that most directly corresponds to
data thus far observed the radio emission comes from a relatively large
region surrounding a luminous nebula. The radii of 3C273 and 3C48, the
two nebulae studied carefully, are thought to be, respectively, about 1
parsec and possibly 2 parsecs (about 1850 billion miles). Within the very
bright visible nebula that produces the emission lines there is thought to be
a much smaller, extremely dense object which may be the source of the
continuous spectrum. In 3C273, this inner core may have a radius oneseventieth of the gas nebula and a mass of at least 100 million suns. The
continuous spectrum of this same object may result from a mixture of
hydrogen recombination, two-photon emission, and synchrotron radiation.4
Although the quasi-stellar objects probably resulted from massive explosions, their unusual spectral qualities, including the optical thickness of the
ionized hydrogen regions, raise difficulties for every model of the energytransfer processes within them. When their physical nature has finally been
resolved it may be found to be very different from anything familiar in the
more normal objects in the sky. Meanwhile it is certain that the Observatories have had an important role in placing a tantalizing problem before
astronomers all over the world.
The optical identification of galactic radio sources and the identification
of their properties also produced some very interesting results during the
year. Among them are data on the classification of different radio galaxies
and information on the source of cosmic rays. In an investigation of the
optical and radio properties of forty-two well identified radio sources,
3 Magnitude is the measure of brightness of a source of radiation in the skies on an accepted
astronomically determined quantitative scale. Brighter objects are negative on the magnitude
scale; fainter objects are indicated by positive numbers. The larger the positive number, the
fainter the object. The brighter stars visible to the naked eye are of the 1st apparent magnitude,
and the faintest visible (100 times less bright) are of the 6th apparent magnitude. Absolute magnitude is the apparent magnitude that an object would have if viewed at a standard distance of
32.6 light years.
4 The light emitted by an electron or proton when accelerated in a magnetic field.
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Matthews of the California Institute of Technology found a strong similarity among most of them. He found that most of the sources are spheroidal
galaxies, with luminous nuclear regions of elliptical shape, surrounded by
extensive envelopes of varying visibility. Such a galaxy is often the brightest
and largest in a cluster of galaxies, although not all radio galaxies occur
within clusters. All the weaker radio sources are spiral or irregular galaxies.
They are sharply differentiated in their emission from the strong radio
sources, which are the spheroidal galaxies and quasi-stellar objects.
The indication of cosmic-ray sources came from Sandage's continued
study of the nearby radio galaxy M 82, which he and Lynds of the Kitt
Peak Observatory had started in 1963. (See plate 2.) Studying the extensive
outer system of blue filaments that stretches as much as 130,000 light years
above and below the fundamental plane of the galaxy, Sandage and Miller
have obtained direct evidence of an organized large-scale magnetic field
extending along the minor axis of the galaxy. Light from parts of the blue
filaments was found to be about 80 per cent polarized. Assuming the
magnetic strength of the fields to be as calculated by Sandage and Lynds
last year, Sandage states that the electrons must have extremely high
energies if they are to be compatible with the existence of synchrotron
radiation and optical frequencies. The energies he postulates are in the
range of cosmic-ray energies. He considers the year's observations as
providing further evidence that the origin of cosmic rays throughout the
universe is connected with the violent energy-transfer processes in radio
galaxies and other radio sources. Thus one of the longest standing mysteries
in the world of physics and astronomy, the sources of the cosmic rays that
have been known for several decades, moved a step closer to solution.
Observations during the year also added new knowledge for the interpretation of the early history of our own galaxy and a revised conception of
its shape and classification. Sandage and B. N. Katem completed a fouryear program of three-color photoelectric photometry of five star clusters,
M 3, M 13, M 15, M 92, and 47 Tucanae. Analysis of these globular clusters
showed that their " horizontal branches"5 have the same visual magnitude
regardless of metal abundance. The data accordingly suggest that the ages
of the clusters in the galactic halo fall within a range of ±20 per cent.
Adopting the evolutionary model calculated by F. Hoyle of Cambridge
University, these observations confirm the report made last year giving a
new age determination of approximately 12 billion years for the galaxy.
H. C. Arp, after extensive observations in the direction of the center of
the galaxy, concluded that most of the stars near the galactic center are
older than a billion years. His data also demonstrated that the nucleus of
the galaxy is only about half the size of the nucleus of the Andromeda
5 A diagram of stars plotting temperature (color) -magnitude relations shows a "main sequence'
that includes most stars. "Branches" are deviations from the main sequence on the diagram.
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nebula. Our galaxy, therefore, should be classified as an Sc rather than an
Sb system, as it has been until now. According to Hubble's system our
galaxy is a "late spiral" rather than an "intermediate" system. The Sc
spiral is generally more open than the spiral of the Sb type. (See plate 3.)
During the year the Observatories also took steps that eventually may
lead to exploration of the southern skies with the same thoroughness that
the Hale telescope and their other instruments have made possible for the
northern skies. With the cooperation of the Associated Universities for
Research in Astronomy and the University of Chile, the Institution set up
two automatic seeing monitors on favorable mountain sites in central Chile,
after reconnaissance by Babcock. Plans were also laid for seeing monitor
observations in south central and southwestern Australia as well as on
Palomar Mountain. These observations are expected to provide more
precise data than those hitherto available, permitting quantitative comparison ofastronomical seeing conditions for three continents.
The pressing need felt by astronomers for good data on the southern
skies was illustrated by the Observatories' efforts during the year to extend
the National Geographic Society-Palomar Observatory Sky Survey on the
48-inch schmidt telescope into the declination zones —36° and —42°. With
an improved emulsion and filter combination, plates were obtained by
J. B. Whiteoak that are considered temporarily usable until adequate
equipment can be placed in the southern hemisphere. The Institution hopes
that eventually funds may be obtainable to establish an improved version
of the 200-inch telescope in the southern hemisphere, along with needed
auxiliary instruments like a 48-inch schmidt telescope and a 60-inch photometric telescope.
Whiteoak's southern sky survey, and the preliminary investigation for a
major southern hemisphere observatory (CARSO), typify the spirit in
which the combined observatories and their predecessor, the Mount Wilson
Observatory, have been managed for nearly fifty years. Even though
astronomical research has been, and still is, very much an individual matter,
it has always been heavily dependent on unique instruments and rare
techniques. They include not only the great telescopes but also the capacity
to produce diffraction gratings for spectroscopy and the exceedingly exacting
demands for photography. As the world's principal repository of these
instruments and techniques, for many years the Observatories have been
managed with a sense of responsibility toward all astronomers, not the
Observatories' staff alone. Thus the production of gratings, which began in
1912 and was finally terminated in 1964, resulted in the distribution of 25
gratings to other observatories scattered over the world.
Typically, also, observing time on the Palomar and Mount Wilson
instruments has a large component for guest observers. During 1963-1964
there were twenty-five guest observers : six from foreign observatories, five
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from other American observatories, nine from American universities and
colleges, four from American private corporations, and one from the United
States federal government. The Institution's hopes for and preliminary
work toward a CARSO 200-inch southern hemisphere telescope is a continuation ofthis policy and tradition. Although other organizations have plans
for southern hemisphere observatories, the proposed CARSO 200-inch is
the only one of its size for which complete plans have been developed thus
far. Mindful of the unique contributions of the Hale telescope to astronomy,
the Observatories consider a southern hemisphere 200-inch telescope
absolutely essential to the immediate future of astronomy.

The Committee on Image Tubes for Telescopes
The same spirit has prompted the Institution's participation in, and the
leadership it has provided for, the Committee on Image Tubes for Telescopes, which marked its tenth anniversary in 1964. This Committee,
chaired by M. A. Tuve, Director of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, isin some ways at the opposite extreme from the typical research
project in astronomy. It is not only a group undertaking; it is interdepartmental within the Institution; it is interorganizational ; and its work has
been carried forward by nonprofit organizations, federal government
agencies (National Bureau of Standards and United States Naval Observatory), and private industrial corporations. Besides Tuve, the present
Committee members are W. A. Baum of the Mount Wilson and Palomar
Observatories, J. S. Hall of the Lowell Observatory, and L. L. Marton of
the National Bureau of Standards.
From its inception the Committee had as an objective development of
methods of using the high quantum efficiency of photoemissive surfaces for
astronomical observations. It was realized that relatively high gains in
sensitivity might be obtained by means of such devices, if they could be
developed, that would greatly increase the effectiveness of even moderatesized research telescopes. Although the Committee is not alone in attempting to develop image tubes,6 its ten-year program, supported by the National
Science Foundation, appears to be the most intensive and methodical one
directed toward this objective. It is a source of satisfaction to report that
during the year the Radio Corporation of America manufactured experimental tubes for the Committee that for the first time meet the very
stringent requirements for use in telescopes.
Two of these tubes, called cascaded converters, were tested at the
Department of Terrestrial Magnetism laboratories, at the Lowell Observa6 Lallemand of France had a pioneering program of image converter development, and McGee
of Great Britain is working on a "Lenard-window" type of tube. The Soviet Union also has an
image tube development program.
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tory, and at Mount Wilson Observatory. The tubes were compared with
the normal methods of collecting information7 by telescope. Tests by
W. K. Ford at the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism laboratory showed
a rate of information gain of 30 as compared with the best performance of
normal telescope photography. Spectroscopic tests at Lowell Observatory
showed a speed gain for equal resolution of about 10 for the image tube
system. Tests by Ford and Baum on the Mount Wilson 100-inch telescope
showed a rate of blackening for spectroscopic plates eight times higher than
that of unaided photography. On the basis of these tests the Committee
concludes that a gain of about 10 in the rate of collection of information
may be obtained at a telescope on which the tubes are used. The Committee
therefore has placed an order with the Radio Corporation of America for
twenty of these high-performance tubes. This order has been made possible
by financial support from the National Science Foundation. When manufacture has been completed the tubes will be distributed for use at various
observatories under the guidance of the Committee and the National
Science Foundation.

The Department of Terrestrial Magnetism
It was noted above that the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism has
not merely participated but has taken a leading role in the development of
image tubes. A pattern of group effort and interorganizational cooperation
is a familiar one to that Department. As the reports in this Year Book
illustrate most strikingly, the year's studies in seismology, electrical conductivity anomalies, isotope geology, and biophysics show an interesting
pattern of cooperating group effort. Here the "explorers" seem to form in
search parties. Although these groups are nominally responsible to a section
chairman and also of course to the departmental director, their work can
best be described as genuine collaboration among peers. In general it is
association by choice, since Institution custom recognizes the right of any
Staff Member to work in another manner if he so wishes.

Geomagnetic and Seismic Studies
For a number of years the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism has been
interested in developing South American talent in geophysics. Interest has
centered particularly on the problems of the Andean area, a key region in
research on many geophysical phenomena. The first interests of the Institution goback to the Huancayo magnetic observatory, started in 1922, and
donated by the Institution to the Government of Peru in 1947. More
7 "Information" is considered to include image resolution, "noise" or granularity on photographic plates, and the rate of blackening.
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recently cooperation in seismic studies was begun. Both types of study
continued during 1963-1964, in the most intensive effort yet marshaled.
Since 1962 a cooperative study of geomagnetic anomalies in central and
southern Peru has been conducted by S. E. Forbush, U. Schmucker, and
0. Hartmann of the Institution; A. A. Giesecke and M. Casaverde of the
Instituto Geofisico del Peru, with the additional cooperation of the Universidad Nacional de San Agustin, Arequipa, Peru. Financial support from
the National Science Foundation to the Instituto Geofisico del Peru, and
instrumental loans from the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey,
assisted the project. To investigate suspected anomalies, nine temporary
observing stations were set up between Huancayo, in central Peru, and
Ayanquera, about 420 miles farther south. Observations from these stations
during the year, particularly during times of magnetic storms like that of
September 21, 1963, clearly show a remarkably high electrical conductivity
at shallow depths beneath parts of the Andes Mountains in southern Peru.
(See fig. 1.)
Electrical currents are induced in the earth's crust and mantle by timevarying electrical currents in and above the ionosphere. The depths at
which the induced earth currents generally flow has been estimated at about
150 to 250 miles, indicating that the temperature of rock materials there is
high enough so that they are good electrical conductors. Rock materials at
a temperature of 1500°C have, according to experiment, an electrical
conductivity about 10,000 times greater than such materials at 500°C. The
Department's studies of the seismic properties of the earth's crust under
the Andes, and studies of the equatorial electro jet in the ionosphere over
Peru, indicated that strong induced earth currents were to be expected at
relatively shallow depths under the Andes.
Evidence confirming this hypothesis was obtained during 1962 and 1963
by the Department and the Instituto Geofisico del Peru in a limited survey
of geomagnetic variations simultaneously recorded at nine stations 100 or
200 kilometers (60 to 125 miles) apart in southern Peru. A preliminary
study of these observations showed anomalous induced earth currents in
the region near Cuzco, probably at a depth of 20 miles or less. Near the
coast of southern Peru, the induced earth currents at similar depths were
evidently sufficient to mask the normal coastal anomaly caused by the high
conductivity of the ocean.
One reasonable interpretation of these unusual high conductivities found
at shallow depths is that rock materials of abnormally high temperatures
for their depth may underlie parts of southern Peru, as they also are thought
to underlie parts of Germany and Japan. Thus, Forbush, Schmucker,
Hartmann, Giesecke, Casaverde, and their associates may have found
another "hot spot" near the earth's surface. It will be interesting to see
whether this explanation can be corroborated by other geophysical evidence.
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Fig. 1. Location of Carnegie Institution cooperative geomagnetic and seismic stations in South
America.
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Seismic studies in the Andes during the year produced another interesting
general observation about the earth's interior. The Department maintained
a collaborative study with a half dozen university geophysics groups in
Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina. Members of this group, composed of
M. A. Tuve, I. S. Sacks, L. T. Aldrich, J. S. Steinhart, and R. Sumner of
the Institution; J. Frez, Fr. G. Saa, E. Gajardo, and C. Lomnitz of the
Universidad de Chile; R. Anzoleaga, J. Santa Cruz, and R. Salgueiro of the
Instituto Geofisico Boliviano; R. Cabre of the Observatorio San Calixto,
Bolivia; F. Volponi of the Universidad de Cuyo, San Juan, Argentina; and
A. Rodriguez of the Universidad de San Agustin, Arequipa, Peru, have
maintained seismographs providing comparable records at about thirty
different sites in the Andes. Coordination of study methods and seismograph
location, and local study according to a coordinated plan, promise to provide very useful data on the great irregularities of structure to be found in
the crust and upper mantle of this tectonically active region. The repeated
occurrence of large and small earthquakes many times daily gives a profusion
of materials for study which makes this area an especially attractive avenue
for fresh information about the earth's interior by seismic activity.
One of the studies growing out of this group effort during the year led to
a revised and more accurate measure of the diameter of the dense interior
core of the earth. A study of the seismic compressional waves diffracted
around the boundary of the earth's core showed that the shadow boundary8
is about nine degrees less than estimated in calculations accepted hitherto.
The radius of the core at the points from which the studied compression
waves were diffracted thus appears to be about 2 per cent larger than in
previous estimates. The new figure would appear to be about 2120 miles.
Such a revision of the core dimensions has several significant sequels for
geophysics. In particular it requires a substantial revision of the velocities
at which seismic waves are estimated to travel in the lower mantle. It also
raises the question whether the boundary of the core has a uniform curvature. The seismic studies group has begun an investigation of the range of
curvatures of this boundary, and has designed for the purpose an improved
seismometer that offers more accurate measurement of long-period vibrations than older instruments, is temperature insensitive, and can be operated
in remote areas.
The Isotope Geology Group
Another interesting research group, in which Staff Members of both the
Department of Terrestrial Magnetism and the Geophysical Laboratory
participate, is the isotope geology group. More tightly organized than the
8 Compressional waves travel through the mantle at a higher velocity than through the core.
Waves entering the core thus are "diffracted." The boundary between waves traveling directly
through the mantle, but just grazing the core, and diffracted compressional waves is the shadow
boundary.
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seismic studies group, its members have been particularly interested in the
history of the crust and outer mantle of the earth, on which they have
provided an abundance of new data within recent years. " Charter" members of this group are L. T. Aldrich of the Department of Terrestrial
Magnetism, and G. R. Tilton and G. L. Davis of the Geophysical Laboratory, who started work together in 1951; they were joined later by S. R.
Hart of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism. During this year Rama,
of the Tata Institute, Bombay; J. Richards, of the Australian National
University; J. Gerken, of the Universidade de Minas Gerais, Brazil; R. H.
Steiger, of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich; and P. W.
Gast, of the University of Minnesota, were also members of the group.
Although isotope dating of crystalline and metamorphic rocks is now
undertaken at a number of universities and other research institutions both
in the United States and abroad,9 the Carnegie Institution group has been
particularly influential in pioneering the application of comparative dating
techniques, using as many decay systems as possible (rubidium/strontium,
potassium/argon, and uranium/lead, especially). As part of a study of the
ultramafic10 rocks of the oceanic basins the group completed this past year
a detailed study of the potassium, rubidium, and strontium geochemistry
of St. Peter and St. Paul Rocks. These islets lie on the mid-Atlantic ridge,
and have a unique association of rocks that has led some geologists to
suggest that they are surface exposures of the oceanic mantle. They are
considered very significant for testing models of ocean basin evolution.
All the samples taken were a mylonitized peridotite, a rock composed of
a relatively high proportion of iron- and magnesium-containing minerals
that has been subject to breakage and deformation under great pressure.
Peridotite is thought to be a major component of the outer mantle. In the
course of analyzing the samples the interesting question arose whether one
or more was not the actual material of the original unaltered mantle of the
earth. An important indicator of this possibility is the strontiums/strontium86 ratio of the samples.
One of the St. Peter and St. Paul Rocks samples has a ratio clearly
higher than that of the basalts that are so characteristic of the ocean basins.
The isotope group accordingly states that it is not a product of the normal
oceanic rock generation process. On the other hand, if the mantle was
formed 4.55 billion years ago containing strontium of a Sr87/Sr86 composition
slightly higher than that detected in achondritic meteorites,11 four of the
9 Notably at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lamont Geological Observatory of
Columbia University, United States Geological Survey, California Institute of Technology,
University of California at Los Angeles, and University of California at Berkeley, in the United
States. Isotope research groups are found abroad in Australia, England, South Africa, Switzerland,
Finland, France, Italy, Japan, and the Soviet Union.
10 Mafic is a mnemonic for minerals containing a high ferromagnesium content, in contrast to
the felsic minerals, containing higher contents of potassium, sodium, calcium, and aluminum.
11 Achondritic meteorites are meteorites that lack chondrites, spheroidal masses of varying
mineral composition found in the groundmass of chondritic meteorites.
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samples could be interpreted as having a 4.5-billion-year age. The group
concludes that these four samples are consistent with identification as
chemically unaltered primordial mantle, and one sample in particular
cannot easily be explained in any other way. It is fascinating to think that
here at last we may have a physical relict of the composition of the outer
shell of the earth at so very early a date in its history.
At the same time another investigation by the group has suggested that
a revision of the age of the earth, as assumed in the above paragraph, may
be in order. The accepted value of about 4.55 billion years was obtained by
comparing the isotopic composition of "modern terrestrial lead" with that
of lead from the troilite (ferrous sulfide) phase of iron meteorites, postulated
to be the same as primordial lead. However, an analysis of the isotopic
composition of lead in feldspars and galenas of different ages on the North
American continent suggests that the earth may be somewhat older. The
4.55-billion-year age was calculated by assuming that modern lead had
evolved over the eons in a chemically closed system. Instead, the new North
American data indicate that the lead sources have been enriched with
uranium by chemical transport and hence were not in a closed system. The
inapplicability of the completely closed system suggests a minimum age of
4.7 billion years. Since the area from which the samples were taken was a
rather limited one, it will be interesting to see whether the provisional new
age is confirmed by isotopic studies from other areas of the earth.
Finally, the group used isotopic analysis to test an hypothesis about the
origin of crystalline and metamorphic rock masses in continental areas.
The isotopic composition of lead and strontium in surface rocks in terrestrial areas is known to be highly variable, depending on rock type and age.
The hypothesis was that lead in rocks of deep-seated origin like basalt12
might have a narrowly defined isotopic composition. Accordingly, it could
be used as a tracer to identify rocks of deep origin and distinguish them
from others containing admixtures of surface materials. If it could be shown
that volcanic rocks from oceanic areas, which are relatively uncontaminated
by lead and strontium from continental areas, have a relatively homogeneous isotopic composition, some confirmation of the hypothesis would
be obtained.
With this in mind the isotopic composition of lead in volcanic rocks from
Gough and Ascension Islands was analyzed. It was found that the isotopic
composition of lead in basaltic rocks was not uniform on the two islands,
and that the lead from basalt was less radiogenic than that from trachyte
(a more siliceous rock than basalt) on either island. Data for the isotopic
composition of strontium in the Gough and Ascension samples showed
similar deviations. Therefore, it was concluded that isotopic composition of
either lead or strontium does not always offer a convenient tracer to deter12 Basalt is a finely textured igneous rock exposed at the earth's surface in lava flows. It is
typically composed of feldspar and pyroxene (ferromagnesian) minerals.
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mine the origin of surface rocks. Rocks of deep origin apparently have
radiogenic differences as well as the rocks formed partly of crustal materials.

The Experimental Petrology Group, the Geophysical Laboratory
Another vigorous group devoted to geophysical studies is that carrying
out experimental petrology investigations at the Geophysical Laboratory.
Its broad objective is a description of the earth's interior, particularly the
mantle portion. It may be worth lingering a moment on a description of
the structure and working methods of this group, because they are typical
of the operations of the Geophysical Laboratory, and they illustrate work
habits among other groups in the Institution.
The group is informally organized, and varies both in size and composition
from year to year. Senior Staff Members with continuing interest in
petrology or petrography, like F. R. Boyd, F. Chayes, J. L. England,
D. H. Lindsley, J. F. Schairer, and H. S. Yoder, Jr., have composed a core
group for some years. Usually one or more senior guest investigators from
other institutions join the group on invitation. This year C. E. Tilley of
Cambridge University and A. E. Ringwood of the Australian National
University were in residence at the Laboratory. B. J. Skinner of the United
States Geological Survey also participated in some of the group's work.
Finally, a group of skilled younger men, desiring the stimulus of the group
environment, participate as Fellows. During this year they were D. K.
Bailey, Trinity College, Dublin; P. Bell, Harvard University; B. T. C.
Davis, Princeton University; J. J. Fawcett, University of Manchester;
I. Kushiro, Tokyo University; I. MacGregor, Princeton University;
D. Metais, University of Paris; D. Presnall, Pennsylvania State University;
and B. Velde, Montana State University.
The group continues a tradition of investigating relations in mineral
systems pioneered by the Laboratory almost sixty years ago. Studies in
this same field have also been carried out now for a number of years at other
institutions in this country and abroad,13 but the experimental petrology
group continues to occupy a leading place in these studies. Such a place has
been assured by the group's continuing development of experimental
techniques and equipment. Creation of very high pressure equipment for
synthetic mineral formation has made possible the investigation of some
fundamental questions about the nature of the earth's interior. Although
there is agreement on the priority of these questions, senior investigators
13 Within the United States, experimentation on mineral systems at high pressures is undertaken at Harvard University; Pennsylvania State University; University of Texas; University
of California at Los Angeles; University of Chicago; United States Geological Survey; University
of Illinois; Air Force, Cambridge; Battelle Memorial Institute; E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Company; General Electric Company; and Norton Company. Leading foreign centers of study
are in the Soviet Union, Japan, Great Britain, and Australia.
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make their own choices about pertinent experiments or other studies. The
ideal seems to be, as Professor Robert Bowie14 of Harvard has expressed it
in another context, an environment that stimulates the capacities and
broadens the scope of individual research workers, achieving a degree of
coherence without cramping individual work. Through the simple mechanism of residence under one roof, and other devices such as seminars and
the Penologists' Club, the group finds opportunities to evaluate hypotheses
and other ideas, criticize methods, and examine results. The productiveness
of these methods is proved not only by the results reported in this and past
years but also by the attractiveness of the Institution fellowships to
promising young geologists throughout the world.
The 1963-1964 year saw the experimental petrology group emerge with
some significant clarification on the mainstream problems of petrology to
which many years of effort have been devoted. The many hundreds of
known minerals and their even more numerous assemblages in rocks have
presented a bewildering array to anyone interested in petrologic evolution.
Classification was first approached in modern times as a problem of chemical
and physical composition. However, ordering minerals on this basis gave
little information on the genetic relations among the minerals and the
igneous rocks that are the primary materials of the earth's mantle and crust.
Seeing this lack, the experimental petrology group for some years has held
the working hypotheses that (a) the many important igneous rock types
observable in the world are not just random accumulations of minerals, and
(6) the basalts are keys to the evolution of most igneous rocks. Basalts are
considered important not only because they form a large part of the earth's
crust but also because the liquids that crystallize as basalt originate deep
within the earth (below 40 kilometers) and therefore are evidence of the
processes occurring there. Indeed, they give us partial chemical samples of
what may be found in the earth's interior. (See plate 4.)
Four years ago (Year Book 59) the first reports were given on a model of
phase relations that suggest the evolutionary relationships existing among
important basalt types. (See fig. 2.) This work has since been extended and
revised. It is gratifying to report this year that as a result we now have
another window on the wonderfully ordered structure of nature. For the
first time it is possible to outline the overall design of the fractionation of
major magmatic types that are the parents of a large grouping of basalts.
It is possible to express these relations, which cover a group of rock types
with a vast array of mineral compositions, with one simple flow sheet
(fig. 3). It is even possible that a single, although heterogeneous, magmatic
source exists for them.
All the experiments from which the flow sheet was derived were conducted
14 Robert R. Bowie, Newsletter, the Harvard Foundation for Advanced Study and Research,
May 15, 1964, p. 1.
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Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of phase relations among minerals composing alkali basalts.
Directions along the tetrahedron show increasing content of given sets of elements. For example,
increasing silica content is shown in the directions Ne-Qz, Fo-Qz, and La-Qz; increasing magnesium
content in the lines converging on Fo, calcium in those converging on La, etc. The tetrahedron
describes relations in basalt mineral formation at 1 atmosphere pressure; temperatures of formation differ.
Ab,
Ak,
Di,
En,
Fo,
La,

albite, NaAlSi308
akermanite, Ca2MgSi20i
diopside, CaMgSi2Os
enstatite, MgSi02
forsterite, Mg2Si04
larnite, Ca2Si04

Mer, merwinite, Ca3MgSi207
Mo, monticellite, CaMgSi04
Ne, nepheline, NaAlSi04
Ra, rankinite, CasSi207
Sm, soda melilite, NaCaAlSi207
Wo, wollastonite, CaSi03

at normal atmospheric pressure (1 atmosphere). The experiments summarized in the flow sheet showed that the major magmatic types, often
closely related in their field occurrence, have "thermal barriers." However,
the separation of pyroxene minerals from the magma at different pressures
(i.e., different depths within the earth) is considered a promising possible
explanation of these discontinuities in the flow diagram. Studies of some of
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Fig. 3. Simplified flow sheet, showing relations of major basalt types extruded at the earth's
surface. Each has a characteristic set of minerals. Arrows indicate directions of transition; the
"watersheds" between arrows of different direction are temperature barriers, not crossed at 1
atmosphere pressure by magmas of given composition; and the lettered positions A, B, etc., are
points of equilibrium. The names are those of the principal basalt types, usually reflecting a
characteristic mineral component. The names of the component minerals whose symbols appear
on this figure are given in the legend of figure 2.

the minerals characteristic of the alkali basalts, especially indicative of
pressure relationships, showed that pressure or depth control is indeed
important in determining the particular mineral components of a given
rock type. The performance of pyroxene solutions at high pressures has led
to the interesting speculation that a single magma could yield the two
principal types (tholeiite and alkaline) into which all the basalts of the
world are classified. Experiments during the year examined this possibility
and suggested that there are indeed discernible relations between these
principal basalt types. Although these experiments only suggest possibilities
at this point, they do not preclude a single source magma at depth within
the earth.
The group's experiments during the year also provided confirming evidence for the validity of a model of the earth's upper mantle. Geothermal,
seismologic, and petrologic evidence has led to a postulate that the dominant
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rock in the upper mantle is an aluminous peridotite.15 Because of observed
earth temperature gradients and the natural distribution of peridotite types
that have been erupted from the mantle to the surface, the model also
suggests a type of peridotite known as spinel16 peridotite to be present
beneath the oceans to a depth of about 60 kilometers but absent or very
thin beneath the great crystalline "shields" like that of Canada. Finally,
seismic data indicate a discontinuity at a depth between 150 and 250
kilometers suggesting a gradual change in rock type at that depth. Another
part of the model postulates the primary composition of the upper mantle
as lying between that of basalt and of peridotite.
The experiments of Boyd, Ringwood, and MacGregor, during the year,
showed that a peridotite composed of about 1 part basalt and 3 parts
dunite17 will crystallize into three different types, each stable under different
pressure-temperature conditions. The three types, in the order of increasing
pressure and temperature of formation, are spinel pyrolite, pyroxene
pyrolite, and garnet pyrolite. The observed laboratory pressure-temperature
conditions under which the three types are stable fit the model of the upper
mantle determined by seismic and earth temperature observations. Of
particular interest is the fit of these data to the zone of seismic discontinuity
revealed by the change in velocity of the compressional waves between 150
and 200 kilometers. The experiments indicate that this is a zone of transition
from pyroxene pyrolite to garnet pyrolite. Furthermore, laboratorydetermined estimates of seismic velocities in these two rock types correspond
to the observed change in the earth itself measured by seismologists. Thus
a firmly based concept of the structure of the earth deep within the mantle
appears to be emerging, as well as a picture of the surprising dynamic
continuity of its processes and those that form the crustal zone.
Another study by the petrology group deserves mention as an illustration
of an unorthodox approach to a problem, and the potential results from it.
Chayes has been studying the possibilities of applying discriminant functions to petrologic problems. The basic techniques were developed in the
1920s and 1930s by Fisher, Pearson, Mahalanobis, and other mathematicians and statisticians for use in the life and behavioral sciences. However,
these methods did not come into their own until means of high-speed
computation became generally available. Among the most useful of these
statistical techniques is the discriminant function. Interest in it was renewed
in the late 1950s, and Chayes has recently been a leader in applying it to
geologic problems.
During the year Chayes and his collaborator, D. Metais, continued the
study of distinctions between basalts of the oceanic islands and those on
15 A coarse-grained rock containing a magnesium silicate (olivine) and pyroxene minerals.
16 Spinel is typically magnesium aluminate, but it may include iron and a few other elements.
17 A peridotite composed principally of olivine and chromite.
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the shoreward margins of the open oceans. These two general types of basalt
can be distinguished by the higher titania (Ti02) content of the oceanic
basalts. By this means, as noted in Year Book 62, they classified large
assemblages of samples into the two types with an efficiency of more than
93 per cent. Discriminant function analysis now shows that no weighted
linear combination of components not including titania is effective in
classifying bulk samples into the appropriate group. They conclude that
discriminant function analysis will materially facilitate petrographic
classification. However, Chayes adds sagely in his report, "discriminant
function analysis is a supplement to but not a substitute for contemplation."

The Biophysics Section
One of the most tightly knit research groups in the Institution is the
Biophysics Section of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism. This
group, formed in the Department shortly after the end of the second world
war by physicists who wished to apply their skills to the study of biological
problems, has almost from the beginning been an interesting illustration of
the dimensions of "critical mass" in scientific research and the benefits it
confers. Four of the members, R. B. Roberts, E. T. Bolton, R. J. Britten,
and D. B. Cowie, have worked together since the early 1950s. Roberts and
Cowie, along with P. H. Abelson, now Director of the Geophysical Laboratory, were members of the group when it was first formed after the war.
B. J. McCarthy, formerly of Oxford University, joined the Section more
recently as a Senior Staff Member, and for the last few years B. Hoyer, of
the National Institutes of Health, has participated as a visiting investigator.
D. I. Axelrod, of the National Institutes of Health, also collaborated with
the Section during the year, and Y. Kato, of the Osaka Municipal Hygiene
Laboratory, Japan, and M. Miranda, of the Universidade do Brasil, participated inthe group's research as Carnegie Institution Fellows during
the year.
A major interest of the Section for a number of years after the group's
inception was the dynamic structure of cells, including the mechanisms for
nucleic acid and protein synthesis. Their special materials for study were
Escherichia coli and other bacterial cells as analyzed by physical methods.
More recently the interests of these men have evolved into a much broader
range of questions which can be examined by the study of nucleic acid
interactions. Particularly since the development of the DNA-agar column
method of analysis two years ago" by members of the group, a near explosion
of possibilities for using their techniques has taken place. The fascinating
penetration of these techniques into fundamental biological problems has
never been better illustrated than during this year, when experiments gave
new insights on evolutionary relations among animals, gave new insights on
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the manner in which cancer-implicated viruses survive and infect organisms,
and made a significant contribution to the subject of cell differentiation,
the process through which a complex animal is developed from the single
fertilized cell.
Such a range of subjects places the group in a setting of the whole vast
sweep of biological research effort that is going forward throughout the
world. Scarcely a major university in the United States or abroad is without
some active interest in these problems. In addition, many governmentally
supported research institutions exist, like the National Institutes of Health
of the United States, as well as large privately supported organizations, like
the Rockefeller Institute and the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer
Research. That this small group has made an increasingly telling impact
upon so heavily populated and complex a research world not only is a
tribute to their skills but also, perhaps, is an illustration of what the group
describes in their report as "the privilege we enjoy to range broadly and
freely in our ideas and our work."
The versatility and the power of the DNA-agar technique were again
demonstrated during the year's research. In a series of experiments investigating the homologies among the DNA18 materials of a wide range of species
in the animal kingdom, the group gave further proof of the genetic relatedness among the primates and other vertebrates, and has even been able to
speculate on the meaning of the homologies for the time scale of evolution.
Nucleic acids, as the essential materials of heredity, are the root substances ofsystematics and evolution, the group states in this Year Book.
Using DNA materials from a number of species, including armadillo, calf,
chicken, hamster, mouse, rabbit, salmon, vervet (a species of monkey), and
human nucleic acids, the group designed experiments in which the homologous DNA of two species was first selected, then tested for homology
against the DNA of a third species. In this way the degree of correspondence
within the DNAs of all three species could be discovered. Through these
experiments, and those of another type called competition experiments, a
tentative hierarchy of DNAs within the animal kingdom can be constructed.
When the degree of homology of the DNAs of the different species is compared with the time at which the organisms are thought to have diverged
from one another during their evolutionary history, a striking systematic
relation is revealed. (See fig. 4.)
The data from the experiments show that the relation is not a random
process of change. The process of evolutionary change appears to be steplike, for when several distantly related species of mammals are examined it
is found that the homologous DNA fraction any two hold in common is
also common to all. Furthermore, this mammalian common fraction
incorporates the smaller fractions that are common to birds and fish. The
13 Deoxyribonucleic acid.
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Fig. 4. Relation between DNA polynucleotide similarity (homology) and time of phylogenetic divergence over a period of 600 million
years.

research workers of the Section therefore suggest that during the course of
vertebrate evolution about 100 million years elapsed before one-half of a
DNA segment changed enough in its polynucleotide sequence so that it no
longer was capable of combining with its evolutionary predecessor, as
indicated in the DNA-agar procedure. We may therefore infer that an
important process in vertebrate evolution over eons has been the alteration
of relatively large segments of chromosomes. This process may have an
evolutionary significance equal to or possibly greater than that of the
"point" mutations whose importance has long been recognized.
Many interesting questions emerge from this glimpse of the DNA
foundation of evolution. The most important, of course, is the nature of the
changes that result in the development of a new genome. Interesting
secondary questions concern the nature of lethal mutations and the process
that permits the continuance of a species, like the horseshoe crab, unchanged
for as much as 250 million years. For example, is the 20 per cent of the
genome common to all mammals absolutely essential to the viability of
each? Logic would indicate that deletions of genetic material taking place
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in this part of the genome would be lethal. The Section believes that the
DNA-agar column method is capable of giving us further insights into the
nature of the mutational changes in the genetic materials.
The findings of the group that can be related to the etiology of cancer are
highly specific but nonetheless broadly suggestive for further investigation
of one important aspect of cancer problems. The first step was the investigation ofthe homology relation between a bacteriophage and its host.
It has long been known that a bacteriophage or virus named lambda
causes a prompt destruction of Escherichia coli cells in susceptible strains
so infected. Escherichia coli, of course, is the familiar colon bacillus. However, one strain of Escherichia coli known as K12 has two types, distinguished by their responses to ultraviolet light exposure. The normal form
of K12 shows no effect when exposed to certain specific dosages of ultraviolet
light; but the other form, called K12 lambda, will abruptly release the
lambda virus with prompt destruction of most of the cells upon exposure to
similar dosages. A few survivors from this event may be subcultured as
often as 50 times with no further sign of phage infection. A subsequent
ultraviolet light exposure, however, will again promptly release latent virus.
Clearly the genetic message of the virus was preserved and reproduced
intact. How is this possible?
The DNA-agar technique again provided an answer. With exquisite
precision, experiments were performed to find out not only whether the
lambda phage genome was homologous with the K12 Escherichia coli genome
but also which specific parts of the phage DNA are homologous. These
precise experiments were made possible by the techniques that A. D.
Hershey, Director of the Genetics Research Unit, has developed for fractionating avirus chromosome. From the experiments it was concluded that
many noncontiguous segments of the DNA in the lambda genome are
homologous to the DNA of the bacterial host. Furthermore, these segments
are distributed throughout the entire length of the lambda DNA. This
complementarity may account for the survival of the viral genetic material
in its host generation after generation, even though no virus particles appear.
The results from the lambda virus experiments encouraged an attack on
another problem more directly connected with tumor appearance. For a
number of years the polyoma virus has been much studied as one of the
best known tumor-inducing agents. It has been shown to cause tumor
formation in a variety of rodent species and even in cell tissue cultures from
rodents. (See plate 5.) Although the association of the polyoma virus with
tumor production has been indubitably established, a significant proportion
of the tumors themselves appear to be virus free. At the same time they still
contain specific polyoma-induced antigens. Thus the presence of the viral
genetic material itself within the tumor was strongly suspected.
DNA-agar experiments were therefore used to test the complementarity
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of the DNAs of the tumors and of the virus. The work was done in cooperation with the Laboratory of the Biology of Viruses of the National Institutes
of Health. The findings were that the tumors do indeed contain polynucleotide sequences that are complementary to those of the polyoma virus
DNA. This finding is a direct demonstration of the presence of cancer virus
material in the host it has infected. The implication for understanding the
biological basis of other kinds of mammalian tumor formation is clear. The
absence of an inducible virus in a tumor or transformed cell can no longer
be considered evidence excluding a tumor-causing virus as the agent. The
application of the DNA-agar technique to a systematic study of the
complementarity of other tumor DNAs and the DNAs of suspected viruses
may very well be a long step toward dissipating further some of the mysteries surrounding tumor origin.
Another long-standing problem was attacked during the year by means
of the DNA-agar technique. This is the process of cell differentiation; that
is, how do specialized cells like the heart, nerve, kidney, and liver cells
develop from the individual fertilized egg with which each organism
commences? Does each specialized cell of later stages contain the full genetic
message for the whole organism, or has the specialized cell received only a
part of the total message contained in the fertilized egg? This has long been
one of the great problems in developmental biology, familiar in previous
reports as the field of the Institution's Department of Embryology.
As has long been suspected, the DNA of a specialized cell was demonstrated bythe experiments to be identical with the DNA of the germ cell.
It has the entire genetic message, whether it be heart, liver, kidney, nerve,
or other type of cell. On the other hand, the so-called "messenger-RNA"
that takes its pattern from the DNA, and then determines the protein
content of the specialized cell, was shown not to contain complete matched
copies of the DNA complement. Parts of the genetic message present in the
DNA have been suppressed, and the activity of other parts has been
intensified or repeated, in the specialized cell. The synthesis of specialized
proteins and consequent enzyme functions therefore ensues for each of the
specialized cells. The mechanism of cell differentiation within organisms
therefore is traceable to the differential transcription of the genie material
in each cell rather than to a distribution of different DNAs among the
different types of cells. The Biophysics Section's technique therefore proves
to have another fruitful series of applications in what its staff members call
"a semiquantitative assessment" of the expression of DNA in different cell
systems of any animal. Others will agree that the use of the Section's method
"to detect differences in gene expression during morphogenesis, aging, virus
infection, or hormonal stimulation presents an exciting challenge."
This challenge was immediately taken up in part by the Department of
Embryology in its work during the year.
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Studies of Molecular and Cellular Aspects of Development, the
Department of Embryology
Within the Department of Embryology there is a group not unlike the
experimental petrology group, described above, in its informal organization
but still coordinated approach. This group's interests center on the molecular and cellular aspects of cell development. There are a similar agreement
on the general direction of a search and similar mechanisms for communication, and at the same time similar individuality in pursuing specific paths
of experiment. Besides J. D. Ebert, Director of the Department, the staff
group this year included D. D. Brown, D. W. Bishop, I. R. Konigsberg,
and R. L. DeHaan. J. B. Gurdon, at Oxford University, participated during
the year in a long-range but highly effective collaboration with Brown that
will be reported upon below. M. E. Kaighn and M. C. Reporter were
assistant investigators; and the group included the following Fellows:
H. Denis (Nato Fellow), I. B. Dawid, I. A. Ajdukovic, H. Tiedemann,
G. C. Rosenquist, 0. Ramirez-Toledano, and F. Beck.
Ebert describes the primary objective of his Department as the study of
"interacting systems in development" for biological organisms. In the
molecular and cellular studies group attention has been centered on the
inner controls of cells and their interactions with neighboring cells and their
microenvironment. Like the research topics of the Biophysics Section, these
interests have partial parallels in a great many university and college biology
departments or institutes. The situation is much changed from the time
three or more decades ago when the Department was one of the very few
centers of embryological research in the world. Nevertheless, its scope and
penetration are still shared by only a few around the world.19
Being interested in systems within the organism, the molecular biology
group has sought probes at as many different stages and levels as current
techniques and knowledge made reasonable. A number of them concern the
genetic material and the initial direction that it gives to the formation of
the differentiated cell. This is the subject on which the Biophysics Section
experiments presented some interesting general evidence. But, as Ebert
wisely notes in his report this year, these events, which have given such
interesting results within the last year or two, end with ribosomal mediation
of protein formation. What of the developmental steps that lie beyond the
ribosomes? He suggests that ten years in the future the important research
questions will concern the ordering of the specific protein products that
19 In the United States the following may be mentioned: Johns Hopkins (with which the
Carnegie Department of Embryology is closely associated), Yale University, Western Reserve
University, Stanford University, University of California (Berkeley), Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Brown University, Princeton University. There are also a number of embryology
laboratories abroad, including one in nearly every European country. Great Britain seems outstanding inthis field, but Belgium, Italy, Czechoslovakia, and Japan all have fine work in one or
more of the fields in which the molecular group of the Carnegie Department is interested.
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"roll off the ribosomal assembly line." How are similar, and even identical,
protein products fashioned into totally different structures within an
organism? And how are certain similar, if not identical, cells predestined by
still unknown properties to totally different functions? It is in anticipation
of these important problems of the future that the group has looked beyond
the nuclear-ribosomal relations. Their work of the year displayed a nice
balance between research on cellular events with direct genetic connections
and the investigation of cell interaction.
Because they are a sequel to the DNA homology experiments of the
Biophysics Section, it may be appropriate to mention first the DNA
homology experiments conducted by Denis of the group, even though his
findings must still be considered tentative.
and RNAs of the frog Xenopus laevis, an
in other experiments at the Department.
from a Xenopus embryo was homologous

Denis's materials were the DNAs
animal found to be highly useful
First, Denis showed that DNA
with DNA from the liver cells of

an adult frog; second, he confirmed earlier findings by Brown and Littna20
that two of the three classes of RNA are produced by Xenopus cells during
embryonic development. One of these classes of RNA is thought to be
messenger-RNA. The messenger-RNA increases rapidly in production
during early embryonic stages and reaches its maximum when the embryo
is about two-thirds formed. Finally, he found in " competition" experiments
that RNA isolated from progressively later stages in embryonic and tadpole
development is increasingly efficient in competing with adult labeled RNA
hybridizing with adult DNA. These results would seem consistent with
those of the Biophysics Section. They further suggest that the PtNAs of
different stages of development have distinct differences, one from another.
Another study of the group attacked what Ebert calls an "old and
especially troublesome question." For a number of years it has been known
that eggs of several species of animals contain more DNA-like material than
is found in the complementary sperm. There has been a great deal of
speculation about the meaning of this apparent anomaly, but the excess
DNA itself had never been isolated or characterized. It had been loosely
called "cytoplasmic DNA." During the year Dawid succeeded in isolating
this elusive DNA from the eggs of Xenopus and those of another frog, Rana
pipiens. He found the eggs to contain an amount of DNA 100 to 300 times
greater than that found in the body (somatic) cells of the same species.
Dawid showed that this excess DNA closely resembles the liver DNA of
the same species.
Dawid further attacked the question of what the possible function of the
excess DNA might be in the developmental process. His first experiments
suggest that the familiar speculative answer is not correct, namely, that
the "preformed" DNA

is used directly in the formation of chromosomal

20 Journal of Molecular Biology, 8, 669-687, 1964.
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DNA in early embryonic stages. Perhaps the most fascinating part of the
question still remains, but the isolation and characterization of this unusual
DNA constitute a commendable achievement. Even though it seemingly
concerns a detail, this DNA anomaly is one of the many clear warnings of
the complexities that may be anticipated in achieving an understanding of
even the first cell of any organism.
The relation of fine structure to function within the living cell is a subject
of continuous interest to both cytology and molecular biology. Even inferences are difficult, and incontrovertible evidence has been rare. Many
studies, for example, have implicated the organelles known as nucleoli
within the nucleus as the site of the synthesis of the ribosomal particles of
the cell. As was noted previously, the ribosomes are concerned with protein
synthesis. In a rarely productive long-distance collaboration, Brown, of the
molecular biology group, and Gurdon, of Oxford University, conducted a
series of experiments that gave compelling evidence of the synthesis of
ribosomal RNA within the nucleoli. The materials they used, again from
Xenopus, illustrate the importance of the scientist's alertness to abnormalities orthe unusual in the design of his experiment and in his observation.
In 1958, Elsdale, Fischberg, and Smith, then at Oxford, described a
mutant of the Xenopus frog that had only one nucleolus in its cells instead
of the normal two. The mating of two single-nucleolus frogs produces
embryos having two, one, or no nucleolus in the cells. Both the double- and
single-nucleolus animals developed normally. The animals that have no
nucleolus in their cells develop normally until after the tadpoles are hatched,
and then soon die. This happens to be the stage at which the large-scale
formation of new ribosomes begins. Brown and Gurdon showed, through
their experiments, that the anucleolate frogs failed to form ribosomal RNA,
although they synthesize DNA, messenger-RNA, and soluble RNA. It is
interesting that cells having only half the normal complement of nucleoli
still function in a completely normal manner and allow normal development,
thus revealing another of the redundancies so characteristic of life systems.
Another notable one in the nucleus, of course, is the double-strand structure
of DNA.
Explorations of the interaction of cells in differentiation are somewhat
more distant from the broadening base of demonstrated facts about cell
interiors. The search therefore must be carried on with many fewer reference
points and on a disconnected trail. Nonetheless, significant progress has
been achieved, at least in charting the mechanics of cell movement as
differentiation proceeds in a developing organism. Because they are early
distinguishable in embryogenesis, heart cells have been a favorite material
of the group for such study.
During the year DeHaan added to his earlier observations of the movements of clusters of precardiac cells. Studying chick embryos, he found that
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these cells follow directed routes of migration into the midline site of beginning heart formation. His observations in previous years suggested that the
substratum of cells through which the precardiac cells moved gave some
directional guidance, or a "path," for them. Conducting experiments during
the year in which precardiac cells were paired with background (endoderm)
cells, and other experiments in which the background endoderm was
disrupted, he showed clearly that the precardiac cells do migrate along a
definite path to the site of beginning heart formation.
One of the most interesting aspects of the experiments is that they seem
to give convincing evidence against a chemical gradient as the means of
orienting the movement of precardiac cells. DeHaan has suggested a possible
nonchemical hypothesis to account for movement of the cardiac cell cluster.
He postulates that the moving exploratory filopodia21 of the migrating cells
"sense" the directional information built into the substratum through
which the cells move. His hypothesis depends on recognition of the known
differential adhesiveness that characterizes the relation between individual
cells and their substrata. If confirmed it would provide a fascinating new
view of cell relations.
Other experiments of DeHaan's took up the interesting problem of
"pacemaker" cells of the heart. Their results confirmed an hypothesis on
which there has been some previous evidence : the heart is composed of two
different types of cells. DeHaan's data indicated that at best only 25 to 30
per cent of the cells comprising an embryonic heart can beat spontaneously
or act as "pacemakers" stimulating the beating of other heart cells. It
appears that the remaining 70 or 75 per cent, or the vast majority, of heart
cells cannot generate their own beating stimulus. Thus the pacemaker cells
appear to be the "heart" of the heart. But as always in science there remains
an absorbing question beyond the last considered: What generates the
bioelectric impulse to beat within the pacemaker cell itself?

The Genetics Research Unit
The Genetics Research Unit, whose collaboration with the Biophysics
Section has been mentioned above, has two major research interests. One is
B. McClintock's study of the control system regulating the somatic expression of the genes. The second is the study of the relation between DNA
structure and chromosomal function by the biochemical genetics group.
Besides A. D. Hershey, Director of the Genetics Research Unit, the biochemical group this year included E. Burgi, G. Mosig, and F. R. Frankel,
as Associates; and E. Goldberg and N. Ledinko (United States Public
Health Service), as Fellows.
21 Filamentary protrusions of the cell cytoplasm that can extend, retract, and otherwise move.
They form part of the cell surface.
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The Biochemical Genetics Group
The biochemical genetics group belongs to a different type of explorers'
community within the Institution from those previously described. In this
group, research activity follows a general pattern clearly inspired by one
senior member of the staff, even though the conception, execution, and
interpretation of experiments may be the product of several individuals.
The photosynthetic research group at the Department of Plant Biology,
Stanford, California, is similar. Both groups are relatively small, but each
has had a distinguished history of remaining year after year on the growing
edge of its special field.
In the remarkable introduction to his report this year, Hershey describes
the intellectual environment within which he and those of his group have
worked for the last decade. It affirms a deep commitment to having as many
competent explorers as possible, wherever they are to be found. His ideal,
as he states in the last sentence of his introduction, is the situation where
laboratories are "encouraged to multiply as fast as the multiplication of
dedicated research workers permits."
The same statement might have been made by any one of several other
research groups in the Institution as well, for that feeling has been part of
its spirit for more than sixty years.
The story with which Hershey and his colleagues are concerned, he
explains, goes back to the now famous twin helical model of DNA developed
by Watson and Crick at Cambridge University. The basic importance of
this concept for molecular genetics is now universally recognized. Not so
widely recognized is the importance of certain discoveries in experimental
technique. One example was the discovery by Marmur, Doty, and their
colleagues, at Harvard University, that the complementary strands of the
DNA helix could be separated and then rejoined by thermal means. Among
other results this opened the way for the development of the DNA-agar
technique whose invention and exploitation by the Biophysics Section have
been recounted previously. A second example was the development, by
Meselson, Stahl, and Vinograd of the California Institute of Technology, of
the equilibrium density-gradient centrifuging in solutions of cesium chloride
and other salts. This technique permitted the first demonstration that
genetic recombination can occur by means of the fracture and rejoining of
DNA molecules.
Hershey then recounts some of the key discoveries about genetic material
as interpreted from study of the phage chromosome, including his own
biochemical conclusion that a phage particle contains only one piece of
DNA. Kaiser and Hogness of Stanford University reached the same conclusion by means of biological assay methods. Marmur of Brandeis University has shown that only one strand of phage DNA produces the complementary RNA that is assumed to direct the synthesis of phage proteins.
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This is the denser pyrimidine-rich strand.22 Sinsheimer of California Institute of Technology discovered a phage containing a single-stranded DNA
having a ring structure. This was further confirmation of the biological
competence of a single strand and the first indication that a DNA molecule
could be circular. Zinder, of the Rockefeller Institute, discovered a bacteriophage from which DNA is completely missing; the genetic material, as in
many viruses that infect animals and plants, is entirely RNA. Study of the
effects of radiation on bacteria and phage has revealed that damage to the
genetic material can be repaired within cells where two-stranded DNA is
present. This discovery came about as a result of a series of experiments at
widely different locations, including those by Wacker of Frankfurt, Germany; Beukers and Berends of Delft, the Netherlands; Hill of Columbia
University; Setlow and Carrier of Oak Ridge; and Boyce and HowardFlanders of Yale University. In sum, a picture is emerging that shows the
stability of genetic material to be preserved in spite of continual separation
and fragmentation of DNA strands during replication. Furthermore, the
duplication of information in the two strands protects the genetic material
against accidental damage and error, and operates in still other ways to
ensure genetic survival.
Hershey is not disturbed by the striking diversity of genetic mechanisms
that the phage study of his own and other laboratories has brought out.
Although it is obvious that the overwhelming preponderance of DNA as a
genetic material in the biotic world must mean that it is superior for its
purpose, Hershey observes that "different organisms exploit different ways
of doing things for a reason best described as historical accident." However,
there may remain both taxonomic and evolutionary significance in these
striking differences of the genetic material of one of the simplest of all
known life forms.
This year Hershey and his colleagues began to examine some questions
related to the principle of structural redundance in DNA. They note that
some of the uses of redundancy call for minor modifications of the classic
Watson-Crick helical structure. They found one of them during the year
in their study of lambda phage.23 Their earlier experiments had shown that
the ends of lambda DNA molecules can be joined together, by suitable
22 Pyrimidine is a compound of the general form :
H
N/C\ CH

II

HC
Cytosine and thymine among the DNA

I

CH

bases are pyrimidines.

23 Bacteriophages, or phages, are viruses that infect bacteria. Lambda phage, like most of those
studied in laboratories, infects the colon bacillus Escherichia coli.
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thermal treatment, to form rings or multimolecular threads. The conditions
required to bring about these changes suggested that complementary
nucleotide sequences lying at either end of the molecule made the joining
possible. This hypothesis has now been confirmed by Burgi, chiefly through
enzymic analysis of structure. Apparently the finished DNA molecule found
in phage particles consists of a conventional double-helical structure modified by short, single-stranded ends with complementary base sequences. If
the hypothesis is accepted, a model of the interconversion of rings and
multimolecular threads under thermal treatment may be depicted (fig. 5A).

A

B

Fig. 5. Two diagrammatic models representing phage structure. A. Probable structure of the
ring and open forms of phage lambda DNA. Arrows on the ring strands indicate the position of
enzymic cuts that precede the formation of a finished molecule from a precursor. B. Hypothetical
paired structure formed by two complementary phage T4 DNA fragments, each fragment of twothirds normal length.

Finished, biologically competent DNA molecules may be formed from a
circular precursor by enzymic cuts (fig. 5A). The enzymic cuts and complementary nucleotide sequences provide a general mechanism for fragmenting
and rejoining of DNA molecules, a sort of molecular synapsis24 that may
be explained by known forces.
In collaboration with Cowie, of the Biophysics Section, Hershey was able
to show further that each of the halves of the lambda DNA molecule
contains genetic sequences absent from the other. These findings were the
basis for further experiments on the homology of lambda DNA and its
bacterial host, as reported in the discussion of the Biophysics Section above.
The biochemical genetics group also notes from their experiments another
remarkable feature of lambda phage DNA structure. The guanine-cytosine
base pairs are noticeably concentrated in the left one-third of the molecule.
Such a distribution differs strikingly from that of other microbial DNAs,
24 Synapsis is the joining together of complementary strands of genetic material.
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where the guanine-cytosine pairs are distributed more uniformly. Hershey
suggests that this may mean diverse historical origins for different parts of
the lambda DNA molecule. Such differences, he says, could have been
preserved only if there were a corresponding functional differentiation
among the parts of the molecule. The finding is consistent not only with
previous genetic evidence that genes of related function tend to occur in
clusters within the chromosomes but also with the general chronologic model
of the evolution of genetic material suggested by the Biophysics Section.
The model assumes that secular changes must take place by alteration of
blocks of genetic material rather than by "point" changes.
Work during the year with T4 phage particles by Mosig provided further
clues to the mechanism of genetic recombination. Mosig found that a few
of the T4 particles contain molecules of only two-thirds normal length.
When isolated these particles prove to be individually noninfective, but two
or more of them acting together can infect a bacterium. When this happens
the offspring particles contain DNA molecules of normal length and show
genetic markers derived from more than one of the parents. According to
Mosig's interpretation a single particle with two-thirds-length DNA is
noninfective because parts of its chromosome are missing. In different
particles different parts are missing, so that two two-thirds-length particles
can often undergo genetic recombination to produce a complete chromosome. A molecular model for such recombination can also be constructed
(fig. 5B).
The findings of Mosig's experiments have some interesting implications.
First, recombination in this instance clearly involves the joining of two
DNA fragments near their ends reminiscent of the physically demonstrable
joining of lambda DNA fragments. Second, several features of recombination between the two-thirds-length particles are also seen in genetic recombination for full-length particles, suggesting that the latter also involves
rejoining of paired, homologous, molecular ends. Third, the length of DNA
molecules in T4 phage is a species character under independent gene
control, not determined directly by the length of the parental molecule.
This fact was confirmed by experiments using single viable phage particles,
selected to contain a DNA molecule longer or shorter than the average.
Within a requisite time their clones of descendants eventually reestablished
the normal length of molecule. Further insight thus was gained on the
probable universality of mechanisms controlling the expression of the genes.
If even the simplest life forms have such exquisite controls the wonderful
complexities remaining to be discovered in biology are awe-inspiring.
Experiments during the year by N. Ledinko gave evidence of the presence
of a rare base, 5-methylcytosine, when lambda phage is grown on a particular strain of its host Escherichia coli. This finding adds to the growing
evidence that rare bases occur in many nucleic acids. The simple picture of
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the classic model (guanine-cytosine, adenine-thymine, or guanine-cytosine,
adenine-uracil) is not adequate. What functions do these rare bases serve?
Hershey speculates that they may possibly be associated with the important
"cutting points" of the single strands. Furthermore, he sees in the hostinduced modification of the phage ua curious mechanism of speciation, in
which chromosomal structure is determined by physiological means." The
possibilities raised by this phenomenon apply to a most significant part of
the life process. In the best-studied examples, the data suggest that one or
two phage genes control enzymes that interact with the metabolic system of
the bacterium and modify entire DNA molecules. Hershey says, "It is now
clear that analogous phenomena are widespread and diverse, suggesting
not only a device for establishing genetic barriers but also a possible means
for controlling gene action in a single species."

The Photosynthesis Group, the Department of Plant Biology
The photosynthesis group of the Department of Plant Biology, of which
C. S. French is the Director, has chosen for its subject one of the most
important but at the same time one of the most refractory of all the problems in biology. Nothing is more basic to the interests of the human race,
and nothing more challenging to all varieties of curiosity, from the amateur
nature student to the most esoteric scientist. Indeed, photosynthesis has
been studied scientifically for more than 350 years, and it is a major subject
of research in about sixty institutions scattered about the world. Twentyfour of them are in the United States and Canada, and twenty-six in western
Europe and Great Britain. At least eight institutions in the Soviet Union
are examining photosynthesis from several approaches.25 Yet, in spite of all
this activity and the length of time that photosynthesis has been contemplated scientifically, the heart of the system or systems that convert light,
water, and carbon dioxide into the basic materials of plant nutrition has
not yet been described adequately. The failure is due in part to the complexities ofthe system or systems, but it is also in part due to the stubborn
refusal of known components to reveal much in vitro. Many answers can be
sought only in the living cell.
French, in another excellent report introduction, describes the conceptual
framework and the intellectual environment within which the research of
this group is undertaken. The photosynthetic system may be described
very roughly as beginning with light itself, the wavelengths of which have
differential values in photosynthetic activity. Next are the pigments,
including chlorophyll, that absorb the light and supply the driving power
for the chemical system leading to plant products. This driving power
25 C. S. French, Photosynthesis, in This Is Life, edited by W. H. Johnson and W. C. Steere,
pp. 34-38, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1962.
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transforms a number of identified and hypothesized substances. The interactions ofthese substances lead to oxygen evolution from the plant, and the
reducing power26 inside that is associated with the production of high-energy
compounds for further use in the plant. The last part of this system is now
reasonably well understood, beginning with the reduction of carbon dioxide
made possible by the intermediate products from the photochemical action
of the pigments. However, in comparison, the photochemical part of the
system still has many mysteries. The chief problems of research now center
on the light-absorbing system and the products that precede the reduction
of carbon dioxide within plants.
The pigment complexes of the photochemical system are now accepted
as falling into two groups, known as system I and system II. System I is
composed mainly of a long-wavelength form of chlorophyll a absorbing red
wavelengths (Ca683). This system seems to act by passing its light energy
on to a substance known as P700, probably another form of chlorophyll a.
System II is composed mainly of a group of pigments known as the accessory
pigments. They absorb light at shorter wavelengths than the pigments of
system I. The end of the energy-transfer process in system II seems to be
chlorophyll a 673, also a red-absorbing pigment. Besides the chlorophylls,
some of the substances thought to be directly connected with or not far
removed from primary light reactions are cytochromes, plastoquinones,
ferredoxin, and plastocyanin. There also are detectable substances of
unknown chemical composition, such as a substance changing light absorption at wavelengths near 518 nuz and a substance quenching chlorophyll
fluorescence. The two systems in operation show an "enhancement" effect;
that is, the product of the two operating jointly is greater than the sum of
the outputs of the individual systems operating alone.
A situation like this, of course, calls for a good model scheme of reactions,
but, as French observes, even though there have been many heroic attempts
the half-life of the average good hypothesis in this field seems to lessen with
each advancing year. Generally hypotheses do not meet the "test of
predicting the photochemical systems' response to conditions other than
those used to derive the model and to evaluate its constants." Nevertheless,
having proper regard for the careful construction of equations and numerical
data from experiments on the same plant material, it should be possible
eventually to construct such a model. The present investigations of the
group are planned in such a way that they may provide the basis for models
of parts of the complete system at a later date. French summarizes his
philosophy of operation as he adds, "Thoroughly established relationships
between a few steps may have more lasting value than even the best
attempts to form an all-inclusive picture of the process on the basis of our
present knowledge."
26 Capacity to add an electron to a compound.
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The other part of French's philosophy of operation is equally important.
Although the immediate objective must be a limited one, he characterizes
the present era of research on photosynthesis as one marked by "the efforts
of many laboratories to fit together into a coherent scheme many phenomena
observed . . . from different viewpoints." Like research groups in other
subjects previously described in this review, the photosynthesis group keeps
in close communication with other laboratories investigating subfields or
using techniques pertinent to the group's current work. As for so many
other subjects, this community is world wide. At least five members of the
biophysical research group at the University of Utrecht, the Netherlands,
have been in residence at the Department of Plant Biology. At least four
members of the Department, in turn, have visited Utrecht to exchange
ideas and observe techniques. Here, as elsewhere in the Institution's
laboratories, there is a consistent effort to be immediately conversant with
a worldwide network of facts and interpretations long before they appear
as published works.
Besides French, the group during the year included J. S. Brown, D. C.
Fork, and J. H. C. Smith. Y. de Kouchkovsky, C. J. Soeder, and W. E.
Vidaver participated as research fellows; and Govindjee, R. Govindjee,
W. Menke, B. Soeder, and D. A. Webster were in residence for various
periods as visiting investigators. Most of the lines of investigation of this
group centered on a measurement of reaction rates in living cells subjected
to different light exposures and other environmental conditions. A key
indicator was considered to be fluctuations in rate of oxygen evolution
during the first few minutes of plant illumination. Thus far much of the
analysis of oxygen evolution has been largely qualitative. The year's work,
therefore, was a step toward more precise understanding in quantitative
terms of a component certain to be used in a later model of the photochemical subsystems.
A position for one piece in the prospective model was determined during
the year in research undertaken on the copper-protein plastocyanin.
Plastocyanin was discovered some years ago by Katoh, in Japan. It occurs
only in the green parts of plants, and contains most of the chloroplast
copper. Chemical experiments have shown it to be capable of reversible
oxidation and reduction.27 Until this year it was assumed that plastocyanin
must be a part of the photosynthetic system, but no direct evidence had
been obtained for its inclusion. Fork and de Kouchkovsky succeeded in
establishing a relation between plastocyanin and both pigment system I
and pigment system II. Previous experiments by others had shown a
probable oxidation-reduction position between the two systems for cytochrome/and cytochrome b. It was also thought that an unknown compound
27 Oxidation is the subtraction of an electron (negative charge) from a compound ; reduction is
the addition of an electron.
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displaying absorbance changes at 518 niju might have a similar position.
By experimenting with light exposures in the red and far-red wavelengths, and measuring changes in the light absorption of plastocyanin in
the cells, Fork and de Kouchkovsky demonstrated not only that plastocyanin does have a position in the photosynthetic system related to both
pigment systems but also that pigment system I oxidizes it in the living
chloroplasts and system II reduces it. This effect was shown for the marine
alga Ulva lobata and the fresh-water alga Chlorella vulgaris as well as for a
number of other plants. All the effects were found to be approximately the
same. They concluded that it was reasonable to assume that plastocyanin
has a place in the photosynthetic system between the two light reactions
along with the cytochromes. In addition, they showed that the unknown
compound absorbing the 518-m/x light is associated with system II but that
it does not have a position as an intermediary between the two systems.
Vidaver and French also studied the alga Ulva with particular attention
to measuring oxygen evolution and uptake in its response to wavelengths
representing the two pigment systems, intensity of illumination, and duration of exposure. The events revealed by their experiments may be described
about as follows: Algae acted upon by far-red light (activating pigment
system I) produce a highly reducing substance, which absorbs oxygen both
during and after far-red-light exposure. French and Vidaver assume that
the substance responsible for the oxygen uptake is one of the photosynthetic
intermediates. Concomitantly an oxidized product also results from the
action of system I. When exposed to red light (activating pigment system
II) the oxidized product of system I is used to evolve oxygen. The experiment showed that what may have been assumed to be photooxidation
(i.e., oxygen uptake directly caused by light exposure) may not necessarily
be that process. The uptake may be caused by an intermediate chemical
reaction rather than by the direct action of light on one of the pigment
systems. An interesting part of the results exhibited in the curves constructed byFrench and Vidaver for the report are the sensitive and occasionally unusual responses to light intensity and duration of exposure. Their
main significance, however, lies in charting some part of the pattern of
kinetic relations between the pigment systems.
During the year, Brown, with the assistance of J. Duranton of the Centre
d'Etudes Nucleaires, Saclay, France, contributed to the differentiation of
chemical substances in the pigment systems. By means of an anionic
detergent, sodium dodecyl sulfate, Brown and Duranton partially separated
the forms of chlorophyll a that have absorption bands at 670 and 680 nux.
They found that chlorophyll a is a single pigment but that it is attached to
two different types of protein materials. They did not attempt to analyze
the difference between the two proteins. Their interim conclusion is that the
amino acid composition of the two may not be the same, or that it may be
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the same in a different molecular configuration. A third possibility is that
the chlorophyll a may be bound in different ways to identical proteins.
The above descriptions of research undertaken with the Institution, both
by individuals and by the informal research groups, are by no means a
complete account. Neither are they intended as a selection of the most
significant results achieved within the Institution's laboratories during
1963-1964. Instead, they are meant to be representative of the activities,
thoughts, and manner of scientific life in the six Departments. Indeed, the
work of some of the Institution's illustrious Staff Members has not hitherto
been mentioned here. The review might have contained, with equally good
reason, an account of E. M. Ramsey's continuing and pioneering studies of
physiological systems of the mammalian uterus at the Department of
Embryology. It might also have presented additional comment on the
unique studies of Barbara McClintock on genetic control systems in maize
at the Genetics Research Unit. Her research on the manner of metabolic
timing in maize is of the deepest general significance. This year she opened
a new horizon of versatility in the genetic elements controlling the timing
of gene action during development of the maize plant. She showed that a
distinctive pattern of gene expression in a mature tissue may reflect a
"presetting" of the regulatory mechanism at the gene locus and control
phenotypic expression in progeny even where the controlling element no
longer is detectable. Here again the newly unfolding pattern is even more
wonderfully complex than any preceding model-builder has ever imagined.
Or the review might have described the fascinating analysis by Abelson
and Hare, of the Geophysical Laboratory, of the proteins in molluskan
shells. Hare and Abelson found that amino acid compositions in these shells
seem to converge on the primitive ancestral types. Furthermore, the
diverging lines from the primordial types appear to evolve in similar
patterns. They have thus added one more demonstration to the now rapidly
growing recognition of the importance of biochemical techniques in evolutionary studies. And, to cite a last example, the review also might have
included mention of the experimental taxonomy group in the Department
of Plant Biology (W. M. Hiesey, H. W. Milner, M. A. Nobs, and D. M.
Gates), whose work on leaf temperatures this year gives a very significant
clue as to why different races of the same species of plant can survive and
reproduce in vastly different environments. Studying races of the monkey
flower (Mimulus sp.) they found leaf temperatures to be about the same,
whether observed at high altitude-low temperature stations, or observed
under low altitude-higher temperature conditions. All these studies are
described in full on the following pages of the Year Book.
It has been an exciting year in the Institution. The work of science is so
absorbing to those engaged in it that sometimes the milestones appear only
in low relief. Yet, this year, as we look back on it, has markers that will
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remain in the memory of the staff. Among them was the rapidly developing
knowledge of the remarkable new quasi-stellar objects, discovery of the
most distant object yet seen, a revised concept of the structure of our
galaxy, the very stimulating new biochemical evidence of the wonderful
order of life evolution, a new insight on the biology of tumor causes, penetrating probes into the molecular structure of genetic material, a view of
the primordial mantle rock of the earth, and several other significant steps
toward visualizing what lies beneath the very thin known layer of the
earth's crust. But even more heartening than the pride that staff members
of the Institution can justly take in their own work is the way in which
they have continually identified themselves with the progress and problems
of a world community of scientists, the "society of explorers" named by
Professor Polanyi. Few reports in this Year Book omit mention in some
way of a dedication to this larger view. The results described in this report
are the product not only of devotion, talent, and insight, but also, as the
members of the Biophysics Section expressed it, "the product of companionship."

Losses . . .
It is with deep sorrow and regret that I must report the death of our
distinguished Trustee Robert E. Wilson.
Dr. Wilson died suddenly on September first of this year in Geneva,
Switzerland, where he was serving as an adviser to the United States
delegation at the United Nations International Conference on Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy. The seventy-one years of his life had encompassed
brilliant achievements as research engineer, as business executive, as public
servant, and as leader in many activities of broad public concern.
He was born in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, March 19, 1892, the son of
William Hyatt and Madge (Cunningham) Wilson. He attended Wooster
College (Ohio), from which he graduated with a Ph.B. degree in 1914, and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he received a B.S. in
Chemical Engineering (1916).
After a year as research assistant with the General Electric Company he
joined the staff of the Research Laboratory of Applied Chemistry at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology as research associate in 1916,
becoming director two years later and serving concurrently as associate
professor of chemical engineering (1919-1922). In 1922 he began his long
business career with the Standard Oil Company of Indiana as assistant
director of research (1922-1928), advancing through successive levels of
responsibility to the position of chairman of the board and chief executive
officer (1945-1958).
During World War I, Dr. Wilson served first as a consulting engineer of
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the United States Bureau of Mines (1917-1918) and then as a captain and
later major in charge of the research division of the Chemical Warfare
Service (1918-1919). From 1947 until February 1, 1964, he was associated
with the Atomic Energy Commission, serving as a member of various
committees, including the general advisory committee (1956-1959), and as
a commissioner (1960-1964). Dr. Wilson consistently opposed the policy of
a government monopoly on atomic energy and was largely responsible for
the recent legislation permitting private ownership of atomic materials.
Upon his retirement from the Commission President Johnson wrote to him :
"Your outstanding performance and the high esteem with which you are
regarded as a scientist, a business man, and a public servant must be a
source of satisfaction to you as your years of public service come to an end."
Dr. Wilson's many honors included the Chemical Industry Medal (1939) ;
the Perkin Medal of the Society of Chemical Industries (1943) ; the Northwestern University Centennial Award (1951); the Sir John Cadman
Memorial Award of the British Institute of Petroleum Technologists (1951) ;
the Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants First Annual Public
Information Award (1956); the Washington Award (1956); and seventeen
honorary degrees. He was the author of some 120 technical papers and the
owner or joint owner of about 90 patents for petrochemical inventions.
Dr. Wilson was a life member of the Corporation of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, a trustee of the College of Wooster, a fellow of the
Royal Society of England, and a member of the National Academy of
Sciences and of the American Philosophical Society. Always much interested
in education for leadership, he repeatedly wrote or spoke on the importance
of "stressing ethical concepts" as a basic part of education. "Business," he
said, "wants in its ranks men with high ethical standards, men with a broad
general background, with or without the capstone of specialization. It is to
these men who are mentally equipped to step out of their own particular
field to deal with problems over a wide area that we are looking for the
leadership and the socially conscious thinking that we so vitally need
today." In his view, "We badly need men today with the broad outlook,
men with a sure grasp of their intellectual heritage, mentally and morally
disciplined and trained to evaluate data and arrive at sound decisions in
all aspects of life."
In 1953 Dr. Wilson was elected to the Institution's Board of Trustees;
he served as a member of the Executive Committee from 1961 and as a
member of the Committee on Terrestrial Sciences from 1954 until his death.
Of science he said, "There is one great thing about the frontiers of science
that is in striking contrast to our shrinking geographical frontiers — the
frontiers of science are ever expanding into the unknown. All we need are
capable men to blaze the new trails and adequate incentives to keep them
on the job." The loss of such a man will be deeply felt throughout the
Carnegie Institution.
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Within a month after the close of the report year we also lost three
outstanding pioneers in the work of the Carnegie Institution.
Dr. Eugene Thomas Allen, who celebrated his hundredth birthday on
April 8, 1964, died at Arlington, Massachusetts, on July 19. A graduate of
Amherst College (1887), he received his doctorate in chemistry from Johns
Hopkins University in 1892. Thereafter he served in several teaching
positions until 1901, when he joined the staff of the United States Geological
Survey. There, under the direction of Arthur L. Day, he began a systematic
investigation of the isomorphism and thermal properties of the feldspars,
which he continued at the Geophysical Laboratory after 1907. The early
results of this work, representing the first attempt to use laboratory methods
to examine in detail the properties of natural minerals, were published by
the Institution in 1905. One of Allen's finest contributions as a chemist was
the group of analyses of a number of metals to determine their purity for
use as fixed points in high-temperature thermometry.
During World War I he contributed significantly to methods of analysis for the manufacture of optical glass and also studied the role of
arsenic in optical glass. After the war, until his retirement from the
Laboratory in 1932, most of his work dealt with the emanation aspects of
volcanic activity. This work included a study, with E. G. Zies, of the
fumaroles of the Katmai region, the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, and
work with Dr. Arthur L. Day on the hot springs of Lassen National Park,
the steam wells and other thermal activity in California, and the hot springs
of Yellowstone National Park. He remained as a Research Associate of the
Geophysical Laboratory after his retirement until 1936.
Dr. Allen was elected a member of the National Academy of Sciences
in 1930.
Dr. Warren H. Lewis, long associated with the Department of Embryology, died at the age of 94 in Philadelphia on July 4. A pioneer in the field
of tissue culture, he was one of the first to use motion pictures in studying
cells.
Dr. Lewis was born in Sufneld, Connecticut, on June 17, 1870. He
received a B.S. degree from the University of Michigan in 1894 and an
M.D. from Johns Hopkins University in 1900, where he served at progressive levels on the faculty until 1940. At Hopkins he was closely associated with the work of our Department of Embryology, becoming a full-time
staff member in 1919. He had by that time, with Mrs. Lewis, developed a
method of growing embryonic tissues in artificial media that made it
possible to observe individual living cells under the microscope. His research
for the Institution brought about many advances in knowledge and techniques, which won him wide recognition in his field.
After his retirement from the Institution in 1939 Dr. Lewis continued to
work for a year under a grant from the International Cancer Research
Foundation. He became an active member of the staff of the Wistar Insti-
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tute in Philadelphia in 1940 and Professor Emeritus in 1958. He was the
editor of the classic Gray's Anatomy from its twentieth to its twenty-fourth
editions and the author of some 150 papers on anatomy, embryology, and
cytology. He was a past president of the International Society for Experimental Cytology, the American Association of Anatomists, and the Mount
Desert Island Biological Laboratory, and a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. He was also a member of the
American Philosophical Society and the National Academy of Sciences.
Dr. Frederick Hanley Seares, a retired astronomer of Mount Wilson
Observatory, died in Honolulu, Hawaii, at the age of 91, on July 21.
Born at Cassopolis, Michigan, on May 17, 1873, he was educated at the
University of California, where he received his B.S. degree in 1895, served
as a fellow from 1895 to 1896 and from 1898 to 1899, and was awarded an
honorary LL.D. in 1930. He also studied at the University of Berlin,
1899-1900, and the University of Paris, 1900-1901. The University of
Missouri conferred an honorary LL.D. on him in 1934. From 1901 to 1909
he was director of Laws Observatory at the University of Missouri, from
which position he went to be superintendent of the computing division and
editor of publications at Mount Wilson Observatory in 1909. In 1925 he
was appointed assistant director of the Observatory, a post he held until he
retired in 1940 to become a Research Associate.
Dr. Seares' most important astronomical work dealt with the precise
measurement of the brightness and color of stars and their distribution in
the galaxy. In these fields he was an outstanding authority. He also contributed to the investigation of the sun's magnetic field.
He was a member of the American Academy of Sciences and the American
Philosophical Society, an associate of the Royal Astronomical Society, and
the Bruce Medalist (1930) of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. From
1919 to 1938 Dr. Seares was president of the commission on stellar photometry of the International Astronomical Union.

Although the Institution lost an outstanding director of the Mount
Wilson and Palomar Observatories when Dr. Ira S. Bowen retired on
June 30, 1964, it has gained tremendously in his return to full-time research
as the first Carnegie Distinguished Service Staff Member at the Observatories. In this capacity he will work on the design and improvement of
large telescopes and other problems.
Dr. Bowen is a graduate of Oberlin College (A.B., 1919). At the University of Chicago, which he attended from 1919 to 1921, he came to know
Robert A. Millikan, who invited him to join the faculty of the California
Institute of Technology as instructor in physics. After receiving his Ph.D.
degree at the Institute in 1926, Dr. Bowen continued to teach and to do
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research there, advancing to the rank of professor, which he held from
1931 to 1945.
His work during the 1920's lay chiefly in the area of spectroscopy. As a
direct result of his investigation of the spectra of certain ions he was able
in 1927 to solve one of the most baffling astronomical problems of the day :
to identify, and explain consistently with the quantum theory, distinctive
emission lines of spectra from gaseous nebulae. He identified the lines with
transitions between low-energy levels — possible only under conditions of
extremely low gas pressures. This achievement, one of the landmarks of
astronomical research of the decade, provided a fruitful source of information on the physical properties of the gaseous nebulae, including the relative
abundance of the elements present.
Beginning in the early 1930's Dr. Bowen was associated with the planning
of the Palomar project and was responsible for the final testing and finishing
of the 200-inch Hale telescope mirror. He devised ingenious optical tests to
determine the corrections to be made in the mirror after its mounting on
the telescope and personally supervised that difficult operation. He was also
consulted in the design of several other telescopes, including the 120-inch
instrument at the Lick Observatory of the University of California and the
84-inch optical telescope and the solar telescope at Kitt Peak National
Observatory in Arizona.
During World War II Dr. Bowen made notable contributions toward
improving the trajectories of underwater missiles and developing more
effective military photography. He supervised the photographic section of
the California Institute of Technology's rocket project for the Office of
Scientific Research and Development.
In 1946 Dr. Bowen was appointed Director of the Institution's Mount
Wilson Observatory, and two years later he became the head of the combined Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories, jointly operated by the
Institution and the California Institute of Technology.
He has contributed much to the improvement of spectrographs and
cameras used in astronomical work, and has devised instruments, such as
the image sheer, to increase the efficiency of spectrographic observations.
He has also determined in greater detail the spectra of many chemical
elements, devising vacuum spectrographs that made this work possible. His
many scientific publications embrace the fields of spectroscopy, the composition ofgaseous nebulae, cosmic rays, optics, and the design and construction of large telescopes.
Many honors have come to Dr. Bowen for his scientific achievements.
He was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1935 and was
awarded its Henry Draper Medal in 1943. He received the Potts Medal of
the Franklin Institute in 1946, the Rumford Medal of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1949, the Ives Medal of the Optical
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Society of America in 1952, and the Bruce Medal of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific in 1957. He holds honorary degrees from Oberlin
College, Princeton University, and the University of Lund in Sweden.

Mr. William F. Steiner, who has been with the Department of Terrestrial
Magnetism for more than 49 years, retired on June 30. Mr. Steiner came
to the Department when he was sixteen years old on March 16, 1915, as a
mechanician apprentice. Through the years he developed such skill as an
instrument maker that he became chief of the shop section, whose responsibilities he fulfilled with singular effectiveness until his retirement. During
the 1930's the great precision of the magnetic instruments Mr. Steiner built
was vital to the success of the Department's magnetic investigations. In the
next decade he contributed significantly to the construction of the Institution's cyclotron. He also did all the precision work on the prototype models
of Dr. Bush's automatic microtome and micromanipulator. Mr. Steiner
stayed with the Institution a year beyond the normal retirement age in
order to go to Argentina as one of the representatives of the Department
in the construction of a 100-foot parabola for radio astronomical studies.

. . . and Gains
On September 11, 1963, Dr. Philip H. Abelson, Director of the Geophysical Laboratory, received the Gold Medal Award for Scientific Achievement from the Chemistry Alumni Association of the City College of New
York. On June 15, 1964, Yale University conferred upon him the honorary
degree of doctor of science. On November 19, 1963, J. Frank Schairer, staff
member of the Laboratory, was presented the Roebling Medal, the highest
award of the Mineralogical Society of America, for outstanding achievement
in mineralogy. At the same time Dr. Nobuo Morimoto, a postdoctoral fellow
at the Laboratory from 1957 to 1959 and again in 1962, now at the University of Osaka, Japan, received the Mineralogical Society of America
Award for 1963. He is the first Japanese to receive this award. Professor
C. E. Tilley, of Cambridge University, a Carnegie Research Associate
working at the Laboratory, received an honorary doctor of science degree
from the University of Sydney, Australia, in January 1964.
At the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Dr. Louis Brown, staff
associate, was one of a team of three scientists awarded the Amerbach
Prize of the University of Basel, Switzerland. The prize, founded in 1962
in memory of the Amerbach family, who in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries played an important role at the University of Basel as presidents
and professors, was given in recognition of Dr. Brown's contribution to the
design and construction of the first artificial source of polarized deuterons
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and its successful application in nuclear physics research. Dr. Brian J.
McCarthy, staff member, received an award for scientific accomplishment
from the Washington Academy of Sciences on January 16, 1964, "for his
role in deciphering the biosynthetic relationships among nucleic acids."
Dr. Maarten Schmidt, staff member of the Mount Wilson and Palomar
Observatories, was awarded the Helen B. Warner prize of the American
Astronomical Society. This prize is awarded annually, to a person under
35 years of age, for a significant contribution to astronomy during the five
preceding years. Dr. Schmidt's paper describing his work on quasi-stellar
radio sources will be given on December 29, 1964, at the American Association for the Advancement of Science meeting in Montreal, Canada.
Dr. Louis B. Flexner, Research Associate of the Institution and former
staff member of the Department of Embryology, was elected to membership
in the National Academy of Sciences on April 28, 1964.
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Polyoma -virus-induced tumors in a three-month-old mouse. Bilateral salivary gland
tumors, mammary tumors, and multiple-hair-follicle tumors are visible.
National Institutes of Health-National Cancer Institute photograph.
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INTRODUCTION
Dr. Ira S. Bowen retired from his administrative duties on June 30, 1964, the
end of this report year. He had served as
Director of the Mount Wilson Observatory since January 1, 1946, and as
Director of the combined Mount Wilson
and Palomar Observatories since April 1,
1948. Under his guidance, the high
standards established by the first Director, George E. Hale, and continued by
Walter S. Adams during his administration from 1923 to 1946, were rigorously
maintained.
The past eighteen years have seen the
retirement from the Observatory group of
practically one whole generation of staff
members, and the building, under Dr.
Bowen's leadership, of a new and younger
organization. His administration has
been marked by the completion of the
200-inch Hale telescope, to the design
and perfection of which he personally
made many fundamental contributions;
and by the development of policies and
programs for successfully combining the
operations of the two large observatories.
It is a matter of great satisfaction to
his associates that Dr. Bowen's connection with the Observatories is being continued with his appointment as Distinguished Service Staff Member.
In Year Book 1 of the Carnegie Institution ofWashington (1902), a committee of astronomers, reporting to the
Board of Trustees, outlined the requirements for choosing the site of a large
astronomical observatory in the southern
hemisphere. The first requirement was
that the observatory should be south of
the 30th parallel of latitude. It was also
regarded as desirable that the site should
offer clear skies, a dry and equable
climate, and a fair degree of elevation
above sea level.
The following year, in Year Book 2, a
committee consisting of Lewis Boss,
W. W. Campbell, and George E. Hale
devoted 165 pages to a proposal for

southern and solar observatories. This
proposal included the famous report by
W. J. Hussey, giving his appraisal of such
prospective sites as Mount Wilson and
Palomar Mountain for a solar observatory. Considerable space was also given
to a discussion of possible locations for a
southern observatory in Australia, South
America, and South Africa. Replies were
presented from thirteen eminent astronomers whose views on the proposal to
establish a new southern observatory
had been solicited; they were all favorable. The committee discussed at length
the arguments for such an observatory
and recommended "that the Carnegie
Institution should enter this field
[measurement of the velocities of stars
and astrophysics] and provide for use in
the Southern Hemisphere the most
powerful reflecting telescope that would
be sanctioned by experience and the
dictates of common prudence."
Although the emphasis today would be
less specifically on velocities and more on
a wide range of astrophysical problems,
the recommendation of the Boss Committee is, if anything, more valid now than
when it was made in 1903. The widespread and growing interest among
astronomers in the possibilities of large
telescopic equipment in the southern
hemisphere is one of the reasons why the
Observatories, with generous sponsorship
by the Institution, have undertaken
within the past year to investigate astronomical observing conditions at selected
locations in southern latitudes. All factors
bearing on the quality of observatory
sites are being given due attention, but
emphasis is placed on the quantitative
measurement of the "seeing" — the degradation of image quality by inhomogeneity and turbulence of the earth's
atmosphere. The quality of a site depends more heavily on this than on any
other factor, once an adequate number of
clear nights is assured. Indeed, good
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seeing is fully as important as large
telescopic aperture. One of the main
objectives of the site testing now under
way is to compare the seeing at Mount
Wilson and Palomar Mountain with that
at the best prospective locations in
Chile, Australia, New Zealand, and other
countries in the southern hemisphere.
Until quite recently the portable field
instruments generally employed for site
testing were small refractors with which
the observers made visual estimates of
the seeing from time to time. But the
conversion of such subjective estimates
to a reliable measure of the image quality
that would be found in a large telescope
under the same conditions is a matter of
difficulty and uncertainty.
As was reported a year ago, an advanced type of photoelectric seeing
monitor has been developed. This instrument utilizes an 8-inch equatorial reflecting telescope with a very stable
OBSERVING
Rainfall at Mount Wilson was 23.96
inches for the year, as compared with a
60-year average of 34.67 inches. Total
snowfall was 40 inches.
Observations made with the major
telescopes were as follows:
SOLAR

mounting. It is equipped with an optical
beam splitter and with a crystal-driven
knife-edge in the focal plane. The instrument tracks a bright star automatically
and produces a continuous record of the
amplitude of image tremor induced by
the atmosphere, self-calibrated in seconds
of arc. This tremor amplitude corresponds approximately to the diameter of
the "seeing image" that would be delivered bya large telescope.
Four of these astronomical seeing
monitors (ASM's) have been built and
tested locally. They now form the instrumental mainstay of a program of site
investigation that the Institution is conducting inthe southern hemisphere. Two
of the ASM's are in Chile; one is being
operated at Palomar Mountain; and
another, already used briefly in New
Zealand and in Australia, is scheduled
for further operation in Australia.

CONDITIONS

60-inch
100-inch
200-inch

Number of Number of
Total
Complete
Partial Hours
Nights Nights Worked
235
56
2344
264
39
2748
213
2628
90

OBSERVATIONS

Routine solar observations were made
by Cragg, Utter, and Howard on 326
days. The numbers of records of the
various kinds made between July 1, 1963,
and June 30, 1964, were as follows:
Direct photographs
315
Ha spectroheliograms, 30-foot focus 1132
K2 spectroheliograms, 30-foot focus 1153
Magnetograms
201

Magnetic classifications of sunspot
groups were made on 153 days during the
year.
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Large- Scale Magnetic Fields
The reduction of daily magnetograms
covering 4}^ years continues. More than
700 isogauss maps have been drawn, and
nearly 60 synoptic (rotation) charts
covering the period have been plotted.
This work is being done in cooperation
with the Lockheed Solar Observatory by
means of a contract with the Advanced
Research Projects Agency. Dr. V. Bumba,
Howard,
and Sara F. Smith of the
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Lockheed Solar Observatory have continued the investigation of the distribution of large-scale magnetic fields. It is
apparent that the large-scale pattern of
the solar magnetic fields is for the most
part the result of the spreading out and
stretching by differential rotation of
portions of the magnetic fields of old
active regions. These large-scale features
persist for many months; the small-scale
patterns connected with active regions
can change in a matter of days. The main
direction of motion of the migrating
fields is eastward and poleward. The
following polarity in each hemisphere
usually predominates in the poleward
drift of fields. The polar magnetic field
measurements record this quantized
migration of fields. These observations
confirm the earlier finding that, if there
is an invariant component of a general
solar field, it can be no stronger than a
few tenths of a gauss.
Judging from the distribution of the
large-scale magnetic fields, an observer
at a distance, in the equatorial plane,
would, during some parts of the 22-year
cycle, observe the sun as a magnetic
variable star (if it were possible to discern
variations of a few gauss) with irregular
fluctuations and reversals in intervals of
the order of a few days. An observer
looking along the polar axis would see the
sun as a reversing magnetic variable with
a cycle of about 22 years.
It was found from the study of the
development of active regions that the
supergranulation structure plays a very
important role in the evolution of active
regions. Similarly, there are indications
that very large-scale cellular patterns
exist with diameters of the order of
400,000 km, outlined by weak magnetic
fields and calcium emission. Spot groups
appear to form at the crossings of such
giant cells. Magnetic configurations connected with the structure seem to be
quite complicated. Observations are
planned to find other physical characteristics that may clarify these patterns.

Dr. John M. Wilcox of the University
of California Space Sciences Laboratory
at Berkeley, and Howard, have investigated the solar origin of the interplanetary magnetic field. The photospheric
magnetic field (measured with the solar
magnetograph) was compared with the
field measured in the undisturbed interplanetary medium by magnetometers on
the satellite Imp (Interplanetary Monitoring Platform). Preliminary analysis
indicates that a good correlation exists
between the direction of the field in a
small area near the center of the visible
solar disk and the direction of the interplanetary field near the earth, with a sunearth transit time of about 43^ days.
This suggests that during the present
quiet part of the solar cycle and in the
absence of geomagnetic storms, magnetic
field lines coming from the photosphere
near the center of the visible disk are
stretched out in a regular order by the
highly ionized streaming solar plasma, so
that they flow by the earth. This observational method may provide useful information on the radial configuration of the
solar magnetic field.
Studies of solar magnetic fields and
velocity fields at the 60-foot tower
continued. Mr. Neil Sheeley discovered
an interesting and significant inverse
relationship between numbers of polar
faculae and sunspot number, and has
pointed out that the polar faculae, like
other faculae, are directly indicative of
the presence of magnetic fields. This
relationship provides a powerful means of
extending our knowledge of the behavior
of the polar fields into the past as far as
photographic records exist.
R. B. Leigh ton has developed a simple
quantitative model, based on a random
walk, which seems to provide a physical
mechanism for the dispersal of sunspot
groups and for the growth and development of magnetic regions on the sun.
The model accounts quantitatively for the
rates of growth and the shapes of magnetic regions; the sign, the strength, and
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the time variation of the polar fields; and
the rate of poleward migration of polar
prominences.
Mr. Alan Title has built and tested a
dual automatic cine camera for use with
the beam-splitter apparatus at the 13foot spectroheliograph. With it he plans
to study the time development of
magnetic and velocity fields over intervals of many minutes or a few hours.
Development of Sunspot Groups
Dr. V. Bumba and Howard studied the
birth and early growth of individual
active regions. It seems that the characteristics ofdevelopment during the early
growth of a region are closely connected
with the preexisting supergranulation
structure. The first brightenings of the
new-born calcium plage always occur at
the crossings of adjacent supergranules.
The development of the emission then
follows the intersupergranular space.
Later development of the large spot
groups results in the filling-in of whole
supergranules with emission. The following and leading portions of the emission,
which are connected with the following
and leading magnetic polarities, do not
develop at the same time or at the same
rate. In general, the following portion
of the region develops before the leading
portion. For example, of 43 groups which
became type C groups on the disk, and
which definitely started their development on the visible disk between August
1959 and August 1961, 38 showed this
type of development; only 4 showed
development of the leading portion first;
and 1 was irregular. In all cases for which
magnetograph data were available, the
new regions seemed to form in an old
expanding region of one polarity. Out of
the regions mentioned above, there were
good magnetograph data for 24 groups;
16 of them were in old leading-polarity
regions, and 8 were in old followingpolarity regions. During the development of a group, the small sunspots are
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found to occur at the intersupergranular
space near the crossings of adjacent cells.
Velocity Fields
The study of velocity or "Doppler"
fields on the sun, using the solar magnetograph, continues under the direction of
Howard. Cragg, Mr. J. W. Harvey of the
Lockheed Solar Observatory, and Utter
have made most of the observations. A
small aperture is held fixed in a region on
the sun while the Doppler shift of the
line is recorded on a strip-chart recorder
and in a digitized form on punched tape.
The ubiquitous 5-minute oscillation is
seen — changing from time to time in
amplitude and phase, occasionally disappearing for some minutes. The reduction of the material is not yet completed.
From examination of some of the power
spectra derived from the observations
it is apparent that in many spectra there
are, in addition to the obvious peak at
300 seconds, secondary maxima near 250
seconds and sometimes at 360 and 400
seconds. At first it was thought that a
longer period of about 45 minutes observed in the autocorrelation plots might
be physically meaningful, but it seems
to be a spurious result due to the fact
that the observations did not cover a
long enough time.
Eclipse Observations
In collaboration with Dr. G. Righini of
the Astrophysical Observatory of Arcetri,
Deutsch obtained a spectrogram of the
corona at the eclipse of July 20, 1963.
For this experiment they adapted a twoprism instrument formerly used for
stellar spectroscopy at the Cassegrain
focus of the 100-inch telescope. The
modified spectrograph was coupled with
a suitable 6-inch telescope and heliostat.
The eclipse was observed with this
apparatus from a DC-8 airplane at 40,000
feet above Fort Providence, Northwest
Territories, Canada. The same aircraft
carried a number of other eclipse observers and their equipment. The expedi-
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tion was sponsored jointly by the Douglas
Aircraft Company and the National
Geographic Society.
The slit of the spectrograph was radial,
with one end at the equator on the east
limb and the other at a height of 2.2
solar radii above the limb. To facilitate
the separation of the F and K components
of the corona, a Polaroid filter was employed to exclude light linearly polarized
with the electric vector tangential to the
limb. A plate of good spectral resolution
was obtained. Besides the familiar features associated with the dust corona (F)
and the electron corona (K), the spectrogram shows an unexpected strong, sharp
emission line at the wavelength of the
K line of Ca II. This feature extends

PLANETS
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from the limb to a height of about 1 solar
radius. As the H line of Ca II cannot be
seen in emission, the emission line at K
must be attributed to an unknown spectrum of some other ion or to an unknown
process in coronal Ca II that emits H and
K with a highly anomalous intensity
ratio. The observed line has not been
explained, but Deutsch and Righini have
assembled compelling reasons for believing that it cannot be spurious. It
must be a real and highly anomalous
feature of the equatorial corona near the
phase of sunspot minimum. Plans are
advancing to repeat the experiment, with
instrumental improvement, from a DC-8
aircraft based in Tahiti, at the long and
favorable total solar eclipse in May 1965.

AND

Mars
On the basis of intensity measures of
lines in the 5*>3-C02 band at X8600 A,
discovered last year in the spectrum of
Mars, and the known strength of the
strong band at X2.05 /x, a value for the
surface pressure of Mars of p = 25 dz 15 mb
has been determined through a curve-ofgrowth procedure carried out by Munch
in collaboration with Drs. L. Kaplan
and H. Spinrad of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. This Martian value of p,
about one-third of previous estimates,
implies a number abundance for C02 of
nearly 20 per cent. In order to reduce the
existing uncertainties in the value of p,
for the forthcoming opposition it is
planned to remeasure the weak 5*/3
band of C02 photoelectrical^ with the
100-inch coude scanner. The strength of
individual rotational lines in the strong
band at X2.05 /jl will be measured also
by means of a multiplexed chopping
system and PbS detectors now being
designed for the 100-inch coude by
Munch and Dr. G. Neugebauer.

COMETS
Jupiter and Saturn

Munch has continued the photometric
study of Jupiter and Saturn in collaboration with Mr. R. Younkin of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. By means of a
moving entrance diaphragm adapted to
the Ebert photoelectric spectrometer,
direct limb darkening curves have been
obtained at the 60-inch Mount Wilson
telescope. The use of fairly narrow
spectral band passes has provided a
separation of the phenomena taking
place through purely continuous scattering from those introduced by molecular
absorption. It has been established in this
way that the appearance of Saturn in
the photographic infrared is mostly
determined by the effects of the CH4
absorption. Avoiding regions with strong
CH4 bands, the contrast between the
equatorial belt and the temperate zone
decreases with increasing wavelength.
This observation suggests that the equatorial belt of Saturn arises from a concentration of selectively absorbing solid
particles, relative to the gas producing
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Rayleigh scattering, larger than that
present at higher latitudes. A similar
interpretation of the zonal structure observed in Jupiter is tentatively considered, pending the results of calculations now being carried out for the
properties of diffusely reflected light in
model atmospheres containing diverse
amounts of aerosols.
The structure of the atmospheres of
Saturn and Jupiter is being further
studied through measures of the intensities ofthe CH4 and NH3 absorptions
at various points on the planetary disks.
The behavior of entire bands has been
measured photoelectrically with the Cassegrain scanner; that of individual lines is
obtained from spectrograms taken at the
100-inch coude. The equivalent width of
the NH3 lines and some CH4 bands
decreases toward the limb of Jupiter, at
fixed latitude, in a manner revealing the
pressure dependence of the line absorption coefficient. An empirical procedure
for probing the depth dependence of the
pressure thus appears possible when some
laboratory data on strength and collision
width parameters become available. The
residual intensity within the X8890 CH4
band, the strongest one in the photomultiplier infrared, in Jupiter shows such
a pronounced decrease from the center of
the disk toward the poles that temperature effects may be playing a role at the
higher levels of the atmosphere. The limb
darkening curves of Jupiter at this
wavelength show sharp reversals right at
the poles, indicating the presence of very
high level polar clouds or possibly frozen
CH4. A detailed comparison of the spectra
of Jupiter and Saturn in the region of the
NH3 band at X7900 A and a laboratory
spectrum of CH4 in the same region obtained by Phillips at Berkeley has shown
that the identification of ammonia in
Saturn reported by Dunham is probably
unfounded unless its presence in gaseous
form is time dependent.
The calculations
of the absorption
coefficient arising from the pure rotation
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and translation pressure-induced dipole
transitions of H2, for wave numbers
smaller than 600 cm-1, have been
finished by L. Trafton. On this basis a
preliminary "gray model" in radiative
equilibrium has been constructed for
Jupiter, which shows that without internal sources 55 km-atm of H2 provides
sufficient thermal opacity to account for
temperatures around 160°K at the visible
cloud layer.
Physics of Comets
Claude Arpigny completed a critical
discussion of some aspects of the physics
of comets relating to their shape, the
variation of radius with heliocentric
distance, and the internal distribution of
particles. He reviewed the abundance
determinations in comets, with corrections and additions to the published
literature, and completed a thesis entitled "A study of molecular and physical
processes in comets." On the physical
side, his work embraced the velocities and
accelerations of particles in the tails, the
ionization of cometary molecules, and the
different behavior of dust and gas tails.
Dr. A. Stawikowski and Greenstein
have studied the spectrum of comet
Ikeya (1963a). This was a relatively
dust-free bright comet which permitted
very high resolution spectroscopy with
the 200-inch telescope. Of particular
interest is the presence of what seemed to
be the isotope bands C12C13. The structures of the (1,0), (2, 1) bands for normal
and isotopic molecules were computed,
as well as the available solar energy
for resonance-fluorescent excitation. The
strength of the total band head of the
isotopic molecule was compared with
that of a few individual rotational
triplets of the normal molecule. On the
basis of several different methods of
analysis, an isotope ratio of C12/C13 of
about 70 with an error of about 20 per
cent was deduced. This is so close to the
terrestrial value that it seems probable
that the carbon-isotope ratio is the same
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in cometary as in terrestrial and meteoritic material. There is apparently very
much less C13 in the sun. A serious complication is the presence of several
individual lines of NH2, one of which
falls exactly on the C13C13 band head and
another on the C12C13 head. From the
expected relative intensity ratios it seems
clear that most of the apparent C13C13
band in this comet is, in fact, NH2. If not,
the abundance of C13 deduced would be
very high. However, since the C12C13
band is largely uncontaminated,
the
STELLAR

isotope ratio is fairly reliable. On the
hypothesis of the origin of some of the
rare isotopes by neutron bombardment in
an early phase of the history of the solar
system, this observation requires that
the cometary material must once have
been considerably closer to the sun than
would have been expected. The cometary
material would then come from approximately the region of the terrestrial group
of planets, rather than from the region of
the major planets, if comets were formed
at the same time as the solar system.

SPECTROSCOPY

Various Spectroscopic Investigations
Deutsch has examined the available
statistics of rotational line widths at
various spectral types along the main
sequence. He concludes that these statistics are fully consistent with a Boltzmanntype law for the distribution of angular
momenta of stars — a situation that seems
to have been widely misapprehended.
One consequence of such a law is that the
distribution law for V sin i must fall to
zero with V sin i. With Kraft, Deutsch
has begun to accumulate some linewidth statistics for main-sequence F stars
known to have V sin i < 25 km/sec.
In collaboration with Dr. P. C.
Keenan of the Perkins Observatory,
Deutsch is continuing to study the spectra
of selected Mira-type variable stars, with
particular reference to the line weakening
these stars show relative to non-Mira Mtype giants. In some of these objects the
line weakening undoubtedly signifies large
metal deficiencies. He now finds a smaller
line weakening to occur in some nonMira M-type giants that have high
velocities, but in most of these stars the
lines are not perceptibly weakened relative to those in non-Mira M giants of low
velocity. Near the brightness maximum
of February 1963, Mira itself exhibited a
very peculiar spectrum, characteristic of
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so-called "weak-line cycles." The AlO
bands were seen in emission.
Deutsch is also continuing to observe
circumstellar lines in a number of latetype giants and supergiants that are
strategic objects for the futher elucidation
of the mass-loss phenomenon that occurs
in all such stars. In the profiles of the H
and K lines, a number of stars have now
been found to show marked variations in
the parts (K2, K3) that arise in the
chromospheric and lower circumstellar
levels. It was also found that in September 1963 the M6 semiregular variable
star CH Cygni showed a composite
spectrum. A hot, blue continuum was
superposed over the late-type spectrum,
together with emission lines of H (strong
and wide), He I (weak and wide), [Fe II]
(strong and narrow), and Ca II (also
strong and narrow). The spectrum of the
recurrent nova T Coronae Borealis closely
resembled this in June 1945, a few months
before the nova outburst of 1946. No
doubt there is a nova-like variable star
in the CH Cyg system, too. However, a
spectrogram of March 1961 showed no
trace of the hot spectrum, which has
faded appreciably since its discovery in
September 1963. Radial velocity measures
at 20 A/mm show no clear evidence
during the past three years for orbital
motion in this system.
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Greenstein and Oke have been making
a search for field horizontal-branch stars.
Both photographic spectra and photoelectric scans are being obtained. Of ten
stars studied in detail, six have been
found to be horizontal-branch-like objects. Some of the remainder may be subdwarf stars, although they are rather
hotter than would be expected. One
star, BD-r-39°4926, has an effective temperature of 6800°K and an effective
gravity of less than 10 cm sec-2. It is
likely that this star is similar to W
Virginis stars but too hot to pulsate.
There is, in fact, a little evidence that the
star is slightly variable.
Oke and Searle are making a survey of
Ha, H/3, and H7 profiles in A-, F-, and
G-type stars. For cooler stars, Ha is not
affected seriously by absorption lines,
and the profile should be usable for temperature determinations. Some of the
computed profiles, however, do not match
the observed profiles, possibly because of
the uncertainty in the reasonance broadening term. This survey should indicate
whether resonance broadening is producing the difficulty and will help determine how important it is.
Baschek and Oke are making a study
of A, Ap, and Am stars. For this purpose,
high-dispersion spectra and photoelectric
spectrum scans (X3400 to X10800) have
been obtained. The scans have been
corrected for absorption-line effects to
produce continuum energy distributions.
Using model atmospheres and hydrogenline profiles computed by Mihalas, Baschek and Oke have found that the temperatures determined from the continua
agree well with those obtained from the
hydrogen lines. The B—V colors are
seriously affected by line blanketing and
cannot be used to infer temperature.
At the 60-inch Newtonian spectrograph, van Woerden has obtained spectrograms at 85 A/mm for two-dimensional classification of some forty 0- and
B-type stars in the region north of h and
X Persei,
where
he had
previously
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studied two neutral hydrogen complexes
with abnormally high velocities.
White Dwarfs
Greenstein has continued his search
for white dwarfs, particularly those
having interesting spectroscopic features.
The new proper-motion list from the
Lowell Observatory has provided an
excellent source for finding such objects,
and approximately one-third of the
Lowell proper-motion stars observed,
which have yellowish or bluish color
suspected, are in fact white dwarfs.
Greenstein has also concentrated on
spectroscopic properties of the cooler red
degenerate stars and of white dwarfs in
visual binaries. In the latter program, he
has collaborated extensively with Olin
Eggen.
Eggen and Greenstein have prepared a
catalogue of some 150 white dwarfs with
new photometric and spectroscopic results. A color-luminosity relation (Mv,
U—V) has been constructed for the stars
with trigonometric parallax greater than
0'. 05 (20 stars) and those that are members of binary systems and clusters (44
stars). The moduli of 16 pairs in which
the white dwarf is coupled with a K- or
M-type dwarf have been obtained from
(R, I) photometry, and the (Mv, R-I)
relation has been obtained from nearby
objects of large parallax. The (Mv,
U—V) relation for white dwarfs is
bifurcated with a richly populated,
nearly horizontal branch among the
bluer stars at Mv = +llm to +12m, and
a more steeply inclined group of fainter
stars with a larger scatter in luminosity
beginning at Mv near +12m and continuing to +15m for the cooler stars.
Within this group are found most of
the white dwarfs with peculiar spectra,
notably the yellow, carbon-rich white
dwarfs of the X4670 type, the white
dwarfs with continuous spectra, and
the helium-rich white dwarfs of spectral
type
B.
"White"
dwarfs of quite red color have
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now been observed spectroscopically.
Several of them should, in fact, be described as of spectral type DK ; they have
weak lines of ionized calcium and, in the
ultraviolet, blended resonance lines of
neutral iron. It is now suspected for the
first time that there are white dwarfs of
spectral type DM. These stars have, in
addition to features of DK type, a weak,
shallow neutral-calcium line, X4227, a
broad depression longward of this region,
similar to the "pseudomolecular" depression in M dwarfs, and very weak
TiO bands. The run of the equivalent
widths of H7 in the normal DA-type
white dwarfs shows a very interesting
behavior; the equivalent width and the
half-width of the lines increase to a very
sharp maximum, then, within a few
tenths of a magnitude in U—V color, the
lines become sharper and, as they do so,
disappear completely. The region of
color index containing hydrogen lines is
very wide and straddles the narrow region
of color within which only helium lines
are seen. It is clear that the surface
composition of the white dwarfs is greatly
variable, since hotter stars exist that have
no helium lines. It is estimated that the
helium-to-hydrogen ratio in a white
dwarf showing helium lines is at least
several hundred to one. No other features
have as yet been found in the six known
white dwarfs with broad, diffuse bands of
molecular carbon. These must consist
largely of carbon and helium. The existence of some metallic lines in the cooler
white dwarfs suggests that the complete
gravitational separation of the metals
from helium and hydrogen does not occur.
Faint Blue Stars
Greenstein has continued his observations of the faint blue stars in the galactic
polar regions. In collaboration with R. P.
Fenkart he has discovered a new spectroscopic binary, Tonantzintla 788, a peculiar subdwarf of type B. It has a velocity
semiamplitude near 100 km/sec.
The nuclei of the faint planetary

nebulae discovered by Abell on the
Palomar-Schmidt Sky Survey have been
studied spectroscopically. They cover a
very wide range of luminosity, from
approximately 0 to +7 visual absolute
magnitude, as deduced from the spectral
lines. It is interesting that a few of the
hottest of these objects have lines of
extraordinarily high excitation, notably
O VI up to 128 volts excitation potential.
It is also interesting that some of the
most luminous of these nuclei, near
absolute magnitude 0, are of the socalled Of type, with a combination of
emission and absorption spectra. These
Of stars are not of as high luminosity
as those near the sun but represent
some disturbed stage during the evolution
of the star downward toward the white
dwarfs. It is notable that in the Of
planetary nuclei the lines present are
those of carbon and oxygen; the usual
nitrogen lines found in most high luminosity Of stars are absent. It is very likely,
therefore, that these stars belong to the
carbon-rich sequence.
An attempt to obtain the velocity dispersion using prime-focus spectra of blue
stars near the galactic pole is being made
by Fenkart and Greenstein. The method
of selection is such that only the W component of the space motion is obtained
from the radial velocity, and, since W is
seldom very large, one does not expect the
highest-velocity groups to be present.
Actually, they do not seem to be present;
although the velocities are still preliminary, it appears that the velocity dispersion inthe radial component will not
be larger than 50 km/sec. From plates
taken by Greenstein, Fenkart has obtained a velocity of —258 km/sec for
the B2p star Barnard 29 in Messier 13,
and —110 km/sec for the star 111-67 in
Messier 13, a horizontal-branch A star.
In collaboration with Dr. and Mrs. J.
Berger, Zwicky obtained a number of
plates on 103a-O and 103a-D emulsions
taken with the 48-inch schmidt near the
north galactic pole for study of the
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statistics of blue stars and for discovery
of fast-moving p}^gmy stars. Tripleimage plates were obtained for 10 fields
around the north galactic pole and 25
fields around the south galactic pole for
the purpose of discovering HumasonZwicky stars, blue stars in general, and
blue compact galaxies. Radial velocities
of a few dozen of the brighter blue stars
are being measured on spectrograms
obtained with the 60-inch telescope. The
statistics of the blue stars in the HaroLuyten Catalogue have been studied,
using Zwicky's dispersion-subdivision
method. The main results are that the
blue stars do not form any decided
swarms or clusters and that they extend
far out into the halo of the Galaxy.
Absolute Spectrophotometric Standards
A new set of 13 absolute spectrophotometric standard stars in the declination
range ±15° have been observed intensively, and absolute energy distributions
have been obtained by Oke. All have been
observed in the blue and more than half
in the infrared. Comparison with previous calibrations of these stars and with
observations by Dr. K. Banner at McDonald Observatory indicate that systematic errors are no more than 0.01 to 0.02
magnitude over the spectral range X3400
to X10800. Based on all available data
on the absolute calibration of a Lyrae, a
new absolute energy distribution of a
Lyr has been adopted. It corresponds to
an effective temperature of 9500°K.
Oke has obtained photoelectric spectrum scans of a selection of Hyades stars
down to spectral type G5. The scans
cover the region from X3400 to X10800.
Conti and Oke are using slit spectra to
correct the scan observations to the continuum by removing the effects of absorption lines. This is being done chiefly
for wavelengths greater than 5000 A.
From the final absolute energy distributions of the continuum, effective temperatures will be determined by comparison
with model atmospheres.
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Approximately 60 main-sequence stars
with spectral types between G6 and M2
are being observed by Whiteoak with the
Cassegrain photoelectric spectrum scanner mounted on the 60- and 100-inch
telescopes. The scanner is used as a
monochromator with a passband of 50 A.
Intensities of each star's continuum are
obtained at 18 regions free from line
absorption between X5000 and X10800.
For each star, the scanner observations
are reduced by an IBM 7094 to a series of
relative magnitudes with the zero point
at X5560. The spectral responses of the
telescope mirrors, the scanner, and the
RCA 7102 photomultiplier are eliminated
by the observation of standards for which
Oke has measured absolute energies.
Since the atmospheric extinction constants are small within the spectral range
adopted, mean values are used. Preliminary reductions suggest that the
observed stars, which were selected from
a list studied spectroscopically by Wilson
a few years ago, show the same variation
of continuum temperature within each
spectralcolors.
type as inferred from Eggen's
P—V
Color Systems
Dr. Fenkart has studied methods of
calibrating the Becker R, G, U system,
used extensively for photographic surveys. Scans over different sets of standard
wavelength between X3000 and X10000
for 20 Hyades stars were reduced to a
consistent scale together with a Lyr and
10 Lacertae. Nine of these stars, with
standard wavelengths chosen accurately
enough to allow for the line features,
were integrated at different air masses
and different reddenings over the colors
of the U, B, V and the R, G, U systems
to establish semitheoretical main sequences inboth systems. In addition, this
permits the study of the reliability of the
calculated relationship between the two
systems of Becker and of Johnson, and
also the slope of the reddening paths
adopted in the R, G, U system. Fenkart
is also examining the high-latitude region
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near Selected Area 54, on the R, G, U
system.
Chemical Composition of Stellar
Atmospheres
Conti has concentrated on the study of
abundances of the chemical elements in
the A and F stars. He has completed a
study of the abundances of five metallicline A stars in the Hyades relative to
normal F stars in the cluster, using semiempirical model atmospheres. No model
could explain the anomalous line
strengths in the Am star, for elements
such as calcium and nickel, so that apparently the abundance differences are
real. He is completing work on the mainsequence stars in the Hyades, types A5 to
K2. Preliminary results are that all stars
have normal element-to-iron ratios, although at present there is some uncertainty inthe iron-to-hydrogen ratios
because of uncertainties in model atmospheres. His goal was to study the
effect of blanketing along the main
sequence, and any possible convection,
on the temperature as a function of
optical depth. He has found two A
stars, one in the Hyades, one in Praesepe,
which are above the normal cluster turnoff points. The one in the Hyades is a
metallic-line star; that in Praesepe seems
to be normal in every respect. Peculiarity
among metallic-line stars near the main
sequence is so widespread that almost all
sharp-line stars falling between +0.05 and
+0.35 magnitude, in B—V color, are
metallic-line objects. In the Pleiades,
however, there are no metallie-line A
stars yet known, and Conti will study
observational material on A0 and F0
stars there.
A study (in collaboration with Wallerstein) of the K giant stars in several intermediate-age galactic clusters has not
shown any peculiar abundance anomalies
among various metals, although two of
the clusters more closely resemble the
Hyades abundances and two others
those in the sun.
The study of the spallation-product ele-

ment lithium is continuing. Conti has
found lithium in the very old subgiant
8 Eridani; this star has at least twice as
much as the sun. Because of the convective mixing in a K subgiant, it is
almost certain that 8 Eri has produced
lithium during its main-sequence history
because of the more rapid destruction
rate at present. Danziger and Conti
have found a number of sharp-line mainsequence early F stars in which the
element is present. They offer some
opportunity for the determination of the
lithium to beryllium ratio in stars with
enhanced lithium. The difficult observations of the beryllium lines in the far
ultraviolet are being initiated.
Gaustad has obtained spectra of a
few of the B stars in the Orionis association which have anomalously weak
helium lines for their spectral type.
Conti and Danziger have obtained
spectra of 10 sharp-line B stars to
determine abundances and the possible
effects of rotation on the atmospheres of
similar objects. The sharp-line star in the
Pleiades, Maia, is included in this list.
Danziger is studying the hot subdwarf
stars such as HD 137569, computing
detailed model atmospheres, to determine the helium and metal content of the
stars. He has also obtained a preliminary
model atmosphere for HZ 44 to analyze
lines measured in this hot subdwarf by
Greenstein and Munch. The slightly
weak-line F star, a Bootis, which is suspected of being subluminous, is being
compared with the other nonrotating F
stars to obtain abundances relevant to
those in the Hyades. Other effects of
rotation on the spectra of F stars are
being sought by Danziger.
Wyller has attempted to clarify the
problem of the C12/C13 abundance ratio
in the carbon-rich stars. There has been
an anomaly in the sense that the C13-rich
stars, as indicated by the C2 bands, were
not confirmed by the earlier search by
Wyller on Mount Wilson high-resolution
plates for the (2, 0) C13N14 bands. To
clarify the problem, since from Bouigue's
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work the molecular constants were apparently insufficient to predict accurately
the location of individual C13N14 rotational lines, Wyller constructed a discharge tube using an electrodeless discharge filled with C13-enriched methane,
nitrogen, and argon gases. The experiment was successful, and he has obtained
excellent spectra of the infrared CN
bands. On the basis of the laboratory
wavelengths now obtained, individual
C13N14 rotational lines were identified in
the spectra of several early- and latetype carbon stars. The provisional C12/
C13 abundance estimate was made from
the relative intensities of selected normal
and isotopic rotational lines in the star Y
Canum Venaticorum. C13 appears to be
strong, and the abundance ratio C12/C13
is somewhere between 2 and 3.
Stawikowski is investigating in detail
abundances in several selected metallicline stars of various degrees of metallicism. He is using high-resolution plates,
spectral scans corrected for line blanketing, and model atmospheres.
Dwarf stars of spectral type K5 and
later have been observed photoelectrically with the Cassegrain scanner to
determine the strength of their molecular
features and the possible use of molecules
for differentiating between late-type
dwarfs of population I and halo population II. Intensity measurements taken in
the X6380 band of CaH, the X7054 band
of TiO, and the continuum region of
X7450 in these late-type dwarfs have
been used to separate the two populations. The separation depends on measurements of the metal deficiency of the
population II stars, which could be
evident in the difference in the band
strength ratio of CaH/TiO when dwarfs
of similar spectral class but different
populations are compared. From the
ratio of the band strengths of the TiO
molecule in stars of the two populations,
an estimate of the difference in effective
temperature of stars with the same
spectral class but different abundances
can be made with the help of a simple
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model atmosphere. Values obtained are
then compared with observationally
measured colors taken over a broad
spectral range covering the visible and
infrared regions of the spectrum. This
possible differentiation of the two types
of M dwarfs is of particular significance,
since the normal photographic region of
the spectrum does not show very great
differences in the spectra of high- and
low- velocity stars.
Colors and Magnitudes
Eggen has obtained colors and magnitudes on the U, B, V system for 228
visual binaries for which orbits are available. Also, photometry of additional
physical companions to 26 systems has
been obtained with the 100- and 200-inch
reflectors. The components of most of
these orbital systems differ by less than
0.1 or 0.2 magnitude. The mean masses
are discussed. For several systems containing K- or M-type dwarfs, and for
late-type, common proper-motion companions to several other systems, V, R, I
photometry has been obtained with the
60- and 100-inch reflectors and an RCA
7102 photomultiplier. A calibration of the
(Mv, R — I) relation, obtained from stars
with large trigonometric parallax, yields
good photometric parallaxes for these
systems. New orbits have been computed
for 43 systems (ADS 148, 713, 864, 999,
1833, 2630, 3520, 4153, 4971, 5949, 7131,
8166, 8337, 8344, 8635, 8680, 8954, 9094,
9185, 9264, 9380, 9397, 9441, 9689, 10158,
10871, 11842, 12911, 12961, 14412, 14424,
15267, 16436, 16836, 17178, HD 2885,
HD 20121, HD 27019, HD 104747, HD
194433, HD 206644, 1 Geminorum, and
+ 27°2853) with an IBM 7090 using a
program written by John Castor. The
presence of two discrete M-L relations is
confirmed. One (called the Hyades M-L
relation), which is valid for the HyadesPleiades stars, is linear in the (MB, log m)
plane with a slope of L ~ m2 from Mb =
— 2m to +10m; the other (called the sunSirius relation), valid for the remaining
objects, contains no stars brighter than
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about Mv = +2m and has a slope of
L ~ ra3. Neither of these slopes agrees
with the relation L ~ ra4-8, obtained from
the available stellar model computations.
The stars falling on the Hyades M-L
relation are apparently all as young as or
younger than the Hyades cluster and
have galactic orbits similar to those of
the Hyades and Pleiades clusters; these
objects have never been outside a galactic
belt about 2 kpc wide. The objects falling
on the sun-Sirius M-L relation are a
mixture of objects older than the Hyades,
and they have galactic orbits that carry
them outside the 2-kpc-wide belt populated by the Hyades-Pleiades stars.
Eggen has obtained colors and magnitudes for about 200 randomly selected
stars between VE = 8m and 18m near the
north galactic pole (SA 56, SA 57, and
region of Coma Berenices cluster). Some
150 of these have values of B — V between +0?3 and +0™8, and values of
the ultraviolet excess, 8(U — B), can be
derived. A minimum value of Z for each
star has been obtained by correcting the
observed B— V for blanketing effects and
fitting to the Hyades main sequence.
Values of 8(U-B) from -0m03 to
+0?28 are found for stars with Z < 400
parsecs; values from +0I?03 to +0m28,
for 400 < Z < 800 parsecs ; and values of
+0m15 to +0m28, for Z > 800 parsecs.
The lack of stars with 8(U—B) less than
+0^15 at values of Z > 800 parsecs is
consistent with the previous suggestion
by Eggen, Lynden-Bell, and Sandage that
the first generation of stars was formed
during a rapid collapse of the galaxy and
that subsequent generations have been
formed in the resulting disk, which is less
than 2000 parsecs thick.
Eggen has made five-color observations
(U, B, V, R, I) of some 300 of the K- and
M-type dwarfs brighter than 9.8 visual
magnitude in the lists published by Vyssotsky and his colleagues. Proper motions
and radial velocities (from Wilson's 200inch coude plates) are being collected
for the determination of space motions.
Three-color observations (U, B, V) of 100

stars in the region of 5 Lyrae to VE = 18m
have been made. The existence of a
cluster, suggested by Stephenson, is
confirmed. The main sequence extends
from VE = 5m to 14m and resembles the
Pleiades; in fact, the space motion of
the cluster is nearly identical with that of
the Pleiades. The modulus is 7m6, and
there is little or no absorption in the
region. The resulting luminosity of 8
Lyrae (M4 II) is -3m3.
Eggen and Thomas Greenfield obtained
2000 observations with the 20-inch reflector of K- and M-type giants brighter
than visual magnitude 5.5.
Emission Lines of Ionized Calcium
Work reported last year by O. C.
Wilson indicated that the chromospheric
activity of a main-sequence star is probably a decreasing function of time. This
tentative conclusion was based on a
spectroscopic study of the intensities of
H and K emissions in the components of
visual binary systems, in single field
stars, and in the members of the four
clusters Hyades, Praesepe, Pleiades, and
Coma. The one large uncertainty remaining was that chromospheric properties of stars formed in large clusters
might differ significantly from those now
located in the general field. This point
has now been settled by a joint investigation with Dr. A. Skumanich of the High
Altitude Observatory, which makes use
of unpublished multicolor photometry
by Stromgren and Perry.
Two of the photometric indices of
Stromgren and Perry, Ci and (b — y), are
so chosen that c\ is a measure of luminosity and (b — y) a measure of color, insensitive to other parameters. When the
stars are plotted in a ch (b — y) diagram,
the main sequence appears as a band of
points whose lower edge represents the
zero-age, essentially unevolved stars.
Spectroscopic observations of 142 of these
objects have been obtained at 10 A/mm
dispersion, beginning at about spectral
type F7 and extending to about type G2.
After elimination of known spectroscopic
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binaries and other stars whose spectra
show that they do not belong to the main
sequence, a sample of 114 main-sequence
stars remains. Among them, Wilson finds
17 stars with bright H and K, of which
15 lie along the zero-age edge of the
distribution. Assuming that the 2 exceptions that occur higher in the diagram
are probably undiscovered close binaries,
the evidence is very strong that chromospheric activity does, indeed, decrease
with age in main-sequence stars.
The foregoing result, together with
those reported earlier, suggests that the
intensities of bright H and K lines could
be used to determine the relative ages
of groups of stars and thus provide information on the rate of star formation
during past epochs. For this purpose, a
sizable sample of late-type main-sequence
stars is required, and it must not have
been chosen with reference to any kinematic properties but solely on the basis of
spectra. Fortunately, such a sample is
known, thanks to the efforts of A. N.
Vyssotsky and his colleagues. Therefore,
observations have been started by Wilson
with the 8-inch camera of the 200-inch
coude spectrograph, covering a large
fraction of the stars in Vyssotsky 's
catalogue. Besides being used to derive
H-K emission intensities, the spectrograms are being measured for radial
velocity; they also provide spectral
types. A preliminary and partial analysis
of the first 96 stars observed has been
published, and the results appear sufficiently promising to continue the work.
All the measures of widths of H and K
emission have been collected by Wilson,
and it is hoped to publish this material,
together with the resulting color-magnitude diagram for field stars, in the near
future.
Absolute Magnitudes from the Width of Ha
Together with George Preston of Lick
Observatory and Sidney Wolff of the
Berkeley Department of Astronomy,
Kraft has shown that the width H0 of the
core of Ha in absorption in the spectra of
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late-type stars increases with increasing
luminosity. Among G- and K-type stars,
a correlation, independent of spectral
types, exists between log Ho and the
absolute ultraviolet magnitude Mu> It
was found that M-type giants could not
be distinguished from supergiants, but
dwarfs could easily be differentiated from
giants. Unfortunately, the relationship
fails for class IV stars of all spectral types,
because of the influence of damping wings.
Emission was detected as a probable
distorting agent in the profiles of Ha
among many supergiants of type K2 and
later. The core of Ha arises in the chromosphere and is probably Doppler in origin;
its dependence on absolute magnitude is
seen as an analogue of the Wilson-Bappu
effect in the K2 emission of Ca II.
The main application of the foregoing
relationship as a tool for distance determination may be found in galacticstructure studies because the Ha measurement may conceivably be extended to
supergiants of apparent magnitude about
+ 10, whereas the K2 method, which
requires high-dispersion spectrograms
greatly overexposed (for the continuum),
is confined to stars with mv ^ +7. On the
other hand, the Ha method is probably
less accurate than K2 in practice. Under
current investigation is the possibility
of using the equivalent width, rather than
the half-width, of Ha.
Kraft and 0. C. Wilson have estimated the strength of Li I (X6708) against
X6703 of Fe I and X6718 of Ca I in the
spectra of about 30 main-sequence Fand G-type stars. The stars were selected
from Stromgren and Perry's photometric
catalogue on the b — y, Ci, mi system in the
interval 0.33 < b-y < 0.42, without regard to Ci or mh or Ca II emission
strength. From the limited material at
hand, the following conclusions are
reached :
1. All stars showing strong Ca II
emission show strong Li I in absorption,
but Li I absorption occurs in strength in
many stars without Ca II emission.
2. If, following Stromgren, we inter-
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pret the index c\ as a nuclear age parameter, there is no correlation between
Li I strength and nuclear age.
3. There is no correlation between Li I
strength and the metal index mi.
A few observations of main-sequence
binary systems have been made by
Wilson to test for the presence of Li I.
Influence of Rotation on Colors and
Magnitudes of Main-Sequence
F-Type Stars
Kraft and Marshal Wrubel of Indiana
University have shown empirically that,
at a given B — V, the slow apparent
rotators (v sin i small) of the Hyades
show an ultraviolet excess [8(U — B) > 0]
relative to the fast rotators for stars
with spectral types between A8 V and
F5 V. The effect amounts to about 0.06
magnitude in B — V for the extreme cases
(v sin i ~ 200 km/sec); metallic-line
stars have been excluded.
The order of magnitude of the effect is
fully predicted by the change in surface
gravity and effective temperature computed by Sweet and Roy ; its empirical calibration in the U—B versus B—V
diagram is based on work by Gunn and
Kraft. The theory shows that slow
rotators and rapid rotators seen pole-on
cannot be distinguished by 5(U — B), in
accord with observation, but they might
be distinguished in a color- magnitude
array. Unfortunately, the back-to-front
magnitude difference in the Hyades
precludes the possibility of carrying out
the latter test. Further work is planned
on Praesepe.
The principal result of the investigation seems to be that mild ultraviolet
excesses for field F-type stars cannot be
interpreted directly as evidence of
metal deficiency unless the rotation is
average to large for that spectral type.
U Geminorum Stars
A new, more
been obtained
pardalis, and
period of P =

nearly definitive, orbit has
by Kraft for Z Camelothe spectroscopic orbital
0.28066 day has been im-

proved to P = 0.2806634 day by means of
photoelectric observations by W. Krzeminski. Z Cam has grazing eclipses, and
the masses of the blue and red components appear to be 1.1 and 1.3 solar
masses, respectively. The mean error of
these determinations is large, probably
around ±0.2 solar mass, principally because the absorption lines of the red star
are extremely evanescent. Despite its
crudity, the determination is nevertheless
significant since the object is the first of
its kind for which a direct estimate of
mass has been obtainable.
Kraft has collaborated with W. J.
Luyten of the University of Minnesota in
making a new estimate of the mean absolute magnitude of U Gem stars at minimum light, based on 15 proper motions
and 10 radial velocities. Omitting EX
Hydrae,which is a high-velocity object,the
solar motion is found to be +43 ± 15 km/
sec, and the apex is near A = 18h, D = 17°.
From t components of the proper motion,
we get < Mv >min ^ +8.2, a value quite
insensitive to reasonable changes in the
solar motion. It appears that the stars are
about 10 times too faint for the apparent
spectroscopic luminosities of the red
components.
Old Novae
New spectrograms obtained by Kraft
at the prime focus of the Hale reflector
show that Nova Puppis (1942) has large
radial velocity variations in a short time
and is presumably a spectroscopic binary.
Kraft and W. Krzeminski of Warsaw
University have advanced a new model
for WZ Sagittae (1913, 1946) based on
3000 ultraviolet photoelectric observations and simultaneous photoelectric and
spectroscopic runs over 2x/i periods (P =
0.05668786 day). It is established that
eclipse curves of the W Ursae Majoris
type and the radial velocities from the
hydrogen emission lines are approximately 90° out of phase. Maximum
velocity of recession occurs near principal
minimum. The new model attributes this
effect to a rapidly receding stream ejected
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from the dark star toward the primary
component. The properties of the radiation field of the white-dwarf primary are
derived from tracings of H7 in absorption
and are shown to be consistent with the
observed geometrical extent of the lineemitting regions. The best present estimates of the geometrical and dynamical
parameters of the system are: Sflfli =
0.59 SfTCo, 3H2 = 0.03 9Tlo, STIs/STl! = 0.05,
i ~ 82°, Rx = 0.87 X 109 cm, R2 ~ 7 X
109 cm, a = 3.7 X 1010 cm, where the
subscript 1 refers to the white-dwarf primary. The numbers are rather uncertain,
but there is little doubt that the mass
ratio is unusually small. The proposed
emission of gravitational waves (Kraft,
Matthews, and Greenstein, 1962) is
such that the gain in phase is 1 second in
12 years. It is likely that mass transfer
and mass loss during outbursts of WZ
Sge severely mask the period change
resulting from the emission of gravitational waves.
T Tauri Stars
The spherically symmetric model for
mass loss discussed previously by Kuhi
(dissertation, Berkeley, 1963) was used in
analyzing further spectrograms of T Tau
stars supplied by Greenstein. The results
were in essential agreement with those
obtained earlier (Publ. Astron. Soc.
Pacific, 75, 415, 1963) for stars also
observed at Lick Observatory (T Tau,
RY Tau, GW Orionis). Three additional
stars were also considered, for which the
preliminary values for the rates of mass
loss are as follows:
RW Aurigae:
SU Aurigae:
R Monocerotis:

1.1 X 10-7 solar mass per year
2.5 X lO"8
7.8 X lO"8

However, the larger number of spectrograms available makes it clear that the
model used cannot adequately represent
the mass ejection for all the T Tau stars
studied, in particular T Tau itself, which
has consistently narrower emission lines
than predicted.
Kuhi carried out a preliminary analysis
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of the effect of mass ejection on the time
scale of contraction by making use of
Iben's theoretical tracks. These tracks
provide L,R,dR, and dR/dt as a function
of time from some initial configuration
for a contracting star in convective
equilibrium. An additional term representing only the kinetic energy of the
mass loss was then included. Two possible
cases were considered: (1) mass ejection
most violent initially but gradually decreasing as the star approaches the main
sequence; (2) mass ejection at some
average rate throughout its contractive
life. The rates for both cases were determined from the observed profiles and
the distribution of stars among the different emission-line intensity classes. For a
1.5-solar-mass star, the overall effect on
the time scale seems negligible, i.e., about
a 1 per cent decrease in contraction time
for case 1 and 2 per cent in case 2. However, the mass loss is a substantial fraction of the total — about 0.17 solar mass —
and in the earlier stages the kinetic
energy involved is about 16 per cent of
the radiative luminosity. This clearly implies that energy transfer by means of
mass ejection may have to be considered
in the construction of pre-main-sequence
evolutionary models. It also indicates that
the analysis attempted is inadequate,
because such large changes must affect
the internal structure of the star, and
that a better treatment is necessary.
Discrete spectral scans of AS 209, a T
Tau star with bright ultraviolet, have
been obtained to determine its spectral
energy distribution so that the origin
of the excess ultraviolet can be discussed
more critically.
Wolf-Rayet Stars
Observations of binary and single
Wolf-Rayet stars brighter than tenth
magnitude are under way by Kuhi with
the Cassegrain photoelectric scanner used
essentially as a narrow-band photometer.
The intensities of various emission lines
of different ionization and excitation are
being measured in the wavelength range
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X3200 to XI 1500, not only to provide more
reliable intensities wherever possible but
also to detect possible intensity variations
and anomalies. These variations are of
greatest interest in the three eclipsing
binaries CV Serpentis, CQ Cephei, and
V444 Cygni, where such variation with
phase can be expected to give some clues
to the structure of the Wolf-Rayet atmosphere. Observations in the fall of 1963
confirmed Hiltner's earlier results for the
behavior of He II X4686 ; that is, it reaches
maximum intensity at each conjunction
and is also intrinsically variable. Preliminary results for V444 Cyg seem to
indicate that lines of higher ionization
undergo a narrower eclipse than those of
lower ionization, whereas the He II X4686
changes very little. This implies that the
ionization decreases outward in the
atmosphere and that the He II emission
occurs in a very large envelope surrounding the star.
The star HD 50896 found by Wilson to
have irregular radial velocity variations
has also been found by Kuhi to show
irregular variations in emission-line intensity; itis as much as 0.20 magnitude
for He II X5412, and usually about 0.10
magnitude for most other lines, including
He II X4686, N III X4633, and N IV
X4057. Most emission lines show some
such fluctuation and thus seem to be indicative of irregular variations in the WolfRayet atmosphere itself.
Observations of binaries with different
periods are being made in order to detect
possible interaction effects between the
W and O-B components.
Galactic Clusters
The old galactic cluster NGC 188 has
been studied by Greenstein and Keenan
on prime-focus spectra obtained with the
Hale telescope. The brightest stars are of
spectral type Kl and seem to be essentially normal giants with, if anything,
slightly strong cyanogen. There are no
indications of metal deficiency. There is
some color excess, indicated by a comparison of the available photoelectric

colors with the spectral types. This color
excess is larger than that indicated by the
photoelectric calibrations available; it
would suggest that the cluster diagram of
NGC 188 should be shifted somewhat
toward that of M 67 and that the age of
NGC 188 should be reduced. The radial
velocities of 11 stars were measured,
yielding a mean cluster velocity of
— 49 km/sec. Most of the bright stars
seem to be members, in so far as the
radial velocity provides a discriminant.
New three-color photometry of about
75 stars in NGC 188 has been completed
by Eggen and Sandage. The older photometry of Sandage is confirmed in V and
B—V, but a zero-point error of 0^04
in. U — B was found. Analysis of the new
data along lines similar to those reported
for M 67 last year shows E(B - V) = 0m10
and d(U-B) = +0m03. This reddening
value is now in satisfactory agreement
with Abt and Golson's reddening value
for field stars in the neighborhood of
NGC 188 and removes the discrepancy
noted in the first study of NGC 188,
which gave E (B -V) = +0m05. The data
show a gap in the evolving main sequence
of NGC 188 which occurs 0m5 fainter
than the main-sequence termination
point. It is similar to the gap established
last year in M 67 and arises when the
hydrogen content goes to zero at the
center of the evolving stars, causing
gravitational contraction and a hydrogen-burning shell source to be established
at the edge of the helium core. The distance modulus of NGC 188 based on these
new data is (m — M)o = 10.90. The mainsequence termination luminosity is
MVq = +3.85, which keeps NGC 188 as
the oldest disk population cluster known.
Comparison of NGC 188 with the new
data on M 67 reported last year shows
that the main-sequence termination luminosities differ by AM v c^ 0™70 rather than
AM, ^ lm0 obtained several years ago.
A composite color-magnitude diagram
showing M 67, NGC 188, and the five
globular clusters completed this year
indicates that the main sequence of the
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globular clusters terminates halfway between the breakoff points of M 67 and
NGC 188. However, the age of the
globular clusters can be made longer
than that of NGC 188 by a slight difference in the hydrogen abundance between
disk and halo clusters in the sense
^globular cluster

>

X NGC

188-

Photographic plates and photoelectric
sequences in the galactic clusters M 37
and NGC 2420, of intermediate and old
age, respectively, were turned over to
Fred West at the University of Indiana.
The results of the analysis of this material have just become available as his
Ph.D. thesis.
Further work on light curves of longperiod variables in the globular cluster <a
Centauri has been done by Arp, Brueckel,
and Lourens. Another small-amplitude,
41 -day period was found at the end of the
giant branch in co Cen. There are other
similarities to the behavior of longperiod variables in 47 Tucanae which
may be illuminated when the two clusters
are compared more closely. Variable 2
appears to have a period of 230 days
with a variable maximum (by about 1
magnitude) and a total amplitude between 5 and 6 magnitudes. Unlike the
200-day variables in 47 Tuc, variable 2
seems to fall considerably fainter than
the end of the giant branch.
Globular-Cluster Photometry
Three-color photoelectric photometry
of the clusters M 3, M 13, M 15, and M 92
has now been completed and analyzed by
Sandage and Katem after four years of
observation. Photoelectric data are now
available for 53 stars in M 3 between
V = 12m7 and V = 21m0, for 84 stars in
M 13 between V = 12?0 and V = 21m8,
for 51 stars in M 15 between V = 12m8
and V = 21m8, and for 73 stars in M 92
between V = 12m0 and V = 22ml. Distance moduli were obtained for all four
clusters using the full machinery of the
method of photometric parallaxes with
reddening, blanketing, and evolutionary
corrections applied. Reddening corrections
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were found by the following three methods: (1) comparison of the observed B — V
colors of the main-sequence termination
point in each cluster with the bluest
B—V color of the nearby field subdwarfs of extreme metal weakening as
reported last year ; (2) three-color photometry of many field stars in the direction
of each cluster together with the properties of the reddening trajectory in the
U — B, B—V diagram; and (3) comparison of the U — B, B — V diagram for
the bluest stars on the horizontal branches
of each cluster with an intrinsic line in
this diagram calibrated by stars in M 92
whose accurate E{B—V) is known from
methods 1 and 2. Blanketing corrections
were determined from the index of line
weakening 8(U — B) by measurements of
giants and dwarfs in each cluster. The
evolutionary corrections were obtained
from calculated models by Hoyle.
When the data were corrected for
reddening and blanketing, photometric
fits to the Hyades main sequence were
made using the globular-cluster mainsequence data following the precepts of
Eggen and Sandage in the Astrophysical
Journal, volume 136, page 735, 1963.
The resulting distance moduli directly
give the absolute magnitude Mv of the
RR Lyrae stars in each cluster with the
result that Mv = +0m42 ± 0.08 (M. E.),
excluding the anomalous case of M 13 but
including data for 47 Tuc from the photometry of W. Tifft. The data for the
individual clusters are shown in table 1.
The observed ultraviolet excess values
8(U—B) correlate very well with the
metal weakening of Fraunhofer lines as
determined spectroscopically by Morgan
and by Deutsch. There appears to be no
correlation of Mv (RR Lyr) with metal
weakness, and it can be concluded that
the horizontal branches of globular
clusters fall at the same Mv regardless of
the metal abundance, at least for the
five clusters studied here and for M 5
studied previously by Arp.
The < Mv > for the two RR Lyr stars
in M 13 is brighter than for the other
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TABLE

Cluster
M3
M 13
M 15
M 92
47Tuc

1

E(B-V)

S(£/-£)dwarfs

0m00

0m15

0.00
0.12
0.01
0.02

0.18
0.22
0.22
(0 . 10)

(m-M)o

Mv (RR Lyr)
-0.09

15?40
14.66
14.99
14.62
13 . 40

4-0.51

+0™28
+0.47
+0.44

clusters. Inspection of the color-magnitude diagram suggests that the variable
stars in M 13 may come along evolutionary tracks associated with the asymptotic branch near the giant branch rather
than from the horizontal branch as in
the other clusters.
Comparison of the main sequences of
all five clusters fitted together according
to their (m— M)0 values shows that the
main-sequence termination luminosities
are identical to within the accuracy of
the data (±0m2). Therefore, the present
data suggest that the ages of the globular
clusters in the galactic halo are equal to
within ±20 per cent— a significant result for unraveling the early history of the
galactic system.
Absolute ages cannot yet be determined because of the severe dependence
of age on the abundance of hydrogen and
helium. However, adopting Hoyle's calculated evolutionary model, the present
data suggest that T = 18 X 109 years if
X = 1.00 and!7 = 12 X 109 years if X =
0.80. The lower ages are currently
INTERSTELLAR

GAS

favored on the basis of determination of
X from (1) the planetary nebula in M 15,
(2) Traving's chemical analysis of the star
Barnard 29 in M 3, and (3) evidence
from the position of the main sequence
in the M b0i, log Te plane for subdwarfs
compared with population I stars.
Properties of the Galactic Center
Arp has submitted for publication a
paper that discusses extensive observations in the direction of the Milky Way
center (window centered on the globular
cluster NGC 6522). It is concluded that
these central stars are essentially only
metal-rich stars ranging from moderately
rich (metal-rich globular cluster) to very
metal rich (solar-neighborhood-type star) .
Most of the stars are older than 109 years.
It is shown that the nucleus of our
Galaxy is only about half the size of the
nucleus of the Andromeda nebula, and
consequently that our own Galaxy should
be classified as an Sc rather than an Sb
system.

AND

Combination of Optical and Radio Data
With the 100-inch coude spectrograph,
van Woerden has continued his highresolution studies of interstellar lines in
the spectra of early-type stars. The
purpose of this work is a better understanding ofthe structural and kinematical
properties of interstellar clouds, to be
gained from a combination of spectrograph^ data on the Ca II absorption lines
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in the violet and radioastronomical
information on the neutral hydrogen
emission line at 21-cm wavelength. The
extensive hydrogen-line profile measurements made at Dwingeloo, the Netherlands, offer a velocity resolution of 2
km/sec. The most detailed Ca II observations published so far are those of Adams
(1941-1949), with a dispersion of 2.9
A/mm and about 9 km/sec resolution.
Van Woerden has made intensive use of
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the higher dispersions now available, 1.1
and 1.9 A/mm (to be called a and b),
which give velocity resolutions of the
same order as that in the hydrogen line;
a dispersion of 4.4 A/mm (c) was employed for fainter stars, mostly unobserved by Adams. In the two years of
his fellowship, van Woerden obtained a
total of about 250 spectrograms for 150
stars. The distribution over different
areas of sky is as follows.
In the Orion region, 20 stars were observed at dispersion a, 19 stars at b, and
21 stars at c. Nearly all blue stars down
to sixth magnitude in the association I
Ori have been taken in either of the two
higher dispersions, most of them twice.
The fainter stars measured at 4 A/mm
are concentrated in a region of 1° diameter around the Trapezium. Analysis
of this material is in progress. The gain
in profile structure of the K line over that
resolved by Adams is considerable ; on the
average, the number of components seen
is almost doubled, and as many as six
components of K may be distinguished in
e Orionis. With the highest dispersion,
components separated by only 3 km/sec
have been resolved. In some cases, very
narrow components indicate a velocity
dispersion of internal motions of not
more than 1 km/sec. The correlation of
the hydrogen and calcium profiles is a
complicated problem. In the region of the
Horsehead Nebula, hydrogen profiles are
single-peaked and the K line shows four
components. A similar situation applies
in the area close to the Trapezium.
Between rj and p Orionis, the 21-cm
profile has several peaks. Further study
will doubtless reveal a detailed picture of
the cloud structure of the interstellar
medium in the Orion region.
In the region of the II Scorpii association, van Woerden obtained a plates for
7, b plates for 13, and c plates for 7 stars.
So far, hydrogen observations are available in part of this area only. The 21-cm
profiles appear to be more complicated
here than those of the Ca II line. In
Lacerta, 10 stars have been taken at b
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(2 also at a) and 15 at c. No detailed study
of hydrogen in this association has yet
been made, but observations at Dwingeloo should be taken in the near future.
In addition to stars in these three
associations (and some foreground objects
of early type), van Woerden has taken a
plates of 23 and b plates of 16 bright 0-,
B-, and A-type stars in other parts of the
sky. These spectra will be used, in conjunction with Dwingeloo observations of
neutral hydrogen at intermediate and
high galactic latitudes, for a study of
interstellar matter in the solar neighborhood.
The analysis of this extensive series of
high-dispersion plates will include interstellar lines other than those of Ca II;
and also, it is hoped, the strengths of
stellar lines.
Stimulated by the detection of the OH
line of 18-cm wavelength at several radio
observatories, Gaustad and van Woerden
have attempted to determine the strength
of the ultraviolet OH lines near X3080 in
spectra of f Persei, P Cygni, and HD
199579. These observations have not
yet been fully assessed.
Van Woerden has continued his 21-cm
studies in collaboration with the staff
of the Kapteyn Astronomical Laboratory
at Groningen. Together with Dr. K.
Takakubo of Sendai, Japan, he has
further analyzed the line profiles of
neutral hydrogen at intermediate galactic
latitudes published in B.A.N., number
524, 1962. A catalogue of gaussian components of these profiles has been prepared for publication.
CN Lines
The discovery by Munch of unusually
strong interstellar absorption lines of
CN in BD+66°1675, incorrectly reported last year as BD+60°2522, led to
the observation of additional stars associated with the dust-emission complex
Sharpless 171. Two of them show the
CN lines, and in one of them, BD+66°
1674, the presence of lines arising from
J = 2 and J = 3 is strongly suspected.
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On the basis of the evidence provided by
the radial velocities and strengths of
various interstellar lines in these and
other foreground stars in the same
region, an hypothesis has been advanced
suggesting that the CN molecules producing the lines exist only in the H I
region immediately surrounding the emission nebula, and arise as a consequence of
the exposure of dust in the H I region to
an advancing ionization front. After a
paper offering this suggestion had been
sent for publication, it was found that
the star HD 206267, imbedded in an
emission nebular (IC 1396) obviously
showing strong interaction with surrounding dark clouds, also shows fairly strong
CN lines, thus providing additional
evidence in favor of the hypothesis.
He I Nebular Absorption
Munch has continued the observation
of interstellar and nebular absorption
lines in stars imbedded in emission
nebulae. Observations of the stars in the
clusters NGC 6523 and 6611, associated
with the emission nebulae M 8 and M 16,
have now been completed, bringing out
again the fact that the strength of the
nebular absorption of helium is not
related to the apparent surface brightness. The measures of the intensity of the
nebular emission lines and the continuum scattered by dust within the
nebula, needed to test quantitatively the
hypothesis that Lyman a may provide
the predominant deactivation mechanism
of the 23jS He I level, by photoionization,
have not kept pace with the spectrograph^ work. However, it is planned to
measure the reddening of the nebular
light by photoelectric observations in the
near future.
Planetary Nebulae
To gain further understanding of the
observed optical-depth effects of the He I
lines of the triplet states, the expansion
velocities of the planetary nebulae spectrophotometrically observed by O'Dell
and not included in the 0. C. Wilson

survey are being measured by Munch on
multislit plates taken at Palomar. So far
the nebulae IC 3568, NGC 4503, and
NGC 6826 have been observed at 4.5
A/mm dispersion.
Interstellar Matter
Gaustad, in collaboration with van
Woerden, attempted to detect interstellar absorption lines of OH in the
ultraviolet spectrum of f Per. No lines
were detected, so that only an upper
limit of 1.4 X 1014 molecules per square
centimeter could be set on the number in
the line of sight. This number, combined
with published measurement of the 21cm hydrogen emission in the same direction, implies an upper limit to the OH/H
ratio of 2 X 10-7. The published value
from the 18-cm radio observations is
5 X 10~7, but recent work suggests that
the excitation temperature at radio
frequencies is lower than assumed and
that the radiofrequency spectrum value
should be reduced. Gaustad has also been
searching for other possible weak interstellar lines in the region longward of the
ozone absorption bands; these lines, if
real, have not been identified and have
equivalent widths less than 6 mA. An
attempt was made to identify ice in the
interstellar grains. A search of the
chemical literature on infrared absorption
bands of solid H20, CH4, and NH3 permitted computations of the expected
absorption bands in the reddened supergiant ix Cephei. They should have been
very strong at 3.1 /z, owing to the fundamental vibrational transition of water-ice
in interstellar grains. Working with Drs.
Danielson and N. Woolf of Princeton on
the Stratoscope II balloon observations,
Gaustad found that the 3.1-m band was
not present. Consequently, not more than
one-fourth of the interstellar reddening
can be due to the ice particles.
Whiteoak is using the spectrum scanner
to obtain photoelectric observations of
about 40 early-type stars to study the
law of interstellar absorption in selected
directions in the galactic plane. Groups of
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stars of spectral types 06-09 and with
different amounts of interstellar absorption are being observed in Perseus, Orion,
Monoceros, Cygnus, and Cepheus. With
a 50- A passband, measurements of the
continuum of each star were obtained for
RADIO

Optical Observations of Quasi-Stellar
Sources
The scanner has been used by Oke to
study the continuous spectrum and emission lines in the source 3C273. It is found
that the emission lines of hydrogen and
the optical continuous spectrum can be
explained completely by a hydrogen
nebula at an electron temperature of
160,000°K. An alternative possibility is a
hydrogen nebula at a temperature of
about 15,000°K; a flat synchrotron spectrum must be added, which accounts for
more than 90 per cent of the optical
continuous radiation. Hj3 is observed to
be somewhat stronger than this theory
predicts. In all models there is an excess of
radiation in the infrared which is probably
to be associated with the radiofrequency
synchrotron radiation. The scanner was
used to attempt to measure the polarization of this infrared tail at XI 0000.
Although the accuracy is still very poor,
it is unlikely that the polarization at
X10000 is as much as 10 per cent. Assuming that the high-temperature model is
correct, we are led on the basis of the
light variations to a nebula with a radius
of, at most, a few parsecs and a mass of
107 Mo. In any model of this size,
electron scattering is important. At an
electron temperature of 160,000°K, the
emission-line widths may be caused
entirely by electron scattering rather
than by mass motions. Even if the
line broadening is caused entirely by
expansion, the total kinetic energy is
sufficient for only 104 years.
The discovery of the redshifts of
3C273 and 3C48 mentioned in Year Book
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30 regions between X3400 and X10800.
The reduction of the observations is
similar to that described above. For the
blue spectral region, an RCA 1P21 photomultiplier is used; for the red, an RCA
7102.
SOURCES
62 has led to many developments. The
nature of these quasi-stellar radio sources
has been investigated by Greenstein and
Schmidt on the basis of all available
radio and optical observations. Attempts
to obtain additional redshifts, which are
vital for a better understanding of these
objects, are being made by Schmidt.
Among the quasi-stellar sources investigated, redshifts were obtained for 3C47
and 3C147, both of which were identified
from radio positions obtained by Dr.
T. A. Matthews. The redshifts, AX/X, are,
respectively, 0.425 and 0.545. The source
3C147 is thus the most distant object
known in the universe, yet it is as bright
as the 18th magnitude. Corrected for
galactic absorption, its magnitude would
be closer to 17. Schmidt has identified two
well observed lines, X5760 [O II] and
X5976 [Ne III], and three other less
distinct lines, X4839 [O III], X5290
[Ne V], and X6132 [Ne III]. In 3C47
(redshift 0.425) he has identified seven
observed lines: X3986 Mg II, X4885
[NeV], X5310 [O II], X5510 [Ne III], X6200
HT [O III], X7072 [O III], and X7136
[O III].
The four quasi-stellar radio sources
with known redshifts (3C47, 48, 147, and
273) show, both in radio luminosity and
in optical luminosity, a range of a
factor of about 10. Their very bright
absolute magnitudes (about —25 visual)
make these objects observable at larger
distances than ordinary galaxies or radio
galaxies. There is a wide range of both
radio properties (linear size, structure,
luminosity, and spectral index) and
optical properties (emission lines observed
and absolute magnitude) among the four
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quasi-stellar sources having known distances. The radio properties are at best
only slightly different from those of the
more normal radio galaxies; the optical
properties are entirely different.
Unfortunately, the contrast of emission
lines against the continuum in quasistellar objects is rather poor. Lack of information about the far ultraviolet emission spectrum to be expected in these
sources is another reason why the determination oflarger redshifts is not as
easy as the great optical luminosity of
these objects would perhaps suggest.
The program of optical identification
of radio sources of the quasi-stellar type
was continued by Sandage. The discovery
technique is based on the intense ultraviolet radiation of these objects as compared with the blue and yellow emission
in the F(X) d\ distribution law. The
observing program consists of photographing each radio source position of the
revised 3C catalogue with the 100-inch
reflector or the 48-inch schmidt. Doubleimage photography utilizing a blue and
an ultraviolet filter for successive exposures allows the ultraviolet objects to
be found by inspection. A tentative
identification can be made when the
ultraviolet star image occurs within the
error rectangle of the radio position.
Photoelectric observations are then made
with the 200-inch, and a unique identification ispossible based on the known
photometric properties of the quasistellar objects.
New identifications using this technique during the report year include 3C9,
3C93, 3C208, 3C216, 3C228, 3C245,
3C287, and possibly 3C263.1. These together with 3C47, 3C48, 3C147, 3C196,
3C273, and 3C286 found during the past
several years by various members of the
staff provide the list of definitely identified quasi-stellar radio sources available
at the end of the report year.
All the sources except 3C228 and
3C263.1 have been observed photoelectrically at least once, and all objects
exhibit peculiar B— V to U—B ratios in

comparison with normal stars. The data
all fall close to the optical synchrotron
line in the B—V, U — B diagram, but no
clear evidence yet exists to show that the
optical radiation is indeed caused by the
synchrotron process. A blackbody distribution or optically thin bremsstrahlung
(free-free transitions) can also fit part of
the data.
Identification with Galaxies
During the course of the observational
program, Sandage identified 3C305 with
an Sa galaxy and 3C275.1 with a peculiar
Sc galaxy. Spectra of 3C305 taken with
the 200-inch prime-focus spectrograph
show a bright X3727 emission line which
in certain position angles of the slit is not
coincident with the nucleus. A series of
spectrograms in different position angles
shows that the X3727 emission has a
peculiar distribution across the face of
the galaxy, suggesting a jet of emitting
gas coming from the nucleus in a type of
spiral-arm pattern. The 3C275.1 radio
position is coincident with a strong jet
emerging from the spiral galaxy NGC
4651. Limiting direct exposures with the
48-inch schmidt show that the jet is
accompanied by a counter jet on the
other side of the galaxy. Both these
filaments terminate on the boundary of an
extended halo which surrounds the entire
optical image. The jets are not polarized
in optical radiation to within 10 per cent.
The entire 3C catalogue will be surveyed in the current program, and it is
hoped that large-scale reflector plates of
the interesting objects will be obtained
so that a search may be made for peculiar
features. As part of this program, special
polarization plates of the optical jet from
3C273 were taken by Sandage and by Arp
with the 200-inch; these data show that
no linear polarization greater than about
10 per cent exists in the jet.
Interpretation
The exciting problem of the physical
nature of the quasi-stellar radio sources
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has been extensively discussed. The interpretation ofthe observations of these
objects is extremely puzzling and will not
be clarified without very much further
observational study and theoretical
analysis. In the model that can be most
directly derived from observation, according to Greenstein and Schmidt, the radio
disturbances come from a relatively
large region surrounding a small gaseous
nebula, of the order of 1 parsec radius for
3C273, possibly somewhat larger for
3C48. The continuous spectrum in 3C273
may be a mixture of hydrogen recombination continua, two-photon emission,
and synchrotron radiation. In 3C48 it
seems to be largely synchrotron radiation.
The emission lines in 3C273 are largely
hydrogen; in 3C48, which seems to be a
less dense object of higher excitation,
largely forbidden lines. However, the
strongest line in 3C48 is the resonance line
of ionized magnesium. From the weakness
of the [0 II] line in 3C273, an electron
density near 5 X 106 cm-3 is derived. The
light variations suggest that the size is
small, which is consistent with high
density.
The density is so large that radio waves
cannot be produced within this ionized
region of high density, and, if synchrotron emission is produced, the highenergy electrons are very quickly destroyed by the inverse Compton effect.
Various models for the synchrotron
radiation suggest that, in fact, the highenergy electrons may cause the heating
and ionization of the gas that we observe.
The detailed spectroscopic analysis of the
emission-line spectrum permits mass determinations (about 106 solar masses)
and also determination of the total
energies available.
Such objects as the jet in 3C273,
analyzed in the conventional manner for
minimal energy as a function of magnetic
field, have enough energy for long periods
of time, even at their enormous luminosity, but the same is not true for the small
ionized regions. Their internal energy, if
it is only the ionization, 13 volts per
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electron-proton pair, is sufficient to
maintain their luminosity for about 10
days. If the kinetic energy is correctly indicated bythe line width, and is the energy
source, the lifetime is only some 30 years.
Consequently, it is necessary to replenish
the energy of these ionized regions, presumably from an internal source. It seems
most likely that some invisible smaller
object is the source of energy output. If
its gravitational mass causes the line
broadening observed, a mass of at least
108 suns is required in an invisible object.
Several interesting astrophysical problems
are brought up by these H II regions.
The optical thickness is so great, reaching
107 in the ionized magnesium resonance
doublet, that a special transfer theory
needs to be derived. The auroral lines
of [Ne V], present in 3C48, determine
the minimum electron temperature as
about 15,000°. The optical depth for
electron scattering is appreciable, so
that the quanta are diffused by free
electrons, further slowing down any
intrinsic light variations that may exist.
The light variation, with its required
very small source size, confirmed in this
investigation by the high electron
density derived, remains an outstanding
problem.
Greenstein has studied the properties
of synchrotron radiation at optical energies ifthe critical frequency for synchrotron radiation is in the optical ordinary
ultraviolet region. It seems difficult to
obtain sufficient ultraviolet ionizing
energy from even the very high-energy
electrons required for optical synchrotron
emission. Only if there is a high-energy
tail of especially energetic electrons can
the ionization levels near 100 electron
volts be obtained. The bolometric correction for synchrotron radiation is a function of the critical frequency; for a
critical frequency near 1014 sec-1, the
bolometric correction is about 5 magnitudes, dropping to a minimum of about 1
magnitude at a critical frequency of 10 15
sec-1, and rising again above 2 magnitudes at 10 16 sec-1.
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GALAXIES
Magnitudes and Redshifts
Baum has continued his multicolor
photoelectric observations of galaxies
belonging to distant clusters. These
measurements yield both the redshifts
and the relative bolometric magnitudes in
the manner described from time to time
in earlier annual reports. The redshiftmagnitude relation has thus far been the
best available test for distinguishing
among various cosmological models. Observations during the report year provide
magnitude data for thirty galaxies belonging to three clusters of known redshift.
Schmidt continued a program aimed at
obtaining optical spectra and redshifts of
galaxies identified with radio sources.
Three of the newly observed radio
galaxies (3C435, 456, and 459) have redshifts between 0.21 and 0.24. A paper is
being prepared giving redshifts and a
qualitative description of the spectra of
sufficiently observed radio galaxies. There
is suggestive evidence that radio galaxies
with strong emission lines show less or no
absorption in the optical continuum;
observations of the continuum, however,
are very difficult in these faint galaxies.
Investigations of Individual Galaxies
To obtain a reference system for the
interpretation of the radial velocities
measured from the emission lines of [0 II]
present in the central regions of M 31,
Munch has redetermined the rotational
velocity of the diffuse stellar light from
the same regions. Spectrograms at 196
A/mm dispersion, with slits in the direction of the minor axis of the system, and
at distances at either side from the
nucleus of 10', 8', 5', and 3' on the major
axis, have been obtained with the
Palomar nebular spectrograph. The differences in radial velocity between the
various points on the major axis and the
nucleus appear to increase monotonically

with distance to the nucleus, and there is
no indication of a secondary minimum
at a distance of about 9', present in the
earlier measures of H. W. Babcock.
Before his retirement, M. L. Humason
obtained the radial velocities of a number
of emission regions in the Sc galaxy NGC
2403 (Year Book 52). Because the individual radial velocities then found appeared
to deviate from a mean rotation curve by
amounts considerably greater than what
would be expected from the accuracy of
the measures, however, these results were
not published at the time. During the last
two years, ten of the brightest emission
regions have been reobserved by Munch,
mainly in Ha and [N II], at a dispersion
of 110 A/mm. The agreement with
Humason's results has been found satisfactory, and it has been inferred that the
dispersion of the velocities around a
mean curve is real, probably a result of
the lack of coplanarity of the various
emission regions.
Many of the galaxies in the Virgo
cluster have sufficiently large redshifts
to prevent the intrinsic D lines in their
spectra from being contaminated by
airglow emission at D. For eleven of these
galaxies that are ellipticals, Deutsch has
now obtained spectrograms at 230 A/mm.
These spectrograms show the galaxian D
lines to range downward in strength from
about 10 A equivalent width in NGC
4649 to about 6A in NGC 4958. The
actual width of the blended doublet
varies independently of the equivalent
width, being greatest in NGC 4486. In
that object, a well known radio galaxy
which exhibits optical synchrotron radiation, the D lines may be filled in by the
synchrotron continuum. Deutsch also
finds that a source of continuous radiation
lies in the "stellar" nucleus of the Seyfert
galaxy NGC 1068, which appreciably
weakens the absorption lines at D as
compared with their strength several
seconds of arc away from the nucleus.
Deutsch plans to continue his observa-
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tions of the strength and width of the D
lines in galaxies of various types and
luminosities.
Miss Swope has continued work on the
fields 15' and 50' of arc south-preceding
the nucleus of the Andromeda galaxy
M 31. This involves a discussion of 200
cepheids and 15 variables of population
II. The cepheids seem to be like those of
our Galaxy, and there are differences
between them and those of the Magellanic
Clouds. The long-period cepheids tend to
appear closer to the nucleus, and shorterperiod cepheids away from the nucleus.
Since the end of January 1964, Miss
Swope has been on leave at the Royal
Greenwich Observatory, where she has
been preparing data for a color-magnitude diagram of stars in the spiral arms
of M 33. The measures are made on 200inch telescope plates taken by Sandage.
This work is about half completed.
Reduction of the measures will require
adding more faint stars to the photoelectric sequence.
It was reported last year that M 82 is
a galaxy undergoing a violent explosion
of unknown origin in its central region.
New data obtained during the report
year by Sandage and Miller now provide
rather direct evidence for the presence of
a large-scale organized magnetic field in
M 82 which extends along the minor axis
of the galaxy. An extensive outer system
of blue filaments exists in this galaxy,
reaching to distances of 4000 parsecs
above and below the fundamental plane.
The light from these filaments is continuum radiation and is found to be
linearly polarized with the electric vector
parallel to the major axis of M 82.
The percentage of polarization is very
high, reaching perhaps 80 in parts of the
filaments. The observations can be explained ifthe light from the filaments
originates from synchrotron emission of
relativistic electrons or positrons or both
moving in an organized magnetic field.
Such emission is expected from theory to
be linearly polarized, with the electric
vector perpendicular to the magnetic
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field and to the motion of the charged
particles.
The energetics of M 82, calculated from
the 1963 model of M 82 by Sandage and
Lynds, suggest that the average magnetic
field lies between 10~5 and 10-6 gauss.
These limits on the field strength require
that the electrons have energies between
2.5 X 1012 and 8 X 1012 electron volts if
they are to radiate synchrotron energy at
optical frequencies (i.e., v > 5 X 1014
cycles per second). Such high energies are
in the cosmic-ray range and provide
further evidence that the origin of cosmic
rays throughout the universe is connected
with the violent events occurring in radio
galaxies. Three-color photoelectric surface-brightness measurements of patches
of the blue filaments in M 82 give colors
ranging from B— 7 = 0.47, U — B =
-0.40 to B- V = 0.65, U-B = -0.36.
These colors agree satisfactorily with
calculated colors obtained from the theoretical synchrotron spectrum of the form
vlv(
dx

F(v) = 4.3 X 10- y-0.23 /
This spectrum fits the radio data, and it
extends correctly into the optical region,
as judged from the measured colors, if the
critical frequency vc (which corresponds
with the high energy cutoff of the electrons) is 5 X 1014 cycles per second.
Whether the theoretical spectrum with
such a low cutoff frequency can provide
enough ionization energy below the
Lyman limit to account for the intensity
of the hydrogen recombination spectrum
in the Ha expanding filaments must be
tested next year by absolute photometry of the total emitted flux in the
hydrogen lines.
Photometry of the variable stars in the
Sc galaxy NGC 2403 was continued by
Tammann using the long series of 200inch plates obtained mostly by Sandage
since 1949. Secondary photometric standards were set up in V and B magnitudes
based on 120 stars spread over the face
of the galaxy for which old and new
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photoelectric measures by Sandage are
available. Sixteen cepheids have now been
found with periods ranging from 20.23 to
87.48 days. The period-luminosity relation can be obtained only for 5max because of the faintness of the variables
(£max lies between 21m25 and 22m81).
The slope of the period-luminosity function cannot be determined from so few
stars, but preliminary comparisons with
galactic and extragalactic cepheids of
known distance seem to confirm a distance modulus of about 27?50.
Four irregular variables of intermediate
color reach J5max values brighter than
20^00 . The brightest of these stayed near
magnitude 21 from 1910 to 1949, but
brightened in 1949, reaching B = 16.3 in
November 1954. This magnitude corresponds to an absolute magnitude of Mb =
— 11.2 uncorrected for absorption, and,
therefore, the star is one of the brightest
known in external galaxies. The star has
now faded below B = 22m. Fourteen additional variables of intermediate color
are known, some of which may well be
cepheids whose periods cannot yet be
found. Thirteen more stars are known to
be irregular red variables of small amplitude. Two possible novae are known, but
since each is visible on only one plate
their reality is uncertain.
A photoelectric sequence has been
measured in M 101 to B ~ 22m by Sandage in order to determine the light curve
of the explosive star discovered in 1951
by Hubble. Tammann has derived the
light curve starting with the discovery
plate of February 3, 1951, and continuing
to the last plate on which the star is
visible in June 1952. The brightness faded
from B = 17m5 (MB c~ — lO^O uncorrected for absorption) on the first plate,
becoming fainter than B = 22m on the last
one. The average gradient of the light
curve corresponds to only 0.009 magnitude
per day, and the decrease in brightness by
3 magnitudes took more than 300 days.
This slow rate of decline excludes the
possibility of a very bright normal
galactic-type nova, whereas the maximum
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brightness seems too faint by at least 4
magnitudes for a supernova even of type
II, a type that would otherwise be suggested by the position in the middle of
a spiral arm and by the long decay time.
Although it is true that the actual maximum brightness was not observed because itoccurred before M 101 could be
observed in the 1950-1951 season, the
light curve gives no indication that the
star could have been 4 or more magnitudes brighter, as would be required for a
supernova of type II. The star, therefore,
seems to be an explosive object of a
heretofore unknown type.
Blue-sensitive photographs of a sample
of dwarf galaxies, mostly selected from
van den Bergh's catalogue of 222 such
objects derived from Sky Survey plates,
have been obtained. Rough estimates of
the apparent magnitudes of the brightest
stars in 12 of these dwarf galaxies indicate that within 6 million parsecs the
average number density of dwarfs of this
kind is of the order of 10-19 per cubic
parsec. This corresponds to an average
mass density of about 3 X 10~33 g/cm3.
Work by Arp and Dr. A. D. Thackeray
continues on the young spherical cluster
NGC 1866 in the Large Magellanic Cloud.
Most recently, B and V light curves were
obtained for eight cepheids within the
cluster.
All photographic observations by
Hubble, Baade, Sandage, Arp, and others
of the dwarf galaxy NGC 6822, a member
of the local group, and a photoelectric
sequence (by Arp) have been turned over
to Susan Kayser, who is analyzing the
material for her doctoral dissertation.
Peculiar and Interacting Galaxies
More than 250 limiting photographs
have been obtained by Arp with the 200inch telescope in compiling an atlas of
peculiar galaxies. Unusual galaxies from
published lists by Vorontsov-Velyaminov,
W. W. Morgan, and Zwicky and from
unpublished lists by A. G. Wilson,
Wirtanen, Page, Herzog, and others were
examined on 48-inch Sky Survey prints,
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only the most interesting objects being
selected as candidates for the atlas. Some
entirely new objects were found in the
processes of checking the preliminary list
on the Sky Survey prints. Photographic
copying of the plates is scheduled for the
coming summer.
Classification of the objects is in a
preliminary stage at present, but some of
the most interesting classes that are
apparent are: (1) galaxies appearing to
show ejection of material; (2) spirals
with a companion at end of an arm (M 51
class); (3) spiral arms that are multiple,
branched, bent, twisted, or ruptured;
(4) galaxies with long streamers or filaments sometimes connecting pairs, sometimes not; (5) E galaxies with diffuse
plumes; (6) pairs with cometlike tails;
and (7) small condensed knots within
galaxies which show tails or trails.
Faint Features in Galaxies
With a plate and filter combination
that isolates the darkest spectral region,
the dark skies of sunspot minimum are
being used by Arp to photograph the
faintest observable luminous features in
galaxies. Three or more plates with the
48-inch schmidt are printed together to
improve the image-to-grain ratio for very
faint features. William Miller has been
developing these printing techniques.
The //2.5 schmidt requires at least 3
hours' total exposure on such objects
(corresponding to prohibitively long exposure times with the 200-inch), but with
this plate and filter combination it goes
more than a magnitude fainter than
normal sky-limited photographs. Features
that have never been seen before are
emerging in the faint outer regions of
galaxies. So far some of the most interesting results are :
1 . Fainter outer extensions of the radio
galaxy NGC 1316 (Fornax A) curve over
into the hitherto "empty" regions of
radio emission. Since radio polarization is
roughly perpendicular to these extensions,
it is suggested that a magnetic field runs
along them analogous to a spiral arm.
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The important question of the source of
the radiation being observed remains to
be solved.
2. A faint luminous filament is seen to
encircle the end of M 81 lying closest to
M 82. There is a suggestion of faint
luminous material lying between M 81
and NGC 3077, the companion on the
other side.
3. Faint extensions on M 31 and NGC
205 appear on photographs of the M 31
group.
The Leo group, certain dense clusters
of galaxies, and other objects are also
under study with this technique.
Interference-Filter Photography
Arp is using the 48-inch schmidt with
[O II] and Ha interference filters to study
the distribution of the sources of these
emissions throughout galaxies, particularly in spiral galaxies. What appears to
be an eruption or blowout in one of the
M 51 spiral arms is outlined clearly in the
light of [0 II]. Faint extensions on NGC
5195, the companion to M 51, have been
discovered. One feature extends more
than a diameter of the object itself and
shows up best at a wavelength just short
of Ha.
Polarization
The 200-inch telescope with a polarizing filter was used by Arp to photograph
3C273, once with the axis aligned along
the jet and again with it perpendicular to
the jet. The overall polarization was no
more than 10 per cent; therefore, if
appreciable optical synchrotron radiation
is present in the jet, the magnetic field
cannot be aligned over dimensions comparable to those of the jet. There are
indefinite indications that smaller features
within the jet may show polarization,
implying a structure similar to that of
the jet in M 87.
Occasional polarization photographs
of galaxies are being made with the 48inch in attempts to detect objects showing
a high degree of polarization. Only the
galactic nebula NGC
1999 in Orion,
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however, has shown "strong" polarization (E vector tangent to the rim).
Compact Galaxies
Zwicky has adduced reasons for the
existence of galaxies more compact than
any investigated so far, as well as massive
compact parts of galaxies. During the
past few years he has made a concerted
effort to check on these predictions
through the investigation of objects
which on 48-inch schmidt plates often
appear like stars but which, on closer
inspection, are suspected of being extragalactic stellar systems. Sometimes, however, when photographed with the 200inch telescope or when investigated
spectroscopically, such objects prove to be
double stars or individual stars projected
on very faint distant galaxies.
So far the search has been limited to
moderately compact and to compact
galaxies. On the average, about 1 such
galaxy has been found per 5 square
degrees on 48-inch schmidt plates, of
apparent luminosity brighter than that
corresponding to the photographic magnitude mp = +17.0. Several hundred of
these objects have been selected for
further detailed study. About thirty
compact galaxies have already been
photographed directly and investigated
spectrographically with the 200-inch telescope. Some of the results obtained are as
follows :
1. Although most compact galaxies
appear as isolated objects, many of them
occur in groups of two, three, or more.
Some show exceedingly faint extensions,
such as jets, halos, and spiral arms.
Particularly interesting are compact
galaxies that contain several nuclei
imbedded in a luminous amorphous
substratum. Their importance lies in the
fact that both the width of the spectral
lines, within the nuclei and the substratum, and the relative displacements
of these lines, allow independent estimates ofthe masses to be made, provided
that sufficiently strong observational
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evidence exists that these galaxies are
statistically stationary systems.
2. The spectra of the compact galaxies
so far investigated range in type from
K to 0, some without and others with
emission lines superposed on continua of
various colors. A few show emission lines
only. Either allowed or forbidden lines, or
both, may be present. The percentage of
early-type spectra among the compact
galaxies is high in comparison with
ordinary galaxies.
3. The Doppler widths of both the
absorption and the emission lines may
vary from a few to many thousands of
kilometers per second, the larger widths
indicating either high internal motions
and, therefore, high mass and compactness, or possibly, for exploding systems,
very rapid expansion.
4. The absolute luminosities of the
systems investigated so far range from
108 to 10 10 times the luminosity of the
sun, and the masses are in the range from
1010 to 1012 suns. The indicated massluminosity ratios lie between 50 and 500
— very much higher than those of
ordinary galaxies.
5. The symbolic velocities of recession
of the compact galaxies so far studied lie
in the range from 1000 to 30,000 km/sec.
6. Pronounced compact nuclei and
other very compact regions are not necessarily found in the brightest and largest
galaxies. For instance, the brightest
galaxies in the Coma cluster do not
contain any such nuclei. To evaluate
statistically the occurrence of nuclei and
compact stellar aggregates in cluster
galaxies, a series of photographs with increasing exposure time was taken with
the 48-inch and 200-inch telescopes. It
was found that compact regions of very
high surface brightness exist with relatively high frequency within galaxies of
medium total luminosity.
7. The gravitational potential of some
of the compact galaxies is so high that
light passing along their surfaces may be
expected to be deflected by as much as 1
minute of arc, if the general theory of
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relativity is correct. A strenuous effort is
therefore being made to discover both
double and ringlike images of remote
galaxies which are generated by the
gravitational lens effect due to a compact
galaxy lying nearer and in the line of
sight with the remote galaxy.
8. Unusual spectra are found for some
compact galaxies that show jets and other
protuberances. In these spectra, emission
lines are always conspicuous and their
line widths indicate expansion velocities
of several thousand kilometers per second
— one of more than 10,000 km/sec.
Typical examples are spectra of the
anonymous galaxies at a = llh22m7,
8 = 54°10',and a = lh19m5, 8 = -1°18'
(1950). In the former the widths of the
emission lines of hydrogen are about 4
times those of the (forbidden) emission
lines of oxygen.
Catalogue of Galaxies and of Clusters
of Galaxies
Volume II of the Catalogue was
published in the fall of 1963. It contains
data on about 6000 galaxies brighter
than the apparent photographic magnitude + 15.7 and on about 2500 rich
clusters of galaxies. It covers 89 of the
48-inch schmidt Sky Survey fields in the
zones +18°, +24°, +30° in declination
and in the range of right ascension from
6h30m to 18h30m. Volume III, which will
cover 111 of the fields in the zones +36°,
+42°, +48°, and +54° in declination and
intervals in right ascension from 5h to
20 h, is in preparation. All the work on
clusters of galaxies for this volume has
been completed. Volume V, covering 102
fields in the declination zone 0°, +6°,
+ 12°, and +18° in the range of right
ascension from 20 h to 6h, is also in preparation. The positions and apparent
photographic magnitudes of all the individual galaxies to be incorporated in this
volume have already been measured.
Some preparatory work has been done on
the compilation of volumes IV and VI.
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Clusters of Galaxies
Zwicky and Mrs. J. Berger have completed the analysis of the sky coverage
by clusters of galaxies, using the data
contained in volume II of the Catalogue.
All essential results check those obtained
by Zwicky and Rudnicki in their analogous analysis of the data listed in
volume I. This analysis will be repeated
separately for each of the six volumes as
they are completed.
To arrive at a definitive answer to the
problem of the apparent and the absolute
size of the large and rich spherical clusters
of galaxies, Zwicky is engaged in following the equal population contours (isopleths) to the lowest depressions surrounding the large clusters. An extended
depression of this type northeast and
northwest of the Coma Cluster has now
been located as a result of the work
done on the first three volumes of the
Catalogue. By determining the isopleths
from the depression outward and extrapolating to the isopleths that were
determined by proceeding outward from
the center of the Coma Cluster, it is
hoped that a final apparent diameter for
this cluster can be found.

Supernovae
In the period from May 31, 1963, to
May 31, 1964, twelve supernovae were
discovered at Palomar (one by H. S.
Gates, five by C. Kowal, three by G.
Reaves, and three by Zwicky). In the
same period, eight supernovae were discovered by other members of the Committee for Research on Supernovae
(Commission 38, I. A. U.) working at
observatories in Europe and Mexico.
Whereas most of the supernovae found
at Palomar are located in galaxies of
distant clusters, most of the eight discovered atEuropean and Mexican observatories are in relatively close nearby
galaxies and are particularly valuable for
detailed studies. Spectra of about half of
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all 19 supernovae as well as spectra of
their parent galaxies have been secured by
Zwicky with the nebular spectrograph of
the 200-inch telescope. Light curves have
been determined by Zwicky and by
Zwicky and M. Karpowicz for the superSOUTHERN

novae in NGC 1058 (type V), NGC 2841
(type I), and NGC 3992 (type I).
A monograph intended as a compilation of all essential data on the 151
supernovae discovered since 1885 is in
preparation.
SKY

Photography of fields in the declination
zones —36° and —42° has been undertaken by Whiteoak with the 48-inch
Palomar schmidt telescope. The region
of sky covered is farther south than the
southern extension of the National Geographic Society -Palomar Observatory Sky
Survey. Exposures are 20 minutes, with
103a-E emulsion and amber Plexiglass
filter. With this combination, transmission has been increased 50 per cent over
that of the red combination of the
Survey. Maximum
response occurs at
THEORETICAL
Arne Wyller completed a study on the
thermal conductivity tensors for a nonrelativist ic, degenerate hydrogen gas in
the presence of a magnetic field. By including the proper velocity dependence
of the electron-ion collision frequency, he
found orders-of-magnitude differences for
the conductivity as compared with values
derived on the assumption of a constant,
velocity-independent collision frequency.
Thus the magnetic field has great efficiency in affecting thermal conduction
of instability in degenerate stellar cores,
since the energy could be transported
by conduction along the field and by
radiation perpendicular to it. Another
cause of instability could reside in the
regions of partial degeneracy, where the
Hall conductivity apparently reverses
sign as the degeneracy increases.
Arpigny initiated a project for the
construction of stellar model atmospheres,
using the California Institute of Tech-
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SURVEY

X6500; the response is half maximum at
X6000. This survey contains 100 centers.
The plates are not of high quality, since
at large zenith distance the images suffer
from the degrading effects of frequent
poor seeing and of the differential refraction across each plate during exposure.
They are intended only for temporary use
until such time as they can be superseded
by a sky survey carried out by an observatory inthe southern hemisphere. A
limited number of sets of prints will be
made available to southern observatories.
STUDIES
nology stellar-atmosphere computer program, suitable for the study of the atmospheres of hot subdwarfs and of white
dwarfs. The range of log g is 5 to 8, in
effective temperature, from 10,000° to
35,000°K,
with different hydrogen-tohelium
ratios.
The effects of the continuous absorption of the HeH+ quasi-molecule on the
structure of model atmospheres of early
type has been studied by R. H. Norton
as a Ph.D. thesis project. On the basis of
approximate radiative cross sections calculated from s orbitals of the Slater type
and classical statistics for the internuclear separations, Norton finds that
the maximum effect of the HeH+ absorption takes place for an effective temperature of 16,000°K. For a main-sequence
atmosphere of this temperature, the
contribution of HeH+ to the opacity is
comparable to that provided by hydrogen
absorption in the Balmer continuum at
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wavelengths below threshold, near 1130 A.
The absorption of HeH+, therefore, does
not significantly affect the radiative
equilibrium of stellar atmospheres.
With Mr. James Bardeen, Deutsch has
studied a simple theoretical model for the
formation and gravitational collapse of a
supermassive object near the center of a
spherical galaxy. In this model it is
assumed that each star in a massive
spherical galaxy continuously injects gas
into the interstellar medium at about the
rate estimated for mass loss by the sun in
the phenomenon of the quiet-sun solar
wind. Unless the interstellar gas is extremely hot, or endowed with appreciable
net angular momentum or magnetic
energy, it cannot be supported against the
gravitational field arising from the stars in
the galaxy. Calculations have been made
to describe the spherically symmetric
collapse of the interstellar gas that must
then ensue. These calculations indicate
the possibility that matter lost from
stars could form, near the center of a
galaxy, a supermassive condensation of
106-108 solar masses, on a time scale of
about 108 years. Such a condensation
may be associated with a quasi-stellar
object, and in its later stages it may produce the kind of relativistic implosion
that has been described by Fowler,
Hoyle, and others. In the models of
Deutsch and Bardeen, the gas flows have
been severely idealized, and much re-
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mains to be done if they are to be useful
in elucidating the phenomena observed
in the quasi-stellar sources.
A theoretical investigation has been
initiated by Gunn on a very general
semiempirical approach to the statistical
structure of the distribution of galaxies;
it attempts to avoid both the simplifying
assumption of continuity of the distribution of matter and ad hoc "clustering"
models. Use is made of a description due
to Layzer in the course of error analysis,
but it need not be assumed that the distribution isstrictly of the type described
by him. The analysis is of the "spectral
theoretical" type, which has been very
successful in recent years in communication theory, and bears superficial resemblance to the method of autocorrelation
analysis. The theory is being applied both
to counts of nebulae and to the analysis
of the fluctuations in the background
cosmic light due to nebulae too faint to be
seen as such. Cosmological parameters
enter in a straightforward way, and it is
hoped that the theory will provide a new
cosmological test. Mathematical formulation of the theory is essentially complete,
and a small pilot study (on the distribution of counts) is under way to provide
the necessary data for an efficient fullscale investigation; plates for the pilot
study have been obtained with the
48-inch schmidt camera.

INSTRUMENTATION
An electronics instrumentation group
has been formed, under the supervision
of E. W. Dennison, consisting of John
Shirley, engineer, and L. Blake£, M.
Scheutz, and B. Smith, technicians; it
provides the Observatories' staff members
with organized capability for the design,
construction, modification, and maintenance of electronic instruments. Rapid
design and construction of new "state of
the art" instruments of unusually high
reliability is the goal of this group, which
is supported jointly by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration,
the California Institute of Technology,
and the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
Data Acquisition
A new universal pulse-counting and
data - recording system for acquiring
photoelectric data at the 200-inch telescope has been designed and assembled.
Though designed initially for use with
the prime-focus scanner previously built
for J. B. Oke (see below), the system can
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be operated with other photometric apparatus. It consists of a prime-focus cage
unit for the Hale telescope, a reversing
counter and data-control unit, and a
digital data recorder.
The prime-focus cage unit is assembled
almost entirely from standard components manufactured by the Radiation
Instrument Development Company, including a preamplifier, a double delayline amplifier, a discriminator, a rate
meter, and a high-voltage power supply.
This instrument shows the expected insensitivity to amplifier gain and highvoltage changes. Moreover, locating the
discriminator in the prime-focus cage permits 10-volt pulses to be transmitted to
the data room, thereby essentially eliminating the sensitivity to external electrical noise sources. Low multiplier-tube
gains are also possible, permitting high
count rates at low average anode currents. In one example, a tube gain of
1.65 X 105 was used. This means that an
average count of 100,000 counts per seccorrespondsA to
2.7 X 10-9correction
ampere
anodeondcurrent.
coincidence
of approximately 10 per cent was observed at this counting rate. In addition
to operation as a photon-counting photometer, the counter may be operated in a
reversing or up /down mode. A synchronizing signal generated by a photodiode,
exposed to a light through the chopper
wheel on the prime-focus scanner, controls the direction of count. The photon
count from the night sky can be subtracted from the star and sky count,
leaving only the photon count due to the
star alone. This instrument combines the
stability and sensitivity of phase detection with the advantages of photon
counting.
The data are recorded on a printed paper
tape as well as a printing summary punch.
Numerical indicator lamps provide instantaneous visual data presentation. The
reversing counter and data-control circuits were all constructed from transistor
data logic circuit elements purchased
from the Decisional Control Company.
Several of these elements are assembled
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on each removable card or board. This
type of construction facilitates maintenance and circuit modifications. A more
comprehensive data-collection system has
been designed as an adjunct to the equipment described above.
150-Foot Solar Tower
A second major project undertaken
this year by Dennison's group was the
design of a solar guider, raster scan, and
data-acquisition system for the 150-foot
solar tower. The design requirements include accurate positioning of the sun's
image on a control ring at the observing
station. Provision will be made for accurate scanning in a raster pattern over
either the entire solar image or a small
part of it. The data-collection system
must collect all pertinent data and store
them on a magnetic tape suitable for
direct use on a large computer. Completion is scheduled for the fall of 1964.
The outer surface of the light shaft of
the 150-foot solar tower telescope was
rebuilt during the year under the supervision of Couch. The original surface of
sheet metal was in bad condition, as was
the wooden framework to which the sheet
metal was attached. The old metal and
wood were removed, the inner tower was
sealed to make it more nearly air tight, a
new wooden framework was constructed,
aluminum foil insulation was installed,
and a new corrugated metal outer skin
was attached. This outer cover was
painted with a long-lasting paint which
has a titanium dioxide pigment. These
changes may be expected to improve the
internal seeing and to make the structure
weather-resistant .
Other projects completed include new
plate-baking oven controls, a device for
directly measuring the open-loop characteristics ofa 60-cps carrier servo system, a servo automatic recovery limit
circuit, and the control wiring for several
small accessory instruments.
Prime-Focus Scanner
The new prime-focus scanner was completed and has been used for six months
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by Oke. The instrument has a double
beam; one beam accepts light from the
star plus sky, the other from the sky
alone. A light chopper switches from one
to the other at a frequency of 45 cps.
The photomultiplier-tube output is fed
into a pulse-counting system. The pulse
counter is designed to count both up and
down, the direction being controlled by
the chopper on the scanner. When looking
at star plus sky, the counter counts up;
when looking at sky alone, it counts down.
When the counter is properly adjusted,
only the net star count is registered and
the sky is completely and continuously
eliminated. In practice the system works
very well. Normally a star is measured
twice at each wavelength, the star image
being placed first in one entrance beam,
then in the other, so that any difference
between the two optical paths cancels
out. After a considerable search, excellent blue and infrared photomultiplier
tubes have been found for the scanner.
The sensitivity of these tubes is very
high, and the dark current is low enough
so that the scanner becomes sky-limited
even with a bandwidth as small as 25 A.
Observations with a 50 A band pass have
already been made down to 17th magnitude, and it should be possible to reach
19th or 20th magnitude in the blue and
17th or 18th in the infrared.
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image tubes in the coude spectrograph.
The cascaded converters developed for
this work have a field 40 mm in diameter
with a resolution of about 40 line pairs
per millimeter. A uniform parallel magnetic field focuses the electronic image
from the photocathode to an intensifying
membrane, and similarly from the membrane to the output phosphor screen. Following the phosphor screen is an F 1
schmidt camera for photographing the
output image with a 2.5-fold minification.
Since the present tubes have photocathodes of the multialkali type, they
have a useful degree of sensitivity from
about X3500 in the ultraviolet to X7500
in the infrared.
More than 60 coude plates were obtained with the cascaded converter tested

Image Tubes
In June 1964, Ford and Baum made
another series of experimental spectroscopic observations with a two-stage RCA
cascaded image converter in the coude
spectrograph of the 100-inch telescope.
The last previous test of cascaded converters at Mount Wilson had been made

by Ford and Baum in June. They included stellar spectra in the region of the
H and K lines of Ca II around X3950 and
in the region of the weak Li I line at
X6708. Photometric step-wedge exposures
were also made in the same two spectral
regions so that the gains over unaided
photography could be measured. As previously, the tube was operated at the
114 - inch - focal - length coude camera,
where it yielded minified schmidt plates
having 7 A/mm at X3950. These plates
were compared with unaided baked IIa-0
plates obtained at the 32-inch-focallength coude camera, where the dispersion is 10 A/mm. The converter plates
had a measured rate of blackening 8 times
faster than the unaided plates at a density
level around 0.6, and the granularity was
not detectably different. Owing partly to
imperfect performance of the schmidt
camera behind the phosphor screen, the
resolution on the converter plates was
somewhat less than that on the unaided

by the same workers in 1962, and substantial improvements in these tubes have
meanwhile been achieved through the cooperation of RCA with the Carnegie
Image Tube Committee and the National
Science Foundation. As described in Year
Book 62, some improvements have also
been made in the apparatus for operating

plates exposed in the 32-inch camera, but
the converter images were larger. All
factors taken into account, the gain in
information rate at X3950 was not less
than the 8-fold gain in blackening rate.
At X6708 the gain over unaided Ila-F
plates was of the same order.
The longest exposure taken with the
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cascaded converter in June was 3.5 hours.
The tube was not refrigerated, and the
dark emission was low enough so that
somewhat longer exposures, perhaps 6 or
8 hours, would have been satisfactory.
The 3.5-hour exposure covered the X6708
region of the spectrum of a 9th magnitude
GO V star in the Coma Berenices cluster,
and the Li I line did not appear to be
present.
Despite the encouraging results of the
June tests, some improvements are required in the auxiliary optics before further spectroscopic observations are attempted. The tests last year of McGee's
electronographic Lenard - window tube
also need to be followed up with another
round of tests before further image-tube
apparatus for the Observatories is decided
upon.
In February 1964, Kron, Papiashvili,
and Breckenridge brought their electronographic image tube from Lick Observatory to Mount Wilson to make
some comparative tests with the results
that have been obtained there with
McGee's Lenard-window tube and with
the RCA cascaded converter. Kron's tube
is a modification of Lallemand's classical
system. There is a valve between the
photocathode and the electronographic
plates so that the plates can be put into
the vacuum system without destroying
the photocathode. Focusing is electrostatic, with a 2.8-fold image minification.
In collaboration with Wilson and
Baum, Kron's group obtained two 10exposure plates at the 114-inch-focallength camera of the coude spectrograph
at the 100-inch telescope. Each plate included stellar spectra in addition to
photometric step-wedge exposures. The
field diameter was 12 mm, and the resolution was about 40 lp/mm in the central
half of the field. The image magnification
was slightly larger than that for unaided
photography at the 32-inch camera, but
the exposure times for equal density were
slightly longer. When all factors, including granularity, were taken into account,
the gain in information rate over unaided
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photography was found to be about 2.5
times.
Optical Systems
One difficulty encountered in the use of
the image-intensifier tube in spectroscopic
observations has been that these tubes
with their auxiliary equipment are too
large to be placed on the axis of a schmidt
camera. As a replacement for the schmidt
camera, Bo wen has investigated other
mirror systems having a focal surface
exterior to the system. The most promising system appears to be one developed
originally as a microscope objective; it
consists of a concave and a convex mirror
with a common center of curvature. The
grating is placed between the two mirrors
and reflects the light of the convex mirror
first. The third-order spherical aberration
becomes zero when the radius of curvature of the concave mirror is 2.618 times
that of the convex mirror. By reducing
this ratio slightly it is possible to introduce a small amount of aberration of the
opposite sign to partially compensate for
fifth and higher order aberrations and for
the spherical aberration introduced by
the window of the intensifier tube. Focal
ratios as low as F 1.1 appear to be feasible
without the use of a corrector plate.
Mirror systems for imaging the phosphor of the intensifier tube on a photographic plate have also been studied.
Three cases were considered, depending
on the magnification from the phosphor
to the plate:
Case I. Magnification less than 0.5.
The best solution for this case appears to
be a standard one-mirror schmidt with a
corrector plate figured for diverging
rather than parallel light. The limiting
focal ratio attainable on the image side
is slightly lower than that of a standard
schmidt for parallel light.
Case II. Unit magnification. A twomirror concentric system in which the
concave mirror has twice the radius of
curvature of the convex has some unusual
properties. The light from the phosphor,
which is placed on the opposite side of the
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center of curvature from the two mirrors,
is reflected first from the concave mirror,
then from the convex mirror, and finally
from the concave mirror again. One of the
valuable properties of this system is that
a plane surface is imaged as a plane surface without curvature. Since the spherical aberration of this system is appreciable, a corrector plate is required. The
limiting focal ratio is about 5/4 times
that of a standard schmidt.
Case III. Magnification greater than 2.
A two-mirror concentric system, the light
from the phosphor being reflected first at
the concave and then the convex mirror,
appears to be the best solution. In general,
a corrector plate is required, and a focal
ratio on the phosphor side between 1 and
2 appears to be attainable.
In all three mirror systems the corrector plate is placed in a diverging beam
rather than in the parallel light of the
normal schmidt camera. This placement
increases appreciably the off-axis aberrations introduced by an aspherical corrector plate and suggests that a Maksutovtype corrector plate, whose surfaces are
nearly concentric with the mirrors, may
have substantial advantages.
Galaxy Image Synthesizer
A new instrument has been built by
Baum for measuring the diameters of
distant galaxies. The apparent diameters
of galaxies belonging to a cluster provide
an estimate of the distance of the cluster.
The more distant the cluster, the smaller
and fainter the member galaxies appear
to be. The purpose of using the apparent
diameter as a distance criterion is to provide another test for distinguishing between various cosmological models. In
previous work, Baum has utilized the
apparent magnitudes of distant galaxies
to derive a redshift-magnitude relation.
Diameter data obtained with the new
instrument will, it is hoped, yield a redshift-diameter relation. Owing to several
uncertainties, including the influence of
evolutionary changes on magnitudes, it
will be important to observe both relationships and to take account of both
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when choosing between different world
models.
This new instrument for measuring the
diameters of galaxies is a galaxy image
synthesizer. It is a photographic device
that permits two plates to be exposed
simultaneously at the prime focus of the
200-inch telescope. One plate, with a cluster of galaxies focused upon it, is held stationary inthe focal plane of the telescope.
The other, with a neighboring star field
incident upon it, is oscillated in and out
through a range of extrafocal positions.
Each star image is thereby spread into a
fuzzy disk whose intensity profile imitates
that of a real E0 galaxy. A motor-driven
cam provides the required nonsinusoidal
plate motion. Since the real galaxies and
the synthetic ones are photographed
simultaneously, errors due to night-sky
radiation, seeing, diffraction, and scattering all cancel out. For each cluster of
galaxies, a sequence of plate pairs is exposed with graduated amplitudes of oscillation of the moving plate. The relative
diameters of the real galaxies will be
judged by direct comparison with synthetic galaxies of similar magnitude, and
a characteristic value will be assigned to
each cluster.
An important reason for attempting
the synthetic-image method is that
galaxies have no distinct boundaries;
their outskirts taper off gradually and fade
into the surrounding sky radiation. Consequently no unambiguous diameter can
be recognized, except the one that characterizes the tenuous intensity profile as
a whole. The matching of synthetic
images with real ones circumvents this
problem as well as avoiding the image
disturbances already mentioned. The first
experimental exposures were obtained by
Baum with the galaxy image synthesizer
at Palomar in May, but several years
may be needed to collect a definitive
amount of observational material.
Diffraction Gratings
Owing to lack of technical personnel,
operation of the ruling engines for the
production of diffraction gratings has
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been suspended indefinitely. This laboratory has been in continuous operation
since construction of the large "A" ruling
engine was begun in 1912. The second, or
"B," engine was constructed in the years
following 1930, and a simple system for
interferometric control was successfully
SOUTHERN
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added to it in 1962. Of the many gratings
produced in this laboratory, some twenty-five are now in use at the Mount
Wilson and Palomar Observatories, and
more than twenty-five others have been
supplied to various other observatories
throughout the world.

HEMISPHERE

As was mentioned in the introduction,
the Carnegie Institution has undertaken
to investigate astronomical observing
conditions at selected sites in the southern
hemisphere, with special attention to
quantitative measurement of the seeing.
It is hoped to compare some of the best
prospective observatory sites south of the
equator with established observatories
such as Mount Wilson and Palomar.
Seeing Monitors
Three of the portable seeing monitors
(ASM's) referred to in Year Book 62 were
completed in the summer of 1963, and a
fourth in June 1964. The electronic units
for these instruments were constructed
by Blakee, and the completed systems
were tested at Mount Wilson and at
Palomar Mountain by K. Anderson and
B. Smith. Satisfactory agreement was
obtained between the instrumental records and estimates of the seeing made by
observers at the 100- and 200-inch telescopes. Two of the ASM's were taken to
Chile in November 1963. Another was
operated at intervals during the winter at
Palomar by Mr. Charles Capen and Mr.
James Young of the Table Mountain
Station of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory ;
later it was taken to Australia and
New Zealand. Regular observations were
begun with the fourth instrument at
Palomar in June 1964 by McCarroll.
Chile
The interest of the University of Chile
in advancing the science of astronomy in
that country, and the interest of the
Carnegie Institution in site testing, led
to the adoption of a cooperative agree-
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ment that was signed by Rector Juan
Gomez Millas and President Haskins on
August 6, 1963. The cordial cooperation
rendered by the University has been of
the utmost importance in facilitating site
investigations in Chile by the Institution.
Analysis of the astronomical, meteorological, and logistical requirements shows
that the favored region for site investigation in Chile lies within a distance of 100
miles of the coastal city of La Serena and
the nearby port of Coquimbo. It is within
this area that the Associated Universities
for Research in Astronomy (AURA) have
recently purchased a tract of 180 square
miles of mountain territory known as El
Tot oral. This property includes some
three or four mountain summits having
elevations between 7000 and 9000 feet
above sea level, which are probably
among the most promising prospective
observatory sites in South America. One
of these peaks, Cerro Tololo, is being
developed by AURA as a site for an observatory which will have a 60-inch
reflecting telescope.
In November 1963, Babcock and
Hanson, with the assistance and cooperation of Dr. J. Stock and other officials
and personnel of the Cerro Tololo InterAmerican Observatory, visited and inspected various peaks within El Totoral,
including Morado, Cinchado, and Pachon,
as well as La Peineta, some 200 miles to
the north. A station for the operation of
one of the ASM's was established first on
Tololo, at the invitation of AURA, and
observations of the seeing were begun on
December 1, 1963.
Dr. Edward A. Ackerman, Executive
Officer of the Carnegie Institution, to-
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gether with Babcock, visited Chile in
February 1964 for a further inspection of
mountain sites, with special attention to
problems affecting Pachon. Dr. John B.
Irwin, in June 1964, was placed in charge
of the site investigation work in Chile.
When problems of logistics have been
overcome, one of the ASM's will be
operated on Morado, at an altitude of
7000 feet. It is hoped to establish a camp
for operation of another ASM near the
summit of Pachon, at 8900 feet, where
records of wind, temperature, and humidity are now being obtained. Temporarily, one ASM is being operated near
the summit of Tololo.
Other Southern Countries
In March and April, Babcock made a
trip to Australia and to New Zealand to
discuss sitej testing with astronomers in
those countries and to make a preliminary
survey of possible sites. Through the
cordial cooperation of Dr. Bart J. Bok,
Director of the Mount Stromlo Observatory of the Australian National University, it was possible to visit not only
Mount Stromlo but also the new Siding
Spring observatory station near Coonabarabran, some 300 miles north of Mount
Stromlo. Babcock also made a trip to the
northern Flinders Range, about 300 miles
north of the city of Adelaide, to visit
Mount Serle.
Babcock spent some time on the South
GUEST
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Island of New Zealand, at the Mount
John University Observatory, through
the cooperation of the astronomer in
charge, Mr. Frank M. Bateson; he also
made an inspection trip to Black Birch,
a site-testing station near the north end
of the South Island, and he viewed a
considerable portion of the country from
the air.
An ASM was operated for several
nights at Mount Stromlo and at Mount
John.
A great deal of valuable material relating to earlier site surveys and to astronomical and meteorological conditions
was supplied by the directors and personnel of all the observatories visited.
Officials of the European Southern Observatory have also supplied valuable
data relating to site-testing operations
carried out by that organization in Africa,
and Dr. C. Jaschek has supplied results
of site testing in Argentina by the Observatorio Astronomico, La Plata. As a
result of inspection and testing so far
carried out, and of the study of the data
provided by other organizations, it was
concluded that the most promising sites
for further testing in Chile are the
mountains known as Pachon and Morado,
and that further site-testing work should
be done in Australia with special reference to the Flinders Range and with
attention to Mount Singleton and the
Stirling Range in the southwestern part
of that country.

INVESTIGATORS

During the report year the following
programs have been carried out by guest
investigators from other institutions.
George O. Abell of the Department
of Astronomy, University of California,
Los Angeles, has been continuing his investigation ofrich clusters of galaxies.
Since most of the photographic observations were obtained in previous years,
much of the time during the past year
was spent on photographic reductions and

on the setting up of photoelectric sequences in the cluster fields to calibrate
the photographic photometry of cluster
galaxies.
As part of his study of the structures
of rich clusters, Abell has been collaborating with Professors Neyman and Scott at
the Statistical Laboratory of the University of California, Berkeley, to investigate
the extent to which subclustering can be
present within clusters. An important
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ramification of appreciable subclustering
would be its effect on the interpretation
of cluster masses obtained with the virial
theorem. Although the work is still in
process, preliminary results do not suggest that subclustering can substantially
influence the masses of several clusters
derived from the virial theorem.
The Agena stage of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory Ranger 6 lunar probe was photographed approximately one day after
launch with the 48-inch schmidt telescope
on January 31. The positions of the Agena
as measured from 3 plates are being used
for post-flight analysis by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Dr. Lawrence H. Aller of the University of California at Los Angeles and Dr.
S. J. Czyzak of the Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base have secured photographic
spectrophotometric observations of a
number of planetary nebulae with the
100-inch coude and the B spectrograph
attached at the Newtonian focus of the
60-inch telescope. Emphasis was placed

transition probabilities for forbidden lines
of [At IV] and [S II] which fall in this
region have been completed, and work is
in progress on the target areas.
Dr. V. Bumba of the Astronomical
Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy
of Sciences, Observatory Ondrejov, came
to the Observatories in January 1964
as a guest investigator supported by a
UNESCO fellowship. His research was
concentrated on the magnetic and velocity fields in the solar atmosphere and
was carried out mainly in collaboration
with Howard. It is described in more
detail in the section on solar research.
Dr. Philip C. Keenan of the Perkins
Observatory obtained coude spectrograms at Palomar on 5 nights and at
Mount Wilson on 3 nights in the summers
of 1963-1964 on two groups of red variable stars. For two out of the three SRb
variables known to have high radial velocities (although none had been published for CZ Delphini), Palomar spectrograms gave these results:

Star

Type

Stellar Vr

KN Aqu
CZDel

M5.5e
M5e

-149.3 ± 0.7
-162.0 ± 0.5

on the photographic region of the spectrum, although a number of attempts
were made to observe some of the brighter
nebulae in the visual region. Data for the
photographic regions of NGC 6210 and
II 3568 are essentially complete. Observations on NGC 3242 have been completed,
and the results are now being prepared
for publication. Some observations of IC
2003, IC 2165, IC 4634, and IC 4997 and
of NGC 2440, NGC 4361, NGC 6543,
NGC 6828, and NGC 6886 have been
obtained, but additional data are needed
before reliable relative intensities can be
obtained for the photographic region of
the spectrum. Theoretical calculations of

-138

Vr (D2)
Interstellar
-15.2
- 8.8

-150.5

CZ Del has the highest velocity known
for any of these semiregular variables.
The interstellar sodium linesVr'have intensities consistent with the spectroscopic
estimates of luminosity corresponding to
the normal giant branch. B aimer emission
was discovered in CZ Del on these plates ;
emission appears to be a common characteristic ofsemiregular variables of high
velocity, although no emission lines have
ever been observed in the third SRb
variable V Ursae Minoris. The survey of
spectra of Mira variables near maximum
light (in collaboration with Deutsch) was
extended to seven more stars. In RV
Aquilae, S Lacertae, RT Cygni, and W
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Lyrae, D lines were found; they are being
measured for total absorption and radial
velocity.
Dr. Ivan R. King of the University of
Illinois spent July 1963 tracing direct
photographs of elliptical galaxies made
the previous year at the Cassegrain focus
of the 60-inch reflector. These will be
used to determine density distributions
with the highest possible resolution as a
basis for dynamical studies.
During the interval August 12-19,
1963, Dr. K. K. Kwee of the Leiden
Observatory used the 48-inch schmidt in
taking photovisual plates for determining
magnitudes of a number of RR Lyrae
stars in a field of 6° by 6° centered around
a = 19h05m and 5 = — 18°55/. In a previous
investigation (Leiden Annals, 22, 1, 1962),
photographic magnitudes of these stars
were determined. For the intended aim,
19 plates have been taken of this field.
The exposure times were only 3 minutes,
ample to reach a limiting magnitude of 16.
By taking the plates with at least 1-hour
intervals in time and on consecutive
nights, it is hoped that all the plates will
cover many different phases for each of
the RR Lyr stars in the field. A sequence
of comparison stars situated near the
center of the field was previously measured photoelectrically in two colors at
the Lowell Observatory. Four additional
plates were taken with the purpose of
investigating field corrections on the
schmidt plates.
Dr. Kwee also made a search for ultrashort-period pulsating variables in five
fields near the galactic plane in Andromeda and Perseus. Ten exposures of each
field have been made on one plate with a
total time interval of 2 hours. During
September and October 1963 the 20inch reflector at Palomar was used in a
program of U, B, V photometry of about
30 short-period eclipsing binaries (periods
from 3 to 6 days) . The observations were
made with reference to 17 standard stars
from Johnson's lists. For most of the
variables about 20 measurements were
obtained, distributed evenly over all the
phases.
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Dr. Robert H. Koch of Amherst College,
Massachusetts, has partially completed
light curves of U Ophiuchi with the photoelectric scanner at the Cassegrain focus of
the 60-inch telescope. Seven 50-A-wide
segments of the radiation curve of U
Oph have been observed. Six of them
were chosen deliberately to avoid or include absorption lines longward of the
Balmer discontinuity. The seventh region
is located below the discontinuity. As U
Oph has been fairly extensively observed
with wide-band filters, small variations
from the elements of the commonly
accepted model may be expressed by fine
structure in the light curves obtained
with the scanner.
Dr. W. J. Luyten of the University of
Minnesota continued his proper-motion
program, taking second-epoch plates with
the 48-inch schmidt telescope. During
five nights in November 1963, some forty
14 by 14 inch plates were exposed, mainly
in the regions of the Hyades and Praesepe
clusters. A few plates were taken to continue the experimental determination of
parallax with this telescope.
Dr. T. A. Matthews of the California
Institute of Technology has continued
the work of identifying extragalactic radio
sources and studying the associated
optical objects. As of the end of 1963, 82
radio sources had been securely identified
with extragalactic objects. It is suspected
that this number will be substantially
increased shortly from a study in progress
of an additional 80 sources in the region
from a = 21h to 13h, 8 > -30°.
Among the sources already identified,
there are seven new objects (MOO-20,
3C43, 3C55, M03-1P, 3C109, 3C202,
3C446) in addition to those previously
known, or found by Sandage, which may
be quasi-stellar sources or objects resembling them on the 48-inch plates.
In an investigation of the optical and
radio properties of some 42 well observed
and well defined radio sources, Matthews
found that the strong radio sources are
identified with optical objects that are,
for the most part, remarkably similar.
They are spheroidal galaxies with lumi-
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nous elliptical-like nuclear regions and
extensive envelopes of varying visibility.
(They are called D galaxies on Morgan's
system of classification.) This type of
galaxy is often found as the brightest and
largest member of a cluster of galaxies,
and about 10 per cent of such galaxies
seem to produce radio sources. Not all
radio galaxies, however, are in clusters
of galaxies. Other optical objects identified with radio sources which are related
to the D galaxies are "dumbbells" and
"N galaxies." A dumbbell is comprised of
two equally bright nuclear regions in a
common extensive envelope. The N
galaxies resemble the brilliant nuclear
region of a D galaxy without its extensive
envelope. All the weak radio sources,
emitting less than ^1Q40 ergs/sec, are
spiral or irregular galaxies, thus being
sharply differentiated from the spheroidal
D galaxies and quasi-stellar objects that
produce the strong radio sources.
Dr. Walter E. Mitchell, Jr., of the
Perkins Observatory, with the assistance
of Mr. Fred Breimyer, continued his
summer investigations of the solar spectrum with the Snow telescope and Michigan spectrograph on Mount Wilson.
Observations at the center of the sun's
disk were made in the region XX3200-3650,
using the spectrograph in the double-pass
mode, for the purpose of completing a
table of weak new features in the ultraviolet. With the aid of a mosaic of 16
back-surfaced 6-inch flat mirrors, spectra
were recorded in integrated sunlight in
the range XX6300-6500, and spectra of
the H and K lines as well. These records
are comparable in quality with those
made with the telescope in the conventional way. On highly compressed
records of this kind, the diffuse, shallow
features at XX6263, 6341, and 6318 were
recognized as arising from the Ca I atom
in autoionization. A curve of growth for
the water vapor features near 1 micron
was derived from sec z observations of the
sun in that region. Surface humidity data
were recorded during the period of the
observations with a view to establishing
the correlation between surface humidity

and the precipitable water vapor that
may be spectroscopically estimated to
lie in the entire air path. Experimentation
continued with the ratio recording of a
signal and monitor beam from the
spectrograph. On one occasion compensation was successful to the extent that
variations of 5 to 10 in sky transparency
could be nullified. In a program being
conducted with Howard on the rms
magnetic field of the sun, the profiles of
18 lines of moderate strength and different
magnetic splitting were recorded at the
center of the solar disk.
Dr. B. C. Murray, Dr. R. L. Wildey,
and Mr. J. A. Westphal of the Division of
Geological Sciences of the California
Institute of Technology have continued
their collaboration in the use of the 200inch telescope for photometry at 10
microns. Brightness temperature maps of
Venus have now been produced with full
phase coverage; they appear to be inconsistent with limb darkening superimposed on a simple latitude-dependent
morphology. Mr. Westphal has continued
the synoptic infrared observations of
Venus throughout the spring. Jupiter has
been reobserved with superior technique
that provides doubled angular resolution
and improvement in the signal-to-noise
ratio by a factor of 4. Significant correlation of band structure and thermal emission is shown by the new observations,
and it is found that the Great Red Spot
has a much lower brightness temperature
than its surroundings. The eclipse of Jm
by Jupiter was successfully observed. The
extremely rapid cooling and reheating
implies that the outer layer, to a depth
of at least a millimeter, has insulating
properties at least as effective as those of
the outer layer of the moon.
Dr. Wildey, using the 200-inch telescope, has extended the photometry
of stars at 10 microns to include 30 additional stars.
Dr. Wildey and Mr. H. A. Pohn have
concluded a program of detailed photoelectric photometry of the moon. No
phase lag in maximum brightness was
found. Using simultaneously the U, B, V
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photoelectric photometer and a photometric camera attached to the 20-inch
telescope at Palomar, the same investigators began work on a photographic atlas
of the moon with photoelectric calibrations. Wildey used the coude scanner of
the 100-inch telescope to measure differential luminescence on the moon; he
found the amount less than 2 per cent of
the level of the continuous spectrum at
X3900. He has also developed a computer
program for finding selenographic coordinates of infrared observations on the
moon's dark side, using standard lunar
reference features on the bright side,
accurate differential measurements of
right ascension and declination, and
ephemeris boundary values. After theoretical investigation of the implications
of the enhancement of thermal emission
from Jupiter's satellite shadows, it is
concluded that explanations in terms of
alteration of physical equilibrium, such as
change of state, seem untenable; a
photochemical process appears to be
demanded.
The program of photoelectric spectrophotometry ofplanetary nebulae has been
continued by Dr. Charles R. O'Dell of
the University of California to include all
bright nebulae, with particular emphasis
on hydrogen and helium series, to determine more accurately the intrinsic variations of low members. Deviations from
existing recombination theory definitely
occur, many of which can be explained as
being due to partial collisional excitation
and self-absorption from the 2S state of
hydrogen; the very flat Balmer decrement for low members, however, remains unexplained. Measures were also
made of NGC 6644 and IC 4846, both
planetary nebulae lying in the direction of
the galactic nucleus and having large
radial velocities (+194 and +151 km/
sec, respectively). The abundance ratio
of helium and hydrogen was found to be
N(Re)/N(R) = 0.14 ± 0.03, a value
very similar to values for field planetary
nebulae of much different kinematic
properties. Because prior photoelectric
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studies of the helium line intensities in
the Orion nebula are in poor agreement, a
central region of M 42 was measured to
obtain the line-intensity ratios Ha/H/3/
H7/H5/X5876/X4471. After comparison
with other studies and correction for
interstellar reddening, an abundance
ratio of N(He)/N(R) = 0.14 ± 0.02 was
derived — a larger value than has been
given before in the literature on this
problem.
Dr. Bernard Pagel of the Royal Greenwich Observatory, working with the 100inch telescope, secured 18 coude plates of
7 Virginis A and B, HD 71377, x Herculis,
45 Bootis, and 5 Serpentis A in the blue,
yellow, and red regions, and 6 sky plates.
These are being traced at Herstmonceux
with a view to abundance determinations
in connection with the following problems: effect of rotation on analysis, homogeneity of stellar groups, abundance
anomalies in mild subdwarfs hotter than
the sun, and calibration of abundance
estimates based on six-color photometry.
Pagel also obtained microphotometer
tracings of ten 200-inch coude plates of
Ai Cassiopeiae and HD 25329 supplied by
Greenstein; they will be used for detailed
abundance studies of these two subdwarfs.
Dr. Daniel M. Popper of the University
of California at Los Angeles has progressed with spectrographic observations
of eclipsing binaries at Mount Wilson.
This program is aimed at more precise
knowledge of the masses of stars of
different types. It was found that MY
Cygni is a new metallic-lined eclipsing
binary with double lines, so that an additional mass determination should be
possible for this class.
Six of the so-called Trumpler stars were
observed with the Mount Wilson telescopes by Dr. Jorge Sahade of the
Observatorio Astronomico, La Plata,
Argentina, with the aim of explaining the
redshift that had been interpreted as
indicative of large masses. A few plates of
the Be star HD 20336 and of HD 698 and
17 Leporis were also secured.
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Photoelectric U, B, V magnitudes in
the range V= 10m to l?^ for stars in the
Small Sagittarius Cloud, in NGC 6871
and 6883, and in M 37 have been obtained
by Tammann, working as a guest investigator with the 60- and 100-inch. These
stars will be used as standards for the
Basel Observatory program of a threecolor photometric investigation on 48inch plates of star fields in different
galactic latitudes and longitudes as well
as of some galactic clusters. The 20-inch
was used in combination with the RCA
7265 phototube to get the first photoelectric magnitudes in W. Becker's R, G,
U system. This system is photographically defined, and the best approximation
for photoelectric work was obtained with
the filters Schott RG1, GG5+BG7, and
UG2, respectively. A fourth color with
the filters GR1+UG2 was measured only
to correct for the red leak of the ultraviolet filter.
With the nebular spectrograph at the
60-inch, Tammann obtained some spectra
of four bright cluster members of NGC
7790 as well as of some comparison stars.
These spectra will be used to determine
the radial velocity of the cluster, and with
this to obtain an additional membership
criterion for the double cepheid CE
Cassiopeiae, the cepheid CF Cass, and
the eclipsing binary QX Cass.
Radiometric and photometric mapping
of the moon through a lunation was
carried out with the 60-inch telescope by
Dr. Richard W. Shorthill and Dr. John
M. Saari of the Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories. For this work a
focal-plane scanner was mounted at the
Newtonian focus. With a separation between scan lines equal to the diameter of
the scanning aperture (8"), a scan of the
full moon requiring a raster of 240 lines
could be made in less than 30 minutes.
(Auxiliary photographs were obtained
with the 60-foot solar tower and an 8-inch
telescope mounted on the 60-inch.) The
illuminated lunar disk was simultaneously
mapped with an infrared detector (10 to
12 y. band pass) and a photomultiplier

(4450 A peak response). The purpose of
the program was to produce isothermal
and isophotic contours that could be related to visible surface features. In six
periods of observing between July and
December 1963, mapping of the moon at
35 different phases was completed.
Measurements could not be made during
the December 30 lunar eclipse because of
a haze.
As part of a program to determine the
reddening and distance to certain CH
stars, Dr. George Wallerstein of the
University of California used the X
spectrograph on the 60-inch to obtain
classification spectrograms of selected A
and B stars.
Dr. Ray Weymann of the Steward
Observatory, University of Arizona, using
the 100-inch telescope, obtained spectrograms at 4.5 A/mm showing emission
components of the H and K lines in G, K,
and M stars of all luminosity classes.
Observations of the infrared triplet of
Ca II at 6 A/mm failed to reveal any sign
of analogous emission. Plates well suited
for microphotometering the emission
profiles of approximately 40 stars have
now been obtained at the Mount Wilson
and Lick Observatories. These data are
now being reduced, and the relevant
parameters describing the profiles will be
published shortly.
A study is being made by Drs. G. O.
Abell, G. E. Kocher, and A. G. Wilson of
the Rand Corporation to determine the
limiting magnitude of the schmidt telescopes when photographing moving objects under sky brightness conditions
varying from dark to full moon. It is
desired to find the optimum emulsion and
filter combination for use in moonlight,
as well as the limiting magnitude as a
function of the rate of angular motion of
the object.
A. G. Wilson and G. E. Kocher are continuing investigations of comparative
galaxy diameters using, among other
techniques, iterative reproductions on
high-contrast emulsions. Transfer plates
between selected galaxies and clusters of
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galaxies are being taken to secure comparable images. The principal purpose of
the program is to investigate possible size
discretization relations and to test the
Edelen \/n(n-\-l) discretization hypothesis for elliptical galaxies.
Dr. R. v. d. R. Woolley of the Royal
Greenwich Observatory took a number of
direct photographs of NGC 6522 besides
continuing determinations of radial velocity with the coude spectrograph. The
direct photographs were repeat plates of
exposures made by the late Walter
Baade. The purpose of taking the repeat
STAFF
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1963. For several years Dr. Leighton's
chief research interests have been in the
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plates was twofold: to attempt to determine the proper motion of the cluster,
and to attempt to find at least some information about the velocity dispersion
of the field stars at the center of the
Galaxy. Two pairs of plates, one of each
epoch, have been measured at Herstmonceux, and the results have been closely
studied. The time interval is a little short
for the purpose, and the object is inconveniently far to the south, but it is
hoped to arrive at some tentative conclusions shortly.

ORGANIZATION

The retirement of Dr. Ira S. Bowen
after 18 years as Director, to become
Distinguished Service Staff Member, was
noted in the introduction. Horace W.
Babcock was appointed to succeed him as
Director, effective July 1, 1964.
Other changes in the organization that
have occurred during the year include the
following:
Dr. Robert B. Leighton, a member of
the Observatory Committee and Professor of Physics at the California Institute
of Technology, was appointed to the
staff of the Observatories as of July 1,
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field of solar physics, and he is also
concerned with many problems of astronomical instrumentation.
Dr. Edwin W. Dennison, whose special
interests lie in electronic instrumentation,
came from the Sacramento Peak Observatory to accept an appointment as Staff
Member, effective September 1, 1963.
Dr. John B. Irwin took up his appointment as Staff Associate on June 6, 1964,
with responsibility for site-testing operations in Chile.
Mrs. Mary F. Coffeen retired after five
years as Librarian and many years as a
research assistant. She first came to the
Observatory as a computer in 1922.
Staff Members Engaged
Studies
Harold D. Babcock
Alfred H. Joy

in Post-Retirement

Senior Research Fellows
Leonard T. Searle1
Arne A. Wyller2
Carnegie Research Fellows
Leonard V. Kuhi
Hugo van Woerden
John B. Whiteoak
Research Fellows
Claude Arpigny3
1 Resigned July 31, 1963.
2 Resigned June 30, 1964.
3 Resigned March 31, 1964.
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Bodo Baschek4
Jacques Berger5
Eugene Capriotti4
Peter S. Conti
Ivan J. Danziger
Rolf P. Fenkart
John E. Gaustad
Robert Kovar
Antoni Stawikowski
Henrietta H. Swope
Robert L. Wildey
Senior Research Assistant
Dorothy D. Locanthi
Research Assistants
Christine Arpigny6
Jeanne Berger7
Frank J. Brueckel
Sylvia Burd
Rowena Danziger
Mary F. Coffeen, Librarian8
Thomas A. Cragg
Emil Herzog
Gertrud Herzog
Maria Karpowicz
Basil Katem
Margaret Katz
Charles T. Kowal
A. Louise Lowen
George P. Mylonas
Joyce E. Sheeley9
Gustav A. Tammann
Merwyn G. Utter
Mary B. Whiteoak10
Student Observers
Subhash Chandra
Theodore N. Divine
James E. Gunn
Tom Kennedy Greenfield
Manuel E. Mendez
Robert H. Norton
Alan M. Title
Laurence M. Trafton
Neil R. Sheeley
Photographer
William C. Miller
Librarian
Ester Bru Baum
4 Resigned September 30, 1963.
5 Resigned October 1, 1963.
6 Resigned March 20, 1964.
7 Resigned October 11, 1963.
8 Retired June 30, 1964.
9 Resigned June 12, 1964.
10 Resigned February 17, 1964.
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Instrument Design and Construction
Lawrence E. Blake6, Senior Electronic
Technician
Eileen I. Challacombe, Draftsman
Floyd E. Day, Optician
Kenneth E. DeHuff, Machinist
Robert D. Georgen, Machinist
Melvin W. Johnson, Optician
Rudolf E. Ribbens, Designer and Superintendent ofInstrument Shop
Stuart L. Roberts, Instrument Maker11
Bruce Rule, Project Engineer
Marlin N. Schuetz, Electronic Technician
John Shirley, Electronic Engineer
Benny W. Smith, Electronic Technician
Maintenance and Operation
Mount Wilson Observatory Offices
Paul F. Barnhart, Chauffeur
Wilma J. Berkebile, Secretary
Hugh T. Couch, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
Helen S. Czaplicki, Typist Editor
Fannie G. Gabrielsen, Stewardess
Eugene L. Hancock, Night Assistant
Mark D. Henderson, Gardener
Anne McConnell, Administrative Assistant
Leah M. Mutschler, Stenographer and
Telephone Operator
Bula H. Nation, Head Stewardess
Alfred H. Olmstead, Night Assistant
Arnold T. Ratzlaff, Night Assistant12
Glen Sanger, Custodian
Henry P. Schaefer, Night Assistant
John E. Shirey, Laborer
William D. St. John, Custodian and Relief
Engineer
Benjamin B. Traxler, Superintendent
Palomar Observatory and Robinson Laboratory
Fred Anderson, Machinist
Jan A. Bruinsma, Custodian
Maria J. Bruinsma, Stewardess
Eleanor G. Ellison, Secretary and Librarian
Leslie S. Grant, Relief Night Assistant and
tor han
VicMec
A.ic1
Het3t, Night Assistant
Byron Hill, Superintendent
Helen D. Hollo way, Secretary
Charles E. Kearns, Night Assistant

11 Resigned May 30, 1964.
12 Retired (disability) October 1, 1963.
13 Resigned May 1, 1964.
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Harley C. Marshall, Office Manager14
D wight M. Miller, Mechanic15
Robert D. Quinn, Maintenance Mechanic
Gary M. Tuton, Night Assistant
Hendrika E. van Buuren, Stewardess
John E. van Buuren, Custodian
William C. Van Hook, Electrician and
Assistant Superintendent
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Betty A. Wallace, Secretary
Gus Weber, Assistant Mechanic
Site-Testing Operations
Chile
James N. Hanson, Staff Associate3
John B. Irwin, Staff Associate
Peter Konrad, Assistant Observer
Manfred Wagner, Observer
Temporary Research Assistants
Kurt Anderson
David McCarroll

14 Resigned September 29, 1963.
16 Resigned July 18, 1963.
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INTRODUCTION
saturation in the residual liquids of a
crystallizing saturated magma.
Work involving pure components was
supplemented by Tilley, Yoder, and
Schairer in studies on melting relations of
Hawaiian basalts and in experiments on
analyzed natural pyroxenes. Some of the
minerals characteristic of the alkali

Earth scientists have long appreciated
the central role of basalts in the formation
of the crust. As geophysical data accumulated it became evident that lavas
originate deep in the earth (below 60 km)
and reflect processes occurring there.
Occasionally eruptions are accompanied
by peridotite, eclogite, and other nodules
evidently brought quickly to the surface
from great depths. Thus, in addition to
having intrinsic importance in forming
part of the crust itself, basaltic magmas
provide a window to the interior of the
earth.
In spite of the importance of these
rocks, all-out study of them was delayed
until recently. Fine grain size and
mineralogical complexity pose formidable
problems in the separation and identification of phases.
The presence of ten or more components, including iron with its variable
valence, complicates the selection and
control of experimental systems to represent the generation and crystallization of
natural basaltic magmas.
This year a major fraction of the effort
of the Laboratory was devoted to basalt
problems. From an accumulation of
experimental and analytical data, answers to the major questions are emerging. As a result of work by Schairer and
Yoder, the basalts can now be delineated
into significant compositional groups and
their fractionation can be described in
terms of a simple flow sheet.
The flow sheet points up one of the
most perplexing problems of petrology.
The major magma types which appear to
be closely related in their field relations
are clearly separated by thermal barriers
at 1 atmosphere of pressure. Various
schemes have been proposed to bridge
these barriers, and some new ideas with
considerable potential are presented this
year. One idea explored by Bailey involves the formation of an iron-albite
molecule, thereby bringing about under-

basalts including acmite, melilite, wollastonite, and monticellite were studied by
Kushiro and Yoder over a considerable
pressure range. The inverse behavior of
akermanite and soda melilite, key minerals of the melilite group, with pressure
is of particular interest because the
relationship emphasizes the depth control
of the heteromorphism of a specific rock
bulk composition.
A growing amount of geophysical and
petrological evidence indicates that the
dominant rock type in the upper mantle
is an aluminous peridotite. Most of the
experimental work carried out at high
pressures this year has been directed at
increasing our understanding of the
mineral equilibria in such peridotites and
of their melting relations. These experiments show Ringwood, MacGregor, and
Boyd that a peridotite whose composition
approaches a mixture of one part basalt
and three parts dunite can crystallize in
three facies. These facies, stable under
different PT conditions, are garnet peridotite, spinel peridotite, and a peridotite
in which the A1203 is entirely in solution
in the pyroxene. Probable geothermal
gradients for oceanic regions and continental shield areas indicate that the
spinel peridotite facies should be present
beneath the oceans to a depth of about
60 km but that it should be absent or very
thin beneath the shields. This speculative
picture is in harmony with the natural
distribution of spinel and garnet peridotites that have been erupted from the
mantle into the crust. Increasing pressure
causes A1203 in solution in pyroxene to be
exsolved
as garnet. Determination
of
59
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pyroxene-garnet phase relations has provided a quantitative explanation of a
seismic discontinuity in the upper mantle.
These phase relations also explain the low
A1203 contents of enstatites from ultramafic inclusions in kimberlite. Study of
melting relations in the system diopsideforsterite-pyrope (B. Davis) indicates
that the low-melting fraction in this
complex "synthetic peridotite" system is
poor in forsterite and approaches the
composition of basalt. These observations
are in accord with results obtained by
O'Hara (Year Book 62), who employed
mixtures of analyzed natural minerals.
Of considerable importance to our
knowledge of the pyroxenes and basalts
was the synthesis of the pure ferrous iron
pyroxene ferrosilite (FeSi03) by Lindsley,
MacGregor, and B. Davis. This mineral
is not stable at high temperatures under
1 atmosphere of pressure, and is not
found in nature, though solid solutions of
(FeMg)Si03 are very common. Ferrosilite
can be readily prepared from fayalite plus
quartz at temperatures of 1000° to 1300°C
and 20 to 40 kilobars pressure. Optical
and crystallographic data for this pure
end member will serve as an aid to obtaining determinative curves. Study of the
stability and melting relations of jadeite
(Bell) provides further dramatic evidence
of the changes produced by high lithostatic pressure in silicate systems. Since
jadeite has been shown to melt at much
lower temperatures than diopside it is
evident that sodium will be concentrated
in the liquid relative to calcium during
the melting of rocks in the upper mantle.
The discovery that the calcite-aragonite
reaction becomes nonquenchable at temperatures above a few hundred degrees
probably explains why aragonite is not
found in high-grade metamorphic rocks.
In last year's report it was shown that
basalts of the circumoceanic and oceanicisland environments could be effectively
distinguished from one another by means
of Ti02 content but that in other respects
they were so similar that unweighted
combinations of oxides other than Ti02
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would be of little value for this purpose.
The normative parameters often relied
upon for intergroup comparisons of this
type are not unweighted combinations,
however, and so the earlier work did not
exclude the possibility of effective classification by more conventional means.
Chayes now shows that many, and suggests that all, of the normative parameters now in use are essentially weighted
linear combinations of oxides. Their
taxonomic strength may thus be tested by
discriminant function calculations based
on the relevant oxides. On the basis of
rather extensive calculations of this sort
Chayes and Metais conclude that no
weighted line or combination of oxides
that does not include titania is as effective
as titania alone. The implication is clear;
consistent and effective discrimination
between basalts of the two environments
is possible, but not on the basis of conventional petrochemical calculations.
The two-group discriminant function
having proved effective in the basalt
study, Chayes and Metais have also been
experimenting with more complicated
multigroup discriminant analysis, using a
large collection of lamprophyre analyses
as raw material. In the basalt study the
two classes are defined geographically,
and the problem is to determine what if
any relation exists between chemical
composition and geography. In the
lamprophyre work the groups are based
on mineralogy, and it is known from
inspection that there is much overlap in
composition. It nevertheless seems possible that discriminants based on a few
key oxides will prove effective.
In other petrological studies Zies and
Chayes have continued their work on
peralkaline silicic lavas and associated
rocks, and Metais has detected what
appears to be a rather extreme example of
heteromorphism between two varieties of
lamprophyre.
Gast and Tilton took advantage of an
opportunity provided by natural isotope
tracers to investigate the homogeneity of
rocks derived
from
the mantle.
In
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principle, tracer methods may serve to
elucidate the processes by which rocks
themselves originate. The isotopic composition of lead and strontium in surface
rocks is highly variable, depending on the
rock type and its age. If, on the other
hand, lead in rocks of deep-seated origin,
such as basalt, could be shown to have
narrowly defined isotopic compositions,
these could serve as tracers to distinguish
rocks having deep origin from those
containing large admixtures of surficial
materials. Volcanic rocks from oceanic
areas are especially suited to the early
phases of such an investigation, since the
possibility of contamination by the radiogenic lead and strontium commonly
associated with a continental crust is
avoided or minimized. In the past year an
investigation of the isotopic composition
of lead in volcanic rocks at Gough and
Ascension Islands on the mid-Atlantic
ridge was started. The lead in basaltic
rocks is not uniform in isotopic composition, being much more radiogenic at
Ascension than at Gough. Moreover, the
lead from basalt is less radiogenic than
that from trachyte at each island even
though both rock types are thought to
originate in the outer mantle of the earth.
The data at hand show clearly that it is
not possible to assign a unique isotopic
composition to "mantle lead," but rather
that this information must be established
for any particular area where work is to
be done. The basalt and trachyte comparisons indicate the need for caution in
assuming that rocks are contaminated by
crustal materials when their lead does not
have the same isotopic composition as
lead from basalt. Data for the isotopic
composition of strontium, obtained in
parallel with lead, indicate that similar
arguments apply to strontium.
In addition to the basalt-related studies
(only part of which have been mentioned)
the staff carried out a large number of
investigations.
The isotope group has participated in
several other activities. One investigation
(Tilton and Doe) dealing with the iso-
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topic composition of lead in feldspars and
galenas of various ages suggests a value
for the age of the earth (at least 4.7 X 109
years) different from the currently accepted one of 4.55 X 109 years. The
effects of contact metamorphism on
mineral ages have been studied by
G. Davis, Tilton, and Hart in order to
gain better understanding of the response
of various systems to thermal disturbance. Detailed information has been
obtained by examination of rocks from
near Eldora, Colorado, where a Tertiary
stock intrudes Precambrian metasediments.
Another project (Steiger) has involved
the use of potassium-argon ages from
hornblende to help decipher the complex
metamorphic history in the Central Swiss
Alps. The geochronological results agree
with petrofabric observations and establish the sequence and approximate times
of phases of the Alpine orogeny.
Modern scintillation and proportional
counting techniques, and high-speed digital computers, are now the crystalstructure analyst's most powerful tools.
At the Geophysical Laboratory they are
capable of providing Burnham with X-ray
diffraction data far superior to those of
less than a decade ago, and afford him a
manipulative power capable of examining
atomic arrangements in the most complex
crystals.
Studies on synthetic mullite completed
this year show it to be a complex defect
structure with two oxygen sites and two
cation sites only partially occupied.
Analysis of the apparent atomic thermal
vibrations has revealed an oxygen distribution that varies from unit cell and has
demonstrated that errors in atomic
distributions in an assumed structure
model are easily masked by unrealistic
thermal parameters. A three-dimensional
analysis of the structures of coexisting
muscovite and paragonite by Burnham
and Radoslovich has demonstrated that
the difference in the Na/K ratio in the
interlayer positions of these micas causes
only minor readjustments of the surface
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oxygen layers and leaves the dioctahedral
layers essentially unchanged. This study
also provides a structural explanation for
the observation that solid solution of
paragonite in muscovite is far more
extensive than that of muscovite in
paragonite. Further progress is reported
by J. D. H. Donnay and G. Donnay in
the study of the relation between crystal
structure and crystal morphology: some
space groups that cannot be differentiated
by X-ray diffraction can be distinguished
by the relative frequencies of the crystal
forms.
A wide liquid immiscibility field has
been found (Kullerud) to transect the
entire copper- iron-sulfur system at elevated temperatures. The new results are
now being integrated with all previous
data into a detailed description of the
complete system from liquidus temperatures down to 100°C. Continued studies
of the Fe-Pb-S system (Brett and Kullerud) at elevated temperatures showed
that the interruption in the tie lines between galena and pyrite at 717° ± 3°C
is due to the appearance of a liquid field
which cuts the FeS2-PbS join at this
temperature. This liquid field increases
rapidly with increasing temperature and
cuts the PbS-FeS tie lines at 848° ± 3°C.
Pentlandite of composition Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss
breaks down at 610°C in the presence of
vapor. Investigation of this breakdown
(Bell, England, and Kullerud) under high
confining pressure with a new differential
thermal analysis method showed that the
temperature of decomposition decreases
with increasing pressure and is as low as
525°C at 36 kb. These results indicate
that pentlandite cannot crystallize directly from a magma, and they shed entirely
new light on the occurrence of this
mineral in ores and meteorites.
The investigations of mineral assemblages from selected ore deposits have
continued (Kullerud and Moh). About
130 sphalerite-pyrrhotite and 40 pyrrhotite-pyrite assemblages were studied from
various levels of the Calloway Mine,
Ducktown, Tennessee. The temperatures
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of formation of ore assemblages indicated
by these methods show systematic variations depending not only on depth in the
mine and position on each mining level
but also on the associated rock types.
Kullerud and Yoder have continued
their interesting work on sulfide-silicate
systems. At temperatures of 650°C and
above sulfur reacts relatively rapidly with
silicates containing iron. Products formed
depend on the proportions of reactants,
but in a typical reaction olivine was
converted into pyrite plus magnetite plus
enstatite. Studies of the action of sulfur
on iron-bearing hydrous minerals, conducted at lower temperatures (500° and
600°C), yielded some unexpected products— oxyhornblende and oxymica, phases
that have been observed in ore deposit
aureoles.
Layer silicates (micas, chlorites, clays)
play a most important part in the reactions of diagenesis and low-grade metamorphism. The wide compositional variations possible in these mineral groups
render them difficult to study experimentally. Fawcett and Velde have determined the upper stabilities of the
important end members Mg chlorite and
muscovite. Velde has determined pressure
and temperature stabilities of solid solutions with muscovite which approximate
natural illites and phengites, and Fawcett is examining possible reactions in
the assemblage muscovite-chlorite-quartz.
Their data are beginning to show the
importance of layer-silicate solid solution
relationships in reactions producing biotit e and garnet.
A major problem in phase equilibria
studies of systems of four or more components has been the presentation of data
in useful graphical form. Presnall has
shown that it is possible, by means of
phase diagrams, to deduce liquid crystallization paths in a five-component system
containing FeO and Fe203. This method
of presentation should be of importance
in the study of systems approximating
some mafic and ultramafic rocks.
Several new developments arose from
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biogeochemical research. Hoering and
Abelson found saturated fatty acids in the
billion-year-old Nonesuch shale at White
Pine, Michigan. They also obtained
saturated hydrocarbons from a Precambrian petroleum at this locality and
extracted a similar suite of hydrocarbons
from rocks of the Stripy Marker member.
Hoering investigated the hydrogenation
of kerogen by phosphorus plus anhydrous
hydrogen iodide. By this means he was
able to obtain abundant quantities of
hydrocarbons from Precambrian rocks
previously considered barren.
Hare and Abelson have examined the
proteins associated with molluskan shells.
Next to the arthropods the mollusks are
represented by more species than any
other phylum, yet except for a few
advanced forms all have a shell consisting
principally of calcium carbonate in the
form of calcite, aragonite, or a combination of the two. The small mineral crystals
are bonded by layers of protein. With
this combination of materials the mollusks, including gastropods (e.g., snails),
pelecypods (e.g., clams), and cephalopods
(e.g., pearly nautili), are able to produce
tens of thousands of different sizes and
shapes. It seemed possible that the protein bonding material might play a key
role and that an investigation of their
amino acid content might yield significant
information.
Since the shape of the shell is genetically controlled, we can guess that the
protein bonding material also might be
under genetic control. The amino acid
content of about one hundred different
shells has been studied, and the proteins
of related species have been found to have
similar composition. Large differences
have been noted in species not closely
related. Analysis of amino acids in
molluskan shells provides a new tool for
phylogenetic investigations.
One of the principal scientific arguments advanced for exploration of the
moon is the expectation that much will be

learned about the origin and history of
the solar system. Study of meteorites
promises to provide information at least
equally relevant and in some ways more
comprehensive.
Samples of extraterrestrial origin, which
frequently fall on earth, provide samples
from vast volumes of space, but study of
these objects has been sporadic. At the
moment there is increased activity,
especially in study of the effects of cosmic
rays on the meteorites and in chemical
investigations. In the past there have
been some mineralogical studies, particularly on the iron and stony-iron meteorites. There has been little systematic
investigation of the opaque minerals in
stony meteorites. Recent advances in
techniques, especially in preparation of
polished sections, have made these opaque
minerals accessible to expert optical
examination by Ramdohr. With the new
preparations it was possible for him to
study fine textures and to identify
minerals present in only trace amounts.
As a result numerous minerals known
from the earth have been observed for the
first time in meteorites. In addition,
during the past three years about twenty
entirely new minerals have been discovered. They include bizarre sulfides and
arsenides, for example (Mg,Mn,Fe)S.
Since 1960-1961 a total of 340 polished
sections of 240 different falls and finds
have been investigated and described. All
these observations have now been compiled into a manuscript which together
with nearly 300 photomicrographs is
scheduled for publication by the Smithsonian Institution. All polished sections
from which the photographs and descriptions were made have been placed in
custody of the Smithsonian Institution,
where they will be available to qualified
investigators.
Discussion of some of Ramdohr's
observations as well as detailed description of other work of the Laboratory
follows.
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EXPERIMENTAL
An Evaluation of the New

Progress

Only a few of the plethora of ideas that
evolve from experiment and study come
to fruition within the annual report year,
yet those recorded here represent the
culmination of many years of intensive
effort on several mainstream problems of
petrology. The basalts, long considered
the key to the evolution of most igneous
rocks, can now be delineated into significant composition groups, and their fractionation can be described in terms of a
simple flow sheet. Never before has it been
possible to outline on the basis of experimental results the overall plan that
controls the fractionation of the major
magma types. The construction of this
plan resulted from the determination of
the phase equilibria of a vast array of
compositions specific to alkali basalts.
The vital observation drawn was that the
many important rock types appear to
express the univariant and invariant conditions ofnature, and are not just random
accumulations of minerals. Some of the
minerals characteristic of the alkali
basalts and their derivatives required
detailed study. Among them are acmite,
melilite, wollastonite, and monticellite,
for which new data, involving a considerable pressure range, are presented. The
inverse behavior of akermanite and soda
melilite, key minerals of the melilite
group, with pressure is of particular
interest, because the relationship emphasizes the depth control on the heteromorphism of a specific rock bulk composition.
The flow sheet points up one of the
most perplexing problems of petrology.
The major magma types, which appear to
be closely related in their field relations,
are clearly separated by thermal barriers
at 1 atm. Various schemes have been
proposed to bridge these barriers, and
some new ideas with considerable potential are presented this year. One idea
involves the formation of an iron-albite
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molecule, thereby bringing about undersaturation in the residual liquids of a
crystallizing saturated magma. A very
powerful concept involves the separation
of a pyroxene from the magma at the
initial stages of crystallization. The
pyroxene must, of course, be the normal
pyroxene crystallizing at the depth envisaged and must be effective over a
temperature range in which that pyroxene
normally crystallizes as the dominant
phase. The nature of the pyroxene that
can be extracted and give rise to a critically undersaturated residual liquid from
an undersaturated magma has been
outlined.
The concept involving the extraction of
a specific pyroxene becomes most important in the light of the confirmation that
basalt in transforming to eclogite with
increasing pressures passes through a
pyroxene-rich stage. Experiments on the
pertinent mineral joins clearly illustrate
that the various basalts transform to
eclogites at considerably different conditions via unique reactions involving
primarily pyroxenes.
The pyroxenes stable at great depths
are quite different from those in the rocks
formed at or near the surface of the earth.
The efforts of the past years in unraveling
pyroxene complexities at 1 atm are still
under way. Because of their immense
importance as a mineral group the details
of their interrelationship are being examined at significant temperature levels.
The initial efforts at high pressure for one
of the important pyroxene joins are also
presented and should be related to the
work on jadeite outlined in a following
section of the report.
The two most important minerals in
the initial stages of metamorphism are
chlorite and muscovite. Identification of
their precursors and the nature of the
reactions that eventually lead to their
consumption lies at the heart of the problems of metamorphic rock formation. The
sluggish behavior of the materials makes
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progress slow; yet the results will form
the foundation for the new concepts in
progressive metamorphism.
Crystal and Liquid Trends in
Simplified Alkali Basalts
J. F. Schairer and H. S. Yoder, Jr.

Some years ago Yoder and Tilley
(unpublished work in 1958) constructed a
simple iron-free tetrahedron based on the
principal normative minerals of various
basalts. An extensive experimental program was initiated to provide funda-
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mental information on the faces of this
tetrahedron and two of the principal
internal planes (Fo-Di-Ab and Ab-Di-En) .
This tetrahedron appeared first in Year
Book 59 (p. 67, fig. 15) and was generalized to include members commonly in
solid solution (p. 68, fig. 16), and data
were given there on two of the faces of
the tetrahedron and one internal plane.
The origin of basalt magmas was discussed by Yoder and Tilley in a major
publication (Yoder and Tilley, 1962) with
the aid of this basalt tetrahedron.

Mo I per cent
Fig. 1. Expanded basalt tetrahedron nepheline (Ne)-forsterite (Fo)-silica (Si02)-larnite (La).
Dotted planes enstatite (En)-albite (Ab)-diopside (Di) and albite-diopside-wollastonite (Wo) are
planes of silica saturation. The planes Di-Wo-Ne and Di-Fo-Ne separate albite from akermanite
(Ak). Mo, monticellite ; Mer, merwinite; Ra, rankinite; Sm, soda melilite; Qz, quartz.
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When experimental data had been
obtained on the faces and principal limiting internal planes it became obvious that
this tetrahedron had to be expanded to
follow the courses of crystallization in
alkali basalts. The expanded tetrahedron,
Ne-Fo-Si02-Ca2Si04 (La), is given here as
figure 1. The previous simplified basalt
tetrahedron becomes a smaller tetrahedron within this expanded tetrahedron.
Even the expanded tetrahedron is not
adequate to account for all solid solutions
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(e.g., anorthite molecule in plagioclase).
During the past year a major experimental attack has been made on a substantial portion of this expanded tetrahedron. We present here some of the
experimental results.
Figure 2 gives the phase-equilibrium
data for the join Ne-Ak-Di. Two piercing
points, 01 + Mel + Diss + L (1213° ±
5°C) and Ness + Mel + 01 + L (1178°
± 5°C) appear in this join.
Figure 3 gives the phase-equilibrium
AKERMANITE
Ca2MgSi207

1454 + 2'

I360.5±l°
1361.5°
1376°
1362.5°

40

1526
NEPHELINE
CARNEGIEITE
Na Al Si04

139043°

'0
l413

BMIII3±5°
Weight
per

DE
MgSISi206
CaDIOP

cent
39I.5°

Fig. 2. Phase-equilibrium data for the join Ne-Ak-Di. The lower-case letters indicate the _Jtemperature ofappearance of a phase with decreasing temperature for a specific bulk composition. The
first number is the liquidus temperature, and the phase is indicated by the field in which it lies,
m, melilite; d, diopside; f, olivine; n, nepheline; eg, carnegieite; and BM, beginning of melting. Addition of the letter o indicates that the phase has been consumed and is no longer present. All
phases are solid solutions.
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1454+2

AKERMANITE
Ca2MgSi207

60
I400±2°
1408°
1402°
1215

M208
I70±5°
,236.
nl223'
ego 1222'
ml208'
8M Il70i5'

1218'

BMII70i5->7
ml2l3'

1526+2
NEPHELINE
I
CARNEGIEITE
Na AlSiO.

60
^SODA
MELILITE
Na CaAISi207

Weight

per cent
1258°

TONITE
DOWOLLAS TE
PSEU
5°
ASTO
90^1
LL
0,
Si NI
Ca
WO46
J544 + 2°

Fig. 3. Phase-equilibria data for the join Ne-Ak-Wo. Abbreviations as in figure 2, as well as w,
wollastonite; p, pseudowollastonite. Soda melilite composition is Ne = 55.02 and Wo = 44.98 in
weight per cent. See figure 20 for details of akermanite-soda melilite join.

data for the join Ne-Ak-CaSi03. The
melilite join akermanite (Ca2MgSi207)soda melilite (NaCaAlSi207) appears in
this join, and there is one piercing point,
Ness + Mel + Pwo + L (1171° ± 3°C).
Cf. figure 20.
Figure 4 gives the phase-equilibrium
data for the join Ab-CaSi03-Ak. Three
piercing points appear in this join:
Mel + DiS3 + Wo + L (1268° ± 3°C),
Mel + Wo + Pwo + L (1320° ± 5°C),
and Plag + Wo + Diss + L (1095° ±
10°C).
Figure 5 gives the phase-equilibrium
data for the join Ab-Ak-Di. No piercing
points lie in this plane.
Figure 6 gives the phase-equilibrium

data for the join Ne-Ak-Ab. Two piercing
points, NeS3 + Mel + Dis3 + L (1100°
=fc 5°C) and Plag + Ness + DiS3 + L
(1083° d= 5°C), lie in this join, and attention is called to the proximity in composition of these two points, each of which
must lie close in composition to a quaternary invariant point which must also lie
a short distance within the volume
Ne-Ab-Ak-CaSi03. The location of these
points within this volume will be discussed in more detail later in this report.
Figure 7 is a preliminary phaseequilibrium diagram for the join Ne-WoDi, showing the rough positions of the
several piercing points. Additional data
to delineate the precise compositions and
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Ca Si 0,
15442:2

PSEUDOWOLLASTONITE
WOLLASTONITE

ALBITE
Na Al SLO.
3

AKERMANITE
Ca Mg Si, 0,
8

d 1101°

-pi 1 127'
BM995+I0

BM990ilO°

1454+2°
138'

Weight

per

cent

Fig. 4. Phase-equilibria data for the join Ab-Wo-Ak.
well as pi, plagioclase.

temperatures of the several piercing
points are now being obtained.
Attention is called to the following
previously recorded data: (1) Ne-Fo-Si02
(Schairer and Yoder, Year Book 60, p.
142, fig. 35); (2) Fo-Di-Si02 (Kushiro and
Schairer, Year Book 62, p. 100, fig. 25);
(3) Ne-Fo-Di (Schairer and Yoder, Year
Book 59, p. 70, fig. 18); (4) Ne-Di-Si02
(Schairer and Yoder, 1960) ; (5) Fo-Ab-Di
(Schairer and Morimoto, Year Book 57,
p. 213, fig. 24); (6) Ab-En-Di (Schairer
and Morimoto, Year Book 58, p. 115, fig.
16); (7) CaSi03-Ak-Di, CaSi03-Di-Si02,
Ak-Fo-Di (Ferguson and Merwin, 1919);
(8) Ne-Ak-CaSi03 (Foster, 1942).
These previously recorded data and the

Abbreviations as in figures 2 and 3, as

new data on six joins presented here in
figures 2 through 7 permit the construction of a flow sheet (Schairer, 1942, 1954)
showing the relations between the quaternary invariant points in the geologically
important portion of the expanded basalt
tetrahedron. This flow sheet is given here
as figure 8. All the solid phases except
pure Si02 itself and possibly the hightemperature form of CaSi03, pseudowollastonite, are complex solid solutions.
Considerably more experimental data are
needed to adequately define the precise
composition of these solid solutions, all of
which are rock-forming minerals. Because
of these complex solid solutions many
compositions
crystallize completely
to
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only three solid phases instead of proceeding to a quaternary invariant point
with four solid phases.
The temperature maxima in AF and
GE (fig. 8) separate the quaternary
invariant points A, B, and G in the
siliceous portion of the expanded basalt
tetrahedron (fig. 1) from the quaternary
invariant points F, C, D, and E which lie
in the nepheline-rich portion of this
tetrahedron. The temperature maximum
in BG separates the quaternary invariant
point G from the quaternary invariant
points A and B. The quaternary invariant
point B with plagioclase, clinopyroxene,
orthopyroxene, and tridymite is the
principal goal in geologically important
compositions in the siliceous portion of

the expanded basalt tetrahedron.
The quaternary invariant point E with
sodic plagioclase, clinopyroxene, nepheline, and wollastonite solid solution is the
principal goal in silica-poor (nepheline
normative) portions of the expanded
basalt tetrahedron, but many melts may
crystallize completely before they reach
this goal. Each of the quaternary invariant points represents an important rock
type achieved by crystallizing melts
especially when fractional crystallization
is operative. A temperature maximum in
FC (fig. 8) provides two paths toward the
quaternary invariant point E, one from
F to E and the other from C through D
to E.
On the basis of the observations at 1
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atm described above, some general applications to natural rock systems may be
made. Of course, the laboratory observations are restricted to a portion of the
Na20-CaO-MgO-Al203-Si02 system, and
it is known that additional A1203 as well
as K20, FeO, Fe203, Ti02, and a host of
rare elements play their roles in the
evolution of the alkaline rocks. In spite of
compositional limitations, key problems
in alkaline rock genesis may be delineated
more distinctly.
The magma type recognized by most
field workers as the parent of the alkali
succession is alkali basalt magma (Yoder
and Tilley, 1962, p. 346). It is composed
predominantly of clinopyroxene, plagioclase, and olivine when crystalline, and

1813°

Abbreviations as in figures 2, 3, and 4.

may contain small amounts of occult
nepheline or hypersthene. l Assuming that
such a parental magma can be generated
on or near Di-Fo-Ab, for example by the
schemes outlined by Yoder and Tilley
(1962) or Tilley, Yoder, and Schairer
(this report), the first derivative rock
according to the flow sheet (fig. 8) is most
likely to be a nepheline basanite as
represented by invariant point F. The
rock names relating to the mineral assem1 As the result of the careful work of Kushiro
and Schairer (Year Book 62, pp. 95 ff.) the
equilibrium thermal divide now lies on a plane
slightly inclined to Di-Fo-Ab involving a complex solid solution of Di in which En as well as
Ca-Tschermak's molecule and Fo may be
Ab.
important,
monticellite in Fo, and anorthite in
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Preliminary phase-equilibria data for the join Ne-Wo-Di.

blages are presented in a similar flow
sheet (fig. 9), corresponding to the
univariant lines and invariant points in
figure 8. Basanites are among the more
important alkaline rocks. As a result of
reaction, olivine is consumed2 and a
magma giving rise to nepheline tephrites
is probably produced. Such a rock type
would represent liquids between the
points F and E on the flow sheet (fig. 8).
With further fractionation some liquids
may reach eutectic point E (fig. 8), and
rocks having that rare assemblage of
2 The existence of an olivine reaction relationship in alkali rocks was first pointed out by
Schairer and Yoder (1960) and as yet is not
widely recognized.

Abbreviations as in figures 2,

minerals would be called wollastonitenepheline tephrite. More likely the wollastonite component would be represented
by perovskite or sphene in natural rocks.
As is noted in the flow sheet (fig. 8) the
eutectic point E is also reached by a
completely independent, but less important, course of fractionation. Such a
course of fractionation is recorded by a
rare group of rocks. The parental liquid
of the second course of fractionation may
be represented either by an olivine
nephelinite which lies on or near the
Di-Fo-Ne plane or by an olivine melilitite, the so-called melilite basalt, which
lies on or near the Di-Fo-Ak plane. These
liquids descend to point C, where the
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Fig. 8. Flow sheet of liquids in a major portion of the expanded basalt tetrahedron Ne-Fo-Si02-La
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discussion.

assemblage 01 + Mel + Ness + Diss, an
olivine-melilite nephelinite, is the representative rock type. Another olivine
reaction takes place with liquid, and
when it is consumed the liquids, if
crystallized, would be represented by
melilite nephelinites. Such liquids when
joined by wollastonite at point D (fig. 8),
although exceptionally rare, are called
wollastonite-melilite nephelinites if crystallized. As has already been mentioned
the wollastonite may be taken up by
perovskite or sphene. More likely the
wollastonite might combine with some

nepheline to form the soda-melilite molecule, CaNaAlSi207 (cf. soda-melilite section, this report). At this point in the
fractionation sequence an important reaction takes place, the reaction of melilite
with liquid.3 On consumption of melilite,
the liquid, which may carry the phases
wollastonite, nepheline, and clinopyroxene, is free to move toward point E
3 Unfortunately, there is no petrographic evidence to support this reaction relationship in
natural rocks, and, in general, the field observations do not give a clear picture of the relation
of melilite-bearing to plagioclase-bearing rocks.
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Nephelinite

Nephelinite
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Tephrite
Wollastonite

Wollastonite -melilite
Nephelinites

Nephelinites

Fig. 9. Rock nomenclature diagram corresponding to flow sheet in figure 8. For the most part,
names apply to extrusive rock types. Invariant point G may be represented in nature by some
metamorphic rocks.

(fig. 8). Rocks having that assemblage,
called wollastonite nephelinites, are very
rare. The significant observation is that
such a liquid on reaching E would precipitate a sodic plagioclase. That is, a
liquid that initially gave rise to a melilite
could through reaction and fractionation
yield a plagioclase.
The clear distinction between the two
courses of fractionation of the alkali
parental magmas represented in the
limited system portrayed here is that one
liquid gives rise to plagioclase and the
other to melilite over most of its course.
It is evident in the natural igneous rocks
as well as in the laboratory experiments
that akermanitic melilite and plagioclase
are incompatible.4 The incompatibility
4 Rankin and Wright (1915) demonstrated that
gehlenite and anorthite are stable together and
they are indeed found in some contact aureoles.
The melilites of the igneous rocks lie mainly on
the akermanite-soda melilite join (see fig. 18).
It would be of interest to establish the limits of
solid solution for association of melilite with
plagioclase from both the chemical analysis of
natural melilites in equilibrium with plagioclase
and the synthesis of various combinations of
Ak-Geh-Sm and Ab-An.

arises on or near the plane Ne-Fo-Di, all
members of which are solid solutions,
separating akermanite and albite. Because of this relationship the olivine
nephelinites are of critical interest in
determining whether or not the melilite
succession and the plagioclase succession
have a common parentage at depth
(higher pressures). Spinel may play a role
in this connection. The plane Ne-Wo-Di
(fig. 7) also separates akermanite and
albite; however, it has been demonstrated
that derivative liquids may penetrate this
plane through the reaction relation of
melilite with liquid. The phase-equilibria
data at 1 atm indicate that these two
successions must arise independently, at
least in the lavas.
The alkali successions when combined
with the successions of the olivine
tholeiites and quartz tholeiites (expressed
by invariant points A and B, fig. 8)
illustrate a vast array of common and
important rock types. The thesis is
advanced here that the major rock types
lie on or near the critical univariant
curves and the principal invariant points
of the natural multicomponent system.
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Documentation of this concept will, of
course, require a large amount of modal
and chemical data on natural rocks.
However, it may be assumed that the
physicochemical behavior of the olivine
tholeiites outlined by Tilley, Yoder, and
Schairer (this report) is an example of the
essential univariant nature of most
derivative magmas.
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The Peralkaline Residua System:
Na20-Al203-Fe203-Si02
D. K. Bailey and J. F. Schairer

During the past year the study of the
system Na20-Al203-Fe203-Si02 at atmospheric pressure was brought to completion, and the crystallization flow diagram,
summarizing the invariant and univariant

(AIjjOj -Fe203 - SiO;, )

Fig. 10. Planar diagram showing the univariant and invariant equilibria involving liquid in
Na20-Al203-Fe203-Si02. Univariant lines, with three solid phases plus liquid, link the ternary
invariant points of the bounding ternary systems (triangles) and the quaternary invariant points
(octagons). Arrows indicate falling temperature. Only the phase relations may be read from this
diagram; the geometric arrangement is arbitrary: the relative positions of the piercing points
(numbered) and the joins (thin broken lines) are shown for convenience. Solid phases: ab, albite;
ac, acmite; eg, carnegieite; cor, corundum; cris, cristobalite; ds, sodium disilicate; hem, hematite;
mul, mullite; ne, nepheline; ns, sodium metasilicate; qu, quartz ; trid, tridymite; 5-1-8, 5Na20-Fe2038Si02.
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equilibria, is shown in figure 10. The full
description of this study is now ready
(Bailey and Schairer, 19646), and the
chief features of interest will be briefly
outlined here. This system may be
regarded as the peralkaline extension of
Petrogeny's Residua system (Bowen,
1937; Schairer, 1950). It provides data on
liquids akin to natural peralkaline nepheline syenites and granites (A and B,
respectively, in fig. 10), and it also offers
new insight into the nature and relationships ofthe rock that has a key role in the
major continental alkaline complexes —
namely, ijolite. In addition, a process has
been found in this system whereby the
transition from oversaturated to undersaturated liquids could be accomplished,
by substitution of iron for alumina in the
feldspar.
Ijolite and Nephelinite as Residual Liquids
One of the most interesting problems of
the alkaline rocks is the origin of the
nepheline-pyroxene rocks so characteristic of the major continental alkaline
complexes. In last year's report (Year
Book 62, fig. 48) we indicated that the
liquid at the quaternary reaction point
acmite + hematite + nepheline + albite
+ liquid (E in fig. 10) was close to the
nepheline-acmite join and hence analogous to ijolite. There is clear evidence
that the ijolite in many alkaline complexes was mobile and intrusive, and in
many nephelinite lavas acmite and nepheline were the main phases crystallizing
during the closing stages of solidification.
Thus the experimental results, and the
rocks themselves, leave no doubt of the
existence of ijolitic liquid, and the
nephelinite petrography suggests that
this is a residual liquid, in agreement with
the finding of an invariant liquid of ijolite
type in the synthetic system. Because of
this residual nature, ijolitic liquids might
be expected to be derived from a range
of bulk compositions in the same way that
granitic and nepheline syenitic liquids
represent the residua of other composition
ranges. It is of particular interest that all

three types of residua are found in the
Na20-Al203-Fe203-Si02 system, making
it the peralkaline residua system, wherein
may be seen the interrelationships of
ijolite (nephelinite), peralkaline nepheline
syenite (phonolite), and peralkaline granite (pantellerite, comendite).
Attention was drawn in the last report
to the close proximity, both in temperature and in composition, of the "ijolite
point" and the ternary eutectic nepheline
+ acmite + hematite + liquid, designated E and (15), respectively, in figure
10. This proximity means that liquids
near E, by minor fluctuations in conditions, could be set on a trend of iron
enrichment and increasing basicity toward
eutectic F, i.e. a "melteigite" trend. This
possibility and others derivable from the
quaternary relations are summarized in
the schematic diagram, figure 11.
The chief purpose of figure 11 is to
indicate the liquid paths leading from the
"ijolite point," and it is clearly inadequate for showing all the courses by which
ijolite itself might be derived. A consideration of the genesis of ijolite will
appear with the systematic treatment
of Na20-Al203-Fe203-Si02 (Bailey and
Schairer, 19646), a summary of which
must suffice here. Ijolite is a common,
almost invariable, associate of carbonatite
(W. C. Smith, 1956) and in some complexes appears to be formed by melting
of metasomatized country rocks (von
Eckermann, 1948). Such observations
have led to the growth of the concept that
all ijolite is rheomorphic fenite. It was to
be hoped that the granite controversy
would have cautioned against such an
extreme view. The analogy with granite
may be more apposite than it seems at
first glance, because if ijolite is a residual
liquid it will form by partial melting from
a range of bulk compositions, and being
rich in volatiles it will presumably tend
to transform wall rocks to like compositions, in a similar manner to the process
of contact granitization. Generation of
ijolite by partial melting of nepheline- and
acmite-bearing fenite could be predicted
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From Ab-Ac-Hem Plane
(possible derivation from
iron-rich syenite)

To Quaternary
Eutectic F
(melteigite trend)

From Ab-Ne-Hem Plane
(possible derivation from
mariupolite)

To Quaternary Eutectic
A
(malignite — *- nepheline
syenite trend)

Fig. 11. Possible petrologic significance of the quaternary point E- -the "ijolite" point — with the
four univariant curves that stem from it.

from the existence of an "ijolite" invariant point in Na20-Al203-Fe203-Si02, but
it is precisely because this composition is
a residuum that other sources of ijolite
must also be expected. The nephelinites,
for instance, are commonly associated
with the strongly undersaturated melilite
basalts, and therefore ijolite would appear
to be the natural liquid residuum of this
family of rocks. Moreover, such a derivation is consistent with its appearance in
the carbonatite association, because this
is linked, through alnoite, to kimberlite,
which appears to be the deep-seated
equivalent of melilite basalt. Typical
kimberlites, too, show transitional characteristics toward carbonatite (Daly, 1925;
Dawson, 1962).
It is possible from these relationships
to construct a coherent picture of the
igneous activity involving undersaturated
alkaline rocks, based on the concept of
ijolite and nepheline syenite being silicate
residua, with carbonatite as a volatilerich fugitive fraction from the mantle. A
schematic presentation of these relationships isshown in figure 12.
The localities used as examples in figure
12 were chosen from Africa, where there

is a distinct correlation of this type of
activity with the rift pattern (Bailey,
1964a). The rifts are located along the
axes of long crustal upwarps, and it is
suggested (Bailey, 1964a) that generation
of magmas of residual type and the
collection of the fugitive constituents in
the underlying mantle result from relief
of lithostatic load below the rift arches.
This concept provides a structural framework for the relationships shown in
figure 12, emphasizing the residual nature
of the ijolites, syenites, and carbonatites,
and indicating a possible reason why this
type of igneous activity should characterize the stable continental areas of the
earth's crust.
Transitions from Over saturated
to Undersaturated Compositions
In Year Book 62 we indicated that
fractionation of early-formed hematite
from a limited range of undersaturated
compositions would yield oversaturated
residual liquids. This extends the original observation of this possibility in
the system Na2Si03-Fe203-Si02 (Bowen,
Schairer, and Willems, 1930) and supports the suggestion of Tilley (1958) that
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Northern Rhodesia

Basutoland

Eastern Uganda

Western Rift

MB-* I+IC)

Eastern Rift

I+C+(P)

Surface

CRUST
Fractional
melt

\

MANTLE
Casel

Case IB

Case 3

Case 4

Fig. 12. The common surface relationships between carbonatite (C), ijolite (I), nepheline syenite
(phonolite, P) are shown in simplified form and are interpreted in terms of C, I, and P as residua;
C is the volatile-rich, low-temperature residuum from the mantle; I is the low-melting fraction
from highly undersaturated rocks such as melilite basalt (MB); and P is the low-melting fraction
from alkali basalt. The cluster of arrows at the base of each column represents collection of fugitive
constituents from the underlying and surrounding mantle. Case IB represents transport of kimberlite (K) from the mantle with no melting under crustal conditions. All the examples are African to
give a unified picture, but they could be matched elsewhere.

the incongruent melting of acmite could
effect the transition from undersaturated
to oversaturated liquids.
The reverse transition, from oversaturated to undersaturated liquids, has
always been problematical, both experimentally and from the standpoint of
available natural examples, and it is
indeed difficult to envisage if the initial
liquid were strongly oversaturated. A
possible mechanism applicable to a
slightly oversaturated parent has, however, become evident from the present
study; it is treated more fully in the
systematic discussion of Na20-Al203Fe203-Si02 (Bailey and Schairer, 19646),
but as it concerns a fundamental issue in
petrology it can be outlined here. As was
indicated last year, the albite crystallizing
in this system is a solid solution, largely
of the "iron albite" molecule (NaFe3+Si308) in albite. This structure requires
more silica than would be available from
saturated liquids containing potential
acmite + albite, and it follows that early
separation of iron-bearing albite from

slightly oversaturated liquids could produce residual liquids that would cease
crystallization only at the undersaturated
eutectic A, albite + acmite + nepheline
+ sodium disilicate + liquid. In natural
liquids of quartz syenite composition such
a process could be still more effective,
because in potassic feldspars iron can
substitute for alumina more readily, as is
demonstrated both by the natural potash
feldspars (Deer, Howie, and Zussman,
1963) and by the fact that the pure iron
analogues of orthoclase (Faust, 1936),
microcline, and sanidine (Wones and
Appleman, 1963) can be synthesized,
whereas the stable assemblage for pure
"iron albite" is acmite + quartz. The
possibility of a quartz syenite liquid
yielding nepheline syenite by this process
merits attention because it involves
crystallization of the dominant mineral
component in the parent, and therefore
only minor amounts of iron substitution
during the main phase of crystallization
would be sufficient to yield a nepheline
syenite residual.
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Peralkaline Liquids and the Norm
The two eutectics A and B, figure 10,
correspond to simplified peralkaline nepheline syenite (phonolite) and peralkaline
granite (pantellerite) and are noteworthy
not only for their low temperatures but
also for the liquid compositions. Both are
rich in sodium silicate and in consequence
are well removed from Petrogeny's Residua system, KAlSi04-NaAlSi04-Si02, as
we indicated in Year Book 61 (p. 96).
Because of this any projection of peralkaline liquids, either natural or experimental, into Petrogeny's Residua system
for purposes other than simple classification may be misleading. The situation
becomes much worse when the normative
calculation forms the basis of such a
projection — a procedure that has been
used in several recent discussions and
whose usefulness has been advocated by
some authors (Carmichael and MacKenzie, 1963, pp. 384-385; Wyllie, 1963,
p. 65). There are several serious deficiencies in a norm projection for peralkaline
compositions, which we have had cause
to note elsewhere in calling attention to
an unexpected relationship between peralkaline liquids and their feldspar phenocrysts (Bailey and Schairer, 1964a). We
find that in the available analyses of
alkali feldspar phenocrysts and parent
peralkaline rocks the K20/Na20 ratio is
higher in the feldspar phenocrysts even
when the parent material is strongly
sodic. Separation of such feldspar is a
fractionation of potash, and we have
referred to this process as the "orthoclase
effect" in analogy with the "plagioclase
effect" (Bowen, 1945), which is a powerful means of fractionating alumina and
generating peralkaline liquids. The orthoclase effect is masked by the norm
projection of peralkaline liquids into
Petrogeny's Residua system; in fact, this
projection appears to show the converse.
Because of this Chayes and Metais have
suggested, on page 193 of this report, an
alternative to the standard normative
calculation to cope with the alkali balance
in peralkaline rocks. Although it will be
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hard to obviate all the difficulties inherent
in any arbitrary representation of a rock
composition, one thing is plain: if an
oxide, e.g., Na20, is partitioned in the
calculation, and part of it is subsequently
ignored in a projection, any deductions
about differentiation or petrogenesis involving the oxide must be suspect.
Sodium Silicates
Determinations of the eutectic temperatures A and B (fig. 10) required X-ray
detection of the first appearance of sodium
silicate in the appropriate compositions
because this was the last phase to crystallize and was difficult to detect optically.
It may be noted, in passing, that sodium
metasilicate is not compatible with
acmite, albite, or quartz, which is further
good reason for using the CIPW norm
only as a classification device, as was its
original purpose. Sodium disilicate is the
common sodium silicate in compositions
of petrological interest, and this apparently simple compound raises problems of its
own. It forms a large and as yet undetermined number of polymorphs, some of
which were discussed by Kracek, Morey,
and England {Year Book 52). Mixing of
polymorphs, strong degrees of preferred
orientation in some of them, and difficulty ingrinding for X ray complicate the
issue, but we have encountered two
predominant forms in our study. Additional problems stem from the very rapid
and frequently metastable crystallization
of sodium disilicate in some compositions.
For instance, reexamination of compositions near the ternary eutectic acmite +
albite + sodium disilicate + liquid, and
on the join albite-sodium disilicate,
showed the existence of metastable solid
solutions of albite in sodium disilicate.
A possibly more disturbing result of
sodium disilicate's tendency to rapid
metastable crystallization is that it
appears to have concealed the existence
of another sodium silicate between disilicate and quartz. In our study of compositions leading to eutectic B, quartz +
albite + acmite + sodium disilicate +
liquid, we find that the usual forms of
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sodium disilicate are not present in
compositions that have been slowly
crystallized over a long period of time.
Instead, a phase that has been assumed
to be another disilicate polymorph appears. This phase has not been described
before; it has a distinctive X-ray pattern
and was found in the system Na20-MgOSi02 (Schairer, Yoder, and Keene, Year
Book 53), where it was also taken to be a
form of sodium disilicate (Yoder, personal
communication). It was labeled W to
distinguish it from the other new compounds encountered in Na20-MgO-Si02.
In our compositions, however, there
appeared to be discrepancies in the quartz
content when phase W was present, and
we are currently finding similar results in
a reexamination of the join Na20-Si02.
There is no record of a silicate between
disilicate and quartz in the system
Na20-Si02 (Morey and Bowen, 1924;
Kracek, 1930, 1939), but present indications are that IF is a new compound of,
or close to, the composition 3Na20 • 8Si02.
The existence of such a compound makes
little difference to the petrological inferences to be drawn from Na20-Al203Fe203-Si02, for, like sodium disilicate, it
has yet to be recorded from rocks. The importance ofthe sodium silicate-rich eutectics in the system is that they illustrate
the crystallization trends of peralkaline
nepheline syenites and granites. The
discovery of this new compound will
necessitate the inclusion of a very small
liquidus field in each of the ternary
diagrams Na20-Al203-Si02 and Na20Fe203-Si02, with an appropriate volume
in the quaternary system and a quaternary point between A and B (fig. 10),
with albite -f- acmite -f- sodium disilicate
+ W + liquid in equilibrium at the new
point.
Temperature and Vapor Composition
in Carbonatite and Kimberlite
D. K. Bailey
Phlogopite, a characteristic mineral of
many carbonatites, is abundant in kimberlites, many of which also contain
dolomitic carbonates. A knowledge of the

stability of this mineral in a carbonate
assemblage is therefore necessary to the
proper understanding of its formation in
these rocks as well as in the more common
assemblages of metamorphic limestones.
Furthermore, some carbonatites and kimberlites contain potash feldspar, in addition to phlogopite, so that the relative
stability of the two potash minerals in a
carbonatic assemblage should prescribe
the conditions of formation in these rocks.
The reaction
K20-Al203-6Si02 +
Orthoclase

6(Ca0-MgO2C02)+
Dolomite
i=>K20-6MgO-Al203-6Si02-2H20
Phlogopite

2H20
Water
+

6(CaO-C02)
+ 6C02
Calcite Carbon dioxide
was suggested by H. S. Yoder, Jr.
(personal communication) as the simplest
expression of the possible relationships
that might exist among these minerals.
Reactions of this type, decarbonation <=±
dehydration, though they must be common in nature, have not previously been
studied systematically, but a theoretical
discussion of various types of reactions
involving the vapor phase was given by
Greenwood {Year Book 61, pp. 82-85).
The equation for the slope of the equilibrium boundary curve for this kind of
reaction, when vapor composition is
plotted against temperature, at constant
pressure, was derived by Greenwood as:

+ oo >

\dxjp > AS

\xj

where x2 equals the mole fraction of the
second component in the binary fluid
phase. This equation implies the tendency
to a steep slope eventually approaching
zero degrees Kelvin for a pure H20
atmosphere, and, as Greenwood pointed
out, such reactions may be particularly
valuable in defining conditions of formation of natural assemblages.
In the current
investigation,
pure
natural orthoclase (Fianarantsoa, Mada-
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gascar) and dolomite (Oberdorf, Austria),
finely ground and mixed in the proportions 1:6, are sealed with water in
platinum capsules, and heated in coldseal pressure vessels. Control of the vapor
composition has been imposed by weighing in known amounts of water to the
charge. The position of the reaction curve
is then located by finding the temperature
at which complete reaction takes place
for a specific ratio of dry charge to water,
for if reaction is complete the amount of
water consumed and the amount of
carbon dioxide generated can be calculated, giving the resultant vapor composition. This technique cannot, of course,
locate the curve as precisely as should be
possible with an external control of the
atmosphere, but as the curve is not too
steep over most of the range the degree of
inaccuracy will not be large.
The results to date, plotted as temperature against vapor composition, for 1 kb
total pressure, are shown in figure 13, and

Phlogopite

+

Calcite

Orthoclase

+

Dolomite

H20

30

40

50

Mol

per cent

60

70

Fig. 13. Equilibrium diagram for the reaction orthoclase + dolomite + water ?=* phlogopite + calcite + carbon dioxide at 1 kb total
pressure. Broken lines intersecting curve depict
runs in which all four solid phases are present.
Where water was sufficient for complete reaction
the maximum content of C02 that might have
been generated is shown by the solid squares.
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the probable limits of error are indicated.
It will be noted that, in runs in which all
four solid phases persist, only an upper
limit for the mole fraction of C02 can be
fixed, although with experience some
estimate of the extent of reaction can be
made from the relative proportions of the
four phases. At the higher temperatures
reaction is rapid, being complete in a few
hours; at lower temperatures, although
breakdown of dolomite is still rapid, the
formation of phlogopite is sluggish, and
the curve in figure 13 may not be limited
so much by the vapor composition as it
approaches pure H20 as by the lower
temperature limit for the formation of
phlogopite. Variation of the equilibrium
with change of total pressure is also being
examined, and the results will be published in a later report. The temperature
of reaction in a C02-rich atmosphere
rises with increasing pressure and will
presumably be limited by eventual intersections with other breakdown curves for
dolomite. The marked inflection in the
boundary curve in figure 13 was unexpected, and it is therefore a pleasure to
record that an inflection in the curve
describing this type of reaction has been
deduced on theoretical grounds by H. J.
Greenwood (personal communication),
who expects to publish his general discussion inthe near future.
In the dissected carbonatite volcanoes
of the Rufunsa province in Northern
Rhodesia there has been extensive potash
metasomatism with the formation of
orthoclase rock from a variety of country
rocks. Some of the orthoclase incorporated in the intrusions is rimmed by
phlogopite, and the carbonatite volcanics
variously either contain feldspathic fragments or are rich in phlogopite. It is clear
from this that initially orthoclase was
stable, setting an upper temperature
limit of approximately 600°C to this
near-surface activity. Subsequently, with
rising temperature or, more likely, declining partial pressure of C02, phlogopite
became the stable potash silicate in
equilibrium with the carbonates, setting
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a lower limit of temperature around
300°C.
Reaction of early-formed orthoclase to
produce phlogopite is shown schematically infigure 14, from which it is readily
seen that a variety of changes could give
similar results, within the temperature
span of the reaction. In the example cited
a change such as that labeled (3) in figure
14 would appear the most reasonable
because the formation of phlogopite rims
on the orthoclase is plainly a late reaction,
which would coincide with cooling, and
with diminishing C02 content in the
vapor, after precipitation of carbonates
from the late-stage fluids. This temperature range, and the inferences about the
sequence of activity with diminishing C02
pressure, accord with earlier deductions
based on the field relations and petrography (Bailey, 1960, 19646).
A survey of the literature reveals that
potash feldspar rimmed with phlogopite
has been recorded in similar subvolcanic
complexes in Nyasaland, Tanganyika,
and elsewhere, and in other complexes the
assemblage potash feldspar + dolomite
frequently
occurs in late-stage veins,

tion of phlogopite would be above 600°C,
assuming high Pco2, but the presence of
xenoliths of feldspathic granulite, granite,
or arkose, containing unaltered potash
feldspar, implies temperatures below the
range 600°-300°C for the final emplacement of kimberlite breccia. Such temperatures would be consistent with the
conspicuous lack of thermal metamorphism of the wall rocks and xenoliths of
most kimberlites.
The presence of potash feldspars and
phlogopite in carbonatitic assemblages
may therefore be an index of the conditions of formation; in addition to its
application in metamorphic petrology,
this relationship provides useful new
limits for, and hence better understanding
of, the conditions of carbonatite and
kimberlite eruption in the upper levels of
the crust.

-■=*
l
+ cify

Phlogopite
Ca

A

T°C

Orthoclase

/
/
/1

emphasizing the possible applications of
this reaction. In older and deeper complexes such as Nkumbwa Hill, Northern
Rhodesia, and Phalabora in the Transvaal
there are zones of phlogopite rock in the
country rocks adjacent to the carbonatite
stem, in contrast to the orthoclase rock
of higher exposure levels such as Rufunsa.
This is probably a reflection of the expected higher temperature with greater
depth in a complex, whereby a temperature would eventually be reached at
which potash feldspar would be unstable
in the presence of dolomite, regardless of
CO 2 pressure (see path 1 in fig. 14).
Dolomitic carbonates are common in
kimberlite, and this association together
with the ubiquitous phlogopite of this
rock imposes similar limits to those outlined for carbonatites. The initial forma-

+
Dolomite
CO;

H~0

Mol per cent

Fig. 14. Schematic diagram showing possible
paths by which orthoclase could react to yield
phlogopite: (1) with increasing temperature and
constant vapor composition, (2) with diminishing
C02 content in vapor at constant temperature,
and (3) with decreasing C02 and cooling.

Breakdown of Monticellite and
Akermanite at High Pressures
/. Kushiro and H. S. Yoder, Jr.

Stability of monticellite (CaMgSi04)
and akermanite (Ca2MgSi207) has been
examined at high pressures and high
temperatures. In the present experiments,
a composition diopside 20 and monticellite 80 weight per cent was studied over
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a wide pressure and temperature range
(fig. 15). The solid-media, high-pressure
apparatus of the piston-cylinder type
similar to that designed by Boyd and
England (Year Books 57 and 60) was
used for most of the runs, and the gasmedia, high-pressure apparatus designed
by Yoder (1950) was used for the several
runs at pressures lower than 10 kb.
At 1 atm below 1430°C the crystallized
glass of this composition consists of
forsterite and monticellite solid solutions

of forsterite and monticellite solid solutions and liquid, and above 1450°C and
up
to the liquidus
temperature,
1498°C,
it consists
of monticellite
solid solution
and liquid. These experiments were conducted by Schairer.
The assemblage monticellite +
forsteritess + akermanite is stable up to
8 kb at 1350° and 1400°C. At 9 kb and
1400°C monticellite disappears and merwinite (Ca3MgSi208) appears. The breakdown of monticellite, therefore, takes

and pure akermanite. Above 1430°C and
below about 1450°C the mixture consists

place between 8 and 9 kb at 1400°C. The
line A of figure 15 would be close to the

10

15

Pressure , kb
Fig. 15. Pressure-temperature plane for monticellite (CaMgSi04) 80, diopside (CaMgSi206) 20,
weight per cent composition. Ak, akermanite (Ca2MgSi207); Di, diopside; En, enstatite (MgSi03);
FoS8, forsterite solid solution; L, liquid; La, larnite (Ca2Si04); Mer, merwinite (Ca3MgSi208) ;
MoB8, monticellite solid solution; Ra, rankinite (Ca3Si207); Wo, wollastonite (CaSi03). Small squares
indicate the runs made by gas-media high-pressure apparatus. Lower diagrams show the tie lines
of coexisting phases between the joins larnite-forsterite and wollastonite-enstatite for different PT
conditions. Cross indicates the composition studied.
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univariant curve for the breakdown of
monticellite according to the reaction 3
monticellite = merwinite + forsterite.
The volume change in this reaction, from
left to right, is —7.9 cc. The line A may
have a zone, since monticellite in this
system is not pure monticellite but a solid
solution involving a small amount of
forsterite. The tie lines of coexisting
phases between the joins larnite (Ca2Si04) -forsterite (Mg2Si04) and wollastonite (CaSi03)-enstatite_.(MgSi03) on the
lower pressure side of the line A are
shown in the lower left diagram of figure
15. Some of them are based on the data
at 1 atm by Ricker and Osborn (1954).
The assemblage forsteritess + merwinite + akermanite is stable up to the
line B. The forsterite solid solutions show
larger d values than those of pure
forsterite, containing most probably a
small amount of Ca replacing Mg. The
tie lines of coexisting phases in the
pressure-temperature conditions between
the lines A and B are shown in the lower
center diagram. The stability of rankinite
and the tie lines including larnite and
rankinite have not been determined, and
there may be intermediate stages of the
tie lines between the lower left and the
lower center diagrams of figure 15.
On the higher pressure side of the line
B, akermanite breaks down into diopside
and merwinite and the assemblage is
merwinite + forsteriteS9 + diopside. This
assemblage is stable at least up to 38 kb
at 1500°C. On the higher pressure side,
but close to the line B, a small amount of
akermanite is still left, and the assemblage
is merwinite + forsteritess -f- diopside +
akermanite. However, the presence of
diopside indicates that akermanite has
begun to break down into merwinite and
diopside and that akermanite is not stable
on the higher pressure side of the line B,
which is, therefore, a univariant curve for
the breakdown of akermanite into merwinite and diopside. It was checked by
using pure akermanite (this report, p.
85). The tie lines of coexisting phases
are shown in the lower right diagram of
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figure 15. Experiments on a composition
on the join Wo-Ak indicate that merwinite coexists with wollastonite at 20 kb.
Therefore, it is most likely that the
Mer-Wo tie line is valid on the higher
pressure side of line B. Between the lower
center and the lower right diagrams of
the figure there may be intermediate
stages of the tie lines, in which La-Ak and
Wo-Ak tie lines, or Wo-Ak, Ra-Ak, and
Ra-Mer tie lines, or Ra-Mer and
Mer-Wo tie lines may exist.
Monticellite occurs in some metamorphosed dolomitic limestone, igneous
rocks, and ultramafic rocks as described
by several authors (e.g., Tilley, 1947;
Bowen, 1922; and Buie, 1941). The
results of the present experiments would
give the upper limits of the formation of
these rocks. By extrapolating the line A
to the probable geothermal gradient
curve within the earth, it is suggested
that monticellite is not stable below about
16 km. However, the pressure of the
stability field of monticellite increases
with increase of temperature, and, for
example, at 1250°C, the temperature of
some basic magmas, monticellite would
be stable up to about 8 kb, corresponding
to the pressure at the depth of about 26
km. It is concluded from the present
experiments that the monticellite-bearing
rocks whose formation is related to basic
magmas would have formed at depths
less than about 26 km and those related
to the more salic magmas would have
formed at depths much shallower than
this. Stability of akermanite is discussed
further in another part of this report
(p. 84).
wollastonite-pseudowollastonite
Inversion
I. Kushiro
The wollastonite (j8CaSi03)-pseudowollastonite (aCaSi03) inversion has been
studied by Osborn and Schairer (1941) at
1 atm. The inversion temperature is
1125° db 10°C for pure CaSi03. In the
present experiments the inversion temperature and the melting curve of pseu-
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dowollastonite were determined up to 23
kb. The pressure-temperature plane for
CaSi03 composition is shown in figure 16.
Point A is the melting point of pseudowollastonite (1544°C), and B is the
temperature of the inversion ; both points
were determined at 1 atm by Osborn and
Schairer (1941), who indicated that the
inversion is very sluggish at 1 atm, 4
weeks being required for complete inversion. At high pressures, however, the
inversion takes place rapidly since the
inversion temperatures are high as compared with that at 1 atm. For example,
at 15 kb the inversion of wollastonite to
pseudowollastonite is completed within 17
minutes at 1470°C and within 8 minutes
at 1580°C, and at 20 kb the inversion is
completed within 6 minutes at 1600°C.
The reverse inversion, from pseudowol astonite to wollastonite, also takes
place rapidly.
The inversion curve has a slope of
21°/kb and can be approximately represented by T = 1125 + 21P, where T is
i
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in degrees Centigrade and P in kilobars.
The inversion curve can be calculated
from the thermochemical data of wollastonite and pseudowollastonite. The heat
of inversion at 25°C is 1.56 kcal/mole, a
value obtained from the standard heats
of formation of wollastonite and pseudowollastonite given by Kracek and coworkers (Year Book 52, p. 74). The
volume difference was found to be 0.15
cc/mole by using densities of these minerals given by Winchell (1933). The slope
(dT/dP) calculated from the above data
is 3.3°C/kb, a much smaller value than is
obtained from the experiments. The
difference could be explained by the errors
of the thermochemical data used in this
calculation or by the differences between
thermochemical data at 25°C at 1 atm
and those at high temperatures and high
pressures. The experimental data are
more reliable than the calculation, and
therefore the thermochemical data for the
inversion at high pressures and temperatures can be estimated by the slope
obtained by the experiments. If the
volume change is 0.15 cc/mole the heat
of inversion is approximately 9.9 kcal/
mole, and if the heat of inversion is 1.56
kcal/mole the volume change is about
0.95 cc/mole.
The melting curve of pseudowollastonhas a slopecurve
of 3°/kb
and 23intersects
the ite
inversion
at about
kb and
about 1610°C. Pseudowollastonite is,
therefore, not stable higher than 23 kb at
any temperature. As shown in figure 16
the stability field of pseudowollastonite is
limited to the very high temperature
region as compared with the temperatures
of formation of most rocks, except for
some basic igneous rocks.
Stability Field of Akermanite

B<

!

!

l

10

l

i

20

Pressure t kb

Fig. 16. Pressure-temperature plane for
CaSi03 composition. L, liquid; Pwo, pseudowollastonite; Wo, wollastonite. Points A and B
are from Osborn and Schairer (1941).

I. Kushiro

Akermanite (Ca2MgSi207) is one of the
main components of natural melilites, and
its stability field would give an indication
of the physical conditions of formation of
the melilite-bearing rocks. In the present
experiments the stability field of aker-
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manite has been determined at high
pressures and high temperatures. As
shown in figure 17 the univariant curve
for the breakdown of akermanite into
merwinite and diopside, the same as the
line B of figure 15, was determined by
using synthetic pure akermanite and a
partially crystallized glass having the
composition diopside 20 and monticellite
80 weight per cent. On the higher pressure
side, but close to the curve, a small
amount of akermanite is still left. However, presence of merwinite and diopside
indicates that akermanite is not stable on
the higher pressure side of the curve. The
duration of the runs was about 1 hour
near 1300°C and about 30 minutes near
1400°C ; however, the runs might not have

been long enough for complete reaction.
At 900°C the reaction was completed
within 71 hours at 9.1 kb.
Akermanite also breaks down into
monticellite and wollastonite below 700°C
at pressures lower than about 4 kb
(Harker and Tuttle, 1956). The slope
(dT/dP) of the univariant curve is almost
zero, and therefore this reaction is
extremely temperature sensitive. The
univariant curve of this reaction may be
cut by the univariant curve of the breakdown of monticellite into merwinite and
forsterite (line A of fig. 15) at about 5 kb.
Therefore the assemblage merwinite +
forsterite3S + wollastonite may exist between the assemblages monticellite +
wollastonite and merwinite + diopside.
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Fig. 17. Pressure-temperature plane for akermanite (Ca2MgSi207) composition. Ak, akermanite;
Di, diopside (CaMgSi206); Fosa, forsterite solid solution; L, liquid; Mer, merwinite (Ca3MgSi208);
Mo, monticellite (CaMgSi04); Wo, wollastonite (CaSi03). Points A and B are from Osborn and
Schairer (1941) and Harker and Tuttle (1956), respectively.
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The volume relations among the four
different assemblages of akermanite composition are as follows :
akermanite = monticellite +
(A7= -2.2 cc)

wollastonite = Y» merwinite +
(A7= -2.6 cc)

Y forsterite + wollastonite
= Yi merwinite + H diopside

(AV = -5.2 cc)

It is indicated from the volume relations
that merwinite + diopside is the densest
assemblage of all, and the volume difference between akermanite and merwinite
+ diopside is 10 cc per akermanite mole.
The univariant curve of the reaction
akermanite = Yi merwinite + Yi diopside can be calculated from the volume
change and the standard heat of reaction
given by Neuvonen (1952) on the
assumption that the entropy and volume
changes of the reaction are almost the
same over a wide temperature and pressure range. The standard heat of reaction
given by Neuvonen is -2300 ± 300
cal/mole. If the entropy change of the
reaction is —3.4 cal/deg«mole, that is,
the extension of the univariant curve
intersects the temperature axis at 400°C,
the slope (dT/dP) of the univariant curve
is 0.071 deg/bar and the equation of the
curve is T = 400 + 0.07LP, where T is
in degrees Centigrade and P in bars. This
curve passes 1110°C at 10 kb, and 1465°C
at 15 kb, and is close to the curve obtained by the present experiments, indicating that the experimental results are
not inconsistent with the thermochemical
data.
Akermanite melts incongruently to
produce merwinite and liquid at high
pressures ; the liquid thus produced is rich
in diopside. The pressure at which akermanite begins to melt incongruently
would be about 5 kb, although it was not
determined exactly.
The stability field of akermanite shown
in figure 17 indicates that akermanite is
stable at temperatures higher than 700°C
but lower than 1500°C and at pressures
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lower than 15 kb. The geothermal
gradient curve is most unlikely to pass
the stability field of akermanite, and,
therefore, akermanite would not be stable
in most conditions within the earth
except for the unusually high temperature
conditions such as those in magmas
brought up to the shallower part of the
earth's crust. This is consistent with the
observations that akermanite and melilites rich in the akermanite component
occur in igneous rocks and rocks thermally metamorphosed by the intrusion of
magmas.
Soda Melilite
H. S. Yoder, Jr.

The alkali basalts are identified in part
by the presence of nepheline in their
norm as indicated by the fundamental
basalt tetrahedron of Yoder and Tilley
(1962). The basalt tetrahedron has now
been expanded to include normative
larnite (see fig. 1) for the purpose of
illustrating principally the melilites akermanite and soda melilite, because melilite
solid solutions involving these molecules,
Ca2MgSi207 and CaNaAlSi207, respectively, are in intimate association with
nepheline in some alkali rocks.
The compositions of melilites occurring
in igneous rocks are represented for the
most part in the system akermanite-soda
melilite-gehlenite (fig. 18). A significant
number of melilites plot near the middle
portion of the soda melilite-akermanite
join, even though emphasis in the past
has been directed toward the gehleniteakermanite join. Natural melilites close to
soda melilite are not known, and attempts
to synthesize soda melilite at 1 atm have
not been successful (W. R. Foster, 1942;
Schairer and Yoder, unpublished data,
1964). 5 The equivalent bulk composition
is represented by nepheline + wollastonite:
CaNaAlSi207 -> NaAlSi04 + CaSi03
6 The alleged synthesis of soda melilite byNurse and Midgley (1953) was not found acceptable (see Yoder and Tilley, 1962, p. 356; Christie,
1962, p. 10).
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Fig. 18. Plot of natural melilites in terms of the molecules soda melilite (CaNaAlSi207), gehlenite
(Ca2Al2Si07), and akermanite (Ca2MgSi207). Analyses reduced after converting to atoms on a
14-oxygen basis by first assigning sufficient Al + Fe+3 to fill the silicon position and making equivalent gehlenite; Fe+2 + Mg + Mn = akermanite, and Na + K = soda melilite, which are then
adjusted to 100 mole per cent. Filled circles, Sahama and Meyer (1958); half solid circles, Neuvonen
(1955); open circles, Buddington (1922); circle and cross, Tilley and Henry (1953); open square,
Washington (1927); half solid square, Larsen (1942); square and cross, Ramsay (1921); open triangle, Tilley (1929). Dashed line is estimate of limit of synthetic melilite solid solutions at the solidus
at 1 atm pressure based on the work of Goldsmith (1948) and Schairer and Yoder (unpublished
data, 1964). Molecular weights of end members are soda melilite, 258.16; gehlenite, 274.16; and
akermanite, 272.60.

That assemblage is known in the wollastonite ijolite dikes and metamorphosed
blocks. Because of the importance of the
soda melilite molecule in natural melilites
and its role in the fractionation of alkali
basalts, efforts were made to outline the
field of stability of soda melilite.
The preliminary results shown in figure

19 outline the field of stability of soda
melilite with the following reservations.
First, the pressures marking the above
reaction may not be the lowest because of
the sluggish nature of the reaction. The
curve as drawn represents the lower
pressure limit for anhydrous runs up to
2 weeks in duration. Hydrothermal exper-
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Fig. 19. Preliminary results outlining the stability field of soda melilite (NaCaAlSi207). Cross,
soda melilite; cross in square, soda melilite (Sm) + liquid (L); circle, all liquid; triangle, nepheline
solid solution (NeS8) + wollastonite (Wo); diagonally filled square, soda melilite + nepheline solid
solution -f- wollastonite + liquid; half filled circle, soda melilite + pseudo wollastonite (Pwo) +
liquid; triangle with cross, nepheline solid solution + pseudo wollastonite + liquid; circle with cross,
pseudowollastonite + liquid. Amount and kind of solid solution in soda melilite have not been
determined.
Negative slope of solid state reaction probably due to nonequilibrium.
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iments are now under way in an effort to
increase the reaction rate. The negative
slope of the solid state reaction is most
likely the result of decreasing reaction
rate rather than volume or entropy
changes. Second, the melting of soda
melilite takes place over a range of
approximately 50°C, from which it may
be concluded that the melilite crystallizing from liquid is not CaNaAlSi207
exactly but a complex solid solution. The
temperature of complete melting of a
soda-rich melilite is given by the highest
temperature curve.
The results shown at 1 atm are from
Schairer and Yoder (1964, unpublished
data; cf. fig. 3). They are not in agreement
with the sequence of events that can be
deduced from the relations between
nepheline and wollastonite as determined
by Foster (1942, p. 160). He shows a
eutectic relationship between nepheline
and pseudo wollastonite, where Schairer
and Yoder found nepheline and wollastonite or pseudowollastonite in equilibrium
with liquid over a range of about 40°.
It appears that nepheline-wollastonite is
pseudobinary ; however, the nature of the
complex solid solutions involved is not
known. Some of the complexity may be
due to the extensive metastability occurring in nepheline solid solutions. 6
The slope of the Woss-Pwoss inversion
is about 13°/kb, which is much less than
the rate given by Kushiro (this report)
for pure CaSi03, 21°/kb. Metastable
formation of pseudowollastonite from
liquid would account for the discrepancy,
although the two runs fixing the maximum slope are based on the conversion of
wollastonite solid solution.
It appears that soda melilite becomes
stable at relatively low pressures and is,
therefore, to be expected as a common
molecule in melilite solid solutions formed
6 Schairer and Yoder (1962, unpublished data)
have found nepheline solid solutions close to
jadeite in composition which with very long runs
slowly exsolve to nepheline solid solution and
albite.

in the crust. Associations of nepheline and
wollastonite should be restricted to relatively low pressure conditions, e.g.,
wollastonite nephelinite lavas, wollastonite ijolitic dikes, and some contact
metamorphic aureoles.
The Join Akermanite
(Ca2MgSi207)-SoDA Melilite
(NaCaAlSi207)
J. F. Schairer and H. S. Yoder, Jr.

Many analyses of melilites separated
from igneous rocks indicate that up to
about 44 weight per cent of the soda
melilite molecule (NaCaAlSi2C>7) is present in some melilites. Compositions
between akermanite and soda melilite lie
in the join Ne-Ak-CaSi03 (fig. 3). Fourteen compositions between akermanite
and soda melilite were prepared and
studied. The join is not even approximately binary at any temperature at 1
atm pressure. The exact composition of
none of the phases except the pure
akermanite composition itself is known.
The preliminary data obtained are given
here in figure 20. Not all the data are
perfectly consistent, and near the soda
melilite side X-ray and microscopic data
were inadequate to identify the nature
and number of the phases present at some
temperatures. The preliminary diagram
of this join is given here because it is so
widely at variance with the data previously given by Nurse and Midgley (1953).
Attention is called to the differences in
the temperature of appearance of either
wollastonite solid solution or pseudowol astonite as a second solid phase after
melilite has begun to crystallize. The
small temperature interval where both
wollastonite and pseudowollastonite appear together is not shown in figure 20.
If the melilite compositions were in the
join Ca2MgSi207-NaCaAlSi207 this second solid phase should appear at the same
temperature for all these mixes. The
problems of synthesis (possible soda
volatilization) and phase identification
are now being studied in detail.
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AT 20 KlLOBARS
I. Kushiro

Most natural melilites contain soda
melilite (CaNaAlSi207) in solid solution.
For example, melilites from the melilitebearing rocks of Vesuvius (Buddington,
1922), Iron Hill (Larsen, 1942; J. V.
Smith, 1953), Scawt Hill (Tilley, 1929),
and Hawaii (Neuvonen, 1952) contain at
least 30 molecular per cent soda melilite,
and melilite from the nepheline-melilite
rock of Villa Senni (Washington, 1927)
contains 43.9 per cent soda melilite. Soda
melilite is isochemical with nepheline
(NaAlSi04) + wollastonite (CaSi03),
and, therefore, soda melilite should have
a different stability field from that of
nepheline + wollastonite. Yoder (this

Soda -Melilite
Na Co Al SLO,

per cent

Fig. 20. Preliminary phase-equilibria data on the join akermanite-soda melilite.
as in figures 2 and 3, as well as Pwo, pseudowollastonite.

The Join Akermanite-Soda Melilite

1
•90

Abbreviations

report, pp. 86-89) and Schairer and Yoder
(pp. 89-90) studied the stability of
soda melilite, showing that soda melilite
is unstable at 1 atm and becomes stable
at pressures higher than about 4 kb. On
the other hand, akermanite is stable at
low pressures and breaks down into
merwinite and diopside at high pressures
(pp. 84-86). Consequently complete
solid solution between akermanite and
soda melilite exists only in the intermediate pressures. The phase equilibria
on the join akermanite-soda melilite at
different pressure is, therefore, of special
interest.
In the present experiments, the phaseequilibrium relations on the join akermanite-soda melilite have been determined at 20 kb (fig. 21). At this pressure,
soda melilite is stable, whereas akerman-
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L

1100
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CaNaAiSi207
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Ca2MgSi20y

Weight per cent Ca2MgSi207
Fig. 21. Equilibrium diagram of the system akermanite (Ca2MgSi207)-soda melilite (CaNaAlSi207) at 23 kb pressure. Di, diopside (CaMgSi206); L, liquid; Melss, melilite solid solution; Merw,
merwinite (Ca3MgSi208).

ite is not stable, and the solid solution
between them extends from soda melilite
to about soda melilite 30, akermanite 70,
weight per cent at temperatures near the
beginning of melting. In the akermaniterich part of this join, there is a threephase region melilite solid solution +
diopside + merwinite, since akermanite
breaks down into diopside and merwinite,
and the liquidus of merwinite covers
about 50 per cent of this join. This join
is, therefore, ternary at 20 kb except the
join between B and soda melilite, which
is binary.
Soda melilite melts congruently at

crystals were observed in most runs near
or above the liquidus temperatures, the
liquidus and the solidus could be determined within the error of ±15°. Point A
is most probably the projection of a
ternary reaction point, where diopside
reacts with liquid to produce merwinite
and melilite solid solution.
The limit of the solid solution between
akermanite and soda melilite has not been
determined exactly, but a charge of
composition akermanite 70, soda melilite
30, per cent contains rare merwinite and

1350° ± 15°C at 20 kb, and the temperatures of both the liquidus and the solidus
of melilite solid solution increase as the
akermanite content increases. The temperature difference between liquidus and
solidus of soda melilite-akermanite solid

to this composition at 1300°C at 20 kb.
The range of the melilite solid solution
between akermanite and soda melilite
would change with pressure. Figure 22
shows the probable field of the melilite
solid solution at pressures between 1 atm
and 20 kb at 1000°C. Akermanite is stable

solution is less than 30°. Since no quench

diopside crystals at 1300°C, indicating
that the limit of the solid solution is close
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Yoder; and Kushiro. Diop, diopside (CaMgSi206); Melss, melilite solid solution; Merw,
merwinite (Ca3MgSi208); Ne, nepheline (NaAlSi04); Wo, wollastonite (CaSi03).

up to 10.5 kb at 1000°C, which is obtained
by extrapolating the univariant curve for
the breakdown of akermanite shown in
figure 17. On the other hand, soda melilite
is stable at pressures higher than about
4 kb at 1000°C (Yoder, this report, p.
88). At 1 atm, the solid solution extends
from akermanite to about akermanite 43,
soda melilite 57, weight per cent, although
the compositions of the melilite solid
solution, most probably, do not lie on
this join (Schairer and Yoder, pp.
89-90). As shown in the figure, the complete solid solution between akermanite
and soda melilite is expected at pressures
between 4 and 10.5 kb at 1000°C. If the
temperature is higher than 1000°C, the
pressure range of the complete solid solution would be higher than that at 1000°C.
It is noticed that the melilite solid
solutions with compositions between akermanite 40 and 70 molecular per cent are
stable over a wide pressure range, namely
from 1 atm to 20 kb. It is suggested from
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these results that melilites rich in akermanite would have formed at relatively
low pressures, whereas the melilites rich
in soda melilite could have formed at high
pressures, even higher than 20 kb. Most
melilites in lavas contain more than 30
molecular per cent soda melilite, and
those with less than 30 per cent of this
component are rare. This evidence could
be explained by the results of the present
experiments. If most melilite-bearing
lavas originate in the depths near or
deeper than about 60 km (>20 kb), and
the melilites crystallize near 60 km, the
melilites contain more than 30 molecular
per cent soda melilite as shown in figure
22. So far as they do not change their
compositions significantly up to the
surface, their compositions are limited on
the more soda melilite rich side of the
composition soda melilite 30, akermanite
70, per cent.
Preliminary experiments on the stability of gehlenite indicate that gehlenite
is stable at least up to 30 kb, suggesting
that the stability field of melilites would
be expanded with pressure by the presence of gehlenite in solid solution.
New Relations on Melting
of Basalts
C. E. Tilley, H. S. Yoder, Jr., and J. F. Schairer

Experimental studies on the melting
relations of a group of basalts under
anhydrous conditions at 1 atm reported
in Year Book 62, pages 77-84, have been
continued to cover the behavior of a
further group of basalts of contrasted
composition. Analytical data on these
assemblages, both of tholeiitic and alkali
type, are set out in table 1, and the
results of thermal treatment of these
assemblages are briefly reported in table
2. The new determinations provide liquidus data on rocks ranging in iron enrichment from 0.366 for an accumulative
picrite basalt to 0.993 for a ferrogabbro
believed to represent a residual liquid of
the Skaergaard intrusion layered series — •
extremes covering a liquidus temperature
range of 400°C (1420° to 1020°C).
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TABLE
MK

1.

Sk3 Rocks
Chemical Analyses and Norms of Investigated

HK

ML
1935

El

LBa

E2
LB

Analyses
Si02
A1203
Fe203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
H20+
Ti02
H20"
P205
Cr203

Total

46.01
7.96
2.54
9.09
0.18
20.19
10.49
1.26
0.27
0.07
0.03
1.61
0.17
0.26
100.13

43.61
10.28
4.45
8.95
0.17
13.97
12.59
2.20
0.62
0.51
0.12
2.43
0.30
0.15

51.86
13.89
3.00
8.44
0.14
6.99
10.77
2.40
0.40
0.01
0.01
2.11
0.22

47.11
14.04
2.73
12.47
0.16
5.47
10.06
2.84
0.77
0.11
0.16
4.27
0.11

47.70
13.67
2.09
12.97
0.10
5.14
9.72
3.36
1.05
0.12
0.13
4.19
0.20

55.10
9.90
4.75
15.14
0.14
0.13
7.76
3.86
1.00

100.35

100.24

100.30

100.44

100.30

0.92
0.20
1.16
0.24

53.97
7.08
3.46
6.95
0.21
16.03
4.79
0.60
0.35

57.58
7.55
3.69
7.42
0.22
17.10
5.11
0.64
0.37

1.73
0.23
0.06

0.25
0.07

99.80
4.34* 100.00

Norms
OrQz
Ab
Ne
An
Di
Hy
01
11
Mt
Ap
Rest
Total

1.67
10.48
15.29
28.72
5.51
30.90
3.04
4.10f

3.34
7.11
6.08
16.68
35.17
19.35
4.56
6.73f

4.59
2.22
20.44
25.85
21.31
16.92

0.34
0.10

0.67
0.63

3.95
4.41
0.51
0.02

100.15

100.32

100.22

4.45
24.10
23.35
21.37
7.45
6.97
8.13
3.94
0.34
0.27
100.37

6.12
27.25
0.57
19.18
23.56
12.12
7.90
3.02
0.34
0.25
100.31

9.06
6.12
32.49

11.94
2.22
5.24

6.67
27.22
8.02
2.13
6.96
0.51
1.12
100.30

15.57
6.42
46.81
0.45
5.10
6.13
99.88

MK. Picrite basalt, Kaula Gulch, Mauna Kea, Hawaii (Muir and Tilley, 1963, table 10, analysis
4).
HK. Ankaramitic picrite basalt, north of Pakaoa Hill, Haleakala, Maui, Hawaiian Islands
(cf. Macdonald and Powers, 1946, pp. 115-124).
Analyst, J. H. Scoon.
ML 1935. Olivine basalt, 1935 pahoehoe flow of Mauna Loa, Hawaii (Muir and Tilley, 1963,
table 6).
El. Olivine basalt, Eldgja-Katla lava, Iceland (Robson and Spector, 1962, p. 1278). Analyst,
G. R. Robson.
E2. Olivine basalt, Eldgja-Katla lava, Iceland (Robson and Spector, 1962, p. 1278). Analyst,
G. R. Robson.
Sk3. Fayalite-ferrogabbro, 2540 meters in layered series, west face of Base Peak, Skaergaard
intrusion, East Greenland (Wager, 1960, p. 370, table 1, analysis 19).
LB. "Tholeiite," Cape Vogel area, Papua. Analyst, A. McClure (cf. Joplin, 1963, p. 199,
analysis 13).
LBa.
Analysis of LB recalculated anhydrous.
* Loss on ignition.
f Includes chromite.
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Results of Thermal Treatment of the Basaltic Rocks of Table 1
and Others Referred to in Text
Glass
n of

Picrite basalt, Mauna Kea (MK)
Picrite basalt, Haleakala (HK)
Eldgja-Katla olivine basalt (El)
Eldgja-Katla olivine basalt (E2)
Ferrogabbro, Skaergaard (Sk3)
Olivine basalt, Mauna Loa (ML 1935)
Basalt, Picture Gorge (PG)
Beaver Bay diabase (Bb)
Glass ("olivine tholeiite") (G)
F/(F + M)0.442
"Tholeiite," Cape Vogel area, Papua (LB)

01 (1420°), Cpx
01 (1320°), Cpx
PI, Cpx (1140°);
PI (1120°); Cpx,
PI (1020°); Cpx,
01, Cpx (1180°);
PI, Cpx (1155°)
PI, Cpx (1085°);

(1210°), PI (1165°)
(1190°), PI (1165°)
01 (1120°)
01 (1110°)
FeWo, Fa (995°)
PI (1160°)

1.642
1.635
1.596
1.615
1.592
1.587
1.570
1.600

01 (1060°)

1.595
1.578
01 (1330°)
Pr (1385°)
Cpx, clinopyroxene; Fa, fayalite; FeWo, iron wollastonite; 01, olivine; PI, plagioclase; Pr, protoenstatite; F/(F + M), iron enrichment for sample G referred to in the text.
The temperatures are those at which a particular phase disappears on heating long enough to
reach equilibrium at approximately 1 atm.
The writers are greatly indebted to the donors of the rocks under study in this account, particularly to Dr. G. R. Robson, who also supplied the analytical data on the Icelandic lavas, Dr. H. A.
Powers, Professor L. R, Wager, Dr. G. M. Brown, Professor E. F. Osborn, and Messrs. W. B. Dallwitz and J. E. Thompson.

The observed liquidus of the tholeiitic
pahoehoe basalt of the 1935 Mauna Loa
flow, and even of the two transitional
olivine basalts from Iceland (El, E2),
falls on or near the linear tholeiitic course
(Kilauea 1921 lava, iron-enriched schlier,
K) of figure 23 (fig. 14 of Year Book 62,
p. 82). The two Icelandic basalts kindly
provided by Dr. G. R. Robson are
regarded by Robson and Spector (1962)
as the extreme members of a fractionation
series El = (201) - E2 = (21).
The temperature difference of the two
liquidi is, however, only 20°C, and that
of the appearance of the three phases
(PI, Cpx, 01), 10°C. The meaning of this
small temperature difference must await
information on the composition of the
mineral phases of this suite of rocks.
Of the Skaergaard assemblages, Sk2,
the liquidus of which was previously
reported at a temperature of 1035°C, is
regarded as an accumulate of the upper
layered series. The specimen Sk3 (EG
4330) kindly supplied by Professor L. R.
Wager and Dr. G. M. Brown is considered
to represent closely in composition the

final residual liquid of the Skaergaard
layered series of which Sk2 is a cumulus
(Wager, 1960; Brown and Vincent, 1963).
It is in conformity with this interpretation that the liquidus of Sk3 (1020°C) is
lower than that of its cumulus Sk2; the
temperature difference, however, is only
15°C (table 2). Held at 975° and 980°C
for 2 weeks, the coexisting phases are
plagioclase, clinopyroxene, fayalite, and
liquid (n of glass 1.530); but at 990°C
this assemblage is accompanied by iron
wollastonite (FeWo). Inversion in the
rock environment is taken at 985°C.
Turning to the region of lower iron
enrichment, new data are supplied on a
glass adjusted to a composition approximating an olivine tholeiite which was
kindly supplied by Dr. D. H. Green. The
plotted position of the composition in
figure 23 falls on a linear course of the
Kilauea 1840 picrite basalt (1840pb) and
the 1921 olivine tholeiite (1921). This
upper linear tholeiitic course of figure 23
(1840pb-1921) corresponds to a change of
iron enrichment accompanying the precipitation ofthe dominant phase, olivine,

0.400

0.500

0.700

0.800

0.900

1.000

Fe0 + Fe203 /Mg0 + Fe0 + Fe203

Fig. 23. Plot correlating liquidus temperatures with iron enrichment. Numbered and lettered
points (MK, LB, HK, G, ML 1935, El, E2, PG, Bb, and Sk3) refer to the rocks of tables 1 and 2.
The remaining points are reproduced from Year Book 62 (p. 82, fig. 14). Temperatures of attainment
of the four-phase boundary (01, PI, Cpx, liquid) for the respective Hawaiian basalts are marked by
crosses. The arrowed lines in the diagram plot the iron enrichment at the level of the lower linear
course of an olivine-normative basalt glass of the 1959 Kilauea Iki eruption (Murata and Richter,
1964) and of a quartz-normative Pele's hair of the 1921 Kilauea eruption (Tilley, 1960).

the composition of which becomes less
forsteritic as crystallization proceeds, as
is borne out by optical data on the
olivines of the two assemblages (1840pb,
1921) which limit the range of the upper
curve, those of the 1921 lava being the
less forsteritic (Muir and Tilley, 1963, p.
116, fig. 3).
The ankaramitic picrite basalt of
Haleakala (HK) (Macdonald and Powers,
1946, p. 115) is an exception, for it
falls significantly off the upper linear
tholeiitic course. This rock, however, is a
picritic rock of alkali type containing
prominent phenocrysts of titaniferous
augite (Washington and Merwin, 1922,
p. 119) as well as olivine. Moreover,

nepheline as well as minor anorthoclase
and analcime are constituents of the
groundmass. The distinctive composition
of this alkali rock is doubtless the factor
responsible for its plotted position off the
main tholeiitic trend in figure 23. The
Mauna Kea picrite basalt (MK) of less
markedly alkali type falls near the position of the tholeiitic picrite basalt
(1840Pb).
The coprecipitation temperature involving three solid phases, corresponding
to attainment of the four-phase curve
(01, PI, Cpx, liquid) in the simple critically undersaturated, iron-free basalt
system (diopside -f orsterite - albite - anor thite, Yoder and Tilley, 1962, p. 395, fig.
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10) has, for a wide variety of Hawaiian
basalt compositions now investigated, a
narrow temperature range. Taking the
variation from 1840Pb to the 1955 basalt
(1955-77) where the three phases (01, PI,
Cpx) coexist at the liquidus (1155°C), the
range of temperature is only 30°C
(1140°-1170°), whereas the liquidus temperature range for the same group of
basalts is 280°C. These basalts thus appear to reach a four-phase boundary
curve in the more complex natural system
at about the same temperature and are
related to one another by the addition or
subtraction of a phase or assemblage of
phases, clearly of changing composition,
as successive solid solutions.
The least iron-enriched (most basic)
liquid recognized by chemical analysis on
the Kilauea suite of lavas is represented
by a basalt glass of the 1959 Kilauea Iki
eruption. This activity has been described
by Richter and Eaton (1960), and a study
of the chemistry of the lavas has been
made by Murata and Richter (1964).
We are grateful to the U. S. Geological
Survey for permission to refer to the
basalt glass analysis and that of the
picrite basalt from which the glass was
separated. The glass has an iron enrichment of 0.533, is olivine normative (6.7
per cent), and its position is indicated in
figure 23 by an arrowed line across the
lower linear course at 0.533. The picrite
basalt (iron enrichment 0.378) is chemically almost identical with the 1840
picrite basalt (0.374) of our experimental
runs. It is, as calculation shows, related
strictly to the glass as an accumulate,
with olivine as the sole accumulating
silicate phase. In figure 23 its position,
plotted on the lower linear course, falls
close to its intersection with the upper
course, along which crystallization of
olivine is dominant. On the present evidence basalts along the upper course are
interpreted as strictly accumulative types
in the petrogenetic sense.
The temperatures of attainment of the
four-phase boundary for the series of
Hawaiian basalts (1840Pb-l 955-77) are
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marked by crosses in figure 23. The two
high-alumina assemblages, the Skaergaard and Stillwater chilled margins,
crystallizing plagioclase on the liquidus
have a higher temperature for coprecipitation of three phases, 1190° and 1210°C,
respectively, the latter rock involving the
crystallization of an orthopyroxene phase
(PI, 01, Cpx). For the most iron-enriched
assemblage studied, the Skaergaard ferrogabbro (Sk3), the corresponding coprecipitation temperature has fallen to 995°C
with an assemblage that includes fayalite,
clinopyroxene, and iron wollastonite.
From a quartz-normative Columbia
River basalt (PG) from the Picture Gorge
section, Grant County, Oregon (analysis
in Hamilton, Burnham, and Osborn,
1964, p. 23), only two silicate phases (PI,
Cpx) crystallize. Its liquidus, obtained
under conditions in which the rock
powder was sealed in a platinum tube and
surrounded with iron filings in an evacuated silica tube, lies well above the linear
course of figure 23. The liquidus temperature, 1155°C (PI, Cpx), may be compared with that recorded by Fudali,
Muan, and Osborn, 1172°C (plagioclase),
in the paper just cited (p. 37). Their
result was obtained at atmospheric pressure under an /oa slightly higher than that
of a magnetite-fayalite-quartz buffer,
stated to be in equilibrium with the
FeO/Fe203 ratio of the original rock
(Fe203 4.89, FeO 9.07); however, the
details of the experiment are not as yet
available. Note is made of the high ferric
oxide content of the rock and the presence
of large amounts of modal magnetite. No
magnetite was observed in the new runs
buffered with iron filings. The liquidus of
the iron-enriched Beaver Bay diabase
(Bb) of Minnesota (Muir, 1954, p. 377,
table 1) was obtained under experimental
conditions similar to those for the Picture
Gorge basalt. The iron enrichment of this
rock is identical with that of the ironenriched schlier of Kilauea Caldera (K).
Plagioclase and clinopyroxene appear
together at 1085°C, 5° above the liquidus
of the iron-enriched
schlier, and are
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followed by iron-rich olivine at 1060°C.
Olivine, however, is not present in the
mode of the schlier, or crystallized in the
experimental runs. Attention is called to
the early crystallization of olivine in the
diabase itself, which is quartz normative.
If the ferric oxide (4.11 per cent) in the
rock is reduced to the ferrous state, as
holds in the experimental run, the composition becomes olivine normative (6.3 per
cent) and the total normative silicate
content is raised by the additional ferrous
silicate. It may be expected that the
equilibrium content of fayalite in the
olivine eventually precipitated in the run
is enhanced. The changed ferrous character of the treated rock may provide the
reason for the reversal of the olivinepyroxene sequence observed in the experimental run.
The plot of the "tholeiite" (LB) from
the Cape Vogel area, Papua, is close to
that of the Kauai hypersthenic picrite
basalt (Ka) though its composition is
strikingly different (table 1, analyses 7
and 7a). Mr. W. B. Dallwitz and Mr.
J. E. Thompson of the Bureau of Mineral
Resources, Canberra, kindly supplied this
unique material for experimental study,
and a detailed account of the occurrence
and petrography of the rock will shortly
be published by them. As seen from the
analysis, the rock contains 16 per cent
MgO and 54 per cent Si02 and has
clinoenstatite and enstatite as prominent
phenocrysts in a glassy groundmass. The
clinoenstatite shows evidence that it has
inverted from a protoenstatite. Thermal
treatment indicates that protoenstatite is
the liquidus phase at a temperature of
1385°C (anhydrous rock, MgO 17.10 per
cent, Si02 57.58 per cent). During the
course of cooling, protoenstatite continues to precipitate, for, when the powdered
rock is held at 1250°C for 14 days,
protoenstatite remains the only phase
crystallizing. When the rock is held at
1250°C for 6 hours only, enstatite appears
in abundance as a metastable phase. A
rock chip heated for 24 hours at 1250° ±
20°C showed its phenocrysts in large part

made over to enstatite, but some clinoenstatite remained. Long runs are clearly
required for conversion of clinoenstatite
through metastable enstatite to protoenstatite. When held at 1150° for 7 days,
a powdered rock charge showed abundant
euhedral enstatite accompanied by minor
clinopyroxene (calcium rich) set in glass.
The reluctance of clinoenstatite to invert
to protoenstatite in the absence of a
liquid phase is shown by the behavior of
phenocrysts, isolated from the rock,
subjected to heat treatment. Heated for
1 hour at 1400°C the material emerges
unchanged as a white powder, and at
1200° and 1150°C for 14 days it was still
almost wholly clinoenstatite with incipient change in some grains to protoenstatite. This behavior may be contrasted
with that of the mineral when heated in
its liquid environment.
The protoenstatite developed in these
charges frequently shows signs of incipient
inversion to clinoenstatite by the development of the characteristic "crack structure" and the resultant onset of twinning.
Over at least a temperature range of
135°C protoenstatite thus continues to
crystallize, whereas with the Hawaiian
picritic rocks, over an even greater range
of temperature, olivine is the dominant
phase precipitated. It is clear that the
crystallization of a metasilicate in the
Papuan rock cannot be regarded as the
metastable equivalent of olivine, as it is
known to be in experimental work on
some other compositions (e.g., albiteforsterite, this report, p. 98), for the
bulk composition of the rock has a Si02
percentage of 57.6, with the equivalent of
more than 12 per cent normative quartz.
Further experimental studies on this
pyroxene-rich rock are in progress to
throw further light on inversion phenomena in its pyroxene phases.
Genesis of Principal Basalt Magmas
H. S. Yoder, Jr.

In the search for the parental magma
of basalts it was demonstrated that one
of the key joins in the synthetic basalt
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system was forsterite-albite (Yoder and
Tilley, 1962). At 1 atm the join forsteritealbite is an equilibrium thermal barrier
(Schairer and Yoder, Year Book 60, p.
143), whereas at high pressures (33 kb)
the barrier is broken by a series of
pyroxene solid solutions presumably extending from enstatite to jadeite. This
observation along with others led to the
concept of the shift of thermal barriers
with pressure and to the possibility that
a single magma could yield the principal
basalt (tholeiite and alkali basalt) magma
types depending on the pressure.
The extraction in excess of an enstatiterich pyroxene has long been advocated in
theory as a possible method of deriving
alkali basalt magma from an olivine
tholeiite magma crystallizing in the crust
(Powers, 1935; Macdonald, 1949; Tilley,
1950) ; however, a detailed analysis of the
process has not been presented. In terms
of the forsterite-albite system, it may be
implied from this hypothesis that a field
of enstatite appears on the liquidus of the
join forsterite-albite at pressures less than
the pressure required to bring about the
onset of the new thermal barrier enstatitejadeite. (The onset of the enstatite-jadeite
join obviates the necessity of the enstatite
extraction method.) The nature of the
breaching of the thermal barrier by
pyroxene solid solutions had not been
investigated in detail by Yoder and
Tilley (1962), and efforts are now being
made to ascertain how the encroachment
of the pyroxene solid solution onto the
forsterite-albite join takes place at intermediate pressures.
The 1 atm diagram for the system
forsterite-albite is given in figure 24 as
determined by Schairer and Yoder (Year
Book 60, p. 143) with a correction of the
melting point of olivine (1890° ± 20°C).
Five glasses were prepared in that study
and crystallized completely at 1050°C.
One of the crystallized glasses (Fo35Ab65
weight per cent) was observed to contain
enstatite as well as forsterite and albite;
all others contained only forsterite +
albite. With long runs at temperatures
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immediately below the solidus, the enstatite in the crystallized starting material
was observed to disappear. It was concluded that the enstatite in the starting
material was metastable even though it
persisted after 58 days at 1050°C.
Another example of the metastable
formation of enstatite was recorded by
Yoder (1952, p. 588) in a partially
crystallized glass of the pyrope composition. The glass had been held for 3 days
at 1080°C and consisted of cordierite,
enstatite, and glass. The stable assemblage was shown to be cordierite +
forsterite + spinel from the pyrope
composition and other compositions under
hydrothermal conditions. Chinner and
Schairer (1962, p. 616) found that the
enstatite formed in pyrope glass was
consumed in long runs under anhydrous
conditions above 1140°C and the stable
assemblage was obtained. Below 1140°C
enstatite persisted in runs of 4 months'
duration. Hydrothermally the enstatite
disappeared in 6 to 10 days at 850°C and
2000 bars, and it was concluded by them
also that the enstatite was metastable.
The locations of runs made at 9 kb are
also shown in figure 24, and a schematic
interpretation of the results is illustrated.
The melting point of albite is from the
work of Boyd and England (1963, p. 318)
and that of forsterite from Davis and
England (1964, p. 1115). All the runs in
which glass was the starting material
contained large amounts of enstatite
except those above the inferred liquidus
and those containing 2 and 3 weight per
cent forsterite in the initial composition.
The enstatite appeared as well formed
rods and cannot be dismissed as a
quenching product. Below the inferred
solidus, runs that were initially all
forsterite + albite recrystallized as such;
the one composition in which enstatite
appeared in the initial crystallization
products remained unchanged in runs up
to 3 days. Even though the initial starting
material consisted of forsterite and albite,
enstatite grew in the liquid produced on
melting in what is illustrated to be the
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Fig. 24. Forsterite (Fo)-albite (Ab) system at 1 atm of Schairer and Yoder (Year Book 60) with
correction for melting point of forsterite, and interpretation of preliminary results for the same
system at 9 kb assuming that enstatite formation is metastable. Compositions studied (B-l, B-6,
B-20, B-25, B-26) are those of Schairer and Yoder (Year Book 60).

forsterite -f liquid field. The enstatite is
believed to be metastable because of the
inordinate amounts produced at temperatures immediately below the established
liquidus and because of its demonstrated
metastable persistence in much longer
runs both under hydrous and under
anhydrous conditions in other compositions. The failure of enstatite to grow
from crystalline forsterite + albite below
the inferred solidus is not considered

grounds for concluding that enstatite is
not stable above the solidus. It could be
argued that enstatite reacts with liquid
at an invariant point to produce forsterite
+ albite as illustrated in figure 25. (The
known alumina content of enstatite at
high pressures is neglected for the moment
to simplify presentation.) This diagram
has all the requisites in support of
Powers' (1935) original idea involving the
extraction of enstatite, but it cannot be
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Weight per cent
Fig. 25. The nepheline (Ne)-forsterite (Fo)-Si02 system at 9 kb predicted
of Schairer and Yoder (Year Book 60) and assuming that the enstatite formed
system is stable. It is in accord with the requirements of Powers' hypersthene
the production of alkali basalt magma from an olivine tholeiite magma. Ab,
Jd, jadeite; Qz, quartz; Sp, spinel.

accepted on the basis of the present data
at 9 kb. This, of course, does not preclude
the possibility of such thermal relations
setting in at higher pressures yet below
the pressure at which forsterite and albite
become incompatible. The idea that
settling of excessive metastable hypersthene from an olivine tholeiitic magma
will produce the desired nepheline-normative liquid is considered improbable.
Both from laboratory evidence (Boyd
and England, Year Book 59, p. 49) and
from the analysis of pyroxenes from

from the 1 atm data
in runs in the Fo-Ab
extraction theory for
albite; En, enstatite;

nodules in alkali basalts, the enstatite
forming at high pressures is known to
contain alumina. The alumina is usually
expressed as the Mg-Tschermak's molecule. If an enstatite containing a reasonable amount of the Mg-Tschermak's
molecule (e.g., 14.5 per cent A1203) is
extracted from a liquid on the forsteritealbite join, the liquid will be enriched in
silica and sodium disilicate, not nepheline:
3Fo + 2Ab -> (Mg-Tsch + 5En)ss +
Na2Si205 + Si02
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Nepheline would appear along with sodium disilicate only if excessive amounts
of olivine were present. That is to
say, the Tschermak's effect would be
achieved only in picritic magmas. (The
sodium disilicate would presumably combine with ferric iron in a magma to form
the acmite molecule.) On the other hand,
if the alumina content of enstatite is
presumed to be present as the jadeite
molecule, then nepheline components
alone are enriched in the liquid:
3Fo + 2Ab -> (Jd + 6En)ss + NaAlSi04
Unfortunately, the jadeite molecule is not
recognized in hypersthenes believed to
come from depth; it is known in associated clinopyroxenes from such environments, however. There appear, therefore,
to be other difficulties in the simple
enstatite extraction method.
The present study describes some
serious experimental problems in attaining equilibrium at high pressures. We
may begin to suspect not only the complete series of solid solutions presumed to
exist along the join enstatite-jadeite but
also the extensive field of enstatite on the
liquidus of systems such as MgO-Al203Si02-H20 at high pressure.
The System Diopside-ForsteriteEnstatite at 20 Kilobars
/. Kushiro

Most primary basalt magmas originate
in the upper mantle of the earth. Therefore, for an understanding of the origin of
basalt magmas, it is desirable to know the
liquid-solid equilibria at high pressures in
the systems containing the components of
the minerals in the upper mantle. Petrological studies indicate that forsterite-rich
olivine, and diopside- and enstatite-rich
pyroxenes, are the principal minerals in
the Alpine-type peridotites and in the
peridotite inclusions in basalts and kimberlites. Since such olivines and pyroxenes
are probably closely related to those
existing in the upper mantle of the earth,
the system containing diopside, forsterite,
and enstatite is considered one of the

fundamental
experiments,
ite-enstatite
corresponding
of 60 km.

systems. In the present
the system diopside-forsterwas studied at 20 kb,
to the pressure at the depth

In the present experiments the solidmedia high-pressure apparatus of the
piston-cylinder type similar to that
designed by Boyd and England (Year
Books 57 and 60) was used, and crystallized glasses prepared by Kushiro and
Schairer (Year Book 62, pp. 95-103) and
by Boyd and Schairer (Year Book 61, pp.
68-75) were the starting materials.
The Join Diopside-F 'or sterile at 20 Kilobars
Figure 26 shows the results of experiments along the join diopside-forsterite at
20 kb near the liquidus temperatures.
The piercing point exists at about
Di77Fo23 (weight per cent), which is about
12 per cent more forsterite rich than that
at 1 atm (DiggFon) shown in the lower
part of the figure. The temperature of the
piercing point is 1635° =b 10°C, about
250° higher than that at 1 atm. It is
noticed that the temperature difference
between the melting point of diopside and
the piercing point is still small and the
liquidus of diopside very flat. For compositions more diopside rich than Di8oFo20,
the charges quenched from temperatures
above 1645°C consist of large, fibrous
quench clinopyroxene crystals, whereas
those quenched from temperatures below
1630°C consist of aggregates of subhedral
or euhedral crystals of diopside or diopside and forsterite, showing no evidence
of melting. It is therefore indicated that
the temperature difference between the
liquidus and the solidus of diopside solid
solution is less than 15°. The temperature
maximum on the diopside solid solution
liquidus found by Kushiro and Schairer
(Year Book 62, pp. 95-103) at 1 atm was
not demonstrable, if it exists, at 20 kb.
The diopside and forsterite crystallizing
from compositions on this join are not
pure crystals of CaMgSi206 and Mg2Si04,
respectively, but solid solutions whose
compositions do not lie on this join. The
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Fig. 26. Equilibrium diagram of the system diopside (CaMgSi206)-forsterite (Mg2Si04) at 20 kb
pressure. Di88, diopside solid solution; Foss, forsterite solid solution; L, liquid. Diagram at 1 atm is
from Kushiro and Schairer (Year Book 62, p. 96).

X-ray powder patterns of the diopside
and forsterite solid solutions are distinctly different from those of pure
diopside and forsterite, respectively. The
A20[20(311) - 20(310)] values of the diopside solid solutions are shown in table 3.
The table shows that for most of the
solid solutions the A20 is considerably
smaller than that of pure diopside, and
also that the A20 is smaller for the diopside solid solutions crystallized from the
mixtures more enriched in forsterite. The
smaller A20 values are most probably
attributed to the solid solution involving
enstatite molecule as at 1 atm (Year Book
62, pp. 95-97). The A20 of the diopside
solid solution decreases with increasing
MgSi03 content (Year Book 62, p. 99),
indicating that the diopside solid solu-

TABLE 3. A20[20(311) - 29(310)] Values of
Diopside Solid Solutions Crystallized from the
Join Diopside-Forsterite at 20 Kilobars
(CuK« radiation)
Mixture, of
Composition
wt. 7c
Di

Temperature
Fo

100
95

0

92
90
80

108
20

70
50
35
20

30
65
50

of Run, °C
1635
1600
1600
1630
1610
1630
1625
1630
1630

80
* Mechanical mixture.

A20 Value,
degrees
0.614
0.583
0.590
0.542
0.543
0.519
0.518
0.485
0.270

5*

±0.006
±0.005
±0.013
±0.013
±0.010
±0.006
±0.011
±0.013
±0.030
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tions crystallized from the mixtures more
enriched in forsterite would have compositions more MgSi03-rich.
The d values of (021), (130), and (112)
planes of the forsterite crystallizing from
compositions on this join are larger than
those of pure forsterite, indicating that
Ca replaces a part of Mg of forsterite and
forms the larnite (Ca2Si04) molecule.
This evidence indicates that the join
diopside-forsterite is not binary at 20 kb
and that there must be a region of threephase assemblage Foss + DiS3 + L just
below the regions Dis3 + L and Foss + L.
Consequently the join diopside-forsterite
is not the thermal barrier, and the liquids
initially having a small amount of enstatite component can change their compositions toward merwinite (Ca3MgSi208)
across it. This fact is significant for the
fractional crystallization of magmas of
basalt composition at high pressures.
That diopside probably dissolves a
small amount of forsterite in solid solution
at temperatures near the beginning of
melting was ascertained by the same
procedures as those used at 1 atm (Year
Book 62, pp. 95-97). A mechanical mixture consisting of 95 weight per cent pure
diopside and 5 per cent forsterite was
heated at 1600°C for 10 minutes. After it
was heated the forsterite reflections in the
X-ray powder pattern
mixture Di92Fo8, heated
forsterite in its X-ray
The maximum content

disappeared. The
at 1600°C, shows
powder pattern.
of forsterite may

and diopside solid solutions near the
liquidus and the solidus temperatures at
20 kb. Pseudowollastonite is stable at
temperatures between 1550° ± 15°C and
its melting point, 1620° ± 15°C. It probably forms a solid solution with diopside,
although the content of diopside may be
less than 5 weight per cent. Wollastonite
is stable below 1550° ± 15°C and is in
solid solution with diopside. The maximum content of diopside in wollastonite
is about 20 weight per cent. Diopside is
stable at any temperature below its
melting point at 20 kb and is in solid
solution with wollastonite, although the
content of wollastonite is small. The mixture Di98Wo2 (weight per cent) does not
contain wollastonite at 1530°C, whereas
the mixture Di95Wo5 contains rare wollastonite at the same temperature. Additional evidence for this solid solution is
that the intensities of wollastonite relative
to diopside in the X-ray powder patterns
of the mixture Di90Woio were much reduced after heating at 1530°C and were
nearly the same as those of the unheated
mixture Di95Wo6. This evidence indicates
that the maximum content of wollastonite
is between 2 and 5 weight per cent.
The eutectic between wollastonite and
diopside is located at about Di38Wo62 at
1535° ± 15°C. The position of the
eutectic at 20 kb is about 22 weight per
cent more wollastonite rich than that at

The Join Wollastonite-Enstatite
at 20 Kilobars

1 atm, and the temperature is about 170°
higher.
The join diopside-enstatite. In the join
diopside-enstatite, forsterite does not
appear at any temperature, and all phases
have compositions on this join at 20 kb.
Therefore the join is binary at this

The phase equilibria along the join
wollastonite (CaSi03)-enstatite (MgSi03)
have been studied at 20 kb to aid in
determining the phase relations in the
system diopside-forsterite-enstatite. The
results are shown in figure 27.
The join wollastonite-diopside. The join
wollastonite-diopside includes the stable
phases wollastonite, pseudowollastonite,

pressure.
The liquidus of diopside is very flat.
For compositions between diopside and
Di6oEn4o (CaSi03 32.2 per cent), the
charges quenched from the temperatures
above 1650°C consist of large, fibrous
quench pyroxene crystals showing wavy
extinction under the microscope, whereas
those quenched from the temperatures
below 1635°C consist of aggregates of

be less than 5 weight per cent near 1600°C
at 20 kb and would be further reduced
with decreasing temperature.
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Fig. 27. Equilibrium diagram of the system enstatite (MgSi.03)-wollastonite (CaSi03) at 20 kb
pressure. Enss, enstatite solid solution; Pwoss, pseudowollastonite solid solution; Woss, wollastonite
solid solution; other abbreviations as in figure 26.

small subhedral clinopyroxene crystals
showing no evidence of melting. The
temperature difference between liquidus
and solidus of diopside is, therefore, less
than 15°.
The liquidus of enstatite was determined for compositions more diopside rich
than Di4oEn60 (CaSi03 21.5 per cent). It
has a steep slope compared with the liquidus of diopside. The charges quenched from
the temperatures above the enstatite
liquidus consist of large quench pyroxene
crystals. Below the liquidus, but above
the solidus, charges contain orthoenstatite crystals and usually quench crystals.
The orthoenstatite crystals are sometimes
rimmed by an undetermined fibrous
clinopyroxene overgrowth.
A peritectic point exists at about
Di60En4o (CaSi03 32.2 per cent) at 1650°
± 15°C, where enstatite solid solution
reacts with liquid to produce diopside
solid solution. The liquidus of diopside
solid solution is believed to have a minimum between the peritectic point and
diopside, but the relationship
is not

demonstrable within the error of the
experiments.
The diopside solid solution extends at
least up to the composition Di55En45
(CaSi03 30 per cent) near the solidus
temperatures. The mixture of very finegrained diopside and enstatite solid solutions were homogenized into a single
diopside solid solution up to the dashed
line shown in the subsolidus region
between diopside and enstatite of figure
27. A mechanical mixture consisting of 20
weight per cent pure enstatite and 80 per
cent diopside solid solution of composition
Di75En25 was also homogenized into a
diopside solid solution at 1540°C, on the
basis of the X-ray powder patterns. In the
compositions more enstatite rich than the
dashed line but less than Di40En6o (CaSi03
21.5 per cent), two pyroxenes appear to
be homogenized into a clinopyroxene.
However, the X-ray powder patterns of
the clinopyroxenes show a (231) plane
reflection that is derived not from the
diopside structure, C2i/c, but from the
clinoenstatite structure, P2i/c. This evi-
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dence suggests that the clinopyroxenes
more enstatite rich than the dashed line
in the subsolidus region of figure 27 may
be two phases or may have a different
structure from diopside. Therefore it is
not certain whether the dashed line
represents the diopside-rich limb of the
solvus or not.
The diopside-rich limb of the solvus at
high pressures may be located closer to
diopside than that at 1 atm, as discussed
below. In the reaction (Di,En)ss = DiS3
+ Enss, if the volume of Diss + Enss is
smaller than that of the solid solution
(Di,En)s8, the reaction would proceed
toward the right with increasing pressure,
since the entropy of the smaller-volume
phase is usually smaller than that of the
larger-volume phase. The diopside-rich
limb of the solvus shifts, therefore, toward
diopside, and the enstatite-rich limb
toward enstatite, with increasing pressure.
The unit cell volume of the diopside
solid solution (Di6oEn4o)Ss (by weight)
measured by Clark, Schairer, and de
Neufville (Year Book 61, p. 64) is 435 ±
1 A3, whereas the total unit cell volume
of 60 weight per cent pure diopside and
40 per cent pure enstatite is calculated as
425.4 A3 on the basis of the unit cell
volume of diopside given by Clark,
Schairer, and de Neufville (Year Book 61,
p. 62) and that of enstatite given by
Morimoto, Appleman, and Evans (Year
Book 58, p. 197). It is clear that the total
unit cell volume of 60 per cent pure
diopside and 40 per cent pure enstatite is
smaller than that of the solid solution
(Di6oEn4o)ss, and therefore the molar
volume is also smaller. Consequently it is
suggested that the reaction (Di6oEn4o)Ss =
0.6Di + 0.4En proceeds toward the right;
that is, the diopside-rich limb of the
solvus shifts toward diopside with increasing pressure. The total molar volume
of DiS3 + Ens3 is also estimated to be
smaller than that of the diopside solid
solution (Di,En)ss of the same composition, and the reaction (Di,En)ss = Dias +
Enss proceeds
toward
the right with

increasing pressure. The dashed line in
the subsolidus region of figure 27 represents the outer limit of the diopside-rich
limb of the solvus at 20 kb, since two
separate pyroxenes were homogenized
into a diopside solid solution of the
diopside-rich side of the dashed line.
Therefore, the actual solvus at this pressure would be located between the dashed
line and the solvus at 1 atm which has
been determined by Boyd and Schairer
(Year Book 61, p. 70) and Kushiro and
Schairer (Year Book 62, p. 98).
Enstatite solid solution contains 7.5 to
10 per cent diopside molecule near the
solidus temperatures. It is almost the
same as that determined at 30 kb by
B. T. C. Davis (Year Book 62, pp.
103-107).
The System Diopside-Forsterite-Enstatite
at 20 Kilobars
The liquidus diagram of the system
diopside-forsterite-enstatite at 20 kb,
shown in figure 28, is based on the results
of the present experiments in this ternary
system and those of the joins diopsideforsterite and diopside-enstatite at 20 kb.
In the same figure the results of the
system diopside-forsterite-silica at 1 atm
(Bowen, 1914; Schairer and Yoder, Year
Book 61, pp. 75-82; and Kushiro and
Schairer, Year Book 62, pp. 95-103) are
shown for comparison.
The FOss-Diss boundary and the FossEnS3 boundary shift toward forsterite
with increasing pressure, and consequently the liquidus surface of forsterite solid
solution at 20 kb is considerably smaller
than that at 1 atm. Forsterite crystallizing near the liquidus and the solidus
temperatures in this system is a solid
solution probably containing a small
amount of Ca as inferred from the large d
values as compared with those of pure
forsterite.
On the Foss-pyroxene boundary curves
there is an invariant point at 1640° ±
10°C (P of fig. 28). It is most likely that
it is a reaction point where the reaction
Enss + L = Disa + Foss takes place, and
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Fig. 28. Preliminary diagram of the system diopside (CaMgSi206)-forsterite (Mg2Si04)-enstatite
(MgSi03) at 20 kb pressure. Abbreviations as in figures 26 and 27. Diagram of the system diopsideforsterite-silica at 1 atm is from Bowen (1914), Schairer and Yoder (Year Book 61, p. 76), and Kushiro
and Schairer (Year Book 62, p. 100). Italic letters are for diagram at 1 atm. Cr, cristobalite; Pr8S,
protoenstatite solid solution; Tr, tridymite.

that the temperature of the FoSs-Diss
boundary drops continuously from the
reaction point to another invariant point,
Foss + Diss + Merw (merwinite,
Ca3MgSi208) + L in the system Fo-DiMerw across the Di-Fo join.
There is, however, another possibility,
that the invariant point P is a ternary
eutectic Fo3S + Diss + Ensa + L and that
the Foss-Diss boundary curve has a
thermal maximum between the invariant
point P and the Di-Fo join. This possibility isconsidered because the Foss-Di8S

boundary curve has a temperature maximum between the joins Di-En and Di-Fo
at 1 atm (Year Book 62, pp. 100-101). In
the present experiments it was not
possible to determine which possibility is
correct, because the temperature difference between the invariant point P and
the piercing point on the Di-Fo join is
very small and within the error of the
experiments.
As was mentioned before, the Di-Fo
join is not binary and consequently it is
not a thermal barrier (this report, p. 103).
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Therefore, even if a thermal maximum is
present on the Foss-Dis3 boundary between the invariant point P and the
Di-Fo join, the liquids containing a small
amount of enstatite component change
their compositions toward the invariant
point Fosa + Diss + Merw + L across the
Di-Fo join, which is a critical join of silica
undersaturation in the system CaO-MgOSi02.
At 1 atm, the reaction point (A of fig.
28) is in the silica-oversaturated part of
the system Di-Fo-silica. The reaction at
A is Foss -\- L = DiS3 + Prss (protoenstatite solid solution) {Year Book 62, pp.
100-101). The differences in position and
nature of the invariant points between 1
atm and 20 kb are significant for understanding the melting of peridotites and
the fractional crystallization of basaltic
magmas at different pressures.
Most peridotite inclusions in basalts
and kimberlites are rich in forsterite and
enstatite relative to diopside (Ross,
Foster, and Myers, 1954; O'Hara and
Mercy, 1963), their compositions being
plotted in an area close to the Fo-En join
in the system Di-Fo-En when FeO, A1203,
and other minor components are excepted.
If the effects of these components on the
phase equilibria in the system Di-Fo-En
are small enough, the partial melting of
these peridotites produces liquids oversaturated with silica (tholeiitic liquids) at
1 atm or low pressures, since the invariant
point A lies within the system Di-Ensilica. At 20 kb, however, the partial
melting of the same peridotite produces
liquids undersaturated with silica (olivine
tholeiitic liquids), since the invariant
point P lies within the system Di-Fo-En.
Thus the partial melting of the peridotites
at different pressures would produce
liquids significantly different in chemical
composition.
If the fractional crystallization of
liquids whose compositions are within the
triangle Foas-C-En (olivine tholeiitic liquids) takes place at 1 atm, the liquids
change their compositions toward silica
across the Di-En join, and the liquids
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oversaturated with silica are produced.
If, on the other hand, the fractional
crystallization of these liquids takes place
at 20 kb, the liquids may change their
compositions toward the Di-Fo join and
further to the invariant point Di +
Merw + Fo + L across the Di-Fo join,
and liquids containing larnite (Ca2Si04)
component (alkali basaltic liquids) may
be produced, provided that the invariant
point P is a reaction point.
The liquids whose compositions are
within the triangle Foss-C-Diss can change
their compositions toward akermanite
across the Di-Fo join at 1 atm (Year Book
62, p. 103). At 20 kb, and even if the
invariant point is ternary eutectic, the
liquids containing a small amount of
enstatite component also change their
compositions across the Di-Fo join and
liquids containing larnite component are
produced.
The origin of tholeiite, olivine tholeiite,
and alkali basalts is one of the important
problems in igneous petrology. Although
many contributions have been made,
many unsolved problems still remain.
The present experiments suggest the
following possibilities.
1. Magmas of olivine tholeiite composition can be produced by the partial
melting of peridotites consisting mostly
of forsterite, enstatite, and diopside at
pressures near or higher than about 10
2. Magmas of tholeiite composition can
be produced by the fractional crystallization of a magma of olivine tholeiite
kb.7
composition
at pressures at least less than
about 10 kb.7 Magmas of tholeiite composition can also be produced by the partial
melting of peridotites at pressures at least
less than about 10 kb.7 However, it is not
likely that magmas of tholeiite compo7 Ten kilobars is considered because the pressure at which the join diopside-enstatite becomes
a thermal barrier is equal or close to the pressure
at which pure enstatite begins to melt congruently, that is, at least as low as 15 kb and
probably as low as 6 kb (Boyd and England,
Year Booh 60, p. 115).
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sition can be produced at pressures near
or higher than about 10 kb7 either by the
melting of peridotites consisting of forsterite, diopside, and enstatite or by the
fractional crystallization of a magma of
olivine tholeiite composition.
3. Magmas of alkali basalt composition
may be produced by the fractional
crystallization of a magma of olivine
tholeiite composition at pressures probably higher than about 10 kb,7 provided
that the invariant point in the system
Di-Fo-silica is a reaction point. If, on the
other hand, the invariant point is eutecticlike, it would not be possible to derive
magmas of alkali basalt composition at
high pressures by the fractional crystallization of a magma of olivine tholeiite
composition except for compositions containing a small amount of enstatite
component or by the melting of peridotites consisting of forsterite, diopside, and
enstatite.
Experimental Studies on the
Basalt-Eclogite Transformation
/. Kushiro and H. S. Yoder, Jr.

Transformation of basalt or gabbro to
eclogite has been considered to be one of
the important problems not only in
petrology but also in geophysics, since the
continental Mohorovicic discontinuity, as
discussed by many authors, may be
attributed to the basalt-eclogite transformation. Itis, therefore, necessary to
determine the physical conditions and the
nature of the basalt-eclogite transformation. Although Yoder and Tilley (1962)
estimated the physical conditions of the
transformation on the basis of experiments on natural rocks, the conditions
and nature of the transformation are still
not known in detail. One of the methods
in outlining the physical conditions of the
basalt-eclogite transformation is to determine the univariant curves of the simple
reactions by which components of basalt
transform into those of eclogite. Several
univariant curves bearing on the basalteclogite transformation have been determined. Robertson, Birch, and MacDonald
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(1957) determined the univariant curve
for the formation of jadeite from nepheline and albite, and Birch and LeComte
(1960) determined the univariant curve
for the breakdown of albite into jadeite
and quartz. Yoder (1955), Boyd and
England {Year Book 58, pp. 83-87), and
Yoder and Chinner (Year Book 59, pp.
78-84) determined the stability fields of
almandite and pyrope. There remain
several important reactions whose univariant curves would be useful in clarifying the physical conditions of the basalteclogite transformation, namely,
Albite + forsterite = (jadeite,
2 enstatite) ss or jadeite +
2 enstatite
Anorthite -f forsterite = garnet
Anorthite + 2 enstatite
= garnet + quartz
3 Anorthite = grossularite -+2 kyanite + quartz
4 Anorthite -f- diopside = 2 garnet + 2 kyanite + 2 quartz

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Some preliminary data are available on
reactions 1 and 4 (Yoder and Tilley,
1962) and on the composition anorthite +
forsterite at high pressures (Yoder and
Chinner, Year Book 59, pp. 78-84;
O'Hara, Year Book 62, pp. 116-118).
In the present experiments, reactions 2
and 3 were studied. Reaction 2 indicates
the formation of garnet (pyrope 66.7,
grossularite 33.3, molecular per cent) from
anorthite and forsterite and one of the
critical reactions for the transformation
of silica-undersaturated basalts to eclogite. Reaction 3 shows the formation of
the same garnet in silica-saturated conditions and one of the critical reactions
for the transformation of silica-saturated
basalts to quartz eclogite. In the course
of the present studies it was found that
the reaction for the formation of garnet
from anorthite and forsterite or enstatite
is not carried out directly as expressed by
reactions 2 and 3 but is complicated
because of the intermediate appearance
of pyroxene-rich assemblages. Although
the experiments have not been completed,
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the results so far obtained are significant
for an understanding of the basalteclogite transformation.
Pressure-Temperature Plane for
Anorthite + Forsterite Composition
The pressure-temperature diagram for
anorthite + forsterite composition is
shown in figure 29. A glass and a crystallized glass of the composition anorthite
50, forsterite 50, molecular per cent (66.4
and 33.6 weight per cent, respectively)
were prepared as starting materials. They
are isochemical with a garnet of the
composition pyrope (Py) 66.7, grossularite
(Gr) 33.3, molecular per cent. The gasmedia high-pressure apparatus designed
by Yoder (1950) was used for the runs at
pressures lower than 10 kb, and the
solid-media high-pressure apparatus simi-

lar to that designed by Boyd and England
(Year Books 57 and 60) was used for runs
higher than 10 kb. As shown in the figure
the anorthite + forsterite assemblage is
stable up to curve A. On the higher
pressure side of this curve forsterite disappears, whereas pyroxenes and spinel
appear and the assemblage is anorthite +
spinel + pyroxenes. The pyroxenes are
both clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene
solid solutions. Some Tschermak's molecules (CaAl2Si06 and MgAl2Si06) may
enter into each pyroxene in solid solution.
The reaction may be presented, therefore,
by the following:
2CaAl2Si208 + 2Mg2Si04
Anorthite

Forsterite

= CaMgSi206-nCaAl2Si06 +
Aluminous diopside

— ?

Gar + (Cpxss)

10

15

20

Pressure , kb

25
30

Fig. 29. Pressure-temperature plane for forsterite (Mg2Si04) + anorthite (CaAl2Si208) composition. An, anorthite; Cpx8S, clinopyroxene solid solution; Fo, forsterite; Gar, garnet; L, liquid; Opxss,
orthopyroxene solid solution; Sp, spinel (MgAl204).
CpxS8 in parentheses may be metastable.
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2MgSi08-wMgAl2SiO«
Aluminous enstatite

+

(1 - n)MgAl204 +
Spinel

(1 - n)CaAl2Si208
Anorthite

(n < 1)

It is to be emphasized that the above
reaction takes place at relatively low
pressures; that is, it takes place at about
9 kb at 1300°C and at about 8 kb at
1000°C.
The assemblage anorthite + pyroxenes
+ spinel is stable up to curve B. Between
curves A and B the compositions of
pyroxenes and the relative amounts of
pyroxenes to anorthite and spinel would
change with pressure. In the reaction
CaAl2Si208 + MgAl204
CaAl2Si06
+
MgAl2Si06
Ca-Tschermak's
molecule

molecule
Mg-Tschermak's

the volume of the right-hand assemblage
is much smaller (>10.5%) than that of
the left-hand assemblage. (In calculating
the volume change, the molar volume of
Ca-Tschermak's molecule as estimated by
Kushiro [1962] and the molar volume of
clinoenstatite, which must be larger than
that of Mg-Tschermak's molecule, were
used.) Therefore the reaction would proceed toward the right with increasing
pressure at constant temperature. Both
Ca- and Mg-Tschermak's molecules
formed by this reaction are included in
solid solution with diopside and enstatite,
which are also mutually soluble. Consequently the contents of Tschermak's
molecules in pyroxenes increase, whereas
amounts of anorthite and spinel decrease,
with increase of pressure. The X-ray
powder patterns show that the relative
intensities of anorthite reflections are
strong for the runs close to curve A,
whereas they become weak close to curve
B, indicating that the pyroxenes become
more aluminous with increasing pressure.
On the higher pressure side of curve B,
garnet appears and the assemblage is
garnet + clinopyroxene, although the
amount of garnet is not large in most runs.
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However, the amount of garnet relative
to clinopyroxene increases with increasing
duration of run as inferred from the
evidence that the relative intensities of
the garnet reflections in the X-ray powder
pattern for a 1-hour run were considerably
stronger than those for a 20-minute run
at 1450°C at 25 kb. Observations under
the microscope show that garnet crystals
are small after a 20-minute run, whereas
they are relatively large and include many
small clinopyroxene inclusions after a
1-hour run. Growth of garnet at the
expense of clinopyroxene is inferred. This
evidence suggests that the clinopyroxene
coexisting with garnet may be metastable,
and the garnet of composition Pv66.7Gr33.3
may be the only stable phase on the
higher pressure side of curve B. Then the
reaction on the univariant curve B is as
follows :
CaMgSi206-nCaAl2Si06
+
Aluminous diopside
2MgSi03-nMgAl2Si06
Aluminous enstatite

+

(1 - n)CaAl2Si208 +
(1 - n)MgAl204
= 2CaMg2Al2Si3012
(n < 1)
Garnet (Py66.7Gr33.3>

However, compositions of garnet coexisting with these clinopyroxenes are more
pyrope rich than Py66.7Gr33.3. The cell
edges of garnets crystallized at 21 kb and
1450°C, 25 kb and 1450°C, and 28 kb and
1480°C are 11.543 ± 0.005, 11.554 ±
0.005, and 11.556 ± 0.005 A, respectively,
and the compositions are estimated as
Py78±2Gr22, Py74±2Gr26, and Py74±2Gr26, respectively, on the basis of the cell edge vs.
composition curve by Chinner, Boyd, and
England {Year Book 59, p. 77). Therefore
the clinopyroxenes coexisting with these
garnets must have compositions more
calcium rich than Di5oMg-Tsch5o. These
clinopyroxenes may be stable at pressures
lower than the pressure at which the
garnet join begins to be a complete solid
solution as suggested by Yoder and Tilley
(1962), and the garnet + clinopyroxene
assemblage may be stable on the higher
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pressure side of curve B. In the present
experiments it was not determined
whether clinopyroxene is stable or metastatic
In the melting interval, spinel appears
over a wide pressure range. At 1 atm the
mixture anorthite 50, forsterite 50, molecular per cent begins to melt at 1320° ± 5°
to produce Sp (spinel) + Fo (forsterite)
+ L, which is replaced by Sp + L at
1375°C, and spinel disappears at about
1490°C (Andersen, 1915; Osborn and
Tait, 1952; Chinner and Schairer, 1962).
The same sequence is obtained probably
up to a pressure between 12 and 16 kb.
Higher than this pressure, forsterite does
not appear in the melting interval but
clinopyroxene solid solution (Cpxss) appears, and the Sp + Cpxss + L region is
present below the temperature interval of
Sp + L. The Sp + Cpxss + L region
continues to exist probably up to about
30 kb. Below the temperature of Sp +
Cpxss + L region and lower than 21 kb,
there may be a four-phase region Sp -fCpxss + Opxss + L or Sp + Cpxss + An +
L, which, however, was not observed in the
present experiments. Higher than about
21 kb there may be a region garnet -f L
+ Cpxss, which also was not observed.
An important finding of the present
experiments is that there exists a considerably wide stability field of a pyroxene-rich assemblage between the anorthite + forsterite assemblage and garnet
or the garnet + clinopyroxene assemblage. In the stability field of the pyroxene-rich assemblage, a spinel + aluminous clinopyroxene + aluminous orthopyroxene assemblage would be formed
when the forsterite to anorthite ratio is 2,
and a spinel + forsterite + aluminous
clinopyroxene + aluminous orthopyroxene assemblage would be formed when
the ratio is larger than 2. This last is a
typical assemblage of the peridotite
inclusions in basalts as described by Ross,
Foster, and Myers (1954). Recently,
Green (1964) has described a hightemperature peridotite intrusion in the
Lizard area, in which a primary peridotite
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consisting of olivine, aluminous diopside,
enstatite, and spinel has recrystallized
into a plagioclase-bearing peridotite consisting of olivine, plagioclase, diopside,
enstatite, and chromite in the marginal
zone of the intrusion. Green considered
that the primary peridotite crystallized
at higher pressures and the recrystallization would have taken place at
lower pressures, and that the reaction
of the recrystallization is aluminous
diopside + aluminous enstatite — ■» anorthite + forsterite + diopside + enstatite.
The reaction is essentially the same as
that on curve A, figure 29, and his
deductions are consistent with the present
experiments.
The extensions of curves A and B
would intersect the probable geothermal
gradient curve between 5 and 6 kb and
between 9 and 11 kb, respectively, suggesting that the pyroxene-rich assemblage
is stable between about 18 and 33 km,
and that shallower than about 18 km the
anorthite + forsterite assemblage is
stable, whereas deeper than about 33 km
garnet becomes stable. Although the
effects of albite, fayalite, and ferrosilite
components on curves A and B are not
known, it may be suggested that olivine
gabbro transforms to plagioclase and
spinel-bearing pyroxenite or olivine and
spinel-bearing pyroxenite in the lower
part of the continental crust. This possibility has already been suggested by
Yoder and Tilley (1962).
The present results also suggest that
the density change of the basalt (or
gabbro)-eclogite transformation is not
sharp but must be gradual because of the
intermediate appearance of a pyroxenerich assemblage between basalt and
eclogite and of the density change in the
pyroxene-rich assemblage with pressure.
Therefore a sharp change in seismic wave
velocities would not be expected in the
basalt (or gabbro) -eclogite transformation, and it seems unlikely that the
Mohorovicic discontinuity can be attributed to the basalt (or gabbro) -eclogite
transformation.
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Pressure-Temperature Plane for
Anorihite + 2 Enstatite Composition

2MgSi03-MgAl2Si06
Aluminous enstatite

The pressure-temperature diagram for
a composition close to 33.3 anorthite, 66.7
enstatite in molecular per cent (58.1 and
41.9 weight per cent, respectively) or
garnet (Pv66.7Gr33.3) + quartz is shown in
figure 30. A crystallized glass of the
composition 59 anorthite, 41 enstatite,
weight per cent, prepared by Hytonen
and Schairer {Year Book 60, pp. 125-141)
was used as the starting material.
On the lower pressure side of curve C
the anorthite + enstatite assemblage is
stable, but on the higher pressure side of
curve C anorthite disappears and the
assemblage is aluminous diopside and
enstatite solid solutions with or without
quartz. These relations suggest that the
following reaction begins with increasing
pressure to proceed toward the right
along curve C:

Quartz
Some mutual solid solution of enstatite
and diopside would be present. It is noted
that the reaction between anorthite and
enstatite takes place at higher pressures
than that between anorthite and forsterite which is shown as curve A, figure
29. The difference in pressure between
curves A and C is about 5 kb at temperatures between 1200° and 1300°C.
On the higher pressure side of curve D,
garnet begins to appear and the assemblage is garnet + pyroxene with or
without quartz. The pyroxene includes
both clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene up
to about 25 kb, above which, however, it
includes only a clinopyroxene. Although
garnet is small in amount, it forms large
idiomorphic crystals and can be identified
easily under the microscope. The amount
increases with increasing duration of the
runs, as indicated by experiment. The
amount of garnet observed by both the
microscope and the X-ray powder pattern
was considerably larger in the 80-minute

2CaAl2Si208
+ 4MgSi03
Anorthite
Enstatite
= CaMgSi206-CaAl2Si06
+
Aluminous diopside
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Fig. 30. Pressure-temperature plane for 2 enstatite (MgSi03) + anorthite (CaAl2Si208) composition. An, anorthite; Cpx88, clinopyroxene solid solution; En, enstatite; Gar, garnet; L, liquid; Opx8S,
orthopyroxene solid solution; PxB8, pyroxene solid solution (< about 25 kb, Cpx88 + OpxS8; > about
25 kb, Cpx89), which may be metastable; Qz, quartz.
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run at 24 kb at 1450°C than in the 30minute run at the same pressure and
temperature. This evidence suggests that
pyroxenes coexisting with garnet may be
metastable and garnet + quartz may be
the stable assemblage on the higher pressure side of the curve D, although the
possibility that pyroxenes coexisting with
garnet are stable is still not discarded. It
is noted that curve D is located close to
curve B of figure 29, indicating that the
formation of garnet would take place at
almost the same but not identical conditions for both the silica-undersaturated
and the silica-saturated environments.
Consequently the stability field of the
pyroxene-rich assemblage in the system
anorthite + 2 enstatite is considerably
smaller than that in the system anorthite
+ forsterite shown in figure 29.
In the melting interval forsterite
appears on the liquidus at low pressures,
whereas higher than about 10 kb but
lower than about 25 kb spinel appears,
and higher than about 25 kb garnet
appears, on the liquidus. Since the liquids
coexisting with the above minerals are
oversaturated with silica in the present
system at any pressure, the partial
melting of any assemblage of composition
anorthite + 2 enstatite can produce
silica-saturated liquids at 1 atm.
The results of the present experiments
yield information on the stability fields of
silica-saturated basalts and pyroxenites
and the physical conditions of the formation of quartz eclogites. By extrapolating
curves C and D to the probable geothermal gradient curve, it is suggested that
silica-saturated basalts such as tholeiite
and quartz gabbro are stable at depths
shallower than about 33 km and that
quartz-bearing pyroxenite is stable between about 33 and 43 km. Of course these
depth estimates are influenced by the
effects of other components. However, it
is to be emphasized that silica-saturated
basalts are stable over a wider depth
range in the continental crust than silicaundersaturated basalts, and that the
depth range where quartz-bearing pyrox-

enites are stable is smaller than the range
where olivine and spinel- bearing pyroxenites are stable.
On the higher pressure side of curve D
the garnet + quartz assemblage is stable
and, therefore, quartz-hypersthene eclogites would be formed from silicasaturated pyroxenites and also from
silica-undersaturated pyroxenites whose
compositions are within the triangle
garnet-enstatite-A in figure 31. Another
reaction required for the formation of
quartz eclogite is diopside + albite =
omphacite + quartz. If the univariant
curve for this reaction is on the higher
pressure side of curve D, quartz eclogite
cannot form near curve D. If anorthite is
still stable on the higher pressure side of
curve D, the granulitic assemblage garnet
+ anorthite + quartz is obtained from
anorthite-rich compositions under the
physical conditions where olivine eclogites and quartz eclogites are stable as
shown in figure 31. Probably, at some
pressure on the higher pressure side of
curve D, anorthite breaks down into
grossularite + kyanite + quartz, and
kyanite eclogites may be formed from
rocks rich in the anorthite component.
Anorthite

(Py2G
Garnet

Quartz

Fig. 31. Phases and tie lines in the system
anorthite (CaAl2Si208)-forsterite (Mg2Si04)quartz (Si02). Point A shows 2 enstatite +
anorthite or garnet + quartz composition.
Py*Gri, pyrope (Mg3Al2Si30i2) 66.7, grossularite
(Ca3Al2Si30i2) 33.3 molecular per cent.
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Therefore it is suggested that the physical
conditions for the formation of eclogites
of different chemical composition are
considerably different.
Pyroxene Fractionation in Mafic
Magma at High Pressures and
Its Bearing on Basalt Genesis
C. E. Tilley and H. S. Yoder, Jr.

The problem of the source rocks of
basalts in the upper mantle has long been
debated, and the relations of the two
dominant basalt types — the tholeiite and
alkali olivine basalt — have, likewise, been
the subject of continuing discussion and
controversy. In these discussions the two
series as developed in the Hawaiian
Islands have been central in much of the
inquiry. Among the workers who have
attempted a solution of the problem of
the relationship of the two suites have
been Powers (1935, 1955) and Macdonald
(1949). Powers (1935) invoked the fractional removal of hypersthene8 from a
tholeiitic parent, but in his later contribution (1955) he suspected that other
operating factors were superimposed on a
fractional crystallization process. Macdonald (1949) provided a set of extractions from a "cafemic submagma" (normative olivine content 28 per cent) to
produce a succession of Hawaiian alkali
types, the process involving the removal
of 55-90 per cent crystals from his
" cafemic submagma" parent. Kuno and
co-workers (1957) suggested that partial
melting of peridotite at great depths,
where enstatite was presumed to melt
congruently, would give rise to an
"undersaturated or alkali olivine basalt
magma." The process was not more
closely defined, but the possibilities in the
simplified nonfeldspathic system diopsideforsterite-enstatite at 20 kb have now
been explored by Kushiro (this report,
p. 106). These possibilities depend on the
nature of the invariant point in the sys8 Holmes and Harwood (1932) had earlier
expressed the view that extraction of olivine and
enstatite from a "primary peridotite magma"
could give rise to melilite basalt type liquids.
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tern and of the boundary curve leading to
the diopside-forsterite join.
In 1960 Murata returned to the concept
of pyroxene extraction to produce the
alkali basalt series from a tholeiitic
parent, utilizing as extract a pyroxene
fraction crystallized in the groundmass of
Hawaiian tholeiites; but the particular
extraction method, though providing a
residual liquid enriched in alkalies, also
enhanced its normative hypersthene content (Yoder and Tilley, 1962, pp. 415416). The present writers invoked the
fractionation of an eclogite derived
through partial melting of a garnet
peridotite to give alternatively a tholeiite
or an alkali basalt type liquid.
From high-pressure experimental runs
on a glass approximating an olivine
tholeiite (normative olivine 19.6 per cent),
Green and Ringwood (1964) crystallized
an orthopyroxene as the sole phase at
1300°C and 20 kb, and with a picritic
composition, again orthopyroxene, as the
single phase at 20 kb and a temperature
of Both
1325°C.
the orthopyroxene and the succeeding clinopyroxene in these runs,
examined with the electron probe, were
found to be notably aluminous. Extraction of 20 and 25 per cent of the orthopyroxene from the olivine tholeiite glass
gave residua calculated as nepheline
normative. The assumed precipitation of
such a large percentage of a single orthopyroxene phase without the onset of
crystallization of a second clinopyroxene,
which indeed follows in their runs, must
be considered excessive. The residua were
quite low in alkalies, consequent on the
low alkalies in the parent glass. They are,
however, also exceptionally high in lime
(12.3, 12.7 per cent) for the average
alkali olivine basalt, a result following on
the extraction of hypersthene only.
In the experiments now reported the
crystallization of two Hawaiian tholeiite
basalts — the 1840 picrite basalt of Nanawale Bay, Hawaii, and the 1921 olivine
tholeiite of Kilauea (table 4, analyses 1
and 2) — have been studied at various
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TABLE 4. Chemical Analyses and Norms of
Hawaiian Rocks, Including Average Analyses

1

2

3

4

5

48.69
10.23
1.63
10.13
0.17
17.72
7.51
1.68
0.29
1.61
0.21

48.75
10.94
1.72
10.28
0.17
14.20
8.41
2.11
0.53
2.63
0.26

46.84
13.97
2.61
9.59

Analy ses
Si02
A1203
Fe203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
Ti02
P206
Cr203

H20+
H20-

Or
Ab
Ne
An
Di
Hy
01
11
Mt
Ap
Rest

46.94
9.03
1.74
10.25
0.17
20.10
7.76
1.59
0.35
1.80
0.17
0.18
0.13
Nil

49.16
13.33
1.31
9.71
0.16
10.41
10.93
2.15
0.51
2.29
0.16
0.09
0.04
0.05

0.12
9.82
10.46
2.84
0.68
2.72
0.35

0.17
Nil

100.21 100.30 100.04 100.00 100.00

2.22
13.62

Norms
2.78
1.67
17.82 14.15

16.12
17.08
13.74
30.58
3.50
2.78
0.34
0.13

25.30
22.93
15.35
9.14
4.41
2.09
0.34
0.09

19.46
13.12
26.50
18.99
3.04
2.32
0.51
0.17

3.06
17.82
18.76
17.06
20.92
14.09
5.17
2.55
0.67

3.89
22.27
1.00
23.35
21.54
18.30
5.17
3.71
0.85

100.11 100.25 99.93 100.10 100.08

1. Picrite basalt, lava of the lower vents of the
1840 eruption of Kilauea, Nanawale Bay, Hawaii
(Year Book 62, p. 79); F/(F + M) 0.374 (iron
enrichment [FeO + Fe203]/[MgO + FeO +
Fe203]).
2. Olivine tholeiite, south edge of Kilauea
Crater, eruption of 1921 (Yoder and Tilley, 1962,
p. 363); F/(F + M) 0.514.
3. Hypersthene olivine basalt, east wall of
Olokele Canyon, Kauai, Hawaiian Islands {Year
Book 62, p. 79, analysis 4); F/(F + M) 0.39 9.
4. Average analysis of the two Kilauean eruptions of 1840, 1840Pb (analysis 1) and the lava
of the upper vents 1840bi (Year Book 62, p. 79,
analysis 2); F/(F + M) 0.458.
5. Average alkali olivine basalt of the Hawaiian
Islands (7 analyses) corrected to 100 per cent
with removal of H20 (Kuno et al., 1957, table 10,
analysis 2); F/(F + M) 0.554.

temperatures at 20 kb from the liquidus
to temperatures where garnet and pyroxene are crystallizing together. For his
assistance in conducting these highpressure runs for the two rocks we are
greatly indebted to Dr. Kushiro.
The results of the runs on the 1921
Kilauea lava and the 1840 picrite basalt
are summarized in table 5, which also
presents the results of the behavior of the
1921 Kilauea lava at 1200°C under a
pressure of 20 and 31.4 kb as previously
reported (Yoder and Tilley, 1962, p. 497,
table 50).
For the 1921 lava, euhedral clinopyroxene and rare garnet appeared in a
fine aggregate of quench pyroxene set in
glass at 1325°C, the liquidus lying between this temperature and 1375°C,
where the charge consisted wholly of
quench pyroxene in glass. The quench
pyroxene of these runs takes the form,
not of the usual feathery growths in glass,
but of blocky, almost equidimensional
rectangular crystals with spiked outgrowths attheir coigns and less commonly
along their edges. In addition, spikes in
the glass frequently take the form of
three-pronged rods. Variants of the
blocky crystals have a pseudohexagonal
appearance. Where primary clinopyroxene appears it is distinctly euhedral and
shows no outgrowths. Garnet and clinopyroxene prevail at lower temperatures.
In none of the runs was either olivine or
orthopyroxene observed.9
In the 1840 picrite basalt runs, the
appearance of rare primary olivine at
1525° is associated with the development
of fibrous quench olivine in the glass. The
liquidus is taken as about 1535°C, in
comparison with a liquidus of 1435°C at
1 atm. Olivine is joined at 1475°C by
clear euhedral prisms of orthopyroxene
9 At 1 atm Opx is observed in the 1921 lava in
runs at 1100°C held for 2 weeks (cf. with run at
1100°C for 1 hour, Yoder and Tilley, 1962, p.
379). There is therefore the possibility that, with
longer runs at these lower temperatures at 20 kb,
Opx would crystallize late from the liquid along
with Cpx.
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TABLE 5. Results of Runs Carried Out on the 1921 Kilauea Olivine
Tholeiite and the 1840 Kilauea Picrite Basalt at 20 Kilobars
T, °C

Products

t, hours

1921 Olivine Tholeiite (table 4, analysis 2)
1375
1325
1275
1200
1200

1
1
14H
2
(31.4 kb)

Cpx
Cpx,
Cpx,
Cpx,
Cpx,

(quench) glass
rare garnet, glass with quench Cpx
rare garnet, glass with quench Cpx
garnet, interstitial glass (n = 1.550)
garnet, little interstitial glass

1840 Picrite Basalt (table 4, analysis 1)
1525
1475
1450
1400
1300
1200

Vl
Vi

V*
2

2

Rare 01 in glass with quench 01, n of glass 1.645
01, Opx mantled by Cpx, rare Cpx, quench Cpx in glass
01, Opx mantled by Cpx, Cpx, quench Cpx in glass
01, reduced in amount, Opx with wide mantles of Cpx, Cpx abundant,
little glass
Rare garnet, some Opx, fine-grained Cpx, no 01, little glass, some
brown spinellid (oxidation?)
Rare garnet, fine-grained Cpx, traces of glass, no 01, no Opx observed,
brown spinellid (oxidation?)

mantled by clinopyroxene. Clinopyroxene
is rare as independent crystals at this
temperature, and the examples observed
may be elongate fragments of the orthopyroxene sheaths. At 1450°C olivine is
beginning to diminish in amount with
mantled orthopyroxene and independent
clinopyroxene as the prominent phases.
Particularly noteworthy at 1400°C are
the wide clinopyroxene mantles to the
orthopyroxene prisms, which may be
reduced to a thin midrib in the composite prisms. It is questionable whether
these wide clinopyroxene rims can be
interpreted as quench products. The
orthopyroxene may enclose small rounded
olivines appearing as if in the process of
resorption. Glass is now quite subordinate. Garnet is rare at 1300°C, and olivine
is no longer present. At 1200°C garnet
remains rare and the charge consists
almost wholly of fine-grained clinopyroxene inwhich an orthopyroxene cannot
be observed. A brown spinellid is interspersed inthe pyroxene aggregates, both
at this temperature and in the run at
1300°C. Both these runs were longer, and
the appearance of the spinellid may be
the result of oxidation of the charge.

The question of the stability of orthopyroxene inthe higher temperature runs
needs some consideration. The excessive
enstatite that appeared at the presumed
olivine liquidus of the albite-forsterite
system at 9 kb (Yoder, this report, p. 99)
was believed to be a metastable product.
It grew rapidly in well formed rods
clearly distinguishable from quenching
products where olivine and liquid were
expected. It is possible, therefore, that
the orthopyroxene appearing in the runs
described above as well formed crystals
are metastable pyroxenes proxying for
olivine. The thin-ribbed composite prisms
may be viewed as metastable rods of
hypersthene which formed rapidly and
acted as nuclei for the slower-growing
clinopyroxenes that sheathe them. The
interpretation of the hypersthene in
liquid as a metastable growth product
constitutes a serious objection to the concept of orthopyroxene extraction as a
normal fractionation process. The stability problem cannot be resolved at this
time, but even so the objection would not
invalidate the separation of a hypersthenic clinopyroxene, or even a process
in the magma chamber at depth which
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invoked separation of metastable products.
It should be noted that, in the crystallization ofthe 1840 picrite basalt, olivine
and clinopyroxene must accompany the
separation of an orthopyroxene, stable or
metastable at the higher temperatures.
The suppression of olivine in the runs on
the 1921 Kilauea lava and its gradual
diminution in the lower temperature runs
on the 1840 picrite basalt are of great
significance, for the substitute precipitation of pyroxene — whether of ortho or
clino type — involves a concomitant depletion ofthe residual liquid in silica. The
melting behavior of the Loch Duich
eclogite (Yoder and Tilley, 1962, p. 493),
a rock whose bulk chemical composition
is tholeiitic, may be recalled. At 1 atm
olivine appeared on the liquidus at
1180°C, but at 10 kb the liquidus was at
1225°C with clinopyroxene as the primary
phase, and at 1150°C the charge consisted
wholly of clinopyroxene. The behavior of
this rock suggested that pyroxenites
might exist at depth and constitute possible source rock of basalts (Yoder and
Tilley, 1962, p. 493). The present experiments strengthen this hypothesis. Thus
at high pressures olivine reacting with
anorthite of plagioclase gives place to
clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene. In the
equation usually formulated these phases
are accompanied by spinel; see equation 1.
Such a high- pressure reaction was proposed by Davidson (1943) for a group of
metamorphosed ultrabasic rocks in South
Harris, Outer Hebrides, and earlier had
been applied to explain the pyroxene
symplectites which intervene between
olivine and basic plagioclase in transformed olivine gabbros and allivalites,

though high pressures were not then
inferred. That the assemblage is favored
by high pressure is also supported by
recent experimental studies (Yoder and
Chinner, Year Book 59, pp. 78-81). These
investigators obtained the assemblage
over a range of compositions on the join
grossularite-pyrope at 10,000 bars water
pressure, and more recently it has been
shown to be developed from a 1:1
anorthite-forsterite crystallized glass in
the 8-15 kb region (Kushiro and Yoder,
this report, p. 109).
In the present studies on the picrite
basalt, spinel is not a significant phase,
and we may write equation 2 (see below),
the Tschermak silicate contributing the
alumina to the new-formed as well as the
associated clinopyroxene of the picrite
basalt assemblages (Cpx + 0px)83 or
Cpxss + Opxss, at this high pressure. The
albite part of the plagioclase may supply
the additional silica (with a breakdown
to a jadeite component) to silicate more
olivine. Equation 1 can then be reformulated as shown in equation 3, below.
That the pyroxenes produced at the high
temperatures of these runs can be considered as holding the Mg-Tschermak
silicate is clear from the electron-probe
analyses of the ortho- and clinopyroxenes
produced in the runs on an olivine
tholeiite type glass at 15 kb and 1300°C
carried out by Green and Ringwood
(1964). Study of their analytical data
indicates that the two pyroxenes in question can be computed into the following
components (weight per cent, approximately): at 15 kb, 1300°C, Opx =
DinHy76Tsi3, Cpx = Di52Hy32Tsi6; at
20 kb, 1300°C, Opx = Dii2Hy69Tsi9.
The coexisting pyroxenes at 15 kb

CaAl2Si208 + 2Mg2Si04 -> CaMgSi206 + 2MgSi03 + MgAl204

(1)

zCaMgSi206 + CaAl2Si208 + Mg2Si04 -> [(x + 1) CaMgSi206 + MgAl2Si06]s8

(2)

CaAl2Si208 + NaAlSi308 + 2Mg2Si04 + zCaMgSi206 -»
(s + l)CaMgSi2Q6 + 2MgSiO» + MgAUSiOe + NaAlSi206 (liq.)

(3)

CpXsa + Opxss or (Cpx + Opx)ss
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plotted in the pyroxene quadrilateral
show a distinctive tie line comparable
with those revealed for the coexisting
pyroxene phases of nodules in alkali
basalts (Brown, 1961). The potential
jadeite from the breakdown of plagioclase
(equation 3) would appear to be stored
for the most part in the liquid from which
these early pyroxenes are precipitated.
When the norms of the two experimental
treated rocks (1840Pb, Kilauea 1921) are
considered it will be noted that, although
the picrite basalt has 30 per cent normative olivine, the 1921 lava has only 9 per
cent. The nonappearance of orthopyroxene in the runs of the 1921 lava indicate that it is accommodated at the
temperature in clinopyroxene as a subcalcic augite. This proved no longer
possible in the picrite basalt of unusually
high normative olivine, and therefore
high potential hypersthene, content.
The reactions that ensue with falling
temperature in both rocks lead to the
formation of garnet as a constituent of an
ultimate eclogite assemblage. Effectively,
we have, therefore, a further transformation of the right-hand side of equation 3 :
CaMgSiA

+ MgAl2Si06
-» CaMg2Al2Si30i2

(4)

the jadeite finally entering the eclogite
pyroxene.
The experimental work of O'Hara
(Year Book 62, pp. 117-118) on the join
diopside-pyrope at 30 kb is pertinent to
the present studies. Enstatite is on the
liquidus and presumed stable over a
narrow range of compositions along this
join around a composition Di35Pv65. Such
a composition is essentially tholeiitic and
can be expressed as An45En32Ol23 (weight
per cent) or AniEn201i (mole per cent).
Such an assemblage at 30 kb develops
enstatite on the liquidus at about 1640°C
and at a reaction point (1625°C) reacts
with liquid to produce garnet and clinopyroxene. On either side of this composition where clinopyroxene and garnet
respectively join enstatite as crystallizing
phases in the liquid the solidus is reached
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at 1625°C. The assemblages Grss + CpxS3
+ Opxss can be considered the ultimate
phases at the highest pressure (30 kb)
over a wide range of compositions along
the join. The same does not hold for
simple eclogite compositions, however.
In the light of the preceding discussion
we may conclude that an anorthiteforsterite-enstatite assemblage of these
compositions at 1 atm with increasing
pressure goes through several stages
either in the solid state or in the presence
of a liquid phase according to the PT
conditions. For composition near Di35Py65
on the diopside side, the reactions appear
as follows, in the order of increasing
pressure :
2An + 4En + 201
-> (a) Di + 6En + Sp + An
-> (6) 2Di + 4En + 2Ts

(= Diss + En9S)

-» (c) Grss + Di8s + Enss
Of these, stage b corresponds to that
deduced for the 1840 picrite basalt as set
out in equation 2.
In the light of the crystallization
sequence, the reaction of orthopyroxene
and liquid, and the known composition of
the early pyroxenes in the runs carried
out by Green and Ringwood (1964), we
can attempt an extraction process utilizing Hawaiian assemblages of known
composition or their averages — all olivine
tholeiitic, in conjunction with an average
alkali olivine basalt composition, based on
seven analyses (table 4, analyses 1-5
with norms) . In the extraction process the
limits of extraction have gone so far as to
involve reduction of a particular oxide
(K20 ,P205) in two examples to near zero.
The results are set out in table 6, analyses
1-3. The three extracts have in common
a high content of normative hypersthene
but variable normative olivine. The
interpretation of these extracts as potential pyroxene or pyroxenes is expressed in
the last section of table 6, there calculated
to a pyroxene formula (O = 6).
The compositions as such, in their
alumina content, are comparable with the
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Results of Extraction from Tholeiitic Basalts and Averages of Table 4
to Produce Alkali Olivine Basalt (Table 4, analysis 5)
Analyg

Norms

Hy
1

Si02
A1203
Fe203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
Ti02
P205

49.92
7.74
0.98
10.49
0.20
22.99
5.54
0.91
0.03
0.87
0.12

51.61
6.40
0.39
11.31
0.24
20.77
5.33
1.02
0.31
2.50
0.12

49.26
8.39
0.43
10.37
0.20
20.68

99.79

100.00

100.03

8.24
0.90
0.18
1.38

Or
Ab
An
Di
11
01
Mt

Ap

7.86
16.96
7.76
45.36
18.53
1.67
1.39
0.34
99.87

3

2
1.67
8.38
12.23
10.66
56.00
5.35
4.71
0.46
0.34
99.80

1.11
7.86
18.07
18.22
30.62
20.91
2.58
0.70
100.07

Compositions 1 to 3 Calculated to Pyroxene Formula
Si
P
Al
Al
Fe+3
Fe+2
Mn
Ti
Mg
Mg

Ca
Na
K

1.799)

0.004 [2.000
0.197)
0.133
0.024
0.316
0.006
0.024
0.522
0.721
0.214
0.065

1.025

1.000

2.000

2.000

0.215

0.967

1.000

1. Extract (60%) from Kauai hypersthene olivine basalt, table 4, analysis
3; F/(F + M) 0.333.
/
2. Extract (40%) from average Kilauea 1840 picrite basalt and 18401
basalt of upper vents, table 4, analysis 4; F/(F + M) 0.36 0.
(
3. Extract (50%) from average Kilauea 1840 picrite basalt and 1921 \
Kilauea olivine tholeiite, table 4, analyses 1 and 2; F/(F + M) 0.343.

pyroxenes of the experimental runs at
high pressure to which reference has been
made, and also with the pyroxenes of
some of the nodules of alkali basalts
(Ross, Foster, and Myers, 1954). As regards iron enrichment, F/(F + M), they
range from 0.336 to 0.360, and are thus less
magnesian than the usual pyroxenes
recorded from nodules; the experimental
pyroxenes from the olivine tholeiite glass
show a range from 0.174 to 0.360, the
latter, an Opx, at 20 kb and at a temperature of 1200° to 1300°C. The remarkable

1.785

0.141
0.013
0.313
0.006
0.037
0.517
0.607
0.319
0.065
0.009

1.027

1.000

To give average alkali
olivine basalt of the
Hawaiian Islands
(table 4, analysis 5)

circumstance that nodules carrying olivine, clinopyroxene, and orthopyroxene
are almost wholly confined to alkali- type
basalts has been commented on by a
number of workers (Powers, 1955; Kuno,
1959), and their significance has been
interpreted in various ways.
A study of a large number of nodules
from Salt Lake Crater, Honolulu, and
from basalts near Williams, Arizona, for
access to which the writers are indebted
to Dr. F. Chayes, demonstrates that
assemblages carrying both ortho- and
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clinopyroxenes with olivine are dominant.
The content of olivine is variable, and
such that many of them are of pyroxenite
type and should be so named, rather than
grouped under the general designation
peridotite nodules. At Salt Lake Crater
such nodules are joined by others carrying
garnet-eclogite types, which are themselves often hypersthene bearing. Two
theories of the origin of the nodules have
been advanced: (1) The nodules are metamorphosed fragments of the upper mantle. This view is expressed by Ross,
Foster, and Myers (1954) and supported
by Wilshire and Binns (1961). (2) On the
other hand, O'Hara and Mercy (1963, p.
310) have described evidence that they
are igneous accumulates and "may be a
fundamental part of the process whereby
alkali basalt and melilite basalt are derived by partial fusion of garnet peridotites in the mantle."
Theory 2 would make them residuals
rather than accumulates. One feature of
the nodules, apart from their variable
olivine content, calls for comment.
Whereas their pyroxenes are characteristically aluminous, these clinopyroxene
phases show almost uniformly a high
calcium content, notably higher than the
values recorded for the experimentally
crystallized subcalcic augite of the olivine
tholeiite melt at high pressures. Whether
this distinctive feature can be explained
by adjustment of the clinopyroxene to
higher lime values in the later history of
the nodules — whether they have, in fact,
been recrystallized at lower temperatures— is not clear. Certainly some nodules show features of metamorphism, and
others develop at least considerable
exsolution of an orthopyroxene phase
from their clinopyroxenes; yet there are
others having igneous textures whether as
residuals or as accumulates with interprecipitate material. Clearly, a closer
study of such nodules in basalts, chemically and texturally, is much needed.
The arguments presented are perhaps
more in favor of the theory that these
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nodules are accumulates or residuals
rather than fragments of the upper
mantle unmodified. As accumulates they
could be viewed as early crystallizations
from a tholeiitic ultrabasic magma under
high pressure yielding a residual liquid of
alkali basalt facies and brought to the
surface by eruption, and thus genetically
related to it at depth.
The time succession of Hawaiian
magmas, a tholeiite phase followed by the
much less voluminous "decadent" stage
of alkali basalt, might reflect such a
mechanism at depth. As residuals they
could be interpreted as the unmelted
refractory fraction of a parent undergoing partial melting to give the alkali
basalt type followed by tholeiite with
more drastic partial melting, a succession
known in other provinces. In either
sequence the opportunity for partial or
complete recrystallization of the nodules
in the solid state might well be available.
Pyroxenite stage in basalt genesis. The
experimental behavior of the rocks under
study at 20 kb and of the Loch Duich
eclogite at 10 kb (and 30 kb) previously
reported reveals that the phase sequence
from the liquidus to the garnet pyroxene
assemblages can be expressed as a succession of transformations involving an
intermediate pyroxenite stage, either at
intermediate pressures or at higher temperatures at higher pressures. At pressures corresponding to upper mantle
conditions, this pyroxenite stage is represented by the early crystallization of
pyroxenes having a reaction relation with
liquid (O'Hara and Yoder, Year Book 62,
p. 69). The extraction of these phases
(orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene) from
an olivine-rich tholeiitic liquid leads to
the generation of an alkalic undersaturated residual liquid of the alkali olivine
basalt type encountered in the Hawaiian
magmatic succession. This mechanism
may provide one likely source, both of
alkali basalt and of tholeiite, according to
the stage of crystallization or, conversely,
the stage of partial melting. Such a stage
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precedes the onset of the garnet-omphacite association of the eclogites at higher
pressures or lower temperatures.
Isothermal Sections of
Pyroxene Quadrilateral
H. S. Yoder, Jr., C. E. Tilley, and J. F. Schairer
The course of crystallization of the
pyroxenes has held the attention of many
workers. Most recently Muir (1951),
Brown (1957), and Brown and Vincent
(1963) have dealt with the Skaergaard
trend; Carmichael (1960) examined the
trend of some pyroxenes from British and
Icelandic Tertiary acid glasses ; Wilkinson
(1956) and Murray (1954) each defined
trends for alkali basalt magmas; Hess
(1960) presented data for the trends in
the Stillwater and Bushveld complexes;
and McDougall (1961) outlined the trend
for the Red Hill intrusion in Tasmania.
These trends are based on the analyses of
pyroxenes which presumably grew in the
presence of large amounts of plagioclase.
In an effort to understand these various
trends, the natural pyroxenes from some
of the occurrences cited above as well as
other pyroxenes and synthetic mixtures
were heated at various temperatures to
ascertain their phase relations, first in the
absence of plagioclase.
Some of the results of such thermal
studies are portrayed in a series of
isothermal projections onto the pyroxene
plane of portions of the system CaOMgO-FeO-Si02. As examples of the types
of projection obtained at this stage of the
investigation, the 1350°, 1250°, 1150°, and
1050°C sections are given in figures 32,
35, 37, and 39, respectively. The working
liquidus diagram was presented in last
year's report as figure 16 (Year Book 62,
p. 85), and the flow sheet was outlined in
figure 18 (Year Book 62, p. 87). Although
the liquidus diagram will require some
minor modifications, it is adequate for
discussing the general pyroxene relations,
and it as well as the flow sheet should be
consulted for the following discussion.
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The isothermal sections were chosen to
portray the relations above the temperature of point A in the flow sheet and
liquidus diagram, a temperature somewhat below A but above B, a temperature
somewhat below C, and a temperature
just above D. Work is now in progress to
locate the temperature of D (flow sheet)
and delineate the reaction Opx with
liquid to give Cpx + 01 + Trd. This
reaction marks the disappearance of
pigeonite in some major layered intrusions and is of vital import to the general
course of basalt fractionation. Some
additional diagrams are given which may
aid the reader in appreciating the values
of the isothermal projections, although
some liberties were taken for clarity of
presentation. The writers believe that the
depicted relations can be readily visualized if attention is maintained on the
composition of liquid in equilibrium with
crystals. It may be on, above, or below
the pyroxene plane of composition, depending on the crystals formed; that is,
the liquid may be of a pyroxene composition, enriched in silica, or enriched in
olivine components.
1350°C section. The four curves bounding the liquid (L) field mark the 1350°C
isotherm (fig. 32). All major phases, Cpx,
Opx, 01, and Trd, have a field of stability
in the presence of liquid. The composition
of liquids in equilibrium with only Opx or
only Cpx lies in the pyroxene plane;
olivine solid solutions are in equilibrium
with liquids whose composition lies above
the pyroxene plane; and tridymite is in
equilibrium with liquids below the plane.
A schematic section through the tetrahedron in the region of the olivine and
pyroxene composition planes for this
temperature was constructed along the
line a-a' (figs. 32 and 33). The section was
chosen so that it would be approximately
parallel to one of the family of three-phase
triangles, Opx + 01 + L. Another section, through a portion of the MgO-FeOSi02 face of the tetrahedron, portrays
schematically the relations at the base of
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the pyroxene quadrilateral En-Fs (figs.
32 and 34).
With decreasing temperature the olivine field gradually diminishes in size for
compositions in the pyroxene plane, and
at a temperature near 1300°C olivine no
longer appears in the assemblages. Point
A (Year Book 62, p. 85, fig. 16), about
1300°C, in the liquidus diagram is a
piercing point and does not mark a
special thermal event ; it is merely a point
on the four-phase curve Opx + Cpx +
01 + L.
1250°C section. The four curves mark-
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ing where the all-liquid region surfaces
pass through the pyroxene plane also
limit the fields in which the major phases
are in equilibrium with liquid : Opx + L,
Cpx + L, Trd + L, and Wo + L, just off
the pyroxene quadrilateral (fig. 35). A
schematic section through a portion of
the principal tetrahedron along the lines
a-a'-a" is given in figures 35 and 36. A
similar section through the Opx + L
region would show that the L region near
b (fig. 36) lies above the pyroxene plane,
and the Trd + L and Opx + Trd + L
fields are absent for compositions in the

Wo-f-Pwo
Wo+Pwo+L
Wo + L

350°C

Cpx+Wo+L
Cpx+Wo

Cpx + OI + LVgJ*
Opx+Cpx+OI + L

Weight

per cent

Fig. 32. Preliminary 1350°C diagram for compositions in the pyroxene plane of the CaO-MgOFeO-Si02 system. Relations along the section a-a' are portrayed in figure 33. Cpx, clinopyroxene;
Di, diopside; En, enstatite; Fs, ferrosilite; Hd, hedenbergite; L, liquid; 01, olivine; Opx, orthopyroxene; Pwo, pseudowollastonite; Trd, tridymite; Wo, wollastonite.
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pyroxene plane. Attention is called to the
generation of the four-phase volume,
01 + Opx + Trd + L.
With further decreasing temperature,
the all-liquid region drops below the plane
of composition of the pyroxenes, and Trd
becomes an important phase in most of
the assemblages.
1150°C section. Approximately half the
pyroxene quadrilateral is crystalline at
this temperature (fig. 37). The critical
assemblage Cpx + Opx + L has advanced toward more iron-rich compositions. The Cpx + Wo + Trd + L region
now dominates the region near the
hedenbergite composition, which is there
represented by Wo + Trd + L. A
schematic section, a-a'-a", is given in
figures 37 and 38 to illustrate the relative
position of the liquid field which is wholly
below the pyroxene plane of compositions.
In view of the fact that Cpx and Trd are
in equilibrium, it is concluded that the
temperature is well below the piercing
point B in the liquidus diagram (Year
Book 62, p. 85, fig. 16). As Wo and Trd

are also in equilibrium, it is evident that
the temperature of the section is below
that of the piercing point C (Year Book
62, p. 85, fig. 16). The point B is estimated to be about 1200°C; and C,
approximately 1175°C.
1050°C section. The principal change
taking place with temperature decreasing
from 1150°C is the generation of the
Wo + 01 + Trd + L volume in the ironrich portion of the quadrilateral (fig. 39).
Tridymite is now present in all assemblages in which liquid is present and in
some of the all-crystalline fields.
Of note is the fact that the closure of
the Trd + L field in the pyroxene plane
is approaching about Wo2oEni0Fs7o. It
may be presumed that, at the temperature at which the two four-phase volumes
Cpx + Opx + Trd + L and Opx + 01 +
Trd + L have a common liquid, the
reaction Opx + L -> Cpx + 01 + Trd
will take place. It may be predicted that
at a somewhat lower temperature where
+ Wo + Trd + L and Wo + 01 +
Si0Cpx
2
Trd + L have a common liquid the

I350°C
*---... Di.Hd

Fo.Fq
Mo,Kr

MgO,FeO

CaO.FeO

Weight

per cent

Fig. 33. Schematic representation of relations at 1350°C along the line a-a' of figure 32 through
the system CaO-MgO-FeO-Si02. Fa, fayalite; Fo, forsterite; Kr, kirschsteinite; Mo, monticellite.
Note that compositions of liquid are for the most part enriched in silica relative to the pyroxene plane.
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reaction of Trd + L will take place and
of events, however, are in accord with
those occurring in the bounding joins.
yield Cpx + Wo + 01. It is likely that
the last liquid will produce solid solutions
Applications of these diagrams to
of these three phases.
igneous rock problems are manyfold, but
discussion of the principal pyroxene
The isothermal sections are, of course,
based mainly on natural materials whose
trends is delayed until the final products
compositions cannot be fully represented
of crystallization are ascertained. It will
by the pyroxene quadrilateral. For this be of interest to correlate the behavior of
reason the results illustrated are not in some of the pyroxenes with the thermal
complete agreement with those that can
studies of Tilley, Yoder, and Schairer on
be predicted from the bounding joins the rocks from which they have been
extracted.
studied using pure synthetic compounds.
The general phase relations and sequence
Si02

1350 °C

MgO

FeO

Fig. 34. Schematic representation of relations at 1350°C for the MgO-FeO-Si02 system. Note
that compositions of liquid are enriched in olivine components relative to the pyroxene plane (cf.
Bowen and Schairer, 1935, p. 177, fig. 13).
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Pwo + Wo

I250°C

-Trd+OI

Trd + Opx+OI-

-Trd + Opx+OI + L

Weight per cent

Fig. 35. Preliminary 1250°C diagram for compositions in the pyroxene plane of the CaO-MgOFeO-Si02 system. Relations along the section a-a'-a" are portrayed in figure 36. Abbreviations as
in figure 32.
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SiO

250 °C

CaO.MgO
FeO.MgO

Fig. 36. Schematic representation of relations at 1250°C along the lines a-a' and a' -a" in figure 35
through the CaO-MgO-FeO-Si02 system. Abbreviations as in figures 32 and 33. Note the position
of the all-liquid region relative to the pyroxene plane.
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150°C

Weight

per cent

Opx+OI+Trd'

Fig. 37. Preliminary 1150°C diagram for compositions in the pyroxene plane of the CaO-MgOFeO-Si02 system. Relations along the lines a-a' and a' -a" are portrayed in figure 38. Abbreviations
as in figure 32.
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II50°C
Opx +Trd

Fo,Fa

Fig. 38. Schematic representation of relations at 1150°C along the lines a-a' and a' -a" of figure 37
for the CaO-MgO-FeO-Si02 system. Abbreviations as in figures 32 and 33. Note that the all-liquid
region is now entirely below the pyroxene composition plane.
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050°C

Wo+Trd+L
Wo+01+Trd
Wo+01+Trd+L

Weight

per cent

Fig. 39. Preliminary 1050°C diagram for compositions in the pyroxene plane of the CaO-MgOFeO-Si02 system. Abbreviations as in figure 32.
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The Join Diopside-Silica
J. F. Schairer and I. Kushiro

The join diopside-silica, which was
studied by Bowen (1914), has been reexamined to determine whether it is
binary. If binary, it is a thermal barrier
separating liquids that trend toward the
MgO-Si02 join from those that trend
toward the CaO-Si02 join in the system
CaO-MgO-Si02 as suggested by Schairer
and Yoder (Year Book 61, pp. 75-82). If
it is not binary, it would not be a thermal
barrier, and the liquids would change
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their compositions across it. The results
obtained by the present experiments
indicate that this join is not binary.
The revised equilibrium diagram of the
join diopside-silica is shown in figure 40.
The liquidus minimum which is a piercing
point exists at a composition between
silica 15 and 16 weight per cent, which is
almost identical with that obtained by
Bowen (1914). The temperature of the
piercing point is 1371° ± 1°C, about 10°
higher than that of Bowen.
The most significant fact is that there
is a region of three-phase assemblage

1460-

1420

1400

Tr
o

+

L

1380

1360

1340

1320

CaMgSi206

10

Weight

15

20

25 -*-Si05

per cent Si02

Fig. 40. Revised equilibrium diagram of the diopside-rich portion of the system
(CaMgSi206) -silica. DiB8, diopside solid solution; L, liquid; Tr, tridymite.
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shown by the Diss + Tr + L region in
figure 40. This fact indicates that the join
is not binary. The temperature interval
of this region is about 25°, except for
compositions rich in diopside. In the
diopside-rich part of the join, the temperature at which diopside is joined by
tridymite progressively decreases as the

diopside content of the mixture increases.
The X-ray powder patterns of diopside
solid solutions coexisting with liquid or
liquid and tridymite are different from
those of pure diopside, although their
differences are not large. A20[20(311) —
20(310)] values of the diopside solid solutions are shown in table 7. All the A20

CaSi03
CaO

CaMgSi206

MgSi03

Fig. 41. Three-phase triangles at 1370°, 1360°, and 1350°C. Boundary curves are from Bowen
(1914), Schairer and Yoder {Year Book 61, p. 76), and Kushiro and Schairer (Year Book 62, p. 100).
Di8S, diopside solid solution; L, liquid; FoS8, forsterite solid solution; Prss, protoenstatite solid solution;
Tr, tridymite; Wo, wollastonite.
TABLE

7. A20 [20(311) - 20(310)] Values and Estimated Compositions
of Diopside Solid Solutions in the System Diopside-Silica

Composition of Mixture,
wt. %
Di
100
96
92.5

Silica
0
4
7.5

90

10

85

15

Temperature
of Run, °C
1356
1365
1348
1365
1350
1367
1360
1365

A20[20(311) - 20(310)],
degrees
0.615
0.586
0.606
0.600
0.572
0.601
0.564
0.598
0.583

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
db
±

0.005
0.009
0.011
0.005
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.010
0.010

wt. %
Content of MgSi03,

4.5
2.0
2.5
6.5
2.5
7.5
3.0
5.0

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
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values are smaller than that of pure
diopside. A possible solid solution that
could explain the small A20 value is a
diopside solid solution containing enstatite. The compositions of diopside solid
solutions are estimated by the A20 value,
which changes systematically from diopside to diopside 65, enstatite 35, per cent
(Kushiro and Schairer, Year Book 62, p.
99). The maximum content of enstatite
so far measured is 7.5 ± 1.5 weight per
cent. It is to be noticed that the diopside
solid solutions crystallized at higher
temperatures contain more enstatite than
those crystallized at lower temperatures,
except one crystallized from the mixture
diopside 96, silica 4, per cent.
The probable three-phase triangles at
1370°, 1360°, and 1350°C are shown in
figure 41, on the basis of the data on the
join diopside-silica and the compositions
of the diopside solid solutions in table 7.
As is shown by the progressive change
of the three-phase triangles, the liquids
in the system diopside-enstatite-silica
change their compositions toward the
invariant point diopside, tridymite, wollastonite, and liquid, across the join
diopside-silica. This is consistent with the
new results on the diopsidess-tridymite
boundary.
The precise measurements of the temperatures of the diopsidess-tridymite
boundary indicate that no minimum or
maximum exists along this boundary, and
consequently the boundary drops continuously from the reaction point B to the
join diopside-silica and further to the
invariant point diopside, tridymite, wollastonite, and liquid. Recently, D. H.
Speidel (oral communication, January
1964) studied the diopside-tridymite
boundary and found that its temperature
drops continuously from B to the join
diopside-silica, although the decrease is
very small.
The Join Diopside-Akermanite
/. Kushiro and J. F. Schairer

The join diopside-akermanite has been
studied at 1 atm to determine the nature
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of solid solution occurring in diopside. In
the studies of the join diopside-forsterite,
we found that diopside contains about 5
weight per cent forsterite in solid solution
at least at temperatures higher than
1300°C and that the melting point of the
diopside solid solution containing 5 per
cent forsterite is 2° higher than that of
pure diopside (Kushiro and Schairer,
Year Book 62, pp. 95-96). These results
suggest the possibility that diopside may
contain a small amount of akermanite in
solid solution. The results obtained by the
present experiments strongly suggest that
diopside contains several weight per cent
akermanite in solid solution at temperatures near the beginning of melting.
The eutectic point was determined to
be at 41 weight per cent akermanite, 59
per cent diopside (fig. 42) , which is almost
identical with that obtained by Ferguson
and Merwin (1919). The temperature of
this point is 1361° ± 1°C, about 6° lower
than that of Ferguson and Merwin.
The existence of diopside solid solution
containing a small amount of akermanite,
shown by the area Diss in figure 42, was
found by the same procedures as those
followed in the study of the join diopsideforsterite. The X-ray powder pattern of
the mechanical mixture 95 weight per
cent synthetic diopside, 5 weight per cent
synthetic akermanite shows distinct reflections ofakermanite. After heating the
mechanical mixture at subsolidus temperatures, 1355° and 1360°C, for 3 days,
these reflections disappeared. A glass of
the same composition was also crystallized only as diopsidic pyroxene at 1355°
and 1360°C for 18 hours. This evidence
strongly indicates that a small amount of
akermanite dissolved in diopside in solid
solution. Another mechanical mixture
consisting of 90 per cent diopside and 10
per cent akermanite was heated at 1355°C
for 2 days. After heating, the intensities
of the X-ray reflections of akermanite
relative to those of diopside were much
reduced and were nearly the same as those
of the unheated mechanical mixture containing 5 per cent akermanite.
This
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equilibrium
diagram
of the system
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(Ca2MgSi207).
Ak, akermanite; Di8S, diopside solid solution; L, liquid.

evidence indicates that about 5 per cent
akermanite dissolved in diopside in solid
solution at 1355°C. The limit of the solid
solution would be reduced with decreasing
temperature. At 1350° and 1300°C, both
the mechanical mixture and glass of the
composition 95 per cent diopside and 5
per cent akermanite crystallized into
diopside and akermanite. At magmatic
temperatures only a very small amount
of akermanite would be expected in solid
solution in diopside.
Deduction of Liquid Crystallization
Paths in a Five-Component Oxide
System Containing Iron
D. C. Presnall

The representation
of compositional
relations in a system of more than four

(CaMgSi206)-akermanite

components is a complicated geometrical
problem. In general, a single diagram is
insufficient for this purpose. However, it
can be shown that a series of diagrams
may be used to illustrate phase relations
quantitatively and in a legible form for a
five-component system containing iron in
varying degrees of oxidation. Such representations are particularly useful, for they
would reduce the uncertainty in applying
experimental data on simplified systems
to problems of magmatic differentiation.
In the study of iron-bearing ternary
and quaternary oxide systems at a
constant total pressure of 1 atm, it is
common to remove one degree of freedom
by fixing the oxygen pressure of the gas
in equilibrium with the condensed phases
(Muan and Osborn, 1956; Muan and
Somiya, 1960) or by fixing the mixing
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ratio of two gases such as C02 and H2
(Muan and Osborn, 1956). Equilibrium
data from such studies are frequently
represented by showing the phase-equilibrium relations on a chosen join in
which the iron is in an arbitrary fixed
state of oxidation. For example, Muan
and Osborn (1956) found a variable
Fe203-FeO ratio in liquids of the system
MgO-iron oxide-Si02 in equilibrium with
air. For purposes of representation, they
converted all iron to Fe304, recalculated
the oxide percentages to 100 per cent by
weight, and plotted the resulting compositions on the join MgO-Fe304-Si02. This
is equivalent to projecting all liquid
compositions onto the join MgO-Fe304Si02 along lines defined by the compositions in question and the oxygen apex
of the tetrahedron Mg-Fe-Si-O. These
lines are the "oxygen reaction lines" of
Muan (1958, p. 201) and the "total
composition lines" of Osborn (1959, p.
613). Equilibrium relations at constant
oxygen pressure in a quaternary system
such as this have the appearance of a
ternary equilibrium diagram when so
projected.
Muan and Somiya (1960), in their
study of the system iron oxide-Cr203Si02 in equilibrium with air, also chose to
calculate all iron oxide as Fe304. They
then deduced crystallization paths at
constant oxygen pressure directly from
the triangular diagram Fe304-Cr203-Si02
just as if it were the equilibrium diagram
of a ternary system and without referring
to the tetrahedron FeO-Fe203-Cr203-Si02.
Muan and Somiya did not determine the
deviations of the compositions of their
mixtures from the plane Fe304-Cr203Si02. Nevertheless, their treatment of
crystallization paths at constant oxygen
pressure is rigorously correct, since the
total composition of a mixture, as it
shifts along its total composition line
during cooling, remains at the same point
in space when all iron oxide in the mixture
is recalculated to Fe304. That is, the
starting composition, in terms of Si02,
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Cr203, and total iron oxide as Fe304, does
not move on the join Fe304-Cr203-Si02 as
the oxygen content of the mixture varies
during cooling. Thus, all the usual
geometric devices for deducing crystallization paths in a ternary system can be
used.
For a four-component oxide system
containing iron all the liquidus equilibrium relationships at a constant oxygen
pressure can be shown on a projected
diagram such as that used by Muan and
Somiya (Presnall, 1963). In order to
reclaim the information lost during projection, contours of the Fe203-FeO ratios
of liquids (Muan and Osborn, 1956) and
of crystalline phases in equilibrium with
these liquids are drawn on the liquidus
surface of the projected diagram. When
all this information is shown, true proportions of phases in equilibrium can be
determined by first measuring the apparent relative proportions of phases from
the projected diagram and then recalculating the apparent proportion of each
phase to its true proportion, using the
contoured information on the Fe203-FeO
ratios of the various phases. The calculation of the oxygen content of the total
mixture follows immediately.
When the above treatment is extended
to a five-component oxide system containing iron, the equilibrium relationships at
a constant oxygen pressure are represented in a tetrahedron, total iron oxide
being calculated as, say, FeO, and plotted
at one apex (Presnall, 1963). Again, no
compositional information at the constant
oxygen pressure need be sacrificed by
projecting into the tetrahedron. The data
on Fe203-FeO ratios of the various phases
in equilibrium at liquidus temperatures
would be shown by contour surfaces
passing through the various primary
phase volumes. The projected constant
oxygen pressure diagram would look like
a quaternary system and could be treated
as such when deducing crystallization
paths at constant oxygen pressure. As
before, true relative proportions of phases
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could be calculated using the contoured
data on Fe203-FeO ratios of phases.
Crystallization at constant oxygen
pressure is often an unrealistic approximation to natural conditions during the
crystallization of a magma. When applying the experimental data to the crystallization of magmas, it is therefore
desirable to be able to deduce liquid
crystallization paths when the total
composition of the starting mixture is
fixed, that is, when there is no exchange
of oxygen between the system and its
surroundings. Under these conditions the
oxygen pressure changes continuously
during cooling.
For a five-component oxide system
containing iron all the equilibrium relations at a constant oxygen pressure can
be represented in a tetrahedron, as
described above. If the system were
studied at a sufficiently large number of
oxygen pressures, the entire five-component system could be mapped and shown
as a series of constant oxygen pressure
tetrahedra, each of which would appear
just as if it were the equilibrium diagram
of a quaternary system. Now, for a
system studied at a total pressure of 1
atm, if the total composition and temperature are given the phases in equilibrium
and the compositions of these phases are
completely defined. Also, the relative
proportions of the phases in equilibrium
are defined except at an invariant situation. Therefore, the five-component
system having been completely mapped,
if a total composition and temperature
are given it should be possible to find the
equilibrium assemblage of phases and the
proportions of these phases. To deduce a
crystallization path, successively lower
temperatures are assigned for this composition, and the equilibrium assemblage
is found for each temperature. This procedure gives a stepwise crystallization
history with steps spaced as closely as the
data permit.
In more detail, the procedure is as
follows: Consider
the system
A-B-C-
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Fe203-FeO. Determine a series of liquidus
equilibrium diagrams for this system,
each at a different oxygen pressure. Plot
the diagrams as tetrahedra with A, B, C,
and total iron oxide as FeO at the apices.
Draw a series of isothermal sections for
each constant oxygen pressure tetrahedron. For each isothermal tetrahedron
at a constant oxygen pressure, the
Fe203-FeO ratios of compositions in the
tetrahedron will vary. These ratios can be
experimentally determined and shown as
contour surfaces passing through the
various one-, two-, three-, and four-phase
fields in the isothermal tetrahedron.
When the task is completed, there will be
a series of isothermal tetrahedra for each
oxygen pressure. Now take an arbitrary
starting composition in the five-component system. This composition, except for
the Fe203-FeO ratio, can be plotted in
each constant oxygen pressure tetrahedron. Then choose a temperature for
which a series of isothermal sections has
been drawn as a function of oxygen
pressure. In general, there will be one
oxygen pressure at which the Fe203-FeO
ratio of the mixture is the same as that
initially chosen. Thus, if isothermal sections at the chosen temperature have been
studied at sufficiently close intervals of
oxygen pressure, there will be one section
that shows a contour surface of Fe203FeO ratio exactly passing through the
point corresponding to the total composition of the mixture plotted in terms of
A, B, C, and total iron oxide as FeO. This
section will then yield the compositions of
the phases in equilibrium and (except at
an invariant point) their relative proportions when all iron is calculated as FeO.
By means of the contoured information
on the Fe203-FeO ratios of the various
phases, the apparent proportions of the
various phases can be recalculated to
their true proportions. Repetition of this
procedure at a large number of temperatures gives the crystallization history of
the mixture.
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62, page 140, have been continued, and
the curve has been revised with respect
to the preliminary data presented in that
report. The breakdown curve for the
magnesian chlorites passes through the

Upper Stability Limits of
Magnesian Chlorites
J. J. Fawcett

Studies of the upper stability limits of
magnesian chlorites reported in Year Book
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=b 7°C at 5 kb PHao, and 830° ± 5°C at
10 kb Ph2o- As was noted last year, the
breakdown products of magnesian chlorite vary with pressure. The assemblage
forsterite + cordierite + spinel was obtained from magnesian chlorites by Yoder
(1952) and Roy and Roy (1955). At high
water pressures, however, the forsterite
-f- cordierite assemblage is no longer
stable, and the breakdown assemblage of
magnesian chlorites is forsterite + enstatite + spinel. The revised values for the
invariant point at which forsterite, enstatite, spinel, cordierite, chlorite, and vapor
coexist are 765° db 10°C and 3.25 kb ?h2o
± 0.25 kb.
The relationship between the high- and
low-pressure breakdown assemblages is
very important, as the minerals forsterite
and cordierite are rarely found together
in nature whereas the assemblage enstatite + spinel is common in both igneous
and metamorphic rocks. It has not been
possible to place narrow brackets on the
curve for the reaction enstatite + spinel
+± forsterite + cordierite, owing to the
slow rates of reaction, even at high
temperatures. For example, the assemblage forsterite + enstatite + spinel has
been completely converted to forsterite +
cordierite + spinel at 1100°C and 2 kb
Ph2o in 96 hours, and the reaction has
been reversed at 1100°C and 3 kb PHso in
39 hours. At the same temperature, however, and the intermediate pressures of
2.5 and 2.75 kb Ph2o, neither assemblage
showed any sign of reaction after 95
hours. The available data suggest that the
curve may have a slight negative slope
(fig. 43).
Points bracketing the chlorite upper
stability curve have been replotted in
terms of fugacity and 1/T °K. The slope
of the curve thus obtained is — AH/2.303R
(from the integrated Clausius-Clapeyron relationship), and thus AH for the
reaction can be evaluated. For the reaction magnesian chlorite — > enstatite +
forsterite + spinel, AH is 73 kcal/mole in
contrast to 24 kcal/mole for the lowpressure reaction magnesian chlorite — >

forsterite + cordierite + spinel (from the
PT data of Yoder, 1952).
The Muscovite-Chlorite-Quartz
Assemblage
J. J. Fawcett

The mineral assemblage muscovitechlorite-quartz is most commonly found
in rocks of the greenschist facies of
regional metamorphism, and the phase
relations between the minerals are of
considerable importance in the concept
of progressive metamorphism. It is upon
a foundation of the physical and chemical
properties of these minerals that the
sequence from the chlorite zone to biotite,
garnet, and amphibolite zones is based in
many interpretations of chemical reactions of regional metamorphism. A precise
knowledge of the phase relations among
the various minerals is thus of prime
importance if we are to determine the
conditions and processes of metamorphism. Relationships between magnesian
chlorites and quartz have been clarified
during the last two years (Year Book 61,
pp. 88-91; Year Book 62, pp. 139-143) by
studies in the system MgO-Al203-Si02H20 using runs of much greater duration
than those of earlier workers. As several
studies of the phase relations of muscovite
and its breakdown products have now
been made (see Velde, this report), it is
pertinent to examine the assemblage
muscovite + chlorite + quartz, although
an alternative and equally important
approach would be an investigation of the
chlorites of intermediate Mg/Fe ratio
such as those most commonly found in
nature.
Among others, Goldschmidt (1921),
Tilley (1924), Harker (1939), Turner and
Verhoogen (1951), Yoder (1959), and
Ernst (1963) have commented on the
presence of muscovite and chlorite in
low-grade metamorphic rocks and their
relationship to the production of biotite
at the biotite isograd. Several reactions
have been suggested for the removal of
chlorite from
low-grade
metamorphic
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which garnet forms will differ according
to the nature of the starting materials.
Thus, if chlorite has been completely
consumed in order to produce biotite, the
appearance of garnet will be inhibited
until a temperature is reached at which it
is produced by a reaction involving
biotite rather than chlorite. In the presence of excess chlorite, however, garnet
may begin to form at an earlier stage
owing to reactions involving chlorite.
A series of experiments has been designed to examine the phase relations of
the muscovite + chlorite + quartz
assemblage and its bearing on the production of biotite and garnet in rocks of the
biotite and garnet zones of progressive
regional metamorphism. The initial experiments have been carried out with
iron-free natural and synthetic powders
for starting materials, and thus the phase
relations may be depicted in the system
K20-MgO-Al203-Si02-H20. Figure 44
shows the relationships among some of
the phases in that system. As none of the
phases of interest is highly potassic it is
not necessary to illustrate that part of the
system. One of the apices is therefore
designated K20 + A1203 in the ratio 1:1,

rocks, but in spite of the fact that it may
be possible to balance the equations there
is sometimes little else to support the
application of the reaction to natural
processes. The most frequently cited reactions center around the varying compositions of the phases involved (table 8).
Thus a siliceous muscovite (phengite)
may react with chlorite to produce muscovite, biotite, and quartz (reaction 1);
an alumina-free chlorite may react with
muscovite, producing biotite, aluminous
chlorite (corundophilite), and quartz
(reaction 2); or muscovite and chlorite
may react to give biotite, andalusite, and
quartz (reaction 3). Alternatively, pure
muscovite itself may react with chlorite
to produce an aluminous biotite, aluminous chlorite, and quartz (reaction 4).
The most common substitutions in the
natural analogues of these idealized reactions are Fe2+ for Mg and Fe3+ for Al.
The nature of the reactions and the
resulting assemblages are clearly dependent on the proportions of muscovite and
chlorite in rocks comprising the greenschist facies. Subsequent stages of metamorphism involve the production of
garnet, but the physical conditions under

TABLE
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Chemical Reactions Possible in Rocks in the Greenschist Facies

(1) 8(K20-Mg0.2Al203-7Si02-2H20) + 2(5MgO -Al203-3Si02. 4H20) ->5(K20- 3 Al203-6Si02-2H20)
Phengite

+ 3(K20-6MgO-Al203-6Si02-2H20)

Muscovite

+ 14Si02 + 8H20

Biotite

(2) 6Mg0.4Si02-4H20

Clinochlore

Quartz

+ K20 • 3A1203 • 6Si02 • 2H20 -> K20 • 6MgO • A1203 • 6Si02 • 2H20

Talc-Cklorite

Muscovite

Phlogopite

+ 4MgO-2Al203-2Si02.4H20 + 2Si02
Corundophilite

Quartz

(3) 10(K2O-3Al2O3-6SiO2-2H2O)
+ 6(5MgO-Al203-3Si02-4H20)
Muscovite
Clinochlore
-» 10(K2O-6MgO-Al2O3-6SiO2-2H2O) + 16Al2Si06 + 2Si02 + 24H20
Phlogopite

Andalusite

Quartz

(4) K20-3Al203-6Si02-2H20
+ 5MgO • A1,03
• 3Si02 ■ 4H20 -* 4MgO-2Al203-2Si02-4H20
Muscovite
Clinochlore
Corundophilite
+ K20-5MgO-2Al203-5Si02-2H20

Eastonite

+ 2Si02

Quartz
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and both phlogopite and celadonite lie on
the face K20:Al203-MgO-Si02. As muscovite lies on the back face of the tetrahedron, the plane muscovite-phlogopitequartz extends from the left front face to
the back face of the tetrahedron. The

muscovite- celadonite solid solution series
lies to the left of that plane, and so any
tie lines from muscovite solid solutions to
chlorite solid solutions penetrate that
Another relationship illustrated in this
plane.
Si02

Ky.AND.Sil

AUOj

MgO

Fig. 44. Relationship of some of the phases inf the system K20-MgO-Al203-Si02-H20. Note,
however, that the tetrahedron shows only part of this system, as one of the apices represents K20 +
AI2O3 in the ratio 1:1 and the diagram assumes excess H20. The phases phlogopite (Ph) and celadonite (CELAD) plot on the left front face of the tetrahedron, and, as muscovite (Ms) plots on the
back face, the plane Ph-Si02-Ms extends from the front to the back of the tetrahedron. Fine dotted
lines illustrate the solid solution in the various phases, and the phases clinochlore (CI) and amesite
(Am) plot on the right front face of the figure. The line joining amesite and celadonite illustrates
the spatial relationship of that assemblage to the Ms-Ph-Si02 assemblage.
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figure is that of the potassium feldspar -f
chlorite assemblage. The tie line joining
chlorite solid solution compositions to
alkali feldspar must clearly penetrate the
plane muscovite-phlogopite-quartz. Although the assemblage chlorite + alkali
feldspar is rarely reported in rocks from
the greenschist facies, it is more common
in the zeolite facies and in sedimentary
rocks (Dickinson, 1962; Harrison and
Campbell, 1963). There has, however,
been at least one report of the coexistence
of these minerals in the greenschist facies
(Zen, 1960), and Chayes (1955) discussed
the production of potash feldspar as a
product of the biotite- chlorite transformation. Itmay prove possible to regard
the appearance of the alkali feldspar +
chlorite assemblage as a distinctive
isograd in the passage from the greenschist to the zeolite facies.
The diagrammatic presentation of data
obtained from the compositions studied
is somewhat complex; the data cannot be
represented on a simple diagram. The
projection used to illustrate phase relations inthe system K20-MgO-Al203-Si02H20 is shown in figure 45, in which the
apices of the triangle are K+, Mg2+, and
Al3+, and the projection assumes excess
H20 and Si02. Thus both quartz and a
water vapor phase exist in equilibrium
with each phase assemblage indicated.
The projection can be modified to the
more general diagram necessary to accommodate natural assemblages by assigning the coordinates K + Na, — R3+,
— R2+. Because of its inherent simplicity
this plot illustrates results of work on
synthetic materials better than other
projections do. Various starting materials
have been tried in runs to determine
which is most suitable to promote rapid
reactions and also avoid, whenever possible, the production of metastable phases.
Thus glasses, oxide mixtures, gels, and
natural and synthetic minerals have all
been used as starting materials. In
general, natural minerals are unsuitable,
as they persist metastably
for many
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weeks at low pressures and temperatures
(i.e., 2 kb PHjo below 625°C). Since
glasses and gels are most prone to the
production of metastable phases, the
synthetic minerals themselves are most
suitable, either individually or mixed in
known proportions, as starting materials.
The best method for confirming the
pressure and temperature of a reaction is
to demonstrate the incompatibility on
various mineral assemblages on either
side of a boundary curve.
Velde's work on the join muscoviteceladonite (this report) demonstrates the
critical nature of muscovite solid solutions
in controlling the phase assemblages. The
wide range of alumina content possible in
chlorite compositions further complicates
the phase relations of the various assemblages. A mixture of natural muscovite
and clinochlore was held at 350°, 450°,
and 550°C and 2 kb Ph2o for 9 weeks
without any sign of reaction. Although
natural minerals are slow to react, the
absence of any visible signs of reaction
suggests that they constitute a stable
assemblage under the conditions investigated. Additional runs at 2 kb PHso on
mixtures containing various proportions
of sanidine and clinochlore have thus far
failed to locate the equilibrium conditions
for this assemblage. A mica, presumably
a muscovite solid solution, together with
K feldspar and chlorite was produced
from the initial feldspar-chlorite starting
material. Although the three-phase assemblage K feldspar + mica + chlorite (less
aluminous than the initial clinochlore)
could well be stable under these conditions, the results so far are inconclusive.
Additional runs of greater duration are
necessary to allow more complete reaction
for a variety of starting materials. Preliminary phase relations at 450°C and 2
kb ?hso are shown in figure 45.
A supplementary approach to increasing the duration of low-pressure runs is
to determine the phase relations at high
pressures (5 and 10 kb Ph2o) and project
them to low pressures, reducing, it is
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hoped, the number of long runs required
at low pressures. Preliminary experiments
suggest that reactions requiring several
weeks at 2 kb Ph2o niay be almost
completed after 48 hours at 10 kb Pn2oIn the present work, however, the effect
of pressure on the muscovite solid solution
series (Velde, this report) will be a complicating factor. Mixtures of sanidine and
clinochlore have been completely converted to chlorite + muscovite
solid

solution at 325° and 400°C, 10 kb PHao,
in runs of 2 to 3 days. This approach will
now be pursued in detail to determine
phase relations of muscovite, chlorite,
phlogopite, and quartz in the system
K20-MgO-Al203-Si02-H20.
Upper Stability of Muscovite
B. Velde
The upper stability of muscovite was
determined at five pressures (Ptotai ~

2kbPH;,o4500C

Mol

per cent

Fig. 45. Projection of phase relations into the diagram K+-Al3+-Mg2+ to illustrate the relationships between muscovite solid solution, chlorite solid solution, phlogopite, and potash feldspar at
450°C and 2 kb Ph2o. Phlogopite solid solutions also occur but are omitted here for clarity and for
lack of any precise data on the phlogopite-eastonite (Ea) join in this system. The projection assumes
excess water vapor and excess Si02. Crosses indicate compositions of the starting materials, and the
extent of Ms solid solution is taken from Velde (this report).
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i°H2o). The reaction muscovite £± sanidine + corundum was observed in both
directions as indicated in the equation.
Products were determined on the basis of
X-ray and optical observations, the
optical method being found necessary for
observing the breakdown of muscovite.
The presence of the desired product in
amounts of about 15 per cent was assumed
as an indication of stability. Three
materials were used as reactants: synthetic muscovite (produced by the reaction kaolinite + KOH — > muscovite), a
natural muscovite (properties given by
Velde, 1964), and synthetic sanidine +
corundum (produced by dehydrating
natural muscovite at 900°C and 1 atm
for 24 hours). The brackets determined
for the interval over which the reaction
took place and the estimated precision of
the temperature measurements are given
in figure 46 (Ph2o ~ Ptotai). Curves given
by Yoder and Eugster (1955) and Crowley

This work

Sanidine +
Corundum

Fig. 46. Upper stability of muscovite,
Ph2o ^ Ptotai- C & R, Crowley and Roy (1964);
Y & E, Yoder and Eugster (1955).
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and Roy (1964) are also shown. Calculation of the relation
d log /h2o
d(l/T)
2.303R
by graphical methods gives AH° = ^73
kcal/mole. / = fugacity of water, T in
degrees Kelvin. Results of the present
study and those of Crowley and Roy
(1964) and Yoder and Eugster (1955) are
discussed elsewhere (Velde, 1964); it
appears, however, that the experimental
method may have caused the variation
in results.
AH(
Low-Grade Metamorphism of
Micas in Pelitic Rocks
B. Velde
Dioctahedral Micas and Related
Mineral Groups
One of the major problems in the study
of the pelitic components of sedimentary
rocks is the genesis of the dioctahedral
mica- like minerals present. These micas,
having a basic (001) spacing of about 10
A, are generally called illite and are
abundant in sedimentary rocks. Yet little
is known about the possible range in
composition that can occur in the mineral
group, nor are there adequate data on the
requisite conditions for their occurrence.
It has been fairly well established that
the major proportion of illite found in
sedimentary rocks is of diagenetic origin.
The importance of the illite mineral group
to geologists is evident from an assessment of the mineral constituents of rocks
at the earth's surface. Illite is the most
abundant pelitic mineral in sedimentary
rocks, accounting roughly for two-thirds
of these minerals. Shales and shaly rocks
comprise three-fourths of the sedimentary
rocks, which represent about threefourths of the rocks at the earth's surface
(Pettijohn, 1957). Illite, then, is one of
the most abundant minerals in sedimentary rocks and provides a basic material
for most low-grade metamorphic mineral
reactions. Therefore an understanding of
the behavior of this mineral group under
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various PT conditions will greatly aid in
studying the petrology of sedimentary
and low-grade metamorphic rocks.
In most dioctahedral micas potassium
is the major interlay er ion present in the
structure. These micas have four cations
in sixfold and two in eightfold coordination with oxygen and hydroxyl anions.
The basic (001) spacing is near 10 A.
This description includes illites; it also
includes several other natural micas.
Foster (1956) has classified dioctahedral
mica compositions in the trisilicic to
tetrasilicic series:
M+(R+3)2(Si3R+3)O10(OH)2M+(R+2R+3)Si4Oio(OH)2,
where M+ = K, Na, Ca, or H30+; R+2 =
divalent metal ion; R+3 = trivalent metal
ion. Considering natural mica compositions this classification seems quite
reasonable, and in fact a series
muscovite (KAl2Si3A10io[OH]4)celadonite (KR+2R+3Si4Oi0[OH]2)
is possible. Natural muscovites rarely
contain significant quantities of R+3
ions that are not aluminum (Kanchira
and Banno, 1960). In the present
investigation 2-month hydrothermal
experiments were run with mixtures
of oxides (Si02| Fe203, and KOH)
and kaolinite as starting materials
in order to determine the amount of solid
solution in the muscovite series :

All runs were made in Stellite bombs
using Ag70Pd30 capsules, thus fixing the
oxygen fugacity near the nickel-nickel
oxide
1962). buffer pair (Eugster and Wones,
Synthesis of micas within this system
after runs of 1 month, and sometimes 2
months, was limited to the conditions
specified by the lined areas in figure 47.
The most extensive solid solution extends
from muscovite toward the MgAl celadonite mica. The MgAl celadonite-muscovite series was significantly pressure
dependent; i.e., more solid solution
appeared with increased water pressure
(■Ptotai == Pn2o)- Aspects of this relation
are dealt with later. The synthetic micas
intermediate between muscovite and
celadonite represent the natural phengitic
micas (Ernst, 1963) and other micas
associated with igneous occurrences (Foster, 1956). Phengites are often associated
with high-pressure minerals like jadeite
and kyanite. It seems reasonable to compare the synthetic phengites to the
natural micas because both appear associated with high pressures of formation.
A natural phengite from Gran Paradiso,
Italy (Michel, 1953), had the same PT
stability as synthetic materials of similar
composition.
The other area of the system in which
micas were synthesized is essentially in
Muscovite

4.5 kb

KAl2Si3AlO10(OH)2KFe+32Si3AlO10(OH)2.
Only about 15 per cent of the iron mica
could be accommodated by the muscovite
structure in solid solution. "Ferri-muscovite" was never produced. Therefore, the
simplification of considering the dioctahedral, potassic micas as a muscoviteceladonite system seems reasonable. Such
a system has been investigated, considering the four possible celadonite compositions KAlMgSi4Oio(OH)2, KAlFeSi4Oio(OH)2, KFe+3MgSi4Oio(OH)2, KFe+2Fe+3Si4Oio(OH)2, and aluminum muscovite.

FeFe

MgAl

Celadonite

MgFe

Fig. 47. Compositions synthesized in the
muscovite-celadonite system indicated by lined
areas. Celadonite compositions are indicated by
the various ion pairs present in the KR+2R+3Si4Oio(OH)2 composition.
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the plane of celadonite compositions,
mainly between the MgFe+3 and Fe+2Fe+3
celadonites. Natural celadonite and glauconites can be plotted in this general
compositional area. These synthetic micas
do not form increased solid solutions with
muscovite under higher water pressures.
Runs using natural glauconites and the
synthetic glauconite-celadonite micas give
a maximum thermal stability of about
380°C. Above this temperature the synthetic and natural glauconites yield a
biotite + quartz + iron oxide assemblage
as found previously by Winkler (1964) in
similar investigations of a natural glauconite.
The definite gap between the compositions of the synthetic phengite-type
micas and the glauconite type (fig. 47)
suggests that no continuous series exists
between the glauconites, sedimentary in
origin, and the micas of metamorphic
rocks (phengites). Thus, within the mica
compositions it appears impossible to
transform a sedimentary mica into a
muscovite through a metamorphic process.
There have been demonstrations
(Winkler, 1957; the present study) that
sedimentary illite will change its composition under experimental hydrothermal
conditions by the reaction illite — > mica +
chlorite. This is quite compatible with
previous field observations or a general
consideration of low-grade metamorphic
trends in pelitic rocks. The lower-grade
greenschist facies consists of primarily
mica-chlorite rocks. Illites have a general
composition near that of glauconite (Jung,
1954). Such a mineral could not produce
a phengite or near muscovite mica by
gradual change in composition if it is to
remain within the mica system, since
micas of intermediate composition are not
stable under low-grade metamorphic
conditions. This is seen in figure 47. Illite
compositions are usually potassium (or
Na,Ca) deficient and thus, from a chemical viewpoint, could not be considered
micas. However, illites from Paleozoic
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rocks apparently have muscovite structures as far as can be determined by
X-ray diffraction studies (Velde and
Hower, 1963). It must be concluded that
illites represent a mica-like group of
minerals but that they cannot be classified as true dioctahedral potassic micas.
Thus it appears that dioctahedral
micas and related mineral groups can be
separated into three groups: muscovites
and phengites, which have strongly
pressure- dependent stabilities and which
approximate a muscovite composition;
celadonite-glauconites, which have no
pressure dependence in occurrence and
are found in sedimentary or near surface
environments; and the illites, which
are intermediate, but not a part of the
mica system, and which are probably
antecedent to the phengites in prograde
metamorphic sequences, because they
have similar structures and compositions
and appear to form micas in experimental
studies using natural materials.
Illite-Chlorite Relations at Low
Temperatures and Pressures
It has been noted (Grim, 1953; Weaver,
1959) that the most common association
of clay minerals in sedimentary rocks is
that of illite and chlorite; accessory
minerals are usually quartz and feldspar.
This is similar to the muscovite-chloritequartz-feldspar assemblage of the greenschist facies in metamorphic rocks (Turner, 1948). The association of mica and
chlorite minerals is very important in
sedimentary and low-grade metamorphic
rocks because both these minerals can
change composition significantly (substitutions of Mg for Fe+2 and Fe+3, Al for
Si). Feldspar and quartz are present in
varying amounts but generally play
subordinate roles in mineral transformations of low-grade metamorphism. Therefore they are not diagnostic of the PT
conditions that the rocks have experienced. Experiments by Winkler (1957)
showed that a mica + chlorite assemblage
can be produced from a natural illite.
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Using the knowledge gained from the
study of the muscovite-celadonite system,
it can be predicted that the mica in a
mica-chlorite rock would be near muscovite in composition under 1 and 2 kb
pressures. At higher pressures, the mica
could contain considerable amounts of
MgAl celadonite in solid solution (up to
80 per cent at 300°C and 10 kb). Investigations are being made in the muscoviteMgAl celadonite series using potassiumpoor bulk compositions (^6 per cent K20
by weight, compared with muscovite,
which has 11.8 per cent). These lower
K20 compositions can be considered part
of a mica-chlorite system which assumes
excess quartz and water. Results at 2 kb
and 300° to 500°C thus far have shown
that a one-phase product appears — a
mixed layering of mica- and chlorite-like
units. Such a mineral is analogous to the
mixed-layer clay minerals often called
illites. Through a study of the mineral
associations produced by a variation in
PT conditions it is believed that insight
will be gained into the occurrence and
behavior of illite under metamorphism.
In studying the muscovite-celadonite
systems at low temperatures and pressures, information has been gained about
mixed-layer mica-montmorillonoids which
are similar to structures found in illites.
Results for one such muscovite-celadonite
compositional series are shown in figure
48. Variation in the number of mixed
layers (montmorillonoid in mica) with
temperature, pressure, and composition
is important to note. Increase in temperature with composition and pressure
constant results in a product with fewer
montmorillonoid layers in the mica
structures. The same relation exists when
pressure is increased with the remaining
variables constant. Composition variations from muscovite to celadonite increase the number of montmorillonoid
layers in the structure. The montmorillonoid materials were found to be
trioctahedral, indicating that they are
more closely allied to the biotites, which
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Fig. 48. The muscovite-(Mgi.0Al0.6Fe+3o.5)
celadonite compositions that result in various
mica-montmorillonite mixed layerings. Numbers
represent the percentage of montmorillonoid
layers present in the aggregate structure. The
solid line is the boundary between all-mica and
mica-montmorillonoid phases at 2 kb. The
dashed line represents this boundary at 4.5 kb.

they form at higher temperatures (shown
in the two-mica area at high temperatures, fig. 48). Montmorillonoids forming
from starting materials near the muscovite end of the series were dioctahedral.
Apparently the montmorillonoid that
forms is a "defect-type" structure (i.e.,
low lattice charge and low potassium
content) of the mica that it forms at high
temperatures.
This information can be applied to the
problem of determining the nature of the
illite mineral group. Assuming analogy
between the mixed-layer sequences of
montmorillonoid micas and mixed-layer
illites, it could be deduced that illite is a
low-temperature mixture of two mineral
compositions that are stable as separate
phases at higher temperature. Experiments with natural illites show that
temperatures of about 300°C bring an
"unmixing" of the single-phase mixedlayer mineral into a mica + chlorite +
quartz assemblage. This marks the appearance of what could be called a
greenschist assemblage. Experiments at 2
kb and 300° to 500°C with natural
materials plus KOH solution give results
indicating a prohibition of the unmixing
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process, probably through the formation
of two micas, phengite + glauconite, from
the initial illite. The common occurrence
of mica -f- chlorite in rocks suggests that
the potassium in the total rock composition isgenerally below that needed to
form micas or micas plus a montmorillonoid as in the muscovite-celadonite
systems that were studied. The potassium
necessary to exclude chlorite from the
assemblage and to produce celadonite and
a montmorillonoid would be roughly 10
per cent K20 by weight in a shale.
Potassium in pelitic sediments is usually
of the order of 3 or 4 weight per cent, and
therefore mica + chlorite assemblages
are found.
It appears that the following sequence
of mineral changes would be appropriate
for pelitic sediments: mixed layer "illite"
— > chlorite + illite — > chlorite + mica,
with quartz in excess in all steps. The
amount of mica formed is probably controlled by the amount of potassium
present. Metamorphism under high water
pressures would result in muscovite with
appreciable amounts of celadonite in
solid solution.
Muscovite-Phengite Micas
The reaction muscovite + biotite + K
feldspar + quartz + H20 — > phengite is
dependent on PH,o, because water is a
constituent of the reaction. A similar
reaction written for chlorite + K feldspar
+ quartz reactants also favors a phengite
product under high water pressure. The
mineral glaucophane appears to have a
similar relationship (Ernst, 1963). Field
associations of these two minerals indicate
that they are found in rocks that have
been subjected to high pressures.
Experimental studies in the muscoviteMgAl celadonite series demonstrate that
occurrence of phengites (intermediate
compositions) (fig. 49) is significantly
dependent upon pressure. The surface
depicting the upper stability of phengitic
micas has been determined at three
pressures (Ptotai = Phso) : 2, 4.5, and 10
kb. Reactions were reversed at 2 and 4.5

Celadonite

Muscov

Mole

per cent

Fig. 49. Representation of the phengite-2
mica + sanidine + quartz boundary in a P-T-X
diagram. The surface delineates the maximum
solid solution of MgAl celadonite composition
in a muscovite structure.

kb. The inverse relationship of pressure
and temperature in the production of
solid solutions is of interest. Increased
solid solution is favored by lower temperature or higher total water pressure.
Recalling that the reaction product
phengite (a solid solution between mica
and celadonite) is favored by high water
pressure, it can be said that the stability
of this phase will be affected by a third
variable, the partial pressure of water in
the system. With such conditions imposed
upon the stability of phengites, their
occurrence in nature can be attributed to
a rather specific set of physical conditions,
namely low temperatures, high total
pressure, and high water pressures. The
conditions of PHso = Ptotai are probably
often realized in low-grade metamorphism
of pelitic sediments. Such sediments
usually contain considerable amounts of
connate water and water bound to hydrophyllic clay minerals such as montmorillonoids or vermiculites. The collapsing of
hydrated minerals, due to higher total
pressures (as seen in fig. 48) and general
compaction of the sediments, provides
enough water to transmit external pressures upon the rocks. Thus Ptotai = Ph2o
could be easily realized.
It would seem, however, that high total
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pressures, such as 10 kb, would more
likely be the result of tectonic stress than
of hydrostatic pressures resulting exclusively from load effects. A total pressure
of 10 kb indicates depth of burial in
continental situations of about 30 km or
near the base of the crust, where estimated geothermal gradients suggest temperatures of400° to 600°C. The fact that
at these conditions most natural phengites would not be stable appears to
eliminate
deep burial as a probable

EXPERIMENTAL

PETROLOGY

A growing amount of geophysical and
petrological evidence indicates that the
dominant rock type in the upper mantle
is an aluminous peridotite. Most of the
experimental work at high pressures this
year has been directed at increasing our
understanding of the mineral equilibria in
such peridotites and of their melting
relations. These experiments show that a
peridotite whose composition approaches
a mixture of 1 part basalt and 3 parts
dunite can crystallize in three facies.
These facies, stable under different PT
conditions, are spinel peridotite, garnet
peridotite, and a peridotite in which the
A1203 is entirely in solution in the
pyroxene. Probable geothermal gradients
for oceanic regions and continental shield
areas indicate that the spinel peridotite
facies should be present beneath the
oceans to a depth of about 60 km, but
that it should be absent or very thin
beneath the shields. This speculative
picture is in harmony with the natural
distribution of spinel and garnet peridotites that have been erupted from the
mantle into the crust. Increasing pressure
causes A1203 in solution in pyroxene to be
exsolved as garnet. Determination of
pyroxene- garnet phase relations has provided a quantitative explanation of a
seismic discontinuity in the upper mantle
between 150 and 200 km. These phase

condition of phengite origin. Tectonic
pressures are rather indefinite because
little is known about the competence of
rocks under high-pressure conditions.
However, it seems reasonable to expect
tectonic factors to lead to phengite
formation. Field occurrences of phengite
in metamorphic areas of Japan, California, and Alpine regions (Ernst, 1963)
suggest that the requisite PT conditions
for phengite formation were primarily of
tectonic origin.

AT

VERY

HIGH

PRESSURES

relations also explain the low A1203
contents of enstatites from ultramafic
inclusions in kimberlite. Study of melting
relations in the system diopside-forsterite-pyrope indicates that the low-melting
fraction in this complex "synthetic peridotite" system will be poor in forsterite
and will approach the composition of
basalt.
Synthesis of the pyroxene ferrosilite
and study of the stability and melting
relations of jadeite supply further, dramatic evidence of the changes produced
by high lithostatic pressure in silicate
systems. Ferrosilite, FeSi03, has defied
synthesis for years, but a stability field
for it has been discovered at high pressure. The complex polymorphism exhibited by this phase provides a challenge to
crystallographers.
Further study of the calcite-aragonite
equilibrium has disclosed a nonquenchable phase change that appears to explain
the presence of calcite rather than
aragonite in high-grade metamorphic
rocks.
Petrological Constitution
of the Upper Mantle
A. E. Ringwood, I. D. MacGregor, and F. R. Boyd

New experimental data on garnetpyroxene equilibria make it possible to
interpret some features of the seismic
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velocity distribution in the upper mantle.
In order to apply the experimental results
quantitatively, specific assumptions about
the chemical composition of the mantle
are necessary. It can be argued plausibly
that the chemical composition of the
primary undifferentiated upper mantle
should be such that it can yield a basalt
magma on partial melting, leaving behind
the residual, refractory dunite or peridotite. Accordingly, the primary composition of the upper mantle would lie between those of basalt and peridotite. A
chemical and penological model for the
upper mantle based upon this postulate
has been developed by Ringwood (1962a,
b), Green and Ringwood (1963), and
Clark and Ringwood (1964). In this
model, the primary undifferentiated composition ofthe upper mantle is assumed

TABLE

9.

equal to approximately 1 part of basalt
to 3 parts of dunite or peridotite. This
primary material is called pyrolite. A
typical composition for pyrolite is given
in table 9, column 1. Also in table 9 are
given the analyses of four natural ultrabasic rocks closely approaching the
pyrolite composition. The rocks in columns 2 and 3 display the mineralogy
olivine -f- aluminous orthopyroxene +
aluminous diopside + spinel, and may be
called pyroxene pyrolite. Those in columns 4 and 5 are composed of olivine +
enstatite + diopside (both poor in A1203)
+ pyropic garnet, and may be referred to
as garnet pyrolite. The data in table 9
demonstrate the capacity of rocks approaching the pyrolite composition to
crystallize in different mineral assemblages having distinctive physical prop-

Chemical Analyses and Mineral Assemblages of Rocks
Approaching the Pyrolite Composition

Pyrolite
Model
composition

Si02
MgO
FeO
Fe203
(Total Fe as FeO)
A1203
CaO
Na20
K20
Cr203
NiO
CoO
Ti02
MnO
P206
H20
C02
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Pyroxene
Pyrolite
Olivine + aluminous
pyroxenes + spinel
2

3

43.06
39.32
6.66
1.66
(8.15)
3.99
2.65
0.61
0.22
0.42
0.39
0.02
0.58
0.13
0.08
0.21

44.69
39.80
7.54
0.09
(7.63)
3.19
2.97
0.18
0.02
0.45
0.26
n.d.
0.08
0.14
0.04
0.43
0.17

44.77
39.22

100.05

Pyrolite
Olivine -f- low-alumina
pyroxenes
4

1

100.00

Garnet

8.21
4.16
2.42
0.22
0.05
0.40
0.24
n.d.
0.19
0.11
0.01

*

100.00

* Recalculated to 100 per cent anhydrous.
References :
1, 4. Green and Ringwood, 1963.
2, 3. Green, 1963.
5. Milliard, 1959 (average of two analyses of garnet peridotite).

45.58
42.60
6.41
0.27
(6.65)
2.41
2.10
0.24
nil
0.09
n.d.
n.d.
0.15
0.12
0.03

+ pyrope garnet
5
43.22
39.69
9.52
3.51
3.25
0.45
tr
tr
0^23

*

0.13*

100.00

100.00

*
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erties (to be discussed). If rocks approaching this composition are widespread in the mantle, it is clear that
zoning controlled by the PT stability
fields of these assemblages must occur and
that the zoning will have an important
effect on the distribution of seismic
velocities and densities in the upper
mantle.
The concentration and distribution of
trivalent elements (particularly aluminum) in pyroxene pyrolite strongly
influence its stability field with respect
to garnet pyrolite. In rocks resembling
pyroxene pyrolite, Al3, Cr3, and Fe3 are
partitioned between enstatite, diopsidic
clinopyroxene, and spinel. Results described in this report and also unpublished data of MacGregor show that
spinel is unstable in rocks of pyrolite
composition above about 1000°C, owing
to the solubility of Al3, Cr3, and Fe3 in
pyroxenes.
Experiments described in this report
deal chiefly with the solid solubility of
pyrope garnet in orthopyroxene as a
function of temperature and pressure. In
order to discuss stability fields in the
mantle some information on the corresponding solubility of pyrope garnet in
diopsidic clinopyroxene is required. Using
minerals obtained from a garnet peridotite inclusion in a diamond pipe, MacGregor and Ringwood (this report) found
that the solubility of garnet in clinopyroxene is slightly higher than in
orthopyroxene at similar temperatures
and pressures. This result is supported by
comparison of analyses of coexisting
orthopyroxenes and clinopyroxenes from
kimberlite and basalt nodules (MacGregor and Ringwood, this report).
Comparison is made on the basis of
molecular per cent of R203 (A1203 +
Fe203 + Cr203) after subtracting sufficient R203 to match the Na20 in the
analysis as pyroxene, NaRSi206. When
this is done it is usually found that natural diopsidic clinopyroxene contains
slightly more mole per cent R203 than
coexisting enstatite, corresponding to a
higher content of Active garnet.
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An attempt is made in figure 50 to use
the experimental data obtained so far to
outline the mineralogical stability fields
in ultrabasic rocks approaching the
pyrolite composition. Because of insufficient quantitative data on clinopyroxenegarnet solubility, it has been assumed that
the solubility of pyrope garnet in clinopyroxene issimilar to that of pyrope in
orthopyroxene under similar PT conditions. As was mentioned above, this is
not strictly correct. Nevertheless, the
error introduced by this assumption is
probably small. The effect of a higher
solubility of garnet in clinopyroxene
would be to displace the garnet stability
field of figure 50 to somewhat higher
pressures.
In the model, the maximum average
R203 content of the pyroxenes is taken
as 4.5 mole per cent, corresponding to the
situation where all the R203 in the rock
occurs in solid solution in pyroxene and
spinel is not present as a stable phase.
This is close to the highest values that
would be obtained for the naturally
occurring assemblages (table 9, columns
2, 3, 5). Alumina is, of course, by far the
most abundant of the trivalent oxides
under consideration. In figure 50 the
positions of the pyroxene solid solubility
limits at 1500°C are taken from the
experimental values obtained for natural
pyrope and enstatite (MacGregor and
Ringwood, this report) and the slopes of
the R203 contours are taken from experiments on the synthetic system (Boyd and
England, this report).
The position of the pyrolite solidus in
figure 50 is little more than a plausible
guess based on miscellaneous results
including those of O'Hara (Year Book 62,
pp. 71-76). On figure 50 the region ACB
corresponds to the stability field of the
assemblage olivine + 2 pyroxenes (4.5
mole per cent A1203) -f- spinel. Along BC,
in the system MgO-Si02-Al203, the solubility of A1203 in orthopyroxene in
equilibrium with MgAl204 reaches 4.5
mole per cent. Hence spinel would be
finally consumed at this boundary according to the reaction
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Fig. 50. Mineral stability relationships in ultramafic rocks approaching pyrolite composition,
and their relationship to possible oceanic and Precambrian shield geotherms.

zMgAl204 + (1 + z)MgSi03
Spinel

3MgSiOs-zAl208
= zMg3Al2SiOi2
+
Aluminous enstatite
Pyrope

Enstatite

= MgSiOs-zAlaOs
+ zMg2Si04
Aluminous enstatite
Forsterite

(1)

where x = 0.045.
The line AC is the boundary of the
reaction (MacGregor, this report)
4MgSi03 + MgAl204
= Mg3Al2Si30i2

+ Mg2Si04

(2)

In the more complex natural system, solid
solution effects would broaden this linear
boundary into a transition zone. To the
right of AC the phases consist of pyrope
garnet and pyroxene containing varying
amounts of alumina plus minor Cr3 and
Fe3. As pressure increases at constant
temperature, aluminous pyroxenes continue to break down into garnet and less
aluminous pyroxenes according to the
equilibrium

3(1 - z)MgSi03
Enstatite

(3)

where x < 0.045.
Above the boundary BC where spinel
disappears and along the boundary CD
garnet is formed with increasing pressure
primarily by the breakdown of aluminous
pyroxenes according to reaction 3. The
slope of the boundary defining the first
appearance of garnet changes around BC
because the equilibria by which garnet is
formed (2 and 3) also change in this
region.
The light broken lines parallel and to
the right of CD define the alumina content of orthopyroxene in equilibrium with
garnet. It is seen that the formation of
garnet from aluminous pyroxenes extends
continuously over a wide pressure interval.
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Having described the stability fields of
garnet and aluminous pyroxene assemblages in the pyrolite model, we will
consider some of the properties of this
model and their bearing on the mantle
and the genesis of certain ultrabasic
rocks.
Seismic velocities in the upper mantle.
In many parts of the world seismologists
have observed a break in the travel-time
curve for P body waves in the vicinity of
14 degrees. This break was well defined
beneath eastern United States and western Europe (Lehmann, 1959, 1962) but
was not found beneath the Canadian
Precambrian shield (Brune and Dorman,
1963). Lehmann suggested that the break
could be caused by a sudden increase in
P wave velocity from 8.12 to 8.35 km/sec
occurring at a depth of 220 km. She found
a corresponding discontinuity using S
waves (Lehmann, 1961). Although there
is a large uncertainty in the velocitydepth profile obtained from the body
wave travel times in this interval, the
general validity of Lehmann's model was
supported by the surface wave investigations of Takeuchi, Saito, and Kobayishi
(1962). More recently, an elaborate
surface wave investigation of the structure of the suboceanic mantle by Anderson (1964a, b) has also yielded results
generally consistent with those of Lehmann. Anderson found that an increase
in velocity of about 3 per cent was required between 150 and 200 km. Below
200 km the velocity gradient decreased,
remaining small until 400 km.
It can readily be shown that a 3 per
cent increase in seismic velocity between
150 and 200 km cannot possibly be caused
by normal self-compression acting on the
minerals of this region, particularly when
the effect of increasing temperature with
depth is considered (Birch, 1952). In
fact, the increase attributable to selfcompression is smaller than 1 per cent. It
follows that the mantle is inhomogeneous
in this region and that the increase in
seismic velocity is caused by changes
either of phase or of chemical composition.
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Clark and Ringwood (1964) suggested
that the velocity increase might be caused
by the transition from pyroxene pyrolite
to garnet pyrolite. It is now possible to
test this idea.
The seismic P wave velocities for
pyroxene pyrolite and garnet pyrolite
have been estimated using available data
on elastic constants and densities of
minerals and measured seismic velocities
in rocks and minerals (Birch, Schairer,
and Spicer, 1942; Birch, 1960, 1961;
Verma, 1960). The velocity for pyroxene
pyrolite is 8.30 km/sec and for garnet
pyrolite 8.53 km/sec (at NTP). The
densities of these assemblages are 3.31
and 3.37 g/cm3, respectively. Using
Birch's (1961) velocity-density relationship (solution 4), the velocities are found
to be 8.41 km/sec and 8.60 km/sec. The
seismic velocity of garnet pyrolite is
therefore about 23^ per cent greater than
that of pyroxene pyrolite. This is almost
exactly the increase in seismic velocity
required by Lehmann and Anderson.
(Absolute velocities are not strictly
comparable, since the calculations and
observations apply to different temperatures and pressures. However, the effect
on the velocity difference between the
two assemblages is insignificant.)
A possible geotherm for the suboceanic
mantle has been placed on figure 50. It
is somewhat higher than that given by
Clark and Ringwood (1964) and corresponds to a higher opacity in the upper
mantle than that assumed by these
authors. Along this geotherm pyroxene
pyrolite is stable to a depth of approximately 135 km. At this depth garnet
appears and the garnet pyrolite field is
entered. As pressure increases, more
garnet is formed, and the transition is
effectively complete by 220 km. Most of
the increase in seismic velocity occurs in
the first half of the transition interval.
The depth interval over which the velocity increase occurs along the chosen
geotherm is broadly consistent with the
possible range of seismic depth-velocity
solutions (Anderson, 19646). The degree
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of correspondence between seismic and
petrological models of the upper mantle
is most encouraging.
A second geotherm representing Precambrian shield regions has been placed
on figure 50. It falls well below the oceanic
geotherm because of the low heat flow
and strong upward concentration of
radioactivity characteristic of shield regions (Clark and Ringwood, 1964). The
suggested geotherm is somewhat higher
than that in these authors' model, corresponding to the higher opacity assumed
in the present oceanic model. It is seen
that the geotherm does not cross sharply
from pyroxene to garnet pyrolite. In fact,
these geotherms below the M discontinuity remain almost exclusively in the
garnet pyrolite field. Accordingly a
velocity increase such as that previously
discussed is precluded. Detailed seismic
investigations on the Canadian shield by
Brune and Dorman (1963) showed that
the velocity increase inferred by Lehmann
and Anderson for ordinary continental
and oceanic regions, respectively, did not
occur.
Melting of pyrolite. According to the
model depicted in figure 50 the phases
stable at the solidus down to a depth of
150 km are olivine and aluminous
pyroxenes. It is therefore to be expected
that equilibria involving these minerals
will control the formation of magmas in
the mantle by direct fractional melting of
pyrolite. The important role played by
aluminous orthopyroxene in the pedogenesis of basalt has recently been
stressed by Green and Ringwood (1964).
For rocks approaching the pyrolite composition itdoes not appear likely that
equilibria involving garnet will play an
important role in the genesis of magmas
by direct fractional melting at depths less
than 150 km.
Ultramafic Rocks
F. R. Boyd and I. D. MacGregor

Experimental data on garnet-pyroxenespinel relations are providing an increasing insight into the origins of a variety of
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ultramafic rocks and their relationship to
the upper mantle. When the geochemical
results are combined with estimates of
the geothermal gradients in continental
and oceanic areas based on modern
heat-flow studies, some remarkable consistencies are found to emerge.
The reaction 4 enstatite + spinel ^pyrope + forsterite (fig. 51) divides ultramafic rocks into two broad groups: a
relatively low-pressure spinel-bearing
type, and a high-pressure garnetiferous
type. Generalizing on the natural distribution of these types, it can be said that
with few exceptions their occurrences are
mutually exclusive. The spinel peridotites
are found as large masses in the axial
regions of tectonic belts. On a more
restricted scale they are also found as
members of layered, mafic intrusives and
as nodules in alkali and melilite basalts.
The spinel peridotite nodules are found in
basalts erupted in both oceanic and continental environments. The garnet peridotites also form large masses in certain
high-grade metamorphic terranes such as
the European Caledonian and Hercynian
mountain belts. Field workers disagree
about whether the mineral assemblage in
such garnet peridotites reflects local
metamorphic conditions, or whether the
peridotites were intruded into the crust
from the mantle and their minerals thus
reflect conditions at depth in the mantle
(e.g., O'Hara and Mercy, 1963; Schmitt,
1964). Garnet peridotites are also found
as nodules in kimberlites, where they
occur in association with diamonds.
If the upper mantle is composed
primarily of peridotite, there will be a
layer of spinel peridotite below the M discontinuity and garnet peridotite at
greater depth. The thickness of the spinel
peridotite layer depends on the geothermal gradient and the thickness of the
crust (fig. 52). The data in figures 51 and
52 show that the spinel peridotite layer
under continental shields will be only a
few kilometers thick or it may be absent
altogether. This supposition is in harmony
with the nature of the inclusions in
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Fig. 51. Phase-equilibria data combined with geo therms for oceanic areas (A) and Precambrian
shields (B). The geotherms are from Ringwood (this report); the pyrope stability boundary is from
Boyd and England (Year Book 61, p. 110); the curve for the reaction 4 enstatite + spinel *± pyrope
-f- forsterite is from MacGregor (this report); and the diamond ±± graphite curve is from
Bundy, Bovenkerk, Strong, and Wentorf (1961).

kimberlite. In the course of eruption from
the mantle into the crust, kimberlites
have picked up fragments of the crustal
and mantle rocks through which they
passed. Among the fragments are a wide
variety of crustal rocks and garnet peridotites, but spinel peridotites are extremely
rare.
Under the oceans the spinel peridotite
layer may thicken to as much as 50 km
(fig. 52). In tectonically active continental
areas where the geothermal gradient is
steeper than in stable shield areas there
should also be a significant thickness of

spinel peridotite. These experimental and
geophysical data are thus in harmony
with the natural distribution of spinel
peridotites. As was noted above, one of
the principal kinds of occurrence of spinel
peridotite is as relatively large masses
intruded into the axes of geosynclinal
belts. Alpine-type peridotites may therefore be interpreted as solid intrusions
from the uppermost part of the mantle.
The spinel peridotite inclusions in basalt
might be fragments derived from primary
mantle rocks, either directly from the
spinel peridotite layer or indirectly by
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Fig. 52. Speculative section of the crust and upper mantle extending from a Precambrian shield
to an oceanic region. The section illustrates the phase assemblages stable at different depths for an
upper mantle of pyrolite composition. Isotherms (faint lines, °C) are extrapolated from geothermal
gradients given in figure 50. The bulk composition under the continents may be modified by igneous
differentiation.

inversion of garnetiferous material during
upward transport. Alternatively, they
might be rocks that formed as crystal
accumulates from basaltic magma in the
uppermost part of the mantle and were
then picked up and incorporated in lava
of later eruptions. In either event the
substantial thickness of the spinel peridotite facies under oceanic and tectonically
active continental areas explains why the
inclusions are almost always spinel peridotite rather than garnet peridotite.
The occurrence of spinel peridotites as
layers in large intrusions such as the
Stillwater and Bushveld complexes is also
in harmony with the experimental data.
These rocks have crystallized at relatively
shallow depths in the crust. Some of them
show evidence of a reaction relation
between olivine and liquid. Boyd, England, and Davis (1964) have shown that
a pressure of only 2.3 kb is sufficient to
eliminate the incongruent melting of
enstatite, and such rocks have therefore
crystallized well within the spinel peridotite field.
It is possible that under conditions of
particularly intensive regional metamorphism garnet peridotites become stable in
the lower part of the crust. Garnet
peridotites such as those in Norway might

thus have formed by intrusion from the
mantle or by metamorphism of peridotite
originating in some other way. As is
discussed below, the A1203 contents of
the pyroxenes in these rocks may provide
a clue to their origin.
Experimental data giving the solubility
of A1203 in enstatite crystallized in
equilibrium with pyrope are shown in
figure 51 as a series of isopleths. These
isopleths are for the pure system MgSi03Mg3Al2Si30i2. Natural enstatites and
pyrope-rich garnets contain small
amounts of ferric iron and chromium
which substitute for aluminum in the
garnet and pyrope structures. Experimental results obtained with mixtures of
natural enstatite and pyrope (MacGregor
and Ringwood, this report) are in relatively good agreement with those obtained for the synthetic system. If the
comparison of synthetic and natural
systems is made on the basis of weight
per cent A1203 the agreement is exact; if
it is made on the basis of mole per cent
A1203 + Fe203 + Cr203 there is a small
difference. The interpretation of the
difference is ambiguous, but it is clear
that there will be no major discrepancy if
natural enstatites poor in Fe203 and
Cr203 are considered in terms of experi-
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mental results for the synthetic system on
the basis of weight per cent A1203.
A number of detailed petrographic and
chemical studies of minerals from nodules
in kimberlite have recently been made
(O'Hara and Mercy, 1963; Nixon, von
Knorring, and Rooke, 1963; Banno,
Kushiro, and Matsui, 1963). Enstatites
from these rocks have been found to
contain a uniformly low percentage of
A1203; most analyses indicate 1 to 2 per
cent. This range of values is in good
agreement with the experimental data.
Figure 51 shows the intersection of the
diamond-graphite curve with the family
of A1203 isopleths. It is immediately
evident that enstatites which have crystallized with diamond and pyrope cannot
contain more than 4 per cent A1203 under
any temperature conditions possible in
the mantle. Kimberlites have been erupted for the most part in Precambrian
shield areas, and the geotherm for shields
(fig. 51) is thus applicable. This geotherm
falls between the 1 and 2 per cent isopleths over a broad depth range within
the diamond stability field. Evidently
this is the zone from which the primary
minerals in kimberlites have come.
These data indicate that the temperature range in which the primary minerals
in kimberlites have formed should be
1000°-1300°C. Davis (Year Book 62, p.
103) has shown that the solubility of
MgSi03 in diopside is essentially the same
at 30 kb as at atmospheric pressure (Boyd
and Schairer, 1964). In principle it should
be possible to use this solvus curve as a
geothermometer that is independent of
pressure. Solid solution of MgSi03 in most
diopsidic pyroxenes from kimberlites
indicates rather low temperatures, 900°1000°C. There are a few analyses which
plot over 1000°C, and one subcalcic
chrome diopside described by Nixon, von
Knorring, and Rooke (1963, p. 1113, analysis E3) gives a temperature of 1300°C,
which is more in the expected range. With
this principal exception, however, the
temperatures indicated by the diopsidic
pyroxenes seem improbably low.
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It is interesting and possibly significant
that a large majority of diopsidic pyroxenes from coarse-grained plutonic and
ultramafic rocks have compositions indicating temperatures in the range 900°1000°C. This generality includes clinopyroxenes from such divergent rocks as
kimberlites, ultramafic nodules from basalts, and pyroxenes that have crystallized from slowly cooled, layered intrusives. This may be a coincidence, and
possibly the pyroxenes in these rocks
actually have formed in this temperature
range. But it might also indicate that
exsolution in slowly cooled pyroxenes
takes place in two steps and that 1000°C
is the temperature range during cooling
at which exsolution to separate grains
ceases and exsolution lamellae begin to
form. In the separation of pyroxenes for
chemical analysis, exsolution lamellae are
included in a host grain ; but any separate
grains of enstatite that had exsolved from
clinopyroxene, or vice versa, would be
removed in the purification process. If so,
the temperature estimated from the
chemical analysis would be too low. The
long time required to produce exsolution
textures in pyroxenes would almost
certainly prohibit a laboratory test of
this suggestion, but careful petrographic
study of pyroxene textural relations in
various rocks might make it possible to
confirm or dismiss the idea.
Hypersthenes from garnet granulites
frequently have much higher A1203 contents than enstatites from kimberlites.
Such pyroxenes contain up to 8 to 9 per
cent A1203 (Eskola, 1952, p. 152). Application of the phase relations in figure 52
to such rocks is uncertain because
pyroxenes and garnets from granulites
generally contain a large amount of iron.
The effect of iron on the stability of
garnet is to enlarge its stability field to
lower pressures; it is not yet known how
iron will affect the solubility of A1203 in
enstatite. The A1203 isopleths in figure 52
slope toward lower pressures at lower
temperatures, and they indicate that
A1203 concentrations as high as 8 per cent
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would be possible at PT conditions of
approximately 700°C at 10 kb. These
conditions are not improbable for granulite zone metamorphism, but the extrapolations involved are so wide that such
estimates cannot be made with confidence.
The larger masses of garnet peridotite
like those in Norway are mineralogically
similar to the kimberlite nodules except
that they do not contain diamond. The
AI2O3 contents of the enstatites in these
rocks are low, generally of the order of
1 per cent (O'Hara and Mercy,

1963).
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The compositions of these enstatites
could be interpreted as due to relatively
low temperature of formation (500° to
600°C) under metamorphic conditions in
the crust. But if the garnet-enstatite
assemblage in these rocks is metamorphic
in origin it would be expected that some
of the enstatites would have A1203 contents as high as the values reported for
hypersthenes in metamorphic granulites.
An alternative origin for these rocks is
that they are solid intrusions from the
mantle, possibly coming from depths less
than those required to form diamond.
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Fig. 53. The solid and liquid equilibrium relations for the molar composition 1 forsterite + 1
pyrope as a function of temperature and pressure.
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The Reaction 4 Enstatite + Spinel
<=i Forsterite + Pyrope
I. D. MacGregor

The reaction 4 enstatite + spinel <±
forsterite + pyrope helps to define the
boundary between the stability fields of
spinel- and garnet-bearing peridotites in
the lower crust and upper mantle. Four
crystalline assemblages were used to
establish equilibrium relations: (1) 4
enstatite + spinel, (2) forsterite -f- pyrope, (3) 90% (4 enstatite + spinel) +
10% (forsterite + pyrope), and (4) 90%
(forsterite + pyrope) + 10% (4 enstatite
+ spinel).
In runs close to the equilibrium curve
reaction rates were slow, and at temperatures below 1300°C little or no reaction
took place in runs up to 48 hours in
duration. The addition of water to runs
below 1300°C resulted in a considerable
increase of reaction rates and allowed the
study to be extended down to 1000°C.
Using starting material 1, no unique
subsolidus equilibrium curve could be
established; in general this assemblage
could be converted to pyrope + forsterite
only at pressures up to 6 kb in excess of
the equilibrium pressure for any given
temperature. Correspondingly, starting
material 2 gave similar problems, and
pressures up to 2 kb less than equilibrium
pressures were required for its conversion
to 4 enstatite + spinel. The sluggishness
was interpreted to result from the failure
of pyrope and enstatite to nucleate within
certain limits of the boundary curve.
Thus both starting materials, 1 and 2,
were seeded with 10 weight per cent of
the alternative starting material, and a
more reliable equilibrium curve, falling
between the above two extremes, was
established. This curve was reversed at
1200°, 1400°, and 1600°C.
The solidus and liquidus relationships
were outlined using crystalline enstatite
+ spinel (assemblage 1) as a starting
material, and in a few runs in the pyrope
forsterite field crystalline pyrope +
forsterite (assemblage 2) was used.

The experimentally determined equilibrium boundaries for the subsolidus,
solidus, and liquidus reactions are given
in figure 53. Equations for the curves for
the different reactions were fitted by eye
and are given as follows:
1. Subsolidus reaction: 4 enstatite +
spinel *± forsterite + pyrope. T =
0.0546P - 173.
2. Solidus reaction: 4 enstatite + spinel +± liquid + forsterite + spinel. T =
0.00569P + 1497.
3. Solidus reaction: liquid + forsterite + spinel ^=± liquid + forsterite. T =
0.00533P + 1560.
4. Liquidus reaction: liquid + forsterite <=± liquid. T = 0.00433P + 1620.
T is given in degrees Centigrade and P
in bars. The solidus curves are valid only
for pressures above 15 kb.
Linear extrapolation of the liquidus
curve to 1 atm is in agreement with the
inferred melting temperature for this
composition (Osborn and Muan, 1960).
However, both solidus curves indicate
that below 15 kb either considerable
curvature or inflection of the curves is
necessary for agreement between the
high-pressure and 1-atm data.
The System Enstatite-Pyrope
F. R. Boyd and J. L. England

The system MgSi03-Mg3Al2Si30]2 is
binary below the solidus, and it consists
of a wide field of solid solution of aluminous enstatite separated by a miscibility
gap from pure pyrope. Pyrope lies on the
join MgSi03-Al203, so that the composition of an aluminous enstatite can be
expressed either as an enstatite with a
particular percentage of A1203 or as a
member of an enstatite-pyrope solid
solution series. The most aluminous
enstatites that can form under equilibrium conditions in this system contain
about 16 weight per cent A1203 or about
63 per cent pyrope.
The alumina content of an enstatite in
equilibrium with pyrope is a function of
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Fig. 54. The system enstatite-pyrope at a pressure of 30 kb. Open points with light outline are
Al enstatite crystallized from glass. Open points with heavy outline areAl enstatite formed by homogenizing enstatite-pyrope mixtures. Points with horizontal ruling are enstatite-pyrope mixtures
which failed to homogenize. Points with vertical ruling represent pyrope exsolved from homogeneous
Al enstatite. Opaque points are all quench crystals.

both temperature and pressure. The
temperature dependence of the equilibria
is shown in a temperature-composition
section for 30 kb (fig. 54). The solubility
of AI2O3 in enstatite increases with
temperature. Over the range determined
experimentally it increases from a little
less than 5 per cent at 1100°C to about

16 per cent at 1650°C, where the boundary of the miscibility gap intersects the
melting interval. In the temperature
range below 1100°C the miscibility boundary must curve so that it becomes
asymptotic to the temperature axis;
above 1100°C it is linear.
There is no discernible solid solution in
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Fig. 55. Isothermal sections of the boundary of the miscibility gap in the system enstatite-pyrope.
The two small circles with crosses at 30 kb are points taken from the isobar in figure 54. Other
points are quenching data; the circular points apply to the 1600°C isotherm, and the square points
locate the 1100°C isotherm. The coding of these points is the same as in figure 54.

pyrope in this system. The cell edge of
pyrope crystallized in equilibrium with
aluminous enstatite at 15Q0°C and 35.5
kb was determined to be 11.455 A, compared with 11.456 ± 0.002 A determined
for pure pyrope (Boyd and England, Year
Book 58, p. 84). The difference is well
within the precision of measurement.
The pressure dependence of the equilibria isshown with isotherms at 1100°
and 1600°C in figure 55. These isotherms
are projections of the boundary of the
miscibility gap on the pressure-composition plane. They can be read in exactly
the same way as the more familiar
temperature-composition section in figure
54. For each isotherm, runs below the
curve are in the single-phase field, whereas
runs above the curve crystallize to
pyrope + aluminous enstatite. The
1100°C isotherm is terminated at its lowpressure end by the solid state breakdown
of pyrope, and the 1600° isotherm is
similarly terminated by the incongruent
melting of pyrope. Each isotherm passes
through a point fixed by the 30-kb isobar
in figure 54; these points are indicated by

small circles with crosses. The remaining
data that locate the isotherms are
quenching runs.
Increase of pressure greatly reduces the
solubility of A1203 in enstatite in this
system, because pyrope is much denser
than enstatite (3.58 versus 3.20). The
reaction aluminous enstatite — > enstatite
(with less A1203) + pyrope proceeds with
a decrease in volume. The effect of pressure is most pronounced in the range
below 40 kb. Above 40 kb the isotherms
curve so that they become asymptotic to
the pressure axis. Extrapolations of the
isotherms show that the system enstatitepyrope should have virtually no solid
solution at pressures above 80 kb.
Points taken from the two isotherms in
figure 55 are plotted on a temperaturecomposition projection in figure 56 to give
a series of isobars. The assumption is
made that these isobars are linear, as is
the isobar determined at 30 kb (fig. 54).
Figure 56 indicates more clearly how the
miscibility gap between enstatite and
pyrope widens with increase of pressure.
The boundary of the miscibility field
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can be reversed over a very narrow
temperature, pressure, or composition
interval under favorable conditions, but
in some portions of the phase diagram
there is a significant hysteresis. If glass is
used as a starting material, it crystallizes
first to a homogeneous pyroxene. If the
run is well inside the two-phase region,
pyrope slowly exsolves from the supersaturated aluminous enstatite. If pyrope

+ aluminous enstatite are the starting
materials, they react readily to form a
homogeneous pyroxene in the singlephase field. Fifteen minutes is sufficient
to make this reaction go to completion at
1600°C. Exsolution of pyrope from aluminous enstatite proceeds much less
readily and is somewhat erratic in runs
close to the boundary of the miscibility
field. The hysteresis in dry runs in the
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range 1300° to 1600°C at 30 kb is as much
as 2 per cent A1203 or about 75°.
The hysteresis seems to be caused by
the difficulty of nucleating pyrope rather
than by a sluggish reaction rate. This
difficulty, first noted in the determination
of the stability field of pyrope (Boyd and
England, Year Book 58, p. 85), has since
been observed in a number of multicomponent systems in which pyrope is a
phase. For this reason some preliminary
values given by us for the solubility of
pyrope in enstatite in Year Book 62
(p. 123) were in error. They are corrected
in the present study.
At temperatures below about 1400°C
small amounts of water can be introduced
into the runs without causing them to
melt. The H20 catalyzes the nucleation
and growth of pyrope, and the hysteresis
in the miscibility boundary is reduced to
within the precision of temperature and
pressure measurement. The boundary of
the miscibility gap was reversed in the
30-kb section (fig. 54) between 1250° and
1275°C at 7.5 weight per cent A1203.
Reversals are also shown in the range 20
to 25 kb for the 1100°C isotherm (fig. 55).
The usual method of dealing with a
hysteresis interval in the determination
of a miscibility boundary is to assume
that the rates of exsolution or homogenization are equal and to draw the boundary at the midpoint of the interval. In
the present case it is evident that the rate
of exsolution in dry runs is controlled by
sluggish nucleation of pyrope and that the
rate of homogenization of a pyropealuminous enstatite assemblage is very
much faster. For this reason the points
that locate the miscibility boundary
above about 1300°C in figures 54 and 55
were obtained by homogenizing pyropeenstatite mixtures. Below about 1300°
hydrothermal data obtained by both
exsolving and homogenizing runs are included. Below about 1100°C the reaction
rate becomes so slow that a useful
approach to equilibrium could not be
obtained.
The melting relations in the system
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enstatite-pyrope at 30 kb have been
partly established (fig. 54). There is a
very narrow melting interval for aluminous enstatites, and their liquidus intersects the liquidus for pyrope-rich compositions with a minimum at approximately
en3Bpy65. Crystal-liquid equilibria on the
pyrope side of the system are not binary.
The field for spinel + liquid is apparently
restricted to compositions very close to
pyrope. A similar relationship was found
by O'Hara {Year Book 62, p. 116) in his
study of the system diopside-pyrope.
These data suggest that the incongruent
melting of pyrope to spinel + liquid will
probably not be a significant feature of
magma generation in the mantle, because
mantle rocks are believed to be pyroxeneolivine-garnet assemblages with bulk
compositions considerably removed from
pure pyrope. Crystal-liquid equilibria in
pyrope-rich mixtures other than those
involving spinel cannot be quenched, and
it has thus far proved impossible to locate
the solidus accurately or to distinguish
primary phases. Pyrope melts congruently at pressures somewhat above 30 kb,
and it is probable that at sufficiently high
pressure this system will become a simple
binary eutectic.
The Natural System
Enstatite-Pyrope
I. D. MacGregor and A. E. Ringwood

O'Hara and Mercy (1963) have shown
that the A1203 content of enstatites from
garnet peridotites is low (1 to 2 weight
per cent). Garnet peridotite consists of
the three-phase assemblage forsterite +
enstatite + pyrope, and the solubility of
A1203 in enstatite is governed by the
reaction
Al-rich enstatite
*± Al-poor enstatite + pyrope
Since the assemblage Al-poor enstatite +
pyrope has a smaller molar volume than
Al-rich enstatite, the A1203 content of
enstatites coexisting with pyrope should
decrease with increasing pressure at
constant
temperature.
Recent
work
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(Boyd and England, this report) on the
reaction in the synthetic system MgOAl203-Si02 has shown that it does. The
present study is a determination of the
same reaction using analyzed enstatite
and pyrope (table 10) from Bulfontein,
South Africa.
The apparatus used in this study was
the single-stage apparatus described by

Boyd and England (1960, 1963). Starting
mixtures were composed of different
ratios of analyzed enstatite and pyrope.
The products were examined optically,
and the boundary was drawn between
runs having the two-phase assemblage
enstatite + pyrope and runs with only
enstatite. All runs were made at 1500°C,
at which temperature complete reaction
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TABLE 10. Chemical Analyses of Enstatite and
Garnet from a Garnet Peridotite Nodule from the
Bulfontein Pipe, South Africa
Oxide
Si02
Ti02
A1203
Fe203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
P205

H20+
Cr203~
H20
NiO
C02
Total

Enstatite

Garnet

Diopside

(BLT-1)

(BLT-1)

(DTP-2)

57.02
0.03
1.07
0.72
3.76
0.11
35.86
0.82
0.09
0.01
0.02
n.d.
0.00
0.23
n.d.

42.45
0.13
19.65
0.61
5.80
0.28
20.74
5.21
0.03
0.01
0.05
n.d.
0.00
5.41
n.d.
n.d.

53.70
0.17
3.03
0.82
1.91
0.06
17.22
17.91
2.13
0.09
0.09
n.d.
0.00
3.03
n.d.
n.d.

99.74

100.37

100.15

Density 3.19.
BLT-1 Garnet peridotite, Bulfontein Pipe,
South Africa.
DTP-2 Garnet peridotite, Duitoitspan Pipe,
South Africa.
Analyst: A. J. Easton.
Samples kindly supplied by D. H. Green and
A. J. Easton.

enstatite is known. With the molecular
per cent (total R203 less the R203 associated with Na and K) as the basis, figure
57 shows that, at 1500°C, the natural
orthopyroxene at equilibrium at low
pressures has considerably more R203
than a synthetic enstatite at equilibrium
under the same conditions. However, with
increasing pressure the difference decreases so that at pressures in excess of
50 kb it is negligible, and both synthetic
and natural enstatites may be directly
compared.
Preliminary runs on the reaction
Al-rich diopside
<=± Al-poor diopside + garnet
with natural, analyzed mineral pairs
(table 10) shows that at 1500°C and at
pressures between 30 and 35 kb the
diopside on the equilibrium curve has
approximately 1 molecular per cent more
total R203 (less the R203 associated with
Na and K) than the enstatite under the
same conditions. This agrees fairly well
with analyses of coexisting enstatite and
diopside pairs from garnet peridotites
(O'Hara and Mercy, 1963).
Aluminous Enstatites

was possible within half an hour. The
experimental results are plotted in figure
57.
In comparing the natural experiment
with its synthetic counterpart (Boyd and
England, this report) there is the problem
of whether weight per cent A1203 or
molecular per cent (total R203 less the
R203 associated with Na and K) should
be taken as the basis. With the weight
per cent A1203 as the basis for comparison,
the orthopyroxene in equilibrium with
garnet at a specific temperature and
pressure has essentially the same A1203
content in both the synthetic and natural
experiment (Boyd and England, this
report, fig. 56). Thus it would appear that
the synthetic experiment should give a
good approximation of the conditions of
formation of an enstatite, in a garnet
peridotite, if the A1203 content of the

Brian J. Skinner10 and F. R. Boyd

The coupled substitution of Al-Al for
Mg-Si in the orthorhombic enstatite
(MgSi03) structure has been shown to be
extensive in enstatites synthesized at high
pressures (Boyd and England, this report,
p. 157). The same coupled substitution in
the monoclinic diopside (CaMgSi206)
structure, yielding the Ca-Tschermak's
molecule (CaAlfAljSiJOe), has been demonstrated by Clark, Schairer, and de
Neufville (Year Book 61, pp. 59-68).
The substitution of Al for the larger
Mg ion in an octahedrally coordinated
site should reduce the unit cell volume,
while the substitution of Al for a smaller
Si ion in a tetrahedrally coordinated site
should have the opposite effect — a tendency for the cell volume to increase.
10 U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
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A series of homogeneous aluminous
enstatites were prepared at regular intervals out to 15 weight per cent A1203 and
examined by X-ray powder diffraction
techniques. The measurements were internally calibrated with an NaF standard
whose cell edge had in turn been carefully

calibrated against gem diamond. The
powder diffraction data were refined and
indexed, using the least squares computer
indexing program written for the Burrough's 220 computer by D. E. Appleman, H. T. Evans, Jr., and D. Handwerker. The cell edges, cell volumes, and
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densities calculated for the 14 samples
examined are plotted in figure 58. The
internal precision of measurement is
excellent, as is the agreement between
samples of the same composition.
The effect of the Al-Al substitution for
Mg-Si in enstatite is almost identical with
that found for diopside (Year Book 61,
p. 63) ; the a and b axes decrease, reflecting
the effect of the octahedral site substitution, whereas the c axis remains
essentially constant over the composition
range studied, reflecting the counteracting
tendency for the tetrahedral site substitution to cause an expansion. The c-axis
direction is, of course, the one parallel to
the chains of (Si,Al)04 tetrahedra.
The cell volume decreases with increasing alumina content, again similar to
diopside. Because of the nearly identical
molecular weights for enstatite (100.41)
and alumina (101.96), the density increases with increasing alumina content
from 3.20 g/cm3 for pure enstatite to 3.26
g/cm3 for an enstatite containing 15
weight per cent A1203. Projecting the
observed density versus composition relationship to 25 mole per cent A1203, the
composition of pyrope, we obtain a density of 3.28 ± 0.01 g/cm3 for Mg3Al2Si30i2
with the orthorhombic enstatite structure. This density is considerably less
than the 3.58 g/cm3 observed for the
more densely packed pyrope structure
and indicates that increasing pressure will
favor the assemblage pyrope + enstatite
over aluminous enstatite, in agreement
with the phase relations found by Boyd
and England for the system enstatitepyrope (p. 157).
The System Diopside-Forsterite-Pyrope
at 40 Kilobars
B. T. C. Davis
A wide range of mafic and ultramafic
compositions crystallize to assemblages
containing garnet, olivine, and one or two
pyroxenes at pressures between 25 and
50 kb, a pressure interval in which many
basaltic magmas are very probably
formed. The melting relations of garnet
peridotite, the ultramafic rock containing

all these phases, are therefore vital to an
understanding of the origin of basalts.
Although fully a dozen oxides are present
as more than 0.1 per cent in a typical
analysis of a garnet peridotite (table 11),
about 90 per cent of any analysis consists
of Si02, A1203, CaO, and MgO, so that
the behavior of this rock type may be
treated in terms of the four-component
system if it be assumed that all the other
components behave like one or another
of the four major oxides and serve mainly
to depress the melting interval relative to
that in the quaternary. This assumption
has been justified by experiments at
atmospheric pressure.
TABLE 11. Typical Analyses of Garnet
Peridotites from Nodules and Intrusions

FeO
MgO
MnO
NiO

3

4

6*62
40.65

41.75

42.30

1.90
5.00

4.80

45.15
0.15
2.27
0.27

38.55
0.26
2.50

CaO
Na20

0.37

K20

3.40

C02

0.31
0.24
0.13
0.14

P205
S

2

1

Si02
Ti02
ALO3
Fe203
Cr203

H20+

100.07
H20~

Olivine
Orthopyroxene
Clinopyroxene
Garnet
Kelyphite

1.25

2.87
0.18
2.46

0.21
6.35
42.21

5.90
37.10
0.17

5.25
40.01
0.12
1.75
0.18
0.06
4.49

0.12
2^08

3.70
0.50

0.24
0.00
0.65
0.12

4^20
0.12
0.20
0.12
0.14
99.95

0.44

0.03

0.04

99.85

] 00.15

Modes
66
15
11
3
5

65
12
17
5
1

1, 2. Large intrusive garnet peridotite with
associated eclogite, Beni-Bousera, Morocco
(Milliard, 1959).
3. No. E-3 lherzolite nodule, kimberlite,
Thaba Putsoa, Basutoland (Nixon, von Knorring, and Rooke, 1963, table 1).
4. No. E-ll lherzolite nodule, kimberlite,
Lourwencia, South West Africa (Nixon, von
Knorring, and Rooke, 1963, table 1).
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Within the quaternary CaO-MgOAI2O3-S1O2 the join diopside-forsteritepyrope may provide an insight into the
behavior of natural garnetiferous peridotite assemblages, for there is reason to
believe that a large part of this join
crystallizes to the assemblage garnet +
two pyroxenes + olivine. Melting relations in the three binary and pseudobinary joins that form the edges
of diopside-forsterite-pyrope indicate a
mechanism for the generation of eclogitic
liquids from garnetiferous peridotites and
confirm previous indications (O'Hara,
Year Book 62) that these liquids can
greatly change in composition by fractionation athigh pressure. Establishment
of the actual melting relations of garnetiferous peridotites and knowledge of
the full compositional range of their
derivative liquids will require further
studies in the systems diopside-forsteritepyrope and wollastonite-enstatitealumina.
Of the joins fundamental to diopsideforsterite-pyrope, diopside-forsterite has
previously been examined at 1 atm and
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20 kb (Kushiro, Year Book 62, and this
report) and diopside-pyrope has been
studied at 30 kb (O'Hara, Year Book 62).
However, MacGregor (this report) has
shown that at 30 kb on the solidus the
join forsterite-pyrope is unstable relative
to the join enstatitess-spinel, so that,
unless CaO and the iron oxides have a
major effect on this reaction, the assemblage garnet-two pyroxenes-olivine is not
stable at this pressure. To avoid complications from the presence of spinel in both
the subsolidus and the melting interval,
all the limiting joins in diopside-forsteritepyrope have been examined at 40 kb, at
which pressure the join forsterite-pyrope
is stable at the solidus.
The single-stage apparatus of Boyd and
England (1963) was used in this study,
with lengths of runs from 5 minutes at
about 1700°C to 30 minutes at 1650°C.
The reactants for diopside-forsterite and
diopside-pyrope were microcrystalline assemblages grown from glass at 1 atm by
Schairer; mixtures of pure crystalline
Mg2Si04 and Mg3Al2Si30i2 were used for
forsterite-pyrope. The compositions diop-
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side55-pyrope45 and diopside35-pyrope65
were reexamined using mixtures of the
pure crystalline end members. All products were examined both optically and by
Xray.
At 40 kb the join pyrope-forsterite is
binary with a eutectic at 1770°C, 76
weight per cent pyrope (fig. 59). There is
no evidence of solid solution on this join,
for runs of 5 minutes at 1760°C failed to
homogenize mixtures of 99 weight per
cent pyrope, 1 per cent forsterite, and 99
weight per cent forsterite, 1 per cent
pyrope. In confirmation, the cell edge of
pyrope crystallized 5 minutes at 1750°C
in the presence of 10 per cent forsterite
is 11.457 ± 0.002 A, in good agreement
with theo value for pure pyrope, 11.456
± 0.001 A (Boyd and England, Year Book
58).
The join diopside-forsterite (fig. 60) is
pseudobinary and nearly identical, except
for higher temperatures of melting, with
the same join at 20 kb (Kushiro, this
report). Subsolidus assemblages at
1700°C, between 20 and 95 weight per
cent diopside, lie entirely in the phase field

diopsidea3 + forsteritess. Only a trace of
forsterite was observed in the 95 per cent
diopside run, so that a solubility of nearly
5 weight per cent forsterite in diopside at
the solidus can be inferred. This is in
accord with Kushiro's studies of the same
system at 1 atm and 20 kb, in which he
showed that clinopyroxene-olivine tie
lines are athwart the join diopsideforsterite and that at least the pyroxenes
of very diopsidic composition contain
appreciable forsterite as well as enstatite
in solid solution.
The melting relations too are at least
qualitatively similar to those observed at
lower pressures in that the solidus is not
isothermal and there is a narrow field of
clinopyroxene + olivine + liquid. Temperature uncertainties in the single-stage
apparatus are so great as to make it
impossible to tell whether there is a
maximum on the liquidus at the diopside
end; this is considered a likely possibility
in view of the 1-atm diagram (Kushiro
and Schairer, Year Book 62, p. 96, fig. 21).
A noteworthy feature of the 40-kb
diagram for diopside-forsterite is that the
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piercing point di-fo-L at 73 ± 1 weight
per cent diopside, 1745° ± 10°C, is
shifted in composition only 4 weight per
cent toward diopside from its position at
20 kb (Kushiro, this report), in comparison with a shift of 12 weight per cent
between 1 atm and 20 kb. The reason the
change in the piercing point between 20
and 40 kb is so small is that the diopside
melting curve flattens from 12.8°/kb at
1 atm to an average of only 8°/kb between 20 and 40 kb, whereas the melting
curve of forsterite is linear, with a slope
of 4.8°/kb. Because a change in composition of a eutectic or a piercing point
depends on a difference in slope of the
melting curves of the components, convergence ofslope of melting curves fixes
the composition of a eutectic or piercing
point lying between them.
The third join, diopside-pyrope,
is
pseudobinary, for it involves both garnet
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and clinopyroxene solid solutions whose
compositions do not fall on the join, the
garnets containing grossularite as well as
pyrope, and the clinopyroxenes bearing
enstatite and alumina as well as diopside.
Hence at 1670°C, immediately below the
solidus, the join passes through five
different phase fields (fig. 61), two of them
involving enstatitess. However, there are
only two primary phase fields on the
liquidus, those of clinopyroxene and
garnet, for orthopyroxene disappears by
reaction with liquid from all compositions
in which it is stable at the solidus. The
join diopside-pyrope is additionally complicated byperitectic relations, for liquid
is present at temperatures below the
invariant solidus of the assemblage garnet
+ clinopyroxene + orthopyroxene (1690°
± 10°C).
Because of these complexities,
it is
helpful to consider diopside-pyrope in
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terms of the ternary join wollastoniteenstatite-alumina, which contains the
compositions of all phases encountered in
the pseudobinary. A hypothetical liquidus
and isothermal sections for a part of this
ternary are shown as figure 62, which has
been drawn on the basis of data from
diopside-pyrope, enstatite-pyrope (Boyd
and England, this report), and enstatitediopside at 30 kb (Davis, Year Book 62).
Figure 62a shows the general form of
the liquidus as dark lines, with inferred
relations at 1670°C, immediately below
the solidus, projected as dashed lines. The
four-phase point clinopyroxene-orthopyroxene-garnet-liquid lies outside the threephase triangle for the crystalline phases,

so that it is a peritectic. The tie line for
the clinopyroxene-garnet pair in equilibrium with orthopyroxene at the solidus
intersects diopside-pyrope at diopside42pyrope5s ± 2, and was drawn by projection through this point from the composition of the garnet in the three-phase
assemblage. On the basis of its unit cell
calculated from (640) and (642) peak
spacings, this is pyrope86-grossularitei4.
The four-phase point clinopyroxeneorthopyroxene-garnet-liquid must lie between this line and the join diopsidepyrope in order to satisfy the requirements that it be peritectic and that the
primary phase field of orthopyroxene not
intersect the join diopside-pyrope. O'Hara
To

Grossularfte

Pyrope

Hypothetical
Liquidus
and phase fields at
Solidus

Fig. 62. Hypothetical melting relations in the system diopside-pyrope-enstatite at 40 kb. Data
from the join diopside-pyrope; cotectic curves inferred from the joins enstatite-diopside (Davis,
1964) and enstatite-pyrope (Boyd and England, this report) at 30 kb. Solid solution limits at solidus
inferred from the above and O'Hara (Year Book 62, fig. 39). a, Projection of the liquidus surface
(solid lines) on phase fields at the solidus (dashed lines). 6, 1695°C isothermal section, c, 1685°C
isothermal section, d, 1680°C isothermal section.
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has shown that diopside-pyrope does
intersect the orthopyroxene primary field
at 30 kb so that between 30 and 40 kb the
four-phase point has shifted appreciably
toward enstatite, making it quite probable that at 50 kb this point is a eutectic.
The consequence of such a shift would
be to prevent most enstatite-bearing
eclogites and eclogitic liquids from fractionating toward a residuum with larnite
in the norm. At 40 kb, however, fractionation of a great range of eclogitic liquids
drives the residual melt away from
MgSi03, through diopside-pyrope, toward
the silica-deficient region (fig. Q2b-d).
Whether residual liquids actually cross
the join diopside-2 grossular-1 pyrope
(equivalent to the 1-atm join diopsideforsterite-anorthite) and enter the model
alkali basalt field is not yet known.
Figure 61 shows that much of the join
diopside-pyrope crystallizes to garnet +
two pyroxenes. From figures 59 and 60 it
is obvious that forsterite has no significant
effect on the stability of either diopside
or pyrope. Therefore it seems likely that
much of the join diopside-forsteritepyrope crystallizes to garnet + olivine +
two pyroxenes, an assemblage qualitatively representative of garnet peridotite.
The generation of basaltic (actually
eclogitic) liquids from such a four-phase
assemblage devolves basically upon the
problem of deriving from the four-phase
assemblage a liquid that will crystallize
entirely to clinopyroxene -f- garnet.
Simultaneous disappearance of orthopyroxene and olivine at a reaction point
at the beginning of melting is unlikely,
for it would involve simultaneous appearance or disappearance of three phases,
necessitating a degeneracy — all basaltic
liquids originating by this mechanism
would have to be formed from unique
bulk composition, or at a unique pressure
or temperature, any of which coincidences
are most improbable.
Because of the absence of a primary
phase field of enstatite from the binary
and pseudobinary joins, it seems likely
that the liquidus of diopside-forsterite-
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pyrope has only three primary phase
fields, those of olivine, clinopyroxene, and
garnet. Because the compositions of none
of these phases lie on the join, it is almost
certain that the intersection of their
primary phase fields will be at a piercing
point. From figures 59 and 61 the eutectic
in forsterite-pyrope and the piercing
point in diopside-forsterite lie quite close
to pyrope and diopside, respectively.
Since the piercing point in diopsidepyrope is at a considerably lower temperature than either of the above points, it
is quite probable that the piercing point
diopsidess-forsteritess-pyropess-liquid lies
within a few weight per cent of diopsidepyrope. Such a case is shown schematically in figure 63, with hypothetical
cotectic curves as dashed lines. The stability fields at the solidus that are critical
to the argument are shown by solid lines
on the assumption that the solubility of
forsterite in clinopyroxene is unaffected
by alumina, so that all the phase fields
present in diopside-pyrope extend into
diopside-forsterite-pyrope. Field a there-

Fig. 63. Hypothetical projection of the
liquidus surface of diopside-forsterite-pyrope
(dashed lines) and phase fields at the solidus
upon the plane diopside-forsterite-pyrope. a,
clinopyroxeness. b, clinopyroxeness + garnetS8. c,
clinopyroxene88 + garnetss + orthopyroxene88.
d-e, saturation limit of forsterite in clinopyroxene
at the solidus. /, clinopyroxene8S + olivine88.
g, clinopyroxene88 + garnetS3 + olivine8S. h,
clinopyroxene88 + orthopyroxene88 + garnetS3
+ olivineg8.
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fore corresponds to the field of clinopyroxeness in figure 61, field b to the field
garnetSs + clinopyroxeness in figure 61,
and field c to the field clinopyroxene +
orthopyroxene + garnet in figure 61. The
line d-e forming a boundary to all these
fields indicates simply the saturation of
clinopyroxene with forsterite at the
solidus of diopside-forsterite-pyrope.
Fields /, g, and h are thus the stability
fields clinopyroxeness + oliviness at the
solidus, clinopyroxeness + garnetss +
oliviness, and clinopyroxeness + garnetss
+ orthopyroxeness + oliviness, respectively.
If the piercing point lies within the
two-phase field garnetss + clinopyroxeness
as shown (fig. 63, field 6), partial fusion
extracts of model garnet peridotites in
this system, if separated from their source
material, would crystallize at high pressure to garnet and clinopyroxene, or to
equivalent basaltic compositions at 1 atm.
The possible high-pressure crystallization
paths for such liquids would be quite
similar to those of compositions in the
join diopside-pyrope.
The most obvious alternative method
of explaining the relationship between
eclogites and garnet peridotites is to
invoke a primary phase field of olivine in
the join diopside-pyrope-enstatite allowing liquids derived from the four-phase
assemblage to lose olivine and orthopyroxene by successive passage through
two reaction points. This hypothesis is
not compatible with the absence of fields
containing olivine from the system diopside-enstatite (fig. 61) and must be
discarded.
High-Pressure Melting Relations for
Jadeite Composition
P. M. Bell

The system jadeite-diopside provides
an approximation of the distribution of
sodium and calcium in the mantle that is
analogous to the relationship between
albite and anorthite in the crust. Solid
reactions for jadeite composition have
been studied by Robertson, Birch, and
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MacDonald (1957). For the melting relations, they predicted a shift of the
nepheline-albite binary eutectic toward
nepheline, with the result that albite
should be stable on the liquidus with
jadeite melting congruently at high pressures. Knowledge of the melting of jadeite
would facilitate the study of the binary
jadeite-diopside. Information on this
system could be expected to be relevant
to understanding the processes of differentiation inthe mantle.
The present study was intended to
determine equilibrium and test the possibility of congruently melting jadeite. The
results would complement the data for
albite (NaAlSi308), which is also part of
the nepheline-quartz binary. For this
reason it was important to follow closely
the methods, calibrations, and singlestage techniques of Boyd and England's
(1963) albite study. In this system it is
essential to dry the starting materials
thoroughly, and therefore it was easier to
approach most of the experimental determinations with nepheline + albite. A few
runs with jadeite were, of course, required. The results, given in figure 64,
confirm the predictions of Robertson,
Birch, and MacDonald (1957) of a shift
of the eutectic toward nepheline. Jadeite
was melted at 34, 36, 39.5, and 43 kb.
Melting was also reversed by converting
jadeite glass to jadeite at 43 kb. Subsolidus relations of albite + nepheline =
2 jadeite were studied as a function of
pressure at 1000°, 1100°, and 1200°C.
Reversibility of the reaction was demonstrated at these temperatures. The curve
through the points plotted in figure 64
fits an extrapolation of a Robertson,
Birch, and MacDonald (1957) curve
obtained using crystalline materials. A
few runs (fig. 65) starting with albite were
made to compare the present calibrations
with those of Boyd and England (1963).
The agreement was satisfactory.
On the basis of the data of figures 64
and 65, temperature-composition sections
have been constructed (fig. 66). This is
possible since the pressure-temperature
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Experimental results for jadeite composition.

planes for the two compositions form
nearly mirror image conjugates, with
most of the important chemical features
falling into the central composition region
of the binary. The reason for this can be
observed in figure 66, as the eutectic
shifts from the albite side of jadeite to the
nepheline side. The result is the incongruent melting of albite + nepheline to
albite + liquid, leaving a small zone for
jadeite to melt incongruently. At higher
pressures jadeite melts congruently. Information on the behavior of compositions
between albite and jadeite cannot be
obtained from figures 64 and 65 but is
evident from figure 66. In these compositions a eutectic develops that is shallow
enough to permit estimation of its position on the temperature-pressure plane.
It would plot as a continuous curve
connecting the two sets of invariant and

singular points, along which the liquid
changes composition. Accompanying this
eutectic shift is the rapid increase in the
melting temperature of jadeite with
pressure. Albite finally becomes unstable,
and the melting point at a specific pressure depends on the composition along
the jadeite-quartz eutectic.
The consequences of these results can
be observed in figure 67, where the
present curve for congruent jadeite melting is plotted with the diopside melting
curve of Boyd and England (1963). The
similarity of the shapes of the two curves
is patent, but the jadeite curve lies at
temperatures considerably below those of
the diopside curve. For instance, at 30 kb
diopside melts 300°C higher than jadeite.
The effect of these differences in melting
is to tend to concentrate sodium and
calcium into the liquid and solid, respec-
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Fig. 65. Experimental results for albite composition. The albite melting curve is after Boyd and
England (1963). Dashed curves are based on unpublished data supplied by Boyd.
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Fig. 67. Jadeite and diopside melting curves.
The diopside curve is after Boyd and England
(1963).

tively. A similar fractionation
mantle might be expected.

in the

Synthesis and Stability of Ferrosilite
D. H. Lindsley, I. D. MacGregor,
and B. T. C. Davis

Although FeSi03 is an important component of many pyroxenes, the pure end
member ferrosilite has never been positively identified as a mineral. Bowen
(1935) found in the lithophysae of several
obsidians small needles of pyroxene whose
optical properties closely approach those
predicted for clinoferrosilite. Chemical
data are lacking, however, and Bowen
suggested the possibility that appreciable
amounts of MnO might be present.
Furthermore, the observations of Bowen
and Schairer (1932) that fayalite and
Si02 form from FeSi03 bulk compositions
in controlled atmosphere and evacuated
tube experiments have been substantiated
by numerous later workers. After a
review of the "ferrosilite problem" (Year
Book 62, pp. 91-92) Yoder, Tilley, and
Schairer conclude: "At present it may be
assumed that the compound FeSi03 does
exist. The possible polymorphism of
FeSi03 introduces further complications

of Bowen and Schairer."
In the past year we have synthesized
ferrosilite under high pressures and temperatures insolid-media piston-and-cylinder pressure apparatus. Runs were made
in iron capsules with tightly fitting lids.
Because the charge is in equilibrium with
metallic iron the Fe203 content is probably low. (Bowen and Schairer found
about 2 per cent Fe203 in liquids near
FeSi03 composition and considerably less
below the solidus.) Addition of oxygen
from outside the capsule should, by
reaction with the capsule, increase the
FeO content of the charge and result in
the formation of fayalite. As no excess
fayalite is observed, it appears that the
capsules are effectively closed to oxygen.
It is possible that the partial pressure of
oxygen outside the capsule is buffered at
low values by reaction with the graphite
furnace used in the apparatus.
Preliminary work (Lindsley, Davis,
and MacGregor, 1964), based on the
synthesis of ferrosilite from equimolar
mixtures of fayalite and Si02, indicated
the existence of two FeSi03 polymorphs — ■
orthorhombic and monoclinic. It appeared from the synthesis data that
orthoferrosilite was the high-temperature
and clinoferrosilite the low-temperature
form. More recent work, however, reported below, shows that each polymorph
had been synthesized outside its stability
field. Through the courtesy of Boyd and
England we have been able to synthesize
relatively large volumes of ferrosilite as
starting materials for equilibrium experiments, the results of which are summarized in figure 68. All phase boundaries
involving ferrosilite have been reversed
except for those between ferrosilite polymorphs and liquid + coesite.
Items of interest in figure 68 are: the
existence of three FeSi03 polymorphs,
with orthoferrosilite as the low-temperature, high-pressure polymorph; incongruent melting of ferrosilite in the pressure
range investigated, with a negative olT/dP
of the solidus from about 41 to 46.5 kb;
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Pressure , kb

Fig. 68. Projection onto PT plane of phases and assemblages of FeSi03 bulk composition, showing
stability relations of ferrosilite. The slight refractions of curves shown at several triple points
were not detected experimentally, but have been drawn in accord with the theoretical distribution of univariant curves about an invariant point. CI Fs, clinoferrosilite; Coes, coesite; Crist,
cristobalite; Fay, fayalite; Fs III, ferrosilite III; L, liquid; O Fs, orthoferrosilite; Q, quartz; Tridy,
tridymite. Fields involving tridymite and cristobalite are approximate only.

and an indication that FeSi03 is not
stable at any temperature at atmospheric
pressure.
The three polymorphs of FeSi03
quenched from high pressure and observed at 1 atm are: orthorhombic, with
space group Pbca, corresponding to orthorather than protoenstatite; monoclinic,
here called clinoferrosilite, with the
pigeonite space group P2i/c; and a form,
tentatively called ferrosilite III, distinct
from clinoferrosilite but with essentially
monoclinic optical properties. The structure of this third polymorph is not yet
clear. Burnham is currently making
single-crystal studies of the three forms.

Optical properties for each of the three
polymorphs are given in table 12. The
optic angle of clinoferrosilite is distinctly
lower than that predicted by Bowen and
Schairer (1932).
Ferrosilite melts incongruently to
Fe2Si04-rich liquid + quartz from 17.5 to
41 kb and to liquid + coesite from 41 to
at least 46.5 kb (fig. 68). Both the quartz
and coesite form well developed crystals
about 50 microns in greatest dimension;
in quartz the prismatic form and in
coesite pseudohexagonal tablets predominate. The liquid quenches rarely to glass
and more commonly to fibrous aggregates
of fayalite or fayalite + clinoferrosilite.
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Optical Properties of Ferrosilite Polymorphs
2V

Polymorph
Orthoferrosilite
Clinoferrosilite
Ferrosilite III

1.772 ± 0.003
1.764 ± 0.002
1.763 ± 0.002

1.780 ±0.002
1.767 ± 0.002
1.766 ±0.002

The negative slope of the solidus boundary between clinoferrosilite and liquid +
coesite suggests that that assemblage is
denser than clinoferrosilite. Clinoferrosilite, in turn, is denser than fayalite +
coesite (table 13), and thus it appears
that the liquid is denser than fayalite.
(It should be remembered that although
the liquid lies near fayalite composition
it must lie between fayalite and ferrosilite. Hence rigorous comparison between
the liquid and fayalite is not valid.)
A straight-line extrapolation of the
lower pressure stability curve for ferrosilite (2ferrosilite = quartz -f- fayalite;
fig. 68) intersects the 0°C temperature
axis at roughly 10 kb. Unless the curve
is strongly refracted by the appearance
of an undiscovered FeSi03 polymorph, or
has an unusual concave upward curvature, the assemblage fayalite + quartz is
stable down to room temperature at
atmospheric pressure. Thus the highpressure data explain the occurrence of
the assemblage fayalite + Si02 in lowpressure experiments, and they strongly
TABLE 13. Molar Volumes of Assemblages
with 2FeSi03 Bulk Composition
Assemblage

Molar Volume,
cm3/mole

Fayalite (46.41) + quartz (22.68) 69.09
Fayalite + coesite (20.75)
67.16
2 Clinoferrosilite (33.07)
66. 14
2 Orthoferrosilite (32.94)
65.88
Fe2Si04 spinel (42.02) + coesite 62.77
Fe2Si04 spinel + stishovite (14.02) 56 . 04
Data for ferrosilite polymorphs based on preliminary unit-cell volumes. References for other
data given in Lindsley, Davis, and MacGregor,
1964.

1.789 ± 0.002
1.792 ±0.002
1.785 ± 0.002
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O.P.
±010

58° ± 5°
23° ± 2°
39° ± 3°

31° ± 1°
48° ± 6°

lioio
suggest that the "ferrosilite" of Bowen
(1935) is not pure FeSi03.
The experimental data indicate that
pure FeSi03 is stable only at pressures
corresponding to the lower crust and
mantle, where rocks are probably rich in
MgO. Thus ferrosilite is unlikely to be an
important mineral petrologically ; however, the data from this investigation will
be useful in optical, crystallographic, and
thermodynamic studies of the pyroxene
system as a whole.
High-Pressure Differential Thermal
Analysis of aCaCOz
Fast Reaction with
P. M. Bell and J. L. England

Calcite is the predominant form of
CaCOs in nature. Aragonite is relatively
rare, but it sometimes occurs as a metamorphic mineral. For example, Coleman
and Lee (1961) found aragonite to be
widespread in the glaucophane-lawsonite
schists in the Franciscan series of California. Aragonite in these rocks occurs
with typical members of the glaucophane
schist facies such as glaucophane, lawsonite, pumpellyite, and stilpnomelane.
The rarity of aragonite implies a rather
limited field of stability; its purity as a
natural mineral should permit quantitative application of the calcite-aragonite
stability curve of these rocks. The equation for this curve is given by P = 5500
(±500) + 12.6 (±1.5) T (P in bars, T
in degrees Centigrade), according to the
oscillating-squeezer experiments of Simmons and Bell (1963). Aragonite is stable
on the high-pressure side of this curve and
should be stable, therefore, in high-grade
metamorphic rocks. Instead, calcite is
found. The present study is an attempt
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to extend the work of Simmons and Bell
to higher temperatures and perhaps gain
more information on the problem of the
stability of aragonite and therefore on the
conditions of formation of the aragonitebearing Franciscan rocks, which might be
generalized to rocks in other areas of the
same metamorphic grade.
In the course of this study it was
necessary to develop a differential thermal analysis technique that could be
operated in high-pressure solid-media
apparatus. This technique, which employs
standard principles of 1 atm DTA,
potentially could be used in rather general
high-pressure applications of experimental
petrology.
Experiments were run with two solidmedia presses, the Boyd-England singlestage, and a Hall-type tetrahedral press,

which was used at the Solid State Physics
Laboratory of the Cambridge Research
Center (Air Force). Results of quenching
runs with these two presses (fig. 69) agree
and form an apparent curve quite similar
to the one determined by Sclar, Carrison,
and Schwartz (1962) with their Hall belt,
also a solid-media press. This curve
diverges widely, however, from a linear
extrapolation of the Simmons-Bell curve.
Starting materials for these runs were a
Baker calcite precipitate, a Merke calcitearagonite precipitated mixture, and aragonite synthesized from the Baker calcite.
The two materials gave slightly different
results at the boundaries, but all charges
in the zone between curves A and B of
figure 69 appeared to have undergone
inversion during the quench. The highpressure DTA apparatus was designed to
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Fig. 69. Results for CaC03 with solid-media pressure apparatus. Single-stage piston and cylinder
press: rectangles and curve C. Tetrahedral-anvil press: circles and curve C. Oscillating-squeezer
press: curve A (after Simmons and Bell, 1963). Belt-press: curve B (after Sclar, Carrison, and
Schwartz, 1962). Open and solid symbols signify calcite and aragonite synthesis, respectively.
Curve D is Bridgman's (1939) calcite I-II equilibrium detected with his volume apparatus.
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investigate the possibility of a rapid
reaction. This design is similar to that
described by Kennedy and Newton
(1963). The differential couples used were
chromel-constantan-chromel, chromelalumel-chromel, and platinum-platinum
10 per cent rhodium-platinum. Temperature was plotted against differential
temperature with a Moseley model 135
X-Y recorder. Preamplification, when
required, was gained from a Leeds and
Northrup linear output null detector.
The DTA results define a curve within
the uncertainties, which lies on the
Simmons-Bell extrapolation (fig. 70). The
reaction is fast when approached from
either side of the boundary, and reversibility is easily demonstrated at each
point. Unfortunately, the high-pressure
assemblage that is stable in the region
between the two curves cannot be
quenched. There is a small possibility
that this is an entirely new phase, but it
cannot be verified at present. Moreover,
Bridgman (1939) discovered two new
calcite phases at high pressures. The one
close to the present experimental range is
indicated by curve D on figure 69, but no
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relationship to the present problem, stable
or metastable, seems probable. The fast
reaction more likely is calcite-aragonite
with a much increased reaction rate due
to the higher temperatures involved. If
so, the region between the two curves is
a zone from which aragonite cannot be
quenched. This possibility is supported by
the textures of the charges run in this
region.
These experiments provide an explanation for the lack of aragonite in high-grade
metamorphic rocks. Curve D (fig. 70) for
the kyanite-sillimanite equilibrium implies that aragonite is stable in the
kyanite zone, but the reason that calcite
is found in such rocks now becomes
evident. The explanation is that aragonite
cannot be quenched to atmospheric pressure from the zone between curves B and
C without inverting to calcite. The data
(fig. 70) also suggest that aragonitebearing rocks that formed at pressures
less than about 10 kb could not have been
heated much above 200° to 300°C. In
general, rocks containing aragonite have
probably formed at low temperatures and
relatively high pressure.
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Fig. 70. Differential thermal analysis of calcite. Symbols show reversed equilibrium points for
calcite starting material. Curves A, B, and C are the same as those referred to in figure 69. Curve
D is for kyanite-sillimanite equilibrium, after Clark (1961) and Bell (1963).
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PETROGRAPHY
Petrographic research conducted during the year is reported here in two major
parts, the first dealing with dominantly
statistical studies, the second with problems in which the emphasis is primarily
on more conventional aspects of chemical
and mineralogical petrology. Part I is
concerned entirely with the application of
discriminant functions to petrographic
taxonomy. It opens with a description of
the two-group discriminant as applied to
the problem of distinguishing between
oceanic-island and circumoceanic basalts,
passes to a discussion of multigroup
discriminants leading to a "cluster analysis" of lamprophyres with preliminary
estimates of intra- and intercluster "distances," and concludes with a brief
examination of the relation between
classification based on normative parameters and classification based on discriminants computed from chemical composition.
The first section of part II presents new
chemical and petrographic data obtained
in the continuing study of Cenozoic
peralkaline extrusives; the second section
is essentially a correction of what is
perhaps best summarized as a projection
error, which appeared in an earlier discussion ofthese rocks (Chayes and Zies,
Year Book 61, fig. 38 and pp. 116-118).
Further sections contain discussions of
the relations between suites of BarthNiggli and CIPW norms, of the distinction between basalt and andesite, and of
a possible heteromorphic relation between
two varieties of lamprophyre.
The report is written so that those who
have little interest in rocks may ignore
part II while those who are still unpersuaded of the advantages of statistical
analysis may skip part I. Readers who
have the courage and generosity to expose
themselves to both parts will soon
discover, however, that in this laboratory
the distinction between statistical petrography and descriptive petrography is
becoming increasingly difficult to maintain.

I. Discriminant Functions and
Petrographic Classification
Oceanic- 1 stand and Circumoceanic Basalts
F. Chayes and D. Mttais

A comparison of the chemical composition of Cenozoic volcanics "in and
around the open oceans," in which the
oceanic data were based entirely on
materials collected from oceanic islands,
was published during the report year (see
abstract 1420 in Summary of Published
Work, below). In earlier work the possibility that oceanic islands might provide
a biased sample of oceanic lavas in general
had been anticipated (Chayes, 1963, p.
1531), and new data concerning the
submarine basalts of the mid- Atlantic
Ridge and the East Pacific Rise (Nicholls,
1964; Engel and Engel, 1964a, b; Muir
and Tilley, 1964) create a strong presumption that they do. Though hardly yet
warranting blanket rejection of earlier
speculations or the fabrication of new
earth models, the 19 analyses of ridge
basalts now available clearly bring to an
abrupt conclusion the long era — dating,
in fact, from the birth of petrography —
during which generalizations about oceanic volcanism were unavoidably based
solely on data drawn from oceanic islands.
Despite its rather general title, publication 1420 is essentially a comparison of
Cenozoic volcanics of the circumoceanic
environment with those of the oceanic
islands.
This work raised issues that could not
be resolved by the methods initially
applied. Accordingly, instead of moving
from the oceanic-island and circumoceanic Cenozoic volcanics to those of the
shallow-sea and continental environments, as originally planned, we have
been attempting to resolve, by means of
discriminant function analysis, two of the
more important problems brought into
focus by the earlier study. The following
notes present a brief statement of these
problems, a resume of the way in which
discriminant function analysis may be
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brought to bear upon them, and a summary of some results providing an answer
to the first question.
One of the more striking results to date
is the remarkable difference of Ti02
content in oceanic-island and circumoceanic basalts. That oceanic-island basalts tend to be richer in Ti02 has been
known for a very long time, but it does
not seem to have been realized that the
difference was either as large or as
persistent as in fact it proves to be. On
our data as originally assembled, in which
any rock whose analysis listed less than
54 per cent Si02 and yielded a ThorntonTuttle index of less than 50 was classed
as basalt, a discriminant set at Ti02 =
1.75 assigns basaltic analyses to the
appropriate geographic class with the
rather extraordinary efficiency of 93.3 per
cent. At present we are modifying our
data file to permit compilation by rock
names as listed in source references, and
in a preliminary tabulation of 864
"basalts as named in source references"
the efficiency of a Ti02 discriminant at
1.75 is again above 93 per cent. (More
complex calculations with groups based
on names used in source references have
not yet been completed ; numerical results
used below are based on the "machine
definition" of basalt given above.)
Whether a linear combination of some
other oxide with Ti02 would provide a
discriminant superior to Ti02 itself is
obviously a matter of considerable interest, and it would also be useful to know
whether some linear combination of
oxides other than Ti02 might function as
effectively as discriminants based on Ti02.
A method capable of answering the first
of these questions would be capable, at
least in principle, of answering the second.
Such a method might also offer a new
approach to study of the similar but more
general questions involved in attempts to
delineate petrographic provinces.
From inspection of histograms and
calculation of covariances it is obvious
that no unweighted combination of oxides
other than Ti02 will provide an effective
discriminant, and it is a fairly safe guess
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that no unweighted combination of Ti02
with other oxides will be materially more
efficient than Ti02 alone. This is hardly
more than a beginning, however, since it
throws no light whatever on the possible
effects of weighting, and it is precisely
these effects that require examination
before an answer to either question can
be reached. Fortunately, information on
the effects of weighting is provided by
calculation of the appropriate discriminant functions. If parent distributions are
normal and parent variances homogeneous, the coefficients of the discriminant
function are in fact the weights that
produce the most efficient classification
based on a linear combination of the
particular variables used in the calculation.
An excellent introduction to the twogroup discriminant function of Fisher
(1936) is given by Hoel (1962). We
present here a brief rationale of the procedure, so that readers not concerned
with the statistical theory or computations may nevertheless appreciate their
bearing on the petrographic argument.
When every item in a sample can be
classified, on the basis of properties
ai, a2, • * • , ctu, as a member of either of
two mutually exclusive classes, say &(a)
and C2(a), it may be desirable to characterize the two groups by means of a
second set of properties, the variables
Xi, x2, - • - , xv. In our situation the a's
are the properties which lead to the
conclusion that an analysis was made on
a basalt drawn from one of the two
environments in question, and the x's are
the observed amounts of the essential
oxides recorded in the analysis. Because
of interest in the relation — or lack of
relation — between x's and a's we seek a
function of the x's that maximizes the
difference or "distance" between the
groups originally established from the a's.
For this purpose we form from each
analysis a new variable, using subscripts
to denote oxides, viz.,
z = XiflSi + X2x2 + ■ • • + ^kXk
where k < v, and solve for a set of X's that
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will maximize the ratio of between- to
within-group variation of the z's, each
type of variation being expressed as a
sum of squared deviations. Given this set
of X's, we next compute z for each analysis, either in the original set or, preferably,
in data not used in the original computation. For the two groups we then have
the averages, z\ and z2, and if the parent
ratio (21 — z2)2/(Ni + N2)az2 is large
enough — i.e., if the "distance" is great
enough — a discriminant, 2, in the region
Z\ < 2 < z2 will efficiently reclaim the
dichotomy based initially on the a's. If
there is no evidence of heterogeneity of
variance, the discriminant is estimated by
the midpoint between the group averages,
or 2 = (zi + 22)/2, this value being chosen
on the intuitively reasonable basis that
the probability of misclassification is then
the same for members of Ci(a) as for
those of C2(a). If the variances are not
homogeneous the same criterion is satisfied by a discriminant placed at
(<r2Zi + <t\Z2)/{<ji + <r2), <tj denoting the
standard deviation of z in group j. If the
z's effectively reclaim the dichotomy
based initially on the a's we conclude that
the x's are significantly related to the
as — or, in terms of our problem, that
there is a significant association between
geochemistry and geography. If, on the
other hand, even the maximum "distance"
is not large enough to make 2 an efficient
discriminator, it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that the particular x's used are
indifferent to the classification based on
a's.
The classification established by a's
and x's may be formed into a 2 X 2
contingency table, as shown in table 14.
If classification based upon a particular
linear combination of x's perfectly
duplicated the a classification the cell
frequencies in the table would be F(ll) =
Nh F(12) = 0, F(21) = 0, F(22) = N2.
The quantity 100(^11] + F[22])/(Ni +
N2), the percentage of "correct" classifications made by the discriminant, is used
here as a measure of the efficiency with
which a classification based on variables
Zi, x2, • - • , Xk proxies for the original

TABLE 14. 2X2 Array, Showing Extent
N2
of Agreement of x Classification with
a Classification
C2(x)
CiCr)
ATi

cm

Ci(a)

F{U)
F(2l)

F(12)
F{22)

(Ni + Ns)

classification based on ah a2, • • • , au.
Returning now to the first of the two
questions that prompted this study, if
k = 1, 2 is simply a multiple of Xi, and the
single coefficient, Xi, may be dropped. The
discriminant then reduces to the midpoint
between the group means for xi. If the
variances are not homogeneous, this
becomes (<ri2xn + cruXu) / (<ru + <t]2), trtj
denoting the standard deviation and Xij
the mean of variable Xi in group j. A
standard deviation correction proved
essential in the discriminant based solely
on Ti02, and, since this oxide is always a
major contributor to any more complex
discriminant of which it is a member, the
correction has been applied throughout.
It is evident that (a2Zi + <jiZ2)/((ji + c2)
— > (21 + 22)/2 as 10-1 — o-2 1 — ■* 0, so that
the correction influences the location of 2
strongly only when the data suggest this
is necessary.
If the variables are uncorrelated or
weakly correlated, those whose mean
values differ most as between the groups
will contribute most effectively to a
discriminant. The largest group differences are for MgO, Si02, and A1203, and
it is evidently among these that an
effective increment to the discriminant
based on Ti02 alone should first be
sought. The discriminating efficiency of
each combination of these three oxides
with each other and with Ti02 is shown
in table 15. It is evident from the table
that combinations which include Ti02 are
more efficient than those which do not
and that the binary combination Ti02MgO is about as efficient as the quaternary or any ternary including Ti02.
Sampling experiments have shown that
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TABLE 15. Efficiency of Discriminants
Based on Various Combinations of Oxides of
Ti, Mg, Al, and Si, as Indicated by Percentage
of Correct Classification of the 356 Circumoceanic and 579 Oceanic-Island Basalts from
Which the Functions Were Computed
Combination

Efficiency

Binary :
Mg-Al
Mg-Si
Al-Si
Ti-Si
Ti-Al
Ti-Mg

76.6
83.6
90.2
93.9
94.1
95.7

Ternary:
Mg-Al-Si
Ti-Al-Mg
Ti-Al-Si
Ti-Mg-Si

90.6
95.7
95.7
96.1

Quaternary:
Ti-Mg-Al-Si

96.2

the superiority of the ternary combination
Ti02-MgO-Si02over Ti02-MgO is apparent rather than real, and the same is
probably true also of the quaternary.
Discrimination based on the combination Ti02-MgO, on the other hand, does
appear to be somewhat more efficient
than that based on Ti02 alone. Although
an efficiency of 93.3 per cent can be
obtained from the latter by inspection of
histograms, that of the computed discriminant isonly 92.8 per cent. A difference of
95.7 - 92.8 = 2.9 per cent, though not
large in an absolute sense, represents a
reduction of 2.9/7.2 = 40 per cent in the
expected frequency of erroneous classification. This is an improvement worth
having. In view of the weak correlation
between Ti02 and variables other than
those considered it seems safe to conclude
that binary discriminants based on
combinations of Ti02 with any of these
variables will be less efficient. The answer
to the first question thus appears to be
that the most efficient binary discriminant isbased on Ti02-MgO and that this
combination is somewhat more efficient
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than Ti02 alone. The discriminant function based on Ti02 and MgO may be
written
z = Ti02 + 0.14 MgO

- 2.80

and sampling experiments indicate that
if basalts from the two environments are
classed as oceanic-island if z > 0 and
circumoceanic if z < 0 no more than 1
specimen in 20 will be misclassified.
A definitive answer to the second
question — viz., whether some combination of oxides other than Ti02 might not
discriminate as effectively as Ti02 — is not
so readily obtained, if only because of the
enormous amount of calculation that
might be undertaken in connection with
it. From the eight essential oxides other
than Ti02, no fewer than 28 - 1 = 255
linear combinations can be formed. Experience, common sense, and examination
of sample statistics suggest that for most
of these combinations discriminant functions are not worth calculating. For
substantially the same sound reasons,
however, the Ti02 distribution that forms
the basis of this work remained unexploited for upward of half a century, so
that it is perhaps wise to err on the side
of caution in deciding which linear
combinations to refrain from computing.
In any event, work on this aspect of the
problem is still fragmentary and will be
reported in detail at a later time.
Classification of Lamprophyres; a Possible
Petrographic Application of Multigroup
Discriminant Function Analysis
D. Mttais and F. Chayes

We summarized last year the first
results of a new compilation of the available chemical analyses of lamprophyres,
tabulating average compositions for the
six major varieties of these interesting
dike rocks. For most of the essential
oxides these average values are quite
similar from group to group, the effect of
an occasional abrupt shift in one oxide
evidently usually being distributed over
the remainder rather than compensated
by a comparable shift of opposite sign in
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some other oxide. Variation within each
type is extremely large, furthermore, and
the lamprophyre that can be unequivocally identified from its raw analysis is
rather unusual.
In the lamprophyres the original
grouping — the analogue of the a classification of the preceding section — is essentially mineralogical. We report here the
first stages of a study one of the objectives
of which is to determine the extent to
which multigroup discriminant functions
based on chemical composition can be
made to proxy for this basically mineralogical classification.
Multigroup discriminant procedures
are described in great detail by Rao
(1952), and excellent accounts of possible
applications in other sciences are to be
found in Rao and Slater (1949) and in
Reyment (1963). For readers who, like us,
have little previous experience with
modern discriminatory techniques, the
major practical distinction between twoand multigroup discriminants is just that
the former can be conveniently defined,
computed, and interpreted without matrix algebra and the latter cannot. For
both types, however, the underlying
objective is the same, viz., to maximize
the ratio of between- to within-group
dispersion — the so-called "distance" —
between any pair of groups.
Denoting by co;y the element of the
total within-group dispersion matrix for
any pair of variables i, j, we wish for each
pair of groups a set of X's such that
AiO>n + X2CO12 +
X1CO21 + X2CO22 +

AlO>j,l +

X2COp2

+

• • ApCOip

—

Ui

• ' ApC02p

== di

XpWpp — d1

where, as in the two-group discriminant,
\q is a weighting coefficient specific to
some one of the p variables and dq is the
difference between the average values of
variable q in the two groups. The
Mahalanobis "generalized distance" between any two groups is then defined as

Z>2 = £ XX*;
i=i

/Wti

y=i

= Z T, 0,^' did 3
where D2, the X's, and the d's are specific
to the two groups in question and coij is
the ijth element of the inverse of the
within-group dispersion matrix of the
entire array. The term to the right of the
second equality sign can be computed
directly from the data, so that an estimate
of D2 does not require prior computation
of the actual discriminant function. In
view of its definition, however, it is evident that if D2 is large a discriminant
based on the same set of variables will
effectively proxy for the as of the
original classification, whereas if it is
small such a discriminant will be inefficient. The computation of D2 for each
pair of groups is thus a useful first step.
For the six large groups of last year's
report plus two new ones — the nonfeldspathic ouachitites and alnoites11 —
arrays of D2 values have been computed
for several sets of variables. D2 values are
invariably small if based on variables
other than Si02, MgO, and K20, whereas
little further enlargement of D2 over the
values yielded by this set results if other
variables are added to it. The Mahalanobis "generalized distances" obtained
from the linear combination Si02-MgOK20 are shown in table 16. In view of
doubts about the randomness of the
sampling and ignorance about the normality of the parent distributions of the
variables involved, we refrain from
numerical tests for significance.
It is evident that certain of the intergroup distances are small and others
large. Forming "clusters," in the fashion
suggested by Rao, of groups separated
from each other by short distances, and
averaging each set of "within"- and
"between"-cluster distances, leads to the
result shown in table 17, in which the
11 For definitions of the various types of
lamprophyre see, for instance, Troger (1935).
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cluster "diameters" are shown in italics
along the leading diagonal and the other
entries are average distances between
clusters denoted by row and column
headings. (Since cluster I contains only
one group its diameter is undefined.)
Inclusion of other variables slightly
enlarges cluster diameters but has much
less influence on intercluster differences;
for all combinations so far tested its effect
is negligible. Moving in the other direction, itis interesting to note that deletion
of one of the variables, K20, also seems
to make rather less difference than might
be expected. For the linear combination
(SiCVMgO) the diameter of cluster II is
reduced and the distance between clusters
I and II becomes small in relation to the
reduced diameter. For this combination
minettes would accordingly be added to
cluster II, and cluster I would vanish, but
there are no other changes of importance.
There is thus a strong suggestion that
TABLE

Cluster
I
II
III
IV

Minette

103

Kersantite
Minette
Vogesite
Spessartite
Camptonite
Monchiquite
Ouachitite
Alnoite

17.

for distinguishing between closely related
varieties mineralogy is more useful than
chemical composition. Kersantites and
vogesites almost certainly cannot be
efficiently distinguished by means of
discriminant functions based on chemical
composition, for instance, but if one is
told the names of the minerals in a
specimen one can decide at once, without
benefit of discriminant functions, whether
it is a kersantite or a vogesite. In view of
the fact that the basic definitions are
mineralogical this is hardly a surprising
result. (The relation between vogesite and
kersantite is discussed in more detail in a
later section of this report.)
Normative color index is low in cluster
II, intermediate in cluster III, and high
in cluster IV. The average compositions
of these clusters differ considerably, as
may be inferred from the group averages
shown in Year Book 62 (p. 157, table 11).
The range of composition within each

Values of Mahalanobis D2 for the Linear Combination (Si02-MgO-K20)
Kersantite

No. of
Analyses :

TABLE

16.
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164
064
757
237
150
18.468
28.416

66

2.171
5.423
7.449
7.592
16.246
26.421

V°Sesite
30

0.794
2.808
4.301
17.237
26.418

Spessart- Campton- MonchiOuachiite
ite
quite tite
45

2.927
5.692
22.069
31.538

78

0.985
10.409
16.954

61

6.315
10.548

10

Alnoite
19

2.331

IV
Intra- and Intercluster Average D2 for the Linear Combination (Si02-MgO-K20)
Groups
Minette
Kersantite
Vogesite
Spessartite
Camptonite
Monchiquite
Ouachitite
Alnoite

III
II
3.252

7.520

3.252

0.538

4.019

24.024

7.520

4.019

0.985

11.056

21.334

24.024

11.056

2.831

21.334
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group is so large, however, that with the
possible exception of Si02 no oxide or
unweighted combination of oxides will
efficiently classify individual specimens.
From the intercluster distances shown in
table 17 it nevertheless seems possible
that a properly chosen set of discriminant
functions would perform with suitable
efficiency. We are now attempting to
choose such a set and to devise a test of
efficiency in the multigroup situation
comparable to that described, in the
preceding section, for a simple dichotomy.
Discriminant Function Coefficients
and Normative Calculations
F. Chayes

Although a completely general statement of the relation between normative
calculations and the coefficients of the
discriminant function calculated from the
relevant oxides is remarkably complex, in
specific situations this relation may be
both simple and very informative.
In oversaturated meta- or peraluminous rocks, for instance, the amount of
normative alkali feldspar is simply
or + ab = 5.91 K20 + 8.46 Na20
A similar abbreviated calculation of an
requires a term in A1203 for metaaluminous and in CaO for peraluminous
analyses. Specifically, if, in molar amounts,
(K20 + Na20) < A1203 <
(K20 + Na20 + CaO)
the total normative feldspar is
or + ab + an
= 2.96 K20 + 3.97 Na20 + 2.73 A1203
whereas if
(K20 + Na20 + CaO) < A1203
or + ab + an
= 5.91 K20 + 8.46 Na20 + 4.96 CaO
(The distribution of CaO to accessories
has been ignored.) It is to be noted that
all three equations are linear combinations, and it follows at once that if a
discriminant function based on the relevant combination of oxides, (K20, Na20,
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CaO, A1203), fails to perform with suitable efficiency there is no need to test
specific hypotheses that any of the 13
distinguishable sets based on sums or
differences of one or more of the normative feldspars will do any better. None of
them will be superior to the discriminant
calculated directly from the oxides, for
the coefficients of this discriminant provide the maximum efficiency obtainable
under the circumstances.
Whenever a normative parameter can
be expressed as a linear combination of a
particular set of oxides, taxonomic hypotheses based on this parameter are
among the family of such hypotheses
tested by the discriminant based on the
oxides. In principle, I believe, any
normative parameter may be expressed as
a linear combination of oxides, but the
calculations are sometimes exceedingly
prolix. They would often be much simplified by transformation to molar percentages; in this event the discriminant
calculations would also be carried through
in the same form. For anhydrous or uniformly hydrous rocks this introduces no
difficulty. For suites markedly variable in
water content, however, transformation
to molar percentages assures either that
an enormous importance is attributed to
H20 or that from the outset one works
with a series of projections rather than
with original observations.
It is of course possible to calculate a
discriminant from the normative parameters themselves, and with electronic
computation it actually makes little
practical difference whether the discriminant is calculated from oxides or norms.
Calculated from the oxides, each discriminant tests a whole class of taxonomic
hypotheses, including many — in particular those not susceptible of ready normative or mineralogical rationalization —
that have not been specifically recognized
or articulated. Considering the history
and present condition of systematic
descriptive petrography, this is probably
a considerable advantage.
To the questions
one attempts
to
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answer by means of discriminant functions— as to most scientific questions —
there is only one completely unambiguous
answer, viz., "no." A discriminant function that performs inefficiently automatically throws out of court all other
linear combinations of the same variables.
But one that performs efficiently may be
rather difficult to interpret. For example,
an efficient discriminant based on a set of
N variables is not to be construed as
evidence of the efficiency of a discriminant
based on any particular subset containing
less than N of these variables. On the data
described in the first section, for instance,
a discriminant based on the combination
(CaO, Na20, K20, A1203, Si02, Ti02)
proved 95.3 per cent efficient, but one
based on the first five of these oxides is
only 60.1 per cent efficient, and the
efficiency of one based on the first three
is only 52.7 per cent. These numbers are
to be compared with a "zero" at 50 per
cent, which is what would be expected
from a scientist who made his decisions
by flipping coins instead of calculating
discriminant functions. Obviously most
of the work of the 6-variable discriminant
is done by Ti02 despite the fact that the
discrimination is between what are traditionally regarded as alkaline and calcalkaline basalts. As with so many techniques made practical by the ready
accessibility of high-speed computation,
discriminant function analysis is a supplement to but not a substitute for contemplation.
II. Chemical and Optical
Petrography
Notes on Some Mediterranean Comendite
and Pantellerite Specimens
F. Chayes and E. G. Zies

As part of a continuing study of the
petrography of Cenozoic acid volcanics,
work was completed during the report
year on three previously undescribed
specimens.
Hyalopantellerite from Cuddia Gadir,
Pantelleria (specimen 44B5, collected by
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F. R. Boyd). This is a clear black obsidian
with about 12 per cent of phenocrysts.
The phenocrysts are virtually the only
perceptibly crystalline material in the
rock, the groundmass being almost perfectly glassy. A modal analysis is shown
in table 18, chemical analyses of the bulk
sample and of feldspar phenocrysts
separated from it are shown in table 19,
and normative data are given in table 20.
For a number of reasons this specimen
is chiefly of interest in comparison with
Washington's type hyalopantellerite, from
Gelkhamar, for which comparable data
were recorded in Year Book 61 (pp. 112—
116, specimen PRC 2000). In the new
specimen quartz phenocrysts are considerably more and feldspar phenocrysts
somewhat less abundant, but the rounded,
corroded appearance of the quartz is
much the same in both specimens, and so
too are the habit, optical properties, and
chemical composition of the sanidine.
Glass is by far the most abundant constituent ofboth specimens; in PRC 2000
it is heavily charged with identifiable
microlites of feldspar, cossyrite, and
acmite, but in 44B5 it is virtually free of
recognizably crystalline matter. In chemical composition and norm the two rocks
are very similar; both are rich in CI, and
in both there is a considerable molar
excess of alkalies over trivalent metals.
The locality of the new specimen is near
the northeastern edge of the island,
TABLE 18. Modal Analyses
(For identification of specimens see text or
notes to table 19.)
44B5

ZPT1

2.2
8.8
0.1

26.4
4.0

39B3

Phenocrysts
Feldspar
Quartz
Pyroxene
Cossyrite
Brown hornblende
Olivine
Opaque
Inclusions
Groundmass

0.4
0.1

0.4
1.9
11.2

88.4

56.1

3.6
13.7
<0.1
<0.1
0.1
4.0
78.5
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Si02
Ti02
A1203
Fe2Os
FeO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
MnO
Zr02
P205

v2o5

BaO
H20+~

H20
aS04
t

Cl§
0 = Cl
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Chemical Analyses

44B5

44B5F

ZPT1

ZPT1P

ZPT1M

70.07
0.44
8.40
2.29
5.62
0.05
0.42
6.50
4.47
0.29
0.31
0.11

67.42
0.02
18.01
1.03
0.04

61.15
1.32
15.00
3.34
4.17
1.37
2.96
5.66
4.03
0.23
0.04
0.30

51.76
0.75

0.85
22.85
0.40
33.70
39.87
0.87
0.24

*

*

0.03
0.08
0.02
0.03
0.79
99.92
0.19
99.73

*
*

7.01
6.29
0.0001

0.01

99.83

0.08
0.16
0.12
0.04

0.03
}100.00
0.01

1.44
1.63
13.03
11.14
18.44
0.81
0.18
0.92

t

1.20t
0.03
0.10

39B3

39B3F

73.34
0.23
10.41
3.57
1.60
0.10
0.20
4.68
4.82

67.29

0.12
0.24*

18.20
0.81
0.08
6.18
7.28
0.0005

*
0.18

} None
100.10

0.41*
}

0.03

100.14

0.01

0.07
99.97

99.86

0.02
99.95

99.99

44B5.
Hy alopan tellerite, Cuddia Gadir, Pantelleria.
44B5F.
Feldspar from 44B5.
ZPTl.
Trachyte, Cantina la Croce, Pantelleria.
ZPT1P.
Pyroxene from ZPTl.
ZPT1M.
Magnetite from ZPTl.
39B3.
Comendite, Capo Sandolo area, San Pietro.
39B3F.
Feldspar from 39B3.
Mineral separations and analyses by E. G. Zies.
*
f
t
§

Sought but not found,
Probably present.
Soluble in water.
Insoluble in water.

several kilometers east of Gelkhamar.
The geography of the intervening terrain
is such that the two occurrences are
almost certainly independent at the
present erosion level.
Trachyte from near Cantina la Croce,
Montagna Grande, Pantelleria (specimen
ZPTl, collected by Zies and G. Vianelli
of the University of Palermo). Unlike the
hyalopantellerites, which are notable for
their apparent petrographic simplicity,
this is an astonishingly complex rock. It
consists of a purplish matrix, very fine
grained and partly glassy, in which are

set abundant irregularly shaped inclusions and numerous gray to greenish
yellow feldspar tablets. The vitreous
luster of the phenocrysts contrasts sharply
with the dull cast of the matrix. The
inclusions are readily detectable in hand
specimen. Their abundance and extreme
variation in size, shape, and modal
composition are among the most striking
features of the rock in thin section. A
modal analysis based on three large thin
sections is shown in table 18, but the
reader is cautioned that the distribution
of inclusions is erratic and the distinction
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TABLE 20. Norms of Rock Analyses
(For identification of specimens see text or
notes to table 19.)

Q
or
ab
an
ce
ac
hy
ns
di

44B5

ZPT1

39B3

29.20
26.44
18.31

5.77
23.83
47.89
3.48
0.19

29.26
28.50
26.70

6.61
5.38
1.21
9.61

mtap
il
Z
hi

0.83
0.27
0.46
1.36

7.67
2.83
4.84
2.50
0.70
0.05

10.35
0.29
0.88
2.57
0.44
0.35

between coarse-grained inclusions and
glomeroporphyritic aggregates of phenocrysts is sometimes rather arbitrary.
Chemical analyses of the rock and of
pyroxene and highly titaniferous "magnetite" separated from it are shown in
table 19. Table 20 includes a norm
calculated from the rock analysis.
Except for plagioclase and a lavendercolored pyroxene, possibly titanaugite,
which are confined to certain of the
inclusions, the same minerals — alkali
feldspar, pale green diopsidic augite,
magnetite, and, rarely, olivine — occur
throughout. Although Q appears in the
norm, no modal quartz has been found.
The alkali feldspar is a mixture of
sanidine and anorthoclase, the first term
denoting an untwinned or simply twinned
phase and the second a phase in which
polysynthetic twinning is always and an
imperfect microcline-like grid is sometimes present. The sanidine of this rock
can always be made to take a stain,
though the result sometimes leaves much
to be desired in the way of smoothness
and continuity. Anorthoclase usually
stains as deeply as sanidine. In two of the
thin sections most of the clearly identifiable euhedral phenocrysts are sanidine.
In the third section phenocrysts
of
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(stained) polysynthetically twinned anorthoclase are abundant.
Complexly twinned plagioclase is almost entirely confined to inclusions or
large glomeroporphyritic aggregates; it is
nearly always mantled, usually by sanidine, less commonly by anorthoclase. The
demarcation between stained mantle and
unstained core is sharp. As has already
been noted, the distinction between
coarse-grained inclusions and clusters of
phenocrysts is far from clear; quite
possibly many now isolated euhedral
tablets of feldspar may have been derived
initially from fragmented inclusions.
Plagioclase-bearing inclusions are scarce
in two of our sections and are not abundant in the third. In this respect the
thin-section sampling is probably inadequate; attempts to obtain a pure alkali
feldspar concentrate by magnetic and
heavy-liquid separation were finally abandoned because locked particles of plagioclase proved impossible to remove and too
abundant to ignore.
Except for lavender augite, which
occurs only in a few inclusions, the
pyroxene of the rock is a pale green, nonpleochroic, monoclinic variety which
looks very like diopside. It contains rather
more soda and alumina than can be
accounted for by contamination with
feldspar, and a considerable molar excess
of (MgO + FeO) over CaO. This pyroxene occurs in abundance as very fine
grains in the groundmass, commonly as
separate phenocrysts considerably smaller
than those of feldspar, occasionally as
contaminants of feldspar, and in crystals
of all sizes in inclusions. It is by all odds
the principal dark silicate and in fact the
only one of any quantitative importance.
Olivine occurs sparingly in inclusions, in
the groundmass, and occasionally as
small phenocrysts. It is considerably less
abundant than a highly magnetic opaque
mineral, which is also found both as
phenocrysts and in the groundmass, and
for whose examination we are indebted to
D. H. Lindsley, P. Ramdohr, and C. W.
Burnham.
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Ramdohr finds that this material is
essentially a mixture of magnetite and
maghemite with a little ilmenite and very
rare grains of sulfide, lepidocrocite, and,
possibly, chrome-spinel. Lindsley reports
that X-ray powder spectra show only
peaks corresponding to the spinel structure; these are sharply resolved but
slightly skewed toward the high-angle
side, the skew apparently being the only
evidence in the pattern of the maghemite
observed optically. In table 21 interplanar
spacings observed by Lindsley are compared with those yielded by a leastsquares refinement carried out by Burnham, from which the cell edge is estimated
as 8.479 ± 0.002
A and the volume as
o
609.6 ± 0.5 A3. Lindsley points out that
according to the work of Akimoto,
Katsura, and Yoshida (1957) these cell
dimensions are consistent with the bulk
composition (table 19) recalculated to
100 per cent (FeO + Fe203 + Ti02).
The mineralogical data already reviewed suggest that most of the inclusions
in the Cantina la Croce specimen are
members of a suite of hypabyssal rocks
closely related to the trachyte. Most of
them, and particularly the highly feldspathic ones, are rich in apatite. This
mineral is of markedly acicular habit, and
similar needles are not infrequently found
in the host rock.
Despite its high alkali content and its
close association
with extraordinarily
TABLE 21. Observed and Calculated
Interplanar Spacings of Magnetic Opaque
Mineral Separated from Specimen ZPT1
(Separation by Zies, dobs by Lindsley,
dcaic by Burnham)
"calc
dobs

hkl
111
220
311
222
400

33)j
{311
15
440

4.890
3.000
2.554
2.451
2.121

4.895
2.998
2.556
2.448
2.120

1.633

1.632
1.499

1.498

peralkaline rocks, the trachyte of Cantina
la Croce is not alkaline in the sense of
Holmes. The rather high Fe203/FeO ratio
suggests extensive oxidation, but the
subalkaline character persists even if all
the Fe203 is converted to FeO before
calculation of the norm. From Washington's account and map, most of the
trachyte of Pantelleria is of this same
character. For his principal trachyte map
unit, the so-called "Gibele type" (Washington, 1914), he presents three norms;
all three, like the Cantina la Croce norm,
contain Q, hy, and an, and accordingly
lack ne, ac, and ns.
Comendite from hill 1^2, near Capo
Sandolo, San Pietro, Sardinia (specimen
39B3, collected by Chayes). A blue-gray
streaky rock with strong flow texture and
numerous phenocrysts of bipyramidal
quartz and tabular sanidine, this specimen is of immediate interest primarily in
comparison with a companion specimen
(39B2), described in Year Book 61. The
collecting sites are separated by only a
few hundred meters, and the specimens
are very similar. Under the microscope
the principal distinction is the degree of
devitrification; the groundmass of 39B2
is almost completely spherulitic whereas
that of 39B3 is nearly everywhere isotropic and shows little suggestion of
devitrification. Despite this rather striking contrast the rocks are rather similar
in composition; though on the whole
rather small, however, the differences
appear to be compatible with the notion
that the spherulitic material is essentially
a hydro thermal modification of the glass.
Specifically, total H20 is 1.13 per cent in
the devitrified rock as compared with 0.59
in the relatively unaltered one, the
devitrified rock is 2 per cent richer in
Si02, its Fe203/FeO ratio is almost 50 per
cent greater, and its total Fe content
almost 50 per cent less. The norm of the
glassy rock contains 0.27 per cent ns and
10.33 per cent ac; that of the devitrified
specimen lacks ns and shows only 1.8
per cent ac.
The normative feldspar of each rock is
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about 5 per cent richer in or than the
phenocrysts are, but the conventions of
the normative calculation preclude any
simple interpretation of this relation; the
Na20/K20 ratio is considerably less in
the devitrified rock, for instance, but its
normative feldspar is richer in ab. Chemical analyses of 39B3 and of the feldspar
extracted from it are shown in table 19,
and the norm of the rock analysis in table
20. Similar data on the devitrified specimen (39B2) are given in Year Book 61
(pp. 112-116, tables 6, 7, and 8).
Descriptive and Genetic Significance
of Normative ns
F. Chayes
Projections in which CIPW normative
molecules are used as components have
stimulated much fruitful descriptive and
experimental work, and inferences based
upon them have proved correct often
enough so that users of this particular
system of petrographic calculation sometimes lose sight of the distinction between
the norm as a descriptive device and its
application as a genetic indicator. The
second is what we wish it were and what
it has sometimes proved to be; the first
is what it is and was intended to be.
An example of overextrapolation from
a diagram based on normative components occurred in Year Book 61 (Chayes
and Zies, pp. 112-118, fig. 38 and
accompanying discussion), in which
Q:or:ab ratios of volcanics from Pantelleria and Isola San Pietro, plotted in
the central region of a ternary diagram,
were compared with the normative
or /(or + ab) ratios of phenocrysts from
the same rocks, plotted along the or-ab
edge. In the comendites of San Pietro the
difference between or content of normative alkali feldspar in phenocrysts and
whole rock was negligible ; in the peralkaline obsidian of Pantelleria, on the other
hand, it was much higher in the projected
value of the rock as a whole than in the
phenocrysts. From this it was suggested
that "fractionation of the Pantellerian
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type would involve extensive end-stage
enrichment in potassium, whereas fractionation of the comenditic type would
proceed with no notable shift in the Na/K
Carmichael (1962) had already noted
that the K/Na ratio in feldspar phenoratio."crysts varied little and was considerably
lower than in projected bulk compositions
for three other Pantellerian specimens,
and he and MacKenzie (Carmichael and
MacKenzie, 1963) subsequently used the
same projection scheme to rationalize
experimental results concerning crystallization paths in charges whose compositions, except for H20, could be represented by components having the formulas assigned the CIPW normative molecules or, ab, Q, ns, and ac. Bailey and
Schairer (1964a) now draw attention to
the curious circumstance that, although
in the part of the bulk composition projected into the system Q-or-ab the K/Na
ratio is indeed considerably higher than
in the feldspar phenocrysts, in the
pantellerite analyses cited by both sets of
authors it is actually a little lower. The
fractionation trend proposed by Chayes
and Zies is thus impossible unless the
entire system changes composition — as,
for instance, by loss of volatiles during
crystallization — and this was no part of
the original proposal.
It is also no part of the rationalizations
upon which the CIPW norm calculations
are based, although the inconsistent
materials balance noted by Bailey and
Schairer is in fact a direct consequence of
careless interpretation of the CIPW conventions regarding the partition of alkalies between feldspar and metasilicate
molecules. It is tedious but not difficult
to show that if there is no differential
partition of alkalies between these molecules the inconsistency disappears ; but so,
alas, does the proposed pantellerite fractionation trend.
In an analysis in which (Na20 + K20)
> A1203, the CIPW convention is to
combine Na20 with Fe203 to form ac, and
if (A1203 + Fe203) > (Na20 + K20), as
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nearly always happens, this ends the
matter. If, however, (A1203 + Fe203)
< (Na20 + K20), remaining Na20 is
combined with Si02 in ns. At each stage
the test is of available total alkali but the
action taken as a result of the test affects
only the soda. The decision to allot only
Na20 to ac is based on extensive and
persuasive mineralogical evidence. But
what is the mineralogical (or other)
justification for allotting no K20 at all to
the metasilicate molecule?
The ns molecule, regarded as femic by
the authors of the CIPW system, is a
purely formal artifice devised to rationalize complications introduced by the
occasional occurrence of highly peralkaline femic minerals such as arfvedsonite
(see Cross et al., 1902, p. 644). The
peralkaline femic minerals are often rich
in Ti02, however, and titaniferous mafic
silicates other than acmite, cossyrite, and
augite are often relatively rich in K20.
Potassium metasilicate (ks) is abundant,
for instance, in the norms of the so-called
lamproites, which contain very little
Na20, and it is perhaps noteworthy that
in certain of these rocks a mineral
originally called rutile has now been
identified as potassium titanate (Prider,
1960). Evidence for the K-Ti association
is neither abundant nor conclusive, and
the potential complication of normative
calculation by the introduction of a
potassium titanate molecule seems rather
forbidding. In the pantellerites under
discussion, however, normative ns is
considerably greater than could be
accommodated in any known peralkaline
dark silicate, so that the mineralogical
guideposts so ingeniously utilized in the
standard CIPW calculation are of no
avail. Experimental evidence, reviewed
by Tuttle and Bowen (1958, pp. 85-87),
indicates that in fractional crystallization
the tendency toward enrichment of endstage liquids in alkali silicates is as strong
in the systems K20-Al203-Si02 ± H20 as
in the systems Na20-Al203-Si02 ± H20.
In rocks of this kind there thus seems to
be as much — or as little — reason to com-
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pute normative metasilicate out of K20
as out of Na20.
To do so in the present instance, as in
all analyses in which molar A1203 > K20,
requires abrogation of the simple and
basic CIPW rule that assigns all K20 to
A1203. When the norm is used as a
cataloguing device, ad hoc modifications
of this sort should certainly be avoided.
When normative computations are used
as a guide to petrological interpretation
leading to unrealistic results, however, it
is desirable to examine alternative combining rules.
For the conversion of most rock
analyses to CIPW norms the metasilicate
and chloride molecules are not used at all,
and in the system as a whole they are
little more than nuisance parameters.
When the CI content and the molar excess
of alkalies over available R20 3 are trifling,
as they usually are, no set of combining
conventions concerning these molecules
can seriously influence the values of other
normative molecules.
With a CI content of more than 0.7 per
cent and an excess of alkalies over R203
sufficient to generate more than 5 per cent
ns in the norm, however, the conventions
governing assignment of alkalies to hi and
ns will powerfully affect the values of or
and ab and will even exert appreciable
influence on Q. Table 19 and figure 71
illustrate this effect on analyses of the
type hyalopantellerite of Gelkhamar
(Zies, 1960, PRC 2000) and a new specimen collected by F. R. Boyd from Cuddia
Gadir (specimen 44B5, described in the
preceding section of this report). The
solid triangles along the base show the
or I {or + ab) ratio of feldspar phenocrysts
in these two rocks. The open circles show
the ratio Q:or:ab for bulk compositions,
as obtained from the CIPW combining
conventions. The solid circles show the
same ratio computed by assigning Na20
to ac but then distributing the remaining
alkalies, without further differential partition, among feldspar, metasilicate, and
chloride molecules. The contrast between
the two projections is striking. In this
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PRC-2000

Fig. 71. CIPW (open circles) and modified norm (solid circles) projections of PRC 2000 and
44B5 in Q-or-ab ternary diagram. Compositions of feldspar phenocrysts (solid triangles) shown
along or-ab edge.
fe

particular rock the metasilicate and
chloride molecules are wholly and the
feldspar molecules largely occult, so there
is no possibility of deciding which projection is preferable on the basis of a
norm-mode comparison.
In the modified projection the normative feldspar of the bulk composition is
slightly more albitic than that of the
phenocrysts, as might be expected, other
things being equal, from the circumstance
that the ratio K20/Na20 is somewhat
lower in the rocks than in the phenocrysts. In the standard CIPW projection,
on the other hand, the normative feldspar
of the bulk composition is much richer in

or than the normative feldspar of the
phenocrysts, and the resulting slope of the
tie lines prompted the suggestion of a
fractionation trend leading to end-stage
enrichment in K20. It should by now be
clear that this apparent relation between
rock composition and composition of
phenocrysts is completely implicit in the
CIPW combining conventions and is not
in any sense evidence for the proposed
fractionation trend. Support for this
hypothesis must be sought in other evidence, and one may wonder what kind of
evidence can make it seem reasonable
that the extraction of crystals having a
K20/Na20 ratio equal to or larger than
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that of a parent magma can enrich the
magmatic residue in K20 relative to
Na20.
On the Relation between Suites of CIPW
and Barth-Niggli Norms
F. Chayes and D. Mttais

The best known normative calculating
procedures are those of the CIPW system,
widely used by petrographers in this
country, and the Niggli katanorm, now
rather generally used in continental
Europe. (The "Lacroix norms" of French
petrology are CIPW norms, though in
France, as in the United States, the
classification based upon them never
became popular. After abjuring all forms
of normative statement for many years,
the British, largely under the influence of
Tilley, have gradually opted for CIPW.
Among Japanese petrologists, on the
other hand, one system seems about as
popular as the other, and few petrographic papers lack norms.)
As originally proposed, the two systems
differ materially in combining conventions, and whereas the Niggli katanorm
is cast in units of cation per cent on an
anhydrous basis, the CIPW norm is in
weight per cent with no correction for
water content. In Year Book 62, to which
the interested reader is referred for
details, we reported good agreement between parameters in whose estimation the
two systems employed common combining conventions but poor agreement or
violent disagreement when a normative
parameter assigned the same name was
actually estimated by different rules in
the two systems. In highly silicic analyses,
for instance, the rules for calculating or
are the same in both systems, and good
agreement is to be expected; when silica
is so low that the CIPW norm contains
Ic, however, the rules governing the
formation of or are no longer the same in
the two systems (Ic being undefined in the
Niggli system), and orcipw is so different
from orNiGGLi that the use of a common
symbol for the two is misleading and very
nearly specious.
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In general, the more nearly identical
the combining rules the better the agreement to be expected. The Niggli system
is designed to permit calculation of norms
appropriate to a variety of P-T facies,
and there is in fact no firmly fixed
standard norm for any particular facies.
Some years ago Barth proposed a norm
calculated in cation per cent, as in the
Niggli system, but with the combining
conventions of the CIPW system. In the
purposely loose structure of the Niggli
system this is a perfectly legitimate
variant and probably should be referred
to as the "Barth-Niggli katanorm." In
practice such norms are usually called
simply "molecular"; the reader accustomed only to the CIPW calculating
technique may like to know that, if each
"molecular amount" is divided by the
sum of all of them, the normative amounts
formed by the usual additive combinations of these molecular percentages (but
without the final reconversion to weight
percentages) will be a Barth-Niggli
"cation" or "molecular" norm. We present here a brief summary of results
obtained in a rather extended comparison
of "molecular" norms with the standard
CIPW or "weight" norms.
In the first place, it is to be noted that
there will be complete qualitative agreement between weight and molecular
norms. Accordingly, decisions about nomenclature or taxonomy based on the
presence or absence of particular normative molecules will be the same whichever
system is used. Further, although the
actual amounts of normative molecules
differ, in every suite of analyses tested
the correlation between individual parameters in weight and molecular norms is
very high; the lowest value of p2 so far
recorded is 0.992.
It is thus evident that linear conversion
from one norm to the other may be performed with high precision, though the
optimum conversion equations differ
somewhat from suite to suite. Letting
Y = molecular norm mt and X = weight
norm mt, for instance, and writing the
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conversion equation as Y = aX + b, we
find that in 11 suites of analyses 0.73 < a
< 0.78 and -0.12 < b < 0.01; about
this same range of slope and intercept
holds also for il.12
Of the salic minerals, an, Ic, and or are
usually in quite good agreement, but Q is
appreciably lower and ne and ab are
appreciably higher in molecular norms
than in corresponding weight norms. Q,
ne, and ab differences are usually of the
order of 1 to 3 per cent, enough to be
bothersome but rarely enough to affect
materially inferences based on ratios of
petrological interest calculated from these
parameters. For Q, or, and ab in a typical
Adirondack granite, for instance, the
weight norm gives 28.62, 21.75, 36.42, and
the molecular norm 26.77, 21.95, 39.07.
From the weight norm the ternary ratio
is Q = 32.9, or = 25.1, and from the
molecular norm it is Q = 30.5, or = 25.1.
For dark silicates the relation between
weight and molecular norms is much less
consistent. Depending on the Mg/Fe
ratio the amounts of hy, di, and ol in the
molecular norm may be either more or
less than in the weight norm; di values
differing by more than 1.5 are rare, but
ol values differing by more than 2.5 are
common. On the whole, however, it seems
safe to say that speculations based on the
amounts of standard norm minerals, or on
ratios formed from these amounts, will be
little affected by whether the norms
involved are weight or molecular.
If we are concerned with the composition rather than the amount of a normative parameter, however, the situation
may be quite different. The important
femic normative molecules are treated as
solid solutions, and one has the option of
12 It is clear that the conversion relation cannot
be linear over the full composition range. For any
normative molecule the weight and molecular
norms will be in perfect agreement at 0 and 100
per cent; the discrepance between the two
increases continuously to a maximum at some
intermediate but not necessarily central value.
In most suites of related analyses, however, the
observed range is small enough so that the
curvature of the conversion relation is negligible.
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considering the feldspars in the same way,
though the CIPW system provides no
conventions governing the partition of ab
between alkali feldspar and plagioclase.
It is quite possible that, although molecular- and weight-norm estimates of the
amount of such a constituent are in
reasonable agreement, they differ significantly about its composition. Normative
olivine in the lavas of Vesuvius provides
an excellent example. In 21 olivinenormative analyses ol ranges from 1.27 to
9.64 in the weight norms and the average
difference between weight and molecular
norm values is only 0.25, the molecular
norms being invariably higher. Fo content
of ol in the weight norms ranges from 55
to 98 per cent with only three values
greater than 77 per cent, but on the
average the fo content of ol is 6.4 per cent
higher in molecular norms. In the olivine
normative lavas of Velay, France, on the
other hand, the average difference in fo
content of ol is about the same (5.5 per
cent) but molecular-norm ol averages 1.41
more than weight-norm ol. The relation
between fo content of ol in molecular and
weight norms is of course functional, viz.,
/Oweight

=

/Omole/ (1.448

—

0.448 jfomole),

and quite independent of other compositional characteristics of the analysis.
The amount of ol in the two types of
norms, however, is not independent of the
rest of the analysis. In any event,
consistency is quite evidently not one of
the striking characteristics of comparisons
between weight and molecular norms.
The molecular statement is probably
more effective for classroom purposes, and
is clearly more expeditious for the purpose
originally proposed by Niggli, i.e., to
permit ready transformation from katato meso- and epi-norms. It seems quite
unlikely, however, that in the immediate
future extensive hand computations of
this sort will survive as anything but
student exercises, and in even the slowest
electronic computers the distinction between molecular- and weight-norm computations istrivial. The strongest argument in favor of the molecular or cation
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per cent norm would appear to be the
desirability of uniformity with mineralogical practice; certainly in crystalchemical speculations the numbers of ions
of different species take precedence over
their relative weights, and if a similar
method of statement could be imposed on
petrography without loss of information
there would be little basis for strenuous
objection.
In principle, it is true, there would be
no loss. For any data manipulation based
on weight percentages there is an analogous manipulation based on molecular or
cation percentages. In practice, unfortunately, there would be a very considerable
loss, for much of chemical petrology
today operates against a background of
phase-equilibrium studies whose results
are reported almost entirely in graphical
forms, the graphs being based almost
entirely on weight per cent. Either by
transforming field boundaries, for which
curves usually no equations are given, or
by converting the original data points to
molar percentages and redrawing the
curves, molecular versions of these diagrams could be obtained. Some such
overall transformation would be desirable,
and for systems involving components of
markedly different combining weights it
would be indispensable. Whether the very
considerable time required to effect it
might be better used in the collection of
new data is an open question.
An analogous situation arises in connection with petrographic applications of
the norm. In most reference tables, norms
constructed with CIPW combining conventions are listed in weight per cent. In
the most widely used compendium of this
type, Washington's Tables, the location
of an analysis is based on an intricate
hierarchy of ratios computed largely from
its norm. Unless such tables are revised
or superseded the use of molecular norms
in the journal literature adds a bothersome component of inefficiency or uncertainty to one of the routine tasks of the
petrographer, for, although the amounts
of individual normative minerals may not

differ much as between weight and
molecular norms, the differences between
ratios computed from them may be far
from negligible. In the Adirondack granite
cited above, for instance, the ratio
Q/ab is 0.785 in the weight norm and
0.685 in the molecular norm. A subdivision placed at a ratio of 3:4 would
thus classify weight and molecular norms
computed from the same analysis in
different groups.
On Distinguishing Basalt from Andesite
F. Chayes and D. Mttais

The basis of classification in our card
file of analyses of Cenozoic volcanic rocks
is geographic, and until recently no provision was made for inclusion of rock
names on the individual analysis cards.
When it became necessary to sort out
particular rock types for comparison we
were accordingly obliged to set up
"machine definitions," definitions that
could be utilized by a program receiving
only the chemical analyses. For the purpose of the work reviewed in the opening
section of this report, for instance, an
analysis in which Si02 was less than 54
per cent and the norm of which yielded a
Thornton-Tuttle index of less than 50
was considered a "machine basalt." The
Thornton-Tuttle condition operates primarily to eliminate occasional highly
feldspathoidal phonolites of the oceanic
suite. Since in many andesites this index
is considerably less than 50, the sole
criterion distinguishing basalts from andesites was thus silica content. A silica
content of 54 per cent seems rather high
for basalt and not particularly low for
andesite; it was adopted because the
rejection of basalts seemed more undesirable than the inclusion of andesites.
At the time the computations were
made, however, we had no firm estimate
of the number of andesites that would be
classified as "machine basalts." If these
were sufficiently numerous our work
would of course be open to the charge
that we were not comparing intra- with
circumoceanic basalts but merely some
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oceanic basalts with an unspecified mixture of andesites and basalts of the
circumoceanic environment.
In all the more recent data collecting
we have made provision for inclusion of
the name applied to each analysis in the
source reference, and we are now adding
this information to the older cards that
do not contain it. In the near future the
discriminant function calculations based
on machine basalts will be repeated with
"basalts as named in source references."
In the meantime, we present indirect
evidence that this change in the basis for
selection will probably have little effect
on the results.
The evidence is drawn from the
invaluable tabulation of analyses of
volcanic rocks of Japan, recently published by Ono (1962). Of the 1057
analyses of Cenozoic volcanics listed by
him, 56 are of andesites containing less
than 54 per cent of Si02. Accepting this
as a provisional estimate, probably not
more than 50 of the 356 circumoceanic
machine basalts in our tally were called
andesite in the source descriptions. Because of the scarcity of andesites among
oceanic lavas the chance that an oceanic
"machine basalt" is really an andesite
must be very much less than this. The
complementary error, exclusion of basalts
from the machine basalt group, should be
considerably less frequent. Nearly 200 of
the Ono analyses are of rocks called
basalt, and of these only 13 contain more
than 54 per cent of Si02. Because of the
generally lower tenor of Si02 in oceanic
basalts the incidence of this type of error
in the oceanic machine basalt grouping
must be very low indeed. In sum, we are
reasonably confident that no major error
has resulted from the use of an arbitrary
Si02 value as the sole criterion for
distinguishing between basalt and andesite, but we do consider that it will be
useful to carry through similar calculations with groups based on rock names
applied in source references.
The emergence of bookkeeping devices
that make
possible the collation and
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utilization of vast numbers of rock
analyses raises once more the difficult and
vexing problem of nomenclature. Our
present position with regard to both
andesite and basalt is that the universes
of interest are the ones whose definitions
we piece together by examining descriptions or analyses of rocks to which these
names have been applied in routine
descriptive studies by many workers over
a considerable time. It is obvious, however, that with certain common rock
names — granite, for instance — such a
procedure would be little short of disastrous. It is also obvious that with the
incorporation of mineralogical information in the card file, a step we do not at
present contemplate, it would be possible
to adopt the criteria of one of the internally consistent but often mutually
contradictory petrographic systems. We
would appreciate comment from interested readers about this matter.
Kersantites and Vogesites; a Possible
Example of Group Heteromorphism
D. Mttais and F.

Older reference works (Rosenbusch,
1887; see also Lacroix, 1933) insist that
amphibole or biotite must be the dominant dark mineral of a lamprophyre, but
a tendency to relax this restriction also
became apparent very early (Iddings,
1909), and Knopf (1936) pointedly extended the definition to include rocks
completely lacking hydrous minerals. For
Knopf a lamprophyre is simply (Knopf,
1936, p. 1748) "a mesotype or melanocratic rock carrying solely ferromagnesian
phenocrysts in an aphanitic or microgranular groundmass, and in which the
ferromagnesian minerals in the groundmass show notable idiomorphism." Following Iddings and Knopf, modern text
writers sometimes leave open the possibility that hydrous minerals may be
lacking (for a notable exception see
Turner and Verhoogen, 1960, p. 251). In
the examples they describe, however,
such minerals are nearly always con-
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spicuous. In casual references varietal
names of the group are sometimes applied
to rocks in which the dominant ferromagnesian phenocrysts are anhydrous,
but in serious petrographic studies this
almost never happens. (Analyses now on
file have been drawn from more than 200
references in only 3 of which the name of
some one of the varieties of lamprophyre
was used in this fashion.) Further, whatever the systematic definition of the
lamprophyre group, the definitions of
specific varieties seem always to require
that either mica or amphibole be a major
constituent.
Kersantites, for instance, were defined
by Delesse (1850) as consisting essentially
of biotite and plagioclase, the two comprising about three-quarters of the rock
(Troger, 1935), and vogesites were defined by Rosenbusch (1887) as consisting
essentially of orthoclase and hornblende
with variable amounts of diopside and
TABLE
Oxide:
Origin :
Class
width, %:

Si02
40.0
1. 5
K V

plagioclase. Little is known of the nature
of the amphibole in vogesite — of the two
analyses so far found, one is kaersutite
and the other is called hornblende
(Rosenbusch, 1887) — but a number of
analyses indicate that the biotite of
kersantite, as, apparently, of all the
lamprophyres, is close to phlogopite in
composition. Both rocks usually contain
a little altered olivine and accessory
amounts of quartz and calcite. Kersantite
may also contain accessory orthoclase and
trace amounts of pyroxene.
In work reported last year (Year Book
62, p. 157, table 11) it was shown that the
average compositions of kersantite and
vogesite are virtually identical. As might
be expected from this, the "generalized
distance" between the two, as noted in
the second section of part I, is very small
for any combination of oxides. Sample
distributions of essential oxides in the two
varieties
are listed in table 22. It will be
M
e

22.

Observed Distributions of Essential Oxides in 103 Analyses
of Kersantite (K) and 30 Analyses of Vogesite (V)
Na20
K20
Fe203
A1203
FeO
CaO
0

9.0
1.
K

0

0i

0i

1.
0

1. 0

V

1. 0

K V

K

0

V

K

V

Class
No.
<1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
1 3
8 1
9 2
8 1
12 4
12 6
13 5
7 1
11 0
10 4
2 2
2 0
4 0
1 0

1. 0
K V

Ti02

0

0

0
0.5

1.0

0.5
K

V

K

V

1
2
3
6
25
21
19

0
0
1
4
4
6
6
5
2
2
0
0
0
0

3 0
15 4
18 11
29 9
20 3
11 0
5 1
0 0
0 0
2 1
0 1

K

V

7
34
33
13
7
6
1
1

6
5
5
4
7
1
1
1

0
01

0
00

;0
1
4
7
9
13
24
21
10
13
0
1

0
1
4
4
4
6
3
5
0
2
1

274
15
24
18
6
2
5
0
1
1
0
0

3
3
9
5
3
4
1
0
0
0
1
0
1

1
3
3
14
29
24
18
5
5
1

1
0
2
8
5
6
4
1
2
1

0
203
3
9
16
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phic, or sedimentary rocks, and that they
may even occur in the same granite or
schist. The heteromorphism involved is
thus not the usual contrast between
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Fig. 72. Distribution of Si02 in kersantites
(solid line) and vogesites (dashed line). Data of
table 22.

recalled that the most effective linear
combination for discriminant analysis of
the lamprophyre group as a whole consists of Si02, MgO, and K20. The
distributions of these three oxides in the
two groups, taken from table 22, are
shown in figures 72-74.
From the table and histograms it is
clear that for every essential oxide there
is an almost complete overlap in composition, the rather small vogesite group
lying wholly within the composition range
of the considerably larger kersantite
group.13 There is a strong suggestion that
the relation between the two is a kind of
group heteromorphism, but both the way
in which the strength of this relationship
would have to be appraised and the
petrological interpretation that might be
made of it are sufficiently unusual to
warrant a little discussion.

assemblages stable in high- and low-grade
or anhydrous and hydrous environments.
The controls determining whether a
mica-plagioclase or amphibole-orthoclase
assemblage is favored must be considerably more delicate than those governing
more strongly contrasted heteromorphic
assemblages. Finally, because of the mode
of occurrence of the rocks and the rather
poor outcrop that characterizes many
lamprophyre areas it does not seem very
likely, though it is certainly not impossible, that detailed field study will yield
critical information about the relation
between the two varieties.
Before setting out to solve the problem,
however, we ought to be sure that it
exists. The way in which we have treated
the data creates a presumption that it
does, but as a demonstration it leaves
much to be desired. We have shown that
the average
compositions
of the two

Considering the petrological interpretation first, it is to be noted that in both
rocks hydrous minerals are abundant,
that both varieties occur as rather narrow
dikes cutting either plutonic, metamor13 Without entering into a discussion of the
reliability of relative numbers of analyses as an
estimate of the relative abundance of the two
varieties, we may point out that vogesite seems
much less common than kersantite; this apparently holds even in the type locality of
vogesite, the Vosges mountains of eastern
France.

Fig. 73. Distribution of MgO in kersantites
(solid line) and vogesites (dashed line). Data of
table 22.
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varieties are practically identical, and the
same is true of the sample variances of
essential oxides as well. We have also
shown that for every major oxide the
range of composition of kersantite includes the range of composition of vogesite. We have not shown, however, that
if in a vogesite-kersantite pair the Si02,
say, is in good agreement, this will also be
true of A1203, K20, Na20, etc., and in the
absence of such parallelism, heteromorphism is not demonstrated.
Of course, a persistent search might
uncover isolated examples. One may even
assert that if large enough samples were
available it would certainly do so, and
that the failure to find them indicates
merely that the samples are too small or
that the search has not been sufficiently
persistent. If, however, one has to search
hard enough for an example one can only
conclude that it is not an example at all,
but merely an exception. What the situation requires is a method by which it
would be possible to determine whether
in kersantites and vogesites in which the
content of some oxide is in good agreement the other oxides usually or commonly
exhibit similar agreement. The relation
between vogesite and kersantite seems to
be one of group heteromorphism, but
pending development of adequate procedures for describing and evaluating the
compositional similarity of the two groups
the reader is cautioned that this is, after
all, not much more than a guess.
ORE
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Fig. 74. Distribution of K20 in kersantites
(solid line) and vogesites (dashed line). Data of
table 22.

MINERALS

A wide liquid immiscibility field has
been found to transect the entire copperiron-sulfur system at elevated temperatures. The new results are now being
integrated with all previous data into a
detailed description of the complete
system from liquidus temperatures down
to 100°C.
Continued studies of the Fe-Pb-S
system at elevated temperatures showed
that the interruption in the tie lines be-

tween galena and pyrite at 717° ± 3°C is
due to the appearance of a liquid field
that cuts the FeS2-PbS join at this
temperature. The liquid field increases
rapidly in size with increasing temperature and cuts the PbS-FeS tie lines at
848° ± 3°C.
The melting temperatures are lowered
further when sphalerite also occurs with
the lead and iron sulfides. Since the
temperatures during regional and contact

200
metamorphism in some areas may have
exceeded those required to melt assemblages ofgalena, pyrite, and sphalerite in
the appropriate proportions, the new
findings have important bearing on our
understanding of the formation of many
ores.
The thermal expansion of synthetic
pentlandite of Fe4.5Ni4.5S8 composition
was determined over the 25°-608°C temperature range and was found to be
several times larger than that of any
other sulfide investigated. Pentlandite of
Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss composition breaks down at
610°C in the presence of vapor. Investigation of its breakdown under high confining pressure with a new differential
thermal analysis method showed that the
temperature of decomposition decreases
with increasing pressure, being as low as
525°C at 36 kb. The results indicate that
pentlandite cannot crystallize from a
magma and shed entirely new light on
the mode of occurrence of this mineral in
ores and meteorites.
The investigations of phase relations at
low temperatures were extended also to
the Fe-S system. The inversion of normal
hexagonal 58-type pyrrhotite to the lowtemperature form, which has a hexagonal
superstructure, was recorded by DTA
experiments on synthetic Fei_xS containing from 36.445 to 37.00 weight per cent
sulfur. Monoclinic pyrrhotite was synthesized in aqueous experiments conducted
at temperatures up to 130°C. Two additional phases containing water as well as
iron and sulfur were synthesized. The
stability field of blaubleibender covellite
has been determined in part by similar
aqueous methods and in part by dry
experimentation. This mineral in the
presence of vapor is only stable below
157°C. Its compositional limits of stability
lie at 67.5 and 68.5 weight per cent copper
both at 50° and at 135°C. The phase relations in the Cu-Ni-S system have been
investigated at 200° and 100°C partly by
dry and partly by aqueous experiments.
A cooperative program was carried out
with the Max Planck Institute and the
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University of Heidelberg for the purpose
of investigating mineral and compound
compositions by X-ray fluorescence and
electron-probe techniques. A number of
so-called "zoned bravoites" were analyzed
by these methods. The zones were found
to consist of authentic bravoites alternating with pyrite or vaesite. The electron probe, when further improvements
are made on instrumentation and methods, may serve as a powerful tool for
determination of the compositions of
sulfide phases both in synthetic and in
natural systems.
The investigations of mineral assemblages from selected ore deposits have
proceeded considerably. About 130sphalerite-pyrrhotite and 40 pyrrhotite-pyrite
assemblages were studied from various
levels of the Calloway Mine, Ducktown,
Tennessee. The temperatures of formation of ore assemblages indicated by these
methods exhibit systematic variations
depending not only on depth in the mine
and position on each mining level but
also on the associated rock types.
The Cu-Fe-S System
G. Kullerud
The phase relations in this ternary
system have been studied in considerable
detail at 700°C and lower temperatures.
The melting relations in the metal-rich
portions of the system were studied by
Schlegel and Schiiller (1952) and by
Greig, Jensen, and Merwin {Year Book 54,
pp. 129-134).
The melting relations in the sulfur-rich
portions of the system are now being
determined by DTA experiments. In the
Fe-S system a field of liquid immiscibility
exists above 1082° ± 3°C and extends
from about 46.2 to more than 95.5 weight
per cent sulfur (Kullerud, Year Book 60,
pp. 174-176). In the Cu-S system two
fields of liquid immiscibility exist, one
above 1105°C between Cu and Cu2S as
reported by Heyn and Bauer (1906) and
one above 813°C over the wide composition range from about 27 to more than 98
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weight per cent sulfur (Kullerud and
Yund, 1960).
It was of considerable interest to
determine how far these immiscibility
fields extend into the ternary system.
Schlegel and Schuller (1952) showed that
the liquid immiscibility field which in the
Cu-S system is situated between Cu and
Cu2S extends very far into the Cu-Fe-S
system and may come within 5 per cent
of the Fe-S boundary.
In the present study gram batches of
the compounds CuFe2S3, CuFeS^z, and
Cu5Fe$4 were synthesized from the elements at 700°C. The compounds first
without and subsequently with increasing
amounts of added sulfur were analyzed by
the DTA technique described by Kullerud
(Year Book 58, pp. 161-163). In the
experiments containing synthetic CuFe2S3
(cubanite) and sulfur a strong thermal
effect was recorded at 865° ± 3°C when
the total sulfur content of the charges
exceeded about 42 weight per cent. This
effect was very evident even when the
charge contained as much as 95 weight
per cent sulfur. The experiments with
synthetic CuFeS2_x (chalcopyrite) and
sulfur showed a strong thermal effect at
852° ± 3°C when the total sulfur content
of the charges was in the range between
38 and 95 weight per cent. The experiments with Cu5FeS4 (bornite) and sulfur
similarly produced a strong thermal effect
at 840° db 3°C for all charges containing
more than 31 weight per cent sulfur.
These results show that the two-liquid
field existing along the Cu-S binary
boundary above 813°C extends increasingly further into the ternary system at
temperatures above 813°C, and at 1083°C
the two-liquid immiscibility field reaches
the Fe-S boundary. The boundaries of the
two-liquid field at 840°, 850°, and
865°C are shown in figure 75. The points
marked 1, 2, and 3 refer to Cu5FeS4,
CuFeS2_s, and CuFe2S3 compositions,
respectively.
A vertical section through the system
from the 50 weight per cent sulfur point
on the Cu-S boundary to the 50 weight

46.2 wt%S

27.0 wt °/

Fig. 75. Liquid immiscibility in the sulfurrich portion of the Cu-Fe-S system. The points
1, 2, and 3 indicate bornite (Cu5FeS4), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2-z), and cubanite (CuFe2S3) compositions, respectively.

per cent sulfur point on the Fe-S boundary shows, as noted in figure 76, that the
temperature of the appearance of the
two-liquid immiscibility field at first
increases very slowly with increasing iron
content but at some composition corresponding to a Cu/Fe ratio between 1 : 1
and 1:2 it rises very rapidly, finally
reaching 1082°C on the Fe-S boundary.
DTA experiments on Cu5FeS4 on heating show beginning of melting at 1031°C
and complete melting at 1059°C; on
cooling a very distinct heat effect is
recorded at 1058°C and a very weak one
at 1025°C. These experiments indicate
that material of Cu6FeS4 composition
does not melt directly to a liquid of this
composition. The liquid that begins to
form at 1031°C contains more sulfur than
is indicated by the Cu5FeS4 formula and
coexists with a bornite solid solution that
contains less sulfur than is indicated by
Cu5FeS4 composition. The liquidus for
Cu5FeS4 composition is intersected at
1058°C; above this temperature a homogeneous liquid exists. The results of DTA
experiments on Cu5FeS4 and on mixtures
of Cu5FeS4 with additional sulfur are
shown in figure 77. It is noted that sulfur
beyond Cu5FeS4 composition goes into
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solid solution in the bornite phase.

two-liquid immiscibility region was inter-

Maximum solid solution is at 840° ± 3°C,
where about 2.5 weight per cent sulfur
dissolves in the bornite high-temperature
cubic structure, corresponding to a formula of Cu5FeS4.4o. At lower temperatures the solubility of sulfur decreases
toward the Cu5FeS4 ratio.
DTA experiments on material of
CuFeSo composition indicated intersection of the solidus at 860° ± 3°C and of
the liquidus at 895° ± 3°C. In runs
containing 10, 20, 50, 70, and 91 weight
per cent sulfur in addition to CuFeS2, the

sected at 850° ± 3°C.
In DTA experiments on CuFe2S3 composition the solidus was intersected at
898°C and the liquidus was recorded at
916°C. In runs containing 20 and 90
weight per cent sulfur in addition to
CuFe2S3 the two-liquid immiscibility field
was intersected at 865° ± 3°C.
These experiments show that a wide
field of liquid immiscibility extends across
the sulfur-rich portion of the Cu-Fe-S
system. A liquid immiscibility field was
shown by Kullerud (Year Book 61, pp.
144-150) to extend across the sulfur-rich
portion of the Fe-Ni-S system and has
recently been found to exist in the
Cu-Ni-S system (Moh and Kullerud, in
preparation). From these experiments it
appears that increasingly larger portions
of the Cu-Fe-Ni-S tetrahedron are occupied by immiscible liquids at temperatures above 813°C and that a large volume
of liquid immiscibility transects the entire
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The Fe-Pb-S System
P. R. Brett and G. Kullerud

Fig. 76. Temperatures of appearance of
liquid immiscibility in a vertical section through
the Cu-Fe-S system from the 50 weight per cent
S point on the Fe-S boundary to the 50 weight
per cent S point on the Cu-S boundary.

Cu5FeS4
-Wt %

S added to Cu.FeS.

Fig. 77. Melting relations in the Cu5FeS4-S
section of the Cu-Fe-S system. Liquid immiscibility exists above 840° ± 3°C.

The phase relations in this system at
700°C were presented in Year Book 62.
Above this temperature the tie lines
between PbS and FeS2 are broken at
717° ± 3°C. It has now been found that
at this temperature a liquid phase forms.
This liquid appears at 717° ± 3°C both
when mixtures of only PbS + FeS2 are
used in the experiments and when excess
of sulfur is added. It was found that this
initial liquid contains about 60 weight
per cent Pb, 14 weight per cent Fe, and
26 weight per cent S, and its composition,
therefore, falls on or very close to the
PbS-FeS2 join. The liquid field increases
rapidly in size with increasing temperature. From figure 78, which shows the
phase relations in the Fe-Pb-S system at
730°C, it is noted that the liquid field
extends about 10 weight per cent farther
toward the sulfur corner than it did at
717° d= 3°C. The sulfur-rich limit of the
liquid field at 730°C is at about 55 weight
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730°C
(FeS2)
Pyrite
'Pyrrhofife
(Fei-.rs>

Fig. 78. The system Fe-Pb-S at 730°C. The
univariant assemblages, all containing vapor in
addition to those listed, are: 1, Pb(L> -j- Fe +
FeS. 2, Pb(D + PbS 4- FeS. 3, PbS + Fei_*S
+ L. 4, FeS2 + Fei_xS + L. 5, FeS 4- L 4- S(L).
6, PbS + L + Sci).

per cent Pb, 9 weight per cent Fe, and 36
weight per cent S. This liquid coexists
with liquid sulfur as noted in figure 78.
Thus a field containing two immiscible
liquids exists in the ternary system above

pyrrhotite mineral assemblage is no
longer stable. The composition of this
point of intersection is 71 weight per cent
PbS and 29 weight per cent FeS. At this
temperature the central liquid becomes
stable with Pb(L), and two regions of
liquid immiscibility now exist in the
Fe-Pb-S system. The phase relations in
the system at a temperature slightly
above 848°C, where the PbS-FeS tie lines
no longer exist, are shown schematically
in figure 80.
At yet higher temperature the central
liquid continues to increase in size and
will eventually intersect the Pb(L)-FeS tie
lines, causing the divariant metal-rich
region of liquid immiscibility to grow
rather extensively.
The second region of liquid immiscibility containing central liquid + S(l>
increases in width with increasing temperatures. At 1083° db 3°C it reaches the
Fe-S boundary. The phase relations in the
PbS-S portion of the Pb-S system are
relatively unknown. From this study of
the Fe-Pb-S ternary relations it appears
probable that the central liquid field will
intersect the Pb-S boundary at elevated

717°C. Depending on bulk composition,
this central liquid can coexist with pyrite
and/or pyrrhotite or with galena and/or
pyrrhotite.
At temperatures above 730°C the
liquid field gradually increases in size.
The divariant region containing central
liquid and pyrite becomes narrower and
disappears at 743° ± 2°C, where pyrite
melts incongruently to pyrrhotite and
liquid of almost pure S composition. As
this divariant region narrows, the pyrrhotite-liquid divariant region as well as
the two-liquid region becomes wider.
The phase relations a few degrees above
the temperature at which pyrite breaks
down are shown schematically in figure
79. The PbS-Fei_xS divariant region
narrows with increasing temperature and
at the same time the central liquid region
grows larger.
At 848° ± 3°C the liquid field intersects the PbS-FeS join, and the galena-

(Fe,_,S)
Pyrrhotite

Fig. 79. The system Fe-Pb-S shown schematically at about 750°C where pyrite is no
longer a phase. The univariant assemblages, all
containing vapor in addition to those listed, are:
1, Pb(L) + Fe + FeS. 2, Pb(i) 4- FeS 4- PbS.
3, PbS 4- Fei_xS 4- L. 4, Fe^S 4- L 4- S(i).
5, PbS 4- L 4- S(i).
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to 820°C on the FeS-PbS-ZnS plane.
Similar lowering of the melting point may
be expected when ZnS is added to mixtures of FeS2 + PbS, and melting of
sphalerite + galena + pyrite assemblages therefore may begin well below

Pyrrhotite
(Fe, ,S)

700°C.
Under regional or contact metamorphic
conditions at localities such as Broken
Hill, Australia, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, and
Bodenmais, Bavaria, the temperatures
may have been sufficiently high to at
least partially melt preexisting sulfides
and to completely melt the surrounding
sulfides in the vicinity of post-ore dikes
such as those encountered at Broken Hill

Fig. 80. The system Fe-Pb-S shown schematical y atabout 850°C where tie lines between
galena and pyrrhotite no longer exist. The
univariant assemblages, all containing vapor in
addition to those listed, are: 1, Pb(z,) + Fe +
FeS. 2, Pb(i) + FeS + L. 3, Pb(i) + PbS + L.
4, Fei-sS + L + S(£). 5, PbS + L + S(L).

temperatures and that the two-liquid
immiscibility field will span across the
sulfur-rich portion of the ternary system.
The appearance of a liquid on the
PbS-FeS2 join as low as 717°C and on the
PbS-FeS join at 848°C, and melting of
PbS-Fei_xS-FeS2 mixtures at temperatures between 717° and 848°C, depending
on composition, have direct bearing on
the interpretation of the formation of
certain ore bodies that contain galena,
pyrrhotite, and pyrite in the appropriate
proportions.
Mixtures of galena and pyrite may have
crystallized directly from a homogeneous
liquid. Numerous deposits commonly
also contain considerable amounts of
iron-rich sphalerite, (Zn,Fe)S. Avetisyan
and Gnatyshenko (1956), who studied the
melting relations for various compositions
in the FeS-PbS-ZnS plane of the Fe-PbZn-S system, found a "eutectic" at 820°C
and 61.5 weight per cent PbS, 30 weight
per cent FeS, and 8.5 weight per cent ZnS.
This indicates that the presence of
sphalerite lowers the melting point measurably from 848°C on the FeS-PbS join

and Coeur d'Alene. Heating effects of this
kind may explain intrusive relations
between ore and dikes.
Pentlandite
Synthetic pentlandite of Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss
composition as well as natural pentlandite
from the Frood Mine, Sudbury, Canada,
were shown by Kullerud (1963) by DTA,
high-temperature X-ray powder diffraction, and quenching experiments in rigid
silica tubes to be stable only below 610°C.
At this temperature pentlandite under its
own vapor pressure breaks down to
(Fe,Ni)i_sS + (Ni,Fe)3±xS2. The (Fe,
Ni)]_xS (pyrrhotite) phase contains less
than 1.0 weight per cent nickel substituting for iron, and its metal-to-sulfur
ratio is about 9:10. The (Ni,Fe)3±a;S2
(high-temperature heazlewoodite) phase
may contain several weight per cent iron,
and its metal-to-sulfur ratio is probably
slightly less than 3:2.
Thermal Expansion
N. Morimoto and G. Kullerud

Kullerud (1963) showed that the pentlandite unit-cell edge is considerably
larger at 600°C than at room temperature. The thermal expansion of pentlandite has now been measured accurately.
Synthetic pentlandite of Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss composition was ground finely under acetone
and inserted in a silica tube with a wall
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Thompson (1962) for Sudbury pentlandite. At elevated temperatures the
unit-cell length increases markedly. At
220°C the a value was found to be
10.166; at 310°C, a = 10.210; at 375°C,
a = 10.240; at 575°C, a = 10.310; and at
608°C, a = 10.335 ± 0.003 A.
In figure 81 the unit-cell length a is
shown as a function of temperature. The
thermal increase in the a dimension of
pentlandite is considerably larger than
the values reported for other sulfides such
as PbS and ZnS. Skinner (1962) reported
an increase of 0.0764 A in the unit-cell

10.100

200

400

Temperature

in °C

Fig. 81. Variation in the unit-cell length of
pentlandite of Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss composition as function of temperature.

thickness of 0.01 mm and an outside
diameter of 0.2 mm. This tube was
evacuated, sealed, and mounted in a
vertical position in a Unicam high-temperature X-ray powder diffraction camera. At 25°C the unit-cell edge a of the
synthetic pentlandite was determined as
10.066 ± 0.002 A,owhich is identical to
the value of 10.07 A given by Berry and

100

length of PbS over the 25°-607°C temperature interval and an increase of
0.0259 A in the unit-cell length of cubic
ZnS over the 25°-602.3°C temperature
interval. The increase in the unit-cell
length
of pentlandite
temperature
range is over
0.269theoA,25°-608°C
which is
3.5 times as large as that of PbS and
about 10 times as large as that of ZnS
over the same temperature intervals.
When the increase in the pentlandite
unit-cell size is expressed in volume
versus temperature a nearly straight line
results as shown in figure 82. The increase
in molar volume, calculated using 6.02472
X 1023 mole _1 for Avogadro's number
and Z = 4, is from 153.62 cc/mole at
25°C to 166.27 cc/mole at 608°C.

300

Temperature

400
in °C

Fig. 82. Variation in the unit-cell volume of pentlandite of Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss composition as function
of temperature.
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Pressure Effect on Breakdown

pressure. The curve marked I indicates
the pressure-temperature conditions for
the reaction

P. M. Bell, J. L. England, and G. Kullerud

Pentlandite has in the past been
considered a mineral of magmatic origin
together with other sulfides such as
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite in ores of the
Sudbury type. The findings by Kullerud
(1963), that pentlandite in the presence

Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss

of vapor is stable only below 610°C,
indicate that pentlandite may not be of
magmatic origin unless the temperature
of its breakdown is increased significantly
by high confining pressures. To test the
effect of pressure on the thermal stability
of pentlandite, synthetic material of
Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss composition was inserted in
gold capsules and investigated by the
high-pressure DTA method recently developed by Bell and England, which is
described in a separate section of this
report. These DTA experiments were
conducted over a pressure range from 400
to 36,000 bars. The results of these
investigations are shown in the temperature versus pressure plot of figure 83. It
is noted that the temperature of pentlandite breakdown to (Fe,Ni)i_a;S and
(Ni,Fe)3±xS2 decreases with increasing

(I^i
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(Fe,Ni)!_xS +
(Ni,Fe)3±xS2

The (Ni,Fe)3±xS2 phase has the hightemperature (a) structure described by
Kullerud and Yund (1962). In the pure
Ni-S system the high-low (or a-/3) inversion in Ni3S2 takes place at 556°C in the
presence of vapor; however, when Fe
replaces some of the Ni this inversion may
be lowered significantly (Kullerud, 1963).
The curve marked II in figure 83 shows
the influence of pressure on the high-low
(a-j8) inversion of the (Ni,Fe)3±xS2 phase
in the presence of excess pyrrhotite. Using
Fe4.5Ni4.5Ss composition in the experiments this curve cannot be determined in
the P-T region where pentlandite is stable
because here all (Ni,Fe)3±xS2 and (Fe,
Ni)i_a;S react to form pentlandite. The
extension of this curve toward lower
pressures is being determined using
(Ni,Fe)3±xS2 bulk compositions. Extrapolation of existing data indicates that
the high-low
(a-$) inversion
of the

a HEAZLEW00DITE
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E
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Uncertainty in
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Points of Equilibrium Reversal
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Fig. 83. Influence of confining pressure on the breakdown of pentlandite of Fe4.5Ni4.5S8 composition isdemonstrated by curves I and III. Curve II shows pressure effect on the temperature at which
the a-/3 inversion in (Ni,Fe)3±;ES2, heazlewoodite, takes place.
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(Ni,Fe)3±xS2 phase when saturated with
Fe may take place as low as 500°C. The
curve marked III in figure 83 shows the
P-T relations of pentlandite breakdown
to pyrrhotite and the low-temperature $
form of (Ni,Fe)3±a;S2, which is analogous
to the mineral heazlewoodite.
Because of the large AH of the (Ni,
Fe)3±zS2 inversion, the slope of curve I
differs from that of curve III. The intersection ofcurves I, II, and III is situated
at about 535°C and 14 kb.
This study indicates that pentlandite,
which almost invariably is found together
with pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite in
nature, must have formed at temperatures below 610°C, disregarding the
influence of copper on its stability. Because of the extremely rapid reaction
between (Fe,Ni)i_xS and (Ni,Fe)3±a;S2 to
form pentlandite on cooling to 610°C, it
is very difficult, even in the synthetic
Fe-Ni-S system, to distinguish pentlandite formed through reaction on
chilling from high temperature from pentlandite formed at constant temperatures
below 610°C. In ores which cool over long
periods of time, in comparison with the
few seconds needed to chill a laboratory
specimen, it is not possible to tell from
polished section studies how pentlandite
originated.
Phase Relations at
Low Temperatures
The Fe-S System
G. H. Moh and G. Kullerud

Efforts to clarify the phase relations in
the dry systems at low temperatures are
hampered by generally sluggish reaction
rates. It was found, however, that
hexagonal pyrrhotite (Fei_xS) synthesized
at elevated temperatures in the pure Fe-S
system goes through a rapid inversion at
temperatures in the 105°-140°C range.
The hexagonal pyrrhotites were synthesized in silica tubes at 550°C from iron
and sulfur. To assure homogeneous
products the silica tubes were opened
after 2 days of heating when all sulfur had
reacted; the materials were ground finely
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under acetone and reheated at 550°C for
5 to 6 more days. Differential thermal
analyses performed on these pyrrhotites
showed that stoichiometric FeS (36.445
weight per cent S) goes through a rapid
nonquenchable inversion at 139° ± 2°C.
A sharp peak was recorded on the DTA
charts at 138°C on heating and at 140°C
on cooling. Pyrrhotite containing 36.72
weight per cent S gives peaks at 124°C
on heating and at 125°C on cooling.
Pyrrhotite containing 36.92 weight per
cent S only shows heat effect on heating.
This effect is recorded at 104°C when the
specimen is heated from room temperature but appears at 110° to 112°C when
the specimen is not cooled to room
temperature before reheating.
Specimens containing 37.35 weight per
cent S give only one peak, which appears
at 105°C on the DTA chart. According to
the earlier literature troilite (FeS) on
cooling inverts from a high-temperature
normal hexagonal 58-type structure to a
hexagonal superstructure that has a unitcell volume six times as large as the
normal cell. The a of the supercell is
approximately equal to the long diagonal
of the normal hexagonal cell, and the c
of the supercell is about twice as large as
the c of the normal hexagonal cell.
The present study shows not only that
the temperature of this inversion depends
on composition but also that the rate of
inversion is sufficiently rapid so that it
can be detected by DTA experiments.
Ores cool slowly, and the normal hexagonal structure because of the rapid inversion cannot be preserved in natural
pyrrhotites which formed at temperatures
where the normal hexagonal structure
was stable and which contain between
36.445 (FeS) and about 37.00 (Fe0.977S)
weight per cent S.
Efforts were made to increase the
reaction rates for formation of the stable
phases in the Fe-S system at low temperatures. First, pure distilled water was
added to mixtures of Fe and S in silica
tubes and heated at 100°C for various
periods of time. Reactions between sulfur
and iron were not observed,
but the
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surface of the iron grains was covered by
films of nearly black products from
reactions between iron and water. Next,
about 0.25 weight per cent ammonium
sulfide, (NH^S, was mixed with water
in which 0.025 weight per cent NaCl was
already dissolved. Sulfur is soluble in
(NH^S, and small amounts of this
chemical were added to bring sulfur into
solution to facilitate reaction with the
iron. In a series of experiments conducted
at 100°C, stoichiometric FeS, synthesized
and homogenized at 600°C and then
quenched, was first heated with the
solution discussed above for 13 days. The
FeS appeared unchanged at the termination of this experiment. Next a mixture
of FeS + y$> was used. After 11 days
some sulfur still remained, the liquid
phase (pH ~ 8) was strongly yellow, and
the iron sulfide remained powdery. In
polished section the sulfide appeared
weakly zoned and distinctly anisotropic.
X-ray patterns show that it is monoclinic
pyrrhotite. The 20, d values, and approximate intensities obtained from X-ray
powder diffractometer charts without
internal standard are listed in table 23.
Monoclinic pyrrhotite was also obtained
at 100°C and 20 days with FeS + S and
the solution described above. Monoclinic
pyrrhotite has now been synthesized at
100° and 130°C, and its natural equivalent has been found to break down at
about 265°C. The thermal stability field
of so-called intermediate pyrrhotite has
not been determined. It has a composition
between Fe0.935S and Fe0.9ooS and thus is
situated between monoclinic and normal
hexagonal pyrrhotite in the Fe-S phase
diagram.
In additional experiments containing
iron filings or powdered slightly oxidized
iron and sulfur in various proportions and
heated at 100°C a number of phases
formed, three of which seem to be new.
Their X-ray powder diffraction patterns
are different from any found in the
literature. Preliminary investigations of
these phases indicate that at least one is
"hydrotroilite" of FeS-nH20 composition. Thus the addition of components
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TABLE 23. X-Ray Powder Diffraction Data
on Synthetic Monoclinic Pyrrhotite

No.

Degrees
20

d

I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

23.6

4.73

3

37.88
42.7

2.982
2.66

11
12

84.0

*
55.13
55.5
60.35
67.25
68.28
73.37
82.5

2.091
2.08
1.926
1.748
1.725
1.62
1.468
1.446

95
80
100
100
10
108
50
10
12

FeKa radiation.
* Diffuse reflection which could not be measured exactly.

other than Fe and S increases the reaction
rates significantly, but apparently these
components also enter into many of the
reaction products.
Blaubleibender Covellite
G. H. Moh
The study designed to outline the
stability field of this mineral has shown
that in the presence of vapor it can exist
only below 157° ± 3°C. It forms slight
solid solution both with covellite (CuS)
and with digenite (Cu9S5). As can be noted
in the diagram of figure 84 the solid
solution extends from about 67.5 to 68.5
weight per cent Cu at 50° and 135°C.
These values were established by observing the appearance and the disappearance
of phases as well as by chemical analyses
on Cu and S. The diagram shows that
blaubleibender covellite and covellite
below 157°C can coexist stably as independent phases. "Blaubleibender covellite" is a misnomer; since the mineral is
not a covellite, it should be given a
different name. The open triangles in
figure 84 indicate the compositions and
temperatures at which mixtures of digenite and covellite were obtained; the
closed triangles indicate syntheses of
digenite and blaubleibender covellite or
blaubleibender covellite-covellite assem-
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CuS +
Liquid

step in the reactions toward equilibrium.
Blaubleibender covellite was also synthesized by treating bornite with aqueous
solutions of ferric sulfate or cupric sulfate
dissolved in water.
The Cu-Ni-S System at 200° and 100°C
G. H. Moh and G. Kullerud

Silica-tube experiments with dry mixtures of the elements and of various
compounds of the system were undertaken at 200°C to clarify the phase
relations at low temperatures. The tubes
were opened at regular intervals, and the
materials were ground to fine powder
under acetone. These runs lasted 650
days. Phase equilibria appear to have
been obtained in the major portions of
the system but not in the regions where
the metal phases occur. The aNii_xS
Fig. 84. Phase relations at low temperatures
in the region between Cu9S5 and CuS. Blaubleibender covellite contains from 67.5 to 68.5
weight per cent Cu and is stable below 157° ±
3°C in the presence of vapor.

blages. All circles, whether closed or half
open, refer to hydrothermal experiments
with ammonium sulfide, sulfur, and
digenite at 135°C. The rectangles, whether
open or half open, refer to experiments
with carbon disulfide, sulfur, and digenite
at 50°C.
In ores, blaubleibender covellite occurs
commonly as a secondary product in
oxidation, leaching, or enrichment zones.
Zies and Allen (1916) studied systems
bearing on the processes taking place at
various temperatures in such zones by
treating copper-iron sulfides with CuS04
dissolved in water. They obtained covellite after establishment of equilibrium in
many of their experiments. Experiments
similar to those by Zies and Allen were
performed at 25° and 50°C. In polished
sections made on the products formed
before establishment of equilibrium blaubleibender covellite was observed without
exception. After attainment of equilibrium, however, blaubleibender covellite
did not exist; instead, covellite appeared.
Blaubleibender covellite in these processes istherefore only representative of a

phase, which occurred at 300°C as shown
in last year's report, is not stable at 200°C,
as is indicated in figure 85. In this diagram
it is noted that the /3Ni7S6 phase, which
as yet has not been reported as a mineral,
can coexist with chalcocite but not with
digenite. Millerite can coexist with either
chalcocite or digenite solid solution or
both. This digenite at 200°C contains
slightly more Cu than stoichiometric
Cu9S5. The (Cu,Ni)S2 phase (villamaninite) forms extensive solid solution in
which the metal-to-sulfur ratio remains
1:2. The Ni-rich end member in this
pyrite-type solid solution has a composition ofCuNi2S6 (a = 5.7245 A), and the
Cu-rich end member has a composition of
or close to CuNiS4. The (Cu,Ni)S2 mixcrystals when coexisting with digenite and
covellite at 200°C have the cell dimension
a = 5.7059 A.
Results of aqueous experiments at
100°C showed that a number of tie-line
changes take place between 200° and
100°C. In addition blaubleibender covellite and djurleite appear. The phase
relations at 100°C are shown in figure 86.
Tie lines now exist between blaubleibender covellite and the (Cu,Ni)S2
phase; and digenite, blaubleibender covellite, and villamaninite form a univariant
assemblage. At this temperature digenite,
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djurleite, and millerite all can coexist, and It is interesting that millerite-chalco/3Ni7S6, chalcocite, and djurleite also form cite and polydymite-djurleite do not form
a univariant assemblage.
stable assemblages.

Covellite CuS

Digenite Cug
Chalcocite Cu2S

Weight

per

cent

Fig. 85. Phase relations in the Cu-Ni-S system at 200°C. The villamaninite phase is stable over
a considerable composition range but is always stoichiometric.
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100«C

NiS, Vaesite

N'3SA Polydymite
NiS/3Ni?S6
Millerite

Covellite CuS
"Blaubleibender Covellite ss.".

Ni,S5

Digenite CugS5
DjurleiteCu1 gg

Heazlewoodite

ChalcociteCu,'s
Weight

per

cent

Fig. 86. Phase relations in the Cu-Ni-S system at 100°C. Djurleite (Cui.96S) and blaubleibender
covellite now appear as stable phases.

Studies of Ducktown, Tennessee,
Ores and Country Rocks
G. H. Moh and G. Kullerud with the cooperation
of 0. Kingman14 and R. Diffenbachu

The Ducktown district of Tennessee
with its several operating mines offers an
opportunity for application to ores of
results of synthetic laboratory systems.
The ore minerals are mainly pyrrhotite,
pyrite, chalcopyrite, magnetite, and
sphalerite. Small amounts of galena,
molybdenite, bornite, and other sulfides
as well as secondary hematite (specularite) and gahnite appear sporadically.
The ores occur as lenses in folded and
strongly metamorphosed schists, quartzites, and graywackes considered of late
Precambrian age.
The common silicate minerals occurring
14 Tennessee Copper Company,
Tennessee.

Ducktown,

with the ores are quartz, actinolite, diopside, plagioclase feldspar, hornblende,
chlorite, micas (muscovite, phlogopite),
and garnet (andradite). Calcite and
occasionally ankerite occur as gangue
minerals. Chlorite, biotite, and sericite,
with occasional staurolite and, less often,
kyanite, are common wall-rock minerals.
Collection of specimens of ores and
coexisting silicates and carbonates was
undertaken during three visits to the
area. Samples were obtained in the mines
Calloway, Boyd, Eureka, Burra, Cherokee, and Mary Polk, and from drill cores
and surface outcrops of the ores.
From the Calloway deposit 130 specimens containing sphalerite and pyrrhotite
were obtained through systematic collecting on all mine levels and stopes and from
accurately located drill cores. Forty of
these specimens also contained pyrite.
The unit-cell dimensions
of all these
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sphalerites were determined from X-ray
powder diffraction charts using CaF2 as
internal standard. The a value of sphalerite can be influenced not only by iron
occurring in solid solution replacing zinc
in the mineral's crystal structure but also
by manganese and cadmium. Chemical
analyses on selected sphalerite samples
gave 0.11 weight per cent Mn and 0.07
weight per cent Cd. These amounts are
too small to influence the a values of the
sphalerites significantly. On the assumption that the Mn and Cd remain essentially constant in all sphalerite specimens
their determined a values serve as
measures of their iron contents. Application of the sphalerite-pyrrhotite solvus
(Kullerud, 1953) to these specimens
indicates the temperature of formation of
the mineral pair under assumed equilibrium conditions.
X-ray powder diffraction patterns
showed that all pyrrhotites are of the
hexagonal form. The c?i02 values of
pyrrhotites, which in 40 of the collected
specimens coexist with pyrite, were
measured, and the compositions were
estimated from the established spacing
versus composition curve for hexagonal
pyrrhotites (Arnold, 1962).
The sphalerite temperatures vary considerably, depending on their locality in
the Calloway Mine. The ore dips steeply
to the southeast, and its northeastsouthwest strike coincides with the structure of the host rocks. The highest
temperatures were obtained in the northeast part of the mine. Decreasing temperatures were recorded along strike toward
the southwest. The lowest temperatures
on each mining level were obtained in the
southwest extremes where the vein configuration iscomplicated by folding and
the presence of somewhat abnormal
amounts of gangue minerals and wall-rock
inclusions. The results of sphaleritepyrrhotite temperature determinations on
the 16th, 18th, and 20th mining levels —
which are 1400, 1600, and 1800 feet,
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respectively, below the mine entrance —
are shown in the diagrams in figure 87.
The dio2 values measured on pyrrhotites
coexisting with pyrite generally indicate
lower temperatures than those recorded
from sphalerite measurements. Coincidence in recordings was only obtained for
low-temperature readings in the 300°350°C region. Pyrrhotite compositions in
metamorphosed ores commonly readjust
to retrograde metamorphic conditions, as
was demonstrated in the Bodenmais
deposits of Bavaria (Schreyer, Kullerud,
and Ramdohr, 1964). Such readjustments
appear to have taken place in the Ducktown ores.
Additional information on the pressuretemperature conditions existing during
the geological history of this (highly)
metamorphosed area may be obtained
from the pyrite-pyrrhotite-magnetite
mineral assemblage, which is stable below
about 675°C (Kullerud, Year Book 56,
pp. 198-200). This mineral assemblage is
very common in the ores. The occurrence
of kyanite in highly metamorphosed wall
rocks indicates that the pressure must
have exceeded 8 to 10 kb even if the
temperature at the peak of metamorphism
never exceeded about 400°C (Bell, 1963).
The highest sphalerite-pyrrhotite temperatures recorded in these ores approximate 600°C uncorrected for pressure.
Considering the pressure effect on sphalerite composition the pressure-temperature conditions must have exceeded 14 kb
and 800°C if the sphalerite-pyrrhotite
assemblage existed as now found when
the kyanite phase formed. Under such
circumstances extensive liquefaction of
the rocks involved must take place.
Indications of such liquids have not been
observed, and geological evidence points
away from such high temperatures. It is
therefore probable that the ores, at least
in the form in which they are observed
now, were emplaced at a later time than
that at which high-pressure phases such
as kyanite were stable.
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Calloway

Mine

18 th

Level

87.mining
Distribution
temperatures,
as ""derived
from" sphalerite
a values,
on thelines
16th,
18th,
andFig.20th
levels ofof the
Calloway Mine,
Ducktown,
Tennessee.
The heavy
indicate
boundaries of ores that can be mined economically.
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X-Ray Fluorescence and ElectronProbe Analyses of Some
Pyrite-Type Minerals
G. H. Moh and J. Ottemann15

A number of minerals, such as pyrite
(FeS2), vaesite (NiS2), cattierite (CoS2),
bravoite ([Fe,Ni]S2), gersdorffite (NiAsS),
and villamaninite ([Cu,Ni]S2), have the
pyrite Pa3 cubic-type crystal structure.
The X-ray powder diffraction patterns of
these minerals are similar, so that the
phases, in spite of the differences in
chemical composition, can be identified
only after measurements of peak positions. The minerals can be readily
identified by X-ray fluorescence or electron-probe analyses. The electron-probe
technique was found to be particularly
useful for the determination of compositions ofzoned minerals.
Numerous ore specimens, each containing one or more pyrite-type minerals,
were obtained from worldwide localities.
Pyrite, vaesite, cattierite, bravoite, and
villamaninite were carefully separated,
and the pure minerals were analyzed by
means of X-ray fluorescence and electronprobe techniques. The X-ray fluorescence
analyses were performed using a Siemens
"Kristalloflex 4" machine with modified
micro equipment. Both gold and chromium radiation were used. The electronprobe analyses were done with the
"Cameca"-type equipment at the Max
Planck Institute in Heidelberg.
Pyrite
Zoned pyrites from numerous localities
were investigated. It was found that
small amounts of selenium substituting
for sulfur in the pyrite structure have a
marked effect on the color of the mineral
in polished sections. Thus zoning effects
are produced when Se-containing pyrite
alternates with pure pyrite. Such zoned
pyrites were obtained from drill cores of
a coal seam at Dobrilugk, near Berlin.
Many pyrites were found to be coated
15 University of Heidelberg.
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with secondary bravoite, which also was
responsible for zoning.
Vaesite
Several specimens from the Shinkolobwe deposits, Katanga, Belgian Congo,
were analyzed. All contain cobalt in
addition to nickel, and the Ni:Co ratio
varies from 4:1 to 20:1. The copper and
iron contents combined vary from 1 to 5
per cent. The Ni:Cu ratio in some sections was as high as 12:1 but is usually
much lower. When the copper content is
high the iron content is as a rule very
low, but the selenium content then is high
(selenio vaesite). The common mineral
assemblages observed in polished sections
are vaesite, pyrite, linnaeite, chalcopyrite,
chalcocite, uraninite, and secondary covellite and uranium minerals. Gold and
klockmannite occur in trace amounts.
Cattierite
A sample from Shinkolobwe, Katanga,
was found to contain Co:Ni:Fe in the
20:2: 1 atomic ratio. The analysis showed
some copper, the Co:Cu atomic ratio
being about 30:1.
Bravoite
Primary bravoites deposited from lowtemperature hydrothermal solutions were
investigated. One sample from Minaragra, Cerro de Pasco, Peru, occurs with
vanadium ore minerals, most commonly
patronite, VS4. This bravoite contains
Ni : Fe in the 1 : 1 atomic ratio. A specimen
from Marl Huls coal mine near Recklinghausen, Ruhr, Germany, contains pyrite
and bravoite zones. The pyrite, which is
the dominating mineral, has very little,
if any, nickel. The bravoite has Fe : Ni in
about the 1 : 1 atomic ratio. A concentrate
was made from a specimen containing
bravoite from Mechernich, Eifel, Germany. Some of the crystals in the
concentrate are zoned, and the composition varies strongly from one zone to
another. Apparently the zones represent
mixtures of almost pure pyrite and vaesite
with Ni:Co:Fe about 10:2:1. Copper,
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Fig. 88. X-ray fluorescence charts, made with gold radiation, of
synthetic CuNi2S6 (top), villa1 155
I 50
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arsenic, and occasionally palladium occur
in trace amounts. Specimens from Frederickstown, Missouri, have bravoite together with linneaite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, marcasite, sphalerite, galena, and
blaubleibender covellite. The bravoite
occurs in alternating zones with vaesite,
which contains appreciable cobalt. The
Co:Ni atomic ratio appears to vary
between 1 : 4 and 1:3 in this vaesite,
which also contains 2 to 5 weight per cent
copper.
Villamaninite
Villamaninite, (Cu,Ni)S2, was first
described from Providencia Carmenes,
Spain, by Schoeller and Powell (1920) but
was later discredited by Thomson (1921).
More recently Ramdohr (1937, 1960) and
Hey (1962) have verified the validity of
villamaninite as a mineral species.
Several sections containing villamaninite from the original Spanish locality
were investigated. Considerable variation
in composition was recorded from one
specimen to another. The Cu : (Ni + Co
+ Fe) ratio varies from 1:2 to 1:1.
Selenium occurs as a trace element when
this ratio is low and is absent when the
ratio is near 1:1. Of the Ni, Co, and Fe
elements, Ni is most abundant. The
Ni : Co atomic ratio varies from 4 : 1 to
almost 2:1, and the Ni:Fe atomic ratio
is >5:1. These ratios are in agreement
with earlier values in the literature.
The diagrams of figure 88 show X-ray
fluorescence charts made with gold radiation on synthetic CuNi2S6 (Moh and
Kullerud, Year Book 62, pp. 189-192),
selenio vaesite from Shinkolobwe, and
villamaninite from Spain.
In figure 89 an electron-probe Kaintensity profile (Fe,Ni,Co) demonstrates zoning between pyrite and bravoite in a specimen from Maubach, near
Diiren, Germany. High iron content indicates pyrite, and high nickel content
indicates bravoite. In the middle of the
section it is noted that Co substitutes for
Ni in bravoite.
In figure 90 a photomicrograph showing
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zoning between pyrite (white) and bravoite (gray) in a specimen also from
Maubach has been magnified to fit with
the Ka-intensity profile (Fe,Ni,Co,S)
obtained with the electron probe. The
probe track is seen as a gray diffuse line
across the photomicrograph.
In yet another sample from Maubach
the concentration of sulfur, iron, nickel,
and cobalt was measured independently
at 2.5-micron intervals across a zoned
pyrite-bravoite specimen as shown in the
lower part of figure 91. The photomicrograph in the upper part of this figure was
made to illustrate where the measurements were performed.

MVW^w^av\^^V^mA
10

20

30
40
Micrometer

50

60

Fig. 89. Electron-probe Ka intensity profile
showing distribution of Fe, Ni, and Co in zones
containing pyrite and bravoite.

Plate 1

Geophysical Laboratory

Sulfur

20

30

40

Micrometer

Fig. 90. Zoning between pyrite (white) and bravoite (gray) is demonstrated optically in the
photomicrograph (top) and by the distribution of Fe, Ni, Co, and S in the electron-probe Ka intensity
profile (bottom).

Plate

Geoph ys ical Laboratory

wt.
. Sulfur

Ir on

Mi cromeler
Fig. 91. Zoning between pyrite and bravoite is shown in the photomicrograph (top). Contents,
in these zones, of S, Fe, Ni, and Co as determined at 2.5-micron intervals by electron-probe measurements are diagrammed below.
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OPAQUE

MINERALS

IN STONY

METEORITES

P. Ramdohr

One of the principal scientific arguments advanced for exploration of the
moon is the expectation that much will be
learned about the origin and history of
the solar system. Study of meteorites
promises to provide information at least
equally relevant and in many ways more
comprehensive.
Samples of extraterrestrial origin fall on
earth at frequent intervals and provide
samples from vast volumes of space.
Study of these objects has been sporadic
and uneven. At the moment there is
increased activity, especially in study of
effects of cosmic rays on the meteorites
and in chemical investigations. In the
past there have been some mineralogical
studies particularly on the iron and
stony-iron meteorites. There has been
little systematic investigation of the
opaque minerals in stony meteorites.
Recent advances in techniques, notably
in the preparation of polished sections,
have now made these minerals accessible
to optical examination. With the new
preparations it is possible to study fine
textures and to identify minerals present
in only trace amounts. As a result
numerous minerals known from earth
have been observed for the first time in
meteorites; in addition, about twenty
entirely new minerals have been discovered, including bizarre sulfides and
arsenides, for example (Mg,Mn,Fe)S.
A study of opaque minerals in stony
meteorites was begun at this laboratory
in the winter of 1960-1961. Since then a
total of 340 polished sections of 240
different falls and finds have been investigated and described. All these observations have now been compiled into a
manuscript which together with nearly
300 photomicrographs is scheduled for
publication by the Smithsonian Institution. All polished sections from which the
photographs and descriptions were made
have been placed in custody
of the

Smithsonian Institution, where they will
be available to qualified investigators.
During the past year most of the effort
has been devoted to compilation of
observational data, although some new
observations have been added. Increased
emphasis has been placed on investigation
of enstatite achondrites, mesosiderites,
and inclusions of sulfide nodules in iron
meteorites.
Of the plethora of observational results
it is possible to mention only a few in a
short report. The observed similarity in
the minor constituents of eucrites and
mesosiderites establishes a clear relationship between these two types of meteorites.
It was noted that the mineralogy in
areas surrounding many nodules in iron,
whether they consist of troilite or other
sulfides, is related to that observed in
similar areas in meteorites of the types
discussed above. In such areas daubreelite, sphalerite paramorphic from hightemperature wurtzite, and alabanditetype mix-crystals occur. The relations
between troilite and daubreelite are of
special interest. These minerals form
solid solution with each other at high
temperatures, and unmixing often takes
place when the temperature decreases. In
some meteorites daubreelite and troilite
occur as essentially pure phases in
neighboring grains without sign of mixcrystal formation. In most meteorites,
however, beautiful exsolution textures are
plainly seen in polished sections.
Occasionally independent idiomorphic
crystals of daubreelite are observed adjacent to troilite containing exsolved daubreelite. Because of the common excess of
troilite it should be possible to determine
the temperature at which unmixing
started as well as to estimate a minimum
temperature for the formation of the
troilite-daubreelite mineral assemblage,
provided that quantitative information
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are manganese, iron, and magnesium, and
the phase is thus a magnesian-ironalabandite. The Mn : Fe : Mg ratio varies.
Usually magnesium predominates, but
occasionally manganese does. Chromium
may be present in amounts up to perhaps
15 per cent. The exsolution textures
imply complicated paragenetic relations.
In recent months a considerable number of meteorite specimens have been
acquired, thus permitting an increasing
number of falls and finds to be examined.
The meteorites of which samples have
been obtained most recently are Abee,
Achilles, Arcadia, Athens, Barea, Broken
Bow, Cumberland Falls, Dalgety Downs,
Djati Pengilon, Enon, Felix, Great Bear
Lake, Hedeskoga, Hoba-West, IdahoIron, Kapoeta, Khairpur, Kuttipura,
Mincy, Morristown, Obernkirchen, Patwar, Peace River, Persimon Creek,
Pesjanoe, Pinnaroo, Pultusk, Rich Mountain, Rush Creek, Shallowater, Shaw,
Shergotty, Siena, Soroti, Steinbach, Tieschitz, Vaca Muerta, Weatherford, Winona.

on the FeS-FeCr2S4 system can be
obtained. Vogel and Heumann (1950)
suggested a reaction 2FeS + 2CrS — >
FeCr2S4 + Fe involving free iron. I have
in no section observed free iron formed
through such a reaction; I tentatively
assume that FeS-FeCr2S4 forms a
(pseudo) binary join with complete solid
solution. The position of the solvus is not
known. The chromium monosulfide component isof the Cri_xS type. Since iron
occurs in excess the iron sulfide is troilite
(FeS) and not pyrrhotite (Fei_J3).
Reduction of ilmenite to rutile and iron
(FeTi03 -> Ti02 + Fe + 0) is observed
in every mesosiderite and is not rarely
seen in polished sections of chondrites. In
some sections a new iron titanium oxide
was observed. It clearly formed at low
temperatures and is distinctly different
from any known terrestrial mineral.
It was found that the complex sulfide
solid solution which has NaCl structure
and which was described in Year Book 61
contains only minute amounts of calcium.
The main constituents aside from sulfur
SULFIDE-SILICATE

REACTIONS

G. Kullerud and H. S. Yoder, Jr.

New experiments have been performed
on reactions between anhydrous and
hydrous iron-containing silicates and
sulfur. The reactions involving the anhydrous silicates, predicted on the basis of

and 2000 bars. Under such conditions the
most common sulfide, pyrite, is not stable
(Kullerud and Yoder, 1959), and so
similar experiments have now been done
with the same reactants and the same

last year's results, were confirmed experimentally. On the other hand, the reactions between hydrous silicates and sulfur
yielded some unexpected products, oxyhornblende and oxymica. These phases
have been observed in ore deposit aureoles. The properties of these silicate
products will be useful in ore prospecting,
and the reactions themselves may constitute a new approach to ore beneficiation.

pressure but at 650°C, where pyrite is a
stable phase. Under these conditions
pyrrhotite (Fei_xS) or troilite (FeS) is the
stable sulfide in addition to pyrite (FeS2) ;
wiistite (FeO), magnetite (Fe304), and
hematite (Fe203) are the stable oxides;
and fayalite (Fe2Si04) is the stable silicate, for example.
The reactions at this temperature are
considerably slower than those reported

Anhydrous Silicates

at 800°C ; 2 weeks, however, was sufficient
to establish phase equilibria in most
experiments.
Under the conditions outlined fayalite
reacts with sulfur as noted in figure 92.

In last year's report a series of reactions
were performed between certain ironcontaining silicates and sulfides at 800°C
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SiO,

decreases when the S/Fe2Si04 mole ratio
increases, and when it equals 1 the following reaction takes place:
2Fe2Si04 + 2S -» FeS2 +

< T < 675
2 00 0 bars

Fe304 + 2Si02

(2)

The amount of magnetite decreases
when sulfur is added beyond the 1 : 1 mole
ratio, and hematite appears and increases
in amount with increasing sulfur. The
pyrite + magnetite + hematite + quartz
univariant assemblage as also noted from
figure 92 is stable when 1 < S/Fe2Si04
mole ratio < 4/3. When this ratio is equal
to 4/3, magnetite is no longer present and
the following reaction takes place:
3Fe2Si04 + 4S -> 2FeS2 +
2Fe203 + 3Si02
Fig. 92. Phase relations
system in the 560° to 675°C
at 2000 bars. For simplicity
solid solutions among some
as Fei_zS, are not shown in

in the Fe-S-0-Si02
temperature range
in presentation the
of the phases, such
this diagram.

For simplicity in presentation of the
diagram of the figure and of equations
1-14 pyrrhotite is referred to as FeS and
is considered stoichiometric although it
forms significant solid solution with FeS2.
When the mole fraction of sulfur is less
than J£, the univariant assemblage
fayalite + pyrrhotite + magnetite +
quartz occurs. The pyrrhotite in this
assemblage approaches stoichiometric
composition. When the mole fraction of S
in the Fe2Si04 + S starting materials
equals Y, the following reaction takes
place :
2Fe2Si04 + S -» FeS -f
Fe304 + 2Si02

(1)

which is identical to the reaction observed
at 800°C described in last year's report.
Addition of sulfur beyond the Yi sulfurto-fayalite mole ratio at 650°C leads to
formation of pyrite as noted in figure 92.
Pyrrhotite + pyrite + magnetite +
quartz form a univariant assemblage
which is stable when Y^ < S/Fe2Si04 < 1.
In this range the amount of pyrrhotite

(3)

When sulfur is added beyond the 4/3
mole ratio the amount of hematite decreases and an S02-rich gas appears in
increasing amounts. When the S/Fe2Si04
mole ratio equals 5, hematite can no
longer exist as a phase and the following
reaction takes place:
Fe2Si04 + 5S -> 2FeS2 +
Si02 + S02

(gas)

(4)

The gas phase is referred to as having
S02 composition. In reality its composition is not exactly known but lies on or
near the S-0 join and is uniquely defined
at any given P and T.
Experiments were also performed at
650°C and 2000 bars on a natural olivine
containing nearly equal amounts of iron
and magnesium. When less than 20 mole
per cent sulfur is present it reacts with a
portion of the olivine (FeMgSi04) and the
univariant assemblage forsteritic olivine
+ pyrrhotite + magnetite +
enstatite is stable. When the
of sulfur reaches 20 mole per
olivine reacts as indicated in
lowing equation:

iron-rich
amount
cent all
the fol-

4FeMgSi04 + S -> FeS +
Fe304 + 4MgSi03

(5)

The addition of sulfur beyond 20 mole
per cent leads to formation also of pyrite,
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and in the region containing from 20 to
333^ mole per cent sulfur the univariant
assemblage pyrrhotite + pyrite + magnetite + iron-rich enstatite is stable. The
amount of pyrrhotite in this region decreases with increase in sulfur and is
absent when S = 333^ mole per cent. The
reaction for this composition may be
expressed as
4FeMgSi04 + 2S -> FeS2 +
Fe304 + 4MgSi03

(6)

If more than 333^ mole per cent but less
than 40 mole per cent sulfur is reacted
with such an olivine the univariant
assemblage pyrite + magnetite + enstatite + hematite is stable. The amount of
magnetite decreases with increasing sulfur
in this range and is absent when S = 40
mole per cent. The reaction for this
composition is
3FeMgSi04 + 2S -» FeS2 +
Fe203 + 3MgSi02

(7)

If more than 40 mole per cent sulfur
reacts with olivine the amount of hematite decreases and S02 (gas) is produced.
When the amount of sulfur reaches 71%
mole per cent, hematite can no longer
exist as a phase and the following reaction
takes place:
2FeMgSi04 + 5S -+ 2FeS2 +
2MgSi03 + S02
(gas)

(8)

The role of sulfur in certain metamorphic processes was indicated by the
results of experiments with hedenbergite
(CaFeSi206) and iron cordierite (Fe2Al4Si60i8). Experiments at 650°C and 2000
bars indicate the following reactions between hedenbergite and sulfur:
4CaFeSi206 + S -> FeS +
Fe304 + 4CaSi0316 + 4Si02

(9)

4CaFeSi206 + 2S -> FeS2 +
Fe304 + 4CaSi0316 + 4Si02

(10)

3CaFeSi206 + 2S -> FeS2 +
Fe203 + 3CaSi03 + 3Si02

(11)

16 This wollastonite may contain some iron in
solid solution.
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2CaFeSi206 + 5S -> 2FeS2 +
2CaSi03 + 2Si02 + S02
(gas)

(12)

Cordierite containing about equal
amounts of Mg and Fe reacts with S at
650°C and 2000 bars to form pyrrhotite,
magnetite, Mg-rich cordierite, sillimanite
or mullite (Al2SiOB), and quartz when
S < 20 mole per cent. Most of the Fe in
the cordierite reacts when S = 20 mole
per cent according to the reaction
4FeMgAl4Si5018 + S -> FeS +
Fe304 + 2Mg2Al4Si6018 +
4Al2Si05 + 6Si02

(13)

With increasing amounts of sulfur, pyrite
becomes stable and the amount of
pyrrhotite decreases. When S = 33^
mole per cent, pyrrhotite is no longer
stable and the reaction is
4FeMgAl4Si60i8 + 2S -> FeS2 +
Fe304 + 2Mg2Al4Si60i8 +
4Al2Si05 + 6Si02

(14)

Further addition of sulfur leads to the
formation of hematite in addition to the
phases resulting from (14). The amount
of hematite increases, and the amount of
magnetite decreases, with increasing sulfur. When the amount of sulfur reaches
40 mole per cent, magnetite is no longer
a stable phase and the following reaction
takes place :
6FeMgAl2Si50i8 + 4S -> 2FeS2 +
2Fe203 + 3Mg2Al4Si50i8 +
6Al2Si05 + 9Si02
(15)
Increase in sulfur beyond 40 mole per
cent leads to formation of S02 (gas) and
corresponding decrease in hematite. When
71/7 mole per cent sulfur or more
occurs, hematite is no longer stable. For
71% mole per cent sulfur the following
reaction takes place:
2FeMgAl4Si50i8 + 5S -» 2FeS2 +
Mg2Al4Si60i8 + 2Al2Si06 +
3Si02 + S02
(gas)
Experiments were also conducted in
rigid silica tubes in which fayalite, Fe-Mg
olivine, hedenbergite, and Fe cordierite
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respectively were reacted with sulfur at
500°C for periods varying from 1 to 10
weeks. The intent was to compare the
reaction rates of these phases in the
presence of vapor with those described
above, in which vapor is absent for most
compositions in the system. The compositions in these experiments, in which
vapor is an inherent phase, were confined
to regions where S02 (gas) does not form.
SO 2 vapor at 500°C exerts a pressure too
high to be contained by silica tubing. The
reaction rates in the experiments were
considerably slower than in the pressure
runs at 650°C, in spite of the presence of
vapor, which assures that the components
of the reactants are free to exchange with
one another. Although complete reaction
was not obtained in any of the experiments even after 10 weeks, from study of
the phases produced and estimates of
their amounts at various periods of
heating there is little doubt that the
equilibrium assemblages excluding vapor
are the same at 500°C as they are at
650°C.
Hydrous Silicates
Many of the gangue and wall-rock
minerals associated with ores are hydrous
silicates which may have appeared as
by-products of the ore-forming processes
or may have been significantly altered
through reactions with ore solutions.
Micas and amphiboles, which are
hydrous minerals, are commonly associated with sulfide-type ores. To study the
behavior of such minerals in the presence
of sulfides, chemically analyzed biotite
and ferroanthophyllite were heated with
sulfur in rigid silica tubes at temperatures
between 500° and 600°C for periods
ranging from 2 days to 6 months. In these
experiments sulfur was added to biotite
and ferroanthophyllite in the exact
amounts needed to convert to FeS all
Fe++ in the silicate structures. Unreacted
sulfur was present at the termination of
all the experiments. A strong smell of H2S
was noticed when each tube was opened.
In polished sections several per cent of
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pyrite and of magnetite and/or hematite
in minute crystals was readily observed.
X-ray powder diffraction patterns showed
only mica and orthorhombic amphibole
at the termination of the experiments. Of
particular interest is the optical condition
of some of the amphibole crystals. The
extinction remained essentially parallel in
vertical sections and the elongation remained positive, but the pleochroism
varied from light brown to reddish brown
to smoky gray. The pleochroism of the
original crystals varied from colorless to
light brown. The indices of refraction
were distinctly higher after the sulfur
treatment. The change in optical properties suggests that the orthorhombic
amphibole has been converted to an
oxyhornblende. The final assemblage
observed can be described as resulting
from the following reactions:
2(Mg3Fe2+2Al2)(Al2Si6)022(OH)2 + S
-+2(Mg3Fe+2Fe+3Al2)0(Al2Si6)022(OH)
+ H2S
3(Mg3Fe+2Fe+3Al2)0(Al2Si6)022(OH)+2S
-+3(Mg3Fe+3Al2)(Al2Si6)022(OH) +
Fe203 + FeS2
or with excess sulfur the reaction would
be
6(Mg3Fe2+2Al2)Al2Si6022(OH)2 + 7S
->6(Mg3Fe+3Al2)(Al2Si6)022(OH) +
Fe203 + 2FeS2 + 3H2S
Although the reaction has not run to
completion, the phases resulting from the
partial alteration of the ferroanthophyllite can be thus obtained. Similar relations
can be deduced for the conversion of the
biotite in the presence of excess sulfur to
an oxymica + pyrite -f- hematite + H2S.
These experiments have considerable
application to processes observed in and
near ore deposits. Two types of behavior
are recognized as a result of sulfurization,
depending on whether the minerals involved are anhydrous or hydrous. It
appears that the anhydrous iron-bearing
silicates, in general, are first depleted of
iron, thereby generating more magnesium- or aluminum-rich members of the
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requisite solid solution series. As a result
of this process additional relatively ironfree silicate phases are evolved as well as
iron sulfides and oxides. A second type of
behavior resulting from sulfurization is
the dehydrogenation of ferrous ironbearing hydrous silicates in which the
ferrous iron is converted to ferric iron and
hydrogen is released. The ferric hydrous
silicate low in OH is described as an
oxyhornblende or an oxymica, for example. The hydrogen released combines with
sulfur to give H2S in the gas phase. The
iron concomitantly combines with oxygen
from the silicate structure and sulfur to
form sulfides and oxides. The kind of
sulfide and oxide is dependent on the
amount of sulfur as well as on the pressure and temperature.
These observations should have con-
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siderable value in delineating ore bodies.
The recognition of oxyhornblende or
oxymica, for example, may be a sufficient
indicator of the proximity of a sulfidetype ore body. Extensive investigations
will be required, of course, to ascertain
the limits of this process. Preliminary
studies of the micas near the ore of the
Ducktown, Tennessee, deposits and the
amphiboles near the ore of the Sudbury,
Ontario, mines indicate that this prospecting tool has potential.
In another regard, the results of these
studies may be applied to the beneficiation of low-grade, ferrous metal-containing silicates. The sulfurization of such
silicates may be a suitable process for
converting economically important metals
to sulfides, which then may be liberated
by well known methods.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
Modern scintillation and proportional
counting techniques and high-speed digital computers are now the crystalstructure analyst's most powerful tools.
Used intelligently, they can provide him
with X-ray diffraction data far superior
to those of less than a decade ago and
afford him a manipulative power capable
of examining atomic arrangements in the
most complex crystals.
Our principal effort is directed toward
achieving a detailed understanding of the
crystal structures of minerals important
to the petrologist and of how these
structures are modified by variations in
chemical composition, temperature, and
pressure. Structural information sufficiently precise to allow analysis of disordering effects and other minor, but
sometimes critical, structural variations
requires the best data available; hence we
are constantly attempting to improve our
data collecting and computing techniques.
Studies on synthetic mullite completed
this year show it to be a complex defect
structure with two oxygen sites and two
cation sites only partially occupied.
Analysis of the apparent atomic thermal

vibrations has revealed an oxygen distribution that varies from unit cell to unit
cell and has demonstrated that errors in
atomic distributions in an assumed
structure model are easily masked by
unrealistic thermal parameters. This
study has also shown that positional disorder, induced in a coordination polyhedron by substitutional disorder in the
cation position, superimposes additional
electron-density broadening onto that due
to true thermal vibration to yield abnormally high thermal parameters — hence
the term ay-parent thermal vibration.
The micas are an extensive group of
rock-forming sheet silicates, and studies
of their structural relations are commonplace in the recent literature. Our
investigations of trioctahedral micas have
led to the development of techniques
whereby their gross structural features
may be predicted with relative ease from
a knowledge of composition and unit-cell
dimensions. A three-dimensional analysis
of the structures of coexisting muscovite
and paragonite has demonstrated that
the difference in Na/K ratio in the interlayer positions of these micas causes only
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minor readjustments of the surface
oxygen layers and leaves the dioctahedral
layers essentially unchanged. This study
also provides a structural explanation for
the observation that solid solution of
paragonite in muscovite is far more
extensive than that of muscovite in
paragonite.
Considerable effort is currently being
expended on the pyroxene minerals,
whose structural relationships, paramount
to igneous and metamorphic petrology,
are known in only a general way. This
year saw completion of a structural study
of the high-pressure mineral jadeite,
NaAlSi206, which is similar to diopside,
CaMgSi206. Single crystals of three forms
of ferrosilite, FeSi03, synthesized by
Lindsley, MacGregor, and B. Davis (see
p. 174), are now being examined. Precession photographs of clinoferrosilite show
that its space group is P2i/c and suggest
that its structure is analogous to that
of clinoenstatite, MgSi03.
Further progress is reported in the
study of the relation between crystal
structure and crystal morphology: some
space groups that cannot be differentiated
by X-ray diffraction can be distinguished
by the relative frequencies of the crystal
forms.
o
A new value (0.76 A) is proposed for the
ionic radius of lithium. It gives better
agreement between observed and predicted lithium-to-anion distances and
accounts for the observed coordination
numbers. It should replace the value of
0.60 A found in the literature.
For a mineral whose crystal structure
is known and in which there is no omission
solid solution, a new method is proposed
for deriving the formula from its chemical
analysis.
TABLE

24.

Crystal Structure of Mullite
Charles W. Burnham

The detailed structural study of synthetic mullite of composition 1.92A1203Si02 has been completed during this
report year. Least-squares refinement of
anisotropic temperature factors, /3ty, for
each atom reduced the discrepancy factors, R, for three structural models to
values listed in table 24. Comparison of
these values does not afford an obvious
choice of the "best" atomic arrangement,
but electron-density maps combined with
an analysis of interatomic distances and
apparent thermal vibration ellipsoids
strongly suggest that model 2 is superior
to the others.
Differences in the observed electron
densities of sillimanite, Al2Si05, and
mullite (Year Book 62, p. 160) show that
mullite has a defect structure corresponding to a hypothetical disordered sillimanite in which some of the tetrahedronlinking oxygen atoms, Oc, are missing.
Cations whose positions are rendered
untenable by oxygen removal take up
positions in tetrahedrally coordinated
sites, Al2*, that are unoccupied in
sillimanite. Since the Al2* sites also require coordination to Oc, their occupancy
increases Oc coordination from two to
three.
To account for the composition of this
mullite, 1.92Al2OrSi02,17 19 per cent of
the oxygen atoms in the Oc position must
be missing, and 19 per cent of the tetra17 The composition was determined by an
electron-microprobe analysis carried out by J. V.
Smith. Restudy of this sample with the electron
microprobe has revised the Ti content from
0.71 ± 0.05 weight per cent reported last year
down to 0.47 ± 0.03 weight per cent (J. V.
Smith, personal communication).
Mullite R Factors

Unweighted R, all reflections
Unweighted R, 567 observable reflections
Weighted R, 567 observable reflections
Standard error of fit, [2w(F 0 - Fc)2/(m - n)]1'2

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

0.073

0.068
0.038
0.032
0.832

0.074
0.042
0.034
0.871

0.042
0.033
0.864
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Fig. 93. Projection on (001) of model 2 for the mullite structure. Two unit cells show the effect
of removing one Oc atom. Note that the Oc atom that has become three-coordinated has shifted to
the Oc* position, not on the symmetry center at 0, 2, 0.

hedral cations must occupy the Al2* sites.
Assuming that only aluminum occupies
these sites, the normal tetrahedral sites,
C, will contain 50 per cent aluminum and
31 per cent silicon. Occupation of 19 per
cent of the Al2* sites requires 38 per cent
of the oxygen atoms at Oc to assume
three-coordination, since there are two
Al2* sites for each Oc site (fig. 93). Only
43 per cent of the Oc sites remain twocoordinated.
In model 2, which was first suggested
by Sadanaga, Tokonami, and Takeuchi
(1962), the tetrahedron-linking oxygen
atoms move from the Oc sites to less
symmetric Oc* sites to become threecoordinated; each of the two Oc* sites
adjacent to Oc becomes 19 per cent
occupied. The most convincing proof of
this distribution is seen in a high-resolution electron-density plot of the region
around Oc, figure 94. The slightly concave
contours between Oc and Oc* could result
only from the presence of some oxygen
nuclei at the Oc* site. If all the remaining
oxygens were at Oc (model 3, table 25),
the electron density would be elliptical,

representing very large anisotropic thermal motion ; if they were all redistributed
to Oc* sites (model 1, table 25), the
maximum electron density would not
occur at the Oc position. In these incorrect
models, the anisotropic temperature factors are the only variable parameters
capable of compensating for nuclear
distribution errors. The R values in table
24 clearly show how well they have
accomplished this.
The structural picture emerging from
TABLE

25. Atom4? Distribution in 1.92:1
Mullite, Space Group Pbam

Atom
Or
Equipoint
Oab Al2]
4k
4k
2c

0,*
Ah

2a
Si )

4/i
4/i

Or*

Al2*

Site Occupancy (ideal = 1.0)
Model 2

Model 3

1.0

1.0

0.43
0.19
1.0
1.0

0.81
1.0
1.0

(0.50

0.50

0.19
10.31

0.31
0.19

0.50
0.31
0.19

Model 1
1.0
0.405
1.0
1.0
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Fig. 94. Electron-density distribution in the
plane parallel to (001) at z — y2 f°r the region
surrounding the symmetry center at y, 0, y2.
The contour interval is 2.5 e/A3; the zero contour
has been omitted. Electron-density values were
computed at intervals of l/120th of a and b.

detailed study of apparent anisotropic
thermal motions in mullite is important
in understanding silicates with defect and
disordered structures. Comparison of the
thermal model of Oc in mullite (fig. 95)
and sillimanite (Burnham, 1963a), where
the atom is also two-coordinated but to
an ordered tetrahedral cation arrangement, clearly shows the effect of cation
disordering on the apparent thermal
vibrations of the oxygen. In both minerals the two largest principal axes lie in
a plane approximately normal to the
cation-oxygen-cation linkage. The rms
displacements along these axes are 0.11 A
and 0.13 ± 0.01 A in sillimanite and 0.14
A and 0.15 ± 0.01 A in mullite. The third
principal axis is directed toward the
tetrahedral cations to within ±12° in
sillimanite and ±32° in mullite;18 the rms
displacement along this axis is 0.06 ± 0.02
A in osillimanite and twice that, 0.12 ±
0.01 A, in mullite.
18 This large error is expected in mullite because all three principal axes have approximately
the same length.

l.668±.00IA
C = 3l%Si, 50% Al, 19% vacant

Fig. 95. Schematic diagram showing details
of the Oc coordination. The sizes of the apparent
thermal ellipsoids are not scaled to the interatomic distance. Principal axes, n, are indicated
with arrows. Ellipsoid orientation errors are
±7° for C and ±32° for Oc.

If we could examine each individual
tetrahedron in many unit cells of mullite,
we would find that, because of the disordered arrangement of cations, the
tetrahedra would not be of uniform size
from one unit cell to the next. Those
containing aluminum would presumably
have a cation-Oc distance close to 1.78 A,
whereas in those containing silicon this
distance should be close to 1.62 A (Smith
and Bailey, 1963). There must be some
readjustment of the oxygen or the cation
or both from average positions as seen by
X-ray diffraction to accommodate an
individual aluminum or silicon. The refined positions of these atoms are thus
averages over many unit cells of atoms
having slightly different positions depending on the particular cation involved.
Since the maximum difference in oxygen
positions will be only 0.16 A, atoms
coordinating to aluminum and silicon will
be unresolvable at room temperature and
the effect will appear as a larger than
normal apparent displacement of the
oxygen toward (and away from) the
cation. Hence the doubling of apparent
thermal displacement of Oc toward the
cations in mullite as compared with
sillimanite is, in fact, not a thermal effect
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at all, but a positional disorder effect
induced by disorder of the cation position.
There are corresponding increases in
apparent displacements along cationanion vectors for the other oxygen atoms
in mullite and to a lesser extent for the
cation as well.
Figure 96 illustrates how apparent
thermal displacements may account for
positional disorder effects due to defects
in the structure rather than to cation
disordering. The oxygen atoms, Oa& and
Od, coordinate to the cation site, C, when
it is filled. Because of vacancies in the Oc
position, only 81 per cent of the C positions are occupied; the remaining 19 per
cent of the cations are found filling the
Al2* position, to which the oxygens Oa&
and Od are also coordinated. In the
thermal model the largest principal axes
of both atoms are essentially parallel to
the C-A12* vector. The rms displacements
along these axes are 0.154 ± 0.002 A
(Oo6) and 0.135 ± 0.003 A (Od). Such
relatively large displacements aligned in
this manner most probably represent an
averaging effect due to oxygen atoms in
slightly different positions depending on
whether they are coordinating to a cation

\ Oc removed

A I shifted

from

r2 = . I 54±

C

site

.0 02 A

Fig. 96. Schematic diagram of the cation
shifts that take place when Oc is removed.
Tetrahedra containing aluminum may not be
preferentially affected (see text). All atoms are
at z = Yi except Od, which has z = 0. Sizes of
the apparent thermal ellipsoids are not scaled to
the interatomic distances. Principal axes are
indicated with arrows. Ellipsoid orientation
errors are ±2° for Oa& and Od, ±35° for Oc*.
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in the C or the Al2* position. Since interatomic distances are computed for the
average position, they will be slightly
larger than the true distances, which
could be determined only if the true
positions of the atoms could be resolved.
The distribution of aluminum and
silicon between the C position and the
Al2* position is subject to question.
Sadanaga, Tokonami, and Takeuchi
(1962) suggested that the new tetrahedral
site, Al2*, preferentially contained aluminum because the average Al2*-0 distance
was significantly larger than the average
TABLE

26.

Mullite Interatomic Distances

Atom Pairf

plicity
Multi-

Ah octahedron
Ah "-Oat
Ali-Od
Oab-Oab'
Oa6-Oab
Oa6-Od"
Oab'-Oa"
(Al2,Si) tetrahedron
Cation-Oa6
Cation-Od
Cation-Oc"
Cation-Oc*"
Cation-Oc*'"
Oab-Od
Od-Od
Oc"-Oab
Oc"-Od
Oc*"-0«6
Oc*"-Orf
Oc*/"-Oa6
Oc*'"-Od
Al2* tetrahedron
Al2*-Oa6
Al2*-Od
Al2*-Oc*
Oab-Od
Od-Od
Oc*-Oa6
Oc*-Od

Distance, Standard
A
Error

4
2
2
2
4
4

1.897
1.940
2.458
2.890
2.704
2.723

0.001
0.001
0.003
0.001
0.002
0.002

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2

1.711
1.728
1.668
1.768
1.733
2.759
2.890
2.784
2.773
2.534
2.976
3.107
2.663

0.002
0.001
0.001
0.013
0.013
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.013
0.011
0.011
0.011

1
2
1
2
1
1
2

1.822
1.772
1.870
2.759
2.890
2.956
3.131

0.003
0.002
0.008
0.002
0.001
0.010
0.007

f A single prime represents transformation of
the coordinates listed in table 27 according to
x' = —x,y' = —y,z' = z. Double primes represent transformation according to a;" = Yi — x,
y" — % + V, z" = 2. Triple primes represent
+ x,
transformation according to x'

V

y, z

B\
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TABLE

Atom

oab
oc

<V

od

Al,

Al2,Si
Al2*

27.

Mullite Atomic Parameters

X

0.3585
± 0.0002
Vi
0.4500
0.1271
0
0.1488
0.2616

± 0.0014
± 0.0002
± 0.0001
± 0.0004

0.4221
0
0.0486
0.2189
0
0.3404
0.2055

y

z

± 0.0002

V2

0.98
1.54
0.87

0
0

0.99
0.45

Vi

0.54
0.53

V*
y%
Vi

± 0.0014
± 0.0002
± 0.0001
± 0.0004

f B corresponds to an "equivalent" isotropic temperature factor, calculated from the anisotropic
temperature factors, &-,-, according to £equiv. = % 2 2 &•,• (a;-a;) where the a; are axial vectors of
the unit cell (Hamilton, 1959).
* i

C-0 distance. Their suggestion has been
incorporated in this refinement, and,
indeed, the refined cation-anion distances
appear to bear out this distribution
(table 26). The average Al2*-0 distance is
1.809 A, whereas the average C-0 distances range from 1.709 A for coordination to Oc, to 1.725 A and 1.734 A for
coordination to the Oc* sites.
Some structural features indicate, however, that the Al2* site may contain some
silicon. The equivalent isotropic temperature factors (table 27) for both cation
positions are equal and are furthermore
significantly larger than those for pure
silicon or tetrahedral aluminum in other
refined silicate structures (Burnham,
1964). In addition, the apparent rms
thermal displacements of Oab, Od, and Oc
toward the Al2* site are 0.105 ± 0.003 A,
0.115 ± 0.002 A, and 0.11 ± 0.02 A,
respectively. These displacements are
similar to that of Oc toward the C position
and suggest substitutional disorder in the
Al2* site. Attempts to refine the percentages of aluminum and silicon in the
C site consistently reduced the amount of
silicon assigned to that site, although the
exact numbers are of little significance,
owing to strong correlations between the
silicon occupancy and temperature factors in the least-squares normal equations.
If there is some silicon in the Al2* site,
the average Al2*-0 interatomic distance
should be lower; this may very well be so
if Oab and Od are posit ionally disordered.

Finally, it would seem highly unlikely on
statistical grounds alone that an apparently random removal of tetrahedronlinking oxygens, Oc, could take place in
such a way that only C positions containing aluminum are affected.
Composition Limits of Mullite, and
the Sillimanite-Mullite Solid
Solution Problem
Charles W. Burnham

Perhaps the
existing today
is determining
relationships
mullite. The

most perplexing problem
in the Al203-Si02 system
and explaining the phase
between sillimanite and
composition of mullites,

according to Agrell and Smith ^'(1960),
ranges from 3A1203 • 2Si02 (3 : 2) to 2A1203Si02 (2:1). Natural mullites contain
some Fe and Ti, and Muan (1957) has
synthesized Fe-bearing mullites with Si02
contents greater than that in 3 : 2 mullites.
Most sillimanites are very close to Al2Si05
(1:1) in composition; some, however,
contain measurable amounts of Fe in
solid solution (Skinner, Clark, and Appleman, 1961). There are, at present, no
confirmed occurrences of either sillimanite
or mullite with compositions between the
1:1 and 3:2 Al203:Si02 ratios.
Comparison of the crystal structures of
1.92:1 mullite (fig. 93, p. 224) and
sillimanite (Burnham, 1963a) shows their
remarkable similarity. The important
differences are that the Si and Al tetrahedra in sillimanite are ordered, whereas
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in mullite they are disordered. The higher
Al:Si ratio in mullite requires an oxygen
deficiency that leads to partial occupancy
of additional tetrahedral cation sites
available but unfilled in sillimanite. The
chains of aluminum octahedra are practically identical in the two structures,
both as to internal geometry and as to
relative orientations in their respective
unit cells.
Because of the ordered arrangement of
tetrahedral cations, the c axis of the
sillimanite unit cell is approximately
double that of mullite; a plot of unit cell
volume versus c for numerous mullites
and sillimanite subcells (cSUbceii = ctrue/2)
given by Agrell and Smith (1960, fig. 4)
clearly shows a discontinuity between the
two minerals.
Although the mullite crystal structure
was determined from data for a crystal of
1.92: 1 composition, it is only necessary to
vary the amount of oxygen missing from
the Or position (fig. 93), and hence the
occupancy of the Al2* position, and the
Al:Si ratio to generate structures for
mullites of any given composition. Assuming random distribution of Oc vacancies and Al and Si cations, the limit of
solid solution toward silica is crystallographically restricted to the 1 : 1 composition, where there would be no Oc
vacancies. Such a structure corresponds
to disordered sillimanite in space group
Pbam with no superstructure. The existence of this type of sillimanite has been
suggested by Aramaki and Roy (1963)
but has not yet been proved.
Proceeding toward less siliceous compositions, continual removal of Oc could,
geometrically, take place until, on the
average, one Oc per unit cell, or 50 per
cent of the total, was removed. At this
point all Al2* sites with four oxygens
available for coordination would be
occupied. Furthermore, all Si atoms
would have been replaced by Al to maintain charge balance, and the composition
would be pure A1203. Thus, considering
only crystallographic aspects, the disordered mullite structure is theoretically
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suited to any composition between sillimanite and corundum, and there is no
obvious reason why the composition
should be limited to structures with 12.5
per cent (3:2) to 20 per cent (2:1) of the
Oc sites vacant.
All mullites that have been suitably
examined by single-crystal techniques
show characteristic superstructure reflections which may be sharp or diffuse.19
Agrell and Smith (1960), who have
studied the distribution of these reflections, state that neither type is restricted
to mullites of a particular composition,
and that their intensity depends on
composition whereas their position, to a
first approximation, does not.
These reflections indicate that the true
mullite structure is not ideally disordered.
Either the distribution of oxygen vacancies or the Al-Si distribution or both may
be partially ordered. If there is to be a
structural explanation for solid solution
between sillimanite and mullite, or the
lack of it, it must almost certainly lie in
the partial ordering schemes that give
rise to the complex array of superstructure reflections. Such schemes must also
play a critical role in setting the rather
unorthodox composition limits of mullite,
if these compositions are indeed limiting.
Since reliable intensities for the diffuse
reflections are essentially unobtainable, a
detailed crystallographic study of a
mullite exhibiting sharp superstructure
reflections is now of critical importance.
Prediction of Mica Structures from
Composition and Cell Dimensions
G. Donnay, J. D. H. Donnay,™ and H. Takeda20

In the course of refining a mica crystal
structure (Year Book 62, p. 165) and
deciding
what
other mica
structures
19 Aramaki and Roy (1963) state that one of
the mullites they studied showed no superstructure reflections. Such reflections, if diffuse, are
sometimes very difficult to detect; those exhibited by the 1.92:1 mullite appeared only on
c-axis oscillation photographs.
20 The Johns Hopkins University.
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should be refined, we asked ourselves the
following question: With the knowledge
of mica structures that we have now, how
can we best predict the structural changes
that should accompany compositional
changes? The problem is to predict the
coordinates of all the atoms for anychosen composition. The calculations
needed to be performed for a sufficiently
large number of compositions so that
some of the critical variables, such as K-0
distances, could be plotted against composition toindicate the trend.
As a first step, we decided to limit
ourselves to trioctahedral one-layer micas
(fig. 97) and to assume the following: (1)
regular tetrahedra, (2) octahedra flattened into trigonal antiprisms with
constant cation-anion distance, (3) coplanar anions (0,OH,F) in (001) sheets,
and (4) a linear relation between the
average cation composition at the centers
PREDICTED

of the tetrahedra (or octahedra) and the
cation- (0, OH, F) distance. Knowing the
chemical composition, we apportion the
appropriate metals, M0 and Mt, to octahedral and tetrahedral positions. The
metal-to-oxygen distances, d0 and dt, are
calculated from the following distances
(all in A units), obtained from the
literature (International Tables for X- Ray
Crystallography, vol. 3, 1962) : for coordination 6,Al-0 = 1.91, Fe+3-0 = 2.01,
Mg-0 = 2.10, Fe+2-0 = 2.12, Li-0 =
2.16; for coordination 4, Si-0 = 1.62,
Al-0 = 1.77, Fe+3-0 = 1.86. The values
for Si-0 and Al-0 come from Smith and
Bailey (1963). Using the experimental
cell dimension 6, together with the appropriate values of dt and d0, we evaluate the
angles a and \p (fig. 98). a is the angle
through which the tetrahedra are rotated
about c*; \p is the inclination of the M0-0
bonds onto c* in the antiprisms. The

ONE- LAYER, TRIOCTAHEDRAL

K2 (Mg,Fe,AI,Li)6

[SiglSi, Al, Fe + 3 2J
)J0

MICAS

20
4
(0H,F)

Ferriphlogopite
Eastonite

Ferriannite [Si6 Fe2 J
[Si5AI3]

( Paucilithionite),
Trilithionite

Annite CSLALl
1.65
--I.64

Taeniolite
(Mg4Li2

CSIfll
Polylithionite

Fig. 97. The metal composition of the octahedral layer is shown with reference to the corners
of an equilateral triaDgle. The subscripts for Li and Al are obtained by setting the sum of all cation
charges equal to 44 and the sum of all octahedral cations equal to 6. The ordinate, giving d t (tetrahedral metal-oxygen distance) in A units, is related to tetrahedral cation composition through the
dt values listed in the text. Note that not all regions in this trigonal prism of mica composition are
occupied. The reasons are chemical, lack of charge balance, and structural.
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9.40

Ferriphlogopite

9.29

--LL$t

Poly lithion i te 8.97

1.70
68

66
1.64
1.62

*

I M I I |I I

:

60°
70e
Fig. 98. Nomogram giving a and \p from observed b and literature values of dt (tetrahedral metaloxygen distance) and d0 (octahedral metal-anion distance) for any given composition.
TABLE

28.

Atomic Trimetric Coordinates in Rectangular Axes Ox, Oy, Oz'
dt = MrO, d0 = M0-0, c' = c sin 0, /3* = 180° - 0

tan

-W(?j-^ *«*-w(f),-F
x'/a

J*

K
Oi

V3

i V5

(70 cos ^ + - d<

y/b
tan a

— I
tan a
4
12

2

1

Vz
M
K
y2

Moi
M0ii

0

c sin /3

1

d0 cos ^ + ^<
c sin /3

1

d0 COS \p

1

OH

c sin /3

1(f0 cos \p + -o d(

2
12

Mi

z'/c' = z/c

c sin (8
rfo COS ^

c sin /3

y%
V2

H

Note: In the oblique axes Ox, Oy, Oz, the trimetric abscissa x/a is equal to (x'/a) + (z/c)(c/a)
cos 0* or to (x'/a) + (lA){.z/c), according as only b/a = V3 is assumed or cos /3*_= a/3c is also
assumed (as in our model), in which case c sin /3 may be replaced by (6 tan /3*)/3V3.
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(1.62 to 1.70); for each value of dt two
limiting curvesoare drawn (for d0 = 2.04
and d0 = 2.12 A). It is interesting to note
that, for a high value of b, say 9.4 A, high
values of dt must be predicted and the
K-0 distance will be large, greater than
3.05 A, regardless of cl0. On the other
hand, 7
a mica with b nearo 9.0 A cannot
have dt greater than 1.64 A, since the K-0
distance would then become too small.
For micas with a minimum dt of 1.62 A
(silicon only filling the tetrahedra), we
predict an upper limit of b of 9.16 A.
The above purely geometric approach
to detailed predictions of the crystal
structures in solid solution series need not
be restricted to sheet structures. Tourmalines, pyroxenes, amphiboles, possibly
also silicon-framework structures, could
probably be studied in a similar fashion,
once a few of their structures have been
refined for known compositions and the
geometric assumptions that can be made
have been figured out. Structural mineralogists who want to understand the
reasons for observed solid solution ranges
and changes in properties that accompany
changes in composition may find structural predictions helpful because they 5
cannot hope to determine all the structures in the range they wish to consider. -4

value of \p is 54°44' in an octahedron; it
increases with increasing flattening of the
octahedron. Inherent in the calculations
that led to figure 98 are the known mica
relations b/a = V3 and (c/a) cos /3* = %,
as well as the space group C2/m. Atomic
coordinates and interatomic distances are
then computed (table 23), in terms of
dt, do, b, c' = d(001) = c sin /3, and the
angles a and \f/, which are themselves
functions of dt, d0, and b. A sample calculation for ferri-annite is shown (table 29),
together with the comparison of observed
and predicted parameters.
The desired quantities can also be
calculated in terms of dt, d0, and b, by
means of one additional substantiated
assumption, 0 = 100°. A program for the
calculations, using this method, was
written for the IBM 7094. The cell edge b
was made to vary from 8.65 to 9.62 A in
steps ranging from 0.02 to 0.05 A,
depending on the size of papulation; dt
varieso from 1.62 to 1.70 A in steps of
0.02 A; and d0, from 2.04 to 2.12 A in
steps of 0.02 A (the value 2.07 A, needed
for phlogopite, was also included). A total
of about 900 mica structures were thus
computed (in less than 0.01 hour).
The variation of K-0 in terms of b is
shown (fig. 99) for several values of dt

-2
TABLE

Predicted Ferri-Annite Structure
-8
A (z/c)A.
Data: a = 5.43, b = 9.40, c = 10.32 A, 0 = 100°0'; (Si,Fe+3)
- O = 1.68; Fe+2 - (0,OH) 103
= 2.12
x'/a
103 A(x/a)
Atom
Position
z/a
103 A(y/b)
z/c
268j
U 8j
8/

K
Oi

0
-0.043

On
Oin

Ai
2c
Ah

Si,Fe+3
OH
Fe+2i
Fe+2n

(Si,Fe+3)Predicted
Observed

1.685

-H
0.271
0 -H
0
0

-O Fe+2-0
2.123

29.

0
0.014
0.328
0.075
0.130
0.130
0
0
Fe+2-OH
2.075

Note: A = observed — predicted.

_

Vl
0
0.229

1

—
—

H y/b
%

0
3
4

Yi
0

H

(O-O), (O-O), i
2.86
2.814

13
3. 136

s/u

0.91
0.90

-1

0
0.171
0.171
0.226
0.391
0.391
y2

7
0

o

10
0

—
—

y2

K-0

K-0

at

3.42
3.347

3.03
3.054

8°28'
6°24/

*

58°35'
59° 7'
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)I I I 1 I I I I 1 1

-

)-*observed b and literature values of dt
— b(A
Fig. 99. Nomogram giving the K-0 bond length
from
(1.62 to 1.70 A) and d0 (2.04 to 2.12 A) for any given composition. Examples shown by white circlets:
A, annite (Eugster and Wones, 1962, AnFee); Fa, ferri-annite; Ph, phlogopite (lower point, Yoder
and Eugster, 1954; upper point, Wones, 1963); Fph, ferriphlogopite (Steinfink, 1962); Po, porylithionite (Munoz and Takeda, private communication). Black circlets indicate experimental K-0
values for ferriphlogopite (Steinfink, 1962) and ferri-annite (Donnay, Morimoto, Takeda, and
Donnay, 1964).
Crystal Structures of Coexisting
Muscovite and Paragonite
Charles W. Burnham and E. W. Radoslovich

Sound explanations of structural control over polymorphism and isomorphism
in the micas are of considerable importance to the metamorphic petrologist.
Very few micas have been sufficiently
studied by modern crystallographic methods to allow detailed analysis of structural
parameters. Since one of the better known
mica structures is that of muscovite
(Radoslovich, 1960), we thought that an
analysis of paragonite, the sodium analogue of muscovite, would provide significant insight into the structural changes
accompanying isomorphous replacement
in sheet silicates.

Last year one of us reported that
excellent single crystals of 2Mi paragonite
had been obtained from a kyanite schist
from Alpe Sponda, Switzerland. Since this
specimen also contains 2Mi muscovite,
presumably formed in equilibrium with
paragonite, we considered it worth while
to carry out full three-dimensional refinements of both structures. This would
provide the first known structural analysis of two similar coexisting minerals from
the same hand specimen and would, we
hoped, allow detailed evaluation of any
variations in tetrahedral aluminum-silicon distribution resulting from the change
of K/Na ratio in the interlayer cation
positions. Reexamination of the muscovite structure assumed critical importance
after Gatineau (1963) presented results,
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based on least-squares analysis of Radoslovich's (1960) muscovite data, that
differed from those reported by Radoslovich (1960), particularly with respect to
aluminum-silicon distribution within the
tetrahedral layers.
Full three-dimensional refinements
have been carried out with 557 observable
hkl reflections for paragonite and 619
observable hkl reflections for muscovite;
data for both crystals were measured
using a single-crystal diffractometer with
Ni-filtered CuKa radiation and a scintillation detector associated with pulseheight analysis circuitry adjusted to
accept 90 per cent of the diffracted
characteristic radiation. Unit-cell dimensions of both specimens are listed in table
30. Least-squares refinement of anisotropic thermal models reduced the discrepancy factors, R, to 0.038 (unweighted)
and 0.034 (weighted) for paragonite and
0.038 (unweighted) and 0.038 (weighted)
for muscovite. The standard error of
fit (=

[2w(Fohs -

Fcai)2/(w -

n)Y>)

is 0.971 for paragonite and 1.305 for
muscovite.21 At this stage no attempt has
been made to locate hydrogen, and the
refinement has not been biased by any
predetermined tetrahedral cation distribution; both crystallographically distinct
positions have been assigned the scattering power of fully ionized silicon.
A partial electron-microprobe analysis
of both mica specimens for potassium,
TABLE 30. Unit-Cell Dimensions of Coexisting
Muscovite (Mu66) and Paragonite (Mui5),
Alpe Sponda, Switzerland*
Muscovite
a, A
6, A
c, A

5.174
8.976
19.875
95.590

±0.001
± 0.001
±0.003
± 0.006

Paragonite
5.134
8.907
19.376
94.625

± 0.001
± 0.001
± 0.002
±0.006

* Values determined by least-squares analysis
of precision Weissenberg film measurements.
21 The expected value of this quantity is 1.0
for a converged least-squares analysis carried
out using proper absolutely scaled weights for
the observations.

calcium, and aluminum was kindly
undertaken by J. V. Smith. His preliminary results show the paragonite to contain 1.80 to 1.85 weight per cent K20 and
the muscovite to contain approximately
7.8 weight per cent K20, with no appreciable calcium present (J. V. Smith,
personal communication). Assuming ideal
Al/Si ratios, these results correspond to
the formulas
Paragonite

(Ko.i5Nao.86)Al2(Si3Al)Oio(OH)2

Muscovite

(K0.65Nao.35)Al2(Si3Al)Oio(OH)2

Our refinements were carried through to
the final stages assuming incorrect compositions corresponding to Mun for
paragonite and Mu74 for muscovite.
During the final stage of each refinement,
the occupancy of the interlayer alkali
positions was allowed to vary, subject to
the restriction that the total occupancy
of the positions is 100 per cent. The
refinements converged to occupancies
corresponding to Ko.15Nao.85 ± 0.02 for
paragonite and Ko.eeNao.34 ± 0.02 for
muscovite.
Comparison of the final atomic coordinates shows that the two crystallographically independent tetrahedral cations are
coplanar in both structures. The two
apical oxygen atoms, Oa and O&, are also
coplanar in both structures. Two of the
three oxygen atoms (Oc, Oe) making up
the basal triad of each tetrahedron are
coplanar, whereas the differing z coordinate of the third oxygen (Od) causes the
basal plane of each tetrahedron to be
tilted slightly. The equivalent isotropic
temperature factors, B, are remarkably
similar atom for atom in the two structures, and the equality of temperature
factors for all four tetrahedral cations
(0.65, 0.65, 0.62, 0.63) immediately suggests that the aluminum-silicon distribution is identical in all four positions.
Important interatomic distances are
listed in table 31. The 2VO and T2-0
distances demonstrate conclusively that
the distribution of tetrahedral cations is
disordered and the same in both tetrahedra in both structures. In muscovite
the two crystallographically distinct tet-
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TABLE 31. Interatomic Distances (A) in 2Mi
Muscovite (Mu66) and Paragonite (Mui8)
Atom Pair

Muscovite

Paragonite

T\ tetrahedron
Ti-Oa (apical)
Tx-Oc
TvOd
Tt-Oe

1.642
1.645
1.643
1.649

Mean

1.645

7VO

Oa-Oc
Oa-Od
Oa-Oe
Oc-Od
Oc-Oe

od-oe

2.694
2.725
2.701
2.696
2.654
2.639

Mean 0-0

2.685

±0.004
±0.004
± 0.004
±0.004

1.648
1.655
1.642
1.664

± 0.002
± 0.004
±0.004
± 0.003

1.652
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

2.706
2.720
2.709
2.707
2.685
2.656

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.004
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.005
0.005

2.697

T2 tetrahedron
Ti-Ob (apical)

TrO,
T2-Od
T2-Oe

1.644
1.648
1.644
1.645

Mean T2-0

1.645

Ofa-Oc

od-oe

2.702
2.726
2.699
2.647
2.647
2.695

Mean 0-0

2.686

0b-0d

o6-oe

Oc-Od
Oc-Oe

Al octahedron
Al-0 a
Al-0 a'
A1-0&

Al-0b'
Al-OH

1.943
1.920
1.917
1.946
1.907
1.907

Al-OH'
1.923
Mean Al-0
Mean of 9
unshared 0-0 2.824
Mean of 3
2.420
shared 0-0

±0.004
±0.004
± 0.004
±0.004

1.652
1.656
1.653
1.644

± 0.003
±0.004
±0.003
±0.004

1.651
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

2.709
2.726
2.707
2.677
2.650
2.709

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

2.696

±0.004
± 0.004
±0.004
±0.004
±0.004
±0.004

1.933
1.914
1.906
1.938
1.891
1.899

±0.002
±0.002
±0.004
±0.004
±0.004
±0.004

1.913
2.807
2.417

Interlayer cation
K,Na-Oc
K,Na-Od
K,Na-Oe

2.762 ± 0.004
2.823 ± 0.004
2.795 ± 0.004

2.531 ±0.004
2.726 ±0. 004
2.668 ±0.004

Mean K,Na-0

2.793

2.641
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rahedra are identical within the precision
of the determination. The two tetrahedra
in paragonite, although having identical
average interatomic distances, are individually somewhat distorted as evidenced
by comparing Ti-Od, Ti-Oe, T2-Od, and
T2-Oe distances. The average T-0 distances are less than the value of approximately 1.655 A expected for tetrahedra
containing 75 per cent Si and 25 per cent
Al (Smith and Bailey, 1963).
Comparison of interatomic distances in
the aluminum octahedra shows that this
layer is practically unaffected by the
change of K/Na ratio in the interlayer
cation position. The OH-OH shared
octahedral edges are significantly shorter
in both structures than the shared Oa-Oa
and 0&-0& edges: 2.370 A versus 2.448 A
and 2.443 A in muscovite, and 2.362 A
versus 2.450 Ao
and 2.439 Ao ; in. paragonite.
These aluminum octahedra show no
unusual distortions attributable to
"stresses" arising in the tetrahedral layers
or due to the presence of interlayer
alkalies. The average Al-0 distances correspond closely to those found in other
silicates, and distortions from ideality are
primarily due to octahedral edge sharing
resulting in the expected shared-edge
contraction (see, for example, Burnham,
19636).
Because of the marked ditrigonal
nature of the tetrahedral sheets (fig. 100),
the effective alkali coordination is six
rather than twelve. The average of six
alkali-0 distances reflects the change of
K/Na ratio. This composition change has
little or no effect on the relative orientations of surface oxygens (Oc, 0<*, Oe)
between layers.
Of critical importance, then, is the
question: What changes do take place in
the mica framework when sodium is
substituted for potassium? In an overall
sense, the answer is that there are no
changes corresponding to first-order
effects but that there are some slight
shifts corresponding to second-order effects. These manifest themselves primarily as a contraction of the surface oxygen
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Fig. 100. Projection on (001) of one tetrahedral layer of muscovite (solid lines) and paragonite
(dashed lines). The basis for superposition of layers is exact coincidence of alkali atoms. Concentric
circles show the relative sizes of K (outer) and Na (inner) atoms.

network and a reduction in the interlayer
separation. Note, in table 31, that, of the
changes in T-0 distances, the greatest is
in some of the T-OSUrface distances, whereas increases in the T-Oapicai distances are
about equivalent to the standard errors.
Adjustment of the surface oxygen network to accommodate more Na and less
K is seen in the significant changes in
some Osurface-0Surface distances; the simultaneous decrease in interlayer separation
results in minor increases in only three of
the six distinct Oapicai-0Surface distances.

Muscovite-par •agonite solid solution. Stability relations within the pseudobinary
system muscovite-paragonite have been
investigated experimentally by Eugster
and Yoder {Year Book 54, p. 125) and
Nicol and Roy (1964). Both studies have
demonstrated that complete solid solution
does not exist between muscovite and
paragonite within the temperature-pressure regions investigated. A recent study
of coexisting muscovites and paragonites
by Zen and Albee (1964) shows that the

solvus is extremely asymmetric and that
the solubility of muscovite in paragonite
is very limited. These authors suggest
that the maximum on the solvus will lie
at approximately 80 mole per cent
paragonite.
From a structural point of view, the
asymmetric solid solution limits are easily
explained by considering the variation of
average alkali-oxygen interatomic distances with changing K/Na atomic ratio.
In figure 101 the averages obtained in our
structure refinements are plotted versus
composition. The expected average distances for pure alkalies (in octahedral
coordination) are given by the International Tables for Crystallography (vol. 3,
p. 258) as 2.83 A for K-0 and 2.44 A for
Na-O; Radoslovich (1960) reported an
average K-0 distance of 2.81 A for pure
muscovite. Figure 101 shows that substitution of Na for K does not result in a
linear variation of alkali-oxygen distance,
but that the change as Na replaces K is
gradual, whereas only a small amount of
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Fig. 101. Effect of Na-K atomic substitution on average six-coordinated alkali-oxygen interatomic distances. Two intermediate points represent average distances in muscovite (Mu6{) and
paragonite (Mui5). The straight dashed line emphasizes the nonlinearity of the change of average
distance with composition.

K substituting for Na causes an appreciable increase in the average distance.
This is, of course, an expected result, since
an Na ion is considerably smaller than a
K ion (Wells, 1962, p. 71), and may fit
easily into a K coordination polyhedron,
whereas substitution of K for Na requires
expansion of the coordination polyhedron.
For this reason alone, solid solution
involving these atomic species can hardly
be ideal.
These structural relations lead to the
conclusion that, at room temperature and
pressure, paragonite will accept only a
very small amount of K substituting for
Na, but that muscovite will allow a
considerably larger amount of Na to
substitute for K, in agreement with the
results of Nicol and Roy (1964) and Zen
and Albee (1964). The variation of
average alkali-oxygen distances furthermore suggests that, in view of the minor
changes in the mica framework between
Mufi6 and Mui5, the structural differences
between Mu6e and Muioo will be negligible.
On the other hand, the most significant
structural changes will exist between
Muis and Mu0 (pure paragonite).

Throughout this discussion we have
assumed that K and Na are truly disordered in both structures. There is,
however, the possibility that the alkalies
might be ordered within each interlayer
plane. If K ions were restricted to certain
planes, Na to others, and the sequence
were random in the c direction, there
would be no visible superstructure. Evidence for such an arrangement might be
found by analyzing the apparent anisotropic thermal motion of the surface
oxygens; if each interlayer plane contained only one kind of alkali, the largest
apparent rms displacement of the oxygens
should be normal to the layers (along c*),
representing this random change in
interlayer separation from layer to layer.
Although a room-temperature determination is not conclusive, the rms displacements of Oc, Od, and Oe toward the alkali
are larger than they are toward the
disordered Si3Al positions, and none of
the longest principal axes is directed
parallel to c*. The large rms displacements toward the alkali tend to uphold a
completely
random arrangement of alkalies.
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Ferrosilite
Charles W. Burnham

Single crystals of clinoferrosilite,
FeSi03, synthesized by Lindsley, MacGregor, and B. Davis (see p. 174)
at 20 kb pressure and 1150°C, have
been examined by precession and Weissenberg photographic methods. Systematic extinctions correspond to those of
space group P21/c. Preliminary unit-cell
dimensions, obtained by least-squares
analysis of precision Weissenberg film
data including corrections for systematic
errors due to film shrinkage, specimen
absorption, and camera eccentricity, are
TABLE

a, A
b, A

c,l
Volume,

32.

is examined, its loss of directional character is most striking : a bond ceases to be a
vector. This observation has been stated
before, in various ways. We spoke of it
as "punctualization of charges with
disregard of the sign of the charges"
(Year Book 61, p. 130), without, however,
recognizing all the implications of such a
state of affairs.
Consider the diffraction aspect P*/*.
Donnay and Harker (1937) predicted one
and the same morphology for the three
space groups, Pm, P2, and P2/m, which
belong to this aspect. (The extinction
criteria of the diffraction aspect were
thought to apply to morphology as well,

Unit-Cell Dimensions of Clinopyroxenes

Clinoenstatite,
MgSiOst

Pigeonite,
Ca0.ioMgo.34Feo.56Si03t

Clinoferrosilite,
FeSi03

9.620 ± 0.005
8.825 ± 0.005
5.188 ± 0.005

9.731 ± 0.005
8.953 ± 0.005
5.256 ± 0.005

9.720 ± 0.008
9.098 ± 0.009
5.234 ± 0.005

108.333 ± 0.167°
418.1

108.550 ± 0.167°
434.1

/3
f Morimoto, Appleman, and Evans (1960).
A3

compared with those of clinoenstatite and
pigeonite in table 32. Assuming clinofer osilite tobe structurally analogous to
clinoenstatite and that there are eight
units of FeSi03 per unit cell the theoretical density is 3.99 g/cm3. An excellent
untwinned synthetic crystal has been
selected for complete structure analysis,
and counter-difTractometer intensity data
are now being measured.
Ferrosilite III (see p. 174), which has
no known MgSi03 analogue, has triclinic
symmetry but exhibits a C-centered
pseudomonoclinic unit cell similar in size
to that of diopside, CaMgSi206.
Morphological Supergroups of Structural
Space Groups
J. D. H. Donnay20 and G. Donnay

Chemical bonding controls the relative
frequencies of occurrence of crystal forms.
When the effect of a bond on morphology

108.427 ± 0.009°
439.1

and therefore all space groups belonging
to the same aspect were expected to show
the same morphological development.)
As a consequence of the nonvectorial
nature of chemical bonds (as far as their
effect on morphology is concerned), the
extinction criteria for the three space
groups now turn out to be different from
the criteria for the diffraction aspect
P*/*. For P2/m the sequence of crystal
forms, listed according to decreasing
interplanar distances d(HKL), is the same
as for P*/*. This situation obtains in all
centrosymmetric space groups. The following theorems can be shown to be valid
as far as morphology is concerned :
1. In a centrosymmetric space group
all d(HKL)'s are halved.
2. In a space group that contains a
sheaf of parallel 2-fold axes of symmetry,
either rotation axes (2) or screw axes (2i)
or both, all the faces that are parallel to
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the axes will have their d's halved if the
traces of the symmetry axes on a plane
perpendicular to them lie at the nodes of
a primitive net. If the net has a centered
mesh, the zone will be of the "double"
type; example: A222 has (0KL)'s obeying (K/2 + L/2) even.
3. In a space group that contains a
family of parallel planes of symmetry,
either mirrors or glide planes or both, the
face that is parallel to the planes will have
its d halved.
The new extinction criteria (stated as
conditions that the indices must obey)
are presented for the monoclinic space
groups (table 33), together with the
known criteria for each X-ray diffraction
aspect. We are still working on "Tables
of Morphological Aspects" for all space

TABLE 33. Structural and Morphological
Criteria in the Monoclinic System
Diffraction
Aspect
p* /*

Group
Space

HKL

Pm
P2
P2/m

pi

P2i/*

P*/c

P21/m
Pc
P2/c
p'i

/c

P2i/c

c*/*
C*/c

,

C2/c
P
P2
Cc2
pe
Pa
P c/2
Pa/2

P
Cc2
C

Cm
C2
C2/m

be

PP2
P
P
P2
P
P
P2
P
P*
P

c
c
c

C2

no condition.
HKL all even.
(H + K) even.
HKL all even and
even.
L even.
H even.
(L/2) even.
(H/2) even.

H0L

0K0

Pac
P

PPac
Pac
Pc
PPac
Pc

Pc
Pa(c/2)
Pa
Pa(c/2)
Pa

P(a/2)c
Pac
P(a/2)c
Pac

P( a/2) (c/2)

(H

1
2
1
2
2
2
4
1
2
2
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
4

+ K)/2
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groups but have already found some good
examples in the cubic system. Consider
sodium bromate, NaBr03, which is known
to crystallize in space group P2i3. The
new criterion for the OKL forms is "K and
L even." The predicted list of forms in
order of decreasing frequency becomes:
111, 002, 112, 022, 122, • • • , 024. It had
previously been predicted to be: Oil, 111,
002, 012, 112, 122. The crystals usually
show one tetrahedron, 111, truncated by
narrow cube faces, 002.
Whenever the new predictions fail to
express the morphological facts properly,
the second generalization of the law of
Bravais (Donnay and Donnay, 1961),
which calls on special features of the
crystal structure, should be invoked. This
should be necessary less often than was
previously thought.
The Ionic Radius of Lithium
G. Donnay and J. W. Gryder20

A large number of carefully determined
interionic distances are now available in
the literature. We are, therefore, able to
judge the limitations of the concept of
ionic radius as used by Goldschmidt
(1926), Pauling (1940, chapter 10), and
Zachariasen (1931). Even though distances between two given ions for one and
the same coordination number may differ
by as much as 0.4 A, an average interionic
distance and approximate ionic radii do
have important uses. We rely on them
when predicting coordination numbers
and crystal structures or when checking
a crystal structure. The radii are also used
in thermodynamics and in lattice-energy
calculations.
There is a curious discrepancy, for the
predicted lithium-oxygen coordination,
between the chemical and the mineralogical literature. Chemistry books state
that Li+ is always tetrahedrally surrounded by oxygen atoms; mineralogy
textbooks mention only its octahedral
coordination. In fact, both coordinations
have been observed, in minerals and in
synthetic compounds, and with so nearly
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G. Donnay

reliable densities and cell dimensions are
not always available. The essential crystal
structure is known, however. We also
have strong evidence that omission and
addition solid solutions play a negligible
role, whereas substitution solid solution
affects every atomic position. Thus a
conversion procedure presents itself: to
use the total number of atomic sites per cell,
as found in the structure determination,
divided by Z, the number of formula units
per cell. The assumptions that no sites are
vacant and that no ions are to be found
interstitially are checked in the end, when
the calculated density, which is based on
the derived formula and the cell dimensions, is compared with the observed
density. Hey's recommended procedure
does not permit this comparison of
densities; although in theory it is just as
good to compare the calculated number
of atoms with the number required by the
structure, in practice it is less satisfactory.
A real advantage that the new procedure, provided it is applicable, has over
Hey's is that the errors inherent in density
and cell-dimension determinations are
kept out of the formula. The advantages
it has over the procedures that assume
a constant number of certain cations or
anions are the following. There is no need
to decide each time which elements or
groups of elements should be used as the
basis of computation. This is particularly
important when elements like aluminum
and iron are considered, which may
substitute in more than one crystallo-

Hey (1939, 1954) carefully analyzed the
problem of presenting the chemical
analysis of minerals and recommended
using the determined density and cell
dimensions, whenever possible, to convert
chemical analysis to chemical formula.
We have been concerned with the evaluation of tourmaline analyses, for which

graphic position. As in Hey's procedure,
no assumption about the subscripts in the
formula is "built in" when the formula is
derived. Finally, the percentage error in
the conversion factor is minimized by the
proposed procedure.
Valuable discussions were carried out
with Drs. M. Hey, Brian Mason, E. G.
Zies, and J. Zussman.

equal frequencies that both coordinations
should always be considered when making
predictions.
Pauling's value for the ionic radius of
lithium is 0.60 A. On looking into the
derivation of this radius (Pauling, 1940),
we find that it was obtained by subtracting the ionic radius of oxygen (1.40 A)
from an Li-0 interionic distance of 2.00 A,
which came from the Li20 structure. But
in Li20, lithium occurs in tetrahedral
coordination, whereas the ionic radii are
defined for NaCl-type "standard crystals," that is to say, for octahedral
coordination.
The best experimental value available
todayofor an octahedral Li-0 distance is
2.16 A (International Tables for X-Ray
Crystallography, vol. 3, 1962,op. 258). It
leads to an Li+ radius of 0.76 A. The Li/O
radius ratio increases from its previous
value of 0.34 to 0.43, using the univalent
oxygen radius of 1.76 A. We know that
tetrahedral coordination is expected when
the radius ratio lies in the range of 0.225
to 0.414, and octahedral coordination for
the range 0.414 to 0.645. The new ratio,
0.43, is close enough to the boundary
between the ranges to lead to the prediction of both 4-fold and 6-fold coordinations. Itis thus a reasonable value from
the experimental viewpoint.
Using the Cell Content to Derive the
Formula of a Mineral
from Its Chemical Analysis
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G. R, Tilton, G. L. Davis, S. R. Hart,22 L. T. Aldrich,22 R. H. Steiger, and P. W. Gast23

The radioactive decay of the long-lived
isotopes of uranium, thorium, rubidium,
and potassium provides the basis for
determining mineral ages and, from these,
times of crystallization or of metamorphism of rocks. Age determination is only
one way, however, in which the decay of
radioactive elements can provide useful
geological information. Another potential
use depends on the fact that uranium and
rubidium are continually producing natural tracers through characteristic isotopic labeling of their daughter products,
lead and strontium. The isotopic composition of lead and strontium in a rock or
mineral is a function of the isotopic
composition at the time the system was
formed and of the age and parentdaughter ratio of the system. Strontium
has already been used in this way as a
tracer to decipher the histories of some
met amorphic rocks. During metamorphic
episodes the radiogenic strontium 87 may
be distributed among the various mineral
phases in such a way that afterward the
isotopic composition of strontium is the
same throughout the rock. When such a
redistribution occurs, ways have been
devised to determine the time at which
the mixing took place.
In principle the same tracer methods
may serve to elucidate the processes by
which rocks themselves originate. The
isotopic composition of lead and strontium in surface rocks is highly variable,
depending on the rock type and its age.
If, on the other hand, lead and strontium
in rocks of deep-seated origin, such as
basalt, could be shown to have narrowly
defined isotopic compositions, these could
serve as tracers to distinguish rocks
having profound origin from rocks containing large admixtures of surficial
materials. Volcanic rocks from oceanic
areas are especially suited to the early
22 Department of Terrestrial Magnetism.
23 University of Minnesota.

phases of such an investigation, since the
possibility of contamination by the radiogenic lead and strontium commonly
associated with a continental crust is
avoided or minimized. In the past year
we began an investigation of the isotopic
composition of lead in volcanic rocks at
Gough and Ascension Islands on the
mid-Atlantic Ridge. Lead in basaltic
rocks is not of uniform isotopic composition, being much more radiogenic at
Ascension than at Gough. Moreover, at
both islands the lead from basalt is less
radiogenic than that from trachyte, even
though both rock types are thought to
originate in the outer mantle of the earth.
The data at hand show clearly that it is
not possible to assign a unique isotopic
composition to "mantle lead," but rather
that this information must be established
for any particular area where work is to
be done. The basalt and trachyte comparisons indicate the need for caution in
assuming that rocks are contaminated by
crustal materials when their lead does not
have the same isotopic composition as
lead from basalt. Data for the isotopic
composition of strontium, obtained in
parallel with lead, indicate that similar
arguments apply to strontium.
Another investigation dealing with the
isotopic composition of lead in feldspars
and galenas of different ages suggests a
value for the age of the earth somewhat
different from the currently quoted one
of 4.55 X 109 years. The value 4.55 X 109
years is obtained by comparing the isotopic composition of some "modern
terrestrial lead" with that of lead from
the troilite phase of iron meteorites, taken
to be primordial lead, i.e., the lead present
in the earth when it was formed. A
Pb207-Pb206 age is calculated by assuming
that the modern terrestrial lead has
evolved from the meteorite lead in a
chemically closed system. The isotopic
composition of lead from 450-m.y.-old
rocks of the Appalachian Province, from
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1100-m.y.-old rocks of the Grenville
Province, and from 2700-m.y.-old rocks
of the Superior Province cannot be fitted
to a closed system growth curve for an
earth that is 4.55 X 109 years old.
Instead, it appears that the source for the
leads has been enriched in uranium with
respect to lead by chemical transport.
Allowance for the failure of the closed
system condition yields a minimum age
of 4.7 X 109 years for the earth. Since all
the 2700-m.y. results are from northern
Minnesota and adjoining Ontario, the
new age must be considered provisional
until similar studies can be completed in
other localities.
We have continued to study the effects
of contact metamorphism on mineral ages
in order to gain better understanding of
the ability of various systems to resist
disturbances. Some detailed information
has been obtained near Eldora, Colorado,
where a Tertiary stock intrudes Precambrian metasediments. The results agree
qualitatively with age patterns observed
elsewhere for rocks that have been
subjected to regional metamorphism, for
which the temperature-time histories are
poorly known. At Eldora, also, the
microcline-orthoclase transition in feldspars inthe country rock has been studied
at several locations. The distance from
the contact at which the transition occurs
is closely related to the shape of the
intrusive at each location. Conversely,
the correlation suggests that the transition can be used as a means of studying
the geometry of intrusive bodies in the
area. For instance, the transition data are
compatible with a symmetrical subsurface shape for the Eldora intrusive
about its north-south axis, supporting an
assumption made in the heat-flow calculations used to determine the temperatures attained in the country rock.
Another project has involved the use
of potassium-argon ages from hornblende
to help decipher the complex metamorphic history in the Central Swiss Alps.
The geochronological results agree with
petrofabric observations and establish the
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sequence and approximate times of phases
of the Alpine orogeny.
Isotopic Composition of Lead in Volcanic
Rocks from the Mid- Atlantic Ridge
There are two reasons why the isotopic
composition of lead in basaltic rocks is of
fundamental interest. First, basalts provide information about the isotopic
composition of lead in the outer mantle
or perhaps the deep crust in some
instances. If basalts were found to contain
lead (and strontium) of narrowly defined
isotopic composition, they would provide
potentially useful tracers to identify rocks
originating from deep-seated sources.
Several studies dealing with the use of
strontium as a tracer of this type are
already published, but lead data are so
far limited to only a few basic rocks.
Another use of the lead isotopes in basalt
is to determine the age of the earth. The
usual method is to compare the isotopic
composition of some "modern terrestrial
lead" with that of lead from the troilite
phase of iron meteorites to determine a
Pb207-Pb206 age. Since the isotopic composition oflead in surface rocks is in general
quite variable, basalts have been used as
an important source of modern lead.
It is simplest to limit the scope of
initial investigations to rocks from oceanic
islands, so that possible contamination
with radiogenic lead and strontium associated with a continental crust is avoided.
(See the accompanying report of the
Director of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism for a discussion of the
isotopic composition of strontium and
lead in surface rocks of the Lake Superior
basin.) Furthermore, temperatures at the
M discontinuity are so low in oceanic
areas that volcanic rocks are quite
certainly of outer-mantle origin. Data for
the isotopic composition of lead in rocks
from Gough and Ascension Islands on the
mid-Atlantic ridge are given in table 34.
The rocks range in composition from
olivine basalt to trachyte. The isotopic
compositions of the leads are compared
graphically
in figure 102, which
also
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includes the isotopic composition of lead
from pelagic sediments of the Atlantic
Ocean as reported by Chow and Patterson
(1962). The growth curve, G, has been
calculated by assuming that evolution of
TABLE

34.
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lead isotopic composition commenced
4.58 AE (AE = 109 years) ago, at which
time terrestrial lead had the isotopic
composition of lead found in troilite from
certain iron meteorites. The calculation

Isotopic Composition of Lead in Volcanic Rocks from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge*

Sample

Gough Island*
Olivine-poor basalt, G-132
Trachyandesite, G-15
Trachybasalt, G-95
Trachyte, G-19D
Trachyte, G-3
Ascension Island*
Olivine basalt, 2765
Olivine-poor basalt, 2740
Obsidian bomb, 2775
Trachyte, 2716

P5206

Pb206

Pb206

Pb207

Pb208

Pb204

Pb207

Pb208

Pb204

Pb204

18.37
18.38
18.43
18.64
18.72

1.1713
1.1708
1.1712
1.1791
1.1921

0.4711
0.4694
0.4695
0.4693
0.4741

15.68
15.70
15.74
15.81
15.70

19.43
19.55
19.50
19.72

1.240
1.247
1.2471
1.255

0.4958
0.5008
0.4973
0.5000

15.67
15.68
15.64
15.71

38.99
39.16
39.25
39.72
39.49
39.20
39.04
39.21
39.44

* The samples from Gough Island were obtained from Professor S. Agrell, Cambridge University;
Ascension Island samples are from the Daly collection and were supplied by Professor J. B. Thompson, Harvard University.
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Fig. 102. Isotopic composition of lead from Gough and Ascension Islands compared with pelagic
lead of Chow and Patterson (1962). NA identifies pelagic lead samples from the North Atlantic;
SA those from the South Atlantic. G is an isotopic evolution curve for lead from conformable ore
bodies. The 0 m.y. isochron is based on an age of 4.58 X 10 9 years for the earth.
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further assumes that the lead evolved in
a chemically closed system in which the
uranium-lead ratio has changed solely by
radioactive decay of uranium. Leads that
satisfy the above assumptions, but have
originated at a particular time from
systems having differing uranium-lead
ratios, will plot on an "isochron." Isochrons for leads that are 0, 500, and 1000
m.y. old are shown in figure 103.
Interisland variations. It is evident from
table 34 and figure 102 that the isotopic
composition of lead in basalt in the two
islands differs greatly. The difference is
due primarily to variation in the abundance of Pb206, since the Pb206/Pb204
ratios are higher at Ascension than at
Gough whereas the Pb207/Pb204 ratios are
about the same. This variation indicates
that the lead at Ascension has been in an
environment having a higher uraniumlead ratio than the environment of the
lead at Gough has. The difference in
uranium-lead ratios has existed for some
time within the past billion years or so,
or after a time when the abundance of
U235 was too low to produce much
further change in the Pb207/Pb204 ratio.
It should be noted that the difference
between the two suites of leads cannot be
explained by contamination from oceanic
lead as represented by the pelagic leads.
That is, it cannot be assumed that the
Gough or Ascension data represent uncontaminated basalt lead and that the
lead at the other island differs solely as a
result of contamination with oceanic lead.
Intraisland variations. At both islands
the Pb206/Pb204 ratios are higher in the
trachytes than in the basalts or trachyandesites. A determination of the uranium-lead ratio for sample G-3, a trachyte,
shows that the rock must have had a
higher Pb206/Pb204 ratio than the basalts
at the time it was emplaced. The sample
contains 8.4 ppm lead and 1.6 ppm
uranium. For this uranium-lead ratio, 125
m.y. would be required to generate the
difference of 0.3 observed in the Pb206/
Pb204 ratios, even if the basalts contained
negligible amounts
of uranium
with

respect to lead. A preliminary K-Ar age
determination on G-19D (by P. Signer at
the University of Minnesota) gives a
value less than 2 m.y. It therefore appears
that the different rock types were not
derived from an isotopically homogeneous
source.
At Gough, the higher Pb206/Pb204 ratio
in the trachytes could be explained by
contamination of basaltic lead with
pelagic lead (fig. 102), but this explanation would fail at Ascension. At both
islands the Pb208/Pb204 ratios in the
trachytes are higher than the Pb208/Pb204
ratios in pelagic sediments. For these
reasons contamination by pelagic lead
does not seem to play a significant role in
the development of the trachyte leads.
The data in table 34 show that the
range of Pb208/Pb204 ratios is about the
same for both islands in spite of the
differences in Pb206/Pb204 ratios. This
suggests that the thorium-lead ratio in
the source environment of the leads for
the two islands has been more uniform
than the uranium-lead ratio over the past
1 or 2 billion years. The trachytes at each
island have higher Pb208/Pb204 ratios than
the basalts, paralleling the Pb206/Pb204
data.
Table 35 lists all currently available
data for the isotopic composition of lead
in volcanic rocks from oceanic areas. A
considerable variation in isotopic composition from one site to another is evident.
At present no particular isotopic composition can be assigned to lead from
oceanic volcanic rocks; it is necessary to
determine the isotopic composition at
each site where such information is
needed.
The basalt-trachyte variations at
Gough and Ascension Islands have important implications for future isotopic
tracer work. As has been shown above,
the differences cannot easily be explained
as arising from contamination by surface
or oceanic lead, particularly at Ascension.
Two likely possibilities then remain:
either the trachytes are derived from
different reservoirs from the basalts, the
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Isotopic Composition of Lead in Volcanic Rocks from Oceanic Areas

Gough, basalt (average)
Gough, trachyte (average)
Ascension, basalt (average)
Ascension, trachyte
Hawaii, olivine basalt*
East Pacific Rise, feldspar f
Easter Island, rhyolitej

Pb206
18.40
18.68
Pb204
19.49
19.72
18.03
19.33
19.31

1.171
Pb206
1.185
1.245
Pb207
1.255
1.159
1.234
1.232

0.470
0.472
Pb206
0.498
Pb208
0.500
0.474
0.494
0.493

15.71
15.76
15.65
15.71
Pb207
15.56
Pb204
15.66
15.67

39.15
39.60
39.15
39.44
Pb208
38.01
Pb204
39.13
39.17

* Patterson, 1964.
f Patterson and Tatsumoto, 1964.
t Patterson and Duffield, 1963.

trachyte reservoirs having higher uranium-lead ratios than the basalt reservoirs,
or the trachyte and basalt stem from a
common reservoir at each island but
sample different portions of a mineral
assemblage having differing uranium-lead
ratios from one mineral to another. The
minerals leading to an early-melting
fraction would have higher uranium-lead
and thorium-lead ratios than the average
for the source. In any event different
isotopic compositions are observed for
lead from the two rock types, each of
which is likely to have originated in the
outer mantle. The complete report on this
work contains data for the isotopic
composition of strontium in the rocks as
determined by C. E. Hedge at the U. S.
Geological Survey (Gast, Tilton, and
Hedge, 19G4). Strontium from the trachytes ismore radiogenic than strontium
from the basalt at Ascension, but the
situation is obscured at Gough by the
high rubidium-strontium ratios in the
rocks. If the basalt-trachyte comparisons
had been made in a continental environment, it would have been tempting to
ascribe the differences in isotopic composition to contamination of the trachytes
with lead and strontium from crustal
rocks. These results illustrate a complexity that can arise in attempting to
use lead as a tracer to delineate rock
origins. Combined isotopic, petrographic,

and field studies will be required if such
ambiguities are to be resolved.
With regard to the use of lead in
basalts to define a modern terrestrial lead,
it is apparent that a wide range of isotopic
compositions has been found. The leads
in table 35 yield values for the age of the
earth that vary from 4.42 to 4.63 AE
when troilite lead from iron meteorites is
taken as primordial lead. The data must
somehow be interpreted to decide on a
proper value for modern terrestrial lead.
This problem is considered in some detail
in the following section.
Lead Isotopes and the Age of the Earthu
Calculations of the age of the earth — in
reality, the age of the terrestrial uraniumlead system — depend on the fact that the
parts of the earth that we can study have
an unusual uranium-lead ratio. Theories
of nucleogenesis require lead to have been
produced in much greater abundance than
uranium and thorium, the ratio of lead to
uranium in "cosmic" matter today being
about 60 (Fowler and Hoyle, 1960). On
the other hand, the same ratio for the
outer part of the earth is about 7. The
uranium-lead ratio in "cosmic" matter is
so low that the isotopic composition of
lead has not changed appreciably over the
past 4 to 5 AE, but the same is not true
24 In collaboration with B. R. Doe, U. S.
Geological Survey.
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for the earth. This difference permits an
age for the earth to be calculated from the
following assumptions: (1) The isotopic
composition of terrestrial lead was originally that observed in the troilite phase
of iron meteorites, which contains negligible amounts of uranium with respect to
lead. (2) A rapid enrichment of uranium
with respect to lead took place at the time
of formation of the earth. (3) Most
calculations made to date assume that the
lead has evolved in a "closed system,"
i.e., that there has been no transfer of
uranium or lead to or from the system by
processes other than radioactive decay.
The age of the earth can then be determined by comparing the isotopic composition ofsome modern terrestrial lead with
troilite lead, the ratio of the increments
of Pb207 to Pb206 yielding a Pb207-Pb206
age. Several investigators have made such
calculations in the past, obtaining ages
of 4.5 to 4.6 AE. Another calculation by
Ostic, Russell, and Reynolds (1963) uses
the isotopic composition of lead from ores
deposited at various times in the past
(not modern lead alone) and the closedsystem assumption to obtain an age of
4.53 AE for the earth.
To provide a framework for discussion,
the validity of the first two assumptions
will be accepted here. Data on the isotopic
composition of lead in granitic rocks and
galena ores of different ages then permit
a detailed examination of the closedsystem assumption. We have studied
450-m.y.-old rocks from the Maryland
Piedmont, 1150-m.y.-old rocks at Balmat,
New York, and Shenandoah National
Park, Virginia, and 2600- to 2700-m.y.old rocks near Rainy Lake, Minnesota.
The results for the 450- and 1150-m.y.-old
rocks are displayed graphically in figure
103. As in figure 102, the growth curve
has been calculated assuming 4.58 AE for
the age of the earth and closed-system
evolution of lead. The isochrons are the
locus of points for leads that have evolved
in separate closed systems having differing uranium-lead ratios. The feldspar
leads are compared with galena lead from

conformable ore bodies (Stanton and
Russell, 1959) for each age group. The
Bathurst galena, which occurs in Ordovician sediments, is used for the 450-m.y.
rocks. The ore at Balmat is in Grenville
sediments.
Two main points can be made from
figure 103. The isotopic composition of
the feldspar leads may approach that of
the relevant conformable galena, but the
feldspar lead is commonly somewhat
more radiogenic than the galena lead.
None of the leads have model ages25 that
agree with the ages of the rocks as determined by the usual methods of geochronology. The model ages are about 200
m.y. less than the accepted age for the
450-m.y. rocks and 150 m.y. less for the
1150-m.y. rocks even when the least
radiogenic leads are used.
The same comparison is made for the
Rainy Lake leads in figure 104. The feldspars are from Algoman granites for
which whole-rock Rb-Sr ages of 2550
m.y.26 have been reported (Hedge and
Walthall, 1963). In Year Book 62 it was
shown that zircon from the pre-Algoman
Coutchiching metasediments and Keewatin volcanics has an age of about 2750
m.y. The whole-rock Rb-Sr age for these
same rocks was shown to be about 2700
m.y. There is no evidence of an age
greater than 2750 m.y. even for the oldest
rocks in the area ; however, the model age
of the two feldspar leads for which
corrections for lead produced by uranium
can be made is about 2900 m.y. The
25 The ratios for the isotopic composition of
lead in a galena or feldspar sample can always
be plotted as a point on an isochron in figure 103.
The age represented by the isochron is the socalled "model age" of the lead. Model age refers
to the time at which the lead was removed from
the closed-system environment in which it is
supposed to have evolved from the time of
formation of the earth until the time of crystallization ofthe ore or feldspar. The uranium content of galena is negligible, and so isotopic
evolution ceases at the time of crystallization;
for feldspars small corrections may be required
for radiogenic lead produced after crystallization
by uranium and thorium in the sample.
26X(Rb87) = 1.39 X 10~" yr-1.
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Fig. 103. Pb206/Pb204 ratios plotted against Pb206/Pb207 ratios for potassium feldspars from the
Maryland Piedmont, Shenandoah National Park, Virginia, and Balmat, New York. Solid circles,
pegmatites near Baltimore, Maryland; open circles, granites near Baltimore; squares, granitic gneisses
from Shenandoah National Park; unlabeled cross, conformable galena from Bathurst, New Brunswick; BG, galena at Balmat; BF, average of four feldspars from granitic rocks at Balmat. Lines
labeled in millions of years are isochrons. Cross at lower right gives approximate analytical uncertainty of ratios.

model age is approximately 300 m.y.
greater than the age of the rocks, contrasting with the younger lead samples
for which the model age was smaller than
the accepted age.
That the isotopic composition of the
two corrected feldspar leads agrees so
closely with the isotopic composition of
lead from the conformable galena deposit
at Manitouwadge, Ontario, as reported by
Ostic, Russell, and Reynolds (1963), is
interesting. It opens the possibility that
the Manitouwadge galena represents lead
associated with igneous activity 2600 to
2700 m.y. ago. Further evidence is found
in a study of the isotopic composition of
galena ores in general from the Superior
Province of Ontario and Quebec. Figure
105 shows all such leads having model

ages greater than 2000 m.y. taken from
the Toronto data compiled by Russell and
Farquhar (1960). The model ages tend to
cluster around 3000 and 2300 m.y., but
few samples plot in the 2600- to 2700-m.y.
interval, which is the commonly reported
mineral age from Superior Province rocks.
The shift in model ages with respect to
the radiometric ages could result from an
increase in the uranium-lead ratio in the
source environment of the leads by
chemical transport, that is, from failure
of the closed-system assumption. If that
assumption is not true, it is preferable to
use the oldest leads obtainable to calculate the age of the terrestrial uranium-lead
system. The Rainy Lake and Manitouwadge leads give an age for the earth of
4.70 AE if they are assumed to be 2700
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Fig. 104. Pb206/Pb204 ratios plotted against
Pb206/Pb207 ratios for potassium feldspars near
Rainy Lake, Minnesota, and conformable galena
at Manitouwadge, Ontario. Open circles are
data uncorrected for decay of uranium since the
minerals crystallized. Solid circles are corrected
ratios for two of the samples. MG represents
Manitouwadge galena, taken from Ostic, Russell, and Reynolds (1963).
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Fig. 105. Pb207/Pb204 ratios plotted against
Pb206/Pb204 ratios for galenas from the Superior
Province of Ontario and Quebec taken from the
compilation by Russell and Farquhar (1960).
Only leads having model ages greater than 2000
m.y. are shown. The crosses are samples near
Sudbury, Ontario, where a number of galenas
containing very radiogenic lead have been
found. These samples may contain smaller
amounts of radiogenic lead, which would reduce
their model age. Cross near the 3000-m.y.
isochron is Manitouwadge galena.

m.y. old, or 4.77 AE if the feldspar and
galena are 2600 m.y. old. These calculations assume that the leads did evolve in
a closed system before the formation of
these rocks 2600 to 2700 m.y. ago. If
uranium enrichment was operative before
that time, the ages given above are lower
limits. The 2700-m.y.-old rocks in the
present investigation are from a rather
limited area of Minnesota and Ontario
and may not be typical of all rocks of this
age; the data at hand, however, certainly
create doubts about the validity of the
closed-system assumption for the isotopic
evolution of lead, and consequently
doubts about the validity of a 4.55-AE
age for the earth.
Dating Orogenic Phases in the Central
Alps with K-Ar Ages on Hornblende
The study on the metamorphic history
of the southern Gothard massif has been
continued. The Gothard massif, central
Switzerland, is a part of the autochthonous basement of the Alps. It is comprised of metamorphic rocks of both
sedimentary and igneous origin (fig. 106).
During the Alpine orogeny the Lepontinic region south of the Gothard massif
was highly metamorphosed whereas the
Aar massif to the north was affected only
by low-grade metamorphism. The intermediate position of the Gothard massif
offers an opportunity to study the
progressive effect of Alpine metamorphism on old rocks. Particularly interesting in this respect is the southern
border of the massif, which consists of a
belt of metasediments, mostly mica and
hornblende gneisses or schists and amphibolites. These rocks were presumably
deposited in the late Precambrian and
were subsequently altered in varying
extent.
The Alpine orogeny did not consist of
a single metamorphic event. On the
contrary, structural studies of these rocks
reveal the existence of several mineral
generations formed at different times and
under different conditions. The sequence
of formation can easily be deduced from
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Synoptic map of Gothard massif and vicinity

their mutual intergrowth and orientation
relative to the fabric of the rock. It can
be concluded that the Alpine orogeny in
this region consisted of two distinct
tectonic phases separated by a thermal
phase.
The first tectonic phase was the
dragging along of the Gothard massif by
the overlying northward-gliding nappes.
At this stage most of the Pre-Alpine
mineral assemblage was crushed. Later on
new minerals were formed which show a
preferential orientation (north-south lineation) in the direction of the nappe
movements. The thermal metamorphism
that occurred after the waning of the
tectonic phase was apparently linked
with the intensive anatectic and granitization processes in the region south of the
Gothard massif. At this time porphyroblastic minerals of random orientation
were formed along the border of the
massif. After the thermal metamorphism
the Gothard massif was affected by a
second tectonic phase consisting of an
east-west contraction which had progressively stronger impact toward south.
An attempt was made to date these
phases of Alpine metamorphism by means
of isotopic age measurements
on the

mineral hornblende. Hornblende, ubiquitous in the southern Gothard massif, was
formed during both the first tectonic and
the thermal phase of the Alpine orogeny.
Moreover, it is appropriate for the dating
of orogenic phases, since K-Ar ages on
hornblendes are not easily affected by
subsequent metamorphism.
Seventeen hornblendes from various
geologic units along the southern border
of the massif have been dated by the
K-Ar method. The potassium content of
these minerals varies between 0.22 and
0.47 weight per cent. The radiogenic
argon ranges from 2.4 to 10.2 X 10~7 cc
STP/g. The argon extracted from the
sample was 11 to 43 per cent radiogenic.
The orientations and the calculated ages
of the samples are listed in table 36.
All hornblende ages are higher than the
16-m.y. Rb-Sr ages from the same region
(Jager, 1962). The wide variation in the
hornblende ages is best explained by
considering the results of structural
analysis. The relations between ages and
orientation of the hornblendes are shown
in figure 107. The following points may
be deduced: (1) All hornblendes of random orientation are 30 m.y. old or
younger. (2) Hornblendes oriented north-
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south exclusively show ages of 46 m.y.
(3) Partially oriented hornblendes may be
older or younger than 46 m.y. (4) The
Rb-Sr ages of biotites are not related to
the hornblende ages.
The north-south oriented hornblendes
are well defined both in age and in
orientation. Since the respective samples
originate from different geologic units
there is strong evidence that they were
TABLE

36.

Sample

formed or recrystallized during an Alpine
stress phase of regional dimensions.
The hornblendes of random orientation
are from the southern edge of the massif,
and they are younger than the oriented
ones. This is in qualitative agreement
with structural observations. Their ages
of 23 to 30 m.y. may date the period of
the thermal metamorphism.
Neither the ages nor the orientation of

K-Ar Ages of Hornblendes from the Southern Gothard Massif
Spatial Array of Hornblende
Crystals in the Rock

Geologic Unit

486
382
189
175
206
S7
390
S2
344
168
Sll
352
Lu 100
447
S10
S4
152

Guspis zone
Corandoni zone
Tremola series
Tremola series
Tremola series
Tremola series
Tremola series
Piora trough
Tremola series
Tremola series
Tremola series
Tremola series
Tremola series
Lepontinic region
Tremola series
Corandoni zone
Tremola series

Oriented parallel N-S direction
Oriented parallel N-S direction
Oriented parallel N-S direction
Random orientation
Random orientation
Random orientation
Random orientation
Random orientation
Mostly of random orientation
Parallel to plane of foliation
In part parallel N-S direction
Parallel to plane of foliation
Parallel to plane of foliation
Parallel to plane of foliation
Parallel to plane of foliation
Parallel to plane of foliation
Parallel to plane of foliation

~J Partial 1 y oriented
hx(J N-S

oriented

1 • |Random

|71 Biotite

,1,
10

20

45
46
27
23
29
30
26
112
46
57
82
35
26
31
25
23

hornblende

hornblende

hornblende

(Rb-Sr)

9
9
®

•
©
1

30

,
40

,n
50

60

Ages (millions

Fig. 107.

K-Ar Age,
m.y.
46
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years )

Relations between ages and orientation of hornblendes. Biotite ages from Jager (1962).
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the partially oriented hornblendes can be
attributed to a definite metamorphic
event. All may represent relics from a
Pre-Alpine mineral generation which was
affected in varying degree by subsequent
metamorphism and lost part of their
radiogenic argon. Their partial orientation certainly indicates that they were not
fully involved in the strong first tectonic
phase which caused the north-south
alignment of the oriented hornblendes.
Some of these minerals may have been
shielded from recrystallization and orientation by a particular resistant host rock.
Some of them may have formed during
the Alpine orogeny between the first
tectonic and the thermal phase. The
possibility of excess argon in the hornblendes older than 46 m.y. cannot be
excluded. The uniform ages of the northsouth oriented hornblendes originating
from different geologic units, however,
suggest that the influence of excess argon
is not important in this region.
The micas in the southern Gothard
massif are visibly affected by the late
east-west contraction. Since it is known
that Rb-Sr ages of biotite respond readily
to subsequent metamorphism the age of
16 m.y. may not give the age of formation
of the biotite but the actual time of the
metamorphic event.
The 23- to 30-m.y. ages of the random
hornblendes could alternatively be explained as mixed ages, that is, older ages
gradually decreasing toward the south, in
the direction of the progressive late
Alpine east-west contraction. The age
pattern, however, does not encourage
such an interpretation. Although the ages
of the random hornblendes become
younger toward the south as expected for
a source of thermal metamorphism in the
Lepontinic region, the ages of the partially
oriented hornblendes do not follow this
pattern. Indeed, in some places older ages
occur south of younger ones.
We therefore suggest the following
conclusions: The age of 46 m.y. for the
north-south oriented hornblendes indicates a minimum age for the first tectonic
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phase of the Alpine orogeny in this region
and may be the end of major Alpine
nappe movements in general. The ages
between 23 and 30 m.y. of the random
hornblendes approximately date the thermal metamorphism. The Rb-Sr ages of
biotites (Jager, 1962) actually determine
the time of the second tectonic phase,
that is, the late east-west contraction of
the southern Gothard massif. These
results show that petrofabric data may be
coordinated with geochronological studies
to gain further insight into rock histories
where the conditions of metamorphism
have been favorable.
Effect of Contact Metamorphism
on the Ages of Minerals
Three years ago we began a detailed
study of the effects of metamorphism on
the ages of minerals. Near Eldora, Colorado, the 55-m.y.-old Bryan Mountain
stock is in intrusive contact with the
highly metamorphosed Idaho Springs
formation. The regional metamorphism
of the Idaho Springs took place at 1400
m.y. ago. Here the long interval between
metamorphism and intrusion of the stock
provides a sensitive means of evaluating
the effects of the intrusion of a granite
magma on the ages of the minerals in the
country rock. The absence of regional
metamorphism at the time of intrusion of
the stock makes this an almost ideal
setting for such a study.
The change in apparent age with
distance from the contact has already
been reported (Year Book 61) for hornblende, biotite, and potassium feldspar
along a 20,000-foot traverse. The apparent ages of all these minerals decreased
toward the contact. Preliminary measurements for the mineral zircon were also
made, showing a striking decrease of
apparent age near the contact. We related
these effects to the thermal gradient in
the country rock caused by the intrusion
of a body of hot magma, under the influence of which radiogenic daughter elements were lost from the minerals.
Additional study of zircons, including
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a new traverse at Eldora, has provided a
clearer picture of the response of this
mineral to the conditions of metamorphism — information that we hope to be
able to apply to the interpretation of
zircon ages in regions subjected to widespread metamorphism. Figure 108 shows
how the apparent ages of zircons change
with distance from the contact. Ages of
hornblende and biotite are given for
comparison. Figure 109 shows that we are
dealing with a definitive example of
episodic loss of lead. This figure is a
concordia diagram showing that the
zircons from Eldora and others from a
similar contact environment at Jamestown, Colorado, have ages that plot on a
chord drawn between 1600 and 70 m.y.
on concordia. This is the pattern expected
for 1600-m.y.-old zircons that lost lead as
the result of a geological event 70 m.y.
ago, a value in good agreement with the
55-m.y. age of the intrusive. There may
have been some interim loss of lead by
continuous diffusion, but the points at the

1600

°°

lower end of the chord show that, for the
zircons close to the contact, any effect of
long-term diffusion was overridden by the
loss at the time of the intrusion of the
stock.
In figure 109, for comparison, the
dashed line shows the pattern that would
be expected for loss of lead by continuous
diffusion at constant values of the diffusion parameter, diffusion coefficient divided by the square of the radius (D/a2),
for a suite of l65O-m.3r.-o Id zircons. The
samples at the lower left fail to fit this or
any other reasonable continuous diffusion
curve.
Another feature, measured clearly for
the first time, is the increase in uranium
and thorium for zircons within 30 feet of
the contact. It is illustrated in figure 110,
where the concentrations of uranium,
thorium, and lead are given as a function
of distance from the contact. The indicated gain in radioactive parent will
lower the measured ages just as surely as
loss of lead daughter element. It is seldom
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Fig. 108. Variation of measured age with distance from an intrusive contact at Eldora, Colorado,
for zircon, biotite, and hornblende.
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Fig. 109. Concordia diagram showing uranium-lead ratios for zircons in the vicinity of the
Eldora and Jamestown, Colorado, stocks. The chord illustrates the pattern expected for samples
1610 m.y. old that lost varying proportions of lead episodically 70 m.y. ago. The dashed curve
shows the pattern expected for 1650-m.y.-old zircons that lost lead by continuous diffusion.

possible to distinguish which process has
taken place or whether both were operative as they were in this study.
Visual examination of the zircon samples provides a possible explanation of the
mechanism by which the loss of lead and
addition of uranium and thorium take
place. Table 37 relates the exterior shape
of the zircons and the distance from the
contact at which they occur. In the
metasediment the zircon gains were
originally round or rounded, as a result of
having gone through an erosion cycle.
Close to the contact many of the crystals
now have good faces and sharp angles and
edges. Cloudy centers of original grains
can be seen, surrounded by euhedral
overgrowths of clear material. These
changes in composition and external
characteristics strongly indicate a degree
of mobility of zirconium, uranium, thorium, and silicon in the rock volume

+adjacent to the contact. Modification of
the zircon crystals as far as 30 or 40 feet
from the contact is obvious. Similar
changes were observed at Jamestown,
where the zircon ages and shapes were
affected over a greater distance, probably
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Fig. 110. Change in concentration of uranium, thorium, and lead with distance from the
Eldora stock.
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Appearance of Eldora Zircons

Distance from Contact, Percentage of
ft
Euhedral Grains
2
3
12
15
25
45
50

100
88
71
21
516
0

related to the higher temperature of this
more mafic intrusive.
What do these observations tell us
about the mechanism that caused the age
disturbances? Thermal conductivity calculations, assuming a magma intruded at
780°C with latent heat of crystallization
of 80 cal/g into country rock at an
ambient temperature of 35°C, yield a
temperature at the contact of 510°C and
values some 10° to 50° lower 50 feet away,
depending on the geometry of the model.
The mechanism for lowering of the
measured U238-Pb206 age is apparently
very sensitive to temperature. If loss of
lead occurred suddenly by simple volume
diffusion, an activation energy of more
than 100 kcal/mole is indicated for the
process. The lowering of apparent age
seems to involve more than episodic
diffusion of lead, as is evident by the
increase in uranium and thorium and by
the change in crystal habit near the
contact. Possibly some kind of reaction in
the solid state is involved. Then the sharp
change in uranium-lead ratio near the
contact could to some extent reflect a
concentration gradient for some essential
reactant and not be solely a function of
the activation energy of the reaction.
Investigation of the activation energy for
diffusion of lead in the zircons at high
temperature may help to distinguish
between these two mechanisms.
The Microcline-Orthoclase Transition
within a Contact Aureole
A detailed investigation of potassium
feldspars in a contact zone can provide
information that cannot be obtained in

well controlled but kinetically unfavorable heating experiments. The sluggish
phase reactions of these feldspars, the
lack of a method for direct synthesis of
microcline, and the time restriction imposed on laboratory experiments impede
observations at lower temperatures, which
are the ones of interest in metamorphic
rocks. The temperatures around an
intrusive contact can only be estimated
from heat-flow calculations. It can be
inferred, however, that these temperatures persisted within a narrow range for
tens of thousands of years around an
intrusive body several miles in diameter.
The contact zone used for this feldspar
study is in the Front Range of Colorado,
some 15 miles west of Boulder. This part
of the range consists chiefly of the
Precambrian Boulder Creek granite and
the schists and gneisses of the Idaho
Springs formation. Both have been
intruded by several quartz monzonite
stocks during the Laramide revolution.
One of these stocks, just west of the
town of Eldora, shows a fairly well
exposed vertical contact against the surrounding rocks of the Idaho Springs
formation. This contact had been chosen
for the previous studies on the effect of
contact heating on the isotopic mineral
ages of biotite, feldspar, hornblende, and
zircon (Year Book 62 and previous
section).
The Idaho Springs formation consists
of schists and gneisses of predominantly
sedimentary origin which were subject to
a strong regional metamorphism some
1400 or 1500 m.y. ago. The resulting
metamorphic rocks range from quartzbiotite-sillimanite schists and gneisses to
amphibolites. As the contact of the
Laramide quartz monzonite stock is
approached the various isotopic mineral
ages undergo a change from Precambrian
to Tertiary. The feldspar of the Idaho
Springs formation is highly triclinic
microcline. The only mineralogical change
that can be observed within the contact
aureole is the transition of this highly
triclinic microcline to orthoclase as the
contact is approached.
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Last summer we collected feldspar close-in samples appear to be optically
homogeneous.
samples along several traverses as shown
The transition from microcline to
in figure 111. The samples were taken
from small pegmatites, which occur in orthoclase occurs at various distances
great numbers throughout the Idaho from the contact. It is at about 700 feet
Springs formation. These pegmatites are at Bryan Mountain and at 1000 to 1200
mostly concordant, seldom more than a feet in the northeast. In the northwest
few feet thick, and they are interpreted and on Ute Mountain the orthoclase belt
as formed by lateral secretion during the extends about half a mile from the
contact.
Precambrian regional metamorphism.
The distance of the transition appears
During the field work grain mounts of
these feldspars were inspected under a in general to be related to the shape of
field microscope. Microcline could easily the intrusive in the vicinity of the
traverse. This may give an idea of the
be detected by the typical crosshatched
twinning. The results of this field inspec- heat flow subsequent to the intrusion of
tion are shown in figure 112. The open the quartz monzonite stock. The microcircles along the sample traverses indicate cline-orthoclase transition may be as
orthoclase, and the black dots samples close as 700 feet where the intrusive
containing both microcline and ortho- exhibits a convex shape. In such places
clase, or microcline alone. There is the thermal gradient was steep and the
obviously a belt of pure orthoclase around isotherms were close together. Where the
the intrusive body.
contact has a concave shape the temperaThe optical field observations were later
ture gradient was less steep; the isotherms were farther apart because the
confirmed by X-ray work and the examination of thin sections. Most of the heat of the intrusive came in from the
feldspars are microperthites with rather sides as well as directly from the front.
Also the nature of the microclineuniform bulk compositions of about 75 to
80 per cent orthoclase. The anorthite orthoclase transition as well as the
content does not exceed 3 per cent. The distance from the intrusive seems to depend on the shape of the contact. In
perthite lamellae in general get smaller
figure 112 the different natures of the
as the contact
is approached.
Some
]>
transitions are shown by comparing the
transition at 700 feet at Bryan Mountain
with the transition at 2000 feet at Ute
Mountain. The dashed line represents the
Bryan Mountain transition; the solid line,
the transition at Ute Mountain. The
abscissa is the distance in feet from the
X,
contact.
The orthoclase content was determined

<y~

Fig. 111. Map of the Eldora stock showing
sample locations. Solid circles, samples containing both microcline and orthoclase or microcline
alone; open circles, orthoclase.

from X-ray powder diagrams in all the
samples by comparing them with known
mixtures of microcline and orthoclase. In
the close-in transition there is a sharp
drop from pure orthoclase to pure microcline within a distance of about 200 feet.
The far-out transition, on the contrary,
is gradational. More than 10 per cent
orthoclase can still be found as far as
4000 feet from the contact; pure orthoclase was observed up to 1800 feet.
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Fig. 112.
Diagram showing orthoclase content, obliquity, and optic axial angle of the K feldspars
from the Bryan Mountain and Ute Mountain traverses.

The center diagram shows the obliquity
of the microcline (12.5 X [dm — dm]) as
a function of the distance from the
contact. The Bryan Mountain microclines usually show a well defined
obliquity, whereas at the Ute Mountain
traverse the obliquities may vary considerably within one crystal. The black
dots indicate the dominant variety.
The optical axial angle changes within
the same interval as the other curves.
The 2V in the orthoclases ranges from 52°
to 62°, there being an abrupt change to
more than 72° beyond the transition into
the microclines, although in the far-out
transition orthoclase may still be present.
There is a marked difference between
the two traverses. At Bryan Mountain,
conditions at 600 feet from the contact
were such that all microclines were inverted to orthoclase, whereas only 200

feet farther out microcline was not
affected at all. At Ute Mountain all
microclines closer in than 1800 feet
changed to orthoclase, and between 1800
and 4000 feet at least part of them did.
In addition to the different temperature
gradients along the two traverses the time
factor may have played an important
role. Along the Bryan Mountain traverse
the temperature gradient was too steep
and the time interval during which the
temperature was high enough for the
Al/Si disordering to take place was
comparatively short. This may explain
the sharply defined obliquity of these
feldspars. At Ute Mountain, where there
was a gentle temperature gradient, the
temperature necessary for the inversion
may have persisted for a much longer
period, and the extended heating and
cooling time may have been the cause of
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the varying obliquity observed in the
microcline crystals.
Heat-flow calculations have been used
to estimate the temperature of the
transition. A temperature of 400°C or
lower seems probable. Alternatively, accepting Goldsmith's and Laves' transition
temperature of 500°C would lead to
either an improbably high intrusive temperature ofabout 1100°C or an intrusive
shape that greatly widens with depth,

INSTITUTION

for which there is no evidence on the surface.
The outline of the transition is compatible with a fairly symmetrical subsurface shape for the intrusive about a
north-south axis, supporting an assumption made in the heat-flow calculations.
It is suggested that the orthoclase-microcline transition may be used to estimate
the geometry of intrusive bodies in this
area.

BIOGEOCHEMISTRY
Work in biogeochemistry seeks to
elucidate the long-term fate of organic
matter in rocks and to provide new information about the chemical nature of life
since its beginning on earth. These are
important goals not quickly completed.
This year Hare and Abelson returned to
a study of proteins in molluskan shells.
New equipment in the form of an amino
acid analyzer has been obtained and
adapted to provide unprecedented sensitivity. The proteins of more than one
hundred contemporary shells have been
analyzed. Phylogenetically important similarities and differences in amino acid
content were found. These studies provide
a base for quantitative investigation of
fossils.
Hoering and Abelson found saturated
fatty acids in the billion-year-old Nonesuch shale at White Pine, Michigan. They
also obtained saturated hydrocarbons
from a Precambrian petroleum at this
locality and extracted a similar suite of
hydrocarbons from rocks of the Stripy
Marker member. Hoering investigated
the hydrogenation of kerogen by phosphorus plus anhydrous hydrogen iodide.
By this means he was able to obtain
abundant quantities of hydrocarbons
from Precambrian rocks previously considered barren.
Hydrocarbons from the Low-Temperature
Heating of Kerogen
T. C. Hoering and P. H. Abelson

Studies of the hydrocarbons produced
by low-temperature heating of kerogen

were continued. Table 38 is a compilation
of some results for material of a wide
range of ages. All the kerogens had been
concentrated by successive treatment of
the rocks with hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, and metallic zinc.
The formation of kerogen occurs rapidly, and insoluble organic matter in Recent
surface mud yields hydrocarbons similar
to those from rocks of all ages on lowtemperature heating. A significant difference in the amounts of light hydrocarbons
obtained from the kerogens studied and
from the bituminous coal reflects the
essential aromatic or hydroaromatic strucTABLE 38. Hydrocarbons from the LowTemperature Heating of Kerogen and Coal ;
Values in Micrograms per Gram of Organic
Carbon in 100 Hours at 266°C
Sample
Methane
Ethane
Propane
Isobutane
w-Butane
Isopentane
n-Pentane

B
79
56
11
44
22
189

140
46
308
149.5
22

3.2
1.9
1.3
0.15
0.48
0.18
0.27

80
I)
4.4
0.9
0.07
0.18
0.04
0.05

45
104
11
0.8
5.6
0.7
1.9

A. Recent marine sediment from the San
Nicolas Basin off Southern California.
B. Green River shale, Mahogany Ledge, near
de Beque, Colorado; Miocene age.
C. Bituminous coal, Pittsburgh seam; Pennsylvanian age.
D. Anthraxolite,
Sudbury,
Ontario; Precambrian, approximate age 1.8 b.y.
E. Carbon Leader, Dreifontein Mine, South
Africa; Precambrian, approximate age 2.0 b.y.
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tures of coal and the large amount of
aliphatic carbon residues in young kerogens.
The kerogens of Precambrian age
yielded unexpectedly large amounts of
light hydrocarbons. The anthraxolite,
sample D, has probably had a higher
temperature history than sample E. Its
behavior on heating is similar to that of
most metamorphosed Precambrian shales
and slates. Methane is the predominant
hydrocarbon. Apparently the reactions
that lead to the formation of higher
hydrocarbons have gone nearly to completion, leaving only the components that
yield methane. Sample E was derived
from rocks that have had as little metamorphism as any Precambrian examples
we have studied. It yielded small amounts
of benzene-soluble material on extraction.
The apparent activation energy for the
production of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons from kerogens was discussed
in last year's report. This energy is nearly
the same for all hydrocarbons and for
kerogens of all ages, from Recent to
Precambrian. This fact plus the new data
on the similarity in the amounts and
distributions of products makes it evident
that there must have been great similarities inthe original organic matter that
reacted to give the kerogens.
The question arises whether the hydrocarbons observed on heating were actually
generated by chemical processes during
the experiment or whether they preexisted in the rocks and were only being
outgassed. The following experiments
probed this question. Five hundred grams
of the Green River shale was ball-milled
and studied without further treatment.
The powder was evacuated, and hydrocarbons evolved at room temperature and
successively higher temperatures were
collected. Results are shown in table 39.
There is a distinct difference in the
amounts and the distribution of products
between the start and the end of the run,
with a discontinuity starting at 138°C.
The apparent low activation energy for
hydrocarbon production at the low temperatures may be simply due to some

TABLE 39. Hydrocarbons Produced from the
Green River Shale at Increasing Temperatures
Time Interval: 1
Hours:
21
Temperature,
°C:
25
Methane
Ethane

0.5

2
21

3
27

4
20

5
16

6
20

77 113 138

165

198

125
19
10 72
15
17
12
8
7.0
Propane
280 20
Isobutane
1.7
120 14.5
35
4.2
w-Butane
9
60
3.6
1.7
212 106 19
Isopentane
4.3
Pentane
22
30
7
51
81
The amounts shown are in micrograms of
particular hydrocarbon from 500 grams of
rock at the temperature and time listed.

0.5
2.6

8
459

800
143
105
25
46
25
53

the
the

relatively slow transport process causing
the outgassing of preformed molecules;
the higher activation energy observed
near 200°C is the result of actual chemical
reactions of components of the kerogen.
To produce a saturated hydrocarbon
from kerogen requires chemical hydrogenation (reduction) of one part of it with
a concomitant dehydrogenation (oxidation) of another. A simple mechanism for
this is one in which the hydrogen acceptor
is an aliphatic residue and the hydrogen
donor is an organic structure that condenses to an aromatic or hydroaromatic
ring. The following experiment was designed to study this process.
One gram of a kerogen concentrate
from the Green River shale was digested
with 10 grams of deuterium oxide at
100°C for 7 days. The kerogen was dried,
placed in the extraction equipment, and
outgassed under vacuum at 200°C for a
day. The gases were then collected for a
day and fractionated. The fraction not
condensed by liquid nitrogen consisted
mainly of methane. The fraction not
condensed by solid carbon dioxide consisted mainly of ethane and propane.
The methane was analyzed in the mass
spectrometer and found to contain 9.4
per cent monodeuterated methane,
CH3D. Qualitative analysis of this gas by
infrared adsorption spectroscopy confirmed the measurement.
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The ethane plus propane fraction was
purified and analyzed by the mass
spectrometer and by gas-liquid chromatography. Its infrared spectrum is
shown in figure 113. The presence of
deuterated hydrocarbons is indicated by
the adsorption at 4.60 microns. This
symmetrical carbon-to-hydrogen vibration is not infrared active in the protonated hydrocarbons, but the asymmetry
introduced by deuterium substitution
causes infrared adsorption. The fraction
containing hydrocarbons from butane to
heptane also showed such adsorption at
4.60 microns.
This indicates that hydrocarbons are
being produced by a chemical reaction of
components of the kerogen. Pure hydrocarbons do not exchange their hydrogens
with deuterated water under the experimental conditions employed.
There are several possible mechanisms
for the production of deuterated hydrocarbons. Evidently deuterium from the
water is exchanging with a labile organic
hydrogen in the kerogen matrix. This
hydrogen could be on the potential
hydrogen donor. It could also be on the
aliphatic residue, especially if it were a
hydrogen atom activated by a neighboring functional group. A study of the
position of deuterium substitution in some
of the higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, by careful mass spectroscopy,
could be decisive.
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The Hydrogenation of Kerogen from
Sedimentary Rocks with Phosphorus
and Anhydrous Hydrogen Iodide
T. C. Hoering

The insoluble organic matter of sedimentary rocks (kerogen), a complex high
polymer formed from the self-condensation of organic debris, is a difficult
material to characterize. Hydrogenation
of kerogen and the measurement of the
resultant volatile or soluble hydrocarbons
is one possible approach to the study of
its structure. Forsman and Hunt (1958)
used catalytic hydrogenation at 350°C to
accomplish this. They pointed out that at
such temperatures secondary changes in
the kerogen probably occur that alter the
spectrum of the hydrocarbons produced.
In an effort to avoid this complication, a
low-temperature method of reduction has
been studied here.
Hydrogen iodide and red phosphorus
form a powerful reducing agent. Its use
on natural materials goes back at least as
far as Berthelot (1870), who hydrogenated wood, coal, and a sample of the
carbonaceous meteorite from Orgueil,
France. The availability of modern
organic analytical tools such as gas-liquid
chromatography, mass spectrometry, and
infrared spectrometry makes a study of
the reduction of kerogen by this reagent
much more feasible.
In the work reported below, a mixture
of red phosphorus and anhydrous hydro-

Fig. 113. Infrared spectrum of deuterated ethane plus propane obtained from kerogen.
peak at the arrow indicates that deuterium is present in the hydrocarbons.

The
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gen iodide was used first to reduce some
organic compounds of a known structure
to learn of the course of the reaction, and
then it was used on kerogens to determine
whether structural information could be
obtained.
One hundred milligrams of pure organic
substances or 1 to 2 grams of demineralized kerogen concentrates was allowed to
react with 1 gram of red phosphorus and
10 ml of anhydrous hydrogen iodide at
200°C for 16 hours. Pressure vessels
constructed entirely of Monel metal
resisted attack by the extremely corrosive
reagent. The volatile products of the
reaction were swept from the bomb by
hydrogen under pressure and were washed
with dilute alkali and dried with calcium
chloride. They were transferred to sample
bottles by vacuum distillation and taken
to the analytical instruments. Nonvolatile hydrocarbons were extracted with
carbon disulfide, purified, and transferred
to weighed vials.
The results of the reduction of known
organic compounds are shown in table 40.
Several points are encouraging. That the
reagent is a powerful reducing reagent is
shown by the good yield of methyl
cyclohexane from the very stable substance benzoic acid. Pure hydrocarbons
do not seem to be attacked by it, and
reduction occurs only when there is an

TABLE

40.

organic functional group attached to the
molecule. Thus, any complications due to
secondary changes in the product hydrocarbons seem to be absent. Most organic
functional groups likely to be present in
kerogen are hydrogenated under the
conditions of the experiment. The aromatic ring is fully hydrogenated to a
cyclohexane ring if the functional group
is alpha to the ring, but the aromatic ring
is opened, hydrogenated, and recyclized
to cyclopentane if the substituent group
is directly on the ring.
There is a complication. The hydrogenation produces a considerable amount of
rearrangement and isomerization of the
carbon skeleton attached to the functional group. For example, straightchained, normal heptanoic acid yields
mainly branched-chained heptanes. Apparently the reduction takes place
through a carbonium-ion mechanism. It
is well known that these ions rearrange
and isomerize under the influence of
strong acids, such as were used in these
experiments. Any centers of asymmetry
in optically active molecules with an
aliphatic carbon structure would be
racemized in the process. The phosphorus
reduces, but does not completely suppress, splitting into small fragments by
the iodine formed as a product.
The products of the hydrogenation of

Hydrocarbons from the Reduction of Organic Compounds with
Phosphorus and Anhydrous Hydrogen Iodide
Product

Reactant
Benzene
Heptane
n-Octyl alcohol
Phenol
Benzoic acid
n-Butyl iodide
Heptanoic acid
Glucose
/3-Cyclohexyl butyric acid
Benzene-l,3,5-tricarboxylic acid
Dimethyl pimelate

Benzene
Heptane
Isomeric octanes, some methyl cyclopentane and methyl cyclohexanes, small amounts of ethane through isobutane
Methyl cyclopentane, some isobutane and isopentane
Methyl cyclohexane plus small amounts of lower hydrocarbons
Isobutane and n-butane in a ratio greater than 2 to 1
Isomeric heptanes, some isopentane and isohexanes
2-Methyl pentane, 3-methyl pentane, small amounts of isobutane and isopentane
A large assemblage of substituted cyclohexanes
A large assemblage of substituted cyclohexanes
Methyl cyclohexane and methyl cyclopentane

260
known organic molecules were searched
carefully for hydrocarbons with a greater
number of carbon atoms in them than in
the starting materials, but none was
found. We would not expect any molecules with a greater number of carbon
atoms to be formed from the reaction
with kerogen than already exist in it.
The amounts of hydrocarbons in the
C5 to Cs range isolated from the hydrogenation of kerogens and measured by
gas-liquid chromatography are shown in
table 41. In addition, comparable amounts
of methane, ethane, propane, and nbutane were observed. Isobutane was
always the most abundant hydrocarbon
produced.
The effectiveness of the reagent in
splitting out organic fragments from
kerogens of all ages is especially evident
in the Precambrian samples, which contain little or no extractable organic
material. Results from sample J, the
kerogen from the algal stromatolite of the
Bulawayan series of Southern Rhodesia,
are very striking. This is one of the oldest
known examples of an unmetamorphosed
sedimentary rock with evidence of biological activity. Its age is estimated to be
greater than 2600 m.y. The rock has
relatively little kerogen, for 1 kilogram of
the limestone gave only 5 grams of
carbon-containing residue, yet it gave
hydrocarbons in abundant quantities.
The significant variation in the relative
amounts of cycloparaffins and aliphatic
paraffins obtained from the samples
probably reflects the relative amounts of
ring structure, both aromatic and hydroaromatic, in the kerogens. The sample of
bituminous coal, which is known to
contain many such rich structures, gives
the highest yields of cycloparaffins. The
Precambrian samples yielded a sizable
fraction of their hydrocarbons as cycloparaffins also, owing to the increasing
aromatic character of the carbon in
kerogen with time or temperature. In the
trend to the thermodynamically stable
end product, graphite, kerogens have an
increasing number of aromatic carbons,
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as is consistent with the increasing
carbon-to-hydrogen and carbon-to-oxyratios.older kerogen samples the bulk
In genthe
of the carbon did not react. Probably
much of it consists of large groups of
highly condensed aromatic nuclei which
are not attacked by the reagent.
The low ratio of n-pentane to isopentane and of n-hexane to isohexane found
in the hydrocarbons suggests that there
is considerable isomerization of aliphatic
residues under the experimental conditions. This is indicated from the results
on known organic substances. Experience
with the low-temperature heating of
kerogens leads us to believe that many of
the aliphatic residues are straight-chained.
The large yields of isobutane from
kerogens indicates that carbonium ions
are intermediates in the reactions. The
Tertiary butyl carbonium ion is one of
the most stable.
An appreciable amount of nonvolatile
hydrocarbons was extracted from the
hydrogenated kerogens. The material has
proved to be difficult to identify as being
originally of biological origin. Its infrared
spectrum was very simple, showing only
aliphatic C-H and C-C bonds. None of
the hydrocarbon mixtures exhibited detectable optical activity. The results on
the Carbon Leader of South Africa, a
high-carbon-containing material from the
gold deposits, are interesting. This rock
has an age of about 2000 m.y. The nonvolatile hydrocarbons amounted to 1.7
per cent by weight of the kerogen concentrate. They were fractionated by silica-gel chromatography. n-Heptane eluted 7.2 mg; a total of 7.2 mg was eluted
successively by carbon tetrachloride,
benzene, and methanol; and 17.5 mg
could not be removed from the column.
The paraffin fraction eluted by n-heptane
was analyzed by gas-liquid chromatography using a high resolution capillary
column coated with Apiezon grease. It
was a very complex mixture containing
molecules with as many as 25 carbon
atoms.
The chromatogram
showed
at
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An immediate danger is that this
petroleum is not indigenous to the Precambrian formation and may represent
contamination by migration from younger
sediments. The geology of the area argues
against this. The Nonesuch shale is of
wide extent, covering a large area of the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. It rests on
the nonorganic Copper Harbor conglomerate and is covered by the very impermeable, nonorganic Freida sandstone.
The siltstones in the vicinity of the
petroleum have not experienced an appreciable amount of metamorphism, and
they retain many of the original sedimentary features. These suggest an area
of deltaic deposition. It is a reasonable
assumption that the organic matter of
this rock is of the age of the rock and
could be so remarkably preserved.
Through the courtesy of the White
Pine Copper Mining Company and the
members of its Geological Department
we were permitted to sample the petroleum and rocks in the mine. The petroleum, the benzene extract of the Stripy
Chemicals from the Nonesuch Shale
Marker member, and the kerogen from
of Michigan
the shale have been investigated by
T. C. Hoering and P. H. Abelson
geochemical techniques. The petroleum
Rocks of Precambrian age usually con- and the extract are typical petroleum
tain little organic matter that is not fluids, with a rather high proportion of
rather drastically altered. One noticeable parafhnic hydrocarbons. Both are comexception has been discovered. The Prepletely soluble in n-pentane. The shale
cambrian Nonesuch shale in the vicinity extract was fractionated by silica-gel
of the White Pine Copper Company Mine
chromatography, and 54 per cent of it
at White Pine, Michigan, has had a was eluted by n-heptane.
remarkably low-temperature history. The
Results of carbon isotope ratio measurements made on several components of
geological setting and the mineralogy of
this shale have been described by White the system are shown in table 42. The
and Wright (1954). The formation is relative carbon isotope ratios are given in
about 1000 years old, and it is completely terms of parts per thousand difference in
nonfossiliferous.
the C13/C12 ratio compared with the
During copper-mining operations, small National Bureau of Standards isotope
petroleum seeps were observed in the reference sample 20. These are ratios
roof of the mine. There has been extensive similar to those found in organic matter
exploration drilling in the area, and it was of typical sediments of all ages and are
noted that cores containing the Stripy not diagnostic. The value for the petroleum is about in between the average
Marker member of the Nonesuch shale,
which is about 50 feet above the petro- values reported for marine and nonmarine
leum seeps, often gave off a petroleumlike petroleums of all ages.
odor.
The hydrocarbons in petroleum are

least 50 distinct peaks, many of them
unresolved. A separation of normal paraffins was attempted by the SbCl5 method
of M. Denekas (private communication,
1963) but none was detected in the gas
chromatograph.
Precambrian kerogens have a considerable amount of organic structure which
may record the kinds of molecules used by
these ancient terrestrial organisms. Hydrogen iodide and phosphorus is an
effective reagent for the splitting and
hydrogenation of kerogens, and the study
of the products obtained has yielded some
new information on its structure. It will
be very worth while to see whether
conditions for the reaction can be found
that will not cause such extensive rearrangement and isomerization but will
still be as effective in isolating some of the
structural components of kerogen. It may
then be easier to discern the record of
ancient terrestrial life preserved in the
organic structure of kerogens.
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TABLE 42. Carbon Isotope Ratios in
Components of the Nonesuch Shale
Sample
Petroleum
Kerogen
Calcite 1
Calcite 2

-29.7
-28.3
-3.2
-2.1
5C1

(C13/C12), - (C13/C12).
X 1000
(C13/C12)s
The subscript x refers to the sample under investigation, and the subscript s refers to National Bureau of Standards isotope reference
sample 20.
5C13 =

believed to be made of biological carbon.
We searched for some of the more typical
biological products in the petroleum and
rock extract that would indicate that the
hydrocarbons had their origin in living
organisms in the Precambrian era. Carbon 14 tagged palmitic acid was added to
1100 grams of the Stripy Marker member,
which was then treated with hydrochloric
acid, washed, and dried. The residue
weighed 550 grams and contained 15
grams of organic matter. On exhaustive
extraction with a benzene-methanol mixture about 80 mg of benzene-soluble
material was obtained. This product was
esterified with methanol-BF3, then extracted into heptane. All the tracer was

found in the heptane fraction together
with 29 mg of other organic matter.
Gas-liquid chromatography yielded
peaks corresponding in position to fatty
acids from C-14 to C-22. The evennumbered representatives were dominant.
Thinking that the apparent odd numbers
might be artifacts we made an effort to
repurify. The procedure included saponification followed by extraction and subsequent preparation of methyl esters. A
1-mg fraction was obtained which contained one-third of the original tracer.
This preparation was completely colorless, and its chromatogram revealed C-14,
C-16, C-18, C-20, and C-22 fatty acids
but no odd-numbered species. The palmitic acid (C-16) was at least in part
derived from the tracer, but the other
fatty acids were present in comparable
amounts. On the basis of the original
amount of organic matter the individual
fatty acids were present at a level of
about 3 ppm. The amounts of fatty acids
and their distribution are typical of those
we have reported in previous Year Books.
The high-molecular-weight normal alkanes are very typical components of
biological sediments. Figure 114 shows
the gas-liquid chromatogram of these
compounds isolated from the petroleum.
This group of compounds was isolated by
silica-gel chromatography and urea ad-

Retention time
Fig. 114. Chromatogram of hydrocarbons found in petroleum associated with Nonesuch shale.
This billion-year-old formation is found in northern Michigan.
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Fig. 115.
Chromatogram of hydrocarbons extracted from billion-year-old Stripy Marker member
of Nonesuch shale.

duction. They were chromatographed on
a capillary column coated with Apiezon
grease. Figure 115 shows the same series
isolated from the benzene extract of the
Stripy Marker. Here the normal alkanes
were isolated by silica-gel chromatography and the SbCl5 reaction described by
Denekas (personal communication). The
preparation was not quite as clean as the
first, and a few of the peaks between the
hydrocarbon peaks are probably artifacts
generated during the separation. A continued, quantitative study of the ratio of
hydrocarbons with an even number of
carbon atoms to those with an odd
number of carbons may give clues to the
biological origin and depositional history
of this petroleum.
The ability to synthesize asymmetric
organic compounds is a unique property

of living matter. It manifests itself in the
ability of solutions of many biological
chemicals to rotate the plane of polarized
light. Most petroleums contain optically
active compounds. A paraffinic fraction
separated from the petroleum on the
Nonesuch shale by silica-gel chromatography exhibited optical activity. A careful
separation of this fraction into components by chromatography may give some
clue to the nature of the compounds
possessing the optical activity and ultimately to the type of biochemical that
could have been responsible for it.
The evidence indicates that this formation contains the products of organisms
that lived a billion years ago and that
considerable information on the nature of
biochemical processes at that time may
be deciphered from this record.
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A Geochemical Study of Some
Adirondack Graphites
T. C. Hoering and R. Hart

Two principal hypotheses have been
advanced to explain the origin of graphite
in metamorphic rocks. The first calls for a
completely inorganic origin with the
graphite formed by the reduction of
simple carbon-containing molecules of the
volatile phase during metamorphism. The
second proposes that the graphite is the
end product of the metamorphism of
insoluble organic matter in sedimentary
rocks.
A study carried out this year illustrates
how important experimental evidence can
be brought to bear on this subject. Stable
isotope measurements and an examination
of the volatile hydrocarbons produced by
heating the graphite indicate that at least
in one rock the graphite was derived from
what had once been organic matter.
The following graphite-bearing rocks
were collected at the localities listed.
Sample A. Near Keene, New York. Coarse
flakes of graphite near the contact between
gneissic metasediments and a gabbroic anorthosite gneiss.
Sample B. Near Paradox, New York.
Graphite at a contact of a marble and an
amphibolite.
Sample C. Old mine workings at Graphite,
New York. A quartz-graphite schist with
somewhat weathered faces.
Petrographic descriptions of the hand
specimens chosen for study were provided
by D. Metais.
Sample A. Mainly pyroxene and scapolite,
with some sericitized plagioclase, minor
amounts of sphene, quartz, and graphite.

TABLE
Sample
A
B
C

Sample B. Mainly calcite, small amounts of
altered pyroxene and graphite, minor amounts
of sphene and apatite. gq|
Sample C. Mainly quartz and slightly
sericitized plagioclase. Minor amounts of
ing.
apatite and graphite. Little obvious weatherThe graphite was concentrated by
water flotation of the finely ground rock.
Adhering minerals were removed by
digestion with hydrochloric acid followed
by hydrofluoric acid. The resultant
graphite was washed thoroughly to remove free acid.
The graphite was burned to carbon
dioxide for isotopic analysis in an oxygen
atmosphere over a bed of copper oxide at
750°C. Low yields of carbon dioxide with
isotope fractionation were obtained in a
dry system, but the addition of a few
millimeters of water vapor permitted the
conversion to proceed quantitatively and
reproducibly. Carbon dioxide was extracted from the scapolite of sample A
and the calcite of sample B by reaction
with 100 per cent phosphoric acid at
100°C. Hydrogen sulfide was generated
from small amounts of sulfide minerals in
the rock. The carbon dioxide was purified
by preparative gas-solid chromatography
with a silica-gel column. The results of
the isotopic analyses of the coexisting
carbonate and graphite are shown in
table 43 expressed as parts per thousand
difference in the C13/C12 ratio as compared with a standard carbon dioxide.
(C13/C12), - (C^/C12),

X 1000
(C13/C12)s
5C13 =
where the subscript x refers to the sample
under investigation and the subscript s

43.

Isotopic Analysis of the Carbon in Carbonates and Graphites
-5.5
from Metamorphic Rocks of the Adirondacks
-2.2
-8.8
Mineral
-4.4
Mineral
-3.3
(carbonate)
-2.2
-30.3
Scapolite
Graphite
Calcite
Graphite
5C]
Graphite

5C1
5C1
5C1
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refers to National Bureau of Standards
isotope reference sample 20, a limestone
from Solenhofen, Germany.
Samples of graphite from the amphibolite (sample A) and from the schist
(sample C) were heated under a vacuum,
and the evolved gases were continually
pumped away into an evacuated container. The experiment is similar to
experiments described in another part of
this report. The evolved gases were
qualitatively examined by gas-liquid
chromatography and mass spectrometry.
The graphite was first heated at 300°C
for 2 days, and the gases were collected.
The experiment was then repeated at
400° and 500°C on the same sample.
The behavior of the graphite from the
quartz-graphite schist was especially
interesting. A total of more than 5000
parts per million of methane, more than
100 parts per million of ethane, and
smaller quantities of hydrocarbons in the
range of propane to heptane, including
some cycloparaffins, were detected. Most
of the higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbons were evolved at 300°C, and
heating to the higher temperatures gave
mainly methane. The levels of hydrocarbons observed were greatly above the
blank level of the system as determined
by heating a sample of a red Precambrian
granite. The graphite from the amphibolite gave only small amounts of methane
on heating.
Graphite from the marble (sample B)
and from the schist (sample C) was
hydrogenated with phosphorus and hydrogen iodide to determine whether
residual organic structures could be isolated as hydrocarbons. The details of this
procedure are given in another section of
this report. The results are shown in
table 44.
In addition to the hydrocarbons reported in table 44, comparable amounts
of methane, ethane, propane, and isobutane were observed. The quantities of
hydrocarbons observed are small and
about 5 to 10 times the blank level as
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TABLE 44. Hydrocarbons in the Range of
Pentane to Octane Isolated by the Hydrogenation of Graphites with Phosphorus
and Hydrogen Iodide

2-Methylbutane
n-Pentane
2-Methylpentane
3-Methylpentane
w-Hexane
Methylcyclopentane
Cyclohexane
Methylcyclohexane
Weight per cent in
range C5 to C7

Sample B
(marble)

Sample C
(schist)

8.3 ppm
0.8
1.4
3.0
n.d.
180
11
4.0

3.3 ppm
0.2
5.3
0.7
0.4
80
7.8
0.1

0.025

0.009

determined by reacting phosphorus and
hydrogen iodide with a red Precambrian
granite.
The characteristics of sample C, graphite from the schist, are very similar to
those observed for the insoluble organic
matter in less metamorphosed Precambrian sediments. To conclude that this
graphite was formed by the metamorphism of the "kerogen" in a previously
sedimentary rock seems reasonable. It
may be somewhat surprising that any
organic molecules would survive the
metamorphism, but " imperfect" graphites are well known from the technological
production of graphite from coal and
petroleum residues. These imperfections
are believed to be due to residual aliphatic, carbon-to-hydrogen containing
structures linking large sheets of graphitic
carbon. Breger (1963, p. 70) has reported
that the carbonaceous matter in a phyllite
from Minas Gerais, Brazil, gave well
defined graphite lines in X-ray diffraction
and yet contains some benzene-soluble
organic matter.
Craig (1954) has discussed the problem
of the C13/C12 ratios of carbon in sedimentary rocks and in graphites. He
concluded, correctly, that the analysis of
the carbon isotope ratios alone in a
sample of graphite cannot prove conclu-
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sively the biological or nonbiological
origin of the carbon in it. The similarity
of the C13/C12 ratio of the graphite in the
schist to the organic carbon in sedimentary rocks is only suggestive of a biological origin. But, when these data are
combined with information on the geological setting and the organic geochemical results, they clearly point to the
conclusion that the graphite in the schist
was obtained by the metamorphism of the
kerogen in a sedimentary rock.
The characteristics of the graphite in
sample A from the amphibolite and
sample B from the marble are different
from those in the schist. Only small traces
of hydrocarbon molecules could be isolated. More interesting is the relatively
high C13/C12 ratio of the graphite and the
relatively small difference between the
carbon isotope ratios of the coexisting
graphite and carbonate. These results are
clearly different from those found in
slightly metamorphosed sediments, where
the difference in 8CU is typically 20 per
mille. It is suggested that the graphite
and the carbon dioxide of the volatile
phase of metamorphism could have interacted
C -}- CO,

2CO

(1)

which would lead to a small isotope
fractionation due to the isotope exchange
reaction

C13 + C1202 ^ C12 + C1302
(2)
If this proposed reaction came to isotopic
equilibrium, it could form the basis of an
isotope thermometer scale for rocks
containing graphite and a carbonate.
The values of the equilibrium constant
for reaction 2 as a function of temperature
are not known. Preliminary experiments
to determine them in this laboratory were
not successful. It is well known that
graphite is extremely sluggish in its rate
of chemical reaction, and isotopic equilibrium between carbon dioxide and
graphite could not be obtained with two
different schemes that were tried.

Proteins in Mollusk Shells
P. E. Hare and P. H. Abelson

Next to the arthropods the mollusks
are represented by more species than any
other phylum. Yet, with the exception of
some specialized forms not having hard
parts, all have a shell consisting principally of calcium carbonate in the form of
calcite, aragonite, or a combination of the
two. The small mineral crystals are
bonded by layers of protein. With this
combination of materials the mollusks —
including gastropods (e.g., snails), pelecypods (e.g., clams), and cephalopods (e.g.,
pearly nautili) — are able to produce tens
of thousands of different sizes and shapes
of shell. It seemed possible that the
protein bonding materials might play a
key role and that an investigation of their
amino acid content might yield significant
information.
Since the shape of the shell is genetically controlled, it is plausible to think
that the protein bonding material may be
under genetic control also. In studying
the amino acid content of about one
hundred different shells we have found
that the proteins of related species are of
similar composition. We noted large
differences in species not closely related.
The types of similarities and differences
can be seen in figure 116. The top chart
shows a standard mixture of amino acids.
The next three charts were obtained from
proteins separated from shells of members
of the Veneridae family. Mercenaria
mercenaria, a member of this family, is
the hard-shelled clam commonly known
on the east coast of the United States as
the quahog. Pecten and Amusium are
scallops from the family Pectinidae.
Pteria, the wing oyster, and Pinctada, the
pearl oyster, are two closely related
genera in the family Pteriidae. The
amount of each amino acid represented
by peaks on the charts is related to the
areas under the curves. Thus it can be
noted that very large compositional
differences may be found among families
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Standard Amino Acid Mixt

Family- VENERIDAE

Mercenaria mercenaria

A_
Family- VENERIDAE

Prot0thaca tenerrima

A.
Family- VENERIDAE

Chione fluctifraga

A_

JW
Family- PECTINID/.E
Pecten irradians

Family- PECTINIDAE
Amusium

laurentii

TV

Family-PTERIIDAE
Pteria colymbis

1

Aa aL

Family-PTERIIDAE
Pinctada radiata

A,

Fig. 116. Amino acid chromatograms of representative genera in three mollusk families compared with a standard mixture of amino acids.

but that marked similarities exist on the
genera level in a given family.
Discovery of these similarities and
differences in amino acid content opened
a further series of questions. Before discussing them, however, some comments
on technique and instrumentation are
appropriate.
In general, the whole shell of a gastropod or one valve of a bivalve is used as a

sample. The shell is freed of any extraneous protein with the aid of a 2 TV sodium
hydroxide solution. The clean shell is
treated with a mixture of 10 per cent
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and the calculated amount of hydrochloric acid required to dissolve the calcium carbonate.
The insoluble residual protein is collected
by centrifugation and washed repeatedly
with 5 per cent TCA. In general, the
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protein was dried and weighed, and an
aliquot was taken for hydrolysis. The
protein content of shells ranged from
about 5 per cent in Nautilus to as little as
0.01 per cent in some tropical snails. All
hydrolyses were conducted under nitrogen in sealed tubes. Excess acid was
removed by drying in vacuo over solid
sodium hydroxide.
The amino acid analyzer was an
adaptation of the instrument described by
Spackman, Stein, and Moore (1958). The
ion-exchange columns were reduced to
2-mm diameter. Locally our Mr. Rowe
supplied special micro absorption cells
which provide us with additional sensitivity. As little as 10-12 mole of each
amino acid can be detected. Samples of a
few milligrams of shell material are
sufficient. In our studies of contemporary
shells this sensitivity is useful for studying
different structures within a single shell.
In the analyzer the amino acids in an
aliquot of the hydrolysate are separated
by elution from a resin ion-exchange
column. The individual acids react with
a dye, ninhydrin, to produce a purple
color (a yellow color with proline and
hydroxyproline), which is measured with
a recording spectrophotometer. Replicate
runs show that the equipment produces
consistent results and that the probable
error in a determination is about 3 per
cent at a level of 10~8 mole.
Students of mollusks have long been
interested in the phylogenetic relationships among the classes and families.
From an examination of the soft parts
and the embryonic aspects, some families
can be classified as primitive, and indeed
shells similar to those of present forms
may be found early in the fossil record.
Some forms are so little changed as to be
referred to as living fossils. On the basis
of comparative anatomy and the paleontological evidence, many authorities have
leaned to the suggestion that all mollusks
descended from a common molluskan
ancestor. If this is true the ancestor, if he
had a shell, very likely also used protein
as a bonding material. The proteins in
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some present-day living fossils might even
resemble those of the ancient ancestor.
Accordingly it was interesting to compare
the proteins and amino acids in a series
of representatives of old families.
Chromatograms of amino acids from
such a group are shown in the first five
records of figure 117. Perotrochus and
Astraea are classified among the Archaeogastropoda. Acila and Mytilus are considered primitive bivalves or pelecypods,
and Nautilus, a primitive cephalopod, is
often referred to as a living fossil.
There seems to be a significant parallel
among the amino acid patterns of these
more primitive molluskan representatives.
Glycine and alanine are both very
abundant and make up a substantial
proportion of the protein amino acids.
The stairstep order of methionine to
isoleucine to leucine is characteristic.
The shells of all these mollusks are rich
in organic matter, ranging from 1 to 5
per cent. The shells either were all
nacreous or had substantial nacreous
layers. This structure slowed the rate of
solution in acid since the alternating
leaves of organic matter protected the
underlying aragonitic layers.
The last three chromatograms in figure
117 represent more specialized mollusks.
Conus, a warm-water cone shell, belongs
to a superfamily unknown before the
Upper Cretaceous. Tagelus is an elongate
shell often called a broad razor clam.
Parapholas is a boring clam with a most
unusual morphology adapted for boring.
It is quite apparent from the last three
chromatograms in figure 117 that the
amino acid composition differs strikingly
from that of the more primitive mollusks.
The large amount of glycine and low
alanine seem characteristic of these more
specialized forms.
The results suggest a convergence in
the shell protein composition among the
primitive members of the three classes. If
real, it would seem to indicate that a
primitive common molluskan ancestor
may have had a somewhat similar shell
protein composition. There is also a sug-
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ARCHEOGASTROPODA
Perotrochus hirasei

Fig. 117. Amino acid chromatograms of some primitive mollusks (top 5) compared with some
highly specialized forms (bottom 3).

gestion that parallel but separate trends
in shell protein composition occur within
the classes from the primitive to the
specialized forms. In sample preparation
it was noted that many of the specialized
MISCELLANEOUS
„
7 . rr
•
Precambnan Symposium
An informal conference arranged by
P. E. Cloud, Jr., and P. H. Abelson on
Precambrian life and ecology was held at

forms had very little protein in their
shells — as little as 0.01 per cent. This
seems to indicate very efficient shellforming processes,
ADMINISTRATION
the Geophysical Laboratory on April 30,
1%4 Presentations by p. E. cloud> Jr.;
of the University of Minnesota and E. S.
Barghoorn of Harvard dealt with the
morphological aspects of organized, appar-
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ently biologic, structures in the Nonesuch shale (^1 b.y.) and in the Gunfhnt
chert (~2 b.y.). T. C. Hoering of the
Geophysical Laboratory reported the
finding of fatty acids in the Stripy
Marker bed of the Nonesuch shale and
also optical activity in the liquid hydrocarbon fraction from the Nonesuch.
W. G. Meinschein discussed his finding in
the Nonesuch shale of pristane and
phytane, two higher-molecular-weight
hydrocarbons commonly found in biological liquids. J. W. Schoph from Harvard University reported finding porphyrins in the Nonesuch shale. Other
participants and guests included Walter
White, James C. Wright, and W. P.
Woodring from the U. S. Geological
Survey; Freeman Quimby of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration;
John Trammel from the White Pine
Copper Company; and P. H. Abelson and
P. E. Hare from the Geophysical Laboratory. The conference provided a stimulating day of discussion on problems
dealing with the detection and characterization oflife in the Precambrian.

Journal of Petrology
Professor C. E. Tilley (Cambridge
University, Geophysical Laboratory) and
H. S. Yoder, Jr., continued to serve as
editors of the Journal of Petrology, and
other Laboratory staff members acted as
critics of the manuscripts. Nineteen
papers were published in volume 4, 1963,
which totaled 492 pages. Of these papers
one was by a staff member; four alumni
or later associates of the Laboratory are
among the authors. The high regard for
the Journal of Petrology is registered by
the increase in personal subscriptions and
manuscript submissions from around the
world.
Lectures
During the report year staff members
and fellows were invited to present lectures as follows:
P. H. Abelson made a total of 24
invited public appearances. Among them
were: As the 14th Bicentennial Lecturer

("Chemicals from ancient life") of the
Chemistry Alumni Association of the City
College of New York and recipient on
September
11, 1963, of its Gold Medal
Journal of Geophysical Research
Award for Scientific Achievement; as a
The Journal of Geophysical Research is lecturer ("The space race") at the Annual
published semimonthly by the American Meeting of the American Psychological
Geophysical Union with P. H. Abelson Association in Philadelphia; as the Third
(Geophysical Laboratory) and J. A. Annual Klopsteg Lecturer ("Where is
Peoples, Jr. (University of Kansas), as science heading?") at Northwestern Unicoeditors. About half of the editorial
versity; as the after-dinner speaker ("A
work, including manuscripts on upper critical appraisal of government research
atmosphere and space, as well as some of policy") at the Robert A. Welch Foundation Conference on Chemical Research
the papers involving geochemistry, are
handled at this Laboratory. The Journal held in Houston, Texas; as a Hoyt
is regarded by many as the world's lead- Memorial Fellow, lecturing ("Governing geophysical publication.
ment, science, and universities") at Yale
Though publishing about 6000 pages a University and Morse College; as speaker
year, the Journal has one of the fastest ("Science and society — present problems
publication times among scientific jour- and future prospects") at the University
nals. This accomplishment is due to the of Wisconsin Sigma Xi banquet; as the
effective efforts of Dr. and Mrs. Peoples banquet speaker ("Congress and reat Kansas, and the cooperation of Mrs.
search") at the Second Radioisotopes
Lucile Stryker and Miss Mary Jane Miles Conference held at Gatlinburg, Tennesof Carnegie Institution, and Mr. A. D.
see; as lecturer ("The educated man") to
Singer and Miss Marjorie E. Imlay of the the Conference on Aims of Higher Education at Iowa State University; as
Geophysical Laboratory.
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speaker ("Origin and early evolution of
life") in the Molecular Biology Seminar
Series at the San Francisco Medical
Center of the University of California;
and as commencement speaker ("Education for tomorrow's world") at State
University College, Fredonia, New York.
D. K. Bailey gave two lectures at the
department of geology and mineralogy at
the University of Michigan.
F. R. Boyd addressed the District of
Columbia Chapter of the Society of the
Sigma Xi at its annual meeting.
P. R. Brett lectured at the geology
departments at Harvard University, McMaster University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Columbia
University.
F. Chayes participated in a symposium
on quantitative electron microscopy,
March 30 to April 3, 1964, at the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D. C. He gave a lecture, "The background of modal analysis," at this
symposium on March 31 and also on
April 10 at a scientific staff meeting of the
National Bureau of Standards.
G. L. Davis addressed the Geological
Society of Washington.
In February 1964, G. Donnay gave ten
lectures on crystal structure and crystal
chemistry to geology and chemistry
students, and on May 18, spoke on hybrid
solid solutions to a group of geologists at
the Johns Hopkins University.
J. J. Fawcett lectured at the department of geology at the University of
California at Los Angeles.
T. C. Hoering participated in a symposium on organic geochemistry at the
department of chemistry at the University of Texas. He addressed the Baltimore
and Southwestern Sections of the American Chemical Society; the Research and
Development Laboratory of the Texas
Company; the department of biochemistry at Georgetown University Medical
School; the department of geology at
Yale University; the chemistry division
at Argonne National Laboratory; the
department of chemistry at Washington
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University; and the Naval Reserve Research Unit at the U. S. Naval Hospital.
He also lectured on the organic geochemistry of Precambrian rocks before the
Geological Society of South Africa at the
University of the Witwatersrand in
Johannesburg.
As Visiting Lecturer in Geochemistry
at Lehigh University, G. Kullerud gave
a series of three monthly lectures on
sulfide phase equilibria and supervised
the research of three Ph.D. candidates.
He participated in the Symposium on
Problems of Postmagmatic Ore Deposition held at Prague, Czechoslovakia; a
symposium on geochemistry at the annual
meeting of the Austrian and German
Mineralogical Societies at Vienna, Austria; and the Symposium on Geochemistry of Estuarine Sediments at Jekyll
Island, Georgia. He also lectured at the
departments of geology at Princeton
University, McMaster University, University of Heidelberg, University of
Uppsala, and Erlangen-Nurnberg University, and at the Mineralogical Institutes of the University of Kiel and the
Technical University of Stockholm.
D. H. Lindsley addressed the Geological Society of Washington.
G. Moh lectured on phase equilibria in
sulfide systems at the department of
geology at Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, and at the School of Mines
and Metallurgy at the University of
Missouri.
A. E. Ringwood delivered a lecture to
the Philosophical Society of Washington.
As recipient of the Mineralogical Society of America's highest award, the
Roebling Medal, J. F. Schairer addressed
the Society at its 44th Annual Meeting
at New York City.
R. Steiger lectured at the departments
of geology at the University of Minnesota
and the Johns Hopkins University.
G. R. Tilton delivered a lecture at the
Institute of Geophysics at the University
of California at Los Angeles.
H. S. Yoder, Jr., was an active lecturer
in the American
Geophysical
Union
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Visiting Scientist Program and visited the
University of Rochester, Syracuse University, Harpur College, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Louisiana State University, Tulane University, University of
Texas, Northwestern University, and
Ohio State University. In addition, he
gave two lectures at the University of
Wisconsin, and addressed the Philosophical Society of Washington.
Penologists' Club
Ten meetings were held during the 53rd
year of the Penologists' Club. Speakers
covered a range of topics in structural
geology and theoretical and experimental
petrology :
"Pyroxene," by J. F. Schairer (Geophysical
Laboratory).
"Cenozoic volcanism in and around the
oceans," by Felix Chayes (Geophysical
Laboratory).
"Longitudinal rock flow in orogens," by
Edward Hansen (Geophysical Laboratory).
"Systems with fully mobile components;
their theory and geological significance," by
D. S. Korzhinskii (Academy of Sciences,
USSR).
"Some recent high-pressure research at
Canberra and its bearing on (a) the nature of
the Mohorovicic discontinuity and (b) the
fractionation of basaltic magmas," by A. E.
Ringwood (Australian National University,
Canberra).
"The join diopside-forsterite-iron oxide and
its relation to ultramafic magmas," by Dean
Presnall (Geophysical Laboratory).
"Pedogenesis of lithium pegmatites," by
David B. Stewart (U. S. Geological Survey).
"Newer observations on meteorites," by
Paul Ramdohr (Heidelberg University).
"Relations in the pyroxene quadrilateral,"
by H. S. Yoder, Jr. (Geophysical Laboratory).
"Rotated garnets and diastrophism in
southeastern Vermont," by John Rosenfeld

(University of California, Los Angeles, and
Harvard University).

The Summary of Published Work
below briefly describes the papers published in scientific journals during the
report year. In addition, the following
papers are now prepared for publication:
P. H. Abelson, T. C. Hoering, and P. L.
Parker, "Fatty acids in sedimentary
rocks"; D. K. Bailey and J. F. Schairer,
" Feldspar-liquid equilibria in peralkaline
liquids — the orthoclase effect"; P. R.
Brett, "Experimental data from the
system Cu-Fe-S and their bearing on
exsolution textures in ores"; P. R. Brett
and R. A. Yund, "Sulfur-rich bornites";
F. Chayes, "Determination of relative
volume by sectional analysis"; F. Chayes,
"Titania and alumina content of oceanic
and circumoceanic basalt"; G. Donnay,
J. D. H. Donnay, and H. Takeda, "Trioctahedral one-layer micas, II, Prediction
of the structure from composition and
cell dimensions"; G. Donnay, N. Morimoto, H. Takeda, and J. D. H. Donnay,
"Trioctahedral one-layer micas, I, Crystal structure of a synthetic iron mica";
J. J. Fawcett, "Alteration products of
olivine and pyroxene in basalt lavas from
the Isle of Mull"; G. Kullerud, "Covellite
stability relations in the Cu-S system";
G. W. Morey and J. S. Burlew, "Studies
of solubility in systems containing alkali
and water, IV, The field of NaOH in the
system NaOH-Na2C03-H20"; N. Morimo to and G. Kullerud, "Polymorphism
on the Cu5FeS4-Cu9S5 join" ; P. L. Parker,
"The biogeochemistry of the stable
isotopes of carbon in a marine bay";
W. Schreyer and H. S. Yoder, Jr., "The
system Mg cordierite-H20 and related

rocks."
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(1323)

Geochemistry of amino acids. P. H.
Abelson. In Organic Geochemistry, edited
by I. A. Breger, pp. 431-455, Pergamon
Press, New York, 1963.
A review of the natural occurrences of
amino acids in rocks and fossils is presented.
The manuscript was submitted for publication
March 10, 1959.
(1400) On the transition of bornite. N. Morimoto. Mineral. Soc. Am. Spec. Paper 1,
153-156, 1963.
Three polymorphs were confirmed for synthetic and natural bornite: a high-temperature
form with a cubic cell of a = 5. 50 A, a metastable form with a cubic cell of a = 10.94 A, and
a low-temperature form with a tetragonal cell
of a = 10.94 A and c = 21.88 A. The crystal
structures of the high-temperature form and
the metastable form were studied by X-ray
single-crystal methods in order to elucidate
the transition mechanisms of bornite.
The transition of bornite from the hightemperature form to the metastable form
takes place by an ordering of the metal atoms.
A single crystal with its metal atoms in a
mobile state changes to many domains with
a low symmetry, without changing the facecentered lattice of the sulfur atoms. These
domains are in twin relations and collectively
give a diffraction aspect of higher symmetry.
The transition from the metastable form to
the low-temperature form is also discussed.
(1402) Refinement of the crystal structure of
kyanite. Charles W. Burnham. Z.
Krist., 118, 337-360, 1963.
The crystal structure of kyanite, Al2Si05,
has been refined by three-dimensional leastsquares techniques. Refinement was based on
observed data measured using a single- crystal
counter diffractometer; the disagreement
factor, R, for 981 hkl reflections was reduced
to 8.6 per cent.
The triclinic kyanite structure proposed in
1929, based on a distorted close-packed oxygen
framework, was found to be fundamentally
correct. Aluminum cations fill 40 per cent of
the octahedral interstices in such a way that
half of the occupied octahedra form single
chains parallel to the c axis similar to those in
andalusite and sillimanite. The arrangement
of aluminum cations yields ten independent
shared octahedral edges ranging in length
from 2.485 to 2.633 A (±0.01 A). The corre-
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sponding Al-Al separations vary from 2.88 to
2.763 A.
Silicon atoms occupy 10 per cent of the
tetrahedral interstices. The Si-0 distances
range from 1.611 to 1.644 A ( + 0.005 A), and
the average ofo eight independent Si-0 distances is1.628 A.
(1403) Geological contours and trend surfaces.
F. Chayes and Y. Suzuki. J. Petrol., 4,
307-312, 1963.
If a parent distribution can be adequately
described by a polynomial whose second
derivative is everywhere small, its parameters
can be estimated from observations made at
properly distributed sample points with a
reliability governed by the number and areal
distribution of such sample points. If the slope
of the parent surface is known to change
rapidly in certain areas, inferences about it
based on sample trend surfaces will almost
certainly be highly unreliable in these areas,
and the effect of departure from the underlying assumption of gentle variation in change
of slope may actually extend far beyond the
immediate region of abrupt slope change. If
nothing is known of the rate of change of
slope of the parent distribution, the relation
between sample surface and parent surface is
indeterminate.
If residual variation is very small a contour
map of a sample trend surface of low order is
almost certainly a reliable representation of
the parent surface in the sample area. If, as in
most published examples, residual variation
is large, contours on a sample trend surface
illustrate tendencies which are not immediately
obvious in the raw data and which, in the
sense of ordinary geological contouring, are
simply not observable. They may nevertheless
not only be present but also be of considerable
significance,
both statistically and substantively.
The interpretation of physiographic contour
maps implies that residual variance is negligible in relation to total sample variance. The
interpretation of trend surface contours says
nothing specific about the ratio of residual to
total variance, and in fact this ratio may be
very large. Contours of the first type are
essentially representational; those of the
second, abstract. Failure to acknowledge this
distinction is responsible for much current
confusion about the uses and interpretations
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of trend surface contours in igneous petrology.
(1406) The sulfur-rich portion of the Fe-Ni-S
system. L. A. Clark and G. Kullerud.
Econ. GeoL, 58, 853-885, 1963.
The sulfur-rich portion of the Fe-Ni-S
system has been investigated between 100°
and 1000°C under equilibrium vapor pressures
with especial emphasis on the FeS2-NiS2 join.
Pyrite (FeS2) and vaesite (NiS2) coexist between 729° ± 3° and 137° ± 6°C. Above this
temperature range a (Fe,Ni)i_xS solid solution
coexists with sulfur liquid, whereas below
137°C bravoite, (Fe,Ni)S2, is stable on the
join between pyrite and vaesite.
The solubility of FeS2 in vaesite is a maximum of 27.9 weight per cent at 729°C; other
points on the solvus are 13.5 per cent at 600°,
6.5 per cent at 500°, 2.5 per cent at 400°, 0.7
per cent at 300°, and 0.1 per cent at 200°C.
The heat of mixing, AH, is constant at 9.8
kcal/mole. The maximum NiS2 solubility in
pyrite of 7.7 weight per cent also occurs at
729°C. It decreases to about 6.8 per cent at
700°C but could not be determined at lower
temperatures.
When pyrite and vaesite coexist the vaesite
solvus is a useful geothermometer. A determination on material from the Kasompi Mine,
Kantanga, indicates a formation temperature
of 390°C. Bravoite, generally a secondary
mineral, can form only below 137°C.
Most nickeliferous pyrites were deposited
at relatively low temperatures where the
equilibrium nickel solubility is well below 1
per cent. It is concluded, in the light of the
experimental evidence, that most of the
nickel occurs in metastable solid solution in
these pyrites.
(1408) Review and evaluation of recent research on geologically significant sulfidetype systems. G. Kullerud. Fortschr.
Mineral, 41, 221-270, 1964.
A compilation and evaluation of data on
geologically important sulfide-type systems is
presented. It is confined almost exclusively to
systems that have been investigated during
the last decade. Nineteen binary systems,
twenty-five ternary systems, and five quaternary systems are considered. Thirty-six
figures are included to demonstrate phase
relations.
(1409) The synthesis and stability of anthophyllite. H. J. Greenwood. J. Petrol., 4,
317-351, 1963.
The pure magnesium orthorhombic am-

phibole, anthophyllite, has been synthesized,
and its upper and lower stability limits have
been established by reversible hydrothermal
experiments. The synthetic mineral has refractive indices nx = 1.587 ± 0.001, nv =
1.602 ± 0.005, nz = 1.613 ± 0.001, and
unit-cell dimensions of a0 = 18.61 + 0.02 A,
6o = 18.01 ± 0.06 A, Co = 5.24 + 0.01 A.
The mineral is stable over a narrow temperature range in the presence of the phase H20.
At a ?h2o of 1000 bars the upper stability
limit is 745° + 10°C and the lower stability
limit is 667° ± 8°C.
Rate studies indicate that anthophyllite
can nucleate at temperatures above its upper
stability limit by disintegration of talc sheets
into strips of double chains. The activation
energy for this process is 150 + 30 kcal
Application of the data to rocks of the
Balmat
mole-1. area, New York, suggests that the
equilibrium pressure of water during the
metamorphism was significantly less than the
total pressure. The data indicate that monomineralic zones of anthophyllite in ultramafic
rocks are due to the presence of a steep
gradient in the activity of H20, or a steep
gradient in temperature, or both, across the
zones.
(1410) Paleobiochemistry. P. H.
Proceedings of the Fifth
Congress of Biochemistry,
52-68, Pergamon Press,
1963.

Abelson. In
International
vol. 3, pp.
New York,

This paper was prepared for presentation
at the Fifth International Congress of Biochemistry. Itpresents evidence that in many
ways very ancient life functioned much like
present-day forms.
(1411) Metamorphic conditions of ore and
country rock of the Bodenmais, Bavaria,
sulfide deposit. W. Schreyer, G. Kullerud, and P. Ramdohr. Neues Jahrb.
Mineral, Abhandl, 101, 1-26, 1964.
The results of combined sulfide and silicate
geothermometry indicate that both ore and
adjoining gneisses of the Bodenmais sulfide
deposit were subjected to essentially identical
regional metamorphic conditions with a
thermal peak at approximately 730°C and
3000 bars total pressure suggesting a depth of
about 11 km. At this stage the gneisses exhibiting mineral assemblages with cordierite,
sillimanite, biotite, garnet, K feldspar, plagioclase, and quartz endured partial melting.
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The stable mineral assemblage in the ore was
pyrrhotite, pyrite, magnetite, and Fe-rich
sphalerite. Under subsequently decreasing
temperatures the silicates remained at first
unaffected, whereas part of the sulfides recrystallized and reequilibrated. Below about
400°C some of the cordierite broke down to
aggregates of muscovite, chlorite, quartz, and
occasional andalusite. Under similar conditions, i.e. between temperatures of 250° and
350°C (uncorrected for pressure), the final
equilibration of pyrrhotite and pyrite probably
took place, whereas the sphalerite solid solutions formed at higher temperatures persisted.
(1412) Annual report of the Director for 19621963.
(1413) Physical properties of synthetic biotites
on the join phlogopite-annite. D. R.
Wones. Am. Mineralogist, 48, 13001321, 1963.
Indices of refraction, a, y, n (average of an
aggregation); d06o; and unit-cell parameters
have been measured for synthetic biotites on
the join phlogopite-annite, which have been
synthesized and annealed at a variety of
pressures, temperatures, and oxygen fugacities.
Regression coefficients relating physical properties to Fe/(Fe + Mg) have been computed
for biotites annealed at oxygen fugacities
defined by the assemblages Fei_xO-Fe304,
Fe2Si04-Si02-Fe304, Ni-NiO, and Fe304-Fe203.
Systematic variations in the physical properties are observed with changes in both Fe/
(Fe + Mg) and oxygen (hydrogen) fugacities.
These variations are attributed to the presence
of "oxyannite" KFe+2Fe2+3AlSi30i2 molecule
in the biotite solid solutions.
(1414) Phase equilibria in the metamorphic
rocks of St. Paul Island and Cape North,
Nova Scotia. H. J. Greenwood, B. R.
Doe, and W. C. Phinney. J. Petrol., 5,
189-194, 1964.
Pairs of minerals of variable composition,
which were taken from rocks of the same bulk
composition but which crystallized at different
temperatures along the same continuous
thermal gradient, must show crossing tie lines
if no other phases of variable composition
coexist and may show crossing tie lines if such
other phases are present. Tie lines known to
represent equilibrium at the same temperature
can cross only if some essential component
is omitted from the projection in which they
appear to cross.
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(1415) Variance-covariance relations in some
published Harker diagrams of volcanic
suites.
1964. F. Chayes. J. Petrol., 5, 219-237,
Sample statistics for data upon which a
number of published Harker diagrams are
based are reviewed in detail. A convincing
Harker diagram — i.e., one in which most of
the data points lie reasonably close to simple
curves — seems to require that the variance
of silica be at least as large as the sum of all
other variances. For this situation it can be
shown a priori that strong negative correlation
is to be expected between silica and some or all
other oxides making substantial contributions
to the total variance of the array. The data
suggest that, the larger the relative contribution to total variance made by any other such
oxide, the stronger its negative correlation
with silica.
An excess of silica variance sufficient to
generate strong negative correlation of silica
with oxides of Ca, Mg, Fe, and Al seems
characteristic of Cenozoic examples of the
basalt-andesite-dacite association, whether or
not they include rhyolitic material, and even
when they contain no dacite. It occurs also in
about half the examples of the oceanic basalttrachyte association so far inspected, but is
not found either in the basalt-mugearite
subgroup of trachyte-bearing suites of this
association or in oceanic basalt suites lacking
salic derivatives.
The strong negative correlations of the
typical Harker diagram could be generated
by any process that would greatly enlarge the
variance of silica relative to other oxides.

(1416) Crustal warping — A possible tectonic
control of alkaline magmatism. D. K.
Bailey. J. Geophys. Res., 69, 1103-1111,
1964.
Alkaline and peralkaline magmatism is
peculiar to the epeirogenic continental environment; itis characterized by unusual concentration of alkalies, volatiles, and rare
elements, the large volumes of alkaline rock
contrasting with the small amounts of such
rocks in alkali basalt provinces. Probably the
most outstanding region of alkaline and
related carbonatite activity is in east and
central Africa, where localization of the
activity along the rift valleys has long been
recognized. Recent discoveries tend to establish this relationship. The restriction of major
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alkaline provinces to the stable continents has
led to the suggestion that long undisturbed
periods must be necessary for slow accretion
beneath the crust; the implications are that
the continental plate has a passive role and
that any association of alkaline magmatism
with rifting is fortuitous. It is here argued
that the regional tectonics control the generation of aklaline magmas and their localization
along the rift zones. The African shield shows
a distinct "basin and swell" pattern, and
many of the rifts occupy the axial zones of
the long, narrow upwarps, separating the
basins. A series of erosion surfaces, dating at
least as far back as the Jurassic, shows increasing elevation and separation toward the
crests of the swells and indicates uplift of these
zones in several distinct stages: the continuity
of such erosion surfaces shows that the continental plate behaved competently during
these uplifts. Upwarping of a rigid continental
plate would relieve the pressure lower in the
crust, allowing partial melting and the concentration offugitive constituents from the
underlying mantle. In east and central Africa,
similar alkaline magmas of salic differentiate
character, rich in volatiles, and often with
associated carbonatites, were produced in
different regions during different periods of
rifting; the unusual volume of such rocks can
more reasonably be explained by partial
melting of crystalline source rocks and collection of juvenile fugitive constituents than by
the usually favored process of fractional
crystallization, which would require a vastly
greater volume of parent magma.
(1417) The melting of forsterite up to 50 kilobars. B. T. C. Davis and J. L. England.
J. Geophys. Res., 69, 1113-1116, 1964.
The melting curve of forsterite, Mg2Si04,
has been determined at pressures up to 50 kb,
using the single-stage apparatus and tungsten/
75 tungsten-25 rhenium thermocouples. The
curve is linear within the precision of measurement; T = 4.77 P + 1898, with P expressed
in kilobars, T in degrees Celsius; S.D. = 11°.
The temperature of melting of forsterite is
not so dependent on pressure as that of other
silicate minerals, which indicates that the
eutectics of silicate systems having Mg2Si04
as a component should shift toward Mg2Si04
with increasing pressure. Partial fusion would
yield magmas poorer in silica at greater depths
in the mantle.

(1418)

Trends in scientific research. P. H.
Abelson. Science, 143, 218-223, 1964.
Research trends and opportunities in many
of the major sciences are evaluated.
(1420) A petrographic distinction between
Cenozoic volcanics in and around the
open oceans. F. Chayes. J. Geophys.
Res., 69, 1573-1588, 1964.
Geographic and petrographic definitions of
"circumoceanic" and "intraoceanic" Cenozoic
lavas are proposed and tested. The association
between geography and petrography proves
remarkably strong; a classification based on
Ti02 content and the degree of alkali concentration relative to Si02 and A1203 is more than
90 per cent accurate. Failures of the classification are frequently associated with unusual
enrichment in H20. The remarkable consistency of lava types in and around the oceans
contrasts strongly with the complex mixtures
of types characteristic of shallow-sea and
continental areas of the globe.
(1421) Ferrosilite (FeSi03): Synthesis at high
pressures and temperatures. D. H.
Lindsley, B. T. C. Davis, and I. D.
MacGregor. Science, 144, 73-74, 1964.
The FeSi03 (ferrosilite) end member of the
pyroxene series is not known as a pure mineral
in nature and cannot be synthesized at atmospheric pressure. At pressures from 18 to 45 kb
and temperatures from 1150° to 1400°C,
however, it is readily synthesized. Its refractive indices approach those predicted for
ferrosilite, and it melts incongruently to an
Fe2Si04-rich liquid plus quartz.
(1422) Ferric tourmaline from Mexico. B.
Mason, G. Donnay, and L. A. Hardie.
Science, 144, 71-73, 1964.
Dark brown crystals, up to 10 mm long,
occur in rhyolite at Mexquitic, San Luis
Potosi, Mexico. They are short prismatic,
showing {1120}, {3030}, {1011}, {0221}, with
c/a 0.4521, measured with a goniometer, and
distinct {1120} cleavage. With an unusual
combination of cell dimensions, high density,
high refractive indices, and extreme birefringence, this tourmaline falls outside the
known elbaite-schorl and schorl-dravite series.
A chemical analysis, recalculated on the
basis of cell volume and density, gives close
to the theoretical 150 atoms per cell, whether
the iron is ferrous or ferric, but the physical
properties indicate a ferric tourmaline.
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(1423) The system MgSi03-CaMgSi20 6. F. R.
Boyd and J. F. Schairer. J. Petrol., 5,
275-309, 1964.
Subsolidus and liquidus phase relations
along the join MgSi03-CaMgSi206 have been
determined from the results of dry and hydrothermal runs. Two-pyroxene mixtures which
crystallize within the solvus in dry runs form
cryptoperthites, and X-ray methods must be
used to determine their compositions and
locate the boundaries of the solvus. Mg-rich
and Ca-rich pyroxenes can, however, be distinguished inwell crystallized hydrothermal
runs by optical techniques.
The results obtained indicate that solid
solution along this join is more restricted than
was found by Atlas (1952). The solvus intersects the solidus over a composition interval
of 42 weight per cent. Additional data on the
rhombic enstatite <=i protoenstatite inversion
are consistent with Atlas's value of 985° ±
10°C. This inversion has proved to be very
sensitive to pressure, and the dT/dP slope of
the transition is 84° + 10°/kb.
The crystallization of natural pyroxenes
from basaltic magmas is reviewed in the light
of the experimental data. The solid solution
shown by Fe-poor pyroxene pairs from layered
intrusions such as the Skaergaard is remarkably restricted. The temperature of crystallization ofthese pyroxenes as deduced from the
solvus on the join MgSi03-CaMgSi206 is about
1000°C. In making this estimate it is assumed
that any subsolidus exsolution has not proceeded beyond the stage of lamellae formation.
This temperature is below the dry solidus of
basalt, and the result indicates either that the
solid solution shown by these natural pyroxenes isinfluenced by impurities such as
Al or Fe'" or that the melting interval of the
magmas that formed the intrusions was
lowered by a substantial vapor pressure of
H20.
It is suggested that pyroxenes crystallized
from extrusive basalts and having compositions that plot in the central part of the
pyroxene quadrilateral are metastable solid
solutions formed by quick cooling. Available
information is not sufficient to clarify the
relationship between pigeonite and the
various polymorphs of MgSi03. It is probable,
however, that there is a first-order inversion
between pigeonite and protoenstatite, and
possible phase relations between these forms
in the system MgSi03-FeSi03 are discussed.
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(1424) Morphological analysis of hodgkinsonite. L. A. Hardie, J. L. Munoz, G.
Donnay, and J. D. H. Donnay. Am.
Mineralogist, 49, 415-420, 1964.
In hodgkinsonite the structural space group
P2i/a governs the morphology, except for the
pinacoids 010 and 100, and the prisms Okl.
Insufficient data allow only tentative conclusions: the bond assemblage probably has
periods 6/4 and a/4 in the projections onto
the y and x axes; its yz projection may possibly
show a halving of c.
(1425) Iron-titanium oxide minerals and synthetic equivalents. A. F. Buddington
and D. H. Lindsley. J. Petrol, 5, 310357, 1964.
Phase-equilibrium studies in the system
FeO-Fe203-Ti02 permit determination of the
temperature and oxygen fugacity of formation
of coexisting pairs of titaniferous magnetite
and ilmenite in many rocks. Temperatures
thus obtained are probably accurate to ± 50°C.
Temperatures indicated for most igneous and
metamorphic rocks for which data are available are generally consistent with temperatures inferred by other methods. Temperatures for certain gabbroic rocks are too low
for magmatic crystallization and probably
reflect the migration of ilmenite from titaniferous magnetite to form separate granules
upon cooling.
The experimentally determined solubility of
ilmenite in magnetite is much too small to
account for most ilmenomagnetites by simple
exsolution. Subsolidus oxidation of magnetiteulvospinel88 to yield ilmenite-magnetite intergrowths has been experimentally verified and
probably takes place during cooling of many
igneous and perhaps some metamorphic rocks.
Oxidation at surface or hypabyssal conditions
may produce metastable titanomaghemites.
In order of increasing intensity of oxidation,
the following Fe-Ti oxide pairs occur in
plutonic rocks: ulvospinel-rich magnetite88 +
ilmenite88, ulvospinel-poor magnetite88 +
ilmenitess, ulvospinel-poor magnetitesa +
hematiteS8, hematite8a + rutile.
(1427) Effects of pressure on the melting and
polymorphism of enstatite, MgSi03.
F. R. Boyd, J. L. England, and B. T. C.
Davis. J. Geophys. Res., 69, 2101-2109,
1964.
The melting curve of enstatite, MgSi03,
has been determined in the pressure range 5 to
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46 kb. The data can be fitted by a smooth
curve originating at the incongruent melting
point at atmospheric pressure (1557°C). Simon
constants for this curve are A = 28.5 and
c = 5.01. The initial slope is 12.8°/kb, but it
flattens to about 6°/kb in the range 40 to 50
kb. The melting curve is intersected by the
polymorphic transition protoenstatite ^±
rhombic enstatite, with rhombic enstatite as
the high-pressure phase. The transition curve
is approximately T = 985°C + 84P (kb),
with the triple point protoenstatite-rhombic
enstatite-liquid at 1650°C and 8.0 kb.
Enstatite melts congruently at high pressure.
Experimental data show that the pressure at
which the melting changes from incongruent
to congruent must be less than 5.4 kb. Thermodynamic calculations indicate that it is
probably about 2.3 kb. These data suggest
that rocks showing textural evidence of an
olivine-liquid reaction relation have developed
this relation at relatively shallow depth,
probably less than about 9 km.
(1428) Structures of two polymorphic forms of
Cu6FeS4. N. Morimoto. Acta CrysL, 17,
351-360, 1964.
There are three polymorphic forms of
Cu5FeS4. All three can be obtained by starting
with natural or synthetic material. A hightemperature form, stable above 228° + 5°C,
changes to a transitional metastable form on
cooling below 228° ± 5°C; it then gradually
changes to the low-temperature form. Only
the low-temperature form occurs in nature,
as bornite.
The crystal structure of the high-temperature form was determined from single-crystal
data. The cubic cell with a = 5.50 A contains
Cu5FeS4. The space group is Fm3m. The S
atoms occupy the nodes of the face-centered
cubic lattice. In each tetrahedron of S atoms,
the metal atom is statistically distributed
among 24 equivalent sites with coordinates
x = 0.310, y = 0.290, and z = 0.270, the
total metal atom in the tetrahedron being
3/4 (Cu,Fe).
The crystal structure of the metastable
form of synthetic bornite was also determined
from single-crystal data. The space group is
FdZm, with a = 10.94 A, but the cubic
symmetry results from the twinning of small
domains with rhombohedral symmetry in
eight different orientations. Each individual
in this twin has space group RSm, with

arh = 6.70 A and a = 33°32'. In this rhombohedral structure all the S atoms remain in
cubic close-packing. The metal atoms are
situated in three out of every four tetrahedra;
they are statistically distributed among four
equivalent sites inside each occupied tetrahedron. No distinction was made between Cu
and Fe atoms, either in the metastable structure or in the high-temperature structure.
The low- temperature form shows space
group P42!C with a = 10.94 and c = 21.88 A.
A structural mechanism is proposed for the
polymorphic transition between the hightemperature and the metastable forms.
(1430) Stable mineral assemblages of anhydrous copper and iron oxides. R. A.
Yund and G. Kullerud. Am. Miner al49, 689-696, 1964.
The equilibrium assemblages in the system
Cu-Fe-0 have been determined at 800°C and
below. Ternary phases are delafossite (CuFe02)
and copper ferrite (CuFe204). Neither cuprite
nor tenorite is stable with magnetite or
hematite at any temperature. Copper and
hematite together are stable only below
675° ± 25°C. Natural mineral assemblages
are briefly discussed in the light of the experimental data.
The free energy of formation of delafossite
has been calculated at 675° and 25°C with the
aid of the experimentally determined phase
relations. The values are —83 + 8 and
— 110 ± 6 kcal/mole, respectively.
(1431) Geological aspects of high-pressure re1964. search. F. R. Boyd. Science, 145, 13-20,
The low-density minerals that make up the
bulk of rocks in the earth's crust, such as
quartz and the feldspars, are transformed by
high pressure into much denser phases. Some
of the products of these transitions are new
phases that were first discovered in the
laboratory; others are minerals such as
kyanite, jadeite, and pyrope, which have long
been known as constituents of metamorphic
rocks. Determinations of the stability fields of
these high-pressure minerals show that either
metamorphism of sedimentary rocks takes
place at much greater depth than has hitherto
been supposed or pressures generated by
orogenic forces may have significantly augmented the hydrostatic pressure. The second
alternative seems unlikely, but lack of infor-
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mation on the strength of rocks during metamorphism makes the matter uncertain.
Geophysical and petrological observations
indicate that the dominant rock type in the
upper mantle is garnet peridotite. However,
there is reason to believe that the mantle is
inhomogeneous and that a variety of rocks
ranging in bulk composition from eclogite to
peridotite are present. Hydrous phases, such
as amphiboles, are possible constituents in the
upper 100 km. The hypothesis that the M
discontinuity is a dynamic equilibrium between basalt and eclogite seems improbable.
The transition zone between the upper and
lower mantle can be explained as a series of
reactions in which silicates with the silicon
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ion in fourfold coordination are transformed
into phases in which silicon is in sixfold
coordination. This interpretation is supported
by synthesis of stishovite, a polymorph of
Si02 with rutile structure, and by syntheses
of germanate pyroxenes with ilmenite structure.
Data on the melting of silicates at pressures
up to 50 kb show that the initial dT/dP slopes
of silicate melting curves are much steeper
than those of metals but that they show considerable curvature. The increase of melting
temperature with pressure should be much
more pronounced near the top of the mantle
than at greater depth.
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Carnegie Institution of Washington Year Book 63, 1968-1964

Frontispiece

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism

A recording magnetic variometer being made ready in Peru for observations of magnetic changes
and deep-seated electrical earth currents.
In partnership with the Institute Geofisico del Peru (Lima) and the Instituto Geofisico Boliviano
(La Paz) the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism has actively in progress a field program searching
the Andes Mountains for additional indications of anomalous electrical currents in the earth's crust
and upper mantle.
In September 1963 joint field parties of the Lima and DTM groups made the initial discovery of
striking differences among magnetometer records at sites separated by only 75 to 100 kilometers in
southern Peru. These differences may indicate buried regions of relatively high temperature much
nearer the surface than the usual depth of roughly 250 kilometers to rock materials hot enough for
large electrical currents to be induced by rapid changes in the earth's magnetic field.

INTRODUCTION
This is the report of a year of work in technical content of this report is only a
a physics research laboratory. The effort tentative expression of our probing and
has not been specially directed toward our convictions, as we seek answers to the
increasing our knowledge about the challenges we meet in this area of choice
magnetism of the earth, despite the his- and decision about basic research as an
toric title of this Department, although aim and a way of life; the technical
some work in that area has yielded fresh choices we make in our work then follow
results on electric currents in, or just from the broader concepts. It is the
beneath, the earth's crust. The specific proper use of the great freedom we enjoy
problems under study by our professional in research, under the protection of
staff of about 15 men and their colleagues Andrew Carnegie's endowment and the
range from astrophysics through geo- men who administer it, that concerns us.
physics and biophysics to the atomic We have no voters or stockholders — or
nucleus, and in each situation there have even students — to restrict or bias our
been discussion, critical examination,
activities; we must measure our efforts
sympathetic response to unexpected diffi- against an ideal concept, and here we are
culties, and warm mutual satisfaction in our own harsh critics.
viewing constructive research results
The Articles of Incorporation describe
which have been shared by most of the the purpose of the Institution in the
staff as the work has evolved.
founder's own words, "to encourage, in
Is it possible to describe or distil a kind the broadest and most liberal manner,
of characteristic essence central to our investigation, research, and discovery,
various individual experiences as research and the application of knowledge to the
men privileged to devote our full efforts improvement of mankind." The various
to basic research in the Carnegie Insti- possible interpretations of the last phrase
tution? How well and in what ways do our of this statement, sometimes thought
activities relate to the original purposes
perhaps to refer to improving the physical
indicated by Andrew Carnegie to his circumstances of life for mankind, have
Trustees? Who actually molds the changes not been emphasized over the years,
in the emphasis and specific direction of especially in view of some uncertainty
our research efforts, and how is the about the perfectability of man which two
guiding done?
great wars and other events have proIs there a clear vision of the aim and
duced since Andrew Carnegie's letters of
the process of basic research, and can it 1901 and 1902. There is just a possibility
be depicted in simple terms? And then, if that in the next few paragraphs a small
all these questions are answered, is it glimmer of an idea — the aesthetic role of
feasible to identify a reasonably clear-cut knowledge, especially new knowledge —
activity for the Carnegie Institution to has a bearing, in an operational sense, on
embody or exemplify in the huge complex the towering notion of "the improvement
of research and development efforts in the
United States?
of The
mankind."
question about who guides the
Before plunging into the jungle of direction of our research efforts, and how,
detail that necessarily comprises any is answered with reasonable simplicity in
technical report, it is pertinent to let the the statement Dr. Bush first made, and
interested reader first be aware that these Dr. Haskins has emphasized, namely,
broader questions about research activity "the Staff is the Institution." By means
and our own part in it are of keen concern of constant probing and discussion, the
to each individual staff member here. The views of the staff members, with their
293
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myriad contacts with the scientific world,
and the broad aims and ideas of leaders
within and outside the Institution, are
refined and reduced to action, both in the
staff laboratories and by the administrative officers who make the decisions on
new appointments and new facilities.
Much of this is done, of course, in terms
of "going concern value," building ahead
on strength already developed in the
Institution, primarily in terms of the
talents and creative leadership of individual research men. But there is a
consistent effort to examine fresh areas,
to make small, tentative beginnings on
possible new problems, and to use our
freedom to explore ideas involving "investigation, research, and discovery" that
may open up new areas of study in which
the attitudes, methods, and tools of the
physicist can be freshly productive. In
the past this recognition of our freedoms
and our obligations in the Institution has
expanded the research program of the
Department, beginning with cosmic rays
("Hohenstrahlung") in 1912 and the
ionosphere (then the "Kennelly-Heaviside layer") in 1924 and nuclear physics
in 1926, to include most of the areas of
interest to modern physics.
Nevertheless, after all the changes in
the ideas and institutional arrangements
affecting research since 1904, when our
Department was initiated, is it possible to
define what we mean by basic research?
There seems to be general agreement that
"basic research for technology" is amply
justified in government and industry, and
can be identified by its goals and activities
as something other than the "basic
research" appropriate to the Institution,
except for accidental fruits that may well
prove useful in technology. In a similar
way "basic research for medicine" can be
partially identified as a category separate
from fundamental biology, which has
facets in microbiology and biophysics
that are nevertheless basic to the concerns
of the medical profession. If we agree that,
for the Institution and this Department,
"investigation, research, and discovery"
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means "basic research" in some esoteric
way divorced from practical goals in
technology or medicine or some other
environmental circumstance for mankind,
how can we characterize our aims in
pressing forward our work in this Department? The old statement that we "seek
knowledge for its own sake" is flat and
flavorless in comparison with the vigor of
our daily exchange here.
Although it can be only partially
expressed, there is an answer, hinted
above. It concerns the aesthetic role, the
"spiritual" role, if you wish, of knowledge
in the sum total of a man's life experience.
Knowledge and its active personification
("wisdom") have always been revered in
individuals, and those who possess knowledge and wisdom are honored for their
"riches." Their life experience, especially
their contemplation, is held to be deeper
and more fruitful than the life experience
of a man more occupied with physical
effort. The human importance of knowledge and thought is today emphasized,
and their fruits are more widely shared
than ever; despite the disappointments of
universal education in failing to equalize
all men, there is a fresh and vigorous
dimension in the avid hunger — for new
ideas, new knowledge, new concepts —
that is so marked a factor in the enormous
expansion of communications media.
(The shortcomings in our uses of these
media should not blind us to the tremendous enlargement of the horizons of most
people.)
Basically, the "aesthetic role" of new
knowledge is to make larger, deepermore intense — the intrinsically personal
experience of awareness that is the central
mystery for all mankind. Regardless of
his own level of specialization, and
regardless of whether his subject is the
interior of the stars, the interior of the
atom, or the interior of the living cell, the
same inexpressible mystery of individual
awareness conditions every thought and
every action of every scientific specialist
exactly as it does the humblest farmer
who looks around him and wonders. It is
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to serve this nonphysical need of mankind
that basic research, to gain "new knowledge for its own sake," is best characterized. Itis not only to find new knowledge that can be expressed in words and
numbers at the level of "public knowledge," definable and specific, but also to
enrich mankind by new levels of private
experience, wider and more diffuse and
much less defined — experience that is
shared by image and by common feelings,
of awe and wonder and admiration, in
short by fresh new facets of awareness,
that is the goal of our examinations and
studies of the intricate and beautiful
structure of the world surrounding us.
This is the "aesthetic role of knowledge"
that our own small efforts here may
exemplify and illuminate. Thus, we believe that the primary purpose and the
real and immediate use of basic research
as we seek to carry it forward here lies in
its effects on the spirit of man, shared by
all men who value the contemplation of
new knowledge in its firm relation to the
old.
If these words serve to express something of the feeling we have toward our
work, and if they characterize an important aspect of the true purpose of the
Institution, it is clear that a special place
still exists for the Institution to occupy,
along with others having similar freedoms,
in the huge complex that carries forward
research activities in the United States
today. Our effort to express the individual
and personal values of knowledge and of
new knowledge is only a faint reflection
of the agelong inheritance of these values
by all kinds and conditions of men. It is
not denied to other institutions or laboratories; itsimply seems highly pertinent
for this to be recognized as a primary goal
of our Institution and our Department.
As was said here some years ago, we seek
in this Department to be "a good, oldfashioned
research. example of the real thing" in
Now, perhaps, the technical discussion
of what we have been measuring and
studying becomes more understandable

as a basis for our enthusiasm and satisfaction.
Two basic questions were asked and
answered during the year by our Biophysics Group. The first one asks where,
in the replication process of cell to cell, or
DNA to RNA to protein, does the process
of differentiation occur that results in the
specialized cells forming, for example, the
liver, kidney, and brain. These are simple
illustrations of the whole category called
differentiation. Another way of stating
the question is to ask whether each
specialized cell has the full genetic
message for that whole animal or organism, or whether the cell is specialized
because only a part of the genetic message
has been transmitted to it. The answer,
obtained by means of the DNA-agar
column procedure devised here and
described last year, is simple and unequivocal. The DNA of a specialized cell
is identical with that of a germ cell and
has the whole genetic message, but the
messenger RNA that determines the
protein content of the specialized cell is
not a one-to-one matched copy of the
DNA message (nucleotide sequences).
Parts of the genetic message have been
suppressed and other parts greatly intensified or repeated in the RNA, resulting
therefore in the synthesis of highly
specialized proteins (and enzyme functions) for each of the specialized cells.
With the crux of differentiation thus
located, many other exciting questions
become accessible to study.
The second question led to a basic
discovery having far-reaching implications in relation to evolution and even to
problems relating to virus-induced disease.
The lambda virus of E. coli causes
prompt lysis of susceptible coli strains
when infection is transmitted to the
cultures. However, the strain K12 of
E. coli is recognized in two forms: in one
form, exposure to ultraviolet light causes
nothing unusual; for the other form, K12
lambda, similar exposure causes the
abrupt appearance of the lambda virus
and the prompt lysis of the coli cells.
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When this happens a few stragglers survive (extremely few), and they can be
recultured for 20 or even 50 generations
with no sign of lambda phage virus. But
ultraviolet light exposure promptly brings
out the latent virus. The total genetic
message for the virus was clearly preserved through the many generations of
the E. colt. The question is where and how
the complete genetic message of the virus
was preserved and reproduced while its
action was being suppressed.
The answer was found to be that a
considerable part of the virus genetic
message (nucleotide sequences) was identical with part of the E. coli genetic
message, and that the two homologous
parts were closely linked in the DNA
reproduction process from one generation
to the next, in which both messages were
fully reproduced, but with the usual
runaway reproductive activity of the
virus somehow suppressed by this close
association until activated by the ultraviolet light.
This discovery of homology between
virus and host DNAs has led to the
further question whether such an addition
of "foreign" genetic messages (e.g., the
total virus complement) is a general
mechanism for the alteration of genetic
inheritance in large "lumps" from one
generation to the next, with much or all
of the added message suppressed until
some later factor activates it. This not
only is of striking interest in relation to
the frequency and character of evolutionary experiments in nature but obviously points to a possible distinction
between two types of potential "hosts"
for virus disease, namely, those that
carry, but temporarily suppress, the
genetic message of a virus along with their
own, and those that do not. Tests for
homology between host and virus then
have interesting potentialities. Work
along these lines in cooperation with the
National Institutes of Health has already
demonstrated such relationships, using
mice and polyoma virus.
A discovery was also made during the
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past year in a very different field of the
Department's interest, namely, magnetism and earth currents. Indications of
a remarkably high electrical conductivity
at relatively shallow depths were found
beneath the Andes Mountains of southern
Peru. For many years magnetic observations, especially during magnetic storms,
have been used to infer the intensity of
the electrical currents in the earth
induced by the changing electrical currents in the ionosphere overhead. The
depths at which these earth currents flow
are in the neighborhood of 250 to 400 km,
where the temperature is high enough for
rock materials to become fairly good
electrical conductors. However, since our
DTM studies of the earth's crust under
the high Andes, and the equatorial
electrojet in the ionosphere over Peru,
during the IGY (1957-1958), it has been
clear that strong earth currents at
relatively shallow depths (20 to 50 km)
might be expected under the Andes. The
concentrated electrojet currents overhead
make magnetic observations there relatively direct and significant. Efforts were
begun in Peru and Bolivia several years
ago to initiate observations using closely
spaced magnetic observing sites to find
out whether or not there are anomalies in
the current systems beneath the Andes,
and striking observations confirming the
existence of unusual currents were obtained during August and September of
1963. Electrical currents induced in the
salty ocean along the boundaries of
continents give rise to a small but definite
magnetic perturbation in most places
where the effect has been examined, but
in southern Peru the conductivity under
the land mass is so shallow and so marked
that it obscures the entire ocean effect
there.
These magnetic studies in Peru, now
being extended to Bolivia, are only one
aspect of the Department's participation
in the International Upper Mantle
Project — a worldwide program of cooperation, under the International Council
of Scientific Unions, for intensive studies
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of the earth's crust and outer mantle
(down to 1000-km depth) during the
years 1963 to 1967. One of the major
features to date of the United States'
participation in the IUMP has in fact
been initiated and coordinated through
our Department, namely, the Lake
Superior Seismic Experiment. This was a
program, chiefly by United States and
Canadian groups, plus Japanese and
Peruvian participants, for observing the
seismic waves from eighty 1-ton explosives on the bottom of Lake Superior
during July 1963. The field work was
successfully carried out, but the crustal
structures below Lake Superior, previously thought to be simple, as a part of
the ancient Canadian Shield, were found
to be disrupted by an unconformity or
high-velocity structural wedge midway in
the lake. The resulting puzzles are proving
to be a good exercise in the international
adjustment of seismic interpretation.
Another feature of the Department's
participation in the IUMP concerns the
measurement of heat flow from the
earth's interior by making observations
in the bottom sediments of deep lakes. A
technique for this new procedure and for
evaluating the reliability of the heat-flow
numbers it yields was worked out by
members of our staff as a part of the Lake
Superior project. The results obtained
there encourage the idea that similar
observations on deep lakes in many
different regions may yield a rich harvest
of heat-flow information, hitherto rather
sparse for most land areas.
The Department's collaboration with
half a dozen university geophysics groups
in Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina is
going forward with increasing intensity
and fruitfulness.
EXPERIMENTAL
THE

EARTH'S

CRUST

As the report for Year Book 62 was
written the Earth's Crust Group was
preparing a major seismic expedition to
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Records of local seismic activity are
obtained daily with simple equipment at
about thirty different sites in the Andes,
and by local study and mutual interchange fresh indications are being obtained of the great irregularities and
systematic differences in structures of the
earth's crust and upper mantle in those
very interesting and tectonically active
regions. One of the associated studies here
at the Department has led to a revised,
accurate measure of the diameter of the
earth's core and the velocity at the
boundary between the core and the
mantle. These new determinations are
based on a diffracted phase, observed out
to very great angular distances where it
had not previously been recognized.
Another aspect of international cooperation concerns the 100-foot parabolic
antenna for radio astronomy, and the
large multichannel radio receiver for
hydrogen-line emission (1420 Mc/sec),
both of which are provided by the
Department and which are expected to
be in operation by the end of 1964 at the
cooperative site provided by the Instituto
Nacional de Radio Astronomia of Argentina, near La Plata. Both this radio
astronomy venture abroad and the upper
mantle projects indicated above have
been given added support by grants to
the Institution from the National Science
Foundation, specifically to enhance the
foreign collaboration features of our
efforts. The Department and the Institution gratefully acknowledge this help,
which makes these tentative explorations
in the direction of international collaboration much less of a struggle and, we trust,
much more fruitful than our own limited
efforts might be.

GEOPHYSICS
Lake Superior as part of the United
States' efforts for the International Upper
Mantle Project. Measurement of heat
flow in the bottom of lakes was antici-
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pated, and a definitive experiment for
measuring some of the properties of the
mantle had been outlined in principle.
Experiments had been prepared to study
further a "dispersive" phenomenon in
high-frequency seismic waves, using the
DTM earthquake network in the region
of Arequipa, Peru; and extensive revisions
in and additions to the equipment of the
Carnegie network of seismic stations in
Chile, Argentina, Bolivia, and Peru were
in progress. The mass spectrometers for
solid sample analyses were being upgraded to make precise isotope ratios of
lead and strontium routinely available.
The report below summarizes some of the
results of this activity.
The seismic work this year is so extensive that the report of it is divided into
three sections: explosion studies, earthquake studies, and theoretical studies.
The division is convenient for the reader,
but in only a minor way is it indicative of
the way the group works together. The
studies of earthquake observations are
steadily mounting in scope as our own
interests and those of our South American
colleagues are expanded by the availability of reliable data. These data come
both from the international network
operated under the direction of the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey and from our
own local Carnegie networks in South
America.
A new observation made in earthquake
seismograms conclusively demonstrates
the diffraction of very long-period waves
by the core of the earth. The result of this
observation shows a shadow zone for some
wavelengths at shorter distances than had
previously been deduced.
The Department's data in explosion
seismology available for study were
almost doubled by the intensive efforts in
and around Lake Superior by our staff,
some thirty colleagues in Canadian and
United States academic and government
groups, and three supporting United
States government agencies.
Diverse theoretical investigations are
grouped together; they are representative
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of endeavors that will be increasingly
important in a Carnegie-type seismic
group to whom the design of experimental
observations for a specific problem is of
greater importance than the continuous
accumulation of data.
Isotope studies, now completed, of the
fractionation of neon isotopes in diffusing
through vycor glass, may have important
geological implications. Age studies in
India and Brazil have indicated a more
complex geologic history than could be
observed from field relationships alone.
Comparison of lead and strontium isotopic variations in the near-bottom water
and in cores taken from the bottom of
Lake Superior places limitations on the
model of the source of these samples.
The Earth's Crust Group has continued
to benefit from the stimulating presence
of Fellows of the Institution from the
United States and abroad. Their activities
are represented by highly significant
parts of the work described below.
Seismic Studies
Earthquake Seismology
M. A. Tuve, I. S. Sacks, L. T. Aldrich,
J. S. Steinhart, and R. Sumner1
In South America: J. Frez,2 Fr. G. Saa2
E. Gajardo,3 C. Lomnitz,3 R. Anzoleaga,4 J. Santa
Cruz,* R. Cabre, S.J., 4'5 R. Salgueiro,*
F. Volponi,6 and A. Rodriguez7

For a small company of individuals, a
few men trying to learn new things about
the earth, seismic activity is an attractive
avenue to fresh information. The elastic
waves radiating from earthquakes are of
several different types; their paths ex1 Carnegie Institution Fellow; from University
of Wisconsin.
2 Universidad de Chile, Zona Norte, Antofagasta, Chile.
3 Universidad de Chile, Santiago and Antofagasta, Chile.
4 Institute Geofisico Boliviano, La Paz,
Bolivia.
5 Observatorio San Calixto, La Paz, Bolivia.
6 Instituto Sismol6gico, Universidad de Cuyo,
San Juan, Argentina.
7 Instituto Geofisico, Universidad de San
Agustin, Arequipa, Peru.
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plore all regions of the earth; and the
separate quakes, each one a highly
localized wave source for a brief interval
of time, occur in nearly all geographic
areas frequently enough to give even one
observer many samples of essentially
repetitive information. The fact that the
information is extremely difficult to
interpret from earthquake records, even
when a host of records from different
locations are available for the same earthquake, only adds zest to the challenge.
In these operational aspects seismic
activity, like magnetic activity, is a freely
available energy source which in principle
can give information about the earth,
fresh daily and different from place to
place. It has been natural for the Department's staff to explore how observations
of natural seismic activity, as contrasted
with waves from experimental explosions,
can yield answers to simple questions
about the earth and earth processes. After
all, there are only a few qualitatively
different sources of geophysical information.
The 1957 Carnegie-IGY Expedition to
the Andes, which studied the waves from
explosions and made gravity measurements, was organized not only because of
the great tectonic interest (mountain
building and related problems) of the
huge Andes ranges and the stupendous
uplifted bulk of the Altiplano but also
because we knew that the repeated occurrence of large and small earthquakes,
many times daily, up and down the whole
southern continent, would provide elastic
waves in profusion for continued study for
decades after the explosion observations
of the IGY.
The kinds of questions that can fruitfully be asked by two or three individual
research men working together must be
carefully framed, however. Tentative
efforts often show that large organized
programs will be needed even to outline
the answers to some questions, like those
about earth structures, for example,
which are easily posed and quickly asked,
but extremely difficult to answer from

seismic data. One long-range hope of the
Carnegie Andes network, organized since
the IGY and made up of six local networks of seismic stations, each selfsufficient for many local seismic problems,
is that a considerable number of men in
the various Andes countries, together
with United States associates in the
Carnegie Institution and elsewhere, will
ultimately form a large enough group to
be effective on various survey problems
requiring a host of separate observations
and correspondingly great manpower and
effort. Our Departmental interest, however, will no doubt remain chiefly at the
level of questions that can be asked and
answered largely on the basis of the
personal effort of two or three individuals
who themselves obtain recordings of the
types they require for the questions they
have formulated, and then make their
own analysis.
Two examples of this type of highly
personal effort are illustrated herewith,
one relating to the diffraction around the
earth's core of very long earthquake
waves, and the other relating to the
attenuation and "pseudo-dispersion" of
short waves in a single locality (near
Arequipa).
Diffraction studies of the earth's core.
The radius of the earth's core has been
determined by Jeffreys and others using
well determined travel times for compressional (P) waves, well determined ScS
(shear wave reflections from the core)
times, and rather lower accuracy S (shear
wave) travel times. It is possible, however,
to determine the core radius from arrival
times of P waves and the shadow
boundary for diffracted P waves. The
conditions at the core-to-mantle interface
may also be investigated by observing the
behavior of P waves of different periods
in the shadow zone. This report discusses
the first observations that have been
made of diffracted P waves out to very
large angular distances and their behavior
as a function of period. The measurements have been made on records obtained by the international network of
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stations operated by the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey.
Direct P waves from a source near the
surface, traveling through the mantle,
graze the core when the distance between
the source and a recording station is about

0 is a function of the curvature of the
wave front.
Figure 2 shows the theoretical amplitude decrease with distance for energy at
various periods. P waves with periods of
25 seconds or more may be observed to

105°. The ray path AB corresponding to
this condition is shown in figure 1. Phases

distances of 180° on seismographs having
magnifications of 1000 to 3000, provided
that the earthquake generates sufficient
compressional energy at these periods. In
general, shallow-focus earthquakes with
a magnitude M greater than 734 will show
this phase clearly. Diffracted P waves at
periods of 25 seconds have been observed
to distances of 165°. Reduced travel times
are plotted in figure 3. The P velocity at
the base of the mantle indicated by the
results obtained thus far is just under
13.5 km/sec. This value, which is lower
than the Jeffreys-Bullen determination of
13.62, agrees with a Gutenberg determination. The 3-second offset shown is
probably due to a small error in the
hypocenter. Since the stations used were
close to the same great-circle path, the
hypocenter location errors do not affect
the velocity determination. The close
agreement of the amplitudes of this
25-second-period arrival with the theoretical amplitudes (shown in fig. 2) indicates that diffraction adequately explains
the phase and no structural complications
are suggested at the base of the mantle.
Since the wavelengths considered were
300 km, the resolution is about 80 km.
Shorter-period waves were examined to
define the structure and shadow boundary
more precisely.
The amplitudes of 2.5-second arrivals
are also plotted in figure 2. Two significant
points emerge. The agreement of these
amplitudes with the theoretical attenuation implies that diffraction is a sufficient
mechanism even with a resolution of 8
km. It appears that the break in the
amplitude curve occurs at some distance
after 94° and before 100°. An even larger
decrease in amplitude of the 0.7-secondperiod arrivals occurs in the same range.
The fact that the intersection of the best
line through
the amplitude
data for

Fig. 1. The ray paths of P waves showing
direct P paths. The distance at which the ray
just grazed the core, AB, was taken to be 105°.

that have traveled through the core are
the dominant arrivals at greater distances
than 105°. Energy diffracted around the
core, AC, AC, travels at the base of the
mantle at 13.62 km/sec (H. Jeffreys,
Monthly Notices Roy. Astron. Soc, Geophys. Suppl, 4, 498-536, 1939) and
arrives before the earliest core phases at
all distances.
The amplitude of the diffracted wave
falls off approximately as
sin (7

1
-m(cT_\w
+ 4>))Ui \2raJ
exp [-O.287

(2ira/cTy"]

where 7 is the angle subtended by1/2-.the
diffracted path at the center of the earth,
c is the velocity of propagation in the
lower mantle at the core boundary, T is
the period, a is the radius of the core, and
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2.5-second energy in the range up to 94°
and the line through the data beyond
100° is close to 94° implies that the
shadow boundary is close to 94°. However, since the simplified theory available
is not applicable at the shadow boundary,
it is not certain that there should not be
a discontinuity in the amplitudes at this
point, which would have the effect of
shifting the shadow boundary toward
100°. The implication of a shadow boundary at about ,95° rather than the previously accepted 105° is that the radius of
the core must be about 2 per cent larger
than the old value, 3473 km, necessitating
fairly substantial revision of the lowermantle velocities, particularly S velocity.
Further work using diffraction techniques is in progress to determine how
much variation there is in the velocity at
the base of the mantle for various azi-

muths around the globe. The position of
the shadow boundary for different azimuths will indicate the range of curvatures of the outer boundary of the core.
Observations of frequencies higher than
1 cps in the shadow zone are expected to
give information about the finer structure
of the lower mantle boundary.
A study involving the knowledge of
source spectra by direct measurement
requires low-distortion, large dynamic
range seismographs to be operable in
fairly remote areas. Some instruments
developed for this purpose are described.
Long-period seismometer design. Vertical-component seismometers generally
have coil springs to support the mass.
This type of spring has a very high Q
"violin string" transverse oscillation. If
an earthquake spectrum or ground noise
contains this resonant frequency, the
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oscillation is excited. The effect of the
oscillation is to make the mass move
either up or down, depending on the
particular design giving rise to a spurious
output. It has been found that this spring
violin-string resonance can be damped,
without at the same time damping the
seismometer, by immersing only a few
coils at the end of the spring in oil, which
effectively damps the standing wave.
Figure 4 (pi. 1) shows a seismometer's
response to an impulse before and after
spring damping is applied.
A design for a horizontal-component
seismometer having an inverted pendulum (Wiechert) with modified restoring
spring geometry is shown schematically
in figure 5. It can be shown that the
restoring force due to the spring follows
the same law as the collapsing force due
to gravity. Therefore long periods, up to
60 seconds, with a large, stable operating
range, can be obtained in practice.
The symmetry of the structure makes
the mass rest position relatively temperature insensitive. A seismometer has operated with a 20-second period for a month
without its rest position changing by
more than 0.25 mm. The operating range
is ±3 mm. The effect of temperature on
the spring is to change the period slightly.
The spring resonance is damped with an
oil cup. The electrical output is derived
from a coil mounted to the mass moving
in a highly linear magnetic field. Lack of
linearity can cause some rectification of
the signal, which is important near the
epicentral region (500 km or so) where
the high-frequency energy is substantial.
Figure 6 shows a typical record obtained with a long-period Press-Ewingtype seismograph in this region. The
horizontal-component record is reproduced, since there are no coil springs in a
horizontal-component seismometer. Violin-string oscillation in the support spring
of a vertical-component seismometer can
give rise to similar distortion. Rectification of the considerable short-period
shear energy generated by this earthquake, and the filtering by the long-
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Restoring spring

Crossed spring support

Fig. 5. Inverted-pendulum horizontal-component seismometer with modified spring
geometry. The collapsing couple due to gravity
exactly equals the restoring couple due to the
spring if a zero-length spring is used allowing
long resonant periods to be attained.

period galvonometer, have caused the
long-period bay in the trace. Failure to
appreciate the distortion occurring in
standard long-period seismograms when
the amplitude of the short-period (about
0.2 second) vibration is comparable with
that of the longer periods (about 20
seconds) can lead to serious misinterpretations.
Arequipa studies. In cooperation with
the Instituto Geofisico, Universidad Nacional de San Agustin, Arequipa, Peru,
three seismic stations equipped with slowspeed tape recorders and 4-second ver-
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tical-component seismometers were installed in southern Peru and operated
from November 1963 through April 1964.
The tape stations were on a line approximately parallel to the coast. To locate
shocks four additional stations were
operated (see fig. 7). The experiment was
designed to use shocks occurring in the
vicinity of the Santa Helena station to
study attenuation versus depth and
apparent "dispersion" of seismic waves.
The tapes are now being studied.
Previous studies in southern Peru
(Rodriguez, Steinhart, and Asada, 1962),
using S-P locations from three and four
stations, had shown an alignment of epicenters along a band approximately
northwest-southeast parallel to the coast.
The center of activity in this band was

EARTHQUAKE

INSTITUTION

the vicinity of the new station at Santa
Helena. Depths determined from previous
studies ranged from very shallow to more
than 150 km. During the present study
approximately 130 shocks were located
using the "ping-pong table" analogue
location computer (see Year Book 62,
frontispiece, facing p. 261). Where data
from five or more stations were available,
locations were made using P arrival times;
where they were available from only four
stations, locations were made using S-P
times. The epicenters are shown in figure
7. Unlike the 1962 results, the distribution
of epicenters is scattered. There is still a
wide range in focal depths.
The slow-speed tape recorders and
electronics equipment were designed and
built at the Department. The tape re-

LOCATIONS

November 1963 - April 1964
DEPTH OF FOCUS
0-50
•

A
A

50-100
100-150
>150

I

OTHER STATIONS

TAPE STATIONS
(SH)
(AT)
(PV)

(CH)
(Y)
(SG)

Santa Helena
Atico
Pueblo Viejo

(O)

Characaro
San
Gregorio
Ayanquera
Ongoro

18c

5'
Fig. 7.7 Station locations and epicenters determined from the activity in the period November
1963 to April 1964 in the region of Arequipa, Peru. The trend from shallower to deeper hypocenters
from the coast to the mountains should be noted.
74c

73c

'
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corders had 34-inch tape and four-channel
recording heads. Recording was broad
band. Large dynamic range was made
possible by having three channels available. Channel 4 was reserved for second
and minute marks from a Toyo crystal
clock and 1-hour and 12-hour time codes.
Radio time signals were put on channel 3
automatically for 2 minutes every 6 hours.
Ten-inch tape reels (3600 feet) lasted 15
days at a tape speed of 0.037 in. /sec. The
current required for the tape-recorder
motors, relays, and time-code oscillators
was supplied by one ordinary 6-volt
storage battery for this period of time.
Antofagasta studies. A study of earthquake incidence and distribution was
carried out at Antofagasta, Chile, on the
basis of 331 epicenters determined from
records of the local network (stations at
Antofagasta, Salinas, Michilla, Tocopilla,
and Calama; temporary locations at
Arica, Quillagua, and San Pedro de
Atacama). The data used are tabulated
below.

From 5 stations
From 4 stations
From 3 stations
Total epicenters
determined

1961

1962

13
52

5
32
173

65

210

1963
July)
(through
55
1

56

Figure 8 shows the location of the
stations. Recording was suspended between July and December of 1963, owing
to a major overhaul of the Carnegie network. The VELA station at Antofagasta
has been recording continuously since
December, 1962. The results may be
summarized as follows:
1. About 80 per cent of all epicenters
have focal depth greater than 70 km. The
average depth is about 125 km; the
maximum depth, 350 km (fig. 9).
2. Three areas were especially active
during the period under consideration
(fig. 8):
(a) 21° to 24-°S, between 68° 30' and 69°
W. The region corresponds to the great
Andean flexure, and the prevailing focal
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depths are 60-180 km. A minimum
around 23°S appears to divide this active
area into a northern and a southern
subregion (fig. 8).
(6) About 24° S, 67°30'W. This appears
to be a major intermediate focus (depths
between 200 and 240 km) under the Puna
de Atacama straddling the Chile-Argentina border. Its diameter is about 1°.
(c) Offshore activity between 20° and
22°S. Numerous small shocks occurred
along the Chile Trench in this latitude
(not shown, as most epicenters were
recorded at only two stations).
A special study was made of north
Chilean shocks recorded at La Paz. La
Paz arrivals showed a systematic delay
of about 4 seconds as compared with the
time expected from the Jeffreys-Bullen
travel times.
Huancayo studies. This year's report
describes numerous Carnegie activities in
South America. It is a pleasure to present
the activities of a sister Institution, with
many ties to the Department, in a new
relationship. The Instituto Geofisico del
Peru, Ing. A. A. Giesecke, Jr., Director,
has this year completed a little more than
a year's work as part of Carnegie's South
American seismic network. This report
summarizes their activities and gives us
renewed confidence in the hopes we have
had for developing colleagues interested
in the geophysical properties of their own
countries. As a result of the data obtained
by this network from April through
December 1963, 71 shocks were recorded
simultaneously by all four stations, and
177 by three of them. Detailed information on station location, epicentral positions, and some characteristics of the
seismic activity is presented below.
Figure 10 gives the locations of the
seismic stations and also of the hypocenters for which data were obtained in
the report year. Figure 11 shows a plane
vertical section through A B in figure 10,
indicating a general trend of progressively
deeper shocks from the Pacific Ocean to
the Andes.
From the hypocentral distance to a
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Fig. 8. Location of stations for determination of epicenters, 1961-1963, by Universidad de Chile,
Zona Norte, Antofagasta, Chile.
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Fig. 10. Epicenter distribution of earthquakes determined from four stations in the area of
Huancayo, Peru.

station, and the time difference of arrival
of the compressional and shear waves at
the station, a quantity K, having the
dimensions of velocity, can be computed.
The values of K appear to be characteristic of an area; they are shown in the
very preliminary plot of figure 12. Some
scatter in the points is apparent. Three
groups seem to be present in the upper
100 km with values of about 5, 7, and 8
km/sec, respectively.

Figure 13 shows the activity recorded
on the station near lea for the 9-month
period April-December 1963. About 1000
earthquakes were recorded, most of them
at distances of less than 200 km. From
these results it can be concluded that
(1) a more precise determination of K for
various depths and areas is necessary to
compute focal coordinates for shocks
recorded by only three stations; (2) because of the high seismicity of the area
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Projection of the focal depth of figure 10 on a vertical plane through the line AB.

under study, and especially near lea, it is
convenient to add two horizontal components and to install an additional station
in Cordova, about 60 km east of lea, and
in Huancayo or Cerro de Pasco, for better
control of shocks with foci in the Andes.
The Cordova station will provide data to
check the low values of K found for the
area east of lea.
La Paz studies. During the report year
the network in the area has undergone a
complete revision and therefore has produced no locations of hypocenters. In this
period, however, two students supported
by the Andes program have completed
studies using hypocenters as determined
by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. Two
regions centered on La Paz have been
surveyed, and the two places where the

events sample the mantle and crust are
found to be remarkably similar in terms
of velocity. The delay of the upper-mantle
P wave is just significantly larger than
that predicted by the Jeffrey-Bullen
tables. This independent study corroborates adelay found by the Antofagasta
group.
As the report year ended, efforts to find
suitable locations for two other sites in
eastern and southeastern Bolivia for
Carnegie stations were successful. These
two sites will materially help to determine
precisely the effects observed qualitatively
in the preliminary studies.
San Juan studies. Professor Volponi has
been concentrating on measurements of
the different delays in arrival times of
waves arriving nearly vertically (from,
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Fig. 12. Values of K (hypothetical velocity of S-P) as a function of depth of shocks computed by
a mechanical analog computer show three branches: A, values from earthquakes produced in the
ocean; B, shocks with foci in continent; and C, shocks occurring in the small area near, and to the
east of, lea.
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Fig. 13. Histogram showing the relation between epicentral distance and number of shocks
recorded by lea station from April to December
1963.

roughly, the antipodes), at rather closelyspaced stations having different elevations in the Andes to the west of San
Juan, as an indicator of crustal structure
("roots"). One or two more sites are
needed for his studies. He has also made
arrangements with colleagues for the
installation of Hi/Lo key site equipment
at Tucuman and Cordova for special
observations seeking small, deep earthquakes in conjunction with the other
Carnegie local networks in Chile, Bolivia,
and Peru.
Explosion Seismology
J. S. Steinharl, Z. Suzuki* T. J. Smith,
L. T. Aldrich, and I. S. Sacks

Lake Superior seismic experiment. Early
in 1963 the Department took the responsi8 Carnegie Institution Fellow; from Tohoku
University, Sendai, Japan.
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bility for organizing and carrying out an
experiment designed to provide definitive
answers about the structure of the shield
area around Lake Superior. The area was
chosen, first, because it was an ancient
shield, and, second, because the earlier
work done there by the University of
Wisconsin, the Dominion Observatory of
Canada, and this Department had yielded
such uniform results that the experiment
promised to provide data capable of
unequivocal interpretation. As will be
seen below, the uniformity previously
found in the region around Lake Superior
does not extend into the lake basin itself,
and many unusual features have been
encountered in the travel-time curves.
The effort was made as a major part of
the United States program for the International Upper Mantle Project and as
such was liberally supported by the
National Science Foundation, the U. S.
Coast Guard, and the U. S. Navy as well
as by Carnegie funds.
In July 1963, scientists from five
countries, and 46 mobile seismic arrays,
representing 14 institutions, converged on
Lake Superior for a series of explosions
which comprised the most extensive
experiment in seismic crustal studies in
which we have participated. Its extent
can best be appreciated by noting that
more than 3000 seismograms were obtained by the 46 stations. This is more
than twice the number of seismograms
that the Department had obtained in the
previous 15 years of observations in
explosion seismology.
In figure 14, showing the Lake Superior
region, the small black dots indicate the
shot locations and the large dots the
hydrophone stations used to obtain precise shot positions. The ship's navigational procedures provided positions good
only to about 2 or 3 km; we required
locations accurate to ±500 meters. By
utilizing the travel time of the shock wave
through the water we were able to obtain
all positions to this accuracy as well as
statistical estimates of the accuracy
(except for a few shots where three or
fewer hydrophone
stations were oper-
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ating). Figure 15 shows the generalized
locations of the recording stations (heavy
black lines) and the shot lines (dashed
lines). But an experiment is not necessarily good simply because it is big.

INSTITUTION

Besides the obvious economies of making
better use of the shots, there are two
special scientific reasons for large cooperative experiments in crustal seismology.
These reasons lead us to further consider-

Legend
• Shot Locations
® Hydrophone

Stations

Marathon

49o

Fig. 14.

Lake Superior shot locations and location of hydrophone stations.

Sibley

+

+Grand
--/Mara
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Fig. 15. Lake Superior. The heavy black lines indicate the areas occupied by recording stations.
Dashed lines show shot locations.
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Reduced travel times for Devil's Island.

Reduced travel times for Michipicoten Island. Only first arrivals are shown.

because the mechanism of generation of a
shear wave by an explosion is not clear.
Nevertheless, the wave will be referred to
here as the S wave. The two problems,
the nature of the wave and the type of
structure, will be considered simultaneously in this study. The procedure
adopted is to examine various combinations according to the nature of possible
kinds of waves and types of structures to

see whether they would yield a reasonable
solution. Reasonability is judged on the
basis of obtaining the same structure from
both the P wave and the S wave analyses
and the plausibility of the result in value
of Poisson's ratio. The plan is shown in
figure 20; the following figures illustrate
various combinations.
Figure 21 shows the reduced time of the
S wave, the velocity being about 3.4
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Island stations. Both illustrate the local
effects strikingly. Arrival times to the
east of Michipicoten are 0.5 to 0.8 second
earlier than shots to the west at ranges of
less than 75 km. Similarly, shots to the
west of Devil's Island are 0.5 to 0.7
second earlier than shots to the east,
again at quite short ranges. Because of
the short ranges these effects must arise
in the upper part of the crust (probably
at a depth of 10 km or less). If the
discrepancies were attributed to regional
differences in crustal thickness they would
produce large but spurious differences.
This type of problem is always present in
crustal observations but not always
displayed so spectacularly as in figures 16
and 17. With data from many stations
and shots as in Lake Superior it is possible
to isolate many of the regions producing
this type of anomaly, and, by averaging,
to obtain a regional picture of the structure that is largely independent of
strictly local geological effects.
The second principal class of problems
arises from the well observed fact that,
given the same set of travel times, different interpreters frequently produce crustal
models that are in significant disagreement even though they may satisfy the
data fairly well.
We have long engaged in a search for
definitive tests to reduce these ambiguities, but with many independent observers there is another escape from the
problem. The crustal models produced
from the analysis by various groups can
be examined, and the features of the
models that are common to many or all
of the results are worthy of consideration
as correct. Certainly, widely divergent
views on some aspects of the results are
evidence of inherent ambiguity in their
interpretation. The results of this kind of
comparison will not be available until the
winter of 1964-1965, owing to the large
number of records that must be processed.
On preliminary examination, the Lake
Superior travel times are very surprising.
We had expected that this area would be
similar to adjacent areas in Minnesota
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(Year Book 51) and in Wisconsin (CIW
Publication 622). Figures 18 and 19 show
two preliminary travel-time plots, one
from Devil's Island on the western end of
the lake and one from Michipicoten Island
on the eastern end. Immediately obvious
is the high crustal velocity on both plots,
exceeding 6.6 as compared with the usual
values of 6.0 to 6.2 km/sec. This result
might have been expected in the locality
of the Duluth gabbro on the western end
of the lake, but it is unexpected elsewhere.
Such a velocity is typical of rocks more
basic than those usually found at or near
the surface of the continents; for example,
it suggests a gabbro but could not be a
granite. The second notable feature is the
great range of the "crossover" at which
Pn becomes a first arrival. For Devil's
Island this range is 230 to 250 km, and
for Michipicoten in excess of 300 km. The
abnormal distance to crossover suggests a
thicker crust than that found previously
in adjacent areas. Simple single-layer
models for the crust here would yield
depths to Moho in excess of 50 km,
slightly greater on the east and shallower
on the west end. Such a model is certainly
too simple, and more detailed analysis is
under way.
Maine seismic experiment: A study of
shear waves. New evidence on the crustal
structure in Maine has been obtained
from a study of shear (S) waves recorded
in the 1961 Maine experiment (Year Book
61). The chief purpose of the study was
to limit the arbitrariness in model selection, one of the most serious problems in
travel-time analysis. It was found that
data from S waves are very useful for this
purpose if they are combined with data
from P waves, even though the accuracy
of S time is usually less than that of P
time. An underwater explosion produces
a large-amplitude event on the seismogram at the time of S arrival, which is
customarily called a shear wave. Whether
the "shear wave" is really the primary S
wave corresponding to the P wave producing the first arrival, or is some other
kind of wave, is still an open question,
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because the mechanism of generation of a
shear wave by an explosion is not clear.
Nevertheless, the wave will be referred to
here as the S wave. The two problems,
the nature of the wave and the type of
structure, will be considered simultaneously in this study. The procedure
adopted is to examine various combinations according to the nature of possible
kinds of waves and types of structures to

see whether they would yield a reasonable
solution. Reasonability is judged on the
basis of obtaining the same structure from
both the P wave and the S wave analyses
and the plausibility of the result in value
of Poisson's ratio. The plan is shown in
figure 20; the following figures illustrate
various combinations.
Figure 21 shows the reduced time of the
S wave, the velocity being about 3.4
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mantle is not found, the present discussion will be limited to the crust. A family
of solid lines in figure 21 indicates the
calculated S arrival time for various
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Fig. 20. Classification of models considered.
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a question mark, unlikely.

km/sec up to 125 km and 3.8 km/sec
between 125 and 250 km. The plots
beyond 300 km are very scattered, but it
is evident that the S wave at large distances has a later time of arrival than the
extension of the plots for smaller distances. Since the shear velocity of the

values of Poisson's ratio, which is assumed
to be constant throughout the crust. The
discrepancy between the calculation for a
single value of this ratio and observation
implies that Poisson's ratio must vary
somewhere in the crust.
Now we will take the first model, where
the wave is assumed to be the shear wave
corresponding to the first P arrival and
the structure to be flat layering of homogeneous strata. Examination shows that
it is difficult to obtain an identical structure from P and S waves. Even when the
existence of the same discontinuity for P
and S waves is assumed a priori, the
Poisson's ratio in a layer is unreasonably
small. This model is therefore considered
impossible. The apparent velocity of the
S wave, as well as that of the P wave,
indicates that the continuous velocity
change in the crust is more probable than
a flat homogeneous layer. From these
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Fig. 21.
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Travel times of S waves at all five stations.
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results we may safely reject the possibility
of flat-layered structure.
A continuous increase of velocity is
assumed in the second model, and the
nature of the wave is taken to be the
same as in the first model. The velocity
distributions of P {Year Book 61) and S
(fig. 22) under this assumption give the
Poisson's ratio varying from 0.26 to 0.31
according to depth. This model, therefore,
is accepted as likely, because the value is
reasonable for possible material in the
crust.

Depth (km)

Fig. 22. Velocity of S wave
under
assumption of continuous velocity increase.
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Fig. 23.

Observed and calculated amplitudes of vertical motion of P waves.
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Distance (km)

Fig. 24.

Observed amplitude of S wave at Victor.

The amplitude variation was also
measured to support our reasoning. The
observed amplitude of P at Victor (Year
Book 61) is reproduced in figure 23 in a
slightly different form, together with the
calculated relative amplitude based on
the velocity distribution of the second
model. The figure shows that this velocity
distribution explains the observed amplitude fairly well. Figure 24 gives the
amplitude variation of S at Victor. Comparison offigures 22 and 23 indicates two
facts: that the S amplitude beyond 170
km in distance decreases more rapidly
than the P amplitude; and that neither
P nor S amplitudes are decreasing monotonically but that actually both increase
in the range of roughly 100-175 km. The
first fact implies that in the lower part of
the crust the velocity distribution of S
has more curvature than that of P; the
second, that both P and S velocities have
an upward concave part in the upper

crust. The two facts are fairly compatible
with the velocity distributions of the
second model, as seen in figure 22.
The possible range of velocities and
Poisson's ratio can be obtained in the
second model by the quantitative comparison of calculated and observed time
amplitude for various velocity distributions. The limit of Poisson's ratio thus
obtained is shown in figure 25, which
indicates that the ratio is constant or
slightly decreasing in the upper crust and
increasing rather rapidly in the lower
crust.
Other models are similarly examined,
and the results are summarized in figure
20, in which the circle and cross denote
possible and impossible cases, respectively. Briefly speaking, the possibility
that the observed wave is a kind of
surface wave may be rejected because the
travel time has a crossover point. The
idea of shear wave corresponding to later
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0.28

0.26

30
Depth (km)

Fig. 25.

Possible range of Poisson's ratio.

P phase cannot give a reasonable value of
Poisson's ratio. Conversion of P waves
into surface waves is also unacceptable.
Thus the second model, in which the wave
is S corresponding to the first arrival and
the structure is the type of continuously
increasing velocity, is the only probable
one unless recourse is made to a very
complicated structure including vertical
discontinuities. Figures 22 and 25 give the
most probable distributions of S velocity
and Poisson's ratio.
These distributions imply that the
material at least in the lower crust at a
depth between 20 and 30 km should
change its composition continuously. The
possible change in temperature and pressure in the crust cannot cause this large
change in velocities of P and S waves and
in Poisson's ratio, as is evidenced by
laboratory experiments.
Theoretical Seismology
K. E. Bullen9 T. J. Smith, and C. Lomnitz10

Study of mechanical properties of the
earth's lower core. Under stresses with
9 Distinguished IGY visitor.
10 Universidad de Chile, Santiago and Antofagasta, Chile.

periods of the order of those in seismic
wave transmission and tidal motion, the
interior of the earth may be treated to a
good first approximation as perfectly
elastic. It is then sufficient to describe the
elastic behavior in terms of the incompressibility k and rigidity \x, which appear
as coefficients in stress-strain relations of
the usual type. The three variables k, (i,
and the density p are centrally involved
in seismic wave transmission, and the
present study is principally concerned
with the estimation of their values within
2000 km of the earth's center. The new
results obtained relate mainly to /jl, the
rigidity.
In the study, three recent sets of
results, theoretical and experimental,
were brought to bear.
At distance r from the earth's center,
let a and ft denote seismic P and S
velocities, p the pressure, and g the gravitational intensity. The first of the three
results used was the equation11
dp/dr = -rigp/4>
where
77 = dk/dp + g-1 d<$>/dr

(1)
(2)

11 K. E. Bullen, Geophys. J., 7, 584-592, 1963.
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When t\ — 1, equation 1 reduces to the
Williamson-Adams equation, which, however, is limited to the case of uniform
chemical composition and absence of
phase transition. (Departures from adiabatic temperature gradients are being
disregarded, as of little relevance in the
present study.) The importance of (1) and
(2) is that they can be used in assessing
density gradients in regions that are not
chemically homogeneous. Through (2) it
is possible to estimate n within broad
limits, depending on limits that can be
set to g, dk/dp, and d$/dr. For present
purposes values of g are available to
adequate accuracy; there is good evidence
that dk/dp lies between 3 and 6 units
throughout most of the earth's core; and
values of d^/dr are given empirically from
seismic data. The question of bounds to
dk/dp involves some special considerations, and these have been developed as
part of the study.
The second set of results used consists
principally of Bolt's revised values12 of the
P velocity variation in the core. A feature
of this variation is the presence of three
layers within 1810 km of the earth's
center, in each of which d<j>/dr is not
detectably different from zero. Other
solutions13, 14 for the P velocity in the
core were used in the study as an index of
the order of uncertainty in Bolt's results.
The third set of results consists of
evidence assembled by Birch,15 including
shock wave data, indicating that the
earth's central density p0 does not exceed
13 g/cm3.
A preliminary application of (1) and
(2) to Bolt's results for the lower core led
to the inference that p0 must be at least
12 B. A. Bolt, The velocity of seismic waves
near the earth's center, Ball. Seismol. Soc. Am.,
54, 191-208, 1964.
13 Nguyen-Hai, Ann. Geophys., 19, 285-346,
1963.
14 A. D. Adams and M. J. Randall, The fine
structure of the earth's core, Trans. Am. Geophys.
Union, 45, 101, 1964.
15 F. Birch, in Solids under Pressure, pp. 137162, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York,
1963.
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of the order of 15 g/cm3. This inference,
however, rested on the assumption that,
where /3 has a significant value in the core,
d(32/dr and therefore also d§/dr behave
like da2/dr. It was found possible to
realize a central density of 13 g/cm3 only
by deviating from this assumption and
taking d^/dr to be negative over appreciable ranges of depth in the lower core.
This means that, if Birch's estimate of p0
is accepted, there has to be a negative
rigidity gradient with depth in the lower
core.
The study has thus provided new evidence that the lower part of the core is
solid. In addition, there is evidence of a
trend back toward fluidity with increasing
depth below the level at which rigidity
first sets in. These conclusions apply with
strong probability to the innermost (of
radius 1210 km) of Bolt's three regions.
The calculations also give a slight balance
of probability favoring the presence of
rigidity in the next region outward (of
thickness 450 km).
To test various properties of the core,
seven model sets of values of k, fi, and p,
all compatible with Bolt's seismic results,
have been worked out, and are being
presented in an extended paper.
Seismic ray theory. Year Book 61, on
pages 227-228, presented results from
seismic explosion studies in the Maine
area which suggested taking the apparent
velocity to be a linear function of the
distance A. Such a law entails the property that the velocity gradient, m say, at
the surface is infinite.
An extension of this law has led to a
general study of travel-time relations of
the form
T = AA + BA2 + CA3 + • • •
where B 9^ 0, for which the above property holds in general. The study has also
been extended to relations of the form
T = AA + BAk + • • • , where 1 < k
< 3, and various properties have been
derived. A method of successive approximation has been derived in which traveltime data that suggest a high surface
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velocity gradient are satisfactorily represented in mathematical form. The most
suitable simple form, which has the
property m = oo, is selected as a first
approximation. In the second approximation a small correction term is added
which has the effect of reducing m to a
desired finite value while keeping the
velocity distribution below the vicinity of
the surface within the uncertainties of the
observational data. The method makes
central use of an equation16 that has been
found fruitful in other seismic ray
contexts.
Further ray theory studies have been
concerned with connections between relations for a spherically symmetrical and a
flat earth. It has been shown, inter alia,
that the velocity distribution
v — v0(l + az + bz2 -f- • • •)
for the flat earth case, where z denotes the
depth, corresponds, on appropriate assumptions, toa travel-time relation
T = AA + CA3 + • • •
in which C is independent of b, c, ' ' \
In particular, it is shown that the traveltime relation for the form v = voekz differs
from that for the form v = v0(l + az)
only in terms in A5 and higher powers.
Various other properties of the form
v = v0ekz have been examined; this form
is of special interest since it corresponds
to the form v = arb for a spherical earth.
Special studies seeking apparent velocity.
A new method proposed by Shima,
McCamy, and Meyer (paper in press) for
frequency domain determination of apparent velocity has been evaluated by
examining the results from a group of
synthetic seismograms with known signal
and noise parameters. The technique
derives from the well known translation
theorem for Fourier transforms, which
states that two-time functions xi(t) =
x2(f) related by
16 K. E. Bullen, Introduction to the Theory of
Seismology, 3rd ed., p. 113, equation 18, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1963.

X2(t) = cXiit - r)

(3)

where c and r are constants, have transforms that satisfy the expression
A2(/) = cAyjtf) exp [-i2Tfr]

(4)

for all cyclical frequencies /. Writing
Ai(f) =

|Ai(/)| exp^Cf)]

A*(f) = \A2(f)\exp[id2(f)}
we may solve (4) for the time delay,
obtaining
0i CO ~ h(f)

, n

,-*

T "
2rf
± /
(5)
where n is zero or an integer. Now, if Xi
and x2 are interpreted as recordings of the
arrival of a seismic wave front at two
receivers at distances Ai and A2 from the
source, the apparent velocity (assumed
constant over the range under consideration) may be calculated as v = (A2 —
Ai)/r. For the receiver separation and
frequency band used in conventional
explosion seismology, even a crude estimate of the expected velocity is sufficient
to remove the ambiguity arising from the
term n/f in (5) .
The time delay r will be frequency
independent only in the event that (3) is
an identity in t. Changes in the signal
wave form that are inherent in the
propagation process or are associated with
noise originating at points other than the
seismic source will be exhibited as changes
in r with frequency. The effect of the
changes in wave form may, in the absence
of dispersion or simultaneous events with
different velocities, be effectively minimized by isolating the desired signal with
seismogram truncations. The remaining
variation in r should be least in frequency
bands where the signal-to-noise ratio S/N
is most favorable. Unfortunately, the two
effects are not unrelated, since high noise
level in the original recording can lead to
erroneous truncations that, in turn, will
introduce into the r values components
attributable only to the analysis.
To assess the overall effectiveness of
the technique on records with high noise
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level, some 25 seismogram pairs were
constructed and subjected to analysis.
Each consisted of two identical signals
shifted in time relative to each other by a
known amount and separately disturbed
by noise of known relative power. Both

INSTITUTION

abbreviated sine waves of several frequencies and essentially noiseless recordings of seismic arrivals were used as trial
signals; noise was always taken from
actual recordings of fairly typical ground
motion. The resulting seismograms were

(cps)

A. Wave form and relative amplitude spectra for the signal S and noise traces Ni, N2-

B Wave forms, spectra, and calculated r for the pair S(t) + Ni(f), S(t - 0.1) + N2(t) with S/N = 3.
Fig. 26. Frequency domain determination of apparent velocity for synthetic seismogram pairs.
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digitized at 0.02-second intervals and
truncated according to the criteria of
Shima, McCamy, and Meyer, and the
transforms were calculated at quartercycle intervals.
Figure 26 shows representative results
c
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of this analysis for a signal consisting of
1.5 cycles of 2.78-cps sine wave. Wave
forms and amplitude spectra for the
signal S and the two noise traces iVi and
N2 are given in A. B,C, and D show wave
forms, spectra, and calculated r for a time
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C. Same as B with S/N = 2.
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D. Same as B with S/N = 1.
Fig. 26 continued.
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shift of 0.1 second and mis signal to rms
noise ratios of 3, 2, and 1. Amplitude
spectra for only the first of each pair of
seismograms are shown, since the second
have nearly identical frequency content.
In these results, as in others involving
different signals, maximum accuracy is
obtained near the frequency at which the
S/N ratio is optimal. Since information
about the noiseless signal spectrum is not
always available, it would be desirable to
have an internal criterion for the rejection
of unreliable determinations that does
not depend on prior knowledge of the
S/N ratio peak. Among the several suggested criteria applied to the seismograms
considered in these calculations, the most
successful were those relying on frequency
intervals over which the total signal-plusnoise spectrum was greatest. Quite stable
estimates of r were obtained by calculating the mean of the determinations at
frequencies at which total spectral amplitude exceeded one-half the peak amplitude. These means for the illustrated
example differ from the correct values by
0.0011, 0.0023, and 0.0037 second for S/N
ratios of 3, 2, and 1, respectively. No
signal employed in this analysis produced
smaller errors.
When the results from other signals
examined are taken into consideration,
the following is a conservative statement
of the overall effectiveness of the technique as employed here on two identical
signals in the presence of noise: For an
S/N ratio of 2 or greater, the time delay
between two records can usually be determined within 0.004 second. For an S/N
ratio of 1 or less, it is unrealistic to expect
resolution better than 0.008 second.
These figures can easily be translated into
velocity errors for a given recording
geometry.
It should be noted that the experience
with these records indicates that the
scatter of the r determinations over a
chosen frequency interval is in general an
untrustworthy measure of the confidence
to be attached to the mean value. There
is a class of errors, probably associated
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with truncation difficulties, that serve to
bias all r values in certain intervals unilaterally toward an incorrect value. These
effects are not fully understood, but they
are of sufficiently frequent occurrence to
cast doubt on the validity of the calculation of confidence intervals from the
variance of the r's under the assumption
of statistical independence.
Statistical seismology. An earthquake
may be described as an event Q (E, X, cj>,
h, t) in a time series. If the distributions
of the variables E (energy), X (longitude),
0 (latitude), and h (depth) are independent of the absolute value of the time
parameter t, the time series is said to be
stationary.
The distribution of the geographic
coordinates (X, <f>, h) is chiefly related to
the topography of the earth's crust and
to the geometry of convection currents in
the upper mantle. The distributions of E
and t, on the other hand, must be a
function of the basic physical process. If
we consider a stationary stochastic process involving a finite amount of energy
release per unit time, it is obvious that
the earthquake energy E must have a
finite (bounded) statistical distribution.
Yet the frequency functions in current
usage all diverge to infinity at small
energies, thus making the distribution
function nonnormalizable.
Assuming the underlying process to be
of geometric type, a distribution of E akin
to the log normal is hypothesized. The
log normal distribution does indeed provide an excellent fit to available data
(fig. 27). A count of low-energy shocks
has been made only within small selected
areas, where a similar form of the distribution has been observed. No actual
reversal of curvature in the frequency
function has been described as yet, presumably because of secondary (aftershock) mechanisms on a local scale
combined with insufficient observations
at very low energies.
On account of truncation in the range
of low energies, the true distribution of E
cannot now be determined with assur-
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empirical eq:

log N = a-bM

Log normal energy- frequency distribution
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Data from GUTENBERG
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Fig. 27. The distribution of the frequency of earthquakes as a function of the logarithm of the
energy is given by the open circles. The solid curve is the log normal distribution.

ance. However, the distribution of t (or,
rather, of the time intervals 6 between
successive events) is amenable to analysis. It is found that 6 also obeys the log
normal law. It is suspected that this
result may be due to some general
statistical property of stationary systems.
For example, if the recovery time for a
given stress region after stress release due
to an earthquake is related to the energy
of the earthquake by a power law of the
general type E = Ktm, the log normality
of E would immediately follow from log
normality of t, and vice versa, because of
a reproductive property of the log normal
distribution. Since the interoccurrence
times 6 would be directly related to the
recovery times t, 6 would also be distributed according to the log normal law.
All actual distributions of 6 that can be
studied are derived from truncated E
distributions. Theory shows that this
produces a deformation of the 6 distribu-

tion toward a Poisson distribution, which
may be observed for varying degrees of
truncation.
The log normality of interoccurrence
t?mes 6 has an important application in
the estimation of earthquake risks. If
R(D/T) is the risk that an earthquake of
mean return period T will occur during a
given time interval D, we have
R(D/T) = F{D)
where F{6) is the distribution of interoccurrence times 6 corresponding to the
seismicity level considered. Since the form
of the F functions is approximately log
normal we can tabulate the earthquake
risk R. Such a tabulation was performed
on an IBM 7090 computer for an array
of values of (D/T) and a.
In an application to the sequence of
earthquakes of intensity greater than 7 in
Santiago, Chile (T = 27 years), for a
design period D = 10 years (D/T =
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0.37), we obtain R ~ 0.62, indicating
that a 62 per cent risk is attached to the
occurrence of such an event in Santiago
for any 10-year period.
Heat Flow
S. R. Hart and J. S. Steinhart

The heat flow and thermal properties of
Lake Superior. The radioactive decay of
elements within the earth produces a flow
of heat through the surface of about
1 X 10~6 calorie/cm2 sec. Measurement
of this heat flow and its geographic variations may be expected to provide
information on the distribution of the
radioactive elements with depth and on
the nature of the processes by which the
heat is carried to the surface.
Meaningful heat-flow values can be
obtained only when steady-state conditions have been established. To establish
such conditions on land requires measurements in mines or boreholes at depths of
some hundreds of meters, where effects due
to atmospheric temperature variations
are negligible. In the oceans, because of
the apparent long-term temperature stability ofoceanic bottom waters, measurements may be made in the upper few
meters of sediment. Continental measurements have lagged behind oceanic meas-

urements because of the difficulties and
expense deep bore holes involve. As
atmospheric temperature variations are
greatly reduced at the bottom of deep
lakes, it may be possible, by applying
oceanic techniques in deep lakes, to
greatly accelerate the heat-flow coverage
of continental areas. Studies in this direction were initiated last summer in Lake
Superior, working from the U. S. Coast
Guard cutter Woodrush.
The temperature gradients in the
bottom sediments were measured at four
stations by means of thermistor probes
attached as outriggers on a 4-meter piston
corer. Thermal conductivities were obtained from measurements of the water
content of the sediment, which generally
decreased linearly with depth from about
75-80 per cent at the interface to 55-60
per cent at a depth of 4 meters. In
contrast, the temperature gradients were
markedly nonlinear, demonstrating that
steady-state conditions did not prevail at
least to depths of 4 meters. Figure 28
shows these thermal gradients for four
locations, all of which were at water
depths greater than 250 meters.
The bottom temperature of most lakes
is known to undergo seasonal variations.
Figure 29 shows
an estimate
of this

Temperature ( C)
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Fig. 28. Temperature gradients in Lake Superior bottom sediment at four coring stations. The
uppermost points represent the bottom-water temperature.
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Fig. 29. Estimated year-round temperature
variation for Lake Superior bottom water. Flat
part of curve represents relatively stable conditions prevailing during summer stratification.

variation, as deduced from the available
year-round data from Lake Michigan and
Lake Cayuga. The major uncertainty in
this curve is the amplitude of the variation, which is dependent in detail on
water depth and circulation pattern. If
the annual water temperature variation
is known in sufficient detail, its effect on
the sediment temperature gradients may,
in principle, be completely corrected. The
approximate curve of figure 29 was used
to correct the Lake Superior measurements; the result is shown in figure 30.
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The residual nonlinearity that persists
after correction for the annual wave may
be due either to errors in this correction
or to disturbances with a period greater
than 1 year. The deeper part of each
gradient will most nearly approach
steady-state conditions, and, from these,
heat-flow values of 0.75, 0.79, 0.87, and
0.30 jucal/cm2 sec were calculated. Three
of these are in good agreement with a
value 0.93 reported from a deep mine on
the Keweenaw Peninsula by Birch.17 The
anomalously low value may not be
meaningful, as a large shift in thermistor
calibration occurred during drop 8.
The effect of long-term temperature
variations on heat-flow measurements
made in this way is worth a theoretical
consideration. Figure 31 shows the amplitude of a given harmonic disturbance that
will produce a 10 per cent effect in the
calculated heat flow as a function of
period of the disturbance and for measurement depths of 4 and 10 meters. It is
clear that for measurements to be
accurate to 10 per cent or better imposes
severe restrictions on the amplitude of
variations in bottom-water temperature.
The short-term variations can be easily
17 F. Birch, Am. J. Set., 252, 1-25, 1954.
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Fig. 30. Temperature gradients in Lake Superior bottom sediment after correction for the
annual bottom-water temperature cycle.
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Fig. 31. Temperature amplitudes of harmonic disturbances that will cause a 10 per cent
error or less in the measured temperature
gradient of typical bottom sediments. Curves are
shown for a gradient as measured at 4- and
10-meter depths in the sediment.

accounted for by deeper probe penetrations as well as by actual year-round
recording of the variations. Disturbances
in the 100-y ear-period range have maximum effectiveness in altering the thermal
gradient, but their presence can at least
be recognized by the fact that the
resultant gradients will have measurable
nonlinearity. The very long periods (104
years) are less effective, but owing to
their long wavelength in the sediment the
effects will appear linear over distances of
5-10 meters.
Although there is evidence in Duluth,
Minnesota, weather records for climatic
temperature variations of 0.3-0.4°C in
the 20- to 40-year-period range, it is not
clear that this change is transmitted
directly to the bottom water of a lake.
The large heat capacity of water and the
buffering action of thermal stratification
in a lake are sufficient to decrease the
effect of the annual atmospheric cycle by
several orders of magnitude and may be
similarly effective for longer periods as
well. Because of the tremendous potential
of this method for measuring heat flow on
continents, the many facets and problems enumerated above are being vigorously investigated.

L. T. Aldrich, S. R. Hart, G. R. Tilton,1*
G. L. Davis,™ S. N. I. Rama,19 R. Sleiger,20
J. R. Richards,21 and J. S. Gerken™

The joint activities of this Department
and the Geophysical Laboratory have
continued to be a source of satisfaction,
both scientific and personal. The year has
produced, in addition to the work reported below, a capacity to make isotope
ratio measurements with a precision at
least twice that obtained by earlier
methods. The achievement has increased
the value of our work on lead and strontium isotope ratios in basalts and ultramafic rocks by this same factor. We have
continued to survey age patterns on a
worldwide scale and have used a fine-scale
probe when the geological information
warranted it.
Brazil. In Year Book 61 the results of
measurements on a Brazilian granite in
the Quadrilatero Ferrifero near Belo
Horizonte were presented. These few
measurements indicated a complexity in
the age relationships of the granites in the
area that had not been realized in the
earlier K-Ar age survey. During the
report year several new analyses have
been completed on rocks collected in
Brazil in 1957 with the help of the group
from the II . S. Geological Survey mapping in the area. A short summary of the
geological relationships of the granites
analyzed has been abstracted from an
unpublished description by J. V. N.
Dorr II, the chief of the party in Belo
Horizonte. A second group of samples
from Bahia and Sergipe were analyzed as
part of a cooperative effort with Dr. F. L.
Humphrey, the leader of a group working
18 Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institution of Washington.
19 Carnegie Institution Fellow; from Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay,
India.
20 Carnegie Institution Fellow.
21 Visiting Investigator; from Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.
22 Visiting Investigator; from Universidade de
Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil.
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to help in geological training at Petrobras,
the Brazilian National Oil Company.
The ages derived from the measurements are given in table 1. Samples 1-3
were collected in a small region near the
contact between the oldest sedimentary
sequence and an intrusive granite, sample
1 coming from the granitic material and
the other two being metamorphic rocks.
The time of metamorphism was clearly
earlier than the time of the intrusion and,
at 2700 m.y., is the earliest recorded
event in the area.
Samples 4-7, all of which were collected
in another small region (5 miles' separation at most), comprise a still more
interesting group of rocks. In this area
also there is a region of contact between
a sedimentary series and an intrusive
granite, but its history is considerably
TABLE
Rock

Sample No.

1.
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more complex. Samples 5 and 7 give a
minimum age of intrusion of the granite
of 1000 m.y.; sample 6, only half a mile
from sample 5, indicates an age twice as
great. The biotite from this sample gives
the oldest Rb-Sr and K-Ar age of any in
the area. It is noted that biotite ages
generally group around 550 m.y., which
is close to the Rb-Sr age of the feldspar
in a pegmatite intruding the younger
sedimentary sequence. This event producing the pegmatite appears to have
been very widespread.
The data here are clearly fragmentary,
but they show convincingly the complicated geologic history, which would not
have been recognized from field observations alone.
The Bahia-Sergipe samples show a
much simpler pattern, probably because

Ages of Brazilian Rocks

Location

Rb-Sr Age,
m.y.
Mineral

K-Ar Age,
m.y.

Minas Gerais
1

Granite, gneiss

2

Amphibolite

3

Mica schist

4

Schist

5

Coarse-grained granite

6

Porphyritic granite

7

Gneissic granite

8

Pegmatite, amazonite

9

Granite, gneiss

10

Granodiorite

11

Granodiorite

12

Phyllite

13

Schist

20°13.7'S
43°43.1'W
20°14.2'S
43°41.2'W
20°12.9'S
43°42.2'W
20°17.2'S
43°57.6/W
20°17.6'S
43°58.7'W
20°18.1'S
43°59.0'W
20°19.9'S
44° 3.4'W
19°53.7'S
43°10.7'W

495
1420
2675

975

2790

1700

Biotite
Feldspar

530
2300

610

Biotite
Feldspar
Biotite
Feldspar

510
975
1320
1985
630
1050
545

Biotite
Feldspar
Muscovite
Muscovite

Biotite
Feldspar
Feldspar

Sergipe and Bahia
Biotite
9°28'S
38°15'N
10°15'S
37°53'W
10°09'S
37°29'W
10°34'S
37°28'W
10°16'S
37°27'W

600
610

Biotite
Biotite
Total rock
Concentrate
as received
Biotite

2000 585
± 700
680 ± 90
550

420
850
470
640

570
500
580

600
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only biotite was available for analysis.
The relationship of the time of biotite
formation in these samples is quite clear.
Since only 3 per cent of Sr87 in the feldspar
was radiogenic, many additional measurements are required to give meaning to the
feldspar age. On geological grounds the
phyllite is thought to be older than the
granodiorites, and the ages do not
contradict these observations but neither
do they give much added information.
Ultramafic rocks of St. Paul's Islands.
Initiation of a study of oceanic ultramafic
rocks was reported in Year Book 62.
During the past year a detailed study of
the potassium, rubidium, and strontium
geochemistry of St. Paul's Islands was
completed. These islands lie on the midAtlantic ridge, and their unique association of ultramafic rocks has led some
investigators to suggest that they are
surface exposures of the oceanic mantle.
In any event, it is clear that these ultramafic rocks will be important in testing
models of ocean basin evolution such as
the one proposed by Hess.23
Six different samples have been analyzed. Two were furnished by H. H. Hess
and four by J. D. H. Wiseman. All are
mylonitized peridotite, generally containing forsterite, enstatite, and hornblende
in varying proportions with minor
amounts of clinopyroxene, serpentine, and
spinel (Wiseman, personal communication).
Figure 32 shows the results of the
potassium and rubidium analyses. The
relationship between the potassium content and the K/Rb ratio is quite striking;
it suggests a genetic relationship among
the various samples. Such a relationship
may occur through mechanical mixing of
two end-member rock types, or it may be
due to a metamorphic or magmatic
differentiation process. The fact that
oceanic ultramafic rocks are found with
potassium contents of more than 1400
ppm may be significant in terms of
23 H. H. Hess, History of ocean basins, in
Pelrologic Studies, a volume to honor A. E.
Buddington, pp. 599-620, 1962.
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Fig. 32. Potassium-rubidium ratio as a ^function of the potassium concentration for six

samples of mylonitized peridotite from St. Paul's
Islands. The best-fit line may be given as
K/Rb = 0.364 K + 370.

oceanic heat flow. Though these samples
have not yet been analyzed for uranium,
a mantle with 1400 ppm of potassium and
a normal K/U ratio of 104 would be
sufficient to produce the observed oceanic
heat flow by conduction alone.
The results of the strontium isotope
determinations are shown in figure 33,
where they are plotted against the Rb/Sr
ratio. Four of the samples have Sr87/Sr86
ratios that agree within experimental
error at about 0.704, though they range
in Rb/Sr ratio by nearly a factor of 3.
One or more of the samples must therefore have been an open system to these
elements within the last billion years or
so. Sample 3, however, having a Sr87/Sr86
ratio clearly different from the others,
may represent material with a much
longer history as a closed system. The
interesting question is whether this
material can be original unaltered mantle.
If the mantle was formed 4.5 billion years
ago with strontium of a composition
similar to that in achondritic meteorites,
i.e., Sr87/Sr86 = 0.6985, any material that
had remained chemically intact since that
time would lie on the 4.5-b.y. isochron of
figure 33. The St. Paul's samples do not
fit such an isochron. Four of the samples,
however, would fit a 4.5-b.y. isochron if
an initial Sr87/Sr86 ratio of 0.701 was used.
The explanations for the high ratio of
sample 3 may be considered. Sea-water
strontium has an 87/86 ratio of about
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Fig. 33. Strontium isochron diagram for five samples of mylonitized peridotite from St. Paul's
Islands. Four of the samples would fit a 4.5-b.y. isochron parallel to the meteorite isochron shown.

0.709, and so gross iso topic exchange
between sample 3 and sea water would
produce the observed ratio. But it is
probable that such a process would be
accompanied by complete serpentinization of the forsterite, and this has not
occurred. Oceanic basalts are derived by
fusion of the mantle, and they invariably
have Sr87/Sr86 ratios between 0.702 and
0.705. As the fusion process must average
rather large volumes of mantle we may
infer that the average 87/86 of the present
upper mantle is similar to that of basalts
and much lower than the 0.708 of sample
3. Sample 3, then, cannot represent a
differentiate of a normal oceanic magmatic generation process.
We may conclude that four of the St.
Paul's samples are consistent with identi-

fication as chemically unaltered primordial mantle, and that one sample, number
3, is not easily explained in any other way.
Analysis of strontium and lead in Lake
Superior water and sediment. In the use
of strontium and lead isotopes as natural
tracers, it is important to establish the
range of values that might be expected in
the different regions of the earth's crust
and mantle. For this purpose representative samples of these various geological
environments would be desirable. For the
continental crust, a straightforward collecting program would be a possible,
though laborious, undertaking. An easier,
but less representative, method is provided by certain natural collection programs. For example, the water and
sediment eroded from an area during
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weathering are somewhat representative
of the particular rocks exposed in that
area.
Lake Superior lies in a drainage basin
underlain almost entirely by Precambrian
rocks which range in age from 1 to about
2.7 b.y. The water and sediments in Lake
Superior are the weathering products
derived from this Precambrian shield
area. The source of these weathering
products may not be the bedrock itself
but the thin veneer of glacial deposits
present throughout the area. These deposits were derived almost exclusively
from the 2.6- to 2.8-b.}^. shield of the
Superior Province.
Sediments were collected at five localities from the Coast Guard cutter Woodrush by means of a 4-meter piston corer.
The coring stations were in water depths
greater than 250 meters, and the sediment
collected at each station was homogeneous gray clay containing 60-70 per cent
water by weight. Water samples were
collected within 30 meters of the bottom
at three of these stations with a 2-liter
Van Dorn sampler.
Figure 34 shows the results of a detailed analysis of core 7, taken 17 km

INSTITUTION

west of Otter Head. Variations in the
concentrations of potassium, rubidium,
and strontium are relatively small, though
some consistent trends with core depth
are present. The variation in the Sr87/Sr86
ratio is just outside experimental error,
the average for the core being about
0.740. As a 4-meter core in Lake Superior
probably represents some 6000-8000 years
of sedimentation (W. R. Farrand, personal communication), a rather consistent
source of weathering pattern is inferred.
In view of the small variations within
this single core, only one sample from
each of the other cores was analyzed, this
from a 1-meter depth. Figure 35 shows
the relationships between strontium concentration, rubidium-strontium ratio, and
Sr87/Sr86 ratio for all the core samples.
Variations within core 7 are in general as
large as variations among all cores,
though several of the cores were separated
by more than 400 km. The small range in
Sr87/Sr86 ratio argues either for a rather
homogeneous source, such as the glacial
deposits, or for a mixing time for the lake
that is short in comparison with the
sedimentation rate.
Also shown in figure 35 is a normal
Rb/Sr

Rb ppm
K/Rb
Sr ppm
4.0 150 160 170 200 220 240 170180 190

.9

Sr87/Sr86
.738.740.742

Fig. 34. Chemical data for potassium, rubidium, and strontium from clay sediment from four
different depths in Lake Superior core 7. Note the rather small variations with depth.
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Fig. 35. Sr87/Sr86 ratio, strontium concentration, and Rb/Sr ratio in clay sediment cores from
Lake Superior. Crosses are samples from different depths in a single core; circles are samples from
different cores.

1-b.y. isochron. All the sediments have
about a 1-b.y. whole-rock age. As the
source area is, on the average, clearly
older than this, it must be assumed that
the Rb/Sr ratio has been increased during
weathering and sedimentation. The increase could be accomplished either by
differential fixation of rubidium or by
removal of strontium.
To produce a Sr87/Sr86 ratio of 0.740 in
less than 3 b.y. requires a Rb/Sr ratio of

at least 0.28. For the part of Superior
Province represented in Lake Superior
sediments, a minimum value of 0.740 and
0.28 may be inferred for the Sr87/Sr86
ratio and Rb/Sr ratio, respectively.
Analysis of two water samples showed
strontium concentrations of about 0.018
ppm and Sr87/Sr86 ratios of about 0.717.
It is clear that the strontium ratios in the
water are vastly different from those in
the sediment. This means that the natural
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processes involved in the collection of the
two fractions can operate differentially.
The water strontium may be obtained
from the more easily soluble minerals like
calcite, apatite, and plagioclase, all of
which have low Rb/Sr ratios and therefore low Sr87/Sr86 ratios. The clay sediment may be obtained from the lesssoluble minerals like micas and potassium
feldspars, which have high Rb/Sr ratios
and therefore high Sr87/Sr86 ratios. Consideration ofsedimentation rates versus
lake outflow rates suggests that the
dominant flux of weathered strontium is
contained in the sediments. If so, the
water values may not be meaningful in
any real sense.
Similarly, sea-water strontium may not
be representative of any real crustal units,
and natural tracer models of crustal
evolution should not put undue emphasis
on the value for sea-water strontium.
Instead, strontium from pelagic sediments should be analyzed and used in
these models, as 80 per cent of the oceanic
strontium inventory is contained in
pelagic sediments.
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Lead plays a role as important as the
role of strontium in natural tracer studies
of crustal evolution. Lead isotope ratios
were determined for the total sample and
for two leach fractions from sediment at
the 3-meter level of core 7; they are shown
in figure 36. The water and acid leaches
removed 5 and 40 per cent, respectively,
of the 30 ppm of lead in dried samples.
The large differences between the isotope
ratios of these fractions emphasizes the
fact that weathering processes may produce similar differential effects.
A 2.6-billion-year secondary isochron is
also shown in figure 36. The various lead
fractions can reasonably be interpreted as
being derived from a 2.6-billion-year
source, such as that provided by the
veneer of glacial deposits. The younger
crystalline rocks found around the western and southern shores of the lake do
not appear to contribute substantially to
the lead in lake sediments.
Even though these studies of strontium
and lead in Lake Superior sediments have
not yielded unequivocal values for a particular average shield area, they have

16.0 -

15.5

15.0

Pb204
Fig. 36. Lead isotope diagram for a sample Pb2
of °6/
total
sediment and two leach fractions from Lake
Superior core 7. The points show a good fit to a 2650-m.y. isochron drawn through a Superior Province
common lead.
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added significantly to our understanding
of strontium and lead isotope geochemistry.
Age of zircons from the Precambrian of
Australia. The two areas in northern
Australia upon which geological interest
was first focused were not unnaturally
those in which valuable mineral deposits
were found. A limited number of isotopic
and age measurements are available on
mineralized areas in the KatherineDarwin region, Northern Territory,24- 25
TABLE

2.
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Western Australian shield. A pegmatite
from the Ravensthorpe area was dated by
Jeffery29 at 2800 m.y. It is related27 to the
"younger granite" and is intrusively
related to rocks that are supposed to be
younger than the gneisses or "older
granite," although the exact field relationships between the present sample and the
pegmatite do not seem to be very clearly
known. The gneiss sample chosen as
possibly older than 2800 m.y. was collected near the Oldfield River crossing,

U-Pb and Th-Pb Ages of Australian Zircons, millions of years

Sample
GANo.

Source Rock

773
586
132
135
24
656
675

Gneiss (Oldfield River, W. A.)
Sybella granite (Mt. Isa)
Wimberu granite (Mt. Isa)
Wonga granite (Mt. Isa)
Gneiss (Rum Jungle)
Gneiss (Rum Jungle)
"New granite"

Pb206-U238

and the Mount Isa-Cloncurry region,
Queensland.26 These results have given
clues of great value for the elucidation of
Australian Precambrian stratigraphy, but
supporting data by methods other than
potassium-argon are needed. The oldest
rocks, however, should be sought in the
southwestern part of Western Australia.27- 28
These, then, were the considerations
governing the choice of samples for the
first study for this continent of the
application of mass-spectrometric techniques to zircon dating. The ages found
are given in table 2.
24 P. M. Hurley, N. H. Fisher, W. H. Pinson,
Jr., and H. W. Fairbairn, Bull. Geol. Soc. Am.,
72, 653, 1961.
25 J. R. Richards, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta,
27, 217, 1963.
26 J. R. Richards, J. A. Cooper, and A. W.
Webb, J. Geol. Soc. Australia, 10, 299, 1963.
27 A. F. Wilson, J. Roy. Soc. W. Australia, 41,
57, 1957.
28 A. F. Wilson, W. Compston, P. M. Jeffery,
and G. H. Riley, /. Geol. Soc. Australia, 6, 179,
1960.

Pb207-U235

Pb207-Pb206

1950
900

2340
1130

630
1480
1820
560

830
1900
2120

2710
1590
1420
1560
2390
2420
1780

890

pb208-Th232

590
870
1740
2540
890

some 35 miles east of Ravensthorpe and
very near the supposed extension of the
Fraser
Fault.27
The U-Pb
age, assuming diffusion to be
the mechanism producing the discordance
shown in table 2, is very close to that of
the pegmatite at 2800 m.y.
At Mount Isa, the combination of field
evidence30 and K-Ar data26 suggests that
there were at least two granite-forming
events in this area. Some granite to the
north and west, which was formed in the
earlier event (e.g., Ewen granite, 1780
m.y.), seems to have been relatively
unaffected by the second (around 13501450 m.y.). The later granite appears to
have been associated with extensive
alteration of the older Kalkadoon granite,
with metamorphism and metasomatism
of the sediments (Wonga "granite" and
schists in the Corella Formation), as well
29 P. M. Jeffery, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 10,
191, 1956.
30 E. K. Carter, J. H. Brooks, and K. R.
Walker, Bull. Bur. Mineral Res. Australia, 51,
1961.
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as with intrusive acid rocks (e.g., Wimberu granite). All these lie to the east of
the Kalkadoon, which forms a northsouth-trending "backbone" to the region.
To the west of its southern extension is
found the Sybella granite. Some of this
granite appears to be young, and associated with the second event; other parts
appear to be older. Indeed, it has been
suggested by Carter30 that some outcrops
may even represent rock antedating the
older Ewen-Kalkadoon event. All the
K-Ar ages reflect the second event at
around 1400 m.y. The lead mineralization, inthe relatively undeformed Mount
Isa shales, has a model age around 1580
m.y.,25- 31 intermediate between the K-Ar
ages associated with the first and second
events.
The diffusion ages of the Wimberu and
Sybella granites and the Pb-Pb age of the
Wonga granite are essentially identical
with each other and with the model age
of the lead mineralization of the Mount
Isa shales. This means that the zircon in
the Wonga granite is pre-1400 m.y., a
fact not inconsistent with its presumed
metasomatic origin.
Although mining and prospecting activity has been intensive in the Rum
Jungle region within the last twenty
years, comparatively little information
about the sediments has been published,25 and almost none is available
about the Rum Jungle "granite." A
sampling trip by Richards in 1962 was
the occasion for an exploratory survey of
this mass by Ruxton and Shields. Since
then a more intensive study has been
begun by Rhodes. From comparisons
made possible by a brief 1-day tour of the
Baltimore gneiss (by courtesy of C. A.
Hopson) it has become evident that the
Rum Jungle "granite" is very similar to
the class of "mantled gneiss dome"
described by Eskola.32
For this study two zircon samples have
31 F. Kollar, R. D. Russell, and T. J. Ulrych,
Nature, 187, 754, 1960.
32 P. E. Eskola, Geol. Soc. London Quart. J.,
104, 461, 1949.
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been separated from the "old granite" or
gneiss and one from the "new granite,"
which was clearly seen to be intrusive
into the older material. Both old and new
phases, and the surrounding sediments,
have been displaced by a transverse fault
of impressive proportions. Lead mineralization in the sheared sediments related
to this fault gives an apparent "model
age" of 1520 m.y.25 No satisfactory age
has yet been calculated for the pitchblende in these sediments. An unpublished Pb-a: age b3^ Berry yields 1890 m.y.
for the zircon of GA 24, and ragged,
recrystallized biotite yields a K-Ar age of
1610 m.y.25 All three zircons studied fall
on a single chord on the Wetherill-Tilton
discordia plot, indicating an age of 2500
m.y. for all of them. The very young
U-Pb ages of the "new granite" do not
indicate a 140Q-m.y. event but, rather,
support a continuous diffusion model for
the discordance observed. The difference
between the zircon ages and those found
from K-Ar and model lead ages is still to
be explained.
Potassium-argon dates on some samples
from Deccan traps. The Deccan traps
cover an area of about 200,000 square
miles in western and central India. Thev
TABLE

3. K-Ar Ages of Samples of
Deccan Traps, India

Description
of Sample
Malad (trachyte)
Lonavala (dyke)
Andhert (basalt)
Pavagarh (basalt)
Pavagarh (rhyolite)

Latitude of
Formation
K-Ar Date,
from Rock
m.y.
Magnetic Data
Southern
Southern
Southern
Equatorial
Northerly

60
42
45
65
43

±
±
db
±
±

3
6
3
4
2

The K-Ar dates (if they represent true age)
given above forbid detailed use of rock magnetic
data of Deccan traps as support for the drift
theory.
The above data give some indication for a
two-event history in localities around Bombay,
but they need to be confirmed by more extensive
measurements.
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consist mainly of basaltic sheets laid
horizontally one over the other. Differentiation isreported to have taken place at
a few localities but only on a very small
scale. Neither the exact time nor the
duration of the eruptive activity that led
to this formation is known, but the
fossiliferous materials occasionally found
sandwiched between some flows indicate
their age as early Eocene. However, it is
generally believed that the age of the
traps may vary considerably from one
place to another, and also from one
horizon to another at the same locality.
With all this in view, a fairly extensive
paleomagnetic study of the rocks has been
conducted by some workers.33 Their conclusion isthat the magnetic directions of
the main body of the traps indicate that
the rocks were laid in the southern
hemisphere, whereas the (supposedly)
younger traps show northerly directions,
thus giving some support to the hypothesis that India has drifted from southern
latitudes to its present position during
the past 200 m.y.
It was thought worth while to attempt
to measure the age of the formations that
were supposed to be laid at different
latitudes. In table 3 the results of K-Ar
dating of whole-rock samples are reported ;
it is proposed to check these results later
by dating at least two separated minerals
and also possibly by means of the Rb-Sr
method.
The microcline-orthoclase transition within a contact aureole. During a study of
mineral age relationships in a contact
metamorphic zone (Year Books 61 and
62), it was noted that the contact metamorphism had converted the potassium
feldspar in the country rock from a highly
triclinic microcline to monoclinic orthoclase. As this transition is dominantly
temperature dependent, mapping of the
transition around the intrusive could be
expected to outline a particular isotherm
related to the contact heating. Besides
33 P. W. Sahasarbudhe, Ph.D. thesis, Bombay
University, 1963.
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this information on the geometry of heat
flow, an estimate of the absolute transition temperature might also be obtained.
Such an estimate would be particularly
important, for the phase reactions involving microcline are sluggish and direct
laboratory synthesis has never been
achieved, nor has the transition temperature itself ever been firmly established.
The area for study lies west of Eldora,
Colorado, where a Laramide quartz
monzonite intrusive shows fairly well
exposed near- vertical contacts toward the
surrounding Precambrian rocks of the
Idaho Springs formation.
The Idaho Springs formation consists
of metasediments ranging from quartzbiotite-sillimanite schists to hornblendepyroxene amphibolites. Small concordant
pegmatites about 1400 m.y. old are
ubiquitous throughout the formation.
The potassium feldspar of these Precambrian rocks is always a highly triclinic
microcline.
Last summer we collected feldspar
samples from the pegmatites around the
stock along several traverses, as shown in
figure 37. During the field work, grain
mounts of these feldspars were inspected
under a field microscope. Microcline
could easily be detected by the typical
crosshatched twinning. The results of the
field inspection are also given in figure 37.
The open circles along the sample
traverses indicate orthoclase; the black
dots represent samples containing microcline alone or both microcline and
orthoclase. There is obviously a belt of
pure orthoclase around the intrusive
body.
The optical field observations were
later confirmed by X-ray work and the
examination of thin sections. Most of the
feldspars are microperthites with rather
uniform bulk compositions of about 75 to
80 per cent orthoclase. The anorthite
content is less than 3 per cent. The
perthite lamellae in general get smaller as
the contact is approached. Some close-in
samples appear to be optically homogeneous.
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Fig. 37. Map of the Eldora stock showing sample locations. Solid circles represent samples
containing microcline alone or both microcline and orthoclase; open circles represent orthoclase.

The transition from microcline to
orthoclase occurs at various distances
from the contact. It is at about 700 feet
at Bryan Mountain and at 1000 to 1200
feet in the northeast. In the northwest
and on Ute Mountain the orthoclase belt
extends about half a mile from the
contact.
The fact that the distance of the
transition appears generally to be related
to the shape of the intrusive in the
vicinity of the traverse may give an idea
of the heat flow subsequent to the intrusion of the quartz monzonite stock. The
microcline-orthoclase transition may be
as close as 700 feet where the intrusive
exhibits a convex shape. In such places
the thermal gradient was steep and the
isotherms were close together. Where the
contact has a concave shape the temperature gradient was less steep and isotherms
were farther apart.
The nature of the microcline-orthoclase
transition as well as the distance from the
intrusive seems to depend on the shape of

the contact. In figure 38 the different
nature of the transitions is shown by
comparing the transition at 700 feet at
Bryan Mountain with the transition at
2000 feet at Ute Mountain. The dashed
line represents the Bryan Mountain
transition; the solid line, the transition
at Ute Mountain. The abscissa gives the
distance in feet from the contact.
The orthoclase content was determined
from X-ray powder diagrams in all the
samples by comparing them with known
mixtures of microcline and orthoclase. In
the close-in transition there is a sharp
drop from pure orthoclase to pure microcline within a distance of about 200 feet;
the far-out transition is gradational.
More than 10 per cent orthoclase can
still be found as far as 4000 feet from the
contact ; pure orthoclase was observed up
to 1800 feet.
The center diagram shows the obliquity
of the microcline as a function of the
distance from the contact. The Bryan
Mountain microclines usually show a well
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Fig. 38. Diagram showing orthoclase content, obliquity, and optic axial angle of the K-feldspars
from Bryan Mountain and Ute Mountain traverses.

defined obliquity, whereas for the Ute
Mountain traverse the obliquities may
vary considerably within a single crystal.
The black dots then indicate the dominant variety. Microclines of apparent
intermediate obliquities are found on both
traverses.
The optic axial angle changes within
the same distance interval as the other
curves. The 2V in the orthoclases ranges
from 52° to 62°, with an abrupt change to
more
than 72° beyond the transition to
microcline.
There is certainly a marked difference
between the two traverses. At Bryan
Mountain, conditions 600 feet from the
contact were such that all microclines
were inverted to orthoclase, whereas only
200 feet farther out microcline was not
affected at all. At Ute Mountain all
microclines closer in than 1800 feet were

changed to orthoclase, but between 1800
and 4000 feet they were only partially
converted.
Heat-flow calculations have been used
to estimate the temperature of this
transition. A temperature of 400°C or less
seems probable. Acceptance of Goldsmith's and Laves' transition temperature
of 500°C would lead to either an improbably high intrusive temperature of about
1100°C or an intrusive shape that greatly
widens with depth — for which there is no
evidence on the surface.
Fractionation of neon isotopes by diffusion through vycor. Steady-state permeation of neon through a membrane will
produce a fractionation of the neon isotopes that is proportional to the square
root of their masses, which for neon is
about 5 per cent. For the transient states
at the begum ing or end of a permeation
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process, however, fractionations should
theoretically approach infinity; that is,
when a pressure of neon is applied to one
side of a membrane, the first atoms to
traverse the membrane will be Ne20,
followed by atoms of Ne22. As no detection equipment is capable of registering
these first few atoms, the practical limits
of observable fractionation will be set by
the sensitivity of the detector, which in
this experiment was a mass spectrometer
with a detection limit of about 3 X 10-9
cc (STP) of neon. Measurement of these
transient fractionation states provides a
useful means of studying the mechanisms
involved in permeation. The fractionations predicted by simple diffusion theory,
for example, may be readily compared
with the experimentally observed fractionations.
Permeation experiments were carried
out at 455° and 600°C using a jacketed
vycor tube. The jacket could be either
evacuated or filled with an atmosphere of
neon; the inner tube was connected
through a molecular leak to the mass
spectrometer. The inner tube was thoroughly degassed, and neon was admitted
to the jacket. The ratio Ne20/Ne22 was
measured at suitable time intervals until
steady-state permeation was attained.
Then the jacket was evacuated, and the
ratios were again measured during decay
as the membrane degassed. The measured
fractionation factors are plotted as a
function of the relative permeation rate
(steady-state permeation rate equal to 1)
in figure 39. The maximum fractionation
measured was about 45 per cent, at a
permeation rate about 0.2 per cent of the
steady-state rate.
For comparison, the theoretical curve
applicable to this experiment was derived
from the integrated form of the appropriate diffusion equation, such as that
given by Van Wieringen and Warmoltz.34
It is easily shown from this equation that
the fractionation factor, at a given time,
34 A. Van
Wieringen
Physica, 22, 849, 1956.
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0.001
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Fig. 39. Fractionation factor for neon isotopes as a function of the transient permeation
rate relative to the steady-state permeation rate.
The experimental points taken at two different
temperatures are in good agreement with the
curve calculated from simple diffusion theory.

is a function only of the relative diffusion
coefficients of Ne20 and Ne22. The ratio of
the coefficients was taken to be inversely
proportional to the square root of the
respective isotopic masses, and the steadystate permeation rates of our experiment
were found to confirm the relationship.
The theoretical curve is shown in figure
39; the fit of the experimental points to
the curve is considered very good; the
small apparent departures are within the
range of the random and systematic
errors. The good agreement substantiates
the use of phenomenological diffusion
laws in describing the permeation effects
of isotopic species. Finally, it should be
noted that similar processes can be
operative in nature and may be partly
responsible for certain observed isotopic
anomalies.
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As in the previous report year, the
efforts of the Radio Astronomy Group
concentrated on the 21-cm hydrogen line.
Most of the observations were made
during the summer of 1963 at the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
Green Bank, West Virginia, using the
300-foot transit telescope to continue the
studies of the hydrogen distribution in
our own and other galaxies. Twenty-fourhour operation of the equipment has
resulted in approximate!}^ 4000 records
occupying V/i miles of Brown recorder
paper, and reduction of this mass of data
has been limited to what seemed to be
the most significant observations. Together with our 1962-1963 observations,
we now have a much clearer picture of the
behavior of hydrogen in the great nebula
in Andromeda. The galactic observations
with the 300-foot telescope have, surprisingly, encouraged us to believe that a
useful survey can be made with our
60-foot telescope at Derwood, Maryland.
Although it has less resolution than the
300-foot telescope at Green Bank, many
interesting details can be resolved, and
large areas in our own galaxy can be
covered with greater ease since fewer
observations will be required.
Development of new equipment has
occupied a large part of our effort, both
in our home laboratory and in South
America. Construction of the 30-meter
telescopes at Villa Elisa, Argentina, and
near our Derwood, Maryland, laboratory
is progressing. Both instruments should
be in operation at the end of 1964 or in
early 1965. Initially the new telescopes
will be devoted to different purposes, the
Argentine telescope being used for H-line
studies of special areas of the southern
sky, while the Maryland dish in conjunction with the 60-foot Derwood telescope
will serve as an interferometer to examine
radio sources of small angular diameter.
The effectiveness of both telescopes will
be greatly enhanced, we hope, by the
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addition of parametric amplifiers, which
we have built and tested during the past
Radio Hydrogen
year.
Observations at the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory, Green Bank, West
Virginia. During the six weeks from
July 4 to August 19, 1963, observations
were made on the NRAO 300-foot transit
telescope at Green Bank, West Virginia,
with the Carnegie multichannel H-line
receiver and movable antenna feed (discussed in Year Book 62). Since the
auxiliary thirty-six 50-kc/s-bandwidth
channels had proved to be of doubtful
value in the previous observing period,
they were replaced by an equal number
of 10-kc/s-wide channels, giving us a
total of 90 narrow-band channels. A
parametric amplifier, recently purchased
by NRAO, was put in the antenna feed
ahead of our crystal mixer, providing an
overall system noise temperature of about
250°K. Studies were made of M 31, M 33,
M 101, M 81, M 82, and M 51. Hydrogenline radiation from the last three objects
proved too weak for us to detect. A
number of continuum sources, both
galactic and extragalactic, were examined
for absorption due to galactic hydrogen.
Such absorption was observed in most
sources, but reduction of these records is
not yet complete. Strong absorption was
observed with M 17, and these observations are being reduced by Mr. H.
Alvarez of the University of Michigan
and the National University of Chile.
Observations of galactic hydrogen were
made by Professor G. Westerhout of the
University of Maryland, and by Dr. B.
Hoglund and Dr. D. Hogg, both of
NRAO.
Unfortunately, gain and base-line stability of the parametric amplifier were
very poor. Variations of 10 to 15 per cent
in gain were seen in the daily calibration
points observed, and variations up to 30
per cent were detected when observations
of M 31 were compared with those taken
the year before. We believe the variations
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to be due to a combination of temperature
and Klystron voltage changes at the
parametric amplifier. Owing to these
difficulties, and the large amount of data
accumulated, only the M 31 reductions
have been completed.
M 31 . Observations at intervals on lines
parallel to the minor axis at various
distances from the center of M 31 were
made, as well as observations at various
points along the major axis. The major
and minor axis profiles were normalized
to the profiles taken in the winter of
1962-1963 to compensate for the variability of the parametric amplifier, and
were averaged with them to prepare the
revised major and minor axis maps shown
in figures 40 and 41. It will be noted that
in overall character the maps are unchanged from maps in the previous study
{Year Book 62, pp. 292-293). In the
earlier map, the profile mapped at 40'
north following the center was found to be
at the wrong position and has been eliminated. The agreement with the bright
star arms, indicated as N4, N5, S3, S7,
etc., is now quite good on both sides of
the major axis. Weak, fingerlike projections at the north following end show up
clearly in the average profiles. Because of
their low velocity, velocity dispersion,
and large angular size, they are thought
to be local clouds belonging to our own
galaxy. They have been indicated by
dashed contours to distinguish them from
M 31 Irydrogen.
It will be noted that the revised minoraxis map, although generally similar to
that presented in Year Book 62, differs
considerably in detail, owing to the
general weakness and complexity of the
individual profiles and the noise inherent
in the receiver. At least two more profiles
at each point, taken with a receiver of
good noise figure, will be necessary to
establish all the minor-axis detail.
No profiles are available in the region
between 15' and 32' of arc from the
center along the north preceding side of
the minor axis. The dashed lines represent
our belief that the 2° contour at 15' north
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preceding
joins the weak profile at 32'
north preceding.
Observations, taken along a line perpendicular to the major axis, 115' from
the center, on the south preceding side,
are summarized in figure 42. The profiles
were sufficiently simple, and the points
that could be compared with our previous
observations agreed sufficiently well, to
give us confidence that figure 42 represents a cross section of the isolated cloud
that can be seen, in figure 40, extending
from 95' to 140' along the south preceding
major axis. This feature is discussed
further in the following section. It appears
that, although the hydrogen is gravitationally bound to M 31, it has no evident
physical connection, and contains few
stars, considering its large hydrogen mass.
To indicate its separate nature we shall
refer to this feature as the Southwest
Hydrogen Companion of M 31.
The other cross sections taken perpendicular to the major axis are not presented
here. The complexity of the profile makes
normalization essential in the face of the
gain instability encountered with the
parametric amplifier, but there are no
earlier profiles with which to compare
them directly.
Model studies of M 81. The rotation
curve presented in figure 40 cannot be
used directly to determine a rotation
curve for M 31, because effects of finite
resolving power must be allowed for.
Although no exact solution is possible,
models of the hydrogen velocity and
density distribution can be constructed
and the predicted profiles can be compared with those actually observed. A
prohibitive amount of labor would be
required to perform the necessary multidimensional numerical integration by
hand computation, but a variety of
models can be tried out in only a few
minutes of machine time on modern highspeed computers. A program was developed for the IBM 7094 at the National
Bureau of Standards, and various models
were tested. These models assume circular
symmetry, which is probably not a serious
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Fig. 40. Summary of 300-foot hydrogen-line observations along the major axis of M 31. The
contours are in degrees Kelvin. The dotted contours in the upper left corner are probably associated
with our galaxy rather than with M 31.
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Fig. 41.
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Summary of minor axis hydrogen-line observations of M 31. Contours are in degrees
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Fig. 42. Cross section of Southwest Hydrogen Companion of M 31. Observations were along
line perpendicular to the major axis, 115' from the center.

simplification since, within one beamwidth, only a small fraction of a complete
circle in the galaxy is observed, except for
points near the center. The free variables
are the circular velocity and hydrogen
density as functions of radius, the velocity
dispersion av (assuming a gaussian velocity dispersion), the inclination of the
plane of the galaxy to the line of sight i,
and, if necessary, the thickness of the
hydrogen disk (again assuming a gaussian
distribution in z). The last complication
does not seem to be vital if the hydrogen
is concentrated strongly to the plane, as
it is in our own galaxy, and in most of the
calculations a simple surface density was
assumed in order to eliminate one dimension from the integration.
Examples of synthetic profiles are
shown in figure 43, where the effects of
changing av and i are demonstrated.
Typically, in the outer part of a galaxy
such as M 31 the line profiles are asymmetric, with the sharper edge on the
high-velocity side. This high-velocity edge
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Fig. 43. Model line profiles for major axis of
an inclined galaxy, showing effects of inclination
and velocity dispersion.
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is the best indicator of the velocity
dispersion av; the shape of the lowfrequency tail is most sensitive to changes
in the angle of inclination i.
A series of comparisons between the
"best" model and the observed profiles is
given in figure 44. On the north following
major axis the agreement is rather good,
although the low-velocity tail of the
model is not as pronounced in the observed profiles. Variable
results were

obtained for the south preceding major
axis, where the profiles seem more complicated. The best fit was obtained for
gv — 12 km/sec and i = 13°. If the angle
of inclination is actually smaller, the lowvelocity tail can be fitted better; but a
series of studies of the minor-axis profiles
indicates that if a single inclination can
be adopted, and if the hydrogen distribution along the minor axis is not grossly
different from the north following and

X = -90
Y = 0

•100

X = -68
Y = 0

-, 20°

+ 60

100

0

600

500
Velocity in krn/si

Fig. 44. Comparison of observations (horizontal lines) with computed model line profiles assuming
velocity dispersion of 12 km /sec and inclination of 13°.
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south preceding major-axis distributions,
then i = 13° =fc 0.5°. The velocity dispersion is somewhat greater than that
deduced from H-line observations in our
own galax}^ but in M 31 we are averaging
over a large volume (roughly 1800 parsecs
in size) which implies that there are
quasi-random departures from circular
velocity of perhaps 8 or 10 km/sec over
kiloparsec dimensions in addition to a
small-scale turbulent velocity dispersion
of 6 to 8 km/sec.
The velocity and density distributions
that gave the best fit to the observations
are shown in figures 45 and 46, respectively. The density distributions for the
north following and south preceding
halves of the major axis clearly show the
rather different nature of the two halves.
The hydrogen concentrations associated
with the north following spiral star arms
indicated by Baade many years ago are
clearly visible in the raw data of figure 40.
The south preceding hydrogen distribution shows less pronounced
variation,
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Fig. 45. Rotational velocities in M 31 derived
from model studies of each half of the major axis.

except for the gap at +90' between the
main hydrogen concentration and the
detached cloud that we have called the
Southwest Hydrogen Companion. In fact,
even when the density in the gap is
identically zero, it proved impossible to
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Hydrogen densities along the major axis of M 31, derived from model studies.
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obtain model profiles as weak as those
actually observed.
To construct a model profile as weak as
that observed at 90' south preceding on
the major axis, and still have the Southwest Hydrogen Companion appear as
strongly as it does farther out, it is necessary to abandon circular symmetry in the
model and adopt a model for the Southwest Hydrogen Companion as an isolated,
more or less compact cloud, with some
elongation as a segment of a ring about
M 31 but extending less than 90° in
azimuth. From the contours of figures 40
and 42, which show, respectively, the
hydrogen profiles along and perpendicular
to the major axis, the extent of the
Southwest Hydrogen Companion can be
estimated and the mass of hydrogen can
be computed. Assuming that the hydrogen is optically thin, the mass is 0.9 X 108
solar masses, or about one-third the
hydrogen mass of the Small Magellanic
Cloud, and considerably greater than the
mass of some of the dwarf galaxies in the
local system. A few bright stars have been
detected within the Southwest Hydrogen
Companion by Baade and Swope (Baade's
arm S7), but apparently it is in an early
stage of condensation.
The differences between the rotation
curves derived for the two halves of the
major axis offer clear evidence that the
hydrogen is not moving in circular orbits,
although the differences are small in the
outer parts, beyond 60' from the center.
Within this radius, which corresponds to
a distance of approximately 10 kpc from
the center, the differences are as large as
40 km/sec. Nevertheless, assuming circular orbits and adopting a model for the
distribution of mass perpendicular to the
plane, it is possible to derive a density
distribution for all the matter in the
galaxy by equating the radial component
of gravitational potential gradient to the
centrifugal term Vc2/R. The degree of
flattening of the ellipsoidal mass distribution isnot known, but if the distribution
is approximated by a plane mass distribution, the surface density can be computed
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easily. The resulting surface densities, as
derived from the rotation curves of figure
45, are shown in figure 47, where the
lower curves show the surface density
p(x) and the upper curves the surface
density per elementary ring xp(x). The
integral under the ring density gives the
total mass, M, of M 31.
The surface density for the north
following half is well behaved, going to
zero at approximately x = — 120', with a
resulting total mass of 2.4 X 1011 solar
masses. The surface density derived for
the south preceding half is not so well
behaved, for it fails to approach zero at
large radius, and so the total mass
diverges. The lack of convergence may be
caused by the inclusion of the Southwest
Hydrogen Companion in the determination of the velocity model. Since the
Southwest Hydrogen Companion is well
isolated from the main body of M 31,
there is no reason to suppose that it is in
a circular orbit, and consequently the
outer parts of the south preceding rotation curve may differ considerably from
the model. Qualitatively, the south preceding rotation curve is not decreasing as
fast as it should for circular orbits and
finite mass.
The question must then be raised
whether the rotation curve can be used at
all in determining the mass, since the
inner parts of the rotation curves differ
markedly and the outer parts of one half,
at least, may not reflect the true circular
velocity. The resolution of the problem is
aided, however, by the greater degree of
regularity seen in the north following
half, in which the hydrogen arms are
clearly delineated and agree closely with
the star arms, and which gives a rotation
curve implying a finite mass. We tentatively regard this half as reflecting closely
the actual potential gradient. The higher
velocities seen in the inner parts of the
south preceding side may be due to
perturbations by M 32, which is close to,
or even may be in the process of actually
passing through, the plane of M 31. If the
orbit of M 32 were sufficiently inclined,
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Surface densities in M 31 derived from velocity curves of figure 45.

it would have been much more distant
from the plane when the north following
material was on the south preceding side.
Consequently, the present north following
material was not severely disturbed. If
this hypothesis is correct, deviations by
some tens of kilometers per second from
circular velocity must be accepted as a
general rule in galaxies. In our own
galaxy, due allowance would have to be
made for such contributions to the uncertainty inrelating radial velocity of gas
clouds to their position in our galaxy.
The mass derived from the north
following curve, 2.4 X 1011 solar masses,
is smaller than that derived by previous

workers, whose values generally fell in the
range 3.5-4.0 X 1011. Since the best
values were determined from the Leiden
M 31 rotation curve, the earlier, higher
masses are probably caused by giving
undue weight to the outer parts of the
rotation curve by the Southwest Hydrogen Companion.
Equipment development. The 30-meter
transit dish, begun last year, has continued to progress after a delay in leasing
a suitable site. It is located about 2 km
due east of our Derwood station at the
Avery Road site, leased this year. The
aluminum ribs have been completed and
attached, and by the time winter weather
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of late 1963 stopped work for the season
about a third of the bracing had been
installed. Manpower limitations have
caused some delay, but as the report is
being written work has begun once more
and completion is expected during 1964.
The summer weather at Green Bank
revealed that the transistor amplifiers of
the 36 new channels required further
temperature stabilization. They have
been enclosed in a Styrofoam-lined box in
the receiver trailer, and additional temperature control in the trailer as a whole
has been installed.
Because of the vast quantities of data
produced by the 300-foot telescope, and
because of the reduced integration time
made possible by the parametric amplifier, hand reduction of records has become
very time consuming. Therefore a system
has been constructed to provide us with
a punched-card output of the H-line
receiver. The output of the electrometer
that reads the integrating capacitors goes
to a voltage-to-frequency converter. The
frequency is counted for 0.1 second, and
the counter reading is punched on an
IBM card. Each channel is represented by
a three-digit number, and a fourth digit,
produced by a separate device, is punched
also. The fourth digit changes each time
a channel is read, and by the time all the
channels have been punched it has put on
the card the sidereal time of the observation, local oscillator frequency, right
ascension and declination, the date, a
four-digit observation number, and a twodigit code to describe the observation.
The system is now installed for test at
our Derwood station.
Our experience with the parametric
amplifier at the NRAO convinced us that,
although the problems associated with
stable operation have not been completely
resolved, sufficient stabilization was entirely possible, and the lower excess noise
of a parametric amplifier would be a
worthwhile improvement to our H-line
receiver in spite of the added complexity.
During the winter of 1963-1964, a nega-
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tive-resistance, difference-frequency, 21cm parametric amplifier with X-band
pump was built. It was installed in June
on the 60-foot dish at Derwood. The total
excess system noise can be made as small
as 180°K, although more stable H-line
base lines were obtained when the unit
was run at a slightly higher excess noise
of 205°K. The resulting improvement of
a factor of 4 to 5 over the best crystal
mixers should, in the coming year, greatly
facilitate observations, both at Derwood
and, in the autumn, at the 300-foot
transit telescope of the NRAO. Work on
temperature regulation of the parametric
amplifier unit is proceeding, and operation
in all weather should be possible during
July 1964.
Miscellaneous H-line studies. In collaboration with Dr. Carlos Varsavsky of the
University of Buenos Aires, observations
were taken with the 60-foot Derwood
antenna of T associations in the Taurus
complex. Presumably, the T associations
are groups of young stars, newly formed
from the interstellar matter. Maps of T
associations in the Taurus complex were
kindly supplied by Dr. G. Herbig of Lick
Observatory, and H-line profiles were
taken both in and near the associations.
The line profiles did not seem to be
markedly different inside and outside the
associations, although over the entire
complex they exhibit some changes. Now,
if the T associations are formed from the
interstellar hydrogen, it might be expected that locally depleted regions, perhaps out of which the associations have
formed, and local concentrations that
have not yet been able to form T associations, might be found. No such depletions or concentrations have been discovered; infact, it seems that the total
amount of hydrogen per square degree in
the line of sight is no more than 100 solar
masses in any part of the association.
Since there does not appear to be enough
atomic hydrogen to form new associations
of any size, either the era of T Tauri star
formation is now finished in the associ-
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ation or else much of the interstellar
matter is tied up in other forms, possibly
as molecular hydrogen.
Visitors
The 60-foot telescope was used by a
visiting group of radio astronomers from
the Naval Research Laboratory, who
installed their 2-cm radiometer-polarimeter in July 1963 and used the equipment
more or less continuously through December 1963. Polarization measurements of
the stronger radio sources were made by
C. H. Mayer, T. P. McCullough, and
J. W. Boland to extend polarization information to shorter wavelengths. Positive
results were obtained on the continuum
sources Cygnus A and Crab Nebula.
Cygnus A is particularly interesting at the
short wavelengths, where both position
angle and degree of polarization change
rapidly with frequency. The 2-cm measurement on the Crab Nebula will help
establish the field-independent polarization, since Faraday rotation at longer
wavelengths causes major changes in the
observed polarization.
A series of continuum observations of
the galactic center was carried out by
J. P. Hollinger, also of NRL, using the
2-cm equipment as a simple radiometer.
The map is now complete, and can be
used, in conjunction with lower-frequency
maps, to separate the thermal and nonthermal parts of the galactic center
region.
A by-product of the measurements is
an estimate of the accuracy of the telescope surface. The 2-cm feed would yield
an antenna efficiency of about 60 per cent
with a perfect paraboloid of our focal
ratio, whereas the measured efficiency,
from observations of known sources, is
only 19 per cent. This rather low efficiency
implies a surface tolerance of the order of
3 to 5 mm. The original measurements of
the parabolic face several years ago
showed a tolerance of about ±1 mm; we
do not yet know how the surface has
warped or changed.
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South American Cooperation
The past several years have been
occupied in laying the groundwork in
South America for an effective joint
venture in radio astronomy. It is a
pleasure to report that during the past
year major construction on the 30-meter
radio telescope was begun at the Villa
Elisa site, midway between Buenos Aires
and La Plata. E. T. Ecklund and W. F.
Steiner of our staff arrived in Argentina
in October 1963 to supervise work at
Villa Elisa, and were joined in November
by P. A. Johnson, also of our staff. The
principal resident collaborator, Professor
C. M. Varsavsky, who is also Director of
the Instituto Nacional de Radio Astronomia, joined in the work, together with
several of his students. By February 1964
the central ring structure had been
completed and all the ribs fabricated,
enabling our crew to return to Washington for the next phase of the operation,
the design and procurement arrangements
for the drive mechanism and main gears.
In the meantime, Professor Varsavsky
supervised the construction of the foundation for the telescope. Contracts for the
gears and drive mechanism have now
been placed (July 1964), and Mr. Ecklund
has returned to Argentina to supervise
the remaining construction work on the
telescope. Major parts of the multichannel H-line receiver have been shipped, the
remainder to follow during the summer
and fall of 1964. It is hoped that by late
1964 or early 1965 the first H-line observations can be made with the new
telescope.
During the visit in July and August
1963 to the NRAO at Green Bank, West
Virginia, we were joined by Hector
Alvarez of the University of Chile, now
studying at the University of Michigan.
He was able to participate in all phases of
our observing program, and is now
engaged in reduction of absorption-line
observation of the thermal radio source
M 17.
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The Geomagnetic Field of the Equatorial
Ring Current, Its Solar Cycle and
Seasonal Variations, and Application
for Investigating Secular Change of
the Earth's Magnetic Field
S. E. Forbush

The equatorial ring current (ERC)
probably arises from the latitudinal
oscillations and longitudinal drift of
protons geomagnetically trapped in the
Van Allen radiation belts. Measurements
of the density of protons in the radiation
belts, together with the distribution of
their equatorial pitch angles, are being
continually improved and extended to
cover the spectrum of proton energies by
instruments on artificial satellites. Such
results provide the basis for theoretical
calculation of the geomagnetic field of
the ERC.
The question whether the ERC vanishes near the time of sunspot minima is
of considerable interest. From one approach tothe problem, results are described
indicating that on some magnetically
quiet days near sunspot minima the ERC
is practically zero, although the yearly
average ERC is certainly not zero at
sunspot minimum.
From data at magnetic observatories
the strength of the ERC can be determined for any day relative to that for
magnetically quiet days, but knowledge
of the total ring current strength on
magnetically quiet days, and its variation
on such days, during a solar cycle, has
been lacking. From the results of an
investigation at the Department, based
on magnetic data from several observatories, reasonably reliable values for the
total geomagnetic field of the ERC can
be obtained. They provide a basis, more
reliable than has heretofore been available, for comparison with theoretical
values.
It has been noted by others that the
rate of secular change in the geomagnetic
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field sometimes undergoes abrupt changes
or "impulses" near the same epoch,
within a few years, at widely separated
observatories. For the horizontal geomagnetic component, H, it has been
found, at the Department, that the rate
of secular change, and the times when the
rate changes, can be far better determined
by removing the rather large superposed
solar-cycle variations in H. It may even
be possible by this procedure to estimate
the times of secular-change impulses in H
within a few months and to this extent
determine whether simultaneous impulses
occur over large areas of the world. The
occurrence of such simultaneous impulses
would be of importance for better understanding of the mechanism of secularchange phenomena.
If the solar-cycle variation of the
vertical geomagnetic field of the ERC can
be determined, the field induced in the
earth by the slow changes in the yearly
average ERC strength over the solar
cycle could be found. These slow external
field variations would induce currents at
far greater depths (which could be estimated) than the faster varying diurnal
variations or the storm-time variations
unless the conductivity at moderate depth
is fairly high. Additionally, data are being
analyzed to determine the phase and
amplitude of the variations of 6 months'
period in H and Z which may also provide
information about the change in the
earth's conductivity with depth. However, if the solar-cycle variation or the
6 months' variation in H or Z should
arise not only from the ERC but also, for
example, from unsuspected ionospheric
currents overhead near local midnight, it
would not be possible to estimate reliably
the field from currents induced within the
earth.
The variation of the horizontal geomagnetic component of the ERC was
derived from an investigation of secular
change, based on yearly mean values,
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H(QM), of H near local midnight on
magnetically quiet days, for the observatories at Tucson and at Huancayo. Near
local midnight the effect of any ionospheric currents is certainly minimal if
indeed it is not zero. The data examined
covered an interval of about 40 years at
each observatory. During these years the
longest interval during which the rate of
secular change in H was constant comprised a period of about one solar cycle at
each observatory. Removal of this constant secular change in H revealed a
rather large solar-cycle variation in
H(QM) at both observatories. The amplitude of the variation at Tucson (geomagnetic latitude 40.4°N) was found to be
about 0.70 that at Huancayo (geomagnetic latitude 0.6°S), which is consistent
with the geomagnetic latitude variation
to be expected from the ERC. Moreover,
the variation in the yearly means of
midnight values of H was approximately
linearly related to yearly averages of
daily means, H(D — Q), of H for magnetically disturbed less that for magnetically quiet days. This linear relation
permitted an estimation of the H component from the ERC for H(D - Q) = 0.
Since H for disturbed days is always less
than that for quiet days, the value
extrapolated for H(D — Q) = 0 was
tentatively considered to indicate zero
ERC, and thus to provide an approximate
"absolute" base from which to measure
the H component of the total ERC.
The linear approximation between
yearly means of the H component of the
ERC found for H(QM) for one solar cycle
at Tucson and for another (overlapping
one) at Huancayo was then used to
estimate "corrections" to the yearly
means of H(QM) for the H component of
the ERC for other years. The "corrected"
values of H(QM) plotted as a function of
time permitted a reasonably reliable
determination of secular change. The
resulting smoothed secular change was
then removed from the yearly means of
H(QM) to give AH(QM), the H component of the ERC, at an observatory, for
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midnight values, H(QM), of H on quiet
days.
For disturbed days, and to a lesser
extent for all days, the respective annual
means, AH(D) and AH (A), for the H
component of ERC cannot be reliably
derived, for a given observatory, from
averages of a few hourly values centered
near local midnight, partly because large
changes in AH(D) occur from hour to
hour during magnetic storms and consequently means of AH(D) for a few hours
near local midnight are likely to differ
from means of AH(D) for all hours, even
when averaged for the 60 disturbed days
of the year. Thus, AH(D) is derived from
averages, H(D), of 24-hour means of H
on disturbed days. However, at some
observatories, Huancayo in particular,
the daily mean increases with the amplitude of the diurnal variation, which is
augmented with increasing solar activity.
On the average the amplitude of the
solar-diurnal variation within a month or
a year is the same for disturbed as for
quiet days. Thus the difference, H(D) —
H(Q), between the yearly averages of H
for all hours on disturbed and on quiet
days is not affected by the amplitude of
the solar diurnal variation, and it measures the difference, AH(D) — AH(Q), for
the H component of ERC for disturbed
and quiet days. As is indicated above,
AH(QM) is probably little, if any, affected
by the amplitude of the solar diurnal
variation and therefore should be a
reliable measure for the H component of
ERC on quiet days. Hence AH(D), the
annual mean H component of ERC for
disturbed days, is obtained from
AH(D) = [H(D) - H(Q) + H(QM)]
Similarly, for all days, AH(A) is obtained
from
AH (A) = [H{A) - H{Q) + H(QM)]
Figure 48 shows the annual means from
1923 to 1962 of the equatorial horizontal
component, AH0j due to the ERC: from
midnight values on magnetically quiet
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Fig. 48. Annual mean values of the horizontal component, AH0) at the geomagnetic equator
arising from the equatorial ring current: AHo(QM) for magnetically quiet days, AHo(A) for all days,
.and AHo(D) for disturbed days, derived from data from the observatories at Tucson and Huancayo.

days, AH0(QM); from daily means for all
days, AHq(A); and from daily means for
disturbed days, AH0(D). These values,
AH0, are the averages for Tucson, augmented by the latitude factor to refer
them to the geomagnetic equator, and for
Huancayo, on the geomagnetic equator.
The solar-cycle variation of AH0(QM)
is seen to be about 60 per cent of that for
AHo(A), which in turn is about 60 per
cent of that for AH0(D).
Values of AH0(QM) were also derived
for the single quiet day of sunspot
minima, during each of the years 1934,
1944, and 1954, for which the value of
AH0(QM) was greatest (after a correction
for seasonal change). Although not shown
in figure 48, these values were within a
few gammas of zero, indicating that on
these few days the ERC field was probably zero, consistent with the tentative
prediction based on H(D — Q) = 0 discussed above.
The amplitude and phase of the average
variation with a 6 months' period has been

derived for monthly means of HiQM),
H(A), and H(D) averaged from about 30
years of data for each of several observatories. The minima of these 6-month
waves occur very near the equinoxes, like
the well known 6-month variation in
magnetic activity established by Bartels.
If the 6-month waves for H(QM), H(A),
and H(D) arise only from corresponding
variations in the strength of the ERC,
the amplitude of these average waves,
derived from many years of data, should
be proportional to the average AH0
derived from the corresponding days for
the same years.
If, for a particular observatory, the
amplitudes of the average 6-month wave
for [H(A)
- H(Q)
+ H(QM)],
for
[H(D)
H(Q)
+ H(QM)],
and for
H(QM) are plotted respectively against
the values AH (A), AH(D), and AH(QM),
which are the corresponding ERC horizontal components at the observatory,
the points fall close to a straight line. The
slope of such a line is nearly the same for
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all observatories and shows that the
difference from maximum to minimum of
the 6-month wave is on the average about
50 per cent of the yearly mean horizontal
component, AH, from the ERC. This is
indeed an unexpectedly large variation.
To determine whether these lines indicate
that the amplitude of the 6-month wave
vanishes at AH = 0 (i.e., for zero ERC)
requires further statistical analysis, which
is in progress. In any event it is clear that
the average wave does not vanish for
quiet days.
Cosmic-Ray Program
Solar-cycle variation in cosmic-ray intensity and in the equatorial ring current.
The H component of the ERC provides
a continuous measure of one of the
important consequences of solar plasma
streams enveloping the earth. Since the
streams contain "frozen-in" magnetic
fields, the H component of ERC indirectly provides a statistical measure for
such fields, which in turn are responsible
for most of the important variations of
cosmic-ray intensity such as the variation
in yearly means of cosmic-ray intensity
over the last 2.5 solar cycles which is more
closely correlated with the corresponding
variation in the H component of the
ERC than with any other measure
influenced by solar activity.
Observations and reductions of data.
Cosmic-ray ionization chambers were
operated throughout the report year at
Huancayo, Peru, and at Fredericksburg,
Virginia. Scalings and reduction of records have been maintained current for
both stations.
Cooperation in operation of cosmic-ray
meters. Grateful appreciation is expressed
to the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
and the staff of its magnetic observatory
at Fredericksburg, Virginia, for efficient
operation of the meters during the past
report year, and to the Government of
Peru and the Director and staff of the
Instituto Geofisico del Peru for making
cosmic-ray records from Huancayo available.
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Electrical Conductivity Anomalies in
the Earth's Crust in Peru
U. Schmucker,35 0. Hartmann,35
A. A. Giesecke, Jr.,36 M. Casaverde,36
and S. E. Forbush

A cooperative study of geomagnetic
variations was undertaken jointly with
the Instituto Geofisico del Peru in 1962
and 1963 in central and southern Peru,
where nine Askania variographs were
installed at temporary stations to investigate the spatial dependence of transient
geomagnetic variations. The stations
extended from Huancayo, the permanent
observatory of the Instituto in the north,
to Ayanquera near the Pacific coast in the
south, covering about 700 km in the
north-south direction (see fig. 49). The
station at Cuzco was directly on the
magnetic dip equator, which crosses
central Peru (see dashed line labeled
"inclination = 0°" in fig. 49).
During the International Geophysical
Year 1957-1958, Forbush and Casaverde
(CIW Publication 620, 1961) conducted a
survey to study geomagnetic variations
from the equatorial electrojet. Some of
their survey stations, all near the Pacific
coast, are shown in figure 49. During the
present survey, in a search for crustal
conductivity anomalies, more closely
spaced stations were operated within the
Andes to study the spatial dependence of
short-period variations. The observations
were made with battery-operated Askania
variographs installed in adobe shelters.
Each instrument recorded on 16-mm film
the variations of the horizontal (H) and
the vertical component (Z) and of
declination (D). The time resolution of
the records and the temperature insulation of the double-walled adobe shelters
allowed the evaluation of variations with
periods between 24 hours (daily variations) and a few minutes. All instruments
were modified to increase their original Z
sensitivities by a factor of about 2.5.
35 Staff Associate.
36 Instituto Geofisico del Peru.
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Temporary geomagnetic field stations in southern Peru.

After various initial difficulties an almost
uninterrupted series of simultaneous records from all survey stations was obtained
from July to September 1963.
The first objective of the program was
to compare simultaneously recorded variations from different sites. As is discussed
below, spatial differences of geomagnetic
variations within relatively small areas
may be used to investigate the electrical
conductivity distribution within the earth
to a depth of hundreds of kilometers.
Local regions of extremely low or high
conductivity within the earth's crust and
mantle can be found this way.
There is experimental evidence that
above several hundred degrees the electrical conductivity of rocks increases
rapidly with temperature — by a factor of
about 104 between 500°C and 1500°C.
Furthermore, at very high temperatures
the conductivity becomes more or less
independent of the specific rock compo-

sition, thereby linking conductivity and
temperature even more closely. Hence,
regional studies of geomagnetic variations
and their spatial dependence may lead to
useful information about the temperature
distribution within the earth in addition
to revealing regions of anomalous high or
low temperature.
The transient geomagnetic variations
observed at the earth's surface consist of
two parts, one of external and the other
of internal origin. The external part arises
from time-varying overhead currents in
the ionosphere or beyond; the internal
part, from eddy currents within the earth.
The eddy currents are electromagnetically
induced within the conductive layers of
the earth by the time-varying external
part. The depth and strength of the eddy
currents, and therefore the ratio of the
internal (induced) to the external (inducing) part, depend on (1) the conductivity distribution within the earth, (2)
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the time dependence or period of the
transient variations, and (3) the spatial
distribution of the inducing external
variations.
For rapid variations with periods of less
than 1 minute, for example, the induced
eddy currents are confined to the uppermost layers well within the geological
strata. Slow variations with periods of 1
hour or more will penetrate continental
surface layers with little or no attenuation
and produce eddy currents at greater
depths, where the rise in temperature
provides sufficiently high conductivities.
Large and deep oceans, however, seem to
be conductive enough to shield even
long-period variations from the underlying earth's interior.
Thus, the magnetic variations of a
certain period as observed at different
stations not too far apart should be more
or less the same, provided that the overhead currents represent a more or less
uniform current sheet above the stations,
and the conductivity distribution within
the earth is horizontally stratified at the
depth where the eddy currents of this
particular period flow. If the strength or
direction of the overhead currents varies
considerably within the range of the
stations, the observed variations at the
earth's surface will vary from place to
place accordingly, not only in their
external but also in their internal part.
The induced eddy current will follow a
pattern similar to that of the overhead
inducing currents. If, on the other hand,
the flow of the eddy currents is locally
distorted by internal conductivity anomalies, only the internal part of the
variations will be affected and become
"anomalous."
Since the depth of the eddy currents
varies with the period of the variations,
the frequency dependence of such an
"anomalous internal part" can be used to
estimate the depth of the distorted eddycurrent pattern and thereby of the conductivity anomaly itself. For instance,
anomalous variations arising from very
shallow conductivity anomalies will grad-
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ually diminish for longer periods, since
the eddy currents flow at a greater depth,
whereas internal variations from deeper
conductivity anomalies diminish for
shorter periods.
Similar depth estimates can be obtained by studying the anomalous internal part for external inducing fields of
various degrees of spatial nonuniformity.
An external inducing field with a "spatial"
wavelength L decreases proportionally to
exp ( — 2x z/L) downward, where z denotes the depth. The induced field of any
induction currents at this depth will then
be proportional to exp (— 4-7T z/L) at the
earth's surface. Similar considerations
apply to the anomalous internal part
arising from conductivity anomalies at
that depth. The dependence of the internal anomalous part on the ratio z/L
permits estimates of z, provided that
variations of sufficiently different spatial
wavelength can be evaluated. This is
possible near the magnetic dip equator,
utilizing the highly nonuniform inducing
field of the electro jet during the daytime
and the more or less uniform inducing
field of bays and magnetic storms during
the night.
On the basis of these preliminary
remarks we shall now examine a number
of simultaneously recorded magnetograms from the survey stations. The
curves in figures 51 and 52 are tracings of
magnified images from the original 16-mm
film. The curves are arranged for each
component separately, and the scale
values for Cuzco are indicated by arrows
at the margin. The scale values of the
remaining stations, which are nearly the
same, are shown in figure 49. The full
circles on the small maps in figures 50,
51, and 52 indicate operating stations,
and the dotted line in figures 50 and 51
shows the dip equator.
It is well known that during the daytime all ionospheric current systems near
the equator are pinched together within
a narrow latitude zone just above the
magnetic dip equator. This equatorial
current concentration or "equatorial elec-
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Fig. 50. Diurnal variations on a magnetically quiet day; increasing noon maximum in H toward
the dip equator (CCApana, CUZco), and positive Z peak at the southern survey stations (AREquipa,
AYAnquera) due to the equatorial electrojet.
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Fig. 51. Sudden storm commencement (ssc) during the daytime and subsequent short-period
fluctuations; increasing amplitude of the H variations toward the dip equator indicates electrojet
effect on these short-period variations. The Z variations, however, change irregularly from place to
place and are obviously affected by internal conductivity anomalies, especially at CUZco and
PUCara.
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Fig. 52. Night-time bay disturbances: The lower curves for California show the "normal" coast
effect with Z variations, pronounced near the coast and diminishing inland, which are similar to the
variations in D and H and thus to the variation in the component perpendicular to the coast. At
AYAnquera, on the coast of Peru, a "reversed" coast effect is shown by the Z variation which is
opposite to that in the component H perpendicular to the coast. Apart from the reversed coast effect,
the similar H variations at stations in Peru and the dissimilar anomalous Z variations, especially for
the four upper curves, are evident.

trojet" is clearly visible from the records
of daytime variations.
Figure 50 shows the daily variations of
a magnetically quiet day as obtained
from readings every hour on the hour.
The steady increase of the noon maximum
in H from Ayanquera, 400 km to the
south of the dip equator, to Cuzco, right
on the dip equator, demonstrates the
effect of the equatorial electro jet which is
superimposed on the normal Sg current
system.
The small Z variations at the equatorial stations (Ayacucho, Abancay, Cuzco, Ccapana) and the southward increasing midday Z peak at the southern
stations correspond well with an overhead
equatorial electrojet. The expected negative Z peak north of the dip equator is
already visible at Huancayo. Forbush and
Casaverde found during their more
extensive survey that the maximal negative Z peak at noon occurs about 350 km

north of the dip equator at Chimbote
(see fig. 49).
The nearly perfect correspondence of H
and Z to an overhead equatorial electrojet
indicates that any contributions from
induced eddy currents to the observed
variations are rather small. Hence, these
currents must flow at great depth. Forbush and Casaverde estimated this depth
to be 250 km or more. Because of the
small effect of the induced currents on the
observed variations it is difficult to decide
whether the internal part of the variations
is normal or affected by conductivity
anomalies at the depth stated above.
Figure 51 shows the first few hours of
the most intense magnetic storm of 1963,
which started on September 21 at 9h15m
with a sharp sudden storm commencement (ssc) and lasted for 2 days. Fortunately, this storm was recorded at all
survey stations except Abancay and
Ccapana. As seen from the curves in
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figure 51, the H amplitude of the ssc and
the amplitude of the subsequent shortperiod variations increase gradually toward the dip equator, indicating a similar
equatorial concentration of the overhead
currents as already described for the
long-period daily variations. It might be
added that the electro jet for short-period
variations appears to be more concentrated than the electro jet for daily variations. The Z variations, however, differ
distinctively from place to place and do
not reflect at all the external electrojet
field. Large Z variations reversed to those
in H appear at the equatorial stations
Cuzco, where there should have been
none, and Pucara, 175 km farther south.
But these clearly anomalous Z variations
are absent at Sicuani, halfway between
Cuzco and Pucara. Neither Huancayo in
the north nor Ayanquera and Arequipa in
the south show the Z variations as
expected from the equatorial electrojet.
This behavior indicates that the external
part of the Z variations is compensated
by an equivalent internal part due to
induction currents very close to the
surface. All stations seem also to be
affected by conductivity anomalies.
A careful study of many similar daytime variations confirmed that Z and H
preserve at each site the characteristic
relation to one another seen in figure 51.
The anomalous behavior of the shortperiod daytime variations in Z on a rather
local scale and the compensation of the
external electrojet variations lead to two
conclusions: the induction currents flow
very close to the earth's surface; and
their current pattern is highly distorted
by an irregular subsurface conductivity
structure. Sicuani, for instance, seems to
be within an area of flat subsurface
conductivity distribution; Pucara and
Cuzco, above zones of great conductivity
contrasts. The small number of survey
stations, however, does not permit the
reconstruction of the distorted pattern of
the eddy currents, and it can be concluded only that the subsurface conductivity structure in southern Peru must be
very complicated.
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It might now be argued that the eddy
currents flow directly within the surface
layers and that their distorted pattern
reflects the complex surface geology of
southern Peru. If this interpretation were
correct, anomalous variations, especially
in Z, should be found at the coastal
station Ayanquera, where the poorly
conductive volcanic and metamorphic
rock formations along the coast come
together with the highly conductive
Pacific Ocean. This anomaly does not
seem to exist.
On the other hand, the depth of the
induction currents for short-period fluctuations during the day must be small in
comparison with the half-width of the
electrojet field, which in Peru, according
to Forbush and Casaverde, is about 350
km. Hence, these currents seem to flow
within the upper 50 km and therefore at
a shallower depth than would be expected
from observations in other parts of the
world. Southern Peru as a whole appears
to be an anomalous area, where the
conductivity increases with depth more
rapidly than elsewhere.
The absence of any pronounced coastal
anomaly of the Z variations is remarkable
in itself. There is evidence that worldwide
variations with periods of several hours
or less produce strong oceanic induction
currents. These currents do not penetrate
into the continental surface layers where
large and deep oceans are bound by
shorelines unless the period of the inducing field is of the order of a few
minutes. Hence, in the period range from
a few hours to a few minutes the currents
are forced to flow parallel to the shorelines, thereby producing anomalous internal variations, especially in Z. This
coastal "edge effect" has indeed been
proved by Parkinson (Geophys. J., 6,
441-449, 1962) for many coastal observatories around the world. He also showed
that the anomalous Z variations at the
coast are linearly correlated to the
horizontal disturbance vector Hs, transverse to the trend of the coast pointing
inland, the ratio Z:HS being about 1:2.
The correlation simply implies that the
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induction currents flow parallel to the
coast and that they are more or less in
phase with the inducing external field.
Investigations by Mason (Trans. Am.
Geophys. Union, 44, 40, 1963) on several
Pacific islands revealed a similar "island
effect" due to the deflection of oceanic
induction currents around poorly conductive islands.
Since in southern Peru the trend of the
coastline is about perpendicular to the
direction of H, we would expect pronounced Zvariations parallel to those in
H at Ayanquera and smaller ones at
Arequipa and Cabanillas. This coastal
anomaly has not been found, even though
the Pacific Ocean is extremely deep here.
One possible explanation of the missing
anomaly would be that the equatorial
electro jet (even though part of a worldwide current system) provides an inducing field of only small spatial dimensions.
Its limited extent might so reduce the
strength of the oceanic induction currents
that the coastal anomaly became insignificant. The correctness of this explanation can be tested by examining the
behavior of night-time variations near the
coast. Such variations arise from worldwide overhead currents in connection
with disturbances in the auroral zone. As
there is no electro jet effect at night, it is
reasonable to assume that the night-time
currents are fairly uniform in equatorial
regions.
The upper part of figure 52 shows a
typical night-time bay disturbance in
Peru. Comparing the traces among the
various survey stations we find considerable uniformity among the H variations
but again a quite anomalous behavior of
Z. A slight but steady increase of the bay
in H from Ayanquera toward Sicuani
might indicate a faint night-time electrojet. However, it is thought to belong to
the internal part.
If the conductivity distribution were
horizontally stratified, the Z variations
would be nearly zero at all stations,
because of the uniformity of the inducing
field. But we find a positive bay in Z at
Huancayo,
reversed
Z variations
at
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Cuzco and Pucara, and none at Sicuani.
All this is more or less identical with the
behavior of the Z variations during the
daytime, except that the southern stations, Cabanillas, Arequipa, and Ayanquera, show their anomalous part much
more clearly than during the daytime,
when it is masked by the external electrojet field. The agreement between day and
night-time effects is another indication
that the distorted induction currents flow
at a very shallow depth as compared with
the half -width of the electrojet. Otherwise, the anomalous Z variations would
have been much smaller during the daytime than during the night because of the
decrease of the electrojet field downward.
At Ayanquera and Arequipa the negative Z variations, even for bays, are
opposite in sign from those due to the
usual coastal anomaly. As an example for
the expected "normal" coastal anomaly,
figure 52 presents the traces of a bay
disturbance from a similar survey in
California. We notice here pronounced Z
variations at the coast, parallel to those
in H and D, which combined form the
horizontal disturbance vector perpendicular to the coastline. These anomalous
Z variations gradually diminish inland
and disappear about 150 km from the
coast, a distance corresponding to the
depth of the induction currents below the
continent in California (J. Geomag.
Geoelec. Kyoto, 15, 193-221, 1964). The
absence of such an anomaly in Peru
implies again that a highly conductive
substratum comes close to the surface,
thereby damping the oceanic induction
currents and likewise reducing the coastal
anomaly. Furthermore, the negative Z
variations at the coast suggest that the
depth of the subsurface induction currents
increases toward the ocean.
More observations and a thorough
analysis of the data combined with
theoretical work will eventually lead to a
more quantitative description of the
complicated conductivity structure in
southern Peru. It is of course tempting to
interpret the unusual high conductivity
at a shallow depth by an unusual high
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temperature gradient under southern
Peru, reflecting the volcanic and tectonic
activity of this area. It would be even
more desirable, however, to find supporting evidence for deductions of this kind
from other geophysical observations.
Acknowledgments. We express grateful
appreciation to the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey for the loan of the
Askania variographs for this study and to
the National Science Foundation for their
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L. Brown, H. Christ,*1 H. Rudin,37 and
H. R. Striebel38

Polarized Ion Source
The Basel source of polarized ions and
the Carnegie electrostatic generator
yielded new information about the spin
interactions in the He3(<i, p)He4 reaction
during the past year. An experimental
study of the effect of tensor polarization
as a function of energy was suggested by
Professor L. J. B. Goldfarb of Manchester, who is examining it theoretically.
The measurements as originally planned
are well advanced, and the study has been
expanded to include the effects of vector
polarization as well. Investigation of
those effects is possible because of the
successful modification of the ionizer of
the source to allow the axis of spin to be
oriented in any one of four directions
relative to the direction of the beam. A
gratifying aspect of the work on
He3(<i, p)He4 is a measure of P33, the
component of the tensor describing the
deuteron beam, at the very broad iS-wave
resonance at 430 kev. Ideally our ion
source should produce a beam with
P33 = — XA>\ the value given in last year's
report (P33 = -0.266
± 0.011) was
37 Carnegie Institution Fellow and Fellow of
Swiss National Foundation; from University of
Basel.
38 Carnegie Institution Fellow; from University of Basel.
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generous grant to the Instituto Geofisico
del Peru in partial support of this work.
The stations at Abancay, Cuzco, Sicuani,
Pucara, and Cabanillas were operated by
Mr. Velasques (Instituto Geofisico del
Peru), the one at Ayacucho by Mr.
Castillo (Instituto Geofisico del Peru),
and those at Arequipa and Ayanquera by
Messrs. Tamayo and Corso (Universidad
Nacional de San Agustin, Arequipa).
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measured at 700 kev, as the high-voltage
machine was unstable at lower energies.
Since then we have learned to operate the
generator so as to excite the reaction near
its resonance, and we now have a value
of P33 = -0.304 ± 0.005, a large part of
the discrepancy between theory and last
year's experiment being the result of the
energy variation of the reaction.
We have also measured P33 with the
T(d, n)He4 reaction, the mirror image of
the He3 reaction, obtaining a value of
-0.301 ± 0.009. This is reassuring both
of the correctness of our measurement
method, since the detection of neutrons
involves techniques entirely different
from those used for protons, and of the
predicted identity of the behavior of the
two reactions. It is a clear-cut demonstration that the forces between nucleons
are independent of the charge.
The measurements of He3(d, p)He4 for
deuteron energies up to 3140 kev are
reported as three quantities defined in a
manner convenient for comparison of
experiment and theory. Consider a righthanded, center of mass coordinate system
with its positive z axis parallel to the
propagation of the polarized ion beam and
its origin at the target. The polarized ion
source furnishes, to the best of our
knowledge, a beam described by one
component of a vector, P3, and three
components of a tensor, P33 = —2Pn =
— 2P22, where the subscripts 1, 2, 3 represent a right-handed coordinate system
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with its origin at the point of ionization
and its 1 axis parallel to the x axis of the
target coordinate system. The 3 axis of
the ion source coordinate system has the
direction of the homogeneous magnetic
field in which the polarized atoms are
ionized. The homogeneous magnetic field
can be switched so that the 3 axis is
parallel or antiparallel to either the z or
the y axis. Three detectors for the proton
reaction products are located either on
-\-z and d=x axes or on -\-z and ±y axes.
To eliminate the effects of different
detector solid angles we compare ratios of
counts with polarized and unpolarized
beams. Consider the three quantities

comparison some properties of the reaction reported by other observers with an
unpolarized deuteron beam are also
plotted against energy in figure 54: the
total cross section, the ratio of the
differential cross section at 0° and 90°
(center of mass), and the polarization of
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It is by reference to equation 10 that we
obtained the value for the tensor component describing the beam. Unfortunately,
theory predicts no simple measurement of
the vector polarization P. The measured
tensor polarization is rather close to the
expected value, the discrepancy being
easily ascribable to possible imperfection
of the apparatus, and this causes us to
think that the vector polarization does
not differ greatly from its expected value
of +34- The Basel group measured the
vector polarization of their beam in an
elaborate experiment, obtaining a value
consistent with the description of the
beam as an ideal beam plus an unpolarized
component. If such is true for our equipment, which seems reasonable since the
ion sources are of similar design, P3 =
— P33. The closed points were measured
with better geometrical resolution than
the open points and with a 100-channel
pulse spectrometer to record the results
of each detector instead of simple discriminator circuits.

with the same designation of symbols as
before.
The experimental results obtained to
date are plotted as functions of the energy
of the incident deuterons in figure 53. For

The He3(d, p)He4, in spite of the small
number of nucleons involved and the
simplicity of both reaction products, has
been explained theoretically only at the
430-kev resonance. The angular distributions were reported for an unpolarized
incident beam in our energy range as
early as 1949. Measurements of the
polarization of the protons were first

(*L* + Ex)

N is the number of counts recorded by the
detector designated by its subscript; the
subscript for a parenthetical term designates the direction of the 3 axis, i.e., the
axis of quantization for the incident
beam; the subscript 0 designates an
unpolarized beam. It can be shown that
these three quantities are independent of
the vector polarization.
Another quantity, which can be shown
to be directly proportional to the magnitude of the vector polarization, is the
left-right asymmetry

ALr =

(Us.)
V N-X )y (*L*)
\ NX /_, _
\N.JV\ Nx A

+ 1

the outgoing protons at 90°. Predictions
of the A' s exist only for the resonance at
430 kev.

- Ji°8»)/(i + iPu)

Ai = 1/Ai

:=(!"

(10)

A3 = 1

(ii)

-LB = 0

(12)
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Fig. 53. Measurements of Ah A2, and Alr as functions of the energjr of the incident polarized
deuterons. The error flags indicate standard deviations calculated from counting statistics alone.
Closed points were taken with target room equipment of improved geometrical resolution compared
with that used in taking the open points. Theory predicts for the lowest energy points Ai = 1/A2
= 14/11 and Alr = 0 for an ideal ion source; for an unpolarized beam A\ = A2 = 1 and Alr =0.

reported in 1958. Both these measurements have been extended to higher
energies and, where necessary, remeasured to greater accuracy, but they have
not yet led to a theoretical explanation

for the behavior of the reaction. They
have shown in very beautiful form, however, the similar — indeed, almost identical for deuteron energies above 800 kev —
characteristics that this reaction has in
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Fig. 54. Selected characteristics of the He3(d, p)He4 reaction as observed using an unpolarized
deuteron beam: total cross section <tt in barns, the ratio of differential cross section <r(0) at 90° to
that at 0°, and the polarization Pp of the outgoing protons at 60° (Basel sign convention). These data
are for illustration only and have been taken from several sources. The plot of proton polarization is
very poorly known, typical errors being ±0.05.

common with its mirror image, the
T(d, n) He4, demonstrating the charge
independence of nuclear forces. The variation of A i and A2 as well as the lack of
variation of ALR with energy is striking

in comparison with any of the quantities
obtained with an unpolarized beam.
Whether our new results will be helpful in
explaining this interaction remains to be
seen.
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E. T. Bolton, R. J. Britten, T. J. Bijers,39
D. B. Cowie, B. Hoyer,i0 Y. Kato,*1
B. J. McCarthy, M. Miranda,il and
R. B. Roberts

The work of the Biophysics Section
during the report year has continued to
focus upon nucleic acid interaction as a
molecular means for studying genes and
their products. A number of the efforts
have exploited the DNA-agar procedure
described in Year Books 61 and 62. This
procedure has been used in the assessment
of genetic relatedness among primates,
other vertebrates, and bacteria, and in
studies of the homologies of DNAs and
RNAs extracted from various tissues of a
species. A strong beginning has also been
made toward mapping the nucleotide
sequences in a bacteriophage chromosome
by this physical-chemical means. The
direct demonstration last year that the
DNA of the lysogenic bacteriophage
lambda persists in association with the
DNA of its host has stimulated similar
studies with a mammalian cancer virus.
An alternative analytical procedure, involving cross-linked nucleic acid gels, for
the study of polynucleotide interactions
has been under development. These
studies and other ventures are reported
in the following pages. Our report illustrates clearly the privilege we enjoy to
range broadly and freely in our ideas and
our work, and reveals some of the product
of companionship in research shared with
our associates.
Organic Evolution and the Systematics of
Higher Taxonomic Categories of Organisms
The essential materials of heredity are
the nucleic acids. They carry the genetic
information that specifies the kinds and
diversity of organisms and their relationships. They are the root substances of
systematics and evolution. Quantitative
39 Postdoctoral Fellow, U. S. Public Health
Service.
40 Visiting Investigator, NIH, Rocky Mountain Laboratory, Hamilton, Montana.
41 Carnegie Institution Fellow.
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comparisons of the similarities and differences in their polynucleotide sequences
are now possible, and, in so far as these
informational sequences represent the
genetic potential of living things, a new
means is at hand for assessing the genetic
and evolutionary relationships among
organisms.
Year Book 62 included a few results
that indicated the degrees of similarity
among the polynucleotide sequences of
the DNAs of several vertebrate forms.
These results have been extended during
the report year, and several of the new
findings are described below. The procedure for comparing homologies among
polynucleotide sequences was also described. Briefly, radioactive singlestranded fragments of DNA are allowed
to react with high-molecular-weight singlestranded DNA that has been immobilized
in agar. Measurement of the amounts of
radioactive fragments that have combined with the DNA in agar indicate the
proportion of nucleotide sequences common to the DNAs.
A thread of hereditary continuity among
vertebrates. It was stated in Year Book 62
that the results presented imply "the
existence of common genetic material
that has been conserved during the course
of vertebrate evolution." This idea has
been confirmed by the results of two kinds
of experiments.
In one, a specific kind of single-stranded
DNA immobilized in agar is allowed to
react with radioactive single-stranded
DNA fragments derived from another
species. Since such interaction depends on
the existence in the two species of similar
complementary sequences of nucleotides,
a selection of the common sequences can
be made. These common selected polynucleotide fragments may be reclaimed
from the DNA-agar preparation and
allowed again to interact either with the
original DNA-agar or with agar containing DNA from other animal sources.
Should the polynucleotide sequences common to the first two organisms react to a
greater proportionate
extent with the
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DNA of a third organism than unselected
sequences do, we may conclude that the
three organisms share nucleotide sequences incommon, and so with a fourth
species, and so on. Some results of such
kinds of experiments are presented in
tables 4 and 5. Table 4 shows that mouse
DNA fragments selected by beef DNAagar react to a greater extent with
guinea-pig and salmon DNA-agar than
unselected fragments do. Therefore, some,
at least, of the polynucleotide sequences
shared by mice and cattle are also shared
by guinea pigs and fish. Table 5 shows a
more extensive series of comparisons. For
these tests a mixture of unselected
H3-labeled vervet monkey DNA fragments and P32-labeled vervet monkey
fragments selected on mouse DNA-agar
was allowed to react with various DNAagars. It is clear that invariably the
selected fragments react to a greater
extent than the unselected fragments.
Therefore, some of the sequences common
TABLE 4. Reaction of C14-Thymidine Labeled
Mouse L Cell DNA Fragments, Previously
Bound to Bovine DNA-Agar, with
Various DNA-Agars
DNA-Agar

DNA per
Gram MgAgar,

Labeled DNA
Bound, %
Fragments

Bovine
Guinea pig
Mouse
Salmon

1000
220
280
600

29(4)
29 (4)
42 (20)
11 (1.5)

Twenty micrograms of mouse L cell DNA
fragments was reacted for 16 hours with 1000 jug
bovine DNA in 1 gram agar at 60°C in 2 X SSC.
The bound DNA fragments eluted at 75°C in
0.01 X SSC contained 4.2 per cent of the total
radioactivity. The previously bound DNA fragments were boiled 5 minutes in 2 X SSC and
rapidly cooled. One and one-half milliliters of
this preparation (0.1 /*g DNA) was added to each
1.0 gram of the above DNA-agars. The unbound
DNA fragments were washed out of the agars at
60°C with 2 X SSC, and the bound fragments
were eluted at 75°C with 0.01 X SSC. The
numbers in parentheses are the percentages of
unselected mouse fragments bound to the
various DNA-agars in a separate series of
experiments.

to mice and monkeys are also shared by
the other vertebrates.
A similar conclusion may be reached
from the results of competition experiments in which the radioactive DNA
fragments of a given species are allowed
to react with homologous DNA-agar in
the presence of relatively large quantities
of nonradioactive DNA fragments from
another soecies. If the DNAs of the two
species contain common polynucleotide
sequences, the nonradioactive ones, because of their high concentration, will
interfere with the binding to the DNAagar of the radioactive fragments. The
extent of this interference is a measure of
TABLE 5. Reaction of Selected P32-Labeled
Vervet and H3-Thymidine-Labeled Vervet
DNA Fragments with DNA-Agars
DNA

aarm,
G
AgrMg

Labeled
Bound, DNA
%
Fragments

Agar
DNAArmadillo
Calf
Chicken
Hamster
Human
Mouse
Rabbit
Salmon
Vervet

410

25
18

720
180 per
370

307

750
400
390

38
61
23
18

600
640

* Enrichment factor

4
6
1
7
40
7
4
2
2
3
p33

ment
Enrich-

Factor*

52

_ P32 bound/H3 bound (heterologous)
P32 bound/H3 bound (homologous)

H3

Five micrograms of P32-labeled vervet DNA
fragments in 1 ml 2 X SSC were incubated 16
hours at 60°C with 400 /zg C57B1 mouse embryo
DNA in 1.0 gram agar. Bound DNA fragments
(8.9 per cent of radioactivity) were eluted at
75°C with 0.01 X SSC after the agar had been
thoroughly washed with 2 X SSC at 60°C. The
bound P32-labeled DNA fragments were mixed
with H3-thymidine-labeled vervet DNA fragments, and 0.6 ml of the mixture (0.015 /xg
P32-DNA and 0.1 Mg H3-DNA) in 2 X SSC was
incubated overnight at 60°C with 0.5 gram of
the above DNA-agars. The bound DNA was
eluted with 0.01 X SSC at 75°C after the agar
had been thoroughly washed with 2 X SSC at
60°C.
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Fig. 55. Competition by unlabeled DNA fragments in the reaction between labeled mouse DNA
fragments and agar containing mouse DNA. One microgram of C14-labeled (2500 cpm/Vg) DNA
fragments from mouse L cells was incubated with 0.50 gram of agar containing 192 fxg mouse DNA
in the presence of varying quantities of unlabeled DNA fragments from the following sources: mouse,
Bacillus subtilis, salmon, human, bovine, guinea pig, and hamster. The total volume was 1.25 ml.
The percentage of labeled DNA fragments bound is plotted against the amount of unlabeled DNA
present in the reaction mixture.

the similarities in the polynucleotide
sequences of the species.
Some results of competition reactions
are illustrated in figure 55. The top line
shows that large amounts of a bacterial
DNA chosen because it has a base composition similar to that of the mouse do not
interfere with the reaction between
labeled mouse DNA fragments and mouse
DNA imbedded in agar. Large amounts
of nonradioactive mouse DNA fragments
reduce the amount of label bound owing
to the saturation of sites in the trapped
DNA. Salmon DNA competes for only a
few of the sites on the mouse DNA,
whereas the hamster DNA competes for
a large fraction of them. Human, beef,
and guinea-pig DNAs all compete to the
same extent, showing that they are
equally related to the DNA of the mouse.
When mixtures of human, beef, and
guinea-pig DNAs are used as competitors
their effect is nonadditive, as is shown in

table 6. On the other hand, the inclusion
of hamster DNA in the mixture causes a
larger effect. Hence, the sequences shared
between the human and mouse must be
the same ones shared by the guinea-pig
and beef, and these comprise a part of
those shared by the hamster and mouse.
Thus, there exists a thread of hereditary
continuity among vertebrates, and it may
be inferred that this thread has undergone
little change for hundreds of millions of
years. This conclusion will be stressed
below; it is especially revealing for understanding fundamental genetic processes
in evolution.
Constancy of the "molecular weight" of
the vertebrate genome. Year Book 62 presented results of reciprocal cross reactions
between two bacterial species, Escherichia
coli and Aerobacter aerogenes. For these
reactions a mixture of differentially
labeled DNA fragments of the two species
was allowed to react in one test with the
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TABLE

Experiment
No.
la
b
c
d
e

f
g
2a
b
c
d
e

f

6.

Competition by Unlabeled DNA Fragments in the Reaction of Labeled
Mouse DNA Fragments with Mouse DNA in Agar

Bovine

Unlabeled DNA

Competitor, mg

Guinea Pig

Human

Hamster

Labeled
Bound, DNA
%
Fragments

0*25
0.25
1.0
0.25
1.0
2.0

19.2
17.6
18.9
15.1
15.9 .2*
24
15.1
14.5

1.0
0.25
1.0
2*0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

.0
2 .0
2
.0
2

15.8
15.7
1 0
1 0

15.1
9.9
9.8

* Average of 3 determinations.
One microgram of C14-labeled mouse DNA fragments was incubated with 0.5 gram agar containing 192 /xg mouse DNA. The total volume was 1.25 ml.

DNA of E. coli imbedded in agar and in
the reciprocal with that of A. aerogenes.
The amounts of cross reaction agreed
quantitatively. It was pointed out that
quantitative agreement was not a necessary result, since the total complement
of DNA in each of the species might have
been different.
Reciprocal reactions among the DNAs
of several pairs of vertebrates have been
carried out during this report year, and
for each pair the amounts of cross reaction
agree quantitatively. An example of such
a reciprocal cross reaction between human
and mouse DNAs is shown in figure 56.
Such agreement will occur if the two
genomes have the same "molecular
weight," the model for the genome being
envisioned as a single long "molecule" of
DNA. Of course, such a model is only a
means for symbolizing a very complex
situation. There are 46 individual chromosomes in the human and 40 in the
mouse; many "molecules" must be involved in the genetic structure of such
complex creatures. And, obviously, the
genomes of men and mice differ qualitatively; but since their size is the same
it may be inferred that the size of the

mammalian evolutionary precursor genome or the primate evolutionary precursor genome was also the same. Thus,
one of the overriding processes in vertebrate evolution must lie in the alteration
of vertebrate genetic elements without an
increase in their amount. Some implications for evolutionary mechanisms of this
conclusion are discussed in subsequent
paragraphs.
DNA similarities among primates and
the extent of higher taxonomic categories. A
number of comparisons of the similarities
among the polynucleotide sequences in
the DNAs of representative primates have
been carried out. For these competition
experiments radioactive single-stranded
rhesus monkey DNA fragments mixed
with varying amounts of nonradioactive
heterologous DNA fragments were allowed to react with single-stranded rhesus
monkey DNA imbedded in agar. The
results are presented in figure 57.
The rhesus monkey belongs to the
macaques, as does the baboon. Their
polynucleotide sequences are indistinguishable inthese experiments, both sets
of competition results falling on the same
line. The human and chimpanzee DNAs
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Fig. 56. P32-labeled mouse (strain BALB/C) DNA fragments and C14-labeled HeLa cell (human)
DNA fragments mixed in 2 X SSC were heated for 5 minutes at 100CC and rapidly cooled; 0.5 ml of
this mixture, which contained 25 Mg of mouse DNA (with radioactivity of 100 cpm/^g) and 10 jug of
human DNA (with radioactivity of 220 cpm/jug), was incubated for 16 hours at 60°C with 0.50 gram
of agar containing mouse DNA (466 jug/g) or agar containing human DNA (656 jug/g)- The incubated
preparations were put into heated, water- jacketed columns and washed at 60°C with 2 X SSC.
Three 15-ml fractions were collected, the agar was washed with six or seven 15-ml volumes of 2 X
SSC, and a final fraction was collected. Four successive 7.5-ml fractions of SSC diluted 100-fold were
then collected, at 72° to 73°C. Fractions were collected every 10 to 15 minutes at 60°C and every
5 minutes at 72° to 73°C. The DNA fragments were precipitated with 5 per cent trichloroacetic acid
in the presence of 100 ^g of yeast RNA, collected on membrane filters, dried, and counted in a liquid
scintillation counter. The labeled mouse DNA (shaded areas) was prepared from mouse embryos
from mice daily injected intraperitoneally with P32-orthophosphate (1 mc) for from 1 to 3 days. The
labeled HeLa cell DNA (open areas) was prepared from cells exposed for several generations to
about 10-6 M C14-thymidine in Eagle's medium with 5 per cent calf serum added.

differ to the same degree from those of the
old world monkeys, the macaques, presumably because they are very similar to
each other. Although gorilla DNA is not
yet available to us, it would be predicted
that it, too, would be very like that of
the human and chimpanzee. Indeed,
some systematists out of a sense of
reasonable consistency would prefer to

group the chimpanzee-gorilla-man complex in a genus rather than a subfamily.
The DNA of the new world monkey, the
owl monkey, differs still more from that
of the old world forms. The DNAs of the
lorises, primitive nocturnal primates,
share only about half of their polynucleotide sequences in common with the rhesus
monkey. DNAs from different orders of
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Fig. 57. Competition by unlabeled DNA fragments in the reaction between P32-labeled rhesus
monkey DNA fragments and rhesus monkey DNA-agar. One-half microgram of P32-labeled rhesus
monkey DNA fragments was incubated with 0.5 gram of agar containing 130 ^g of rhesus monkey
DNA in the presence of varying quantities of unlabeled DNA fragments from the source indicated.
The reaction volume was 0.6 ml. The amount of labeled DNA bound relative to the homologous
reaction in the absence of competitor is plotted against the amount of unlabeled DNA present in the
reaction mixture. The vertical bars to the right relate the taxonomic separation between the rhesus
monkey and the other groups to the quantitative differences among their nucleotide sequences.

mammals — those from the mouse and
hedgehog — share even less in common,
and those of the birds exhibit only about
10 per cent similarity to the DNAs of the
primates. To the right of figure 57 is
arranged a histogram relating the quantitative degrees of differences in the polynucleotide sequences of the DNAs of the
several forms examined to the separation
in taxonomic category which is generally
held to describe best the systematic
affinities of the examples chosen. Clearly,
the similarities and differences in polynucleotide sequences quantitatively indicate the extent of the taxonomic category

to which the systematist refers. Thus,
among the primates, a superfamily distinction means that about one-quarter of
the polynucleotide sequences are different, half are different for subordinal
separation, and about three-quarters for
ordinal distinction. It would appear that
the results presented provide a new
"yardstick" for the assessment of the
extent of genetic diversity among higher
taxonomic categories of organisms. Moreover, the similarities in polynucleotide
sequences may be related to the time at
which the lines of organisms we examine
in the present diverged from one another
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in the geologic past according to the
paleontologist's judgment. This relationship isshown in figure 74; its implications
for revealing evolutionary process are
discussed later.
Relationships among Some Enter obacteria
The possibility that the average base
composition of the DNAs of different
organisms might provide a measure of
similarity in the genetic structure of
organisms has been emphasized by a
number of workers. Even among the
enterobacteria, an apparently closely knit
group of organisms, however, the guanine-cytosine content in the DNA may
vary from 39 per cent as in Proteus
vulgaris to more than 50 per cent as in
Escherichia coli. A particularly interesting
situation exists in these enterobacteria
because another strain of, presumably,
Escherichia ("Providence") has a 41.5 per
cent GC content whereas another strain
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of Proteus, Proteus morganii, contains 50
per cent GC. Some aspects of the similarities inpolynucleotide sequences of the
DNAs of these organisms are shown
schematically in figure 58.
Two series of experiments were carried
out. In one, C14-labeled DNA fragments
of E. coli BB were reacted with immobilized single-stranded DNA from the four
species. The amounts of radioactive fragments bound in each experiment are
indicated as shaded areas in the blocks at
the center in figure 58 and numerically
alongside. From these results a placement
order in terms of similarities in polynucleotide sequences can be assigned :
BB > PROV > PV > PM
In the second series of experiments
P32-labeled P. vulgaris DNA fragments
were reacted with the various DNAs in
agar. The order of similarities is
PV > PROV > BBC. > PM
P.V.
P.M.
%G.
PROV.

39
41
50

BB
50
2 7
3 1

Fig. 58. Similarities and differences in polynucleotide sequences of the DNAs of some enterobacteria. Either C14-labeled E. coli DNA or P32-labeled P. vulgaris DNA was allowed to react with
the four kinds of DNAs indicated on the first line of blocks. The amount of reaction is shown by the
shaded areas and also by the numerical values ( = per cent DNA bound). In the case of the P32-labeled
P. vulgaris DNA, aliquots of the DNA fragments that had reacted initially in the two heterologous
tests (P.V. : PROV. and P.V. : P.M.) were again allowed to interact with each of the four kinds of
DNA-agar. The results are shown in the lower line of blocks in the center of the diagram. The guanine
+ cytosine contents of the DNAs of each of the species is shown at the upper right. (P.V. = Proteus
vulgaris; P. M. = Proteus morganii; PROV. = "Providence" strain of E. coli; B. B. = Escherichia
coli strain BB.)
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Thus in both series the DNA of the
Providence strain is intermediate in similarity to that of P. vulgaris and E. coli
BB, and P. morganii DNA is least like
those two. In another set of experiments
the P32-labeled fragments of P. vulgaris
DNA that reacted with either Providence
or P. morganii DNA were in turn allowed
to interact with the several DNAs
immobilized in agar. The results are
shown in the lower line of blocks at the
center in figure 58. Thus, although considerable enrichment for common sequences has occurred in the selection
process, not all the polynucleotide sequences shared by Providence and P.
vulgaris are common to E. coli and P.
morganii, and, alternatively, not all those
shared by P. morganii and P. vulgaris are
common to E. coli and Providence. Many
additional experiments are needed to
settle definitively the genetic relationships
among these bacteria. Nevertheless, the
scheme of relationships shown in diagram
A is consistent with the data presented.

Diagram A.

The GC contents of the four strains are
shown on this diagram. Thus, even
though the 40 per cent GC DNAs of
Providence and P. vulgaris appear relatively close, the 50 per cent GC DNAs of
E. coli and P. morganii are relatively
distant. Whether the sequence BB (50)PROV (42)-PV (39) may represent an
evolutionary drift in both likeness and
GC content remains a tantalizing question.
Ontogenetic Inferences from Nucleic
Acid Interactions
The DNA of the tissues of an organism.
It has long been presumed, as a result of
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the exact nature of mitosis and of the
cytological events leading to the development of a new germ plasm from the
fertilized egg as well as the totipotency
for development of complete individuals
from single cells isolated after zygotic
cleavages, that a complete set of genes
must be distributed to each cell of a
developing organism. Unfortunately, there
has been little direct evidence in support
of the presumption. Understandably,
therefore, the thoroughly discounted
theory, put forward by Weismann in
1888, which would account for differentiation by a differential portioning out of
genes to the various tissues, continues to
be reflected in such questions as "From
what tissue was the DNA isolated, and
what influence would DNA isolated from
a different tissue have on the results?"
If the DNA of one tissue from an animal
were demonstrably different from the
DNA of another tissue, comparisons of
the DNAs of different animals as well as
the expression of the DNA in terms of
RNA would obviously be directly influenced by the source of the DNA. Therefore, the question "Is the DNA in various
tissues measurably different?" was considered to be of sufficient general biological interest to merit detailed investigation. Our approach to the problem is
outlined below.
Labeled DNA representative of a total
DNA complement was isolated from 18to 20-day-old mouse embryos labeled in
utero by injecting pregnant C57B1 mice
intraperitoneally with P32-orthophosphate
(1 to 3 injections of 1 mc at daily intervals). DNA representative of a specialized cell type was isolated from mouse L
fibroblast cultures exposed to C14-thymidine during growth in Eagle's medium
supplemented with 5 per cent calf serum.
Mouse L fibroblasts are a continuous line
tissue culture cell originating from the
skin of male C3H mice. Unlabeled DNA
was also isolated from 18- to 20-day-old
C57B1 mouse embryos, from cultures of
mouse L cells, and from brain, kidney,
spleen, liver, and thymus tissue of mature
C57B1 mice. Bacterial DNA with a base
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composition similar to that of animal
DNA was isolated from Bacillus subtilis.
Embryo DNA was heat-denatured and
imbedded in agar (120 ng/g agar gel). All
other DNA preparations, including a
sample of the embryo DNA, were sheared
individually in a French pressure cell to
about 0.5 X 106 molecular weight. A
mixture of the radiolabeled DNA fragments was made so that 0.5 ;ug C14-labeled
mouse L cell DNA and 5.0 ng P32-labeled
mouse embryo DNA were present during
each incubation with 0.5 gram mouse
embryo DNA-agar. The labeled DNA
fragments were melted and rapidly cooled
in 2 X SSC which contained either no
unlabeled DNA or various concentrations
of the different sheared nonradioactive
DNAs up to 1200 Mg/0.6 ml of incubation
mixture. Incubation was overnight at
60°C, and the amount of labeled DNA
bound was then determined. Thus, mouse
embryo DNA representative of the total
genetic complement of a mouse was
tested for its ability to bind "homologous" P32-labeled mouse embryo DNA or
potentially "heterologous" C14-labeled
mouse L cell DNA in the presence of
various amounts of competing unlabeled
DNA fragments from different sources.
The results are shown in figure 59. In
the lower part of the figure the influence
of the concentration of unlabeled DNA
fragments on the binding of labeled fragments to mouse embryo DNA is plotted.
Because of the multiplicity of points, only
the results obtained from the C14-labeled
mouse L cell fragments are indicated.
Results obtained with the P32-labeled
fragments were similar, however. It is
obvious that the presence of unlabeled
fragments, regardless of source, produces
equal effects on the binding of the labeled
fragments. Since a mixture of C14- and
P32-labeled fragments was present, it was
possible to plot the ratio C14 bound/P32
bound for the different levels of competing
DNA (top part, fig. 59). This ratio remains essentially constant. There is, then,
no indication of differences in the DNA
content of various tissues of the same
animal.
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The RNA of the tissues of an organism.
With the knowledge that the DNA
composition of mouse L cells and the
various tissues of a C57B1 mouse are not
distinguishable by the DNA-agar technique, itis feasible to study the expression
of DNA in the tissues in terms of the
RNA formed by them. Changes in the
RNA composition, if found, could then
confidently be ascribed to variation in
expression of the DNA and not to major
variations in the composition of the DNA
itself.
Minced kidneys of C57B1 mice (12-16
days old) were trypsinized, and the
resulting cells were labeled for several
generations in the presence of C14-uridine
in Eagle's medium plus 10 per cent calf
serum. Mouse L cells were also labeled
for several generations with P3 ^orthophosphate. Cells were harvested for RNA
preparation while they were still growing
rapidly and before complete monolayer
formation.
Nonlabeled RNA was prepared from
mouse L tissue culture cells or from
tissues from C57B1 mice (25-35 days old)
homogenized at 4°C in 0.25 M sucrose
plus bentonite.
RNA was isolated at pH 5.0 in the
presence of 0.15 M lithium chloride, 0.5
per cent sodium lauryl sulfate, bentonite,
dextran sulfate, and an equal volume of
water-saturated liquid phenol. The RNA
preparations were finally passed through
Na+ Dowex 50-G-25 Sephadex columns
to remove RNase and small oligonucleotide segments.
Enriched preparations of messenger
RNA were made by incubating the
labeled RNA in 2 X SSC with C57B1
mouse DNA imbedded in agar. The ratio
of RNA to DNA in the incubation mixture was 1/3 (100 fig of RNA in 1.2 ml
2 X SSC was incubated for 24 hours at
60°C with 1 gram of agar containing 300
fig of DNA). The bound RNA was eluted
with SSC/ 100 at 70°C after the column
had been washed free of unbound RNA.
About 1.5 per cent of the total radioactivity was present in the bound fraction. The incubation mixture had a ratio
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Fig. 59. Competition by unlabeled DNA fragments in the reaction of labeled DNA fragments
with DNA-agar. A mixture of 1 jug of C14-labeled DNA fragments (2500 cpm//xg) from mouse L cells
and 4 ^g of P32-labeled DNA fragments (220 cpm/^g) from mouse embryos was incubated with 0.50
gram of agar containing 60 jug of mouse embryo DNA in the presence of varying quantities of unlabeled DNA fragments from various mouse tissues from mouse L cells, or from B. subtilis. The total
volume was always 1.00 ml. The percentage of C14-labeled DNA fragments bound is plotted against
the amount of unlabeled DNA present. The ratio of the percentage of C14-labeled DNA bound to the
percentage of P32-labeled DNA bound is recorded in the upper part of the figure.

of messenger RNA to DNA of 1:200,
assuming 1.5 per cent messenger RNA in
the steady-state labeled preparations. It
must be realized that this process of
enrichment is an "equalizer" among
message components. Conceivably the
DNA would contain too few sites for
relatively abundant messages but enough
for the less abundant messages.
The selected mouse L cell P32-labeled
RNA (0.1 Mg in 0.6 ml 2 X SSC) was then
incubated overnight with 0.5 gram of
DNA-agar containing 30 jig of C57B1
mouse DNA. About 33 per cent of the

RNA was bound. When increasing
amounts of unlabeled RNA were added
to a series of incubation mixtures, the
amount of labeled RNA bound decreased.
Figure 60 illustrates the effect of the
homologous mouse L cell RNA on the
binding of P32-labeled, selected mouse L
cell message. Only 2 per cent of the
radioactivity was bound in the presence
of 1000 fig unlabeled RNA where 33 per
cent was initially bound. Unlabeled RNA
from C57B1 mouse liver cells reduced the
binding to 10 per cent, and its effect had
leveled off at much lower concentrations.
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Fig. 60. Competition by unlabeled RNA in the reaction of purified P32-labeled messenger RNA
from mouse L cells with DNA-agar. Three one-hundredths microgram of P32-labeled messenger RNA
(12,000 cpm/jug) was incubated with 0.50 gram of agar containing 10 jug of mouse embryo DNA in
the presence of unlabeled RNA from spleen, liver, or mouse L cells. The curve in the lower left-hand
corner (triangles) represents experiments in which unlabeled mouse L cells RNA was used as competition but in which the DNA-agar had previously been treated with DNase to remove DNA.

Spleen cell RNA reduced the binding of
labeled RNA to a lesser extent than liver
RNA. Obviously, mouse L cells have
messages in common with mouse liver and
spleen cells, and messages that are
different. Liver tissue cells have more
messages in common with mouse L cells
than spleen tissue cells. It should be noted
that liver and spleen comprise mixtures
of cell types, and differences in these as
well as actual differences in cell messages
may influence the results obtained.
The contribution of ribosomal RNA to
the overall binding is seen to the extreme
left of figure 60, in the curve marked with
open triangles. RNA from mouse L cells
labeled for 1% generations with P32

orthophosphate and then "chased" for 2
or 3 generations with unlabeled orthophosphate was prepared. This RNA was
bound to a small extent, but the binding
was reduced to nearly background levels
when 90 /*g of ribosomal RNA was added.
C14-labeled, selected RNA from primary kidney culture cells was tested for
binding under conditions identical to
those outlined above for the selected,
labeled mouse L cell RNA. In figure 61
it can be seen that about 27 per cent of
the labeled RNA could be bound but that
unlabeled mouse kidney RNA effectively
reduced the binding. Spleen cell RNA is
also an effective competitor for binding
sites, but liver RNA is much less effective
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Mg RNA

Fig. 61. Competition by unlabeled RNA in the reaction of purified C14-labeled messenger RNA
from a primary culture of kidney cells with DNA-agar. Five one-hundredths microgram of C14-labeled
messenger RNA (9000 cpm/Vg) was incubated with 0.50 gram of agar containing 10 jug of mouse
embryo DNA in the presence of unlabeled RNA from kidney, liver, or spleen.

at comparable levels. As the concentration
of liver RNA is raised to high levels,
however, the competitor curves tend to
meet, indicating a different distribution
of common messages among the tissues.
Kidney tissue RNA has more in common
with the primary kidney tissue culture
cell RNA than either liver or spleen — an
interesting finding, which indicates that
the tissue culture cells retain at least some
of the messages characteristic of the
original tissue. Spleen RNA, which is a
relatively poor competitor for the binding
of mouse L cell message, is more effective
than liver RNA as a competitor, the
reverse of the situation found with the
labeled mouse L cell RNA system. The
reversal is a convincing demonstration
that the competition curves are really
measuring differences and that this system can fruitfully be employed in at least
a semiquantitative assessment of the

expression of DNA in the different cell
systems of an animal.
The application of the method to detect
differences in gene expression during
morphogenesis, aging, virus infection, or
hormonal stimulation presents an exciting
challenge. Some examples of the differences in messenger RNA patterns that
occur during embryo genesis are described
in
this year's report of the Department
of Embryology.
Functioning Chromosomes and Cellular
Differentiation
The need of a model system for in vitro
studies of differentiation has stimulated
an effort to isolate biologically active
polytene chromosomes from dipteran
larval tissue. This section describes a procedure for the successful isolation of
dipteran nuclei, a necessary prelude to the
purification of the chromosomes.
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The Diptera used were Rhynchosciara
angelae, Sciara coprophila, and Chironomus thummi. Rhynchosciara was obtained
from the Laboratory of Molecular Biology
in the Institute of Biophysics, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, and from Dr. J. S. Lara
at the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Sciara was obtained from Dr. Helen
Crouse, Columbia University. Chironomus
was cultured in our laboratory from eggs
given to us by Dr. Hans Laufer at the
Johns Hopkins University.
Several biological features make Rhynchosciara angelae the most suitable of the
three species for these studies. The offspring of a single mating are completely
synchronized throughout development.
Especially important is the fact that the
synchrony also applies to the puffing
patterns of the polytene chromosomes.
Therefore, it is technically possible to
isolate a very homogeneous population of
chromosomes from a large number of
larvae. Homogeneous populations are
necessary, of course, for the study of in
vitro synthesis of specific messenger
RNAs.
In addition to the advantage of synchronous development, the Rhynchosciara
larvae, being about 2-3 cm long, are the
largest of the three species. They have
the largest salivary glands, containing
about 330 cells per gland, and 1000-2000
viable larvae may be obtained from a
single mating.
Previous work with polytene chromosomes has been mainly cytogenetic,
requiring only small amounts of material.
The absence of standard procedures for
handling large quantities of material has
discouraged many investigators from
taking advantage of this system. Therefore, a general procedure for the isolation
of sufficient specific larval tissue for use
on a biochemical scale has been developed. It is based on the flotation of the
decapitated larvae on a density gradient
and the use of centrifugal force to distribute the organs according to their specific
densities. After decapitation of the larvae
the salivary glands become free inside the
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body. When the larvae are then placed
in a solution of appropriate density and
subjected to centrifugal force, they become oriented at the top of the upper
layer of the gradient in such a way that
all the body contents can be removed by
centrifugal force and collected on the
bottom of the centrifuge tube or in layers
of different densities. It is possible to
achieve the separation of the various
organs by manipulating the solution
densities and the centrifugal force. Several examples will be given. Clean intact
organs were always obtained.
Salivary glands have been isolated from
very young larvae and prepupae of
Chironomus. Washed larvae, which had
been calmed on a block of ice, were
decapitated and then floated on 20 per
cent sucrose layered over 75 per cent
sucrose in a centrifuge tube at 5°C. After
centrifugation at 26,000# for 15 minutes
in a swinging-bucket or angle-head rotor,
the salivary glands were collected at the
interface of the two sucrose solutions and
the intestines were deposited in the pellet.
The remainder of the larvae was at the
top of the tube.
A slightly different procedure was
followed for isolating Sciara salivary
glands. The decapitated larvae were
floated on 20 per cent sucrose and centrifuged 10 minutes at 1000^. The glands
and some fat-body contamination pelleted. The contamination was removed by
repeated washings in the same solution.
Malpighian tubules can also be isolated
from Rhynchosciara. Prepupal larvae were
decapitated, floated on 70 per cent
sucrose, and then centrifuged for 15
minutes at about 4000gr. The tubules were
collected as a clean pellet.
Since it is more suitable to prepare
chromosomes, DNA, histones, and nuclear RNA from isolated nuclei, an
attempt has been made to prepare nuclei
under mild conditions that would preserve the biological properties of the
nuclei as much as possible. Proteolytic
digestion of the cell membranes has proved
to be the most satisfactory procedure.
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Crystalline papain (DNase and RNase
free) and pronase are equally effective.
Trypsin, pepsin, and lysozyme are unsatisfactory. The potential danger represented bythe introduction of a proteolytic
enzyme into the preparation has been
counteracted by the addition of excess
serum albumin as an enzyme substrate
followed by washing. The use of enzymespecific antibodies is another possible
approach.
In a typical procedure for the isolation
of nuclei, salivary glands were suspended
in 0.75 M sucrose buffered with 0.05 M
tris or phosphate at pH 7.2. Enzyme was
then added in convenient concentrations.
When papain was used, 2.5 X 10-3 M
freshly prepared cysteine was also added.
External Ca++Mg++ could not be added
during the isolation procedure. The
appropriate enzyme concentration was
chosen by controlling the digestive process
under the microscope at room temperature. At the moment the nuclei began to
pop out of the cells, the reaction was
stopped by the addition of cold 0.75 M
sucrose containing 0.1 per cent serum
albumin. After several washings of the
digested glands by centrifugation at low
temperatures, the nuclei that still remained attached to the cell debris were
liberated by forcing the preparation back
and forth through a capillary tube. The
homogenate was then layered on the top
of a 75 per cent sucrose solution and
centrifuged in a swinging-bucket centrifuge rotor for 15 minutes at 26,000g. The
pellet, consisting exclusively of clean
nuclei, was then suspended in an appropriate medium. The proximal and distal
parts of the salivary glands of Rhynchosciara and Sciara differ in their susceptibility to enzymatic digestion and in their
pattern of puff formation. Therefore, in
order to isolate a homogeneous population
of nuclei, it is advisable in the preparative
procedure to decapitate the larvae by
cutting a few millimeters behind the head,
so that the proximal part of the glands
remains attached to the head and is
discarded and only the distal part is
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collected upon centrifugation. This procedure for the purification of dipteran
nuclei will greatly aid in the final preparation of polytene chromosomal material. Itis planned to utilize these chromosomal preparations for in vitro studies of
differentiation.
RNA

Template for Alkaline Phosphatase

The RNA-DNA hybridization technique has been utilized in an attempt to
purify the E. coli messenger RNA template specific for the polypeptide subunit
of alkaline phosphatase. The purification
procedure was based on the assumption
that the phosphatase template would
complex with DNA containing an intact
phosphatase structural gene, but that
complex formation would be impossible if
the DNA had a large deletion in this
region. Therefore, RNA from a strain
constitutive for a high level of alkaline
phosphatase was incubated with DNA
from bacteria containing a deletion covering at least two-thirds of the phosphatase
structural gene in order to remove the
nonphosphatase templates from solution.
Since the unbound RNA mixture was
expected to contain ribosomal and transfer RNA as well as the phosphatase
template, DNA from the constitutive
strain was used to select out the phosphatase template. The RNA bound in
this step was collected and then hybridized with both constitutive and deletion
DNAs. Temperature gradient elution
patterns of "purified" RNA complexed
with each of these DNAs were compared
with patterns of unpurified RNA complexed with constitutive DNA. It was
concluded that the intensive selection
procedures produced a fraction with an
average Tm 2.5°C lower than the unpurified messenger RNA, but that the elution
patterns were otherwise similar and gave
no evidence for the purification of a
phosphatase template. Apparently, either
the deletion DNA was able to bind the
template in a nondeleted region, or the
template occurred in smaller quantities
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than would be predicted on the basis of
the amount of enzyme produced.
Lysogeny and DNA Homology
Last year it was reported that a sizable
portion of the genome of the lysogenic
bacteriophage X was homologous to the
DNA of E. coli. In a lysogenic system the
infecting virus particle is reduced to the
prophage state, the host cell surviving
and maintaining in a latent form all the
genetic material necessary for bacteriophage production. No similarities between
viral and cellular DNA had been observed
with virulent bacteriophage despite numerous studies carried out in this and
other laboratories. Accordingly, a second
lysogenic system (P 22-Salmonella) was
investigated to determine whether lysogeny could be characterized, in part, by
such a similarity between viral and host
DNA.
Table 7 indicates that approximately
50 per cent of the DNA of the bacteriophage P22 is homologous to the DNA of
Salmonella typhimurium. Furthermore, a
similar reaction is observed when P22
DNA fragments are incubated with E.
coli DNA — a result perhaps not surprising
since 71 per cent of the Salmonella
typhimurium is related to the E. coli
genome. It is concluded that a major part
of the P22 DNA is homologous to the
DNA of both Salmonella and E. coli.
Interestingly, as shown in table 8, X DNA
TABLE 7. Binding of P22 DNA Fragments to
Denatured Bacterial DNA Immobilized in Agar
DNA-Agar
Preparation
Salmonella

typhimurium*
Salmonella
typhimurium
E. coli B*

DNA
P22DNA
in Agar, Added,
J"g

46
85
60

Mg

P22
Bound,
%

0.3

49.5

0.2
0.3

49.7
43.5

* Aliquots of DNA-agar preparations previously used for reaction with E. coli DNA
fragments and E. coli messenger RNA (cf. Year
Book 62).
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TABLE 8. Binding of X DNA Fragments to
Denatured Bacterial DNA Immobilized
in Agar

DNA-Agar
Preparation

in
DNA
Agar,
Mg

XDNA
Added,
Mg
ments
Frag-

XDNA
Bound,
ments
Frag-

%

Salmonella
E. typhimurium
coli B
E. coli W3110
E. coli 15
E. coli (X sensitive)

240
600
240
200
60

27
23
0.5
0.5

28
27
25

0.1
0.4

also reacts with the DNA of Salmonella
almost as well as with E. coli DNA.
Although these demonstrations of
virus-host genetic relatedness suggest that
base sequence similarities might be a
feature common to all lysogenic systems,
it cannot be concluded that DNA
homology is alone sufficient for the
establishment of lysogeny. Lambda phage
DNA is homologous to Salmonella typhimurium DNA. Salmonella is not known
to serve as a lysogenic host for X. Similarly, X sensitive bacteria and other
strains of E. coli (table 8) bind the X
DNA. Obviously, other factors are involved in determining whether viral
infection results in virulence or lysogeny.
The question is raised as to how much
of the viral DNA is necessary for the
maintenance of viral characteristics. It is
also of interest to attempt to allocate
viral and bacterial characteristics to the
appropriate DNA segments of the bacteriophage. Some insight into these
problems is given in the results presented
below.
Genetic relatedness among the DNA of
bacteriophages. Since portions of both the
lysogenic bacteriophages X and P22 have
been shown to be homologous to E. coli
DNA and Salmonella typhimurium, genetic
similarities between the phage DNAs
might also be expected. Table 9 provides
evidence for such relatedness. In these
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TABLE 9. Binding of X DNA Fragments to
Denatured P22 DNA Immobilized in Agar

P22 DNA
Experiment in Agar,
No.
Mg

1
2
3
4
5

38
57
38
57
90

Labeled X
DNA
Added,
Mg
0.005
0.005
0.01
0.01
0.3
Average

Labeled X
DNA
Fragments
Bound,

%
18.2
18.3
15.3
20.4
23.0
19.4

experiments, as in those cited above, the
amount of the labeled X DNA was small
compared with the DNA trapped in the
agar. Optimal interaction could, therefore, be expected, and the results obtained
showed that at least 20 per cent of the X
DNA was related to P22 DNA.
The results described thus far may be
schematically summarized as shown in
diagram B. The DNA of both bacteriophages are genetically related to each
other and to the DNA of both bacteria.
Schildkraut and his colleagues investigating base-sequence homology among
the T series of bacteriophage found a high
degree of relatedness among the T-even
phage DNAs. T3 and T7 DNA were also
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shown to be interrelated. No indication of
homology was detected, however, between T-even and T-odd phage or
between any T-phage DNA and the DNA
of E. coli. These results, obtained through
density-gradient centrifugation measurements, have in part been confirmed in
this laboratory by means of the DNAagar technique. T3 bacteriophage is of
special interest, since it has been described asbeing "semi-lysogenic." Hence,
an investigation of viral-host relatedness
using T3 bacteriophage might serve as a
borderline example in ascertaining whether
the capacity for lysogeny is related to
genetic homology.
Table 10 indicates that T3 DNA contains nucleotide sequences similar to
TABLE 10. Binding of T 3 DNA Fragments to
Denatured DNA Immobilized in Agar

DNA-Agar
T3
Preparation

P22
X
X

inDNA
Agar,
Mg

18
29
23
4

Added>
*g
T3DNA

FrAaS? T

16
70
0.06
0.1
0.04
0.01

Salmonella

Diagram B.

Labeled
Boun
%d,
DNA
Fragments

17
4
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portions of X and P22 bacteriophage
DNAs. Approximately 17 per cent of the
T3 genome reacts with X DNA immobilized in agar. A lesser but significant
reaction was also observed with P22 DNA.
The homologous T3 fragments incubated
with T 3 DNA-agar produced the expected
high degree of duplex formation.
Common segments among bacteriophage
DNAs. Evidence indicating that X P22
and T3 bacteriophage contain DNA segments common to each is shown by the
results of the following experiments:
1. Labeled X DNA fragments (10 jug)
were incubated at 60°C for several hours
with 240 fig P22 DNA immobilized in agar.
During this relatively brief incubation 4
per cent of the X DNA fragments became
bound to the P22 DNA. Aliquots of this
bound material were collected and, after
heat denaturation at 100°C for 5 minutes,
were added to three separate DNA-agar
preparations, one containing T3 DNA
(124 fig), another P22 DNA (96 /xg), the
last X DNA (80 ng). After overnight
reincubation at 60°C the quantity of X
DNA fragments bound to the T3, P22, and
X DNA-agars was determined.
As expected, reincubation of the X
fragments with X DNA-agar resulted in
the greatest degree of duplex formation
(49 per cent). Reincubation with P22
DNA-agar gave an almost equal degree of
binding (41 per cent). Reaction with T3
DNA-agar (20 per cent) was approximately two-fifths that obtained for the
homologous (X DNA fragments with X
DNA-agar) control experiment. In each
of these experiments complete readsorption of the X fragments cannot be expected, since some P22 DNA leaches out
of the agar during the initial low-salt
high-temperature elution of the bound X
fragments. The liberated P22 DNA is a
source of competing sites for the X DNA
fragments, reducing the efficiency of
DNA-agar reactions. The results described above, however, demonstrate that
a part of the X DNA, homologous to P22,
is also homologous to the T3 genome.
An estimate can be made of the quan-
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tity of X DNA common to the other two
bacteriophages. Under conditions permitting optimal binding of X DNA
fragments to P22 DNA-agar (table 9), 20
per cent is homologous to the P22 DNA.
When the homologous fragments were
reacted with the T3 DNA-agar, only 20
per cent was bound. Thus, a minimum of
4 per cent appears to be common, but,
correcting for the efficiency of the system,
8 per cent is a better estimate.
2. Table 11 is illustrative of another
method of investigating relationships
among these bacteriophages and bacteria.
In this experiment large quantities of
various unlabeled DNA fragments were
added along with labeled X DNA fragments to P22 DNA-agar. The results show
the competitive effects of the added
unlabeled DNA fragments.
In the control experiment (no competitor present) the optimal duplex formation
was observed.
The addition of P22 fragments (60 ng
DNA) to the P22 DNA-agar (24 Mg DNA)
reduced the binding of the labeled X DNA
to less than a third that observed in the
control experiment.
The T3 DNA unlabeled fragments were
about half as effective as P22 DNA in
reducing the binding of the X DNA, a
result consistent with the results of the
TABLE 11. Effect of Bacterial and Viral
DNA Fragments on Binding of X DNA
to P22 DNA-Agar
Preparation
-r,
,.

1
2
3
4
5

r>NA
Fragmented
T3
P22
Competitors
0
Salmo7iella
E. coli

DNA
Mg
petitors,
of Com0
60
55
129
108

Labeled X
DNA
Bound,
Fragments

20.0
/o

6.8
11.8
10.6
15.4

Three one-hundredths microgram of labeled
X DNA fragments was added to each agar preparation containing 24 ng of P22 DNA together with
the unlabeled DNA fragments.
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Binding of X DNA

Fragments to Viral and Bacterial DNA

First Incubation
Labeled
XDNA
Fragments,
Mg

DNA-Agar
Preparation

DNA
in Agar,
Mg

3. 0.08

Labeled
DNA

50

1. 0.08
2. 0.08

Reincubation of Bound X DNA

Fragments
%
Bound,

T3
E. coli 15
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56
56

reincubation experiments described above.
Significantly, both E. coli and Salmonella DNA fragments also reduced the
binding of the X DNA to the P22 DNAagar. This result implies, however, that a
portion of the X DNA that is homologous
to P22 is also homologous to the bacterial
DNA.
Table 12 shows the results of another
experiment designed to demonstrate that
nucleotide sequences common to the three
bacteriophages are also contained in the
bacterial DNA. Labeled X DNA fragments were incubated at 60°C with three
DNA-agar preparations, as shown in
table 12. In each test the quantity of
bound X DNA was determined ; an aliquot
was redenatured by heating for 5 minutes
at 100°C and quickly chilled; then a
portion was reincubated at 60°C with
new DNA-agar. The material bound after
this second incubation is shown in the
second half of table 12. Line 1 of the
table shows that a part of the X DNA
homologous to T3 DNA also effectively
binds to P22 DNA. Line 2 shows that a
part of the X genome homologous to E.
coli DNA is also homologous to both P22
and T3 DNA. Finally, X DNA, homologous to P22 DNA, will also form duplexes
with both T3 and E. coli DNA (line 3). In
each of the above examples the capacity
for duplex formation has been increased
by the initial specific enrichment procedures. There can be little doubt that

^,TA

.

DNA

P22

Fragments
XDNA
Bound,
Fragments

in A
^NA-Agar
^
P22aration 28
Prep
T3
25
28

T3

18

%
41
42
51
40

25
28

22

31

E. coli 15

there exist nucleotide sequences common
to all the DNAs investigated in these
studies.
Homology between bacteriophage T3
DNA and E. coli DNA. Knowledge of
genetic relationships among X, P22, and
T3 genomes shown by the foregoing data
prompted further investigation of the
degree of relatedness of T3 DNA to E. coli
DNA. The results of table 13 indicate
that about 6 per cent of the T3 DNA is
homologous to the DNA of E. coli. In
such experiments large quantities of
DNA-agars must be used in order to have
enough nucleotide sequences that may be
homologous to the T3 DNA. With such
large quantities of DNA-agar complete
removal of unbound DNA fragments by
the 2 X SSC washes becomes more difficult. For a control experiment, T3 DNA
fragments were also incubated with 1.0
TABLE 13. Binding of T3 DNA Fragments
to E. coli DNA Immobilized in Agar

DNA-Agar
Preparation

E. coli B
Armadillo
* DNA
agar.

Bound,
T3DNA

in Agar,*

T3DNA
Added,
Mg
ments
Frag-

410
540

0.003

6.3

0.02

0.39

DNA
Mg

contained in approximately

%

1 gram
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determine how much of the E. coli DNA
is homologous to P22 bacteriophage DNA.
The results obtained, shown in curve A
of figure 62, are compared with those
previously obtained with X DNA and
K12 (X) DNA, curve B. It can be seen
that about 4.5 per cent of the E. coli
genome is homologous to the P22 DNA.
This value is greatly in excess of the total
length of the P22 DNA. Such a result may
be interpreted as follows : either the E. coli
DNA contains many regions having
nucleotide sequences similar to the part
of the P22 DNA that is homologous to

gram armadillo DNA-agar with the
presumption that no genetic homologies
would be present and an estimate could
be obtained of nonspecific trapping of the
labeled fragments. Table 13 shows that
0.39 per cent of T3 DNA was retained by
the armadillo DNA-agar, in contrast to
the 6.3 per cent obtained with the E. coli
DNA-agar.
The above results may be incorporated
in diagram B, above, as diagram C.
A portion of the DNA of all three of the
bacteriophages is homologous to the
DNA of E. coli and the DNA of Salmonella typhimurium, which in turn are
homologous to each other. Related nucleotide sequences common to all three
bacteriophages exist (about 8 per cent of
the viral genomes), although larger portions of any one of the bacteriophage
DNA may be homologous to the DNA of
another.
Maximal binding of P22 DNA to E. coli
DNA. One method of obtaining information about the size of homologous regions
among related genomes is to measure the
maximum quantity of DNA fragments
that can form duplexes with a known
quantity of denatured DNA immobilized
in agar. This saturation method was used
to determine the quantity of E. coli DNA
that is homologous to X DNA (0.2 per
cent).
T3
Similar studies were performed
to

ui

.01
20
jug P^o D^

25

fragments / M9 E. <?<?//' DNA

Fig. 62. Reaction of P22 DNA fragments
with E. coli DNA, curve A. Circles, triangles, and
crosses show results of several experiments using
different preparations of E. coli DNA-agar.
Curve B represents comparison for data obtained
with X fragments on K12 (X) DNA-agar as
previously reported.
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E. coli (50 per cent) ; or the P22 bacteriophages are heterogeneous in their DNA
composition.
The first explanation seems highlyunlikely. The same sort of saturation data
should have been obtained with X DNA
fragments with E. coli DNA, since P22 and
X share common nucleotide sequences. On
the other hand, transduction of host
genetic markers with P22 bacteriophage is
a general process quite unlike the restricted transducing ability of X bacteriophage. Such general transduction results
in the transmission of a variety of host
nucleotide sequences via viral infection.
Therefore, it is not unlikely that a given
P22 bacteriophage lysate would contain a
phage population heterogeneous in its
DNA content. The major DNA variations most probably occur in regions
homologous to the E. coli genome, since
maintenance of certain essential viral
components is required for phage survival. DNA fragments obtained from
such a lysate would show greater homology to E. coli DNA than fragments from
a homogeneous phage population, because
they contain a large variety of sequences.
The shape of the adsorption curve (fig.
62) indicates a variability in the frequency
with which different portions of the host
genome are incorporated into the phage.
Some segments that interact with E. coli
DNA are common, others rare.
Mapping of the X DNA. The elegant
procedure of Hershey and his collaborators (see the Genetics Research Unit
TABLE
DNA-Agar
Preparation
of E. coli

14.

DNA
in Agar,
Mg

Reaction of X DNA
Radioactive
X Added,
Fragments
jug

20
W3110
W3110
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB

220
75
75
180
12
24
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0.02
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.005
0.005
0.005

report in this volume) for the separation
and purification of right, left, and middle
quarters of X DNA provided means of
ascertaining what portion (or portions) of
the X genome contained nucleotide sequences homologous to the DNA of E.
coli. Close collaboration was therefore
established with Drs. A. D. Hershey and
Elizabeth Burgi to undertake the mapping program.
Table 14 presents results obtained from
a series of experiments testing each of the
various fractions of the X DNA for its
capacity for duplex formation with E. coli
DNA. These data demonstrate that the
homologous nucleotide sequences of the
X DNA are not contained in a single
contiguous segment but are distributed
throughout the entire X genome.
The right end quarters appear to have
a slightly greater capacity for binding to
the E. coli DNA than the left quarters.
In all experiments the percentage of the
X DNA end quarters reacting with the
E. coli DNA-agar was always less than
that observed for whole X DNA fragments. Such a result would not be obtained ifa major part of the homologous
X DNA were contained in one or the other
end fraction.
In nucleotide composition the right
and left end quarters of the X DNA are
markedly different, the left end having a
guanine + cytosine content of 56 per cent
as compared with a G + C content of 47
per cent for the right end quarters. As a
consequence of these large differences, the
Fragments with E. coli DNA
Labeled DNA

Fragments

Whole X

Left Ends

10.0
16.6

6.7
11.7

27.6
17.9
18.1

Bound, %

10.4
24.7
7.2
13.0
12.1

Right Ends
6.8

19.3
16.4
17.4

-z.
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melting temperatures of duplex strands of
the DNA may be used to identify and
characterize each of the X DNA segments.
This method has been employed to
investigate (1) the duplex formation of
single-stranded X left and X right end
quarters with homologous, denatured X
DNA quarters trapped in agar, and (2)
the reaction of X left and right end
quarters with E. coli DNA-agar.
Homologous DNA reaction. Labeled
left end quarters of X DNA were fragmented, heat-denatured, and then incubated at 60°C with X left end quarters
immobilized in agar. After the reaction
mixture had been washed in the usual
fashion with ten 10-ml 2 X SSC washes
at 60°C, the temperature of the DNAagar (suspended in SSC/30) was increased
in 3° steps and the radioactivity of each
sample was measured.
In each experiment a single broad peak
is observed, the right ends showing a
maximum at 66°C and the left ends
peaking at 69.5°C. These temperatures
are indicative of the G-C content of the
end quarters reacting with homologous X
end segments in the agar. The results of
these control experiments prompted the
use of the technique to investigate the
reaction of the X quarters with E. coli
DNA-agar.
Heterologous DNA-DNA reactions.
Temperature elution profiles obtained
from experiments in which X DNA left
and right quarters were incubated with
E. coli DNA-agar are shown in figures 63
and 64. They are more complex than the
elution diagrams obtained in the homologous DNA experiments. Experiments
with left X quarters gave results showing
three peaks appearing at approximately
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Fig. 63. Temperature elution profile of X left
end quarter DNA fragments after incubation at
60° with E. coli DNA-agar. Profile obtained by
eluting in SSC/30 at temperatures as indicated.
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Fig. 64. Temperature elution profile of X
DNA right end quarter DNA fragments. Conditions as in figure 63.

60°, 66°, and 72°C. For the right end
quarters maxima were observed at about
63°C and 69°C, differing significantly
from the results obtained with the left end
quarters.
Figure 65 shows the elution diagram
obtained with whole X DNA fragments
reacted with E. coli DNA-agar. The elution diagrams of figures 63-65 demon-

strate that both X end quarters are
capable of duplex formation with the E.
coli DNA. The several denaturation
temperatures obtained with each end
segment indicate different G + C contents for the various homologous portions
of the X DNA. It is of interest that both
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known to cause cancer may become
integrated into the host genome. Polyoma
virus has been most studied, since it is
one of the best known tumor-inducing

50

60

70

80

Temperature in °C

Fig. 65. Temperature elution profile of whole
X DNA fragments. Conditions as in figure 63.

the left and right end quarters contain
regions of low and high G + C content.
Furthermore, the elution diagram obtained with whole X DNA fragments
combines some of the features of both the
left and right end diagrams. The contribution of the material reacting with
the E. coli DNA from each end quarter is
reflected in the elution diagram of total
X DNA, and parts of the central portion
of X DNA that are homologous to E. coli
will also contribute to the elution profile
obtained. It should be noted that the two
peaks observed in figure 65 occur at
temperatures (64°C and 71°C) lying
between those obtained for the two major
peaks observed for the two end segments
(figs. 63 and 64). It is concluded that
many noncontiguous segments of the X
genome are homologous to E. coli DNA
and that these segments are distributed
throughout the entire X DNA.
Recognition of Viral Genetic Material in a
Virus-Induced Tumor
In a cooperative venture with Dr.
David Axelrod of the Laboratory of the
Biology of Viruses of the National Institutes of Health we have been examining
the possibility that the DNA of viruses

agents.
Polyoma virus induces malignant transformation ina variety of rodents in vivo
and in selected rodent tissue cultures in
vitro. Although the virus appears to be
directly responsible for the in vivo
transformation of normal cells to tumor
cells, a significant proportion of the
tumors seem to be virus free. Some tumors
originally containing demonstrable infectious virus appear to lose it on subsequent
transplantation. Attempts have been
made to induce the virus-free tumors to
produce virus both in vivo and in tissue
cultures prepared from the tumors.
Exposure of the tumors to X irradiation,
cortisone, and starvation, and exposure of
tissue cultures of tumor cells to X irradiation, ultraviolet irradiation, nutritional
deficiencies, superinfection with cytolytic
and other oncogenic viruses, or growth on
a sensitive feeder layer, have failed to
produce activation of any latent polyoma
virus. The virus-free polyoma tumors,
however, still contain specific polyomainduced cellular and complement-fixing
antigens. Such evidence for the persistence of virus-induced expression of genetic information implies the continued
presence of the viral genome itself.
The demonstration of complementarity
between the DNA of the lysogenic
bacteriophage lambda and the DNA of
the lysogenized bacterial cell suggested
that the DNA-agar technique might provide a suitably sensitive assay procedure
for the detection of any homology between the DNA of the polyoma virus and
that of the polyoma transformed tumor
tissue. Evidence gathered with this procedure shows that the DNA of polyomainduced tumors, as well as the DNAs of
normal tissues, contains polynucleotide
sequences complementary to those in the
DNA of the polyoma virus. Since the
results of the experiments are the first
direct demonstration of the integration of
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the genetic material of a cancer virus with
that of its host they will be described in
detail.
DNA was extracted by Marmur's
method from nuclei of a virus-free
polyoma-induced mouse tumor and from
nuclei of tissues of normal animals of the
same strain of mice (C57B1/6J). The
DNAs were denatured and imbedded in
agar. The quantity of trapped DNA was
measured by dissolving the DNA-agar in
hot 5 M sodium perchlorate. Tritiated
polyoma virus was prepared from fibroblast cell cultures derived from infected
suckling mouse kidneys. When complete
cytopathogenic effect was observed in the
cultures, cells and supernatant fluid were
harvested; the crude virus suspension was
concentrated, treated with 20 jug/ml of
deoxyribonuclease, and purified by two
density-gradient centrifugations in cesium
chloride. Electron microscopy of the
virus preparation after it was passed
through a Sephadex G-100 column to
remove low-molecular-weight compounds
revealed physical homogeneity of the
virus particles. Virus nucleic acid was
extracted by the phenol procedure after
the viruses had been suspended in a
mixture of mercaptoethanol and pronase.
This viral DNA was fragmented by shear
in a French pressure cell to a molecular
weight of 5 X 105. The fragments were
denatured by heating to 100°C to provide
separated single-stranded fragments of
DNA able to diffuse freely through the
agar gel structure. The radioactive singlestranded polynucleotide fragments of
polyoma virus DNA were incubated with
various DNA-agar preparations, and the
amounts of hybridizable nucleic acid were
determined.
The extent of duplex formation between
labeled polyoma DNA and the DNA
prepared from a variety of normal
organisms is shown in figure 66. Polyoma
DNA, 0.67 jug (20,000 cpm), was incubated with agar gels containing different
quantities of imbedded DNA, and the
amount of complementary radioactive
material was determined. Although the
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number of DNA samples examined is
small, there appear to be significant
reactions between the polyoma virus
DNA fragments and the mammalian
DNAs. There is no reaction with the
DNA of bacteria, and little or none with
that of salmon or chicken. The presence
in normal mouse, hamster, and human
Mouse
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Fig. 66. Binding of polyoma
virus DNA
fragments to nontumor DNAs imbedded in agar.
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of polyoma
virus DNA
fragments to tumor DNAs imbedded in agar.
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Fig. 68. Specificity of the 1interaction between polyoma DNA fragments and mouse DNA. The
lower curve shows that the sites in the mouse DNA are limited and therefore saturated at all input
levels of polyoma DNA fragments that were tested. The upper curve describes the interaction of
mouse DNA fragments with mouse DNA imbedded in agar and shows that higher input levels of
fragments of several orders of magnitude are required for saturation.

DNAs of polynucleotide sequences complementary to sequences in polyoma
DNA suggests that the sequences held in
common reside in regions unique to
mammalian species. The observation that
the DNAs of higher mammalian species
contain segments complementary to
mouse DNA leads to the speculation that
it is to this common "backbone" of DNA
that the polyoma complementarity is
directed.

When the amount of binding of polyoma virus DNA to similar concentrations
of imbedded normal and polyoma tumor
DNA is compared, a striking increase in
the binding to the tumor material (fig. 67)
is observed. Similar experiments were
carried out with DNA from a continuous
normal hamster cell line and the DNA
from a derived in vitro polyoma transformed cell culture. Although the results
are less striking, there are consistent
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differences in the binding of the polyoma
DNA to the normal and the transformed
cell DNA. The increased binding is a
specific property of the polyoma-induced
tumor DNA rather than a general property of tumor DNA as evidenced by the
smaller reaction with the DNAs of tumors
caused by methylcholanthrene in the
mouse, or by simian virus 40 or adenovirus 18 in the hamster. Although the
karyotype of the particular tumors employed was not specifically studied, other
investigations have indicated that all such
tumors are randomly heteroploid. The
absence of increased polynucleotide binding with the other tumors tested, therefore, indicates that the binding is not
related to the altered karyotype of the
tumor cell.
Despite care taken to avoid contamination with host DNA in the preparation
of the virus DNA, it might be argued that
the complementarity that has been
demonstrated nevertheless resulted from
small quantities of contaminating host
cell DNA. However, if the supposed contaminating material represented random
segments of mouse nucleic acid, it is
unlikely that differences in the binding of
the labeled material to normal and tumor
DNA would be observed. Experiments
with labeled mouse DNA to determine
the extent of binding to homologous
imbedded mouse DNA demonstrate that
the quantities of radioactive DNA such
as used in the experiments described
above would be insufficient to saturate
the available sites. In contrast, in the
experiments with the radioactive polyoma
fragments, there is a site limitation at
each of the levels of entrapped DNA
employed. In the experiments with the
mouse fragments no site limitation occurs
until very much higher levels of DNA
fragments are used. These findings are
illustrated in figure 68.
The studies summarized above identify
the polyoma genome, or some fragment
thereof, in polyoma transformed cells
demonstrably free of infective virus
particles. This identification of genetic
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material of an oncogenic virus in a virusfree tumor has a clear implication for
understanding the biological basis of the
genesis of other kinds of mammalian
tumors. Thus, the mere absence of
inducible virus in a tumor or transformed
cell can no longer be adduced as evidence
that would exclude an oncogenic virus as
a causative agent. An effective means for
the study of the possibly widespread role
viruses play in oncogenicity would appear
to be a systematic examination of tumor
DNAs for complementarity with the
DNA of viruses suspected of being
oncogenic agents. Studies are in progress
with other animal tumors induced by well
defined viral agents.
Nucleic Acid Gels
It appears that any naturally occurring
nucleic acid and most artificial nucleotide
polymers can be made into insoluble gels
through the formation of interstrand
cross linkages. Nucleic acid in such gels
can form duplex combinations with complementary nucleic acid strands. And so
these gels are a useful addition to the
tools for the study of complementary
relationships between nucleic acids.
In particular, gels can be formed from
low-molecular-weight nucleic acids such
as RNA or degraded DNA and even from
oligouridylic acid only six residues long.
Insoluble gels can be formed with ultraviolet light which forms covalent cross
links between pyrimidine bases. They can
also be formed with nitrous acid or
bi functional alkylating agents, although
the work reported here has been limited
to ultraviolet-induced gels.
A simple qualitative procedure has
been used to test the formation of gels
with a variety of nucleic acids. A drop of
water containing about 50 /xg of nucleic
acid was dried at 100°C on a microscope
slide. While drying, the solution was
distributed with a glass rod over an area
of about 2 cm2. The cover slip was
irradiated for several minutes 5 cm from
a General Electric 15-watt germicidal
lamp. The slide was rinsed and scraped
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lightly in 3 ml of water to remove the gel
and to dissolve any ungelled polymer.
When DNA, ribosomal RNA, soluble
RNA, or poly U were treated in this way,
visible fibers were formed. Upon irradiation for only a few seconds the gel
structure was so open that it was barely
visible in water, but the addition of 0.01
M MgCl2 condensed it into visible fibers.
At higher doses the fibers appeared to be
very dense even when suspended in
distilled water. The quantity of ungelled
polymer could be estimated by filtering
the gel and measuring the optical density
of the filtrate at 260 m/*. The amount of
irradiation required to form a gel depends
on the molecular weight of the polymer,
the optical thickness of the dried material,
and the fraction of bases present capable
of forming dimers.
Gels may also be formed on inert supporting materials such as polyvinyl beads,
cellulose fibers, and nylon thread. Figure
69 shows the degree of retention of poly U
and poly C on Geon 101 polyvinyl beads
after drying the polymers out of water
solution and exposing them to ultraviolet
light 22 cm from the 15-watt germicidal
lamp. The curves are based on the reduction in optical density of the filtrate after
the resin was suspended in water and
washed thoroughly on a glass-wool filter.
Other measurements have shown that for
this dose range no significant reduction of
the optical density of the total poly U or
poly C results from dimer formation or
other chemical effects of ultraviolet irradiation. At considerably higher doses such
effects are significant. There was no
evidence for gel formation of poly A or
poly I at these levels of irradiation. At a
dose of 107 ergs/cm2 there was a 30 per
cent reduction in the optical density of
the poly A filtrate, which may have been
due to chemical effects reducing the total
optical density of the poly A.
It was possible to obtain specific
complementary strand association between RNA from bacteria and DNA gels
formed by cross linking as a result of
ultraviolet irradiation. In one experiment
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Fig. 69. Fraction of poly U and poly C
immobilized on plastic beads as a function of
total ultraviolet dose. Eight milligrams of polymer was dried on 2 grams of Geon 101 resin.
Samples (100 mg) were given four exposures with
mixing between exposures. The fraction bound
was determined from the reduction in optical
density of all material that could be washed from
the resin. The scale showing ergs per square
centimeter is based on a National Bureau of
Standards calibration of the energy emitted in
the Hg line at 254.7 ni/x from an unfiltered lamp.
The 254.7 line presumably is the effective radiation causing cross linking by dimer formation.

3.5 mg of E. coli BB DNA was dissolved
in water and boiled for 10 minutes to
separate the strands. The DNA was then
precipitated with alcohol in the presence
of 100 mg of cellulose powder, and the
wet precipitate was irradiated. The 10
per cent of the DNA that could not be
washed away from the cellulose was more
than adequate for testing its capacity to
form specific complementary strand association with labeled RNA. A small
amount of pulse P32-labeled RNA from
E. coli BB was incubated with the DNAcellulose gel for 16 hours at 60°C in 2
SSC. The DNA-cellulose gel (about 0.5
ml) was placed in a water-jacketed column and washed at 40°C first with the
same buffer and then with SSC/ 10. The
temperature was raised in steps, and the
column was washed with 5-ml cuts of this
dilute buffer. Seventy-five per cent of the
radioactivity was removed at 40°C, and
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the remaining 25 per cent was eluted
between 40° and 78°C. Figure 70 shows
the integral of the radioactivity eluted
from the column as a function of the
temperature. It also shows the results of
elution of E. coli pulse-labeled RNA from
DNA immobilized in agar. The curves are
very similar over the range from 60° to
90°C and do not differ in form from
elution curves obtained for sheared DNA
or from DNA melting curves measured by
hyperchromicity. Therefore, long lengths
of the DNA in the cross-linked gel are
available for specific strand association
by complementary hydrogen bonding.
Polyuridylic acid gel supported on
polyvinyl beads was used for a number of
experiments. It was formed by mixing 3
mg of poly U with 0.5 gram of Geon 101
beads, drying at 100°C in a siliconetreated dish, and irradiating the resulting
powder (spread thinly in a large glass
dish) for six 15-second intervals 7.5 cm
from the 15-watt germicidal lamp with
stirring between exposures. About 1 mg
of the poly U remained associated with
the beads after washing. Fluorescent
microscopy after acridine orange staining
showed that the gel was distributed over
the surface of most of the grains, although
it was not uniform in thickness. Very
little of the poly U gel was removed from
the beads by washing with water or salt

Temperature ( c )

Fig. 70. Integral of the radioactivity from
pulse-labeled E. coli RNA eluted from immobilized DNA as a function of temperature:
circles, eluted from a DNA gel immobilized on a
cellulose matrix; crosses, eluted from DNA
immobilized in agar.
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solution at a temperature of 80° to 90°C.
A sample of this poly U gel, in a waterjacketed column, was saturated with
polyadenylic acid by passing a solution
(20 Mg/ml of commercial poly A dissolved
in 0.1 M sodium chloride containing 0.01
M sodium citrate, pH 7.4) at 40°C slowly
over the column until the effluent concentration rose to that of the input solution.
The column was then washed at the same
salt concentration at 40°C, and 1-ml
samples of effluent were collected as the
temperature was raised in steps. The
resulting elution curve is shown in figure
71 along with the melting curve for a 1:1
mixture of the polymers measured by
hyperchromicity at 257 nui. The similarity of the two curves is striking,
indicating that long lengths of poly A can
form hydrogen bonds with the poly U gel
and that the binding energy per unit
length is similar to that in free solution.
The same poly U gel column was also
used to separate oligonucleotides from a
hydrolysate of polyadenylic acid (5 hours,
25°C, 1 M KOH). A sample of the
hydrolysate was neutralized with car-

50
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Temperarure( C)

Fig. 71. Melting curves for poly A-poly U
strand dissociation: circles, optical density of a
1 : 1 mixture of poly A and poly U; crosses, sum of
the optical density of poly A eluted from a poly
U gel immobilized on plastic beads.
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boxylic ion-exchange resin, brought to
1 M sodium chloride containing 0.01 M
sodium citrate, pH 7.2, and passed over
the column at 0°C. Adenylic acid and
diadenylic acid were not retained by the
column. The column was slowly flushed
with 1 M sodium chloride containing 0.01
M sodium citrate while the temperature
was steadily raised by a motor-driven
thermostat. Resolved peaks of tri-, tetra-,
penta-, and hexaadenylic acids were successively eluted, and the temperatures at
which the peaks appeared agreed with the
values for the melting points of these
oligonucleotides interacting with poly U
in solution. Since the cuts taken (1 ml)
were twice the column volume, the
column was operating as a single-plate
fractionating system. If conditions were
properly adjusted, chromatographic resolution of much longer oligonucleotides
could be achieved.
Figure 72 shows the results of a
measurement of the quantity of triadenylic acid (5'-pApApA) in solution in
equilibrium with a given quantity of a
poly U gel. For this purpose about 0.5 mg
of poly U gel bound to a coarser grade
(for rapid filtering) of polyvinyl beads
was used. A sample of 5'-pApApA (dissolved in 1 M sodium chloride containing
0.01 M sodium citrate, pH 6.8) was added
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Fig. 72. Concentration of
equilibrium with a poly U gel
polyvinyl beads. The optical
filtrate is plotted as a function
ture.

5'-pApApA in
immobilized on
density of the
of the tempera-
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to the washed resin in a test tube immersed in a temperature-controlled bath
at 0°C. Samples were displaced out
through a filter and drawn back again
into the test tube after their optical
density had been measured. The temperature was raised in steps, and the approach to a steady optical density was
followed at each temperature. Check
measurements made as the temperature
was lowered indicated that equilibrium
had been achieved. This method is suitable for determining the heat of reaction
between oligonucleotides and polymers.
Some complexity is introduced here by
the apparent formation of a triplestranded structure between one 5'pApApA molecule and two poly U
strands in the gel.
Helical Structure and Ultraviolet
Sensitivity of Nucleic Acids
A remarkable effect of the helical
structure of nucleic acids on their sensitivity to damage by ultraviolet radiation
was noticed in the course of this work.
Figure 73 shows some changes in the
sensitivity of the uracil residue induced
by the remainder of the molecule. The
degree of radiation damage is measured
by the reduction in ultraviolet absorption
(at 260 mju), since the two principal
photoproducts, hydrated uracil and uracil
dimer, have very strongly reduced ultraviolet absorption. Dimer formation can
occur only between residues in close
proximity. The concentration of the
uridylic acid is far too low to allow dimer
formation, and the hydration reaction is
dominant. There is a simple exponential
loss of optical density, since the product
has practically no absorption. For polyuridylic acid (poly U), however, the
presence of neighboring uracil residues in
the molecule permits dimer formation,
resulting in an initially more rapid loss in
optical density. The leveling-off is due in
part to the reduced probability that
undimerized uracil residues remain adjacent to each other.
When polyadenylic acid (poly A) is
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affected by the presence or absence of
helical structure.
When dry poly U is irradiated a very
low sensitivity is also observed, presumably due to the lack of water for the
hydration reaction and lack of freedom of
motion in the solid for the dimerization
reaction. The reason for the lack of
sensitivity to hydration of uracil itself is
not obvious. Uridine and uridylic acid
have nearly identical sensitivities.

1.0

Ultraviolet exposure xlO

ergs/cm

Some Concluding Remarks
Evolution. Quantitative measurements
of the divergence among the DNAs of
different species
-^ provide a basis for a new
examination of the mechanisms responsible for evolution. Figure 74 shows the
fraction of the genes in various species
that have sufficient similarity to the
genes of the rhesus monkey to interact in
100

Fig. 73. Ultraviolet sensitivity of the uracil
residue in various compounds. Irradiation 5 cm
from a 15- watt low-pressure quartz mercury lamp
in 1-cm-path-length quartz cells. All solutions
made up to optical density of about 0.3 at 260
mM in 0.01 M MgCl2 0.01 M tris buffer, pH 7.2:
plus sign, 2 parts poly U plus 1 part poly A;
triangle, uracil; solid circle, uridylic acid; open
circle, poly U.

Man, chimp
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\

mixed with poly U a helical structure is
formed which clearly reduces the sensitivity of the uracil residues. The data
shown are for the triple-stranded helix
formed when 2 parts of poly U are mixed
with 1 part of poly A in the presence of
magnesium ions. Other measurements
show that the sensitivity of the uracil
residue is about equally suppressed in the
double-stranded helix formed with a
50-50 mixture of poly U and poly A in
SSC. Both the hydration reaction and
dimer formation are suppressed by at
least a factor of 10. This large change
may reflect a particular aspect of the
helical structure formed by these homopolymers, since previously published
results indicate that ultraviolet-induced
thymine dimer formation in DNA is less
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Fig. 74. Relationship between polynucleotide
similarity and time of evolutionary divergence.
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the DNA-agar procedure as a function of
the time at which the species diverged. It
is immediately apparent that the data
show systematic relationships that any
adequate theory of evolution must explain.
In these experiments the DNA fragments are separated into two groups: one
having sequences which differ from those
found in the DNA of rhesus monkey and
which will not form complexes stable at
60°C; the other differing so little from
the genes of the rhesus monkey that the
complexes are stable. Further experiments are needed to measure the exact
degree of change corresponding to this
criterion. Data relating the stability of
complexes to the length of a complementary sequence are available, however,
and from this information it appears that
the complex would not be stable if 10 per
cent or more of the nucleotides had
changed. Five per cent changes should
alter the stability detectably but not
enough to reduce the melting temperature below 60°C.
The curve of figure 74 then represents
the time required for a given fraction of
the genome to acquire 10 per cent or more
changes. At first glance there appears to
be a random decay process, the correspondence between genes decaying exponentially with a half-life of 108 years. This
interpretation is not tenable, on two
different grounds. When several distantly
related species of mammals are examined
it is found that the fraction in common
to any two is common to all. Moreover,
this fraction includes the smaller fractions
common to birds and fish. If the changes
occurred at random throughout the
genome there would be no large fraction
common to a diverse group. It is evident
that this group of genes had some special
characteristic that enabled it to resist
change over periods of hundreds of
millions of years.
Furthermore, the test fragments contain sequences of several thousand nucleotides. Several hundred changes would
have to accumulate before the stability of
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the complex was sufficiently altered to be
classed as different. In this event the
curve should display a threshold similar
to thresholds observed in radiation effects
when a large number of events is needed
to produce the observed effect. In contrast, the decay of similarity between
genes
the "single-hit
curve"a
familiarresembles
for radiation
effects when
single event is sufficient to bring about a
change.
One possible interpretation of the data
is that the curve represents the distribution of mutability in the genome. At 30
million years 25 per cent of the genes in
the vertebrate genome have diverged.
Thus, 25 per cent of the genes might have
sufficiently high mutation rates to accumulate 10 per cent changes in 30 million
years. As both diverging species are
mutating, the required rate (per nucleotide) is1.6 X 10~9 per year. At the other
extreme, rhesus and fish retain 5 per cent
of the genome with less than 10 per cent
changes after 400 million years of divergence. The corresponding mutation rate
for these more stable regions of the
genome must be less than 1.2 X 10-10 per
nucleotide per year. The mammalian
genome contains roughly 3.5 X 109
nucleotide pairs, and so the 25 per cent
having the high mutation rate would
accumulate about 3 base changes per
year. Only 1 in 30 of these mutations
could be lethal if 90 per cent of the
progeny are to be viable. Although the
hypothesis above cannot be ruled out at
present, it seems an unlikely coincidence
that the distribution of mutability should
result in an exponential curve.
The same data can be interpreted without introducing the assumption of a very
special distribution of mutability. The
single-hit curve is taken to mean that
common genes are lost in single events,
i.e., by deletions or their equivalent.
Furthermore, the 20 per cent of the
genome common to all mammals is taken
to be the essential set of genes needed for
the development and viability of the
mammal.
Deletions occurring in this
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region are assumed to be lethal. If the
deletions remove 1000 nucleotide pairs in
a single event, 1 such deletion per 75
years in each species would give the
observed rate of divergence. One deletion
of 5 would occur in the vital part of the
genome and would not be transmitted;
therefore, the total rate would need to be
1 per 60 years, giving a lethal rate of 1 per
300 years.
As DNA would be lost in this process,
other mechanisms must be at work to
replenish the lost material. Several such
processes can be envisioned. The existing
DNA could be duplicated, giving multiple
copies of certain genes. DNA could be
formed by end addition, a process that
has been observed in vitro. New DNA
could be introduced by virus infection of
the germ cells followed by integration of
parts of the virus DNA into the genome.
The large quantities of DNA found in
certain amphibians may be an indication
that in these species DNA accretion may
have exceeded the loss.
Such a balance between gains and
losses would be very favorable for rapid
evolution. The rate of point mutations
must be low, or the organism would lose
the capacities acquired in its evolutionary
history. The observed rates are indeed
low, as shown by the divergence curve
and by the low frequency of amino acid
replacements in the proteins of different
species.
It is difficult to believe that point
mutations can do more than produce
slight modifications in existing proteins.
Furthermore, they can only explore small
variations of the original DNA. In contrast, the introduction of whole new DNA
sequences could proceed in each individual so that a population of 10 million
would test at least 130,000 completely
new genes per year.
Finally, the introduction of new DNA
is carried out in processes that could
conceivably be lost. A species could lose
the enzyme responsible for end addition,
or it could become immune to virus
infection of its germ cells. Thus, the
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evolution of such a species could come to
an abrupt halt. Examples of such constant
species are familiar; the horseshoe crab
has remained unchanged for 250 million
years. It is difficult to believe that this
species has reached the peak of perfection;
it is equally difficult to believe that the
horseshoe crab is immune to point
mutations.
These implications for evolutionary
theory urge experiments that can distinguish between these alternative interpretations of the evolutionary divergence.
Fortunately, the DNA-agar column is
well suited to make such distinctions. If
point mutations are at work, the heterologous reactions should show a large proportion of the DNA with slightly decreased melting temperatures. If deletions
are mainly responsible for the divergence,
there should be one group of genes with
the original melting temperature and
another with no homology. In addition,
tests can be made to determine whether
the 20 per cent common to mammals has
special characteristics of composition or
is especially active in RNA formation.
We hope that results of some of these
experiments will appear in next year's
report.
Differentiation. Differentiation has commanded an increasing share of attention
during the past year because the DNAagar column can provide new information
on the process. The cells of an adult
organism differ widely in their forms and
metabolic activities, yet all these cells
were the descendants of the same
fertilized egg. At first glance it is difficult
to reconcile these facts with the well
established concept that the enzyme
complement of a cell is determined by
the DNA.
One possible way in which such differences could arise would be alterations in
the DNA content during development.
Important regions of the DNA could be
lost, or other parts might make a multiplicity ofcopies. Such a mechanism seems
unlikely, because the chromosomes of
different cells appear similar, but such a
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gross examination cannot rule out the
possibility of subtle changes. Comparison
of the DNAs obtained from different
agars on the DNA-agar column showed no
detectable differences. Thus, the concept
that the different varieties of cells contained the same DNA complement was
confirmed and given a far more quantitative basis. The differences in the
complements of protein found in different
cell types must therefore be attributed to
differences in the expression of the same
DNA.
In addition to duplicating itself, DNA
can act as template for RNA molecules
in a process called transcription. The
RNA molecules in turn act as the templates inprotein synthesis. The expression
of the DNA can, therefore, be controlled
either by regulating the number of RNA
copies produced (Ci) or by regulating the
production of protein by the RNA (C2).
DNA

RNA

Protein

In bacteria, C\ appears to be the
important regulating mechanism. It is
responsible for the widely studied process
of enzyme induction and repression. The
antibiotic drug actinomycin D acts by
causing a general repression of transcription. Regulation of protein synthesis at
the d level has not been observed in
bacteria except by the use of other antibiotics such as streptomycin, chloramphenicol, and puromycin.
Upon fertilization Arbacia eggs begin
protein synthesis without the need to
synthesize new RNA. The unfertilized
egg, therefore, appears to be repressed at
the level C2, and it is possible that such
regulators could control the course of
development.
Comparison of the RNAs derived from
different organs by the DNA-agar technique showed clear and distinct differences. Various types of cells are characterized bydifferent types of RNA as well
as by different proteins. The control of
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transcription (Ci) is clearly important in
establishing the various cell types. Control of protein synthesis (C2) is not ruled
out as an auxiliary mechanism, but it does
not seem necessary.
The DNA-agar technique, which has
already given new information on the
process of differentiation, provides a
method for the further exploration of the
mechanisms involved in control.
Cooperation
The long-standing association with Drs.
L. B. and J. B. Flexner of the University
of Pennsylvania continues to bring us
satisfaction from our participation in
their work. In the past two years they
have demonstrated that injection of puromycin, a drug that inhibits protein
synthesis, into the brain of a mouse can
erase recently acquired memories. These
experiments provide a firm connection
between the complexities of behavior
patterns and the underlying molecular
events. They bring much closer the day
when the physical changes associated
with memory formation can be definitely
identified. It has been a privilege to have
shared in these fascinating developments.
It is also a pleasure to acknowledge the
cooperation of Dr. David Axelrod and Dr.
Karl Habel of the Laboratory of the
Biology of Viruses at the National Institutes of Health, without whose efforts the
work with polyoma virus could not have
been accomplished. Their interest in
sharing in research is a source both of
accomplishment and of satisfaction. Drs.
A. D, Hershey and Elizabeth Burgi have
contributed most importantly to the
studies of the lysogenic bacteriophages
reported above. We look forward to the
continued fruitfulness of this association
among scientists of the Carnegie Institution. We are pleased to acknowledge a
gift of primate materials by Dr. Morris
Goodman of Wayne State University,
who continues to cooperate in our work.
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TUBES FOR TELESCOPES

This Department has been active in the
development of image intensifiers for
astronomical observations. The details of
the work are given in the report of the
Committee on Image Tubes for Telescopes, which follows. Much of the routine
testing of experimental tubes was done

here in the laboratory by Ford, who also
has measured various of their physical
characteristics. For example, the light
output from a cascaded tube has been
shown to vary linearly with light input at
the low light levels of interest in astronomical observations.
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Image Tubes

Frontispiece

I
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Stellar spectrograms obtained with the aid of RCA cascaded image tube C70056, serial number 111.
Top. BD + 11°2910 (= G137-82), 9.5 magnitude, 60-minute exposure with 69-inch Perkins
telescope, DTM spectrograph at 22 A/mm at the photocathode. Spectrogram centered at 4200 A.
Middle. 61 Cyg A, 5.6 magnitude, 45-minute exposure with Mount Wilson 100-inch telescope
coude spectrograph, centered at 3950 A, showing emission cores in Ca II II and K lines.
Bottom. £ Boo A, 4.6 magnitude, 4-minute exposure, 100-inch. Spectrogram centered at 6700 A,
showing the weak Li I line roughly one-third of the way in from the right end of the spectrum.

REVIEW

OF ACTIVITIES

The Carnegie Image Tube Committee
was organized in 1954 to explore methods
of utilizing for astronomical observations
the high quantum efficiency of photoemissive surfaces. The emphasis from the
beginning has been on the development
of devices that could be manufactured by
industrial concerns, kept constantly available for observations, and applied routinely in observing programs. During this
report year experimental tubes have been
fabricated for the Committee by RCA at
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, that for the
first time reasonably fulfill the various
stringent requirements for real usefulness
in astronomy.
The initial efforts of the Committee
and its collaborators were directed toward
modifying the classical Lallemand electronographic image converter by protecting the photoemissive surface from contamination bymeans of a barrier film. A
crude form of this device was made to
work but was found to be cumbersome to
operate and very easily demolished. Also,
tests were made in 1954 and 1955, and
again in 1958, of various television
camera tubes such as the image orthicon,
but they were found to have very markedly inherent limitations in signal-to-noise
ratio that kept their performance limits
well below those of good photographic
emulsions.
In 1957 and 1958, electrostatically
focused cascaded image intensifiers and
mica-window image converters were specially fabricated by three industrial
concerns for the Committee, with specific
attention to long exposures and good
resolution for astronomical uses. These
tubes appeared promising; they were
readily portable, permanently sealed for
indefinitely long life, and easily operated,
but their usefulness was limited by the
small area of good definition (5-mm
diameter) of the electrostatic optics and
by the unfortunate coarseness and irregu405

larity of the phosphor screens. To meet
the competitive priority situation and the
high costs of development work in
industrial laboratories the Institution and
the Committee enlisted the financial
support of the National Science Foundation and directed the emphasis of the
work toward the development and testing
of magnetically focused tubes with larger
fields of view, improved definition, and
fine-grained phosphors.
A promising electronographic technique, developed during the last two
years by Professor McGee and his coworkers at Imperial College, London, is
currently being further refined and evaluated in collaboration with the Committee.
Their device utilizes a thin mica window,
following the techniques used by Professor Lenard more than 50 years ago,
through which high-speed electrons pass
before impinging on a modern electronsensitive emulsion. It is of particular
interest to us because of the high resolution of the overall system, the relative
lack of granularity in the recording
emulsion, and the nearly linear response
of the device.
The original estimates of the gain
available with an image intensifying system, ten years ago, were based on
measurements of the quantum efficiency
of the photographic emulsion then most
widely used for long exposures. Efficiencies of 0.1 or 0.2 per cent were quoted for
Eastman 103a-O plates. Since then,
baked IIa-0 plates have been widely used,
and recently efficiencies of 0.6 to 0.8 per
cent for long exposures have been reported. Thus, the gain that can be
achieved in the blue region of the spectrum is limited to a factor of roughly 20
over the best photographic emulsion now
available. This is still a factor worthy of
diligent pursuit, even though small in
comparison with the possible gain of 100
originally believed to be the upper limit.
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Somewhat larger gains are possible in the
red and infrared regions of the spectrum,
chiefly because photographic emulsions
have poorer response at these wavelengths. These numerical values emphasize the importance of stable photoemissive surfaces of high quality in image
tubes intended for astronomy.
It should be remarked that the factor
called "gain," as used in our work, is
different from the simple factor of "light
multiplication." A distinction is necessary
because of the saturation properties of
any final detector (e.g., photographic
plate or other device that scans the final
phosphor) and because the "information"
sought from the sky is expressed in the
time and space distribution of the primary
photoelectrons produced by the desired
sky object at the first cathode of the tube,
superposed on a background of photoelectrons produced by the light of the
night sky or, in a typical spectrogram,
from the stellar continuum. If every
primary photoelectron is multiplied by an
extremely large number, i.e., if the light
amplification is large, the device that
makes the final record will be saturated
in a very short time (e.g., many developed
grains on the final plate for each single
primary photoelectron) .
A real advantage to the astronomer
arises only when the true rate of recording
primary "information" (spectral and
space distribution and rate of arrival of
primary quanta from the desired sky
object) is increased, and when the final
total of the information he records is not
less than he would have been able to
record by his ordinary photographic or
electronic procedures. Note that "information" depends on such factors as
resolution and contrast in addition to
simple blackening of areas in the emulsion. When a photographic emulsion is
used as the final record obtained from an
image intensifier, the maximum total
information is recorded if each primary
photoelectron, on the average, produces
about one developable grain in the final
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recording emulsion, and the overall light
amplification should be sufficient to
achieve this without excessive losses in
other factors, such as resolution and
contrast. Various special tubes with light
amplification factors of 50,000 or more,
as tested by us to date, suffer great losses
in resolution, dark current, contrast, or
other factors. The best combination yet
achieved has been to incorporate only two
stages in the photographic image tube
(one phosphor "sandwich") with a "light
gain" of about 3500 and with final
recording on emulsions of the same type
as used for direct astronomical photography (Eastman IIa-0 and 103a-O). With
internal phosphors laid down on thin mica
slit windows (5 mm by 40 mm) we have
found similar "gains" in information rate
and final total information after several
hours' exposure best reached using singlestage tubes (no phosphor sandwich) and
the standard emulsions. For electronographic imaging (Lenard-type tubes)
other factors affect the selection of an
optimum configuration.
It should be mentioned again that our
entire effort is directed toward image
intensifies (or electrical recorders) for
consistent routine use by astronomers
themselves. Factors of size, weight, preparative procedures, effects of temperature, local magnetic fields of the dome,
etc., all enter in characterizing the types
of image tube we have undertaken to
perfect.
The cascaded type of tube lends itself
to the particular requirements of astronomers because it provides substantial
gains in a relatively simple and reliable
system. An optical image projected on the
photocathode releases electrons which are
then multiplied internally in the tube at
a very thin (mica or glass) membrane,
coated with a phosphor on one side and
with a photocathode on the other. The
release of many electrons from this second
photocathode for each primary photoelectron striking the adjacent phosphor
gives an intensified image on a second
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phosphor screen which is then photographed with a relay or transfer lens on
conventional plates.
Sample image tubes from several manufacturers that have been specially fabricated for the Committee in previous
years have been lacking in one or more
essential performance characteristics.
Tubes with good cathodes have had low
resolution and grainy phosphors, and
tubes with fine-grained phosphors and
good resolution have had either poor
cathodes and low gain or excessive spurious emission limiting the duration of
exposures that could be made.
After some years of effort and frustration it is with a considerable degree of
satisfaction that we report the success of
a group in the Electron Tube Division of
RCA, headed by Mr. Allen Morehead, in
fabricating special cascaded tubes of high
quality for the Committee during the
year just ended. These tubes have multialkali photocathodes with sensitivities in
excess of 125 microamperes per lumen,
spurious
emission
sufficiently low to
TESTS

AND

TELESCOPES

permit exposures of several hours, and
resolutions measured visually at the
phosphor screen of 40 line pairs per millimeter over a 38-mm-diameter field. Our
laboratory measurements and tests using
several telescopes for measurements on
faint stars (described in detail below)
have demonstrated that with these tubes
gains of the order of a factor of 10 in
information rate and "research usefulness" can be obtained in comparison with
the best available photographic plates.
The advantages offered by this type of
tube can be applied to many kinds of
astronomical problems. The Carnegie
Committee, with special support from the
National Science Foundation, has placed
an order with the RCA group for twenty
of these tubes with high performance
specifications. These tubes, when produced (18 to 24 months), will be made
available for use at various observatories
under the joint guidance of the Institution and the National Science Foundation.

EVALUATION

Cascaded tubes. The performance of
two of the most recent sample cascaded
tubes specially made for us by RCA
(developmental type C70056) can be
judged from the following data obtained
by Ford at the Department of Terrestrial
Magnetism. An exposure of roughly 300
minutes to a certain stabilized light
source with a blue filter is required on
baked IIa-0 plates to obtain an optical
density of 0.6 to 0.8 in the middle range
of a gray step-wedge target. With the
image tube system and the same bluesensitive IIa-0 emulsion, the same optical
density is obtained with exposures of 10
minutes or less. Thus, a rate-of-blackening gain of 30 has been measured for tube
107. From other photometric data, Ford
estimates the overall rate-of-blackening
gain for a particular tube (serial number

OF

SAMPLE

TUBES

111) to be 40 X at 20 kv using our present
transfer optics.
Microphotometer traces have been
made of these test plates. Scans made
with a small aperture indicate that the
image tube plates have only slightly more
rms noise than the direct plates at equal
densities. Some small part of this increased noise may be due to phosphor
granularity, but most of it probably
arises from clumps of blackened grains
resulting from bright ion scintillations.
The resolution of these tubes is about
40 line pairs per millimeter measured by
visual inspection with a microscope. The
gain measurements mentioned above were
made with a Burke and James relay lens
working at approximately //1.8 with
unity magnification. With this lens the
resolution of the image tube system is 25
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to 30 lp/mm on IIa-0 plates. Improved
optics for photographing the final phosphor would clearly reduce this loss in
resolution.
Spectroscopic observations have been
made with tubes 107 and 111 by Ford on
the Morgan 24-inch reflector and by
Purgathofer and Ford on the Perkins
69-inch reflector of Ohio Wesleyan and
Ohio State Universities at Lowell Observatory. Image tube spectra obtained with
the DTM spectrograph at 22 A/mm are
judged to be comparable with direct
plates at 45 A/mm. The speed gain for
equal resolution of the image tube system
is thus estimated to be a factor of 10 over
direct plates. This might be called the
"figure of merit" for these tubes as used
with our present relay lens system.
A series of experimental spectroscopic
observations were made by Ford and
Baum with tube 111 in the coude spectrograph of the 100-inch telescope. The tube
was operated at the focus of the 114-inchfocal-length camera, and the output
image on the phosphor screen was photographed on baked IIa-0 plates with a
special //l Schmidt camera having a
magnification of 0.4. This camera was
fabricated by the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories, specially for image
tube work, several years ago. The reciprocal dispersion at the scale of the minified Schmidt plates was about 7 A/mm
at 3950 A. These image tube spectra were
compared with spectra on unaided plates
obtained at the 32-inch-focal-length coude
camera, where the dispersion is 10 A/mm.
Stellar spectra were obtained with the
intensifier in the region of the H and K
fines of Ca II around 3950 A and in the
region of the weak Li I line at 6708 A.
Photometric step-wedge exposures were
also made in the same two spectral regions
so that the gains over unaided photography could be measured. It was found
that the image tube plates had a rate of
blackening 8 times faster than the unaided
plates at density around 0.6, and the
granularity was not detectably different.
Owing partly to the demagnification of
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the Schmidt relay camera, the resolution
was slightly less than on the unaided
plates exposed in the 32-inch camera, but
the image tube plates were at a larger
scale. With all factors taken into account,
it is estimated that the gain in information rate with this system over direct
photography with the same IIa-0 emulsion at 3950 A was not less than the
8-fold gain in blackening rate, and there
was no loss in total information capacity
(background, contrast, length of exposures, etc.). At 6708 A the gain over
unaided Ila-F plates was of the same
order but somewhat larger.
The longest exposure actually taken
with this system in the coude was 3.5
hours. No refrigeration of the tube was
used even though provision for doing so,
if necessary, had been made. The 3.5-hour
exposure covered the X6708 region of the
spectrum of a ninth magnitude mainsequence GO star in the Coma Berenices
cluster, and the Li I line did not appear
to be present.
Mica-window converters. During the
year covered by this report a number of
special mica-window converters were also
produced by RCA for the Committee.
These tubes have the new fine-grained
Pll phosphors (80 lp/mm in a singlestage tube). Preliminary tests by Ford
and Purgathofer indicate that a resolution
of better than 30 lp/mm can be achieved
in a contact exposure using Plus X film,
pressed against the outside of the mica
window, which has the Pll phosphor on
the inside. The sample tubes tested to
date have had excessive spurious emission
in the form of ion scintillations which are
recorded in the contact exposures, but
several untested tubes are on hand as the
report year closes. These tubes continue
to be of special interest because they can
readily be fabricated with infraredsensitive photocathode.
Lenard-window tubes. Professor J. D.
McGee and his co-workers at Imperial
College, London, have continued in the
development of a practical Lenardwindow tube with some support from the
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Carnegie Committee. The photocathodes
for their tubes are now processed in a
separate chamber before being sealed into
the tube structure. This permits the
selection of a cathode with superior
characteristics and prevents the flooding
of the tube structure with cesium during
processing. These cathodes are elongated
for spectroscopic images, and difficulties
with distortion due to the lack of symmetry have given trouble. Slight changes
have been made in the geometry of the
tube to prevent the charging of the tube
walls and consequent degradation of the
IMAGE

TUBE

AND

image during long exposures. Attempts
are being made to shorten the tube and
so to substantially reduce its sensitivity
to changes in stray magnetic fields due to
motions of the telescope dome and other
causes. Successful experiments have been
made with emulsions on a thin backing
film to minimize dimensional changes in
the stripping emulsion used to date.
Baum has rebuilt the film holder used in
previous tests to permit more rapid
positioning of the emulsion for multiple
exposures. Further sky tests are planned
as soon as suitable tubes are available.
GAIN

Photoelectric tubes can be compared
with one another and with unaided
photography in terms of their relative
speeds of collecting information about the
images they receive. Baum, who has been
studying the problem, has derived a
formula for "information rates" in terms
of quantities that can be measured in a
practical way. With suitable definitions,
these quantities describe the resolution,
the noise (or granularity), the rate of
blackening, and certain geometrical parameters. For spectra, the dependence of
the information rate upon resolution and
magnification is different from what it is
for sky fields. These relationships, together with the information storage
capacity, should be taken into account
when telescopes, spectrographs, and image tube systems are designed.
ELECTROSTATIC
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For the blue region of the spectrum
commonly used for long exposures in
astronomical spectroscopy, Baum finds
that the information rates of image tubes
cannot exceed those of the best unaided
photographic emulsions by more than a
factor of about 20. With even the best of
modern photocathodes, the larger gains
sometimes quoted or discussed are fundamentally impossible. Electronographic
tubes, cascaded converters, and micawindow converters now appear to offer
the best hopes for achieving a useful gain
of 10 or more over unaided photography.
Imaging photomultipliers have been
troubled by an extreme statistical spread
in dynode multiplication. Image orthicons
are also vulnerable to a large degradation
of photoelectron statistics, and they
appear to be the poorest of the candidates.

SHORT

Three methods of electron focusing are
possible in an image tube. One of these,
using a parallel and uniform axial magnetic field, has no inherent aberrations
and no particular limitation on image
diameter, but it tends (with its shield) to
require rather bulky and massive equipment. The other two focusing methods,
which utilize respectively the electrostatic
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lens and the magnetic lens, have off-axis
aberrations and are limited to relatively
small image sizes, but they can be more
compactly mounted than a parallel-field
system can. For certain applications, as
in a nebular spectrograph, this compactness may be a deciding factor.
In July and August 1963, Baum explored the possibility of focusing McGee's
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Lenard-window tube electrostatically
without any change in the original electrode geometry, intended for use with an
axial magnetic field. The results initially
obtained by him during a visit to London
were encouraging enough to be followed
by more extensive experiments by Jamini,
whose work was aided by an Image Tube
Committee subsidy. With a 2-to-l electrostatic demagnification, a resolution of
60 to 80 lp/mm can be achieved within
the central 5 mm. The method, however,
turns out to be extremely sensitive to the
precision of electrode alignment.
The use of a short magnetic lens,
suggested by McGee as an alternative,
was then explored by Baum in the winter
of 1964. In principle, a short magnetic
lens functions much like an electrostatic
lens, but it offers the possibility of
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external adjustment. It might thereby
circumvent the troubles introduced by
small internal electrode errors. The main
difference between a short magnetic lens
for an image tube and a similar lens for an
electron microscope is that the image tube
requires the lens to have an extraordinarily large inside diameter. As a consequence, the lens is not really short in
comparison with the electron flight path.
The fringe of the field engulfs the photocathode, where it has a strong effect upon
the initially slow-moving photoelectrons.
Lenard-window images obtained with
a short magnetic lens by Baum, Ford, and
Purgathofer in April showed as many as
20 lp/mm but suffered badly from
astigmatism. More work needs to be done
before the practicability of short magnetic lenses can be judged.
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INTRODUCTION
The interrelations between the two
Photosynthesis. The present era of
pigment systems have been studied at the
research on the mechanism of photosynthesis is characterized by the efforts of Department and elsewhere by means of
many laboratories to fit together into a enhancement measurements, by chromatic transient effects, by measurements
coherent scheme many phenomena observed by diverse techniques and from of oxygen exchange induced by light
flashes, by the effects of various light
different viewpoints. Some of the more
useful kinds of information bearing on the regimes on the kinetics of oxygen exchange, and by changes in absorption
development of model schemes for the
process of photosynthesis are: (a) the spectra of illuminated cells. The results
chemical properties and particularly the of these and various other approaches
redox potential of substances presumed to have been correlated by different groups
be intermediates in the process; (b) the of workers into several logical series of
changes induced in the state of these reactions that are more or less descriptive
intermediate substances when plants are of the photosynthetic process.
Needless to say, not all these pictures
illuminated; (c) the changes in rates of
oxygen evolution or uptake caused by are compatible with one another. Although numerous schemes are proposed
light exposures differing in color, intensity, and time. During the past year the each year, very few of them have been
work of the photosynthesis group in the subjected to the rigorous test of actual
Department of Plant Biology has been use in comparison with experimental data.
largely concentrated on the last two areas With a suitable model scheme of reactions
it should be possible to derive the
of investigation.
On the one hand there are the pigments constants from one type of measurement
whose light absorption supplies the such as the steady-state rate of photosynthesis inflashing light and then use
driving power, and on the other hand
there is the ever-growing number of both the model to predict other responses of
identified and hypothetical substances the system such as the course of oxygen
whose interactions constitute the process exchange when light is turned on or off.
leading to oxygen evolution, to the Very few, if any, of the proposed descriptions of the photosynthetic mechanisms
formation of reducing power, and to the
production of high-energy phosphate have yet been given the test of predicting
compounds. The carbon dioxide reduction
the system's response to conditions other
system which is driven by the products of than those used to derive the model and
the photochemical action of the pigments to evaluate its constants.
To make this test, values of the
now seems to be reasonably well understood in comparison with the photo- constants must be put into the equations,
and the responses of the model system
chemical part of the system. Some
questions still remain about how the using various combinations of parameters
chemically stabilized reducing power and must be compared with experimental data
from live plants. Because the pool sizes of
the high-energy phosphate compounds
are used to form carbohydrate from intermediates, the pigment composition,
carbon dioxide. Nevertheless, the prob- and the relative activity of the enzymes
lems of chief concern now center on the all vary with the previous history of the
reactions closer to the functioning of the plant, it is essential to use in the model
light-absorbing system, which, in the past numerical data obtained from the same
few years, has been shown to consist of at plant material.
least two separate pigment systems.
The work described in this year's
413
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report is exploratory in nature rather than
for quantitative use in a complete model.
Nevertheless, some of the investigations
reported are providing the basis for preliminary analyses of models for parts of
the complete system.
Some of the substances thought to be
directly connected with, or only a few
steps removed from, the primary light
reactions are certain cytochromes; a
specific form of chlorophyll a, present in
very small amounts, called "P700";
plastoquinones; ferredoxin; and plastocyanin. Some other substances of unknown chemical composition but detectable through kinetic effects are the
substance whose light absorption at
wavelengths near 518 mju changes in
illuminated cells, a substance that
quenches chlorophyll fluorescence, and a
substance produced by the illumination
of the long- wavelength chlorophyll system that leads to a rapid uptake of
oxygen.
The active pigment complexes fall into
two groups generally known as systems I
and II. System I is composed mainly of
the long-wavelength form of chlorophyll a
absorbing at 683 nnz, called Ca683, and
possibly even some chlorophyll Ca673.
System I seems to act by passing on its
light energy to P700. System II includes
the other functional group long ago
afflicted with the name accessory pigments. The accessory pigments absorb
mainly at shorter wavelengths than the
pigments of system I. In recent years
chlorophyll b and Ca673 have been
observed to function in system II. In this
system the sink of the energy-transfer
chain seems to be Ca673. Perhaps the
apparent presence of Ca673 in each system, for which there seems to be some
evidence, is due to different molecules
having the same absorption spectrum but
spatially located in different functional
particles.
Many heroic attempts are being made
to fit together into a plausible chain the
biochemical changes in the state of known
and of hypothetical substances induced
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by light absorbed by the pigments of
systems I and II. These schemes have
great value in providing frameworks to
correlate diverse phenomena seen by
widely different observational methods.
Many all-inclusive theories of the photosynthetic process have succeeded one
another in the past century, and new ones
are likely to be received with skepticism.
It can only be hoped that the current
models are at least somewhat closer to
reality than the outmoded theories of
photosynthesis that have bloomed and
faded in the past. As the pace of research
increases, the half-life of the average good
theory tends to become ever shorter.
Thoroughly established relationships
among a few steps in the process may have
more lasting value than even the best
attempts to form an all-inclusive picture
of the process on the basis of our present
knowledge.
One popular line of investigation is the
assignment of a function to the identifiable substances that appear to be a part
of the process of photosynthesis. From
their redox potentials these substances
can be arranged in a reasonable electrontransport chain that should be capable of
mediating electron flow from water to the
reduced nicotinamide dinucleotide phosphate required by the carbon dioxide
fixing system. The basic framework of the
Hill and Bendall theory so derived remains a general form into which more
specific facts may be fitted as new
phenomena are discovered.
An attack complementary to the substance-isolating kind of biochemistry is
the measurement of reaction rates under
different conditions. Not only the rate of
the overall process as evidenced by oxygen production or carbon dioxide consumption, but also the changes in the
state of certain intermediate substances,
can be followed. The interpretation of
such kinetic measurements must be
consistent with the picture derived from
the studies of identifiable substances when
both lines of investigation coalesce.
One of the most striking kinetic effects
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that gives much insight into the relations
among the components of a plant's photosynthetic mechanism is the complex
nature of the fluctuations in rate of
oxygen evolution during the first few
minutes of illumination. A major part of
this year's report deals with the interpretation ofsuch records. So far the analysis
of the course of oxygen evolution has been
largely qualitative. There is promise of
a more precise understanding of the
photosynthetic mechanism to be gained
by a more quantitative analysis of kinetic
data than has been possible up to the
present time. For such analyses to be of
much significance the chemical nature of
the substances hypothesized in the development of model schemes should be
known. Much of this year's work at the
Department is intended to lead to the
eventual quantitative description of the
kinetic observations both of oxygen
evolution and of the transformations of
the intermediates.
In this we are not alone. Most work on
the mechanism of photosynthesis is
closely tied in to a worldwide network of
facts and interpretations in such a way
that any new discovery or useful theory
influences the thinking and experimental
programs at all other laboratories in this
field.
An investigation carried out at the
Department this year well illustrates the
relation between the activities of our
group and those of other laboratories. It
resulted in determining a very likely
position of the copper-protein plastocyanin in the photosynthetic mechanism
of plants. This work was done collaboratively byan Institution staff member, Dr.
Fork, and a research fellow from France,
Dr. de Kouchkovsky. The substance
plastocyanin, discovered some years ago
by Katoh in Japan, had been known to
occur only in the green parts of plants
and to be capable of reversible oxidation
and reduction in vitro. Plastocyanin was,
therefore, generally suspected to be a part
of the photosynthetic system, but direct
evidence for the presumption was lacking.
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The technique for determining a specific
role in photosynthesis of a redox compound, the changes in spectral light
absorption of the cells when illuminated,
was learned by Fork at Professor Witt's
laboratory in Germany. This technique
was combined with the general experience
of the Department relating to various
effects resulting from the participation of
two separate photochemical reactions in
photosynthesis and with de Kouchkovsky's extensive background in the subject.
The finding was that system I oxidizes
plastocyanin in vivo whereas system II
causes its reduction. It is, therefore,
reasonable to assume that its place in the
photosynthetic mechanism is between the
two light reactions.
The changes in absorption leading to
this conclusion were measured near 600
m/x, where the difference between oxidized
and reduced plastocyanin is maximum.
In contrast to the effects found at this
wavelength, the changes at 518 rn.fi, due
to an unknown compound, were not
sensitive to an antagonism (oxidation
versus reduction) between the functioning
of systems I and II. This light-induced
absorption change at 518 m/x was, however, shown to be closely related to the
oxygen-evolution process. To verify this
idea, parallel kinetic measurements were
made on the 518-nnx change and oxygen
evolution. The recovery of the ability to
show the initial transient in the 518-m/x
absorption change after various dark
intervals was found to correlate with the
recovery of the initial transient in the
oxygen evolution. The compound whose
absorption change has a maximum at 518
mn is, therefore, believed to act in the
oxygen-evolving mechanism. But a location between the two pigment systems,
similar to that proposed for plastocyanin,
does not seem possible, because of the
lack of an antagonistic effect of long- and
short-wavelength light.
Experimental taxonomy. Forward steps
were taken in the past year toward better
understanding of the relations between
plant responses in our altitudinal experi-
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mental gardens and those under controlled laboratory conditions. The first
was a brief survey of how the temperatures of leaves, Mimulus in particular, are
affected by different surroundings.
Dr. David M. Gates and members of
our staff made such measurements at a
number of native habitats of Mimulus
and at the transplant stations in the
Sierra Nevada. The sites ranged from a
warm foothill location at an elevation of
400 meters to cool conditions at 3200
meters. The infrared radiation from
leaves, soil, and sky was measured, and
the temperature of the air around the
leaves was read directly from a thermometer. The observed differences between
leaf and air temperatures in different
localities have an important effect on the
ability of Mimulus to thrive in these sites.
This field survey, made in the most active
growing season in August 1963, was
supplemented in May 1964 by measurements under controlled conditions in the
growth cabinets at Stanford. These data
provide a frame of reference for interpreting the effects of environment on the
leaf temperature. Leaf temperatures have
a profound effect on rates of photosynthesis and of growth which control the
performance of Mimulus plants in their
native habitats.
Growth experiments in the controlled
cabinets demonstrate clear differences in
the response of races of M . lewisii and of
M. cardinalis to changes in light intensity,
temperature, and carbon dioxide concentration. These experiments led in turn to
the development of suitable conditions
for growing M. lewisii plants in the
cabinets. The determination of these
conditions is of great value, for M. lewisii
cannot be grown successfully either in the
greenhouse or in the gardens at Stanford.
Comparison of the pbotosynthetic responses ofM. lewisii and M. cardinalis is
now under way, using cabinet-grown M.
lewisii plants. Early results indicate
several differences between the effects of
light intensity, temperature, and carbon
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dioxide concentration on the photosynthetic rates of races of M . lewisii in
comparison with those of races of M.
cardinalis.
The principle of genetic coherence between groups of characters in the structure of the M. cardinalis-lewisii complex
has received further confirmation. Thirdgeneration progenies from an initial cross
between a coastal and an alpine form
were analyzed. Distinctive patterns of
character segregation in third-generation
progenies arising from dissimilar secondgeneration individuals provide strong
evidence for genetic coherence.
The use of tissue culture techniques
opens a possibility for critical measurements of physiological and biochemical
processes in selected portions or organs of
cloned plants. Responses observed in this
way can be correlated with the genetic
and transplant data or with photosynthetic rate measurements on the same
clones.
Dr. Olle Bjorkman, a postdoctoral
fellow of the Carnegie Institution, is
continuing work started in Sweden on
climatic races of Solidago virgaurea.
Bjorkman, Holmgren, and Nobs (Year
Book 61, pp. 320-323) report marked
differences in the photosynthetic rates of
Solidago races grown at different light
intensities. This effect was not encountered in Mimulus. Therefore it is important to make exact photosynthetic rate
measurements under a variety of conditions on climatic races of both Solidago
and Mimulus. The objective is to discover
the mechanisms responsible for differences
between climatic races in each species as
well as between Solidago and Mimulus.
Miss Yvonne Aitken, from the University of Melbourne, studied flowering and
developmental responses of early and late
varieties of several crop plants at the
Stanford, Mather, and Timberline transplant stations. The plantings were compared with equivalent sample plantings
in Hawaii, Oregon, Saskatchewan, Wales,
and Melbourne. These studies revealed
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unexpected genetic variability within
many of the varieties yet demonstrated a
constancy of the relative order of easiness or lateness of most of the varieties.
This year Dr. Clausen has published
two papers on North American violets
and one on the distribution of tree species
around the world. An analysis of the
natural populations of conifer species
within the Harvey Monroe Hall Natural
Area (Year Book 62, p. 394) has been
prepared for publication.
Drs. Clausen and Hiesey attended the
Eleventh International Congress of Genetics at The Hague, Holland, September
1-10, 1963. For the first time, experimental taxonomy was recognized as a
section. Hiesey presented a paper;
Clausen presided over the section and
discussed the scope and principles of the
subject.
During the fall semester 1963-1964, Dr.
Clausen was Visiting Professor of Genetics
at the University of California, Davis,
where he presented a graduate course,
"Mechanisms and principles of evolutionary genetics," which emphasized the
evolution of natural populations, races,
species, and genera, and their adjustment
to environment. The course, based on 27
mimeographed lectures and a similar
number of group discussions, drew heavily
on results from the experimental taxonomy investigations of the Department.
Dr. Brown spent four months at
the Departement de Biologie, Centre
d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, through
the courtesy of Professor Jean Coursaget
and Mr. Eugene Roux. She worked with
Mr. Jacques Duranton on a method for
separating the native forms of chlorophyll
a. She also visited laboratories in northern
Europe, Israel, and Japan, as well as the
Rice Institute at Los Bafios in the
Philippines.
During the first half of 1964, Dr. Brown
lived at Silliman University, Dumaguete
City, the Philippines, where her husband,
Dr. Walter C. Brown, is carrying on a
program in tropical ecology. In conjunc-
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tion with this program she visited unusual
habitats and collected algae for photosynthesis studies. Laboratory space and
able assistance were provided by Professor Gerardo Imperial, head of the
Chemistry Department, and by graduates
Pablito Padilla and Joaquin Uy.
We were particularly fortunate to have
a visit of a month from Professor Wilhelm
Menke, of the Botanical Institute, University of Cologne, who used the derivative spectrophotometer in a study of the
absorption spectra of frozen dried chloroplast and algal preparations. His investigations on the subject were continued
later in collaboration with Dr. Warren
Butler at USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
Three Carnegie Institution Research
Fellows are with the Department for a
year: Dr. Yaroslav de Kouchkovsky,
Charge de Recherche at the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique at
the Laboratoire de Photosynthese, Gifsur-Yvette, France; Dr. William E.
Vidaver, a former student of Professor
Blinks at the Hopkins Marine Station of
Stanford University; and Dr. Olle Bjorkman, Research Assistant, Department of
Genetics and Plant Breeding, University
of Uppsala.
Dr. Govindjee and his wife Dr. Rajni
Govindjee, both of whom were students
of the late Professor Robert Emerson, a
former Research Associate of the Department, spent the summer of 1963 at the
laboratory. They investigated the responses of algae to various regimes of
monochromatic light flashes.
Dr. Carl J. Soeder, from the Limnological Institute of the University of
Freiburg, and Mrs. Soeder, visited the
laboratory for two months in the spring
of 1964 to study the development of the
two pigment systems of photosynthesis
during the life cycle of synchronized
cultures of Chlorella.
Dr. David M. Gates, a physicist from
the Boulder Laboratories of the National
Bureau of Standards in Boulder, Colorado, visited the mountain stations and
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the laboratory during the past year. His
investigations clarify factors determining
leaf temperatures which may be significantly above or below the atmospheric
temperature in different environments.
Miss Yvonne Aitken, Senior Lecturer
in Agronomy at the School of Agriculture,
University of Melbourne, worked at the
Department's laboratory and mountain
stations from June 1963 to February

INSTITUTION

1964. She studied the growth of a number
of crop plants in our gardens as part of a
larger cooperative environmental program including sites from Wales to
Australia.
Mr. Dale Webster, a graduate student
of Professor David P. Hackett, worked as
a guest of the laboratory for a short time
with the action spectrophotometer.

PERSONNEL
Biochemical Investigations
Staff: C. Stacy French, Director, Jeanette S.
Brown, David C. Fork, James H. C. Smith,
Emeritus
Research Fellows: Yaroslav de Kouchkovsky,
Carl J. Soeder, William E. Vidaver
Visiting Investigators: Govindjee, Rajni Govindjee, Wilhelm Menke, Dale A. Webster
Technical Assistants: Harriet M. Fulk, William
R. Griswold, David N. Lion

Clerical Assistant: Marylee H. Eldredge
Gardeners: Joseph S. Chang, Emmett R. Clagg
Administrative Assistant
Wiley Knight, Jr.
Mechanic

Experimental Taxonomy
Staff: Jens C. Clausen, Emeritus, William M.
Hiesey, Harold W. Milner, Malcolm A.
Nobs
Research Fellow: Olle Bjorkman
EXPERIMENTAL

Visiting Investigators: Yvonne Aitken, David
M. Gates
Summer Research Assistants: Andrew N. Lenz,
Oakley Shields
Technical Assistants: Frank Nicholson, Kathe
Picken

Richard W. Hart
Custodian
Jan Kowalik

TAXONOMY

Temperatures of Mimulus Leaves in
Natural Environments and in a
Controlled Chamber
David M. Gates,1 William M. Hiesey,
Harold W. Milner, and Malcolm A. Nobs

Knowledge of the major physical
features of environments along the altitudinal transect including Stanford,
Mather, and Timberline transplant stations isessential for interpreting comparative physiological data on climatic races
1 Boulder Laboratories, National Bureau of
Standards, and Institute of Arctic and Alpine
Research, University of Colorado.

INVESTIGATIONS

of Mimulus. The first such studies were
made during the current year.
Field observations were made to determine air and leaf temperatures, and to
evaluate the energy exchange between
the plant and its environment. Except for
air temperatures measured with a thermometer, Stoll-Hardy infrared radiometer readings were converted to temperatures by a standard procedure. The
measurements were made from August 12
through August 16, 1963, during excellent
clear weather (unless otherwise noted),
usually between 1000 and 1500 hours
PST. Sites on the west slope of the Sierra
Nevada
and
their
elevations
were:
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Energy exchange for Mimulus. To interpret the temperature response of Mimulus
to vastly different environmental conditions, itis necessary to estimate energy
exchange factors. A plant exchanges
energy with its environment by radiation
from the sun, from surrounding surfaces
such as the ground and other plants, and
from the atmosphere; by convection to
and from the air; and by moisture exchange, generally through transpiration.
At equilibrium the energy exchange of a
leaf is expressed as:

Priest's Grade, 400 meters; Mather, 1400
meters; Carlin, 1520 meters; Smoky Jack,
2300 meters; Timberline station and slope
garden, 3000 meters; talus slope, 3200
meters. An east- side site at Warren
Creek, 2700 meters, was included.
Figure 1 shows the results for fully
sunlit leaves except where noted, as C for
cloudy, S for shade, and W for wind. The
most striking feature is the departure of
leaf from air temperature (horizontal
lines) at different sites. Although air
temperatures at Priest's Grade and
Timberline differed by nearly 20°C, some
of the leaf temperatures at the two sites
were essentially the same. At Carlin and
Mather leaf temperatures were 31° to 34°,
which was some 10° above air temperature at Carlin and at or slightly below air
temperature at Mather. At Priest's Grade
leaves of Hemizonia and Lactuca were
below air temperature like Mimulus,
whereas a nearby oak tree showed leaf
temperatures 3° to 5° above the air
temperature. At Carlin leaves of Alnus
and Boykinia behaved like Mimulus
leaves.
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+ eaTf + C + P = 0

where a is the absorptivity of the leaf to
sunlight (0.50); r, the reflectivity of the
ground to sunlight, which varied between
0.10 and 0.20 from site to site; S, the
direct solar radiation; s, the scattered
sunlight; e, the long-wave emissivity and
absorptivity of the leaf (0.96) ; Ra and Rg,
the thermal radiation downward from the
air and upward from the ground; <r, the
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Fig. 2. Estimated incident solar radiation on a horizontal surface as a function of time of day for
sites in the Sierra Nevada.
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Fig. 3. Total radiation absorbed by a horizontal leaf during clear days, August 12—15, 1C63, in
the Sierra Nevada. The energy lost by reradiation (measured), transpiration (calculated), and convection (calculated) is shown. Measured leaf and air temperatures are also given.

Stefan-Boltzmann constant; Th the leaf
temperature in degrees Kelvin; C, the
energy exchanged by convection; T, the
energy exchanged by transpiration; and
P, the energy consumed in photosynthesis.
Usually the term P is negligible. The
term C can be found to a good approxi-

mation from the leaf-air temperature
differential and the leaf dimensions. The
term (S + s) was calculated by a straightforward procedure. Ra, Rg, and Ti are
measured. Hence the transpiration term,
T, can be found from the equation.
The amount of solar radiation incident
upon a horizontal surface at the various
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sites as a function of the time of day for
the period August 13 through 16 is shown
in figure 2.
Figure 3 shows the estimated total
absorbed energy by a horizontal leaf at
various sites and the terms representing
the dissipation of this energy. The total
absorbed energy per unit area of leaf is
not as variable as might be expected from
the very different nature of the sites. If
the Smoky Jack site had been visited near
noon instead of early morning, its values
would have been higher.
The reradiated energy (fig. 3) was
measured directly. The energy lost by
transpiration is calculated as the difference between the energy absorbed and the
energy lost by reradiation and convection.

Physiological implications. Milner,
Hiesey, and Nobs found that six climatic
races of M. cardinalis (Year Book 61, p.
314) and one of M. lewisii (see following
section) have their maximum photosynthetic rate at 30°. The rate falls off
steeply only above 35°. From the curves
found for the change in rate with temperature it is clear that the leaves at

A transpiration rate of 0.40 cal cm-2
min"1 equals 6.8 X 10~4 g H20 cm"2
min-1. This calculated field value is not
much above values observed in the
laboratory and reported below. The
calculated values for convection are
negative when the air is cooler than the
leaf, positive when the air is warmer than
the leaf (bottom curve).

Leaf temperatures at night at Timberline were 3.5° below air temperature.
Leaves at night are seldom more than 5°
below the air temperature. A reasonably
good estimate of the temperature of
Mimulus as a function of air temperature
during a day can be made. Figure 4 shows
such an estimate for Timberline, and

1
20

Priest's Grade, Mather, Carlin, and
Timberline were at temperatures favoring
85 to 100 per cent maximum photosynthesis. Even with the lower temperatures at Smoky Jack (in the early morning) a 75 to 90 per cent maximum rate
was possible. Shaded leaves here were
probably above 50 per cent maximum
rate.

figure 5 for Priest's Grade.
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Leaf temperatures in controlled environments. Mimulus and other species of
plants potted in soil were placed in a
controlled chamber. Leaf temperatures
were registered by a thermocouple junction threaded into the leaf, the other
junction being in ice water outside the
chamber. The air temperature was controlled at various settings from 9° to 60°.
Humidity was not controlled but was
measured at each temperature. Light
intensity was changed by using overhead
and side fluorescent lamps, with the
addition of two incandescent spotlights
for high illumination. Results of all the
leaf temperature observations are summarized in figures 6, 7, and 8. The
chamber experiments were conducted
from May 1 through 9, 1964.
It is clear that the behavior of Mimulus
is somewhat anomalous. In the field (figs.
1 and 3) the leaf temperature of Mimulus
crossed-over from above air temperature
to below air temperature at about 30°. In
the controlled chamber the crossover
occurred at 28° with moderate illumination and at 38° with high illumination.

For some other plants a crossover was not
reached and probably would never occur.
The ability of Mimulus to cross-over at a
relatively low temperature is a result of
transpiration.
Experimental verification of the effect
of transpiration was obtained with three
Mimulus shoots sealed into potometers
and placed in the controlled chamber.
Stems bearing the uppermost 8 leaves of
M . lewisii (Timberline) and M. cardinalis
(Los Trancos and Priest's Grade) were
used. The water volume in the potometer,
the air and leaf (thermocouple) temperatures, and the relative humidity were
read every 10 minutes. Each light
intensity and air temperature was held
constant for 40 to 60 minutes. The
transpiration rate for each plant was
readily calculated in grams per minute
and, after measurement of the leaf areas,
converted into grams per square centimeter per minute. The observed transpiration rates at different temperatures are
shown in figure 9.
Transpiration increased with temperature in the expected way. The most
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resulting in a precipitous
increase in
permeability to water.
A basic characteristic of each plant is
the diffusion resistance, R, to transpiration, E,which relates transpiration to the
environmental conditions through the
vapor pressure gradient.

interesting feature for Mimulus is the
abrupt increase in transpiration at a leaf
temperature of 41° to 42°, where the plant
appears to lose all control over transpiration and the leaf acts like a wet bulb or
sponge. This behavior may be presumed
to reflect a breakdown in leaf structure
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E = [sCtiTt) - Ca(Ta)]/R
where sCi(Ti) is the water vapor concentration in grams per cubic centimeter
within the substomatal cavity for saturated air at the leaf temperature Ti, and
Ca(Ta) is the water vapor concentration
of the free air beyond the leaf at tempera-

ture Ta. All terms but R can be obtained
from the measurements; bence the equation can be solved to find R. The values
of R for Mimulus at different temperatures are shown in figure 10. It is clear
that the diffusion resistance of each plant
takes a precipitous drop between 41° and
42°, just where the transpiration increases
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Fig. 8. Departure of leaf temperature from air temperature for three clones of Mimulus at low
(1250 footcandles, 0.09 cal cm-2 min-1), moderate (1700 footcandles, 0.14 cal cm-2 min-1), and high
(2100 footcandles, 0.56 cal cm-2 min-1) illumination.

abruptly. The dashed parts of the curves
in figure 10 show the estimated diffusion
resistance of Mimulus leaves at lower
temperatures.
It is possible from diffusion theory to
calculate the diffusion resistance of
Mimulus on the basis of leaf morphology.
This was done for M. lewisii, using camera lucida drawings to give the dimensions of the substomatal cavity and
stomatal section. The diffusion resistance
Rtot is the sum of the substomatal,
stomatal, and external resistances, RSUb,
Rato, and Rext. With no wind the theoretical R for Mimulus in seconds per
-Rtot
centimeter is:
Stomata
lly open
ilf open

Raub

Rato

Rext

0.08
0.10

3.31
11.85

3.06
3.06

6.45
15.01

With wind the Rtot is 3.39 with open and
11.95 with half-open stomata. The theo-

retical values are within the range
indicated in figure 10. It is encouraging
that calculations from pure diffusion
theory agree so reasonably with the
observations.
Physiology of Climatic Races
Harold W. Milner, William M. Hiesey,
and Malcolm A. Nobs

During the past year, studies on photosynthesis of climatic races within the
Mimulus cardinalis-lewisii complex underwent a change in focus. After publication of work on the lowland M. cardinalis
component, analogous measurements
were started on the high-altitude M.
lewisii. Because M. lewisii grows very
poorly in the garden or greenhouse at
Stanford, time was taken to find conditions in the controlled cabinets (Year
fully.
Book 58, p. 350) for growing it success-
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M. lewisii grew excellently in the
cabinets with fluorescent light at 1500 or
2500 footcandles, a 12-hour photoperiod,
a 20° or 25° day, and a 10° or 15° night.
Lower temperatures, or a night as warm
as 20°, retarded growth. Higher day
temperatures or longer photoperiods induced premature flowering. The plants
grow best under uniform conditions, in
Perlite instead of soil, supplied with
mineral nutrient solution.
Cloned cultures of several M. lewisii
races from native habitats at different
altitudes are now in culture in the

cabinets. Measurements of the responses
of their photosynthetic rates to temperature, light intensity, and C02 concentration are under way. At present too few
data are available to permit more than a
preliminary comparison of the photosynthetic responses of these two components ofthe M. cardinalis-lewisii complex.
Measurements on three clones of the
Timberline race of M. lewisii, native at
3200 meters near the Timberline transplant station, show some similarities and
some differences between this race and
M. cardinalis races originating between
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Fig. 10. Diffusion resistance of Mimulus as a function of leaf temperature for low (1250 footcandles, 0.09 cal cm-2 min-1) and moderate (1700 footcandles, 0.14 cal cm-2 min-1) illumination.

sea level and 2220 meters. The Timberline
race, like the six M. cardinalis races
examined, attains maximum photosynthesis near 30°, but near 0° and above 40°
its rates are lower than those of most of
the M. cardinalis races.
The seeming anomaly that seven
Mimulus races from as many widely
different habitats attain maximal photosynthesis at nearly the same temperature
vanishes in the light of leaf-temperature
measurements made by Dr. Gates (pp.
418-426). Leaves of both M. cardinalis
and M. lewisii have a remarkable capacity
to remain cooler than warm air and
warmer than cool air. Figure 1 shows that,
when the air temperature is 37° to 40° at
Priest's Grade and 19° to 21° at Timberline, the native Mimulus leaves at both
places may be close to the 30° favoring
maximum photosynthesis.
The light intensities required to saturate photosynthesis of M. cardinalis races
increase with the altitude of the native
habitats of the races {Year Book 61, p.

314). Timberline M . lewisii falls into this
pattern, requiring a materially higher
light intensity for saturation than any of
the M. cardinalis races.
During 12 hours' continuous photosynthesis at 30° and light saturation the
loss in photosynthetic rate with time
becomes larger with increasing elevation
of the habitats of M. cardinalis races
(Year Book 61, p. 316). This trend extends
to the Timberline race of M . lewisii,
whose rate loss with time is still greater
than that of the highest-elevation M.
cardinalis.
Earlier observations on the effect of
high CO 2 concentration on the photosynthesis ofMimulus (Year Book 59, pp.
315-317) were examined, and further
measurements were made. A performance
index was derived for comparing the
results of continuous photosynthesis by
different Mimulus clones. This index is
proportional to the total CO2 uptake
during 12 hours' photosynthesis under
given experimental conditions. The M ,
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cardinalis clones that were measured
showed a decrease in their performance
indexes with increasing elevation of their
habitats. For each of the same clones, the
index dropped sharply with the use of
1500 instead of 425 ppm C02. Here again
Timberline M. lewisii showed an extension of the effect of altitude noted on the
M. cardinalis races. Its photosynthetic
rate showed a smaller increase with high
CO2 and a more transitory higher rate
than any of the M . cardinalis.
The most striking difference between
Timberline M. lewisii and races of M.
cardinalis is its unsteady photosynthetic
rate at a constant temperature and light
intensity. Excellent reproducibility of
successive rate measurements is found
with M. cardinalis, but with Timberline
M . lewisii two consecutive measurements
rarely give the same rate.
High priority is being given to photosynthesis measurements on several other
races of M. lewisii from habitats intermediate between 1800 and 3000 meters
elevation. We cannot yet predict whether
their photosynthetic responses will vary
with the altitude of their habitats to form
a continuous M. cardinalis-lewisii series
from sea level to nearly 3400 meters
altitude, or whether there may be distinctions that will set M. lewisii and M.
cardinalis apart as discrete groups.
The temperature, light intensity, and
CO 2 concentration that produce the
maximum photosynthetic rate of a Mimulus clone for a short time may not be the
values most suitable for attaining maximum growth of that clone over several
weeks. Results of the two experiments in
the controlled cabinets support this idea.
One experiment tested the effect of
different light intensities, the other
different C02 concentrations, on the
growth of Mimulus clones for several
weeks.
Clones of M. lewisii that required
between 5000 and 6000 footcandles to
saturate photosynthesis at 20° were
grown for 65 days in cabinets at 1500 and
4000 footcandles. With 12-hour 20° days
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and 12-hour 10° nights at both intensities,
growth was materially less at 4000 than
at 1500 footcandles. A future experiment
will test whether this result may be
attributed in part to the difference in
spectral composition of the incandescent
light used to measure saturation and the
fluorescent lighting of the cabinets.
The other experiment, lasting 24 days,
compared the growth with 1250 and 300
ppm CO 2 of a clone of M. cardinalis from
Priest's Grade (400 meters) and clones of
Timberline M. lewisii (3200 meters).
Both cabinets were operated at 1500 footcandles on 12-hour 25° days and 12-hour
15° nights. The M. cardinalis clone, as in
previous experiments (Year Book 61, pp.
317-319), showed marked enhancement
of growth and 40 per cent greater dry
weight at the higher C02 level. The
clones of M. lewisii did not show a
significant enhancement of growth with
1250 ppm CO 2. These results are in agreement with predictions based on the
above-described measurements of 12-hour
continuous photosynthesis with high CO2.
Many more cabinet experiments are
needed to forge links of understanding
between the genetic constitution, the
transplant behavior, and the photosynthetic responses of different climatic
races.
The difference in modification of the
leaves was more striking than the growth
responses at different C02 levels. Except
for a slight narrowing at the base, leaves
of the M. cardinalis clone in 1250 ppm
CO 2 differed little from those in 300 ppm.
A sharp reduction in area, a greater
thickness, and much more anthocyanin
marked the M. lewisii leaves grown with
the higher C02. Dr. Bjorkman measured
the transmission and absorption spectra
of the leaves from 400 to 750 m/*. Leaves
of the M . cardinalis clone grown at the
two C02 levels showed no difference. At
500 to 510 mju the M . lewisii leaves grown
in high C02 had measurably greater
absorption. Observing leaf sections, Dr.
Bjorkman found nearly identical leaf
thickness and structure of M. cardinalis
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from both C02 treatments. In contrast to
M. lewisii leaves grown with 300 ppm
C02, those grown with 1250 ppm were
50 per cent thicker, they had a two-cell
instead of a single-cell layer of palisade
parenchyma, and the cells were smaller
and more closely compacted.
Apparatus for Measuring
Photosynthesis of Ecological Races
in Terms of the Constituent
Processes
Olle E. Bjorkman

Photosynthesis operates through a
series of processes, and the rate at which
each one functions may be affected
differently by the several major environmental variables. The processes may be
classified roughly into three main groups:
the photochemical, the C02 diffusion, and
the biochemical. The rate of the photochemical process is determined only by
the intensity and quality of the light. The
C02 diffusion process is governed primarily by the C02 concentration at the
surface of the leaf. The rates of the
biochemical processes which both precede
and follow the reduction of C02 are
mainly influenced by temperature in the
interior of the leaf.
In different ecologic environments one
or the other of these processes may limit
the overall photosynthetic rate. For
example, at a low light intensity the
capacity of the photochemical processes
may limit photosynthesis, whereas at a
high light intensity the capacity of the
C02 diffusion or of the biochemical
processes may be limiting. Genetic differences in photosynthetic mechanisms that
may have evolved between races or
species occupying contrasting environments are therefore more likely to be
revealed by investigating the capacities
of the component processes than by
measuring overall photosynthetic rates.
Much information on the capacity of
the three major groups of processes in
photosynthesis
can be obtained
from
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kinetic studies of the three corresponding
major approaches:
1. At low light intensities the photosynthetic rate is a linear function of light
intensity, and the initial slope of the rate
curve indicates the maximum utilization
of the incident light energy of which the
plant under investigation is capable. If
the quality of the light and the absorption
characteristics of the leaf are known, the
maximum photosynthetic yield per quantum absorbed by the leaf can be measured
and from this value its photochemical
capacity can be estimated.
2. At saturating light intensity and
optimal temperature, the dependence of
photosynthetic rate on C02 concentration
will provide an indication of the capacity
of the C02 diffusion process.
3. At saturating light intensities and
normal C02 concentrations, the degree of
dependence of photosynthetic rate upon
various leaf temperatures will provide an
indication of the nature and capacity of
the biochemical processes.
An analytical apparatus suitable to
make the measurements required in the
above scheme must combine high accuracy at very low rates of C02 exchange
with a capacity for making measurements
over a wide range of C02 concentrations.
The quality and intensity of radiant
energy incident upon the leaf must be
precisely defined and controlled over a
wide intensity range, and at the same
time the temperatures of the leaf and
ambient air must be controlled and
measured. Furthermore, the gradients in
C02 concentration and air humidity
between leaf and ambient air must be
reduced to negligible values. The apparatus should also be designed for making
measurements of intact leaves attached
to the living plants.
An apparatus is now being completed
to meet these requirements. In it the gas
streams pass to the outside through an
infrared analyzer modified for differential
CO 2 measurements. Interchangeable analyzer cells provide for the optical path
length giving the best possible resolution
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in each range of C02 concentration. The
analyzer records directly the change in
C02 concentration caused by the leaf. An
essentially parallel light beam of known
and constant spectral composition is
directed perpendicular to the leaf surface.
The intensity of the light can be varied
over a wide range by altering the angle of
tilt of a louvered screen introduced in the
beam, and the intensity at the leaf surface
is recorded continuously. Leaf temperature is controlled by regulating the
temperature of the ambient air, and both
leaf and air temperature are recorded by
thermistors. Movement of air in the leaf
chamber can be controlled to prevent
undesired gradients in gas composition.
The apparatus is designed to attain high
flexibility for use with various kinds of
plants.
An accessory apparatus for measuring
leaf absorption spectra, consisting principally of an Ulbricht sphere in conjunction
with a grating monochromator, has also
been constructed. It is being used to
measure absorption and reflectance spectra of leaves of Mimulus and Solidago in
the wavelength range from 400 to 1200
IRfJL.

By combining data obtained from
studies outlined above with investigations
on quality and quantity of photosynthetic pigments, leaf structure, concentration and nature of photosyntbetic
enzymes, and studies on the photosynthetic behavior in isolated tissues and
chloroplasts, an increased resolution of
the photosynthetic qualities of climatic
races and species should be possible.
Growth of Mimulus cardinalis and
M. lewisii Cultured in Vitro
Kathe Picken, Frank Nicholson, and
William M. Hiesey

The growth in vitro of Mimulus cardinalis and M. lewisii seedlings differs in a
number of respects. Experiments using
the high- and low-salt media described
last year {Year Book 62, pp. 392-394)
indicated that seedlings of M. lewisii,
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which grow poorly in the low-salt medium
of Laetsch and Briggs, grow more
successfully in the high-salt medium of
Murashige and Skoog. This finding was
confirmed by further experiments with
both species in both media.
Within a few days after transfer,
seedlings of a race of M. lewisii from near
Timberline when cultured in liquid highsalt medium show better growth than
cultures in the low-salt medium. This
superiority continues throughout 40- to
60-day periods of growth. The leaves and
stems produced in the high-salt cultures
have a green, healthy appearance. The
plants grow 13-15 cm tall in the experimental periods. In low-salt cultures the
leaves and stems grow very slowly and
remain small and compact, the total plant
height reaching only 2 or 3 cm during an
experimental period.
Liquid cultures of M. lewisii seedlings
in the high- salt medium have a relatively
normal morphology. M. cardinalis cultures in the same medium often show
abnormalities: internodes are extremely
elongated, and the leaves become large
and twisted; submerged stems and leaves
become translucent, brittle, and stunted;
and there is often profuse and compact
branching at the base of the plant.
Return to low-salt medium for a period
of 28 days does not reverse the pattern of
the stunted growth of branch lets established in the high-salt medium. The
lengthwise growth of cultures of M.
cardinalis at first is slower in the highthan in the low-salt medium, but after
about 30 days the growth of the high-salt
cultures surpasses that of the low-salt
cultures. The low-salt cultures of M.
cardinalis, in contrast with M. lewisii in
the same medium, produce tall, slender
plants with relatively long internodes.
Furthermore, in the low-salt liquid medium, large nodules of loose, mealy callus
form on the roots of M . cardinalis seedlings, and minute amounts form in the
high-salt medium. In contrast, no callus
is found on roots of M. lewisii seedlings
in either medium.
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Cultures of M. lewisii and M. cardinalis
show differential responses when grown in
a liquid high-salt medium at 15° and
25°C. At 25° M. lewisii seedlings become
chlorotic and weak, and after 28 days
begin to degenerate. In contrast, M.
cardinalis cultures at this temperature
are normal green and have a capacity for
further growth. At 15°C both M. cardinalis and M. lewisii cultures remain
healthy, although M. lewisii seedlings
grow more slowly. The growth rates of
both M. cardinalis and M. lewisii as
measured by stem elongation are greater
at 25° than at 15°, and in both races root
development is inhibited at the lower
temperature. On M . cardinalis seedlings
the number of trichomes produced on
internodes at 15° was half the number at
25°, whereas no difference in trichome
number was observed in M. lewisii.
Two cloned lines derived from seedlings
of M. lewisii of the Timberline race in
aseptic culture have been studied under
different temperatures as described above.
The two clones differ in general vigor, one
(no. 170) being consistently weaker than
the other in every respect. The stronger
clone (no. 173), in addition to being
studied in test-tube cultures, has been
successfully established in soil cultures,
where it has grown and flowered in the
greenhouse. Corresponding cultures of M.
cardinalis have not yet been established,
because seedlings of that race tend to be
deformed in the high- salt media.
Studies of callus tissue previously
described (Year Books 61, p. 323; 62, p.
392) have been continued. Callus cultures
have been derived mainly from the vigorously growing Jacksonville strain of M .
cardinalis. Callus of Mimulus lewisii and
some strains of M. cardinalis has proved
difficult to establish. Preliminary exploration has shown that light appears to have
an inhibitory effect on rapid growth of
Jacksonville callus. Attempts have been
made to establish a line of green photosynthesizing callus by selective transfer,
but the tendency is for the callus to
remain typically tan or brown with the
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occasional appearance of green tissue.
These pieces of green tissue become tan or
brown after a period of active growth.
Jacksonville callus has also been tested in
the controlled temperature cabinets at
15° and 25°C, the lower temperature
resulting in reduced callus growth.
Cultures of pure pith tissue, in contrast
to the peeled internode cultures which
originally consisted of more than one type
of cell, have been established. The pith
cultures do not grow as readily as those
from the peeled internodes. The pith was
excised from pieces of sterilized internode
with a sterile cannula and placed on an
agar medium by forcing a few drops of
sterile distilled water through the cannula. The best growth of these pith
cultures was found on a low-salt medium
containing NAA 0.5 mg/1.
One objective of these studies is to
obtain reproducible isolated cultures in
vitro of the various climatic races of the
M. cardinalis-lewisii complex to permit
quantitative comparative measurements
on their photosynthesis and respiration;
another is to compare growth responses
of various races to controlled environments.
Genetic Coherence as Expressed
in F3 Populations of Mimulus
Malcolm A. Nobs, William M. Hiesey,
and Harold W. Milner

The principle of genetic coherence
regulating the segregation of characters
that distinguish Mimulus cardinalis from
M . lewisii, seen in the second-generation
hybrid progeny, was described in Year
Booh 62, pages 387-392. The study of
second-generation populations was continued, and the investigation was extended to include third-generation hybrids. The results of this work further
confirm the operation of genetic coherence
in second- and third-generation hybrid
progenies.
Fifty individuals from the highly segregating second-generation hybrid population between M. cardinalis (Los Trancos,
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45 meters) and M. lewisii (Timberline,
3200 meters) were selected for detailed
genetic and physiological study. This
sample includes plants that cover the
range of morphological variation as well
as the range of responses to the different
environments of the transplant stations.
Seed maturation. The time required to
produce ripe seed after pollination was
determined for 37 of the selected F2 plants
and for each of the parental plants. M.
cardinalis from Los Trancos, where yearround active growth is possible, takes a
relatively long time to mature its seed.
In 4 1 pollinations the time from pollination
to seed ripening was 37 to 43 days, mean
40.2 ± 1.4. In contrast, M. lewisii from
Timberline, where the active growing
season is generally less than 90 days,
produces mature seed rapidly both in
nature and under greenhouse conditions.
In 52 pollinations the maturation time
was 26 to 32 days, mean 29.7 d= 1.6. The
Fi hybrid is intermediate, with a mean
maturation period of 35.6 ±1.4 days observed in 25 pollinations.
The mean maturation time in the
sample of 37 F2 plants spread from 32 to
48 days, a range overlapping that of the
M. lewisii parent and extending beyond
that of the M. cardinalis parent. Each
individual F2 plant is remarkably uniform
in this respect, showing not more than 4
days' total variation.
A reliable estimate of the degree of
morphological similarity that each of the
F2 hybrids bears to that of the parents
was obtained by summing into a total
index the coded mean values for 16
contrasting parental characters as expressed inthe Stanford transplant garden
{Year Book 60, p. 382). The index of
Timberline M. lewisii is 28 in contrast to
108 for Los Trancos M. cardinalis. The
Fi hybrid has an intermediate index of 63.
The range of index values in the selected
sample of 37 F2 individuals extends from
36 to 102.
In this highly variable sample the
individuals with low index values that
approach M . lewisii in morphology ma-
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ture rapidly, whereas those like M.
cardinalis have a longer period of maturation. The highly significant correlation
coefficient, r = 0.52, between these two
characteristics indicates the strength of
the association between the parental
morphology and the complex physiological process of seed maturation.
The segregation of the second-generation hybrid population with respect to the
time required for seed maturation is
another example of genetic coherence in
addition to those described in last year's
report. Examination of third-generation
hybrid progenies arising from the selfpollination of selected F2 plants is
progressing. Statistical analysis of the
data is still incomplete, but some of the
patterns of genetic coherence in F3
populations are becoming clear.
Flower color. The red flowers of M.
cardinalis have yellow chromoplasts in
the upper epidermis of the petals. The
absence of yellow chromoplasts results in
the pink colors of M . lewisii and hybrids.
Control of the inheritance of yellow
chromoplasts by a single gene pair was
confirmed. Four red-flowered F2 plants
bred true; 4 of 8 pink-flowered plants gave
progenies which segregated, like the F2,
with 3 pink- to 1 red-flowered ; and the
other 4 pink-flowered F2 plants bred true
for the absence of yellow chromoplasts.
Of the 16 characters distinguishing M.
cardinalis from M . lewisii, only the
character determining yellow chromoplasts shows simple inheritance; the other
15 are governed by multiple gene systems.
This single character is of particular
interest in relation to the coherence
pattern. It has the least number of significant correlations with the 13 intercorrelated characters reported for the F2
last year.
Pistil length. The length of the pistil
is a representative character whose
inheritance is governed by multiple genes.
Figure 1 1 illustrates the expression of this
character in populations resulting from
self-pollination of the parental species and
the Fi and F2 hybrids. Progenies from the
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Fig. 11. A statistical summary of the distribution of pistil length in self-pollinated populations of
Mimulus lewisii and M. cardinalis parents and their F1? F2, and three selected F3 progenies. The long
horizontal bars indicate the range of variation in each population; the open bars, the standard deviation; and the vertical bars, the means. The drawings show the parental differences in pistil length.

self-pollinated parents (31 M. cardinalis,
30 M. lewisii plants) show small variation
of pistil length within each species and
are widely separated on the length scale.
The Fi hybrid population (18 plants) also
shows small variation and is intermediate
between the parents on the length scale.
The F2 progeny (304 plants) exhibits a
variation that covers all pistil lengths
between the parental populations and
almost completely overlaps them. This
variation is symmetrically distributed
about the mean.
Third-generation progenies were obtained by self-pollination of F2 plants.
Figure 11 illustrates three of them, from
F2 plants indicated by triangles. All the
F3 progenies show more variability than
the parental or Fi populations but are
fairly distinct from one another. Progeny
7428 (275 plants), derived from an F2
plant most like M. cardinalis, is the least

variable, although it varies much more
than progenies of the self-pollinated
parents or the Fi progeny. This F3 population shows striking transgressive segregation. All pistil lengths in 7428 are
greater than any in the Fi population, and
one-third of them exceed the longest
pistils in the M. cardinalis parent. The
more variable 7429 progeny (202 plants),
derived from an F2 plant most resembling
M. lewisii, ranges from a halfway overlap
of the M . lewisii parent to just short of
an overlap with M. cardinalis. More than
two-thirds of its pistil lengths fall below
the mean of the Fi population. The
greatest spread in pistil length is found in
population 7430 (260 plants), derived
from an F2 plant closely resembling the
mean of the Fi population. Like population 7428, it includes pistil lengths
exceeding those in self-pollinated M.
cardinalis but does not overlap the M.
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lewisii population. Each of the F3 populations has a definite skewness in frequency distribution toward longer pistils.
The same trend appears in the Fi but not
in the F2 populations.
The tendency of other cardinalis-like
characters to appear in individuals with
long pistils, and lewisii-like characters to
appear in individuals with short pistils, is
at least as evident in the F3 as in the F2
population. A progeny from an F2 plant
most like the Fi types appears to follow
the same coherence pattern found in the
second generation. Progenies from F2
plants closely resembling either parental
species segregate less widely, and character combinations typical of the parent
tend to remain together. For example,
were population 7428 to be found in
nature, it clearly would be classified as
M. cardinalis.

BIOCHEMICAL
Evidence for a Function of
Plastocyanin in Photosynthesis
Yaroslav de Kouchkovsky and David C. Fork

Introduction
A protein containing 2 atoms of copper
per molecule was recently extracted and
purified by Katoh and named plastocyanin, because of its localization in
chloroplasts and its blue color. It has not
been found in nonphotosynthetic tissues
or in photosynthetic bacteria. One molecule of plastocyanin is present for about
600 molecules of chlorophyll, and its
copper accounts for almost half of the
total in the chloroplast. Purified plastocyanin is photoreduced by chloroplasts
and can also be photooxidized if chloroplasts are treated with digitonin. These
redox properties led Kok to suggest that
plastocyanin could mediate the transfer
of electrons between the two light reactions of photosynthesis.
Until now, no evidence was available
to support this hypothesis. Therefore, a

M. nelsonii. In the past year investigation ofthe genetic relationship between
species in the section Erythranthe in
Mimulus was expanded to include Mimulus nelsonii Grant. This species occurs in
the Sierra Madre Occidental of Durango,
Mexico. Dr. C. Ritchie Bell sent us seeds
that he collected near El Salto at about
24°N. Seed was obtained this spring from
hybridizations between M. nelsonii and
our experimental races of M. cardinalis,
lewisii, verbenaceus, and eastwoodae. These
hybrids will be important in determining
the relationship of M. nelsonii to other
members of the section. Physiological
measurements on M. nelsonii are of
particular interest because this species
extends the range of our experimental
Mimulus material to a near-tropical
latitude.

INVESTIGATIONS
functioning of plastocyanin in vivo was
sought and an attempt to determine its
site of action was made. These investigations consisted of analyses of lightinduced absorbance changes in the spectral region where, in vitro, the difference
between the oxidized and the reduced
form of this copper protein is maximum.
The wavelength chosen was generally
591 m/i.
Material and Methods
The marine green alga Viva lobata was
mainly used in these experiments. Chlorella vulgaris var. viridis (Starr no. 396)
and several species of higher plants were
also investigated. Whole chloroplasts
from Swiss chard {Beta vulgaris var. cicla)
leaves, prepared as already described
{Year Booh 61, p. 335), were also used.
The changes of absorbance (optical
density) were measured with an adaptation of the apparatus used by Witt and
co-workers. In principle, the method is to
follow the changes of absorbance, A A, of
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a monochromatic measuring beam by the
plant material, when it is irradiated with
actinic light of different wavelengths. A
low-intensity measuring beam is used so
that it does not cause significant photochemical effects.
The measuring beam came from a lamp
run by storage batteries, and the desired
wavelengths were isolated with interference and cutoff filters. Another set of
filters, placed over the photomultiplier
tube, transmitted the measuring light but
not the actinic light. The absorbance
changes were displayed on the screen of
a Hewlett-Packard 130 C oscilloscope
and photographed with a Polaroid camera
attachment. They were also recorded on
a Massa oscillographic recorder (model
BSA-250A) using a PR-301 preamplifier.
Light from a quartz-iodine lamp (Sylvania "Sun Gun," 625 W) passing
through water and interference and cutoff
filters gave the actinic beam of appropriate wavelengths. In some experiments, a
supplementary background light came
from a tungsten lamp fitted with selected
filters. Light intensity was measured with
a thermopile, and the filter characteristics
were verified on a Beckman DK-2
spectrophotometer.
Results
A light-induced absorbance change at 591
m\i 'preferentially excited by far-red light.
Two pigment systems participate in
photosynthesis. System II is activated
essentially by light which is absorbed by
accessory pigments (chlorophyll b in green
plants, near 650 m/j.) and which transfers
energy probably to the short-wavelength
form of chlorophyll a, Ca670. System I is
more efficiently excited by wavelengths
>700 m/z absorbed by the long-wavelength form of chlorophyll a. The
effectiveness of 651- and 713-nux light in
changing the absorbance at 591 mju was,
therefore, investigated. Comparisons were
also made, using the same sample and the
same actinic wavelengths, with the well
known 518-nuz change. The increase of
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absorbance at this wavelength is con*
sidered an indicator of the functioning of
the electron transport chain of photosynthesis, particularly of the activity of
system II.
Figure 12 shows the results obtained
when Viva was illuminated with 713-m/x
(far-red) or 651-nnx (red) light. Far-red
light induced at 591 nnx an increase of
absorbance (A A = 2.39 X 10~3) which
decreased slowly (half-time about 1.05
sec) upon darkening. Red light gave a
smaller increase in absorbance (A A =
0.81 X 10~3) with a slower rise but a
faster decay than far-red (half-time about
0.12 sec). Figure 12 shows also that at
518 m/i the situation is reversed — the
efficiency of red light is higher than that
of far-red, confirming previous observations (Year Book 62, pp. 357-360).
Since the quantum efficiency of far-red
light is greater than that of red light in
bringing on the increase of absorbance at
591 nnx, it was of interest to search for an
antagonistic effect of these two wavelengths. This was usually done by using a
strong far-red actinic beam and a weak
red background light. Figure 13 shows
that the decay of the far-red-induced
change, upon the turning off of the
713-nux light, was faster with a red background, which by itself gave no detectable
effect, than without (half-time about 1.0
instead of about 2.6 sec). Other experiments show that, if the red light was
turned off during this decay, the decrease
of absorbance was slowed down, or, if the
red light was turned on only during the
decay of the far-red-induced change, the
trace showed an accelerated decay.
Leaves of higher plants were generally
better than Ulva for observation of the
opposite effects of red and far-red lights
on the 591-m/u change. Figure 14 shows
an interesting result obtained with wild
cucumber (Echinocystis fabacea). Clearly,
red and far-red light excite different
reactions.
Presence of the 591 -mix absorbance
change in various species. Chlorella vulgaris, chloroplasts from Beta vulgaris,
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Fig. 12. Oscilloscope pictures showing comparative effectiveness of about equal numbers of
incident quanta at 651 and 713 m/z in inducing absorbance changes at 591 and 518 m/z in Ulva lobata.
Three thallus discs (6-cell layers) in sea water at 20°C; gas phase, air. Light intensities: 3.36 X 104
ergs (20.0 X lO"9 einstein) cm"2 sec"1 for 713 m/z, and 3.36 X 104 ergs (18.3 X lO"9 einstein) cm"2
sec-1 for 651 m/z.

leaves of Prunus ilicifolia, Mimulus
cardinalis, Echinocystis fabacea, Malva
sp., and Hedera helix show the same
absorbance changes as Ulva at 591 and
518 niju. Besides, in Hedera helix (variegated ivy), only green parts of leaves, and
not white, show the 591-m/z absorbance
change.
Evidence that the compound responsible
for the 591 -my, absorbance change is plastocyanin. The light-minus-dark difference
spectrum was measured with Ulva from
549 to 637 io.fi. The absorbance changes,
produced by repeated 3-second exposures
to 713-nnx- light separated by 12-second
dark intervals, were averaged from a set
of 5 to 12 measurements at each wavelength. Figure 15 shows a broad peak

near 597 tti/jl. A computed oxidized-minusreduced difference spectrum of plastocyanin, extracted from parsley by Katoh
and co-workers, was plotted so as to
match the spectrum in vivo at 597 ntyi.
Comparison of the two spectra strongly
supports the idea that the 591-nux change
is due to changes in the redox state of this
copper protein.
This conclusion was confirmed by
studying the effect of a copper-complexing
agent, sodium diethyldithiocarbamate, on
the far-red-induced 591-m/z absorbance
change. A concentration of 2 X 10-2 M
gave 100 per cent inhibition with chloroplasts. Possibly because of reaction with
sea-water salts, and poor diffusion
through the cell membranes, a smaller
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Fig. 13. Oscilloscope pictures showing the effect of weak 651-m/x background on the 713-mjuinduced absorbance change at 591 m/x in Ulva lobaia. Two thallus discs (4-cell layers), in sea water at
20°C; gas phase, air. Light intensities: 2.67 X 104 ergs (15.90 X 10~9 einstein) cm"2 sec"1 for 713 mju,
and 7 X 102 ergs (0.38 X 10~9 einstein) cm-2 sec-1 for 651 m^. Upper trace: 713-mju light, no 651-mji
light. Lower trace: 651-m/* light turned on about 30 seconds before giving the same 713-m/x exposure
as in upper trace.

effect was found with Ulva. Contrary to
the effect at 591 m/x, the absorbance
change at 518 nux was not affected (its
decay upon turning off the light was,
however, slowed by this inhibitor).
The light-induced increase of absorbance
at 591 m/x as an oxidation. Far-red light
increases the 591-imx absorbance more
efficiently than red light. If, as supposed,
713-nnx illumination causes an oxidation,
the addition of a reducing agent should
at least partly nullify the oxidizing effect
of far- red light. Figure 16 shows that
sodium hydrosulfite (Na2S204) slows the
591-m/x rise in the light and hastens its
decline in darkness. In contrast, the dark
decay of absorbance at 518 m/z is slowed.
Therefore it can be concluded that the
changes in absorbance at 591 and 518 mju
belong to different components and that

the increase of absorbance at 591 nux is
due to the oxidation of plastocyanin.
The effect of PMS (N-methylphenazonium methosulfate), an electron carrier
believed to react with system I, fits well
into this conclusion. Figure 17 shows that,
at 9.1 X 10-5 M, PMS completely inhibits the 591-nuz change, and that at
9.9 X 10~6 M it slows the rise but accelerates the decay. We may suppose that
this is because PMS is quickly reduced
by the photoreductant of system I (the
Z~ of Witt and co-workers) and that
reduced PMS then reduces plastocyanin
immediately. Therefore, when far-red is
turned on a slow rise is observed, and
when it is turned off there is a fast decay.
By contrast, PMS has only a partial effect
on the 518-mju change, even at the
concentration
at which
the
591-m/z
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Fig. 14. Oscilloscope pictures showing the difference in effectiveness of 651- and 713-m/z light in
inducing an absorbance change at 591 m^t in Echi?iocystis fabacea. One leaf, directly over photomultiplier, at 20°C; gas phase, air. Light intensities: 3.36 X 104 ergs (18.3 X 10~9 einstein) cm-2 sec-1
for 651 mil, 3.36 X 104 ergs (20.0 X 10~9 einstein) cm-2 sec-1 for 713 m/x.

change is completely abolished. The fast
light-induced rise of the absorbance at
518 m/x is not affected; only the steady
state is lowered. It has already been
reported that PMS has no direct effect on
system II. The 02 burst of chloroplasts,
which is directly sensitized by this pigment system (Year Book 61, pp. 334-343),
is not poisoned by PMS, whereas steadystate photosynthesis is inhibited (de
Kouchkovsky,
Physiologie vegetate, 1,' 15,
1963).
Discussion

The light-induced increase of absorbance in the 600-m/x region can be easily
distinguished from the other light-induced
spectroscopic change around 518 m/x. The

differences in the effects of sodium
diethyldithiocarbamate, sodium hydrosulfite, or PMS, and the obvious kinetic
differences, all rule out attributing the
591-m/x change to the tailing of the 518m/t change. The overlapping of P700 (a
special form of chlorophyll a) or of
cytochrome bands is also to be considered
unlikely. This is true because no special
absorption band of chlorophyll a is seen
at 600 m/x ; because the oxidation of P700,
as well as of cytochrome (as observed in
the a band, around 555 m/x), corresponds
to a decrease in absorbance; because the
bleaching of P700 is very fast as compared with plastocyanin oxidation; and
because the contribution of a cytochrome
change was negligible, as indicated by the
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Fig. 15. Light-minus-dark difference spectrum of Ulva lobata (solid line) and oxidized-minusreduced difference spectrum of extracted plastocyanin (dashed line). For the in vivo spectrum: two
thallus discs (4-cell layers) in sea water at 20°C; gas phase, air. Actinic light, 713 m/*, 2.79 X 104 ergs
(16.60 X 1G-9 einstein) cm"2 sec"1.

behavior of the more important 7-band.
Fluorescence and luminescence had also
no effect on the measurements.
The conclusion that the absorbance
changes around 600 tr/jl are due to
plastocyanin is supported by experimental
evidence. The most convincing is the
similarity of the light-minus-dark spectrum of Ulva and of the oxidized-minusreduced spectrum of purified plastocyanin
(fig. 15). The steep rise for wavelengths
shorter than 560 rcux, in the difference
spectrum, in vivo, is very likely due to
the nearness of the 518-m/x band. It is not
yet possible to attribute the shoulder
around 627 m/x to a particular component.

Another reason for the identification of
the 591-nnx compound as plastocyanin is
the effect of sodium diethyldithiocarbamate. It is significant that this coppercomplexing agent is an inhibitor of photosynthesis and that, even in the smallest
photosynthetic particles known at the
present time, copper is found in relatively
high concentration. The last computations of Park and Biggins gave about 6
atoms of copper per quantasome, if the
quantasome unit is defined as containing
2 atoms of manganese.
The facts that the oxidation of plastocyanin ismore efficiently brought on by
far-red light, and that red light has even
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Fig. 16. Oscilloscope pictures showing the effect of 9.1 X 10~2 M Na2S204 on the 591-mju absorbance change in Viva lobata. One thallus disc (2-cell layers) in sea water at 20°C; gas phase, air. Light
intensity at 713 mM: 3.60 X 104 ergs (21.40 X lO"9 einstein) cm"2 sec"1.

a reducing effect if given under proper
conditions, support the idea that plastocyanin might be a link between the two
light reactions of photosynthesis. Although the existence of a "two-wavelength effect" on a compound is generally
considered an argument to include it in
the electron-transport chain of photosynthesis, the question arises whether to
include this compound in the main
electron flow. In this regard, the analysis
of the decay curves at 518 and at 591 m/i
gave somewhat ambiguous results, since
only in red light were their half-times
closely correlated (0.10 sec for 518-nnx and
0.12 sec for 591-m/x light in fig. 1).
But, as it is pointed out in another section
of this report, the previous identification
of the 518-niju compound as the photoreductant of system II is unlikely. By
contrast, preliminary studies on plastocyanin and cytochrome changes gave

results consistent with the proposed
localization of plastocyanin between the
two pigment systems, since the kinetics
of the two is apparently similar.
Relation between 518-m/i
Absorbance Change and 02 Evolution
David C. Fork and Yaroslav de Kouchkovsky

The light-induced absorbance increase
around 518 m^u is apparently associated
with the functioning in photosynthesis of
the short-wavelength form of chlorophyll
a (Co670) and chlorophyll b. The action
spectrum for the production of this
change has a peak at 674 m/x, a shoulder
near 650 m^u, and a long-wavelength limit
near 705 mM (Year Book 62, p. 357). The
compound responsible for this absorbance
change was presumed by Witt and coworkers to be a plastoquinone complex,
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Fig. 17. Oscillograph recordings showing the effect of PMS on the 591-m/x absorbance change in
Viva lobata. One thallus disc (2-cell layers) in sea water at 21.5°C; gas phase, air. Light intensity at
713 m/t: 3.60 X 104 ergs (21.40 X 10_9einstein) cm"2 sec"1.

which was postulated to be a primary
photoproduct of the photochemical system of photosynthesis responsible for 02
evolution (system II). Thus the 518-m/z
compound should be reduced by system
II and oxidized by the other photochemical system of photosynthesis responsible
for NADP (TPN) reduction (system I).
An interaction between the two pigment
systems on the 518-m^ absorbance change
was therefore investigated. 02 evolution
is apparently closely related to the
functioning of system II (for example, see
Year Book 61, p. 334). Since the 518-mju
absorbance change and 02 evolution are
thought to result from the same photo-

chemical reaction, it was desirable to
determine their interrelationship more
precisely.
Changes of absorbance (optical density), AA, detected with the apparatus
described briefly in another section of this
report, were photographed on an oscilloscope or recorded with an oscillograph.
Rates of 02 exchange were measured
polarographically with a bare platinum
electrode (Year Book 60, pp. 362-363).
The time-course curves for 02 evolution
were observed with an oscilloscope to
avoid distortion of the initial transients
by a slow recorder response. The actual
lag time between turning on the light and
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the first appearance of the signal resulting
from 02 evolution was about 40 milliseconds.
The materials used in these experiments
were Chlorella vulgaris var. viridis (Starr
no. 396) and the marine green alga Viva
lobata.
The lack of a two-wavelength effect on the

518-mfx absorbance change. The 518-nuz
change is characterized by several (features. Turning on the light induces a veryfast initial transient, followed by a slower
rise to a broad maximum, after which a
steady state is attained. Upon the turning
off of the light a fast decay occurs, and a
final steady-state level is reached. Figure

+-[

Dark
Dark

Light

518 mp change

H-

Tir

:onds

Fig. 18. A comparison of oscilloscope traces of the time-course curves for 02 evolution and for the
518-m/x absorbance change in Viva lobata. Samples, taken from adjacent parts of the same thallus for
both measurements, were illuminated with 651-mM light at 43,700 ergs cm-2 sec-1. Natural sea water
equilibrated with air, at 23°C (for 02) and 21.5°C (for 518-m/x change). The time scale is different
for 02 evolution and 518-m/x change.
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18 (bottom) shows an example of such a
course.
As was mentioned earlier, the 518-ixhz
change was expected to be sensitive to the
antagonistic effect of wavelengths that
excite mainly one pigment system or the
other. Although a number of different
intensities and schedules of 651- and
713-nux light were used, no opposing effect
of these wavelengths was found on either
the fast initial transient, the following
maximum, the steady state, or the dark
decay of the 518-nnx change. But with the
same sample and the same actinic and
background light an antagonistic effect of
these wavelengths was noted on the 591nux absorbance change as described in
another section of this report.
It was also not possible to see an
accelerating effect of far-red light on the
regeneration of the fast initial transient
of the 518-m^ change similar to that
reported for 02 evolution from isolated
chloroplasts (Year Book 61, pp. 334-343).
Such an accelerating effect of far-red light
on the 02 evolution from Chlorella and
Viva was always seen (this report).
Regeneration of the initial transient of
the 518-nin absorbance change and of 02
evolution. Witt and Moraw (Z. Physik.
Chem. Frankfurt, 20, 283, 1959) pointed
out the general similarity in shape of the
courses of the 518-nux absorbance change
and of 02 evolution. However, transients
of the 518-nnz change appear before
corresponding transients of 02 evolution
(fig. 18). This difference might be due, in
part, to the slower response of the 02measuring device. Determination of the
expected relationship between the 518-nni
absorbance change and 02 evolution
required a procedure that would rule out
distortion of data from this cause.
The procedure was to measure the
kinetics of the regeneration of the fast
initial transients as a function of increasing dark intervals between light exposures
for both the 518-nnx absorbance change
and 02 evolution. A parallelism was
observed between the 518-nnx change and
the 02-e volution transients for Viva. In
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other experiments some variability of the
02 measurements was found, perhaps
because of partial inactivation of Viva on
the electrode. Nevertheless, the similarity
between the first part of the course of
regeneration of 02 and 518-nnx transients
was consistent often enough to indicate
that the two phenomena are closely
related. Figure 19 (top) shows the course
of regeneration of the 518-nnx transient
in Chlorella. A transitory plateau is
observed for approximately the same dark
interval as that at which a peak occurs
in Viva. The figure shows also that for
Viva and Chlorella an appreciable transient can be observed even after a very
short dark interval.
It is interesting to compare the timecourse curve for the regeneration of the
518-nnx absorbance change and the 02production transients with a general
time-course curve for photosynthesis.
Both curves begin with a rapid rise, which
is followed, in turn, by a slower increase
to a maximum, a decrease to a minimum,
and another slow rise to a steady state at
about the same times.
Effect of DCMV on the 518-nifi absorbance change and 02 evolution. The herbicide 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-l,l-dimethylurea (DCMU), a powerful poison for 02
evolution, was only partly effective in
inhibiting the 518-nnx absorbance change.
In contrast, even the first rapid transient
of 02 evolution was completely inhibited
by 1Q-4 M DCMU. Care was taken to
add this compound in complete darkness
and to keep the material dark before the
first actinic illumination.
The course of the 518-nnx change before
and after addition of DCMU is given in
figure 20. The initial peak is actually
higher in the DCMU-treated material,
but the second, slower maximum is
partly poisoned. The decay of the 518-nnx
change (oxidation) is also greatly retarded
by this inhibitor. Because of this slow
decay, repeated exposures to 651-nux
actinic light interspersed with only short
dark intervals should give small initial
transients
of the 518-nnx absorbance
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Fig. 19. Increase of the height, in Viva and Chlorella, of the first transient of the 518-niM absorbance change and, in Viva, of the first transient of O2 production as a function of varied dark intervals
between 30-second light exposures. Saturating red light was defined by Corning short- wavelength
cutoff filters (2412, 50 per cent transmission at 618 m/z, for Viva; 2408, 50 per cent transmission at
630 rn.fi, for Chlorella). The same Viva thallus was used for both experiments in natural sea water
equilibrated with 5 per cent CO2 in air at 18°C. Chlorella cells were suspended in growth medium
equilibrated with air at 18°C.

change in the presence of DCMU. Figure
21 shows the results of a regeneration
experiment, similar to those described for
figure 19, when Viva was poisoned with
10-4 M DCMU. For a dark interval of
less than about 3.5 minutes between light
exposures, DCMU had a partial inhibiting effect on the initial transient. With
longer dark intervals, and in the presence

of DCMU, the initial 518-m^ transient is
increased.
The curve for the regeneration of the
518-m/x fast transient in the absence of
DCMU (fig. 21) and that shown in figure
19 (bottom) also for Viva illustrate the
variability of results found. This variability may be related to the age of the
material used, its previous history, the
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Fig. 20. The effect of DCMU on the course of the 518-mju absorbance change in Ulva. In both
curves a 10-minute dark interval preceded the exposure to 651-m/x light (43,700 ergs cm"2 sec-1).
DCMU concentration, 10"4 M; natural sea water equilibrated with air at 21°C.

gas phase, and other factors. It is important to note, therefore, that all the
comparative experiments described here
were done on material from one thallus
section under similar conditions.
Discussion. The importance of the
518-m/i-absorbing compound in the mechanism of photosynthesis cannot be ruled
out. The present experiments, however,
make it doubtful that it functions between the two light reactions.
Witt and co-workers demonstrated a
two-wavelength effect on the absorbance
change at 254 m/i which they said
represented another band of the compound responsible for the 518-nnx absorbance change since the two had identical
kinetics. It may develop, however, that

the 254-mju change indicates oxidation or
reduction of plastoquinone itself whereas
the 518-m/x change may be due to the
functioning of a different component
requiring plastoquinone for its activity.
Some arguments favor the conclusion
that 02 evolution and the 518-mju
absorbance change are manifestations of
the same reaction. Thus, action spectra
and regeneration kinetics of the two are
very similar. Other arguments show that
the relationship might be only casual.
The differences in time of appearance of
the induction waves of the two phenomena, the differences in their sensitivities to
DCMU, and, finally, the lack of a twowavelength effect on the 518-mju change
(as compared with the positive results
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Fig. 21. Effect of DCMU on the increase of the height of the first transient of the 518-m^i absorbance change in Ulva as a function of the dark interval between light exposures. Final concentration of
DCMU, 10~4 M; 30-second exposures to 651-m/* light (43,700 ergs cm-2 sec-1) were separated by
various dark intervals; natural sea water equilibrated with air at 21°C.

obtained with 02 evolution) do not agree
with the conclusion suggested by Witt
that they are directly related. Perhaps the
518-nnz-absorbing compound should not
be considered the primary reductant of
system II. It must be very close, however,
to the photoact of system II; but now it
seems that it is probably not between this
system and system I. Moreover, it
appears that the 518-m^ absorbance
change reflects the states of more than
one compound (or of more than one form
of a compound), for DCMU has different
effects on the fast transient, the slow
transient, and the decay reaction.
Kinetics of Enhancement
Y. de Kouchkovsky

Introduction. In a study of 02 evolution by isolated chloroplasts, Fork discovered that a weak far-red illumination
between brief, strong red-light exposures
greatly increased the rate of regeneration
of the 02 burst (Year Book 61, pp. 334343). This phenomenon is a manifestation
of the two-pigment mechanism in photo-

synthesis. Because it offers the possibility
of separating the two light reactions and
gives a very useful approach to the study
of the kinetics of enhancement, it
motivated the work reported here.
Material and methods. The experimental material was mainly the freshwater green alga Chlorella vulgaris var.
viridis (Starr no. 396). The marine green
alga Ulva lobata and isolated chloroplasts
from Swiss chard or corn leaves were also
investigated.
The 02 exchanges were measured with
the platinum electrode already described
{Year Book 60, pp. 362-363). The flowing
system,
kept atwhich
17°C,
the
culture medium
was contained
bubbled with
5 per cent C02 in air.
The desired wavelengths were isolated
from the light of an incandescent lamp by
interference (half-bandwidth about 9 nnx)
and cutoff filters. Light intensities, measured with a thermopile, were about 200
ergs cm-2 sec-1 for 713 m^u and about
40,000 ergs cm"2 sec"1 for 646 m/x. The
far-red light (713 mju) is more efficient for
the excitation of the long-wavelength
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system (system I) and the red light (646
m/x) for the excitation of the shortwavelength system (system II) of photosynthesis, i.e., for 02 evolution. In all
experiments reported here, only one
wavelength was used at a time.
Results. The rate of 02 evolution of
plant material follows a typical course
characterized by two positive and two
negative transients (fig. 18, top). Immediately after illumination, the first positive
transient occurs, which is commonly
called the 02 burst, gush, or spike and has
also been called by Vidaver the "pre-a
spike." The rate of 02 evolution then
decreases to give the first negative
transient. After this, a second positive
1

|

INSTITUTION

transient appears (Blinks' and Vidaver' s
"a peak"). The second negative transient
(Blinks' and Vidaver's "b downslope")
ensues. Finally, there is a slow increase
(Blinks' and Vidaver's "c rise") until a
steady-state rate of 02 evolution is
reached (not shown in the figure).
Enhancement was estimated from the
height of the first positive transient
induced by 646-nu* light, after a dark
interval (height D) and after an equal
interval of illumination with weak 713-nnx
light (height FR). Enhancement =
(FR — D)/D. The maximum value was
0.4.
The first series of experiments was on
the magnitude of the 02 burst (measured
1
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Fig. 22. Bottom: Regeneration of the 02 burst (first positive transient or "pre-a spike") in
Chlorella as a function of dark or far-red illumination intervals between 3-second red-light exposures.
Top: Kinetics of the enhancement by far-red light of the regeneration of 02 burst in Chlorella. The
enhancement was computed from the bottom curves. Red light 646 m/z (40,000 ergs cm-2 sec-1);
far-red light 713 m/x (200 ergs cm-2 sec-1); 17°C; 5 per cent C02 in air. In the lower curves, the time
corresponds to dark (curve D) or far-red illumination (curve FR) intervals between red exposures.
In the upper curve, the time corresponds to the duration of the far-red exposure per se.
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by the height of the first positive transient
or pre-a spike) induced by 3- or 30-second
exposures to 646-niju light at an intensity
just saturating for steady-state photosynthesis. Exposures were separated by
different dark intervals or equivalent
times with illumination by 713-nnx light,
at an intensity low enough to give no
detectable 02 evolution.
Figure 22 (bottom) shows typical
curves obtained in one experiment. Three
points are illustrated: (1) The magnitude
of the 02 burst has a complex relation to
the length of the dark interval. With
increasing time between 646-m/x illuminations, the magnitude of the 02 burst
increases rapidly, then more slowly, to a
maximum. A slow decrease follows, then
a very slow rise to a steady state. These
features are more prominent with Viva
(lower curve of fig. 19) and seem to be
absent with isolated chloroplasts. (2) The
weak 713-nnx background illumination
between 646-mix exposures gives a higher
maximum value of the 02 burst than is
found with dark intervals. Experiments
with chloroplasts showed not only a
higher rate but also a larger total evolution of 02 with 713-nijU background.
(3) Enhancement changes as a function
of time. This is illustrated by the upper
curve in figure 22. Short 713-nuz intervals
inhibit rather than enhance the 02 burst.
Above about 1 second with 713 mju,
enhancement increases to a maximum in
less than 1 minute, then slowly decreases
with longer intervals.
Figure 23 shows that the first negative
and second positive {a peak) transients
also have complex relationships to the
length of the dark interval, with significant differences between them.
Another method was sought to verify
the complex enhancement curve in figure
22 (top). A second series of experiments
was performed by a procedure similar to
the one previously followed by Bannister.
A 3-second exposure to 646 m/z was given
each minute. The 57-second interval was
either all dark, part dark and part 713-m/i,
or all 713-mju background. This procedure

449
ruled out complications introduced by
varying the interval between 646-nnx
exposures. First, the 646-myu exposure and
dark cycle was repeated until the 02 burst
became constant. Then the 57-second
interval was divided into various times of
dark and 713 nnx. The 713-nux light was
given just before the 646-nui exposure.
Figure 24 (bottom) shows that maximum enhancement is obtained only after
sufficient exposure to 713 nnx. There is an
effect of intensity on such curves, and,
within limits, the time to reach the
maximum enhancement decreases with
increasing intensity of 713 rn.fi. Depending
on the intensity of 713 mju, the temperature, and the condition of the alga, a
temporary inhibition instead of a lag time
(for short 713-nnx illumination), and a
plateau instead of an optimum (for longer
713-nui illumination), may be observed.
Although strong transitory inhibition of
the 02 burst with brief far-red exposures,
as noticed by Bannister, was not seen
under our experimental conditions, the
reported results seem to confirm his
observations.
Some reports about the lifetime of
enhancement in Porphyridiwn were made
by French (Year Book 61, pp. 345-350)
and by Whittingham and Bishop with
spinach chloroplasts (in Photosynthetic
Mechanisms of Green Plants, pp. 371-380,
National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council, 1963). Their results,
however, may be partly distorted by the
variable interval between the light exposures they used.
To eliminate this factor, a third series
of experiments was performed in which
the interval between the red exposures
was kept constant. One-minute cycles
were used, each consisting of 3 seconds
646 rn.fi, 0 to 42 seconds dark, 15 seconds
713 m/x, 42 to 0 seconds dark. The total
dark time was constant at 42 seconds.
Thus, the only variable to be considered
was the dark time between far-red and
red illumination.
Results obtained by this method are
shown in figure 24 (top). A definite dark
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Fig. 23. Bottom: Regeneration of the first negative transient in Chlorella as a function of dark
intervals between 3-second red-light exposures. Top: Regeneration of the second positive transient
(a peak) in Chlorella as a function of dark intervals between 30-second red-light exposures. Red
light 646 m/z (40,000 ergs cm-2 sec-1) ; 17°C; 5 per cent C02 in air. The relative units of the rate of 02
exchange are different for the upper and lower curves.

interval between 713- and 646-m/i exposures is essential to produce maximum
enhancement. The curve changes in shape
with temperature, falling more rapidly
with an increase in temperature. In one
experiment the half-time of the decay
was about 20 seconds at 17°C and only
10 seconds at 27°C.
Discussion. These experiments confirm the previous idea of several authors
that a link of one or more thermic steps
exists between the two light reactions in
photosynthesis. Further work is needed
to establish the range of variation of the
reported values under other experimental
conditions.
Four results deserve emphasis:
the

kinetics of the regeneration of the transients; the absolute increase by 713-m/z
light of the peak rate and volume of the
02 burst; the kinetics of the rise in
enhancement;
and the kinetics of its
decay.
1. Because the regeneration-versus-time
curves of the first three transients are all
different, it may be assumed that they
depend on different factors (probably
some in common). One may suppose that
the first (pre-a) and possibly also the
second (a) positive transients are due to
a transitory 02 uptake during a continuous rise of 02 evolution. But the first
negative transient may be actually a
decrease in rate of 02 evolution, and,
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Fig. 24. Bottom: Increase of the far-red enhancement of the 02 burst in Chlorella as a function of
the duration of the far-red illumination given before a red-light exposure. The schedule used was:
3 seconds red, m seconds dark, n seconds far-red, 3 seconds red, etc., where m varied from 57 to 0
and n from 0 to 57 (m -f- n = 57). Top: Decrease of the far-red enhancement of the O2 burst in
Chlorella as a function of dark intervals separating a 15-second far-red illumination from the 3-second
red-light exposures. The schedule used was: 3 seconds red, p seconds dark, 15 seconds far-red, q seconds dark, 3 seconds red, etc., where p varied from 42 to 0 and q from 0 to 42 (p -f- q = 42). Red light
646 m/x (40,000 ergs cm"2 sec-1) ; far-red light 713 m/* (200 ergs cm'2 sec"1); 17°C; 5 per cent C02 in
air. In the lower curve, the time corresponds to the duration of the far-red exposure. In the upper
curve, the time corresponds to the dark interval between far-red and red exposures.

moreover, the two positive transients
have very different slopes. Also, the
existence of an 02 burst alone in isolated
chloroplasts shows that the first positive
transient (or pre-a spike) has an autonomous existence. However, the 02 uptake

observed by Vidaver and French (as
reported below) probably increases the
first negative transient and distorts the
shape and magnitude of the first positive
(pre-a) transient.
2. The absolute

increase

of the

O2
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burst by far-red light can be understood
if we assume that the magnitude of the
02 burst is proportional to the concentration of the electron acceptor (X) of
system II. The redox state of this compound ought to depend upon four
reactions: (a) a photoreduction by system
II, (b) a light-induced oxidation by
system I, (c) a dark reduction, and (d) a
dark oxidation (cf. the r system of
Goedheer). Hence, the relative concentration of the oxidized form of X, which
in darkness reflects only the balance of
the dark oxidation and reduction, will be
increased by far-red light to a value
unattainable by the dark oxidation alone.
3. The initial transitory inhibition of
the 02 burst (fig. 22, top) or the absence
of an immediate enhancement effect (fig.
24, bottom) with brief far- red exposures
can be explained if part of the far-red
light is absorbed by system II. X will be
immediately photoreduced, and only
later, through a thermic step, oxidized by
the far-red photooxidant. This will lead
to a temporary lack of enhancement or
even to a short- time inhibition of the 02
burst. But soon the rate of the far-redinduced oxidation of reduced X will
increase (because of the accumulation of
the far-red photooxidant), and the oxidized form of X will accumulate. The
enhancement will then appear, and its
value will rise until an equilibrium among
all the reactions involving X is attained.
4. The same considerations as above
can explain the behavior of enhancement
when far-red and red exposures are separated by an increasing dark interval (fig.
24, top). When far-red light is turned off,
the photoreduction of X — which is due to
the part of 713-mju light absorbed by
system II — stops at once. But at this
moment all the far-red photooxidant is
not used up. Therefore a delayed oxidation of X occurs, and an increased 02
burst results. Soon, however, no more
far-red photooxidant is available, and the
dark reduction of X becomes apparent.
Enhancement then decreases, following
the rate of the dark reduction of X, until
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an equilibrium with the dark oxidation
is reached.
X was postulated by Witt and coworkers to be a plastoquinone complex,
the redox state of which can be detected
by absorbance changes around 518 nnx.
But some facts speak against the identity
of X with the 518-m/x compound: (a) the
regeneration of the 02 burst is slower than
the reoxidation of the 518-nu* compound
(and is not completed even when no more
02 is evolved); and (b) far-red enhances
the 02 burst but does not oxidize the
518-nnx compound, as described in another
section of this report. And so we must
conclude either that it is not X which is
measured at 518 m/x or that a far-redsensitive step limits the rate of 02
evolution. This step would correspond,
for instance, to the recombination of the
complex of X with H20 and an enzyme.
Of course, another hypothesis, which
includes all others, is that the different
schemes proposed now are too simple to
reflect correctly enough the true mechanism of photosynthesis.
Addendum. The reactions to which
the discussion of points 2, 3, and 4 refer
can be summarized in this way:
hi

(1)

X + h2o k^f x- + 02

x-

X

U x
^±

X

(2)
(3)

The ki and k2 represent the thermal
reaction velocity constants of reactions 3.
The rate constants k* are related to the
photochemical reactions and are proportional to the light intensity. They are,
therefore, zero in the dark. The subscripts Iand II refer to light reactions I
and II. All the above reactions may
actually include more reactants and more
steps than are represented. At least one
thermic step is included in reaction 2.
The total amount of 02 given off in the
burst is proportional to the concentration
of the oxidant X:
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02 = KX
The sum of X and X~ is constant :
X + X" = X0
At the steady state:
fc*nX + k2X = k*iX~ + kiX'
During the regeneration period, red light
is turned off (k*u = 0). Therefore:
k*i + h
02 = KXt
k*i + fci + k%
It is clear that, when k*i > 0, the fraction
with the rate constants will be greater
than when k*i = 0 (dark only). This
condition will lead to an increased 02
burst when far-red light is turned on. The
transients in enhancement are determined
by the relative values of the rate constants and by the concentrations of the
reactants.
Oxygen Uptake by Viva Irradiated
with Monochromatic Light Flashes
and an Action Spectrum for the
Long- Wavelength Chlorophyll
System
William Vidaver and C. S. French

Flashes of monochromatic light induce
different gas exchange responses in algae
when the light intensity, wavelength, and
duration are varied. The resulting 02
exchange can be positive, corresponding
to 02 evolution, or negative due to 02
uptake, or a complex mixture of both
effects. Viva (sea lettuce) shows a strong
02 uptake or negative spike in response to
flashes of selected wavelength, intensity,
and duration. 02 uptake is presumed to
result from the rapid oxidation of a
photoproduct formed by the long-wavelength chlorophyll system (system I), as
previously described (Year Book 60, p.
351). It can be so large as to completely
obscure 02 evolution. We observed the
effect of variations in wavelength, intensity, and dark time between flashes. The
time courses of the resulting gas exchange
are complex, but the contribution of the
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individual components to the curves is
clear.
With DCMU, which poisons 02 evolution, it was possible to determine the
action spectrum for system I, even at
wavelengths where 02 evolution normally
obscures 02 uptake.
A modification of the equipment of
Myers and French (Year Book 58, pp.
323-327) was used with a bare platinum
electrode at 19° to 26°. The gas phase was
air + 5 per cent C02.
Flashes of various wavelengths. The time
course of 02 exchange induced by 1second flashes of various wavelengths
given at different intervals was recorded.
The intensity at each wavelength was
adjusted to give approximately 6 X 103
ergs cm-2 sec-1. Small variations of
intensity from this value were compensated by multiplying the peak heights by
the intensity ratios.
Figure 25 shows representative timecourse curves at different wavelengths.
At 651 mix the spike was positive, although the shape of the curve must be
influenced by a simultaneous 02 uptake.
For the exposure to 705 m/i an initial
negative spike predominated and was
followed by a positive deflection. This
later positive deflection decayed much
more slowly than the initial negative
spike. The curve for each wavelength
must represent the sums of the time
course for 02 uptake and evolution. It is
of interest that the second positive hump
has much the same shape regardless of
whether the initial spike is positive or
negative.
The heights of the initial positive 02
evolution and the accompanying negative
peaks from curves like those in figure 25
were corrected for equal incident quanta
and plotted to give figure 26. The upper
part of the figure is an action spectrum
for transient spikes of 02 evolution which
is strongly distorted by the concomitant
02 uptake. The lower curve represents an
action spectrum for light-induced uptake
in the region around 700 m/i, where the
uptake spike, although not obliterated, is
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Fig. 25. Time course of O2 exchange produced by monochromatic light flashes. O2 production is
plotted above the zero line, and uptake below it.

500
Wavelength,

600
mn

Fig. 26. The initial positive or negative peak rates, spike heights, produced by 1-second flashes of
various wavelengths. From data similar to and including those of figure 25.
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certainly reduced in magnitude by 02
evolution. Later it will be evident that
the true action spectrum for 02 uptake
corresponds to that of light absorbed by
system I.
These action spectra do not serve for
purposes of pigment identification, since
they result from a composite of different
effects. The 02 uptake is greater than the
photosynthetic 02 production only where

Fig. 27. The time-course curves for 02 exchange from 0.41-second 700-imx flashes at various intensities. At high intensities only net 02
production is observed; at low intensities 02
uptake predominates after the initial positive

the absorption by the long-wavelength
forms of chlorophyll predominates.
Flashes of 700 my. of various intensities.
Representative responses to 0.41-second
flashes of 700-m/z light of various intensities are given in figure 27.
At 7 X 103 ergs cm-2 sec-1 a small
negative deflection due to 02 uptake was
found. Its magnitude increased with
intensity up to about 25 X 103 ergs cm-2
sec-1, depending somewhat on the previous treatment of the preparation. With
increasing intensity it became smaller
again because of masking by 02 evolution.
At higher intensities the initial 02 evolution was so much greater that the uptake
was completely obscured.
The slope of the curve for uptake
plotted against intensity must be steeper
(i.e., the quantum yield is higher) than
the curve for 02 evolution. However, it
appears from the DCMU experiment
discussed later that 02 uptake saturates
at a much
lower intensity than 02

Light intensity, ergs cni sec'

Fig. 28. The initial peak rate of 02 exchange
induced by 700-m/x flashes at various intensities
taken from time-course curves similar to and
including those of figure 27.
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its effect of decreasing 02 uptake by a
succeeding flash varied from about 10 to
50 seconds in different experiments.
Effects of 700-my continuous light on the
response to 700-my flashes. System I
appears to make a rapidly oxidizable
photoproduct from a limited amount of
precursor. The steady-state concentration
of the precursor can be lowered by continuous exposure to 700-nux background
illumination. Flashes of 15 X 103 ergs
cm-2 sec-1 intensity for 0.65 second,
which gave a large negative spike, were
superimposed on a continuous background of various intensities of 700-mju
light.
In figure 31 the heights of initial positive or of the immediately following
negative spikes are plotted against the
intensity of the background light. The 02

evolution. Figure 28 is a plot of the
magnitude of the initial positive and the
following negative spikes from curves like
those in figure 27.
Flashes at 700 my. of various lengths.
The flash duration was varied, using
18 X 103 ergs cm-2 sec-1, which gives the
largest peak rate of uptake as seen in
figure 28. Some of the time-course curves
are shown in figure 29 ; figure 30 shows the
resulting magnitude of the negative spike
plotted against exposure time. A rather
broad maximum was found at about 0.25
second. The relatively wide range of
exposure times contrasts with the very
narrow range of intensities over which the
magnitude of the negative spike remains
large (figure 28).
Variation of the dark time between
700-my flashes. If flashes of 18 X 103
ergs cm-2 sec-1 lasting 0.41 second are
given at more than 1 -minute intervals the
interaction between them is small. With
dark intervals of less than 1 minute,
however, the second of two flashes gives
less 02 uptake than the first. If the time
interval is reduced to 15 seconds or less,
the second flash gives 02 evolution rather
than uptake. The half-time for the
disappearance of the long-wavelength
chlorophyll photoproduct as measured by
1
c

0

> _£

1

1
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uptake is half abolished at 8 ergs cm-2
sec-1 and completely so above 15 ergs
cm-2 sec-1. These are extremely low
intensities.
Effects of DCMU. DCMU has been
used to poison preferentially the 02evolution step of photosynthesis. We
found that 10-5 M DCMU could be used
to inhibit completely the positive spike of
02 evolution. This is lower than is usually
required for complete inhibition of steady1
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Fig. 29. The course of O2 exchange from 700-m/x flashes of various durations.
18 X 103 ergs cm-2 sec-1. Longer exposures give a positive O2 evolution.
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state photosynthesis. There was also an
apparent increase in the magnitude of the
02 uptake spike, presumably due to the
cessation of O2 evolution.
With 10"5 M DCMU the height of the
negative spike increases with the flash
intensity and does not decrease at higher
intensities as it does without this poison.
DCMU does not affect the shape of the
time-course curve of the negative spike,
which is the same with and without the
poison. Furthermore, the 02 uptake time
course in continuous light, even with
DCMU, is still a negative spike followed
by a positive overshoot and return to the
base line, showing that the supply of
precursor is rapidly exhausted. An intensity curve for the negative spike with
DCMU is presented in figure 32. It shows
that the 02 uptake saturates at a lower
intensity than 02 evolution.
Since the positive spikes are completely
blocked by DCMU, the action spectrum
for 02 uptake produced by flashes of any
wavelength can be measured even in
regions where the uptake is normally
obscured by 02 evolution. It is shown in
figure 33.
This action spectrum is remarkably
similar to that for the negative spike in
the red alga Porphyridium when exposed
to continuous light (Year Book 60, p. 351).
It is predominantly due to the longwavelength form of chlorophyll a. By
contrast, the spectrum for 02 evolution
for Ulva, also reproduced in figure 33, is
sharper and in the red region shows a
contribution by chlorophyll b (650 m/x)
and the short-wavelength form of chlorophyll a(672 m/*).
Both the action spectra for system I,
as measured by negative spikes, have a
valley near 640 nuz. Chlorophyll b, which
is not present in Porphyridium, has a peak
at about 650 rn.fi. Chlorophyll b does not
appear to participate in the action
spectrum of the negative spike, even if
present in the organism.
Discussion. The photochemical product of the long-wavelength chlorophyll
reaction has a striking property by which

100

200

300

Flash duration, milliseconds

Fig. 30. The peak rate of 02 uptake caused by
700-rm* flashes of various lengths from timecourse curves similar to and including those of
figure 29.

0
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20
-2
-1
Light intensity, ergs cm
sec

Fig. 31. The effect of different background
intensities of 700-m/x light on the positive and
negative spike heights following 700-m^ flashes
of 0.65 second at 15 X 103 ergs cm-2 sec-1.
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or by a highly active enzyme is not yet
known.
By use of various light regimes we have
come to the following tentative picture of
the two wavelength mechanisms :
In the dark a chemical equilibrium is
attained which is acted on by far-red light
to produce a highly reducing substance.
This substance absorbs 02 both during
and after the irradiation with far-red
light. Consequently, the 02 absorption is
not necessarily a photooxidation. In red
light this highly reducing substance reacts
with another substance to give off 02.
That the endogenous evolution of 02 is
obscured partially through absorption of
the evolved 02 by the reductant is shown
with DCMU.

its presence in the living cell can be
detected, namely, its very rapid oxidation
by molecular oxygen. Whether this 02
uptake is carried out by the ordinary
respiratory chain, by an autooxidation,

10

20

INSTITUTION

The product causing 02 uptake is presumably a photosynthetically reduced
intermediate : perhaps ferredoxin, TPN, a
cytochrome, or something as yet unidentified. The present kinetic experiments
tell only about its rates of production and
utilization, not its chemical composition.

30X10V

Light intensity, ergs cm"2 sec"1

Fig. 32. The maximum rate of oxygen uptake as a function of light intensity with 10~B M
DCMU. By contrast with the experiment of
figure 28 the negative spike does not decrease at
high intensities.
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Fig. 33. The action spectrum for system I as measured by the negative spike in Ulva poisoned
with DCMU. It is compared with that of French and Fork for unpoisoned Porphyridium and for 02
evolution in Ulva by Haxo and Blinks.
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Fork (Year Book 61, p. 334), using isolated chloroplasts, measured light-induced
changes in the oxidation state of what
appears to be the same substance.
The time-course curves of photosynthetic 02 evolution sometimes show a
short, sharp transient about 1 second or
less after the start of the light period.
This comes before the more frequently
observed larger and longer-lasting 02
evolution that has been called the a
transient. Vidaver previously designated
this short (about 1 second) transient on
the steeply rising rate of 02 evolution the
pre-a transient. The present work suggests that the temporary drop in rate that
causes the pre-a transient is a competing
02 uptake transient appearing during the
initial rise in the rate of 02 production.
In the second curve from the top of
figure 27, the first detectable response is
brief 02 evolution followed by a transient
02 uptake. At lower intensities 02 uptake
predominates; at higher intensities 02
evolution predominates.
This interpretation is by no means
certain, since the initial slope before the
pre-a transient, when it is present, can be
higher than the rate of rise to the a
transient when the pre-a transient is not
seen. Attempts to resolve the nature of
the two transients by curve analysis are
in progress.
The rise above the base line following
a positive or a negative spike appears to
be less dependent on wavelength than on
flash intensity. It might be considered a
residual tail of 02 production competing
with the negative spike but of longer
duration. However, DCMU of the concentration used here does not remove the
response and raises a question about the
plausibility of the hypothesis. Another
possibility, which we prefer, is that the
overshoot is due to the slow catalytic
decomposition perhaps of a peroxide
made by the reaction of the system I
product with oxygen.
The two components of the 0 ^exchange response to monochromatic light
flashes resemble the chromatic transients

observed by Blinks. Switching from shortwavelength (644 nux) to long-wavelength
(688 nux) light induces a transient
decrease (negative spike) in 02 evolution
by Viva. Conversely, if the switch is made
from long- to short-wavelength light, a
positive 02 spike appears. The time
courses and direction of change in 02
exchange rates are remarkably similar in
both onset and recovery in both procedures.
This comparison suggests that the
positive and negative spikes of 02 exchange described here may represent the
same phenomena as chromatic transients,
with the difference that chromatic transients are superimposed on a continuous
02 evolution whereas the negative and
positive exchanges we observed were not.
Interaction between 02 and the
Two Light Systems of Photosynthesis
William Vidaver
Variations in 02 tension have been
observed to affect photosynthetic responses of algae and other plants.
Abnormally high and low 02 concentrations are known to inhibit some of the
reactions of photosynthesis. Although
these effects have been rather extensively
investigated, the mechanisms are not
clearly understood.
Some results of a preliminary examination of the interaction of 02 with the two
light reactions of photosynthesis, and a
consideration of the possible significance
of this interaction, are reported here.
Presumably light absorption by the longwavelength pigment system of photosynthesis (system I) produces a material,
sensitive to 02, which in turn is utilized
to evolve 02 by the short-wavelength
system (system II) (Year Book 62, pp.
349-362).
Currently three explanations for inhibition by the lack of 02 are generally
entertained. Warburg and Burk concluded that 02 enters directly into the
process of 02 evolution. Franck, Rabinowitch, and others decided that the lack
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of 02 allows the accumulation of toxic
substances that can inhibit some of the enzymes required for 02 evolution. Finally,
it has been suggested that 02 may be required to maintain the proper level of
oxidation for the operation of photosynthetic enzymes. These concepts are
discussed by Rabinowitch in Photosynthesis, II, pages 1913-1915, Interscience,
New York, 1956. Whatever the mechanism may be by which 02 is required for
photosynthesis to be sustained, it clearly
must be needed in smaller quantities than
are ordinarily produced photosynthetically.
O2 evolution under anaerobic conditions.
We reexamined the problem of an 02
requirement by Ulva with the platinum
02 electrode and an apparatus, described
in another section of this report, that
allows rapid shifts from aerobic to anaerobic conditions. Brief anaerobic exposures
can be made, and soon after the system
can be equilibrated rapidly with air or an
02 mixture. In this way short-term effects
of the lack of 02 are observable without
the danger of incurring long-lasting
inhibition or irreversible cell injury.
For the anaerobic experiments the
tissue was treated with a stream of moist
N2. We examined the effects of various
dark intervals on the course of the induction of 02 evolution by white incandescent
light of high (just saturating) and low (1
per cent of saturation) intensities. From
this experiment we expected to record the
effects of 02 lack on the course of 02
evolution during the induction period,
and possibly to observe whether 02 was
required for photosynthesis to proceed.
Such observations are complicated by the
fact that, as 02 is evolved, the tissue no
longer remains anaerobic. If the anaerobic
dark periods are longer than the 16minute maximum of these experiments,
long-lasting or permanent inhibition often
results.
Figure 34 compares courses of 02
evolution under N2 and in air with
saturating white light. The light was
turned on after 8-minute dark intervals.
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The steady rate achieved in N2 is equal to
that in air, but the time required to reach
the steady-state rate, and the shapes of
the time-course curves, are different. In
air an overshoot occurred during the first
5 minutes before the steady state was
reached. This overshoot, the magnitude
of which was dependent on the length of
the dark interval, did not appear without
02. Under N2 a small transient burst of
02 appeared during the first part of the
course. If this transient was also there
when 02 was present, it was swamped by
the increased rate of 02 evolution.
In N2 at least four transient rate
changes of 02 evolution appear. In air the
transients were much less conspicuous,
presumably owing to the much more
rapid increase in the rate of 02 production. Lack of 02 during the dark interval
of this experiment seemed to retard
certain rate-limiting reactions, but after
a sufficient exposure to saturating light
this inhibition was reversed and a steady
rate of 02 evolution equal to that in the
presence of 02 was reached.
Figure 35 shows the time-course curves
for low light intensity both in air and
under N2. In air a high rate of 02 production israpidly attained, with a halftime of 4 seconds for the initial rise in
rate. Following the initial increase there
is a slow, steady rise which persists for
longer than the exposure shown here.
Under N2 the time course is very
different. As at high light intensity under
N2, a small, rapid spike is the first
component of the curve. At low intensity,
however, it is much more evident because
following this transient there is a lag
period of low 02 evolution. After the lag
there is a slow rise to the maximum rate.
The maximum reached is less than onethird of the highest rate in air. Clearly
the lack of 02 retards reactions that
determine the rate of increase in 02
evolution and lowers the steady-rate 02
evolution. The 02 evolved at low light
intensity is insufficient to overcome the
inhibiting effect of the lack of 02. Since
the platinum electrode consumes what-
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to it, the 02 concentration
of the electrode is nearly
the cells are illuminated.
curves in air at both high
intensity were essentially
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alike at each intensity, regardless of the
duration of the dark interval within the
range of these experiments. The one
exception is the slow transient overshoot
at 3 minutes in high light intensity in

3 —

2-

2 -

1-

Fig. 34.
The course of O2 evolution in just saturating white light in N2 and in air both with
5 per cent CO2. Illumination was preceded by an 8-minute dark interval. Temperature, 20°C.
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Time, minutes

Fig. 35. O2 evolution at 1 per cent of saturating intensity of white light in N2 and air both with
5 per cent C02. Temperature, 20°C.

figure 34, which increased with the dark
interval.
Figure 36 is a comparison of the courses
of 02 evolution at high light intensity in
N2 after varied dark intervals. When the
dark time is short the curve resembles
that in air except that the overshoot is
missing. With increasing dark time, the
transients become more distinct, the rises
in rate less steep, and a longer light
exposure is required for the attainment of

the maximum rate. The first sharp
transient appears to be little affected by
increased dark time beyond a 2-minute
interval. Lack of 02 in the dark seems to
inhibit reactions that are involved in
reaching the maximum rate of 02 evolution. This inhibition can be overcome by
exposure to light of sufficient duration
and intensity. On the other hand, there
must also be dark reactions not using 02
which make possible the initial burst of
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Fig. 36. O2 evolution in just saturating white light in N2 with 5 per cent C02. The dark time
preceding illumination was varied. Temperature, 20°C.

02. This is clearly indicated by the lack
of inhibition by lack of 02 of the first
rapid transient of 02 evolution following
illumination.
The courses for 02 evolution in N2 at
low light intensity (one is shown in fig.
35) become steeper and the lag period
after the initial spike becomes shorter as
the dark time between light exposures
decreases. The maximum steady-state
rate of about one-third that in air is
independent of the dark interval.
Interaction of the two light systems in
response to pairs of monochromatic flashes.
A flash of the proper intensity, duration,
and wavelength induces a transient 02
uptake as stated in another section of this
report. Since the lack of 02 drastically
alters the course of 02 evolution, it might
be that 02 uptake by a product of system

1 is an important part of the process of
sustained 02 evolution. Possibly the
inhibition of 02 evolution under N2 is due
to the unavailability of 02 for the uptake
reaction. We therefore wished to determine whether a 700-m/z flash which
induces the 02 uptake had an effect on
02 evolution from a succeeding 650-mju
flash.
A 1-second flash of 700-nux light with
an intensity of 3000 ergs cm-2 sec-1 was
given to Viva exposed to air. It induced a
transient 02 uptake. Another 650-mju
flash of 1-second duration and an intensity of 850 ergs cm-2 sec-1 caused a spike
of 02 evolution of about the same magnitude as the 700-mju flash but in the
opposite direction. We studied the effect
of such flashes on each other when given
at different intervals.
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To determine the effect of the far-red
flash on the positive 650-m/x spike, a
700-m/z flash, A, was given first, then
after various dark intervals a 650-m/x
flash, B, was given. To keep the cells in
the same state at the start of each pair of
exposures a 700-nnz flash, C, was given
1 minute before the A flash. The insert
diagram in figure 37 shows the time
schedule for the monochromatic flashes.
The dashed curve in the figure shows the
influence of the dark time since the
preceding long-wavelength flash (the time
between A and B) on the 02 evolution
spike of the 650-m/* flash. There was an
initial decrease in the spike magnitude,
then a rapid rise, with a half-time of about
1 second, to a height that was greater
than if no 700-m/z flash had been given.
After this rise there was a slow return
(half-time about 18 seconds) to the height
attained
without
a preceding
700-nux

INSTITUTION

flash. Another section of this report states
that a preceding 650-nux flash can also
influence the 02 evolved by a second
650-nnx flash, dependent on the dark
interval between them.
In other words, as has previously been
shown with a different method, when the
700-nni flash precedes the 650-mju flash,
a material is produced that remains
available to the short-wavelength system
for several seconds. However, it appears
to require some time in the dark to
develop its effect of adding to the magnitude of the 650-m/i 02 spike. Figure 37
indicates that when the time between A
and B is a second or less the 650-mju
02-evolution spike shows an initial shortlasting decrease. This apparent inhibition
may be due to a competition between 02
dissolved in the medium and 02 evolved
by the 650-nux flash for the material
produced by the 700-mju flash. It is not

Oz uptake spike
from 700 m/i flash C

O2 evolution spike
from 650 mp flash B

Schedule of 4-minute cycle of flashes
A
700 m//

B
650 m//

C

700 m/i700m/i
60
120
180
. Time, seconds
1
ii
I
60

Time of dark interval,

A

240
120

A to B or B to C, seconds

Fig. 37. The interaction between 650-m/z and 700-mju flashes, as shown by the spike heights of 02
evolution or uptake, with different dark times between flashes. The time schedule is shown in the
insert. Temperature, 20°C; gas, 5 per cent CO2 in air.
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evident to what point the increase of 02
evolved would extrapolate if the initial
decrease had not been present. Is the rate
of 02 evolution actually higher the closer
the two flashes are to each other, or does
it really take time after the 700-mju flash
for the enhancing substance to be formed?
Photochemical reactions generally proceed much more rapidly than ordinary
chemical reactions that occur in the dark.
If enhancement followed immediately
upon exposure to the far-red flash, it
might be assumed that the contribution
of system I to 02 evolution by system II
is the photochemical product. On the
other hand, if several seconds are required
for all of the system I product to become
available to system II, it is likely that the
photochemical product undergoes a further dark reaction before it is used by
system II. This dark reaction might
involve the 02 uptake accompanying the
far-red flash.
The solid curve of figure 37 represents
the effect of a preceding short-wavelength
flash, B, on 02 uptake by the 700-m^u
flash, C, when the dark interval, B to C,
between them was varied. The shortwavelength flash reduces the uptake
transient of the 700-m/x flash when given
just before it. The recovery from this
inhibition has a half-time of 8 seconds. A
previous 650-mju flash never increases the
02 uptake from a 700-tr/j. flash. This
reduction of 02 uptake after a 650-mju
flash may be entirely due to the swamping
effect of 02 evolved by system II. No
other effect of the 650-mju flash on 02
uptake has been observed. Experiments
in progress may clarify these matters and
allow for the deduction of a mechanism
to explain the transient effects and
correlate them to the time-course curves
in continuous light.
Anaerobic action spectrum of 02 evolution. An action spectrum for anaerobic
02 evolution was obtained for Viva using
an N2 atmosphere and low light intensity
(about 800 ergs cm-2 sec-1). Monochromatic light was obtained with the
automatic-recording
action spectropho-
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tometer (Year Book 58, pp. 323-327).
Low light intensity, an anaerobic atmosphere, and 02 consumption by the
platinum electrode all help to maintain a
minimal 02 tension in the medium
surrounding the tissue. A slow wavelength
sweep speed of 4 m/j, per minute was
necessary to compensate for the relatively
long course of induction of 02 evolution
anaerobically and to eliminate the distortions caused by 02 evolved at one
wavelength from influencing 02 evolution
at another. Action spectra were recorded
both with and without added C02; the
presence or absence of C02 did not affect
the results significantly.
Figure 38 is a comparison of the action
spectra obtained with and without 02.
Rates of 02 evolution are considerably
depressed without 02, but the loss in
activity is not the same at all wavelengths.
Nearly 50 per cent of the 0 revolving
capacity is maintained under N2 at 684
m/x, whereas only 12 or 13 per cent
remains at 600 mju. The spectral region
corresponding to the short-wavelength
system II is much less effective in the
absence of 02 than in the region where
system I absorption predominates. From
this effect the lack of 02 thus shifts the
action peak from 678 to 684 m/i.
Discussion. The time course of 02
evolution is altered by the lack of 02. At
low light intensities both the courses and
rates of 02 evolution are changed if 02 is
absent. The steady-state rates of oxygen
evolution are much lower in the absence
of 02 at low light intensity. Whereas the
steady rates of 02 evolution are the same
at saturating intensities regardless of the
absence of 02, the attainment of the
maximum rate occurs much more slowly
after a dark interval anaerobically than
when 02 is present. It is likely that the
lack of inhibition of steady-state 02
evolution at high light intensity without
exogenous 02 is due to the high rate of 02
production within the cells.
How the lack of 02 influences photosynthesis remains far from clear. Perhaps
the immediate product of system I must
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Fig. 38. Action spectra for O2 evolution in N2 and in N2 with 20 per cent O2. No CO2 added.
Temperature, 20°C.
take up 02 reversibly in order for the
product to become usable by system II.
However odd such chemistry may seem,
a kinetic model based on this picture does
lead to time-course curves (not shown
here) that give a reasonably close fit to
many of those obtained in this work.
The anaerobic action spectrum shows
an unexpected loss of 02-evolving capacity in the wavelength region of system II.
Conversely, the spectral region associated
with system I is far less reduced in
effectiveness by the lack of 02. The
explanation for these effects is not certain,
but speculations are possible. For instance,
if 02 is required to react with the photoproduct of system I before the product
becomes available to system II, the lack
of 02 (i.e., anaerobic conditions) at this
step could block the entire photosynthetic
process. Under anaerobic conditions the
only O2 available to system I appears to
be that evolved by the short-wavelength
system. Perhaps photosynthesis occurs
only if system II supplies 02 to system I

\\

and system II sustains 02 evolution only
when supplied with the product of system
I. In such a situation, especially under
conditions of low intensity of monochromatic light in the absence of 02, it might
be expected that the highest rates of 02
evolution would occur in the spectral
regions where there is the greatest overlapping of systems I and II. The anaerobic action spectrum presented here may
be an indication of such an overlap.
Gas-Flow Electrode Assembly for
Measurements of Rate of
02 Exchange
William Vidaver
A platinum electrode which has been in
use at this laboratory for several years
was modified to measure 02 exchange
rates soon after rapid changes in the
composition of the gas phase. The liquid
phase of this system is reduced to little
more than a piece of moist cellophane
covering the sample.
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Figure 39 is a drawing of the electrode
assembly, designed so that it can be
positioned reproducibly in the beam of a
monochromator. The platinum electrode,
16 by 1.5 mm, is set flush into the top
surface of the Plexiglas. The reference
electrode is a 3-mm-diameter silver rod
32 mm long. It is mounted in the threaded
plug that closes the electrolyte reservoir.
A rubber "0 ring" seals the plug in place.
This electrolyte reservoir has a volume
only slightly larger than the Ag|AgCl
electrode that fits in it. There are capil-

laries between the ends of the platinum
electrode and the reservoir. With the
volume of the electrolyte in which the
electrodes function reduced to a minimum, the equilibration of dissolved gases
is rapid. After a shift of the 02 concentration a steady base line is reached
within a minute.
The cover of the assembly is made of
Plexiglas, and an opaque Plexiglas plate
comprises the bottom surface. An opening
in the opaque plate correlates with the
platinum electrode. A transparent plate,
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mounted about 2 mm above the opening,
forms a chamber which, when the cover
is in place, is open to the platinum
electrode on the bottom and has a transparent window on top. Light passing
through the window impinges directly
onto the electrode. Gas inlet and outlet
ports connect with the chamber over the
electrode.
To measure 02 exchange rate, the
reservoir is filled with the electroconductive medium. Then the Ag|AgCl
electrode is placed in the reservoir and
the plug is tightened. Sea water is used as
the electrolyte with a marine alga. With
chloroplast preparations or unicellular
algae, a liquid with an ionic strength of
0.01 M or more is used. For a marine alga,
a section of thallus of exactly the same
surface dimensions as the platinum electrode isplaced in contact with it. A piece
of moist cellophane over the alga holds it
against the electrode. A piece of Teflon
about 6.5 microns thick covers the cellophane, and a thin rubber gasket is
between the bottom surface of the cover
and the Teflon. The internal opening of
the gasket is slightly larger than the
electrode. Then the cover is mounted in
place. With a suspension, a similar procedure is followed except that the material ispreviously filtered onto a Millipore membrane disk from which a section
is cut and placed with the preparation
directly in contact with the platinum
electrode. The method of recording 02
exchange is as described in Year Book 61,
pages 343-344.
Gas is supplied through standard
regulator valves from commercial cylinders. Brooks Rotameters serve to measure
gas flow. Two or more flowmeters in
conjunction with a mixing chamber make
it possible to supply gas mixtures of
almost any composition to the assembly.
The usual flow rate is about 2.8 1/hr. If a
rapid change in the gas composition is
desired, the flow of the new atmosphere
may be increased severalfold for flushing
the system and then later reduced to the
desired rate. As this system is open to the
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atmosphere, there is no increase over
atmospheric pressure in the electrode
assembly. Since the gas flow remains
constant and the volume is far greater
than the gas exchange of the photosynthetic preparation, it is assumed that any
photosynthetic gas exchange has a negligible effect on the gas passing through the
system. Before entering the electrode
cover, the gas is bubbled through a water
column. Moistening the gas prevents
desiccation of the sample.
Marine algal sections have been used in
the apparatus with a gas mixture flowing
over them continuously for four or five
days without drying or losing their
capacity to carry out photosynthesis.
With this new system, 02 evolution rates
can be determined in one gas mixture, the
atmosphere changed rapidly to an entirely
different gas composition and new rate
determinations made, the original atmospheric composition replaced, and the
rates in the original gas mixture redetermined, all within 5 to 10 minutes.
Induction Transients in 02
Evolution by Porphyridium omentum
in Monochromatic Light
Govindjee and Rajni Govindjee

The following is a progress report on
our observations on the induction transients in the red alga Porphyridium
cruentum.
The pre-a spike. In several algae, the
rate of 02 evolution first increases rapidly
upon illumination, reaches a maximum
(referred to as the a spike by Vidaver, in
Photosynthetic Mechanisms of Green
Plants, p. 726), decreases (b slope), increases again slowly (c slope), and finally
reaches a steady state as in figure 40. In
some algae, a pre-a transient during the
rise of the a spike has been observed
(Blinks, Vidaver). A pre-a transient was
never observed in the red alga Porphyra.
However, by providing a long dark
period from 15 minutes to several hours
and low temperature (1°-5°C), we have
been able to observe a pre-a ^transient in
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another red alga, Porphyridium omentum.
A dark period of approximately 30
minutes was long enough to separate
clearly the pre- a and a spikes. The pre-a
spike was over in less than 5 seconds. The
a spike itself reached its maximum at
about 30 seconds after the start of illumination, figures 41 and 42. Upon repeated
exposures (fig. 42, trace 2) the pre-a spike
is no longer evident, because it probably
merges with the a spike. Note the time
at the peaks of a spikes. In trace 1 it is at

30 seconds, and in trace 2 it is at about
10 seconds, showing that the a spike is a
complex of a and pre-a spikes. This a
spike grows in height, trace 3, and after
4-5 exposures it becomes constant. With
reduction of the dark interval, the time
to attain the peak height lessened as
shown in figure 43.
Another interpretation of these curves
is that what has disappeared is not the
pre-a spike but the a spike. This idea is
suggested by the fact that after repeated
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Fig. 40. Course of O2 evolution in Porphyridium cruentum exposed to 540-m/* (green) light at
3°C. Note the O2 spike (the a spike), the b slope, the c slope, and the steady-state rate. This is a
typical time-course curve for Porphyridium at 3°C, without a long dark period between exposures.
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Fig. 41. The course of O2 evolution in Porphyridium cruentum exposed to 540-m/z (green) light at
3°C after 12 hours' dark pretreatment. Two O2 spikes appear: the pre-a and the a spike.
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Fig. 42. The pre-a spike appears in cells that were in darkness for 30 minutes, then exposed to
694-m/i light. It is not evident in curves made by repeated exposures.

illuminations the position of the spike is
about the same as that of the pre-a spike
and the whole effect is over at 30 seconds
where the a spike normally peaks.
The pre-a spike was observed with both
green (540-m/x) and red (694-nnx) light.
The need of a long dark period for the
production of the pre-a spike shows that
the accumulation of a product of a slow
dark reaction is required for its formation.
The initial transients do not seem to
represent the same phenomenon as that
observed in green algae. In the green
algae the pre-a spike can be reproduced
every minute or even in less time. It
appears to be caused by 02 uptake by the
long-wavelength chlorophyll system temporarily interfering with the rapid initial
increase in rate of 02 evolution. By
contrast, the spike of Porphyridium
cruentum appears to be a true O2 burst,
which after a long dark interval stands
out from the more slowly light-induced
continuing 02 evolution. It may also be
that differences in rate constants of the
dark reactions that make material from
which light gives the 02 burst can explain

the differences between red and green
algae.
The a spike.
The a spike is also
affected by various regimes of darkness

Dark interval, minutes

Fig. 43. The time of illumination required for
the a spike to reach its peak in a series of exposures given after different dark intervals.
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production is not a separate effect; both
and light. Its height increases with
may involve the same reactions except for
repeated exposures to light, and after
one reaction that is responsible for the
several exposures it reaches a constant
value. However, the total amount of 02 b slope. The b slope may be due to an
evolved during the a spike may be about
oxidation of primary reductant by molecthe same, since the increase in height is
ular oxygen as discussed by de Kouchcorrelated with a more rapid decline, i.e., kovsky and Briantais in Photo synthetic
a steeper b slope. With a constant light Mechanisms of Green Plants, page 362, or
it could as easily be the exhaustion of a
exposure of 3 minutes followed by dark
intervals ranging from 1 minute to 8 pool of an electron acceptor which becomes depleted then regenerates slowly.
minutes, almost identical heights are
obtained for the a spike. A constant dark
In steady-state photosynthesis, the utilization by one system of a product made
interval of 1 minute preceded by light
exposures ranging from 1 minute to 8 by the other system competes successfully
with its oxidation by molecular oxygen.
minutes also gave almost the same
heights. Dark intervals shorter than 1
To explain the separation in time of
pre-a and a spikes after a long dark
minute, however, did not give reproducible curves. To measure the effects of period, we may speculate that in darkness
some intermediate, which is necessary for
intensity and wavelength, exposures were
photosynthesis, is oxidized by 02. Upon
therefore given at 1 -minute dark intervals
and the light was turned off as soon as the illumination, this oxidized complex is
peak of the a spike was reached. A
decomposed, liberating 02, the intermediate is regenerated, and photosynstandard reference exposure was interposed between varied experimental exposures (Year Book 61, pp. 336-337).
In either 545- or 694-m/x light the
height of the a spike increases with
increasing intensity and then becomes
saturated, as does steady-state photosynthesis.
The a spike at different wavelengths. A
crude action spectrum was made, using
certain selected points to cover the
maxima and minima of phycoerythrin
and chlorophyll-a absorption peaks. The
wavelengths were 500 rn.fi, 545 m/i (peak
of phycoerythrin), 590 nux, 680 m/z (peak
of chlorophyll a), 690 nnx, and 700 rn.fi.
Figure 44 shows the results. By comparison with the absorption spectrum of
Porphyridium (Year Book 60, p. 353, fig.
3), it is evident that the a spike is lower
in the chlorophyll-a absorption band than
in the phycoerythrin absorption band.
Qualitatively, this is in accordance with
the results generally obtained for steadystate photosynthesis (Haxo and Blinks;
600
Brody and Emerson; French and Fork).
Wavelength, m/x
Discussion. These similarities in behavior ofthe 02 spike and of steady-state
Fig. 44. Action spectrum of the a spike for a
few selected points.
photosynthesis suggest that the spike
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Oxygen Evolution from a Red Alga
Exposed to Monochromatic Light
Flashes with Background Light
of Different Wavelengths
and Intensities
Govindjee and Rajni Govindjee
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Since Robert Emerson's discovery that
photosynthesis requires two light reactions, the nature of these reactions has
been studied intensively. Except for the
recent work of Whittingham and of
French (Year Book 62, pp. 349-352), no
study of the kinetics of 02 evolution in
flashing monochromatic light has been
made. This method will undoubtedly
continue to contribute significantly to our
understanding of the photochemistry of
photosynthesis. We report here a systematic study of the O2 evolution induced
in the red alga Porphyridium cruentum by
green-light flashes imposed on continuous
red-light background and by red-light
flashes on a continuous green-light background.
The rates of 02 exchanges were
measured with a platinum electrode
polarograph (Year Book 60, p. 362). The
electrical signal generated as a consequence of 02 evolution or uptake by the
alga was amplified and recorded.
In confirmation of French's observations, we found two types of enhancement
in the photosynthesis of P. cruentum: (a)
an increase in the initial rate of 02
evolution without prolonged 02 produc-

tion caused by a 50-millisecond flash of
green light imposed on a red-light background; (b)an increase in the initial rate
of 02 evolution combined with prolonged
02 evolution caused by red-light flashes
when imposed on a green-light background. The green light is absorbed
primarily by phycoerythrin, and the red
light by chlorophyll a.
First, Porphyridium was exposed to
red-light flashes without any background
light. A typical recording of 02 evolution
from a single 50-millisecond flash is shown
in figure 45. The height H is a measure of
the maximum rate of 02 evolution in the
flash. The time t is the width of the trace
at one-half of the height H, and is referred
to as the half-time. Its duration is partly
due to the instrument lag, but any
increase in half-time results from a
prolongation of 02 evolution after the
flash. After at least three exposures to
flashes without background light, continuous background of complementary
color was turned on. Then, light flashes
were superimposed on the background
illumination. The experiments were repeated with various intensities of background light. To check for possible
<D
artifacts
due to nonlinearity of light
curves, red flashes were also superimposed
on red background light, and green flashes
on green light of different intensities.

CD

thesis begins. An alternative explanation
for a pre-a spike in Ulva is discussed by
Vidaver elsewhere in this report.
The CO 2 burst found by Emerson
during the first moments of illumination
was also dependent upon a pretreatment
to darkness. It may be that the C02 burst
and the initial 02 transient phenomena
are different manifestations of the same
events.
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Red flashes on green background light.
With increasing intensity of the background light two effects on the rate of 02
evolution are observed. The maximum
rate increases to an optimum (fig. 46,
middle and bottom). The period of 02
evolution is prolonged (top curve fig. 46,
and fig. 47). At still higher background
intensity both effects decrease from their
maxima.
Two
comparable
experiments
were

done with flash intensities i\ and J2.
Strangely enough, the higher intensity 72,
which produced a larger maximum rate
H, gave a smaller increase in the half-time
of 02 evolution t than did the lower
intensity Iim In a separate series of
measurements shown in figure 47 the
shape of the curve relating the half-time
to the green background intensity was
studied in more detail. Similar results
were observed under both aerobic and

Red flashes, l1
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I2
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/
On red

-A —
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Fig. 46. Half-time, t, of decay of O2 evolution, and peak rate of O2 evolution, H, from red flashes
(about 694 nijii) of two intensities h and 72 (h > h) as a function of the rate of photosynthesis in
green (about 550 ni/j) background light; 22°C, 5 per cent C02 in air. When red flashes are given on
different intensities of green background light, enhancement is seen (a) by prolongation of the time of
02 evolution in the top curves; and (b) by the increase in peak rate in the lower curves.
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Fig. 47. Half-time t of decay of O2 evolution by red flashes as a function of the intensity of background light; 20°C, 5 per cent C02 in air.

anaerobic conditions, except that in the
latter some additional (spurious) enhancement arose as the result of the S shape of
light curves of photosynthesis in a
nitrogen atmosphere. A very small spurious enhancement due to nonlinearity at
low intensity was noticed even when 5 per
cent C02 + 95 per cent air was bubbled
through the culture medium that was
constantly flowing over the alga.

Green flashes on red background light.
We found that the peak rate of O2
evolution from a green flash on a red
background first increases (enhancement)
with an increase in the background light
intensity, and then attains saturation
(bottom curve fig. 48). In contrast to the
effect of red flashes on a green background, no prolongation of the 02 evolution period was noticed at any intensity
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Fig. 48. Half-time t of decay of O2 evolution, and rate of O2 evolution, H, by green flashes
function of either red or green background light intensity; 22°C, 5 per cent CO2 in air.

of the red background light used with the
green flashes (top curve fig. 48). Results
similar to those in air were observed
under anaerobic conditions, figure 49,
except for some spurious enhancement
superimposed on the real enhancement
under nitrogen.
Interpretations. The main effects found
are summarized in figure 50. The prolongation of02 evolution due to a red
flash, if it is given on a background of
green light, and the dependence of this on
intensity of background light, can be
interpreted in the two-light reaction
scheme of photosynthesis, either in terms
of the "spillover" or the "separate
package" mechanism (Myers and Graham, Plant Physiol, 88, 105, 1963, discuss

the definition and origin of the two
mechanisms).
Spillover model. In both the spillover
and the separate package models, we
incorporate the idea that the product of
light reaction I is long-lived (half-life of
the order of seconds). No assumption is
needed about the lifetime of the photoproduct of reaction II. When Porphyridium is illuminated with green background
light, which is mainly absorbed in system
II, a part of the energy is transferred to
system I (energy "spills over" from
system II to system I), leading to a
balanced excitation of the two systems.
Just how this comes about is uncertain.
When a red flash is given on green background light, the green quanta are dis-
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Fig. 49. Half-time t of decay of O2 evolution, and rate of 02 evolution, H, by green flashes as a
function of background light intensity under anaerobic conditions. Note the spurious effect due to
nonlinear light curves from the green flashes given on green background; 22°C, 5 per cent CO2 in N2.

tributed during the flash differently from
before (more of them can now stay in
system II), thus causing enhancement.
Depending on the relative intensities of
green background light and the red flash,
we can anticipate a larger or a smaller
enhancement in O2 evolution by the flash.
If the red-light product (product I) is not
used up entirely by green light during the
red flash, as it will be when the intensity
of green background light is low, the
green light arriving after the flash can
continue producing excess 02 until all the
long-lived product I has been used up.
Therefore the enhancement effect will
continue for some time after the red flash
is over. This explains the prolongation of
02 evolution observed when a red flash is
given on green background light. With
green background light of higher intensity, the excess red-light product will be

used up more quickly, explaining why the
prolongation of 02 evolution becomes
shorter and ultimately disappears. Nevertheless, enhancement will still be revealed
by a greater rate of 02 evolution.
In the other set of experiments the red
background light creates a photostationary excess of long-lived red-light product.
If a green flash is now added, the quanta
of the flash will utilize this product, and
an enhancement of the initial rate of 02
evolution will result. The extent of the
enhancement will depend on the intensity
of the red background light. There can be
no prolongation of 02 evolution due to a
green flash, because as soon as the flash
ends the photostationary state is reestablished. No intermediate photoproduct
survives a green flash, whether it be longlived or short-lived, because it is all used
up during the flash.
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Fig. 50. The types of curves relating the peak rates H, and the half-times t, from single flashes
given on different background intensities, may show as an increase of the peak height, as a prolongation ofthe time during which O2 is evolved, or as a combination of both effects. Peak height in
recorder deflection, t in seconds, lb in relative units.

Separate package model. In this model
we also incorporate the ideas (based on
French's observations) that photoproduct
I is long-lived, and that photoproduct II
is short-lived (half-life less than 4 milliseconds). According to this model, light
quanta absorbed in one system are not
transferred to the other, although the two
systems contain the same assortment of
pigments, even if in different proportions.
Here also the prolongation of 02 evolution
when red flashes are given on green background isdue to the long life of product I,
making possible its utilization by excess
product of green light. In the reverse
experiment, green-light quanta are used
more efficiently when the flash is given on
a red background, because product II
formed in the green flash can react with
product I provided by the red background. As soon as the green flash ends,

no further reaction is possible, owing to
the very short life of product II, so that
no prolongation of 02 evolution is
observed.
The

flashing-light experiments described above can thus be interpreted in
terms of both spillover and separate
package models.
Govindjee acknowledges the support from the
National Science Foundation (GB 1610) and a
Carnegie Institution of Washington travel grant.

Some Characteristics of
Photosynthetic 02 Evolution by
Synchronized Chlorella Cells
Carl J. Soeder

Most of the experiments on photosynthesis of unicellular algae have been
carried out with material containing a
mixture of all developmental stages. It is
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known that metabolic activities as well as
chemical composition vary considerably
during the life cycle of synchronously
growing Chlorella cells. As the same holds
true for photosynthetic capacity and for
the efficiency of fluorescent-light emission
some characteristics of photosynthetic 02
evolution were studied at various developmental stages of synchronous Chlorella
fusca.
Methods. Chlorella fusca Shihira and
Krauss (Starr no. 251) was cultured at
30°C in our medium N5, essentially as
previously described (Arch. Mikrobiol,

Z. Botan., 46, 53, 1958), the "age" of the
cells is given in hours after the start of the
light period. More than 99 per cent of the
cells divided in every cycle and released
their autospores at an age of 20-23 hours.
The required volume of a suspension of
known optical density was filtered
through a Millipore filter to obtain a cell
layer of defined optical density. A small
disk was cut out of the filter and placed
on a platinum electrode of the HaxoBlinks type (description by W. Vidaver
in a thesis, Stanford University, 1963) so
that the cells came into contact with the
platinum. A constant-temperature bath
kept the electrode assembly at 30°. Interference and cutoff niters provided two
monochromatic light beams having wavelengths of647 and 703 m/z.
Cell layers of two different optical
density ranges were used: "thin" layers
of about 0.01 O.D., and "thick" ones of
about 0.04 O.D., at 680 m/x. Thin layers
of autospores, harvested at the start of
the light time, formed irregular and
slightly overlapping groups of 10-15 cells
which covered approximately 75 per cent
of the filter surface.
Effects of cell layer thickness. In most
experiments thick cell layers showed a
fast decay of photosynthetic activity.
More stable rates were found with thin
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cell layers. The time course of transient
phenomena under constant exposure conditions depended strongly on the quantity
of cells in contact with the electrode (fig.
51). The only clear transients that could
be observed with thin cell layers in
647-nni + 703-mju light were the fast
pre-a spike (Vidaver, 1963) in the first
second after illumination, a reduction in
the rate of 02 evolution after 2 seconds,
and an asymptotic rise to the steady rate
of 02 production. Under the same conditions, thick cell layers produced a
complete series of transients as described
by Vidaver for Ulva. The pre-a spike did
not seem to be different within the
sensitivity of the recorder. The first
minimum of the curve appeared about 6
seconds after illumination. After about
"c

45, 343, 1963). A cycle of 16 hours' light
time and 8 hours' dark time enabled the
cells to grow synchronously. Since the
start of the light period triggers cellular
development (A. Pirson and H. Lorenzen,
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30 seconds there was a "cusp a" (Blinks,
1964), and a shallow second minimum of
02 evolution preceded the transition to
the steady rate. These discrepancies
between thick and thin layers might be
due to different diffusion conditions
or to
0
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Fig. 51. Influence of cell layer thickness on
the course of transient phenomena of 02 evoluJ) of cell layer on filter
tion. Thick layer: O.D.
about 0.04; sample taken at 6 hours 20 minutes.
Thin layer: O.D. of cell layer about 0.01;
sample taken at 1 hour 30 minutes. The illumination in both experiments was 647 m/x at 480
ergs cm"2 sec"1 and 703 m/x at 2300 ergs cm"2
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or 2 minutes' duration at 647-, 703-, or
647- + 703-m/x light, alternating with
dark intervals of the same length. In the
course of such a series, the deflections
obtained at one wavelength and a certain
light intensity either increase (1-12 hours'
samples), remain stable (21-22 hours'
samples), or decrease (14-17 hours'
samples).
The trend of these activity changes
depends not only on the age of the cells
but also on light intensity. Cell samples
taken at 14-17 hours respond to a series
of exposures to weak red and/or far-red
light with more or less constant 02 evolution rates for a given set of conditions.
Stronger 647-nux + 703-m/i light causes
some loss of activity. This light sensitivity
of the cells toward the end of the light
period and the beginning of the dark
period of the cycle can be demonstrated
more clearly after a short illumination
with strong white light (fig. 52). "Old"
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Fig. 52. 02 evolution in 647-m/* light at 280
ergs cm-2 sec-1 before and after a 20-second exposure to white lightrate
at at
13,000
ergs cm-2 of
sec-1.
The photosynthetic
the beginning
the
experiment is taken as 100. Young cells harvested
at 1 hour 30 minutes; old cells harvested at 15
hours 15 minutes.

cells, harvested at the age of 15 hours 15
minutes, produce 02 at a fairly constant
rate upon 1.5-minute exposures to 647-m/i
light (280 ergs cm-2 sec-1) for more than
80 minutes (fig. 52). After a single
illumination with white light (20 seconds,
about 13,000 ergs cm-2 sec-1, the rate at
647 rn.fi (280 ergs cm-2 sec-1) drops to 40
per cent of its initial value within 10
minutes.
Young cells, harvested at 1 hour 30
minutes, respond differently to the same
treatment. The rate of 02 evolution at
647 nuz (280 ergs cm-2 sec-1) increases
steadily over the first 80 minutes (fig. 52).
The short exposure to strong white light,
rather than injuring the photosynthetic
activity, stimulates the subsequent rate.
A specific sensitivity of "old" cells to
strong white light has also been reported
by Sorokin (Physiol. Plantarum, 18, 20,
1960) and by Pirson and Ruppel (Arch.
Mikrobiol, 42, 299, 1962).
Enhancement studies. For the study of
the Emerson enhancement effect, the
quantity of cells in contact with the
electrode is of great importance when a

units ve

The transient phenomena upon illumination with 647-m/* light (480 ergs cm-2
sec"1) + 703-m/x light (2300 ergs cm"2
sec-1) depend in a regular pattern on the
age of the cells. Thin layers of cells,
harvested during the first hours of the
light time, show a clear minimum of 02
evolution after the pre-a spike as in
figure 51. At ages of 4-14 hours this
minimum gradually disappears. With
samples harvested at 15-17 hours, the
transients are reduced to curve inflections.
Later, during the dark time of the cycle,
the cells regain the normal transients.
Changes of photosynthetic activity in
single experiments. Every sample was
exposed to a series of illuminations of 1.5

J

'o

o

the anaerobiosis caused by respiration of
a greater cell mass.
Dependence of transient phenomena on
harvesting time. Absorption spectra and
derivative spectra at various times of the
cycle did not reveal striking differences in
the proportions of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b,and carotenoids. Smaller changes
in the pigment composition might be
significant and deserving of further
measurements.
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bare platinum electrode is used. Thick
cell layers gave inconsistent results, and
with 647-nux + 703-m/x light the rate of
O2 evolution could be up to 500 per cent
of the sum of the rates at 647-m^ and
703-m^i light applied separately. Similar
effects have been found by others under
anaerobic conditions. With thin cell layers
the enhancement never exceeded 40 per
cent.
A dependence of enhancement on the
age of the cells was found. From 5 to 11
hours the enhancement is small or absent.
At the end of the light time it increases
and seems to be stable at about 20 per
cent during the dark time. Further
investigations are needed to show whether
the changes observed during the cycle are
related to intrinsic factors of the developing Chlorella cell or simply to the length
of the light or dark period preceding the
measurements.
Partial Separation of Two Major
Forms of Chlorophyll a by
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate
J. S. Brown

Although the existence of two major
distinctly absorbing and functioning
forms of chlorophyll a in vivo is generally
recognized, a study of their chemical
differences awaits a convenient method of
separation. Dr. M. B. Allen's procedure
mentioned in last year's report is not
easily repeatable on a quantitative basis.
This year it was found that the anionic
detergent sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
can effect a partial separation of the
chlorophyll a forms Ca670 and Ca680.
The experiments were done in collaboration with Mr. J. Duranton at the
Centre d'Etudes Nucl6aires de Saclay and
have been published in part. The procedure was suggested by results of studies
on the interactions of detergents and
proteins. When an anionic detergent is
added to a protein solution, the protein
precipitates at a particular low detergentto-protein ratio. As this ratio is increased,
the protein remains insoluble up to a
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particular higher ratio at which the
protein again becomes soluble and remains dissolved at higher detergent
concentrations.
The chlorophyll lipoprotein complex
prepared from broken chloroplasts in an
aqueous medium is insoluble. If the two
chlorophyll forms are attached to different proteins, or if the proteins are
chemically the same but arranged differently, a particular ratio of detergent to
chlorophyll lipoprotein complex might
solubilize a part of the complex and a
higher ratio dissolve the remainder.
When SDS equivalent to 3 parts by
weight to 1 part of total chlorophyll is
added to either whole washed chloroplasts
or fragments from sonicated chloroplasts
in 0.01 M phosphate buffer at pH 9.5, and
the mixture is centrifuged at 70,000# for
30 minutes, from 30 to 50 per cent of the
chlorophyll remains in the supernatant.
This supernatant is called the first extract. The sediment, which is completely
solubilized with additional SDS (about
10 SDS to 1 chlorophyll), has been called
the second extract. These experiments
have been repeated with both tobacco and
spinach chloroplasts.
The differences in absorption between
the two extracts shown in figure 53 indicate a partial separation of the chlorophyll aforms. The first extract contains
more Ca680, and the second more Ca670.
The addition of more SDS to the first
extract does not change its absorption
spectrum.
The spectrum of the first extract is
nearly identical with the spectrum of
untreated chloroplasts. To obtain this
original spectrum, washed chloroplasts
were sonicated for 30 minutes and then
centrifuged at 13,000<7 for 20 minutes.
The resulting supernatant was very green
and could be diluted with water several
times for spectrophotometric recording.
This spectrum with an absorption maximum at 678 mju is nearly the same as the
integrated form of derivative spectra of
whole leaves, showing that the sonication
did not alter the snectrum. The original
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Absorption spectra of the two SDS extracts recorded with a Cary spectrophotometer

sonicate as well as the two extracts had
an optical density of about 0.01 unit at
740 m.n, which indicates that the errors
due to light-scattering particles are not
significant in these spectra. The differences in the spectra reflect real differences
in the absorbing pigments and are not due
to errors introduced by a change in
particle size.
Estimations of the amounts of the
native chlorophyll a forms by analysis of
absorption spectra are very inaccurate,
but reliable chemical methods exist for
determining chlorophylls a and b and the
carotenoids after extraction with organic
solvents. Assays for these pigments were
carried out on the original chloroplasts
and the two SDS extracts. The results are
presented in table 1. There was no
significant difference in the carotenes, but
the differences in the xanthophylls and
chlorophyll b account for the observed
spectral differences in figure 53 between
450 and 500 m/x and near 650 ntyi.
It is thought that chlorophyll b functions mostly in light reaction II along

with the shorter-wavelength form of
chlorophyll a. In the extracts significantly
more chlorophyll b is found along with
Ca670 in the second extract. There is also
a higher proportion of the xanthophylls
in the second extract. A careful analysis
of the xanthophylls might reveal which of
them may be functional also in photochemical system II.
Besides the pigments, other substances
are thought to function close to one or the
other photoact. Among them are plastoquinone and an unknown compound
containing manganese. Analyses for these
substances are less accurate than pigment
analyses, but higher proportions of them
were found in the first extract in each of
two analyses. The manganese determinations were performed by Mr. Guy Girault
using the method of activation analysis
which detects as little as 10~9 gram of
element.
About twice as much protein
weight of chlorophyll a was extracted
the first lower concentration of SDS
remained in the second extract. When
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Molecular Ratios of Chlorophyll a to Other Components in the Washed Whole
Chloroplasts, and in the First and Second SDS Extracts
The number of experiments averaged is given in parentheses.
Chlorophyll a
to
Chlorophyll b
Xanthophylls
Plastoquinones

In
Chloroplasts
2.62
21.9

(4)
(1)

0.128 (4)

Proteins*
Mn

(6)
(3)
(2)
(3)

In Second
Extract
2.23 (6)
16.2 (3)
81.5
(2)
0.210 (3)

11,300 (2)

27,900 (2)

In First
Extract
2.91
24.1
29.7
0.094

* Weight ratio.

first extract was centrifuged at 100,000$
for 2 hours some of the chlorophyll
remained in the supernatant together
with a higher proportion of the protein
than sedimented with the major part of
the chlorophyll.
One experiment was performed with
the two extracts in the Spinco model E
ultracentrifuge. The results must be
interpreted with caution because of
possible interference by the SDS. It
seemed, however, that most of the chlorophyll sedimented much more quickly in
the first extract than in the second. A
more slowly sedimenting colorless protein
phase was visible in the first extract but
not in the second. Neither extract was
homogeneous, since both contained all
components of the originally insoluble
chloroplast material.
If a high concentration of SDS (about
10 SDS to 1 chlorophyll) is added to
washed chloroplasts, the chlorophyll lipoprotein complex is completely solubilized
and has an absorption spectrum between
the two spectra shown in figure 53. The
chlorophyll a maximum is at 675 mju. This
solution appeared homogeneous and did
not fractionate by centrifugation or
electrophoresis. The chlorophyll lipoprotein complexes from the two SDS extracts
also behaved identically when analyzed
by paper electrophoresis.
After the chlorophyll lipoprotein complex is solubilized by SDS, either in
stages to make the first and second
extracts or all at once by a high concentration ofSDS, all the pigment and pro-

tein is precipitated by 15 per cent
ammonium sulfate. The precipitate will
not dissolve again in buffer unless SDS is
also added.
The SDS extracts are stable for about
2 days at 4°C. After this time the chlorophyll a maximum between 670 and 680
m/i shifts in each extract about 4 m/i
toward shorter wavelengths.
The results of these experiments support the hypothesis that the double
absorption band between 670 and 680 m/i
observed in all plants is due to the single
pigment chlorophyll a, but that this
pigment is attached to two different types
of protein material. The amino acid
composition of the two types of protein
may or may not be the same, but the
types differ in their molecular configuration or in their binding to chlorophyll a
or in both ways. No data are yet available
on the position or function of the lipide
part of the complex.
Algal

Collections

in the Philippines

/. S. Brown

A stay on Negros Island, the Philippines, offered an opportunity to look for
unusual kinds of algae. Species that might
contain new kinds of photosynthetic
pigments or proportions of pigments
differing significantly from those in the
well known algae were sought. Collections
from diverse habitats were brought to a
local laboratory for microscopic and
spectroscopic examination. The absorption spectra of specimens that contained
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Action Spectrum for Light Reversal
of Carbon Monoxide Inhibition of
Vitreoscilla Respiration

algal cells were measured from 400 to 800
mju in a Beckman DU spectrophotometer.
Chlorophylls a, b, and c and phycobilins
were revealed in the various spectra,
although none of 30 specimens collected
had long-wavelength absorption peaks
between 700 and 800 m/x. No new pigments were found in the preliminary
examination.
Several groups of algae were noted in
different habitats. In rock pools under
original forest at 1100 meters elevation
diatoms and blue-green algae grew matted
together. Spirogyra grew in slowly running muddy water near sea level. Around
sulfur and steam fumaroles at about 40°C
there were small, spherical blue-green
algae, and in a running stream at 50°C
blue-green filaments united in a mat.
Blue-green algae of various kinds were
more prevalent than in the temperate
zone, but the green algae were not as
abundant.
About 90 per cent of the specimens
collected grew or remained alive on agar
plates. Agar cultures of 21 specimens
from different habitats were returned to
the Department laboratory. An attempt
will be made to bring them into culture
and to examine their pigments and photosynthetic properties.

-

416

Dale Webster and D. P. Hackett

In a survey of the cytochrome pigments
of algae (D. A. Webster and D. P.
Hackett, Proc. Am. Soc. Plant Physiol.,
1964), it was observed that Saprospira
grandis, Leucothrix mucor, and Vitreoscilla,
which are most probably colorless relatives of blue-green algae, do not contain
any a-type cytochrome but do contain a
pigment which, when reduced, combines
with carbon monoxide. The difference
spectrum of the reduced pigment versus
its CO complex, figure 54, differs from
that of the CO complex of cytochrome
oxidase and more closely resembles the
CO complexes of cytochrome o and of
Rhodospirillum heme protein (RHP),
which have been observed in certain
bacteria (L. Smith in The Bacteria, vol. II,
pp. 365-396, edited by I. C. Gunsalus and
R. Y. Stanier, Academic Press, New York,
1961; R. G. Bartsch and M. D. Kamen,
J. Biol. Chem., 230, 41, 1958). Cytochrome ois believed to be a terminal
oxidase on the basis of the action spectrum for the light reversal of cellular
respiration inhibited by CO (L. Castor
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Fig. 54. Difference spectrum of Vitreoscilla cells (Dithionite reduced + CO) - (Dithionite
reduced + N2). Each cuvette contained 64 mg dry weight of cells in 3.0 ml 0.1 M phosphate buffer,
pH 7.5. The spectrum was measured with a Cary model 14 spectrophotometer with the "scattered
transmission accessory." The Soret region is on one-tenth the scale of the remainder of the spectrum.
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Chance, J. Biol Chem., 217, 453,
the status of RHP as a terminal
is still not entirely clear (T. Horio
Yamashita in Bacterial Photosynthesis, pp. 275-306, Antioch Press, Yellow
Springs, Ohio, 1963). What then is the
terminal oxidase in these algae? Is the
CO-inhibited respiration reversed by
light, and would the action spectrum for
this light reversal resemble the CO
difference spectrum observed in the above
three algae?
Saprospira has a very high endogenous
respiration which is inhibited by CO, but
a high carotenoid content complicates the
light-reversal experiments by internal
screening. The endogenous respiration of
Vitreoscilla and Leucothrix is very low
(about 2 fxl 02/mg dry weight/hr), and in
both genera it is stimulated about 80 per
cent by a 19:1 CO:02 gas mixture.
However, the respiration of Vitreoscilla is
increased about 50-fold in the presence of
exogenous growth medium (0.5 per cent
yeast extract and 0.5 per cent peptone).
The increased respiration is inhibited by
a 19:1 CO:02 gas mixture, and the
inhibition is partially reversed by light,
figure 55.
The action spectrum of this light
reversal was determined by means of the
apparatus described by Fork (Plant
Physiol, 88, 323, 1963). The circulating
system contained 60 ml of sterilized
medium, and the air space was flushed
with about 1000 ml of the 19:1 CO:02
gas mixture. After this initial flushing, the
remaining gas in the mixing bottle was
circulated with an aquarium pump. The
reversals of the CO inhibition obtained
with monochromatic light are shown in
figure 56a and b. The maxima of figure
56a were found at 534 and 568 m^u with
light from the monochromator. The 02
uptake in relative units, corrected to
equal incident quanta, is plotted on the
ordinate and the wavelength on the
abscissa. As the monochromator does not
function below 430 nuz, owing to shortwavelength-absorbing materials in the
optical system, the action spectrum in the
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Fig. 55. Partial light reversal of the CO inhibition ofrespiration in Vitreoscilla cells. The
experiment was performed with a Gilson model
GRP 14 differential respirometer. Each flask was
flushed with about 20 times its volume of gas
mixture. A 19:1 CO:02 gas mixture was employed. The "dark CO" flasks were wrapped in
aluminum foil. The control flasks were flushed
with a 19:1 N2:02 gas mixture. Each flask contained 1.24 mg dry weight of cells in 3.0 ml
Vitreoscilla medium. Each center well contained
0.2 ml of 10 per cent KOH. The water bath was
at 25°C.

Soret region was measured using interference filters, figure 56. The results show
that light at 416 m/z is most effective for
reversal of the CO inhibition; the band is
somewhat broad, probably because of the
rather wide half-width (average about 15
m/i) of the filters. Parts a and b of figure
56 are plotted in different relative units
and are not directly comparable.
Control experiments showed that the
respiration of cells exposed to air (without
CO) was not affected by the light emerging from the 565- and 416-m;u filters. The
light energy impinging on the electrode
assembly after passing through these
filters was an order of magnitude greater
than light emerging from the monochromator.
The effect of white light of different
incident intensities on the reversal of CO
inhibition is shown in figure 57. At high
light intensity the system is saturated,
but at lower light intensities the reversal
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Fig. 57. Effect of different intensities of white light on the reversal of the CO inhibition of respiration in Vitreoscilla cells. The response (light reversal) at the highest light intensity was arbitrarily
denned as 1. Balzers neutral filters were used to reduce the intensity of incident light. The ratio of
CO : O2 was 19 : 1. The experiment was performed at room temperature.

of inhibition is roughly proportional to
the energy of the incident radiation.
The similarity of the CO difference
spectrum of the CO binding pigment (fig.
54) and the action spectra (fig. 56) supports the view that this pigment is functioning as a respiratory enzyme. On the
basis of these results we suggest that
these nonphotosynthetic "blue- green algae" employ an o-type cytochrome as the
terminal oxidase.

Electrochemical Determination
of Phosphate Ion
James H. C. Smith

Electrochemical determination of phosphate ion would be of great benefit for the
analysis of many biochemical processes,
including photosynthesis, which utilize
phosphate. A beginning toward the
development of this technique was reported last year (Year Book 62, p. 379).
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The silver-silver phosphate electrode
there described was successful for estimating phosphate ion in certain inorganic
solutions but was not useful under
conditions required for photosynthesis
measurements with chloroplasts. It was
not useful because (a) the silver ion was
reduced to metallic silver by the ascorbic
acid contained in the reaction medium;
(b) the silver ion was complexed by the
buffer commonly used in the medium —
tris (hy droxymethyl) aminomethane ; and
(c) the silver ion had an adverse effect
on the biological material. In view of this
failure, work on the silver-silver phosphate electrode was temporarily abandoned.
This year other metal-metal phosphate
electrodes were tested and found to be
useless: the mercury-mercurous phosphate electrode, because the mercurous
ion was reduced to metallic mercury by
ascorbic acid; and the zinc-zinc phosphate
electrode, because it was not sufficiently
reversible to be effective for phosphate
analysis.
In view of the lack of success of the
metal-metal phosphate electrodes, another type, the membrane electrode, was
examined for its possible analytical
applications.
P. Hirsch-Ayalon (Rec. Trav. Chim.
Pays-Bas, 75, 1065, 1956) demonstrated
that in the electromotive force cell A
(see page 487), where a cellophane membrane separates the sulfuric acid and the
barium hydroxide, the voltage E varied
as a function of the hydrogen-ion concentrations on the opposite sides of the
membrane or as the difference in pH
values between the solutions:

v

v

. 2.303A77 .

an+

= E0 + 0.058 (pH11 - pH1)
A similar effect was noted when
primary sodium phosphate and calcium
hydroxide were on opposite sides of the
membrane. Since our objective was to
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find a cell sensitive to phosphate it
seemed worth while to examine more in
detail the calcium phosphate membrane
electromotive-force cell.
In principle the membrane described
acts as a semipermeable membrane,
permeable to hydrogen and hydroxyl ions
but impermeable to barium and sulfate
ions because they are precipitated at the
membrane interface. With the calcium
phosphate membrane electromotive force
cell, it seemed probable that if the solution in the phosphate compartment were
saturated with calcium phosphate a
change of phosphate-ion concentration
would decrease the calcium ion, owing to
operation of the solubility-product law,
thereby affecting the potential of the cell.
This would provide a means for estimating phosphate. Inasmuch as both hydrogen-ion concentration and ionic strength
affect the potential, their influence had to
be determined before the results with
phosphate could be evaluated.
Effect of pH at constant phosphate concentration. An electromotive force cell
was set up with two solutions separated
by a membrane of Visking tubing
material. On one side of the membrane
was calcium hydroxide saturated with
calcium phosphate. The contents of this
half-cell were kept constant throughout
the experiment. On the other side of the
membrane was a tris buffer solution (0.05
M ) containing 0.05 M potassium chloride
and 0. 1 M phosphate, and saturated with
calcium phosphate. The pH of this halfcell was changed by changing the proportion of primary to secondary potassium
phosphate. For each solution the electromotive force E of the cell was measured.
Figure 58 is a plot of E against pH of the
various solutions. The pH was determined with a Beckman glass electrode.
The relationship is linear. The ratio of
AE to ApH is 0.0441. If a correction is
made for ionic strength the ratio is
lowered to 0.0318. For some unknown
reason these values are lower than the
theoretical, 0.058.
Effect of ionic strength at constant pH.
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effect being especially noticeable with
calcium salts.) The ionic strength of each
solution was calculated from the solubility of calcium phosphate plus the
concentration of potassium chloride.
When the voltages obtained were plotted
against the logarithms of the ionic
strengths, a linear relation was obtained,
figure 59. The equation relating voltage
with ionic strength was
E = 0.009 - 0.0735 logio m
7.0

Fig. 58. The relation between electromotive
force and pH in a cell in which calcium hydroxide
and phosphate solutions of different pH are
separated by a Visking membrane. PH

The effect of changing the ionic strength
of the solution in one electrode compartment was tested. Cell B was set up.
The various concentrations, X, of potassium chloride used were 1.0, 0.1, 0.01,
0.001, and 0.000. Each of the solutions
was saturated with calcium phosphate.
The pH value of the solutions was about
7.52, and all voltages obtained were
corrected to this pH. (The addition of
neutral salts to saturated calcium phosphate solutions lowered their pH, the

where fi represents the ionic strength and
E the measured potential.
From these results it is clear that the
ionic strength has an important effect on
the electromotive force of the cell.
The effect of HPOi concentration at
constant pH. To study the effect of
phosphate ion on the membrane potential, the electromotive force of cell C
was measured.
The two half-cells were separated by a
Visking tubing membrane. The contents
of the Ca(OH)2 half-cell were kept
constant, whereas the potassium phosphate concentration X of the other halfcell was varied and the potential measured for each concentration. The buffer
contained 0.05 M tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane and 0.05 M potassium
chloride, and was saturated with calcium
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Fig. 59. The electromotive force of the calcium phosphate-membrane cell decreases proportional y tothe logarithm of the ionic strength n.

phosphate. The pH of the solutions was
approximately 10.16. The concentration
of the potassium secondary phosphate in
the three measurements was 0.1, 0.01, and
0.001 M. Corrections were made for the
change of potential with pH and for the
phosphate ion contributed by the dissolved calcium phosphate calculated from
data of Holt, LaMer, and Chown (J. Biol.
Chem., 67, 549, 1925).
The results gave a close approach to
linearity when log (HPO^-)-1 was
plotted against voltage. The equation
obtained was
E = 0.0707 - 0.0174 log10 (HPO" )_1
Since the ionic strength of these solutions
varied with the secondary potassium
phosphate concentration, the true effect
of phosphate-ion concentration could be
determined only by correcting the voltage
for ionic strength. The equation corrected
for ionic strength becomes
E = 0.1444 - 0.0514 log™ (HPO")"1
The experimental results are plotted in
figure 60. Inasmuch as the results are a
linear function of the reciprocal of the
phosphate concentration they may be
interpreted to indicate a dependence of
voltage on calcium-ion concentration.
At present it seems a rather remote
possibility that phosphate ion can be

2.0

3.0

Log reciprocal of secondary
phosphate-ion concentration

Fig. 60. The dependence of electromotive
force on phosphate-ion concentration at constant pH.

determined usefully by this method,
because of the lack of reproducibility of
the results, the care necessary to ensure
constant pH and ionic strength, and the
time required to reach steady voltages.
Other conditions are being examined in
an attempt to get a membrane electrode
by means of which the phosphate ion can
be readily and accurately determined.
Surveying Machine
C. S. French

In last year's report a device was
described for making maps with an
optical range finder attached to an automatic plotting device through a triangle
resolver. During the past year minor
improvements have been incorporated,
further testing has been performed, and
a patent application has been filed.
We have heard recently of two instruments for similar purposes, reputed to
have been built by Carl Zeiss, Inc., about
35 years ago. One is in a collection of
historical scientific instruments at Harvard, and a description of it has kindly
been furnished by the curator, Dr. David
O. Wheatland. This machine does not
seem to have much direct bearing on our
patent application. The other Zeiss
device, apparently much closer to ours, is
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known to us only from an old and brief
clipping sent through the courtesy of Mr.
George D. Whitmore, chief topographic
engineer of the U. S. Geological Survey.
Since our instrument appears to us to
be of general use for certain kinds of
topographic mapping and construction
layout work, we have made some inquiries
into the possibility of its commercial
production. It has not yet aroused the
interest of manufacturers of surveying
equipment. The reasons for lack of immediate commercial concern in a machine
having such potential utility seem to be
mainly : (a) the high development cost of
making a prototype model suitable for
production ; (6) the limited distance range
of optical range finders; (c) the weight
and fragility of such a machine, which
might make it undesirable for field use;
(d) the probably small immediate market
for such an instrument.
One consideration, however, might
change the picture drastically in a few
years, namely, the possibility of using

modulated laser beams for measuring long
distances with greater precision than is
practicable with optical range finders.
Means of measuring distances by laser
beams is now an active subject of investigation in a number of electronics laboratories. When such techniques are well
developed, a laser distance-measuring
device, instead of the optical range finder,
mounted in an automatic triangle-solving
and map-plotting machine, may turn out
to be of considerably greater practical
value in general-purpose mapping than
our present instrument.
It seems very likely that the Institution's patent application, unless interfered
with by the somewhat similar Zeiss
instrument, would cover the use of a laser
or any other type of distance-measuring
device mounted so as to indicate directly
the distance to the sighted point, and
through the triangle solver to determine
its elevation and horizontal position on
the map.
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INTRODUCTION
Life is a relationship among molecules and not a property of any one molecule — Pauling, 1960

In the year covered by this report, the
Department of Embryology has been
extraordinarily rich in people, talent, and
spirit. For most of the staff it was a year
of active and uninterrupted research in
their established programs.
Several of these programs have been
centered on the nucleus and its relation to
the cytoplasm, especially the ribosomes.
It is fitting that they should, for this is
the stage on which a large part of today's
drama in developmental biology is being
played. Others are looking beyond the
ribosome, beyond the cell's inner controls,
to the interactions of cells with their
neighbors and with their microenvironment. The main currents of thought in
the Department are identified in the
single phrase, "interacting systems in
development."
The year was marked by Igor Dawid's
successful isolation and characterization
of deoxyribonucleic acid from the eggs of
Rana pipiens and Xenopus laevis. Eggs of
several species of animals, including these
amphibians, contain more DNA than
would be expected on the basis of the
amount found in sperm. As this excess
DNA has never been adequately characterized, ithas been impossible to discuss
its role meaningfully. Dawid, a Fellow of
Carnegie Institution of Washington, has
now established that, in addition to a
large pool of soluble deoxyribose compounds, the eggs of these species contain
an amount of DNA 100 to 300 times
greater than is found in somatic cells of
the same species. The material was
characterized as DNA of high molecular
weight, resembling liver DNA of the same
species. Although experiments designed to
explore the role of this DNA are incomplete, preliminary findings in the incorporation of radioactive precursors into
DNA during early cleavage do not favor
495

the argument advanced by others that
preformed DNA is used directly in the
formation of chromosomal DNA.
In extending his study of ribonucleic
acid synthesis during oogenesis and early
development of Xenopus laevis, Donald
Brown has shown that the three classes of
RNA— DNA-like RNA (dRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and soluble RNA
(sRNA) — are synthesized independently
of one another at rates that are stagedependent. He has paid special attention
to ribosomal RNA synthesis. In one
segment of the program, he and John
Gurdon of Oxford University have collaborated effectively in describing nucleic
acid synthesis in the anucleolate mutant of
Xenopus laevis. In this mutant, which
defines a single Mendelian trait, homozygous anucleolate embryos (0-nu), which
have no nucleolus, develop normally
until after hatching. During early swimming stages, development stops. Brown
and Gurdon have shown that the anucleolate mutants fail to synthesize new
ribosomal RNA. They do make sRNA as
well as DNA, but they fail to form either
18S or 28S rRNA. However, the heterozygote, containing one nucleolus, makes as
much rRNA as the wild type; and, as
Brown and Gurdon have further shown,
haploid embryos, in which each cell
contains one wild-type gene, also make
the same amount of rRNA per embryo at
a given stage as the diploid wild type.
Gurdon and Brown have been using the
synthesis of rRNA as a "molecular
marker" in nuclear transplantation
studies. In Xenopus, endodermal cells of
swimming larvae synthesize a preponderance of rRNA. When an endodermal cell
nucleus is injected into the enucleated
unfertilized egg, it immediately ceases to
support rRNA synthesis, which stops
abruptly; but, as development proceeds,
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rRNA synthesis is resumed at the
expected stage and at about the same
rate as in the normal embryo.
But how much of development lies
beyond the ribosome? We may predict
that ten years from now the emphasis will
have shifted to mechanisms we are only
beginning to perceive today. Among
them, at least two large classes of questions may be identified. First, cells are
characterized by specific products — collagen, actin, and myosin, for example —
but once such a product rolls off the
ribosomal assembly line, then what? How
are these molecules ordered into threads,
and the threads into fabrics? How are
lamellae and fibers organized — and dismantled— permitting growth and change?
Our second class of questions is even
larger; it may be illustrated by citing the
title of one of Edgar Z willing' s recent
lectures, "Morphotypic diversity versus
histiotypic identity." Mesenchyme cells
from limb buds and somites ultimately
turn out similar, if not identical, products :
collagen, myosin, and the like. Yet not
only are these products fashioned into
different structures, but also, long before
the characteristic products are distinguishable, the surface properties and
behavior of the cells mark them as limb
and somite cells, respectively. What kind
of " information" is built into the plasma
membrane and cell cortex? How is it
related to the nuclear-ribosomal axis?
Such questions are of special concern to
investigators who, like Robert DeHaan,
are probing mechanisms of cell and tissue
interactions. During the year, DeHaan
has undertaken experiments designed to
explore the nature of the forces directing
the movements of clusters of prospective
cardiac cells up the cardiogenic crescent
into the midline site of heart formation.
The evidence to be discussed later is
entirely consistent with the idea that
directional information is built into the
endodermal substratum. DeHaan suggests that these properties are "sensed"
by exploratory filopodia on migrating
cells — a hypothesis clearly subject to test.
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We have seen
that Brown
the " and
long-range"
collaboration
between
Gurdon
has been unusually effective. Many of the
findings reported in the pages that follow
are the result of cooperative ventures
between members of the staff, colleagues
at Johns Hopkins and other universities,
and visiting investigators. The work
reported under the heading "Anatomy
and physiology of the placenta" provides
an excellent example of teamwork. For
several years Elizabeth Ramsey has
worked in collaboration with Martin W.
Donner of the Department of Radiology
at the Johns Hopkins Hospital and
School of Medicine. During the year C. B.
Martin, Jr., joined the team, which was
further augmented for three months by
two experienced investigators, Irwin H.
Kaiser and Harry S. McGaughey, of the
Departments of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Universities of Utah and
Virginia, respectively. Ordinarily three
months is too short a stay, but these
seasoned, dedicated investigators made
their visit highly productive.
During the year Robert DeHaan enjoyed the cooperation of I. A. Ajdukovic
of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, a Predoctoral
Fellow of Carnegie Institution of Washington, and Glenn C. Rosenquist, a
Fellow of the U. S. Public Health Service.
In September 1963, M. Edward Kaighn
joined the Department as an Assistant
Investigator to continue the Department's long-standing interest in the
malignant transformation of animal cells
by viruses and in the use of viruses as
tools in exploring mechanisms of normal
development. In these studies, he and
James D. Ebert have had the assistance
of another Fellow of the Institution,
Oscar Ramirez Toledano. Ebert's cooperative study with M. C. Reporter of
the mechanism of action of antimycin A
has also been continued.
Herman Denis, NATO Fellow from
Belgium, began a series of studies on the
synthesis of messenger RNA in Xenopus
laevis, using the agar-DNA technique
developed by Bolton and McCarthy, in
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which mRNA is isolated by hybridizing
it with DNA immobilized in an inert agar
matrix. Denis, Dawid, and other members of the staff have on several occasions
enjoyed the hospitality and guidance of
Bolton and his colleagues in the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism.
Another Fellow of Carnegie Institution
of Washington, Heinz Tiedemann, continued his well known study of the
chemical nature of the so-called heterogeneous inductors extracted from the
chick embryo.
Felix Beck, Fulbright Visiting Scholar
from Cardiff, began accumulating eviCELLULAR

dence bearing on the hypothesis that the
teratogenic dye trypan blue exerts its
effects by binding lysosomal enzymes
involved in yolk utilization in the chick
embryo; and J. Zwaan of Amsterdam,
working with Helen Taussig, conducted a
study of the effects of thalidomide derivatives on the chick embryo.
Other visitors to the Department, some
of whose studies are reported, included
F. D. Allan, W. R. Ferguson, Edith
Frederiks, R. H. Heller, L. Iffy, B. C.
Moffett, Jr., and W. L. Straus, Jr., who
resumed his long-standing collaboration
with Mary E. Rawles.

REGULATORY

Development of Machinery
Protein Synthesis

for

The past year has seen an extension of
Donald Brown's study of RNA synthesis
during amphibian oogenesis and embryogenesis. It is convenient to subdivide
RNA into three categories: ribosomal
RNA (28S and 18S, of the ribosome) ; 4S
RNA, which is probably synonymous
with sRNA; and, finally, a third class of
RNA which we will call "DNA-like"
RNA (dRNA) referring to its similarity
in nucleotide composition to DNA (42
per cent guanylic and cytidylic acid for
Amphibia). The class of RNA often
termed "messenger" RNA is included in
this group; however, we prefer to speak
of dRNA rather than " messenger" or
mRNA, for several reasons, the principal
one being that as yet we have no information about any specific messages it
may carry. The three classes of RNA
have been distinguished by their base
composition, and by sedimentation constants when centrifuged through linear
gradients of sucrose. The results show
that dRNA, rRNA, and sRNA are synthesized independently of one another at
rates that depend on the stage of development. Special attention has been focused
on ribosomal RNA (rRNA) synthesis as

MECHANISMS

a potentially useful model system for the
study of a controlled differentiative event.
Furthermore, since the rate of synthesis
of rRNA is entirely dependent on the
developmental stage, it can be used as a
"molecular marker" which characterizes
the metabolic activity and, to some
extent, the expression of the genome of
the embryo at a given stage.
RNA

Synthesis during Oogenesis

The oocyte is a single cell which grows
for many months without dividing. RNA
synthesis is active during this period and,
as in all cells, appears to take place at
least largely in the nucleus. In terms of
RNA synthesis, three different periods of
oogenesis have been grossly defined by
autoradiographic studies in other laboratories. In the early oocyte, when the
chromosomes are in the "lampbrush"
configuration, both nucleolar and chromosomal RNA synthesis occurs. Edstrom
and Gall have shown by microanalysis
that nucleolar RNA has the base composition characteristic of the bulk of
cytoplasmic RNA (high guanylic-cytidylic acid content) whereas chromosomal
RNA more closely mimics DNA in its
base composition. In older oocytes the
lampbrush chromosomes are retracted or
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"condensed" and chromosomal RNA
synthesis ceases, but Ficq has shown by
autoradiography that the nucleoli remain
active as sites of RNA synthesis. Finally,
the mature oocyte does not synthesize
any detectable RNA.
With the capable assistance of Elizabeth Littna, Brown has studied the
synthesis of stable RNAs during oogenesis
by injecting H3-orotic acid into a female
Xenopus laevis several days after ovulation and inducing ovulation 4 and 8
months later. The eggs obtained from the
final mating were fertilized and permitted
to develop. RNA was extracted from
early cleavage embryos and swimming
embryos and subjected to sucrose gradient centrifugation. The results (fig. 1)
show the presence of ribosomal RNA
(28S and 18S) and sRNA (4S) which had
been synthesized 8 months previously.
The radioactive RNA present (as well as
the bulk of RNA of the unfertilized egg
measured by its optical density) consists
of 95 per cent rRNA and 5 per cent 4S
RNA. The total amounts and relative
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proportions of tritium-labeled 28S, 18S,
and 4S RNA do not change between
cleavage and swimming stages, thus
demonstrating their stability throughout
embryogenesis. In fact, preliminary evidence suggests that the stable forms of
RNA may be conserved throughout
oogenesis as well. To date we have no
information about synthesis of the third
class of RNA (dRNA), in which, according to Gall, would be included the
chromosomal RNA of the oocytes.
RNA

Synthesis during Ovulation

During the process of ovulation, the
amphibian egg undergoes two meiotic
reduction divisions so that the unfertilized
egg has the haploid complement of
chromosomes. There is a small but
discrete synthesis of RNA with DNA-like
base composition during this period (fig.
2). Neither the amount nor the sedimentation characteristics of this newly
formed dRNA alter detectably after fertilization, nor does either change even by
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Fig. 1. Synthesis of stable RNA during oogenesis. H3-5-orotic acid was injected intraperitoneally
into a female X. laevis. Ovulation was induced 4 months and 8 months later. Eggs from the final
ovulation were fertilized, and sibling embryos were collected at early cleavage and swimming stages,
respectively. RNA was purified by the phenol detergent method and subjected to sucrose gradient
centrifugation.
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Fig. 2. Synthesis of RNA during ovulation. Female X. laevis was induced to ovulate several
hours after receiving inorganic P32-phosphate intraperitoneally. RNA was purified from unfertilized
eggs and 2- to 8-cell embryos.

the middle of cleavage. (During early
cleavage, radioactive DNA is synthesized,
demonstrating that RNA synthesis cannot be limited by availability of precursors. The possibility that this heterogeneous RNA is undergoing rapid degradation and renewal cannot be ruled out
at present. Double-labeling experiments
have failed to clarify this problem.) The
RNA synthesized during meiosis is of
particular interest in view of the recent
finding by others that the early protein
synthesis that occurs in sea urchins
immediately after fertilization can take
place in the absence of RNA synthesis.
Because of the many similarities between
the RNA metabolism of early sea-urchin
and amphibian embryos, the possibility
could be entertained that mRNA needed
for the earliest protein synthesis in the
sea urchin (and presumably already
present in the unfertilized egg) may have
been synthesized during meiosis. Unlike
meiosis in the amphibian, meiosis in the

sea urchin is a terminal event of oogenesis
and occurs before ovulation. RNA synthesis during meiosis of microsporocytes
of the lily has recently been demonstrated
by Hotta and Stern.
RNA

Sijnthesis after Fertilization

The synthesis of new RNA is first
detected at middle to late cleavage
(Nieuwkoop-Faber stage 8+ in Xenopus
laevis) . This RNA is heterogeneous by its
sedimentation characteristics and has the
nucleotide composition of dRNA. Ribosomal RNA synthesis does not begin
until the onset of gastrulation (the dorsal
lip stage) . The synthesis of sRN A has not
been carefully studied during cleavage,
but the rate of its synthesis is intense
during gastrulation and neurulation. The
synthesis of sRNA in these early stages
was compared with that of rRNA by
incubating cleaving embryos with C1402
for 4 hours and then allowing them to
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develop for another 24 hours in unlabeled
medium. An identical experiment was
performed using swimming embryos; the
RNA was purified and subjected to
sucrose gradient centrifugation. The results (fig. 3) show clearly that sRNA
synthesis is many times greater than
rRNA synthesis (80-90 per cent sRNA)
during early development; at swimming
stages the ratio of these classes of RNA
is about 80:20, rRNA to sRNA. This
ratio represents the relative rates of
synthesis of these two classes of RNA
characteristic of the adult.
The Enrichment of DNA-like RNA
during Early Development
Relative to rRNA the early embryo is
greatly enriched in newly synthesized
dRNA. At least part of the reason for the
enrichment is due to the late onset of
rRNA synthesis. A useful method for
emphasizing the enrichment is to isolate
intact ribosomes, extract the RNA associated with them, and subject the purified
RNA to zonal centrifugation. Under these
conditions the dRNA physically associated with the particles is partly degraded
(either mechanically or by nuclease
action) so that it sediments in the region
between the 4S and 18S RNA molecules.
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Isolation of the class of ribosomes that
contain this RNA requires the addition of
deoxycholate to the medium. Figure 4
shows a series of density gradients performed on RNA purified from the isolated
ribosome particles of sibling P32-labeled
embryos of different developmental
stages. Invariably the heterogeneous
RNA that sediments between the 4S and
18S peaks has a base composition
resembling DNA, and radioactive 28S
and 18 S have the usual high G-C content
characteristic of ribosomal RNA.
It is evident from this experiment that
radioactive dRNA actually accumulates
during early stages, a feature usually
reserved for the stable forms of RNA
(rRNA and sRNA). Note, for example,
the marked increase in the amount of P32
dRNA in neurula compared with gastrula
RNA. Accumulation stops at the neurula
stage, since the amount of the (P32)
dRNA in neurulae is about the same as
that in the tail-bud stage one day later.
The reasons for the enrichment and
accumulation of dRNA during the early
stages have not been clearly established.
One important reason for enrichment of
dRNA over rRNA synthesis lies in the
fact that rRNA synthesis begins relatively late during development and only
gradually increases in rate (fig. 5) in

O
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Fig. 3. Comparative synthesis of RNA during early stages (left) and swimming stages (right).
Embryos were incubated for 4 hours with C1402 and then developed for 24 hours in nonradioactive
medium. This is a true pulse-chase experiment for swimming embryos, but the large pool present in
early embryos is not effectively utilized until after hatching. The early embryos were at neurula after
24 hours. The swimming embryos were at Nieuwkoop-Faber stages 38-40.
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Fig. 4. P32-RNA associated with the ribosomes at different stages of development. A gravid
female was injected with P32-sodium phosphate, induced to ovulate, and mated. Embryos were
collected at different developmental stages, the ribosomes were purified in the presence of 0.5 per
cent sodium deoxycholate, and then the UNA was purified from the ribosomal particles by the phenol
detergent method. The purified RNA was subjected to sucrose density centrifugation.

comparison with the synthesis of dRNA.
One possibility is that the accumulation
is only apparent and is due to an increased
rate of synthesis as development proceeds. Since the number of cells per
embryo is increasing rapidly during the
early stages, either a constant rate of
synthesis of dRNA per cell or an increased
rate (more copies per cell) might cause an
accumulation of RNA of this class even if
it were not unusually stable. However,
the possibility cannot be overlooked that
this class of RNA may be relatively stable
during early embryogenesis. A detailed
analysis of these alternatives is being
made.
Absence of rRNA Synthesis in a Mutant
of Xenopus laevis
The late onset of rRNA synthesis
during development coupled with the
requirement
for magnesium
ions by

embryos after hatching, a phenomenon
correlated to ribosome synthesis, led
Brown to consider the metabolism of a
mutant of X. laevis which behaves phenotypically like the magnesium-starved
embryos (see Year Book 61, pp. 375-376).
In 1958 Elsdale, Fischberg, and Smith
first described a mutant of X. laevis with
an altered number of nucleoli. The wildtype X. laevis has 2 nucleoli in most
diploid cells; the heterozygote has only 1
nucleolus in each cell. A mating of two
heterozygotes results in embryos having
either 2, 1, or 0 nucleoli. The frequency of
the three genotypes is 1:2:1, respectively,
thus defining a single Mendelian trait.
The anucleolate (0-nu) embryos develop
normally until after hatching. During
early swimming stages, growth and
development stop, resulting in death of
the embryo at the same stage as magnesium starvation. Therefore, the onset
of symptoms in this mutant coincides
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Fig. 5. C14-RNA associated with ribosomes from embryos of different stages after a 4-hour
incubation with C1402. a, dorsal lip to gastrula (9H — 10M>); b, gastrula to early neurula (10-13);
c, late gastrula to middle neurula (12-15) ; d, early neurula to late neurula (13-20) ; e, middle neurula to
tail bud (15-22);/, muscular response to heart beat (28-33).

with the beginning of active ribosome
formation. This fact, plus the manystudies that have implicated nucleoli as
the site of ribosome synthesis, led John
Gurdon of Oxford University and Brown
to examine the ability of 0-nu embryos to
synthesize the three classes of RNA. Two
experiments were done which were designed to detect the synthesis of stable
RNAs (sRNA and rRNA) on the one
hand (fig. 6), and labile RNAs on the
other (dRNA and ribosomal precursor
RNA, fig. 7). It is clear that the 0-nu
mutants do not synthesize rRNA. The
defect is specific, since they form heterogeneous RNA, as well as sRNA and
DNA. The homozygous mutants do not
synthesize either species of rRNA (28S
and 18S), nor do they synthesize ribosomal RNA precursor molecules (fig. 7).
These high-molecular-weight precursors
have been shown by Darnell and his

co-workers to give rise to the 28S and 18S
rRNA molecules in animal cells.
Ribosomal RNA Synthesis as an
Assay for Differentiation
In order to study genetic control, it is
of primary importance to have an assay
system with a chemically and genetically
defined product. We believe that rRNA
may fulfill these requirements, for the
following reasons.
1. Yankofsky and Spiegelman have
shown that ribosomal RNA, like all
classes of RNA, is a direct gene product
presumably made as a copy of specific
segments of the genome. Thus, measurement of the amount of rRNA synthesized
should directly reflect the activity of the
genes determining its structure.
2. After incorporation into the ribosomal particle, rRNA is stable. This
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stability simplifies measurements of the
rate of rRNA synthesis.
3. During development the rate of synthesis of rRNA is dependent upon the
stage, and it is vastly different at different
periods of oogenesis and embryogenesis as
is shown in the preceding discussion. The
regulation of rRNA synthesis is very
sensitive indeed. The heterozygote (1-nu)
embryo synthesizes the same amount of
rRNA per embryo as the homozygous
wild type (2-nu). The amount of rRNA
synthesized at any time appears to be a
function of the developmental stage.
Thus, the heterozygote makes as much
rRNA as the wild type. Furthermore,
Brown has recently shown, in collaboration with Gurdon, that haploid embryos
which are also 1-nu also make the same
amount of rRNA/embryo at the same
stage as the diploid wild type. Thus,
neither cell number, ploidy, nor the
number of functional chromosomes alters

the overall synthetic rate. The situation
is similar to bacterial rRNA synthesis,
which is inextricably related to protein
synthesis. Here, too, the same number of
genes can make more or less rRNA,
depending on the rate of growth. During
development, the periods in which rRNA
synthesis is most active are also times of
growth (oogenesis and after hatching).
4. Some genetic information about
rRNA synthesis is available. Thus, a
single mutation stops all rRNA synthesis,
showing that, although there may be
many genes determining rRNA structure,
all can be prevented from functioning by
a single mutation. Several mechanisms
can explain the various features of the
anucleolate mutation. Some of them can
be distinguished experimentally, and
these studies are in progress.
5. Studies of rRNA in X. laevis embryos are facilitated by the fact that the
presence and size of a discrete cell
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Fig. 6. C14-RNA synthesized by anucleolate and control embryos. Mixed genotypes were
incubated with C1402 for 20 hours between neurula and muscular response stages and then allowed
to develop another 48 hours to swimming stage (40-41). At this time the 0-nu mutants were separated
from the controls by phase contrast microscopy of their tail tips.
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Fig. 7. Pulse-labeled (2-hour) C14-RNA of
anucleolate and control embryo. Sibling mutant
and control embryos were separated at tail-bud
stage and then pulse-labeled for 2 hours with
C1402. Carrier RNA was added and the RNA
purified immediately. The results are plotted in
the lower graph. Control radioactivity, dots,
dashes; mutant radioactivity, circles, solid lines.
The upper curve represents the normal pattern
of RNA synthesized in a 30-minute pulse by
embryos of the same stage. It marks the location of the large rRNA precursor molecules
which are absent in the mutant.

organelle, the nucleolus, is always directly
related to whether rRNA is being
synthesized and to the amount being
synthesized at any time. Thus, the
anucleolate mutant does not synthesize
sRNA. Developing embryos begin synthesizing rRNA at the dorsal lip stage,
which is the time when the first definitive
nucleolus appears. The size of the
nucleolus gradually increases as does the
rate of synthesis of rRNA during development. The single nucleolus in a 1-nu cell
is equal in size to the combined volume
of both wild-type nucleoli, and, as was
mentioned before, both make the same
amount of rRNA at the same stage.

rRNA
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Synthesis as a'1 Metabolic Marker"
of Nuclear Activity

The strikingly different synthetic rate
of rRNA at different developmental
stages has been used by Brown in a biochemical study of nuclear transplantation
in collaboration with John Gurdon.
Gurdon, along with Fischberg and others,
has perfected the technique of transplanting a nucleus from a developing embryo
into the enucleated unfertilized egg of X.
laevis. The technique, which differs
slightly from that originally devised by
Briggs and King for Rana pipiens, permits analysis of nuclear change by determining the ability of nuclei from different
tissues to support differentiation. That
the nucleus from an older developing
embryo must undergo changes when
placed back into the unfertilized egg is
evident. For example, immediately upon
injection into the unfertilized egg, the
nucleus begins to swell (as does the sperm
nucleus when it penetrates the egg) until
it reaches the unusually large size characteristic ofthe unfertilized egg nucleus of
the amphibian (shown independently by
Subtelny and Gurdon). Gurdon and
Brown asked the following question:
What would happen to the pattern of
RNA synthesis, in particular rRNA synthesis, when a nucleus from an endodermal cell from a swimming embryo is
transplanted into the unfertilized egg and
allowed to divide again? They wished to
distinguish between two general possibilities. The transplanted nucleus might
retain its nucleoli and the ability to
synthesize rRNA throughout cleavage, a
time when normally there is no detectable
rRNA synthesis. Alternatively, the endodermal nucleus might revert to the
metabolic pattern of the unfertilized egg
nucleus and its progeny during cleavage
and cease synthesizing rRNA. It can
readily be shown that the endodermal
tissues of a swimming embryo synthesize
a preponderance of rRNA at this stage
like adult cells. The results to date have
clearly demonstrated that rRNA

synthe-
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sis ceases and then begins again at the
expected stage and at the same relative
rate as in the normal embryo.
The prompt cessation of rRNA synthesis isnot unusual and appears to be a
remarkably constant feature of nongrowing cells. This observation has been
extended to animal cell cultures and
clearly holds for stationary cultures of
fibroblast and muscle cells (see p. 517).
The correlation between growth and
rRNA synthesis suggests strongly that
the mechanism of rRNA regulation is
qualitatively different from the regulation
of both sRNA and dRNA. Therefore, it
is entirely possible that even a complete
elucidation of the molecular events involved inrRNA synthesis may have little
direct bearing on the central problem of
differentiation.
Synthesis of "Messenger" RNA
Studied by the Agar-DNA Technique
Herman Denis has adopted another
way of studying the pattern of synthesis
of "messenger" RNA during development. The agar-DNA technique developed by Bolton and McCarthy permits
the isolation of mRNA by hybridizing it
with DNA immobilized in an inert matrix
of agar. Denis has begun to apply this
method in an analysis of mRNA synthesis
in Xenopus embryos.
Before proceeding, we need to clarify
our use of the expression " messenger"
RNA. On page 497 we stated our preference for the term dRNA, rather than
"messenger" RNA. dRNA, however, has
a specific meaning: it refers to RNA in
which the base composition is known to
be similar to that of DNA. Denis's
evidence does not extend so far; nor does
he present evidence of the role of the
RNA he is studying in transmitting a
specific message. The only definition of
the RNA being studied is its capacity to
recombine with DNA. Thus, rather than
complicate the literature with still another
term, we shall use the expression "messenger" RNA, but we ask the reader to
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bear in mind the limited way in which we
are using it.
As Hoyer, McCarthy, and Bolton state,
in so far as RNA molecules serve as the
transcript of genetic information and,
through their translation, give rise to the
phenotype, a means is at hand for
quantitatively comparing phenotypic
similarities, just as they have compared
genotypic relationships. The method
should provide at least one measure of
differences and similarities within a given
genotype at different stages of development.
Is the technique useful for following
mRNA synthesis? The limitations and
pitfalls of the method for studying DNA
interactions have been elucidated; do we
encounter the same, or a different, set of
problems in using it to study DNA-RNA
interactions? Can specific hybrid formation between DNA and embryonic RNA
be demonstrated? These are the kinds of
questions with which Denis has been
concerned. A few tentative answers are
now offered.
We wish to know first the efficiency
with which adult DNA recombines with
embryonic DNA. Therefore, Denis began
with an experiment in which radioactive
DNA from embryos is recombined with
DNA from adult liver. DNA is prepared
from adult liver by a modification of
Marmur's technique. Deproteinization is
carried out with four successive shakings
with chloroform and phenol. The preparation of DNA, at the concentration of
1-2 mg/ml, is heated to 95°C and mixed
with an equal volume of 8 per cent agar.
After fast cooling and extensive washing,
the DNA remains entrapped in the agar
with an efficiency of 50-80 per cent.
Radioactive DNA is obtained from
swimming tadpoles that have been exposed to C1402. It is purified, sheared in
a French pressure cell under 6000 lb/sq
in., and finally denatured by heating to
100°C for 5 minutes and fast cooling.
Varying amounts of this preparation are
incubated at 60°C for 40 hours with 1 /xg
of adult DNA entrapped in agar. The
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agar is then transferred to a waterjacketed column kept at 60°C and
thoroughly washed with concentrated
saline (0.3 M sodium chloride + 0.03 M
sodium citrate). The temperature is
raised to 75°C, and further washing is
carried out with dilute saline (0.0015 M
sodium chloride + 0.00075 M sodium
citrate). All the radioactive DNA recombined with the DNA immobilized in agar
is melted out by the washing at high
temperature, and eluted from the column.
The amount of radioactivity eluted at
75°C is a direct measure of the amount of
renatured embryonic DNA. Under the
conditions employed, about 75 per cent of
the adult DNA immobilized in agar can
be saturated with embryonic DNA.
RNA extracted from embryos exposed
for 1 hour to C1402 can be combined with
adult DNA entrapped in agar. The
percentage of labeled RNA that combines
with DNA is rather low (10-15 per cent).
However, the specificity of the recombination between adult DNA and embryonic RNA can be demonstrated in
different ways.
First it can be shown that the process
is time-dependent. If a given amount of
C14-labeled RNA is incubated for various
lengths of time with DNA-agar, the
amount of RNA taken up by DNA
increases rapidly during the first hours of
incubation (fig. 8). Later on, the rate of
recombination declines. The highest percentage ofrecombination is reached after
40 hours. During the third day of
incubation the proportion of hybridized
RNA decreases. This loss is probably due
to a progressive loss of DNA, which
slowly leaches out of the agar after a few
days at 60°C.
The specificity of the recombination
can also be shown by an experiment in
which the hybridized RNA resulting from
a first incubation is recovered and reincubated with a new preparation of DNAagar. Under the conditions of the experiment, the first incubation retained about
7 per cent of the pulse-labeled RNA.
About two-thirds of this amount can be
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rehybridized with DNA during the
second incubation. On the other hand, the
RNA not hybridized during the first
incubation was also unable to recombine
with
during theof "rerun."
TheDNA
combination
DNA and RNA is
sensitive to actinomycin D, an antibiotic
known to bind DNA. If embryonic pulselabeled RNA is incubated with DNA-agar
in the presence of increasing amounts of
actinomycin D, the percentage of hybridized RNA decreases to the level of
background (fig. 9). This effect cannot be
explained by an interaction between
actinomycin and RNA. If pulse-labeled
RNA is treated with various concentrations of actinomycin D and then dialyzed
to remove the antibiotic, the ability of
RNA to hybridize with DNA is not
altered (fig. 9). Furthermore, actinomycin
D does not affect the DNA content of the
agar-DNA preparation even
period of exposure. These
clearly show that the process
tion between DNA and RNA
the accessibility of DNA
recombination. If the DNA
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Fig. 8. Influence of time of incubation on the
hybridization of pulse-labeled RNA (1 hour)
with DNA. One hundred and three micrograms
of C14-RNA from stage 30 embryos was incubated at 60°C for various lengths of time with
84 ng of adult DNA entrapped in agar. Per cent
hybridization is the fraction of radioactivity
eluted out of the agar-DNA when the agarDNA is heated at 75°C.
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Fig. 9. Influence of actinomycin D on the hybridization of pulse-labeled RNA with DNA. In
the first experiment (open circles), 55 jug of C14-RNA from stages 26 to 28 embryos was incubated
for 15 hours at 60°C with 33 ng of adult DNA in agar. To the incubation mixture, various amounts
of actinomycin D were added. In a second experiment (solid dots) 103 jug of pulse-labeled RNA was
incubated for 7 hours at 60°C with various amounts of actinomycin D, then dialyzed for 2 days, and
finally incubated for 20 hours with 59 jug DNA in agar.

obstructed by actinomycin D, no hybridization occurs.
The DNA-agar technique has been used
to determine which proportion of the
rapidly labeled RNA of embryos is
mRNA by varying the amount of DNA
offered for hybridization to a given
amount of C1402 pulse-labeled RNA (1
hour). At all developmental stages that

have been studied, the percentage of the
radioactive RNA that hybridizes rises
rapidly when the ratio of DNA in agar to
RNA added increases from 0 to 1 (fig. 10) .
The rate of increase slows down at
DNA/RNA ratios ranging from 1 to 4.
At DNA/RNA ratios higher than 4, the
percentage of hybridization increases at a
constant rate of 0.3 per cent new comple-

DNA/RNA
Fig. 10. Influence of the ratio of DNA in agar to C14-RNA on the hybridization of RNA with
DNA. Four hundred and fifty micrograms of pulse-labeled RNA (1 hour) from cleaving embryos
(stage 5), 46 jug of RNA from gastrulae (stage 11), 71 jug of RNA from tail-bud embryos (stages 24 to
26), and 83 jug of RNA from swimming tadpoles (stages 36 to 38) were incubated with increasing
amounts of DNA entrapped in agar.
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ment of DNA added. This experiment
shows that the population of rapidly
labeled RNA is composed of at least two
different classes of molecules. One is
easily hybridized with DNA (at DNA/
RNA ratios ranging from 0 to 4). These
molecules must exist in relatively few
copies and are thought to be mRNA. The
other class of molecules is probably stable
RNA of which a large number of copies
are produced by the cell. The amount of
easily hybridizable RNA changes from
one developmental stage to another (fig.
11). It increases from 9.4 per cent of total
label during cleavage to 11.7 per cent in
the middle of gastrulation. At tail-bud
stage, the percentage of readily hybridizable RNA reaches 14 per cent and does
not change appreciably until the feeding
stage. Figure 11 shows total counts per
minute of mRNA produced by embryos
during a 1-hour pulse with C1402.
The cleaving egg synthesizes only a
very small amount of hybridizable RNA
(less than 0.1 cpm/embryo). During
gastrulation, the amount of radioactive
hybridizable RNA increases more than a
hundredfold. Although in later develop-
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ment the embryo makes more mRNA,
the increase progressively slows down as
development proceeds.
It should be emphasized that total
counts at each stage are not necessarily a
measure of amount of mRNA. A number
of factors must be considered: (1) efficiency of C1402 fixation at each stage; (2)
dilution of isotope by the embryo's own
respiration; (3) different pool sizes at the
different stages. Until information is
available on all these points, conclusions
cannot be drawn on amounts of mRNA.
The nature of the mRNA made by the
embryo at different stages of development
can be studied by competition experiments in which pulse-labeled RNA of a
given stage is hybridized with DNA in the
presence of various amounts of nonradioactive RNA of another stage. The results
of such an experiment are outlined in
figure 12. Radioactive RNA was made by
exposing stage 42 embryos to C1402 for
1 hour. In a first test, 100 Mg of this RNA
was incubated with 50 jug of DNA
entrapped in agar together with increasing amounts of nonradioactive RNA of
the same stage. Under these conditions
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Fig. 11. Proportion of rapidly labeled RNA (1 hour) that can be hybridized with DNA at various
stages of development. In determining per cent hybridization, the ratio of DNA to C14-RNA is 4 : 1.
The total number of counts in RNA after a 1-hour pulse multiplied by per cent of hybridization gives
the amount of "messenger" RNA synthesized by the embryo at various developmental stages.
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Fig. 12. Competition experiment between RNA from stage 42 embryos and RNA from earlier
stages. To 100 fig of stage 42 C14-RNA, an increasing amount (60, 120, 240, 480, and 960 fig) of
C12-RNA from the same stage and /or from other stages is added. Figure G summarizes results of
figures A to F. Figure H shows the same data plotted on a per embryo basis.

the nonradioactive RNA molecules compete with the radioactive ones for the
same sites of the DNA. The percentage of
C14-RNA bound to DNA decreases as
more and more C12-RNA is added (fig. 12,
F) . The curve obtained in this way shows
nothing more than the competition
expected to occur when C14-RNA is
diluted with C12-RNA of identical composition. If RNA of cleaving eggs (stages
6-8) is used as a " competitor" versus
stage 42 C14-RNA, no competition takes
place (fig. 12, A). Such a result was
expected, since it has already been shown
that very little mRNA is made during
cleavage. The bulk of the early embryonic

RNA should not compete with mRNA.
The RNA obtained from gastrulae (stages
11-13) is slightly competitive versus stage
42 RNA (fig. 12, B). The competitivity of
RNA increases steadily when it is
extracted from neurulae (stages 15-19),
tail-bud embryos (stages 26-29), and
swimming larvae (stages 35-36).
The values plotted in figure 12, A-F,
are combined in figure 12, G. The same
values, recalculated and expressed in
terms of per cent hybridization per
embryo, are plotted in figure 12, H.
An interesting feature of the results
shown by figure 12 is the presence of a
break in the competition curves of stages
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15-19, 26-28, and 35-36. This can tentatively be interpreted as follows. Compared
with stage 42 RNA, the RNA from earlier
stages contains a certain number of
identical molecules. Among these common molecules, a small proportion exists
in a larger number of copies than the
remainder. The more abundant molecules
are therefore more competitive than the
others, and this can explain the initial
steeper part of the curves. The overall
weaker competitivity of early embryo
RNA compared with stage 42 RNA
implies that the oldest embryos contain
RNA molecules that either do not exist in
earlier embryos or are present in fewer
copies per embryo. Finally, there may
exist RNA molecules in early embryos
which are not found in older ones. But
this possibility cannot be tested by the
experiment described above. Such a
question can be answered only by a competition between RNA from early stages
and RNA of stage 42. Competition
experiments showing differences in the
mRNA of different tissues of mice are
described in the annual report of the
Director of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism.
In summary, the Bolton-McCarthy
technique has been used to study the
synthesis and characteristics of radioactive RNA produced at different stages
of development of Xenopus during a
1-hour C1402 pulse. Values have been
obtained for the percentage of pulselabeled RNA that is readily hybridizable
with entrapped DNA obtained from liver
of adults of the same species. According
to the considerations of Bolton and
McCarthy, this RNA is interpreted as
being "messenger" RNA. The total
counts per embryo in this fraction of
RNA increases rapidly during early development but is almost maximal by
tail-bud stage. RNA from various stages
has been compared with radioactive RNA
from the swimming larva (stage 42) in
competition experiments. It has been
found that RNA isolated from progressively later stages competes more effi-
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ciently with the hybridization of stage 42
C14-RNA to DNA.
DNA-DNA hybridization between tadpole C14-DNA and adult liver DNA
entrapped in agar resulted in saturation
of about 75 per cent of the adult DNA, a
value within the range described by
Hoyer, McCarthy, and Bolton for homologous DNA interaction.
DNA

in Amphibian Eggs

Isolation and Characterization of DNA
The problem of "cytoplasmic" DNA in
amphibian eggs was outlined in Year
Book 62. Eggs of several species of
animals contain more DNA than would
be expected on the basis of the amount
found in sperm. This excess DNA, frequently referred to by others as "cytoplasmic DNA," has never been adequately characterized ; hence speculations
about its role have had little meaning.
During the past year, Igor Dawid has
succeeded in isolating and characterizing
DNA from the eggs of two species.
Ovulated eggs from Rana pipiens and
Xenopus laevis were dejellied in a solution
of 3 per cent cysteine «HC1 and 0.2 per
cent papain in Holtfreter's solution containing magnesium, adjusted to pH 7.8.
The eggs were then carefully rinsed. In
earlier experiments in which de jellying
was incomplete, spurious DNA peaks
were obtained in centrifugation in cesium
chloride. These were probably due to
bacterial contamination, for they have
not been observed since an adequate
de jellying method was introduced. Also,
in an experiment in which eggs were
mixed with radioactively labeled E. coli
and then subjected to the de jellying
procedure, it was found that the added
bacteria were efficiently removed so that
their contribution to the total DNA of
the sample was negligible. The eggs were
gently homogenized in 10-15 volumes of
a solution 0.07 M in tris-HCl, pll 7.7,
3 mM in EDTA, and 2 per cent in sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The homogenate
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was shaken with phenol, and the phases
were separated by cent rifugat ion. The
aqueous layer was collected and was
made 0.3 M in sodium acetate, and 2
volumes of ethanol was added. The precipitate contains the nucleic acids and
some protein. The protein fraction mentioned inlast year's report (Year Book 62,
p. 420), which interferes with the chromatography ofnucleic acids on methylated serum albumin on kieselguhr (MAK),
can be removed by precipitation with
MgCl2. This step was carried out in the
presence of 0.5 per cent SDS. The
material was again precipitated with
ethanol, dissolved in buffer, made 1 M in
NaC104, and shaken alternately with
phenol and chloroform-isoamyl alcohol
until no interphase could be observed.
The nucleic acids were recovered by
ethanol precipitation. These conditions of
extraction and partial purification were
the most suitable ones from a number
tried, which included application of high
pH or high salt concentration in the first
step or the use of Kirby's reagent. To test
the recovery of DNA in this procedure,
liver tissue of known DNA content was
mixed with eggs and the nucleic acids
were isolated. DNA was determined by
Burton's modification of the diphenylamine reaction. Table 1 shows that the
recovery is complete.

The purified nucleic acid fraction obtained from eggs contains a large quantity
of RNA relative to that of diphenylaminereacting material. A combination of steps
was required to separate DNA from
RNA. With pipiens extracts it was found
best to subject the preparation to
equilibrium centrifugation in a CsCl
density gradient. Fractions were collected
from a hole punched into the bottom of
the tube. No DNA peak can be detected
by measuring the ultraviolet absorption,
since some RNA smears throughout the
tube. This effect is due to the large excess
of RNA over DNA. The peak can be
located by subjecting the fractions to a
specific DNA assay, as shown in figure 13,
where the fluorometric method of Kissane
and Robbins was used. The upper part
of the figure shows egg material alone ; the
lower part shows a tube to which liver
DNA was added. By using only a small
sample of each fraction for the assay, most
of the material can be recovered and
subjected to another CsCl centrifugation.
200

TABLE 1. Recovery of DNA from Liver
iiie Presence
jrresence of
01 -Cjggs
Extractedu in the
Eggs
mg
;.4 g eg
+ 0.17 g liver, containing
1.02 mg DNA*
DNA,

Recovery,

Purification Step
0.07 M tris-HCl, pH 7.7,
2% SDS, 3 mM EDTA,
1 vol. phenol; ethanol
precipitate
MgCl2, supernate
1 M NaC104, 2X phenol, 2X
CHC13,
ethanol precipitate
* Determined in a hot
washing with cold PCA.

%

1.04
1.08

102
106

1.09

107

PCA

extract

after

Fig. 13. Centrifugation of Rana pipiens
DNA in a CsCl density gradient. A nucleic acid
fraction from eggs alone (upper curve) and a
mixture of this fraction and liver DNA (lower
curve) were brought to a density of 1.7 with
CsCl in 0.02 M tris, ptt 7.7. After centrifugation at 32,000 rpm for 72 hours, the tubes were
punctured and fractions were collected. They
were assayed by the fluorometric procedure of
Kissane and Robbins.
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The RNA still remaining in the DNA
band after this step is digested with
RNase, and the DNA is recovered by
adsorption and stepwise elution from
MAK columns. Extracts from Xenopus
were more conveniently purified by treatment with RNase and centrifugation
through a sucrose gradient. Figure 14
shows such an experiment, where the
diphenylamine-reacting material is separated from the large amount of ultraviolet-absorbing material. The fractions
containing the DNA were pooled and dialyzed, and the DNA was recovered by
means of MAK columns. Material from
the two species obtained by these procedures gave sharp peaks in CsCl
gradients, like those shown in figure 15.
The material recovered from the bands
of the density gradients of figure 15 had
absorption spectra essentially identical to
those of DNA prepared from liver by a
modified Marmur procedure (fig. 16).
The absorbancy-temperature profiles of
the same preparations are shown in figure
17. It can be seen that the egg DNA is
double-stranded and shows the same
melting behavior as DNA from liver of
the same species. The density of Rana
pipiens egg DNA in CsCl is 1.705, as
calculated from the tracings shown in
figure 18. The lower curve was obtained
from an experiment in which approxi-

RANA
PIPIENS

260
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mately equal amounts of egg and liver
DNA of Rana pipiens were mixed and
then subjected to centrifugation. Only a

100 -

600

Fig. 14. Centrifugation of an extract of
Xenopus eggs through a sucrose gradient.
The direction of sedimentation is to the left.
Material from 6000 eggs, dissolved in 2.1 ml,
was layered over 25 ml of a 5-20 per cent sucrose
gradient, containing 0.01 M acetate, pH 5, and
1 mM EDTA. After centrifugation for 16.5
hours at 25,000 rpm, 15 fractions were collected
from the bottom of the tube. Samples of 0.3 ml
were removed, 50 jug RNA was added, and the
solutions were made 10 per cent in TCA at 0°C.
The precipitates were dissolved in 0.05 ml PCA
and assayed by the diphenylamine reaction,
which produces color with a maximum at 600

XENOPUS
LAEVIS

-

2 -

\>°o^>o-c/^

Fig. 15. CsCl density gradient centrifugation of purified egg DNA. Pooled samples from several
runs were banded under the conditions of figure 13.
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soluble in cold acid or 66 per cent ethanol
and are probably deoxy ribonucleotides.
Only a part of the ethanol-precipitable
diphenylamine-reacting material is actually DNA, which bands in CsCl gradients
and behaves like DNA in all respects.
Since the experiment shown in table 1
indicates that the recovery of DNA during purification is good, the DNA isolated
represents the total DNA extracted. It is
possible that not all the DNA present in
the egg was extracted with the procedure
used. Since the amounts of diphenylamine-reacting material obtained by hot
acid extraction are similar to those
recovered from the phenol extract, it is
not likely that a substantial part of the

.8

A258
.4

.8
A258

.4

240

Fig. 16.
DNA.

260

280

300

IT) \i

Ultraviolet spectra of egg and liver

single symmetrical peak can be seen,
indicating that egg DNA has the same
density as liver DNA and, consequently,
the same base composition. This does not
necessarily mean that the two DNAs are
identical.
Table 2 shows the quantitative results
obtained. It can be seen that most
deoxyribose compounds in the egg are

TABLE

egg's DNA was missed. The quantity
recovered is several times the DNA
content of single diploid somatic cells of
animals of the same species. This DNA
has a high molecular weight, as indicated
by the rapid sedimentation in sucrose
gradients (fig. 14) and the production of
narrow bands in CsCl gradients (figs. 15
and 17), and by its behavior on MAK; it
exhibits a typical ultraviolet spectrum
and melting curve.
The data presented here cannot explain
the wide range of values reported in the
literature for the DNA content of
amphibian eggs ; it should be pointed out,

2. Diphenylamine-Reacting Material in Frog Eggs
Expressed as millimicrograms DNA per egg
Mean ± Standard
Deviation

Extraction
Rana pipiens
PCA at 75°
PCA at 75° after extraction at 0°
Phenol detergent, soluble in 66% ethanol, precipitated with BaCl;
Phenol detergent, precipitate in 66% ethanol
Phenol detergent, deproteinized and reprecipitated
Banded in CsCl: washed eggs
Erythrocytes
Spermatozoa
Phenol detergent, ethanol precipitate
Banded in CsCl
Erythrocytes

Xenopus laevis

54
± 12
184
4
8.4 ± 1.1
3
31
± 6.5
9.4 ± 2.7
5.1 ± 1.3
1.4 ± 0.4
1957)
125
0.015
Mayer, and
0.0065 (England
8.2 ± 3.1
2.1 ±0.9
0.0063 ± 0.0006

5
4
12
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Fig. 17. Absorbancy-temperature profiles (melting curves) of egg and liver DNA.
was 0.15 M sodium chloride-0.015 M trisodium citrate CSSC).

however, that the strict specificity assumed for the different assay methods is
not proved and that removal of soluble
substances was often not attempted. The
DNA content of eggs on a wet weight
basis is low, and the chemical nature of
the egg's constituents is largely unknown.
It cannot be assumed without further
proof that a method specific for DNA in
other tissues is equally suitable when
applied to eggs.
Incorporation Studies
Inorganic phosphate-P32, 1-2 mc, was
injected into Rana pipiens females; 8-10
hours later pituitary glands were injected
to induce ovulation. In this way P32 is
introduced into the eggs and made avail-

!
The solvent

able to the developing embryo. The eggs
obtained 2 days later were fertilized, and
embryos were collected at different stages;
unfertilized eggs from the same clutch
were used as controls. The embryos were
mixed with unlabeled liver, to provide
carrier DNA, extracted essentially as
described above, treated with RNase and
trypsin, and subjected to chromatography
on MAK. Figure 19 shows an experiment
with embryos at stage 7 (32 cells), the
earliest stage for which data were obtained. The peak in the later part of the
chromatogram is DNA, as shown by the
fluorometric assay. The radioactivity
coincides with this peak. A part of the
same extract was treated with DNase and
chromatographed in the same way. The
radioactivity found in this chromatogram
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is also shown in figure 19, and it can be
seen that the DNase treatment had
effectively removed the peak of radioactive material. Unfertilized eggs from
the same clutch were analyzed, and no
radioactivity was found in the chromatogram. This experiment shows that DNA
is made from precursors by the embryo
between fertilization and the 32-cell stage.
Embryos containing 100 to 200 cells and
embryos at stage 9 were similarly analyzed and showed an increased amount of
radioactivity in the DNA.
These experiments show that DNA is
synthesized during cleavage from smallmolecular-weight precursors. The possibility cannot be excluded that some of the
chromosomal DNA needed is derived

515
from oligo- or polydeoxynucleotide material, as suggested by Moore. However,
these experiments do not support Moore's
hypothesis and are more easily interpreted
on the assumption that cleaving embryos
synthesize DNA from deoxynucleoside
triphosphates in the same way as other
systems.
The results of this important work can
be summarized as follows : The eggs of the
species studied contain a relatively large
pool of soluble deoxyribose compounds,
presumably mononucleotides (of the order of one-tenth as much as ribonucleotides). They further contain an amount
of DNA 100 to 300 times greater than
that found in somatic cells of animals of
the same species. This material was

EGG + LIVER
/> = 1.705
AZl

GC

Fig. 18. CsCl density gradient centrifugation in the analytical ultracentrifuge. The solutions were centrifuged at 44,700 rpm for 20 hours. The peak to the left, labeled P, is
Pseudomonas aeruginosa DNA, density 1.729.
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characterized as DNA of high molecular
weight by the following criteria: banding
in CsCl density gradients, sedimentation
in sucrose gradients, chromatography on
columns of methylated serum albumin,
ultraviolet spectrum, melting curve, and
reaction with diphenylamine. So far, no
difference has been found between egg
DNA and liver DNA of the same species.
No information was obtained on the

32
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intracellular localization of this material,
and therefore the name "cytoplasmic
DNA" has been avoided. Results on the
incorporation of radioactive precursors
into DNA during early cleavage do not
favor the view that preformed egg DNA
is used as such for the formation of
chromosomal DNA during this period of
development.
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Fig. 19. Chromatography on MAK of an extract of a mixture of about 600 stage 7 embryos
labeled with P32 and 0.15 g of unlabeled liver. The column (2 by 6 cm) was washed with 0.15 M
buffered saline and eluted with a linear gradient, 0.15 to 0.9 M NaCl. The fiuorometric assay was
performed on 0.2-ml aliquots, and the radioactivity was determined by precipitation with TCA,
filtration on millipore filters, and counting in a gas flow counter.
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Clonal Analysis
Previous reports (see Year Book 62, pp.
437-443) have dealt with the pattern of
growth and development of colonies of
muscle cells from single progenitor cells.
During the first 4 to 5 days such colonies
consist exclusively of mononucleated
proliferating cells. The organization of
multinuclear cells is initiated on the fifth
to sixth day. With an occasional rare
exception, the majority of the muscle

STUDIES

OF MYOGENESIS

colonies, at every stage, contain mononucleated cells in addition to the growing
network of muscle " fibers."
During the year, with the capable
assistance of Frank Kupres, Irwin R.
Konigsberg has initiated studies designed
to test the developmental capacity of
these cells. He has suggested that the
mononucleated cells within the muscle
colony serve as a stem line which continues to multiply while contributing
daughter cells, by fusion, to the growing
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system of syncytial muscle fibers. The
question arises whether these cells at later
stages of colony development can still
initiate multinuclear cell formation de
novo or merely fuse with preexisting
fibers.
One approach to this question has been
through the use of antimycin A, an
inhibitor of electron transport. Treatment
of colonies of muscle cells for 24 hours
with the inhibitor results in the selective
destruction of the multinuclear cells.
(Concentrations of 0.1 to 1.0 /zg/ml have
been used. Some difficulty has been
encountered in reproducing the minimal
effective concentration.) These cells present a shriveled appearance; the majority
of them can be found floating free in the
medium. The multinuclear cells that
retain some tenuous attachment to the
petri plate can generally be dislodged by
tapping the plate. The mononuclear cells,
however, are not destroyed at concentrations that eliminate all the multinucleated
fibers. After replacing the medium, such
colonies, treated on either the 9th or the
13th day, were observed for an additional
48 hours. During this time, multinuclear
cells formed again in the colonies. More
detailed studies are contemplated, since
the inhibitor appears to offer a potentially
useful technique for obtaining comparatively large numbers of mononucleated
myoblasts. Minocher Reporter and J. D.
Ebert are studying the physiological
parameters of antimycin effects in monolayer cultures of muscle as an adjunct to
their studies of antimycin effects on the
early chick embryo (see p. 521).
Studies have also been initiated of the
behavior of the cells of primary muscle
clones upon subculture. Using the technique developed by Puck's group, individual colonies can be encompassed and
isolated within a glass cylinder and then
disaggregated by trypsinization, and the
cell suspension can be transferred to a
fresh petri plate. Attempts to subclone
colonies of muscle cells before the initiation of multinuclear cell formation have
resulted in yields of colonies too low to be
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of practical use. This observation is not
too surprising in view of the fact that such
colonies contain relatively few cells (30
to 50). With older colonies (11 to 13 days),
more satisfactory yields are obtained. In
the majority of the transfers effected thus
far, the second generation of clones
"breeds true" to the type of primary
colony picked (viz., muscle or fibroblastic). The few examples of subclones
containing both colonial types may reflect
occasional cross contamination during the
process of picking colonies. No attempts
have been made to subclone beyond the
second generation. Considerable variation
has been encountered, however, in the
number of multinucleated fibers per
colony in subclones from different primary colonies. In the transfer figured in
plate 1, figure 1, and plate 2, figures 1 and
2, the muscle subclones show a relatively
high density of muscle fibers per colony.
It should be pointed out that in subcloning older muscle colonies, which
contain multinucleated fibers as well as
mononucleated cells, no attempt as yet
has been made to assess the relative
contribution by the two components.
RNA

Metabolism in Cultured
Embryonic Chick Cells

During the year Konigsberg, in collaboration with Donald Brown, initiated
a study of RNA metabolism in cultured
embryonic chick cells. Although some
preliminary experiments have been performed using pooled samples of colonies
of clonal origin, the study has been largely
restricted to monolayer cultures of freshly
isolated cells from embryonic chick
muscle and to serially cultured chick
" fibroblastic" cells. Such cultures have
proved adequate for the questions posed,
and they offer fewer technical problems
than the smaller samples of pooled
colonies.
In previous studies of primary monolayer cultures of muscle cells, it was noted
that during the first few days in culture
the cells undergo a rapid proliferation.
During this time the cultures consist of
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individual mono nucleated cells. Concomitant with the cessation of proliferation
large numbers of long, multinucleated
muscle cells form by successive cell
fusion. Thus we recognize two distinct
phases in the development of monolayers
of cultured muscle cells, the most striking
aspects of differentiation being observed
after proliferation has ceased.
The question with which Brown and
Konigsberg have been concerned is
whether these phases can be characterized
according to the pattern of the types of
RNA synthesized during the two periods.
The analytical techniques have been
described in detail by Brown in Year Book
62. The RNA of muscle cultures, pulselabeled with P32 (5 juc/ml), was extracted
at pH 5 in the presence of SDS and
polyvinyl sulfate by the cold phenol
technique, subjected to DNase digestion,
and further purified by repeated precipitation with ethanol-sodium chloride. The
distribution of high-molecular-weight
RNA was resolved by zonal centrifugation in a linear gradient varying from 5
to 20 per cent sucrose.
In figure 20 the distribution patterns of
RNA synthesized during a 1-hour pulse
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were compared for proliferating cultures
(left) and for cultures in which multinuclear cell formation has occurred
(right). In the two periods of culture the
pattern of optical density is found to be
similar but the patterns of the newly
formed, labeled RNA are strikingly
different.
The work of Darnell and others has
demonstrated that the 28S and 18S molecules of ribosomal RNA are derived from
precursors of higher molecular weight.
After a 1-hour pulse, the labeled RNA
contains a mixture of the precursor forms
as well as some newly synthesized molecules of 28S and 18S RNA. The labeled
RNA extracted from rapidly proliferating
primary cultures of muscle cells has this
typical pattern. The base composition of
the RNA from all fractions of the gradient
is characterized by a high guanylic acidcy tidy lie acid content (see figures above
brackets enclosing the tube numbers
pooled for analysis) .
In marked contrast to the density
gradient pattern in the rapidly proliferating cultures, that obtained after pulselabeling cultures of multinucleated muscle
shows no discrete peaks of radioactivity.
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Fig. 20. Sucrose density gradient patterns of purified RNA isolated from primary muscle cultures
in log phase of growth (left) and in stationary phase (after multinuclear cell formation) (right).
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(The RNase control indicates that the
peak in the 4S region contains a large
component of non-RNA radioactivity.)
The newly formed RNA in these cultures
appears to be very heterogeneous in size
and is distributed more or less uniformly
throughout the gradient. The determination of base composition indicates that
the newly formed P32 RNA has a nucleotide composition more closely resembling
the overall base composition of DNA.
The G-C content of the RNA sedimenting
throughout the gradient is uniformly
lower than that of the RNA extracted
from cultures before fusion. It is clear
that, in these cultures, during the 1-hour
pulse, relatively more DNA-like RNA is
being synthesized than ribosomal RNA.
The synthesis of some ribosomal RNA is
indicated by the somewhat higher G-C
content in the 28S and 18S regions and by
the accumulation of label in these regions
after a 24-hour chase in the presence of
cold phosphate. Kinetic studies of the
chase period are in progress.
Whether this shift in pattern is entirely
due to regulation of the synthesis of
ribosomal RNA alone cannot be determined at present. Certainly the major
contribution to the differences between
the two culture periods is the reduction in
rRN A synthesis in the cultures containing
the multinucleated muscle cells. Whether
there is also a concomitant change in
either the amount of DNA-like RNA
synthesized or its stability is a problem
currently under investigation.
The association of rapid growth with
intensive synthesis of ribosomal RNA is
well documented for microbial cells.
These results suggest that a similar
relationship may exist in animal cells as
well. To test the generality of this relationship further, a similar study was
conducted on serially cultivated chick
"fibroblastic" cells.
Primary muscle cultures that had
grown to confluence were trypsinized, and
the cell suspensions were filtered through
200-mesh bolting silk to sieve out the
larger muscle cells. Such cell suspensions

were plated and again grown to confluency. The filtered suspensions prepared
from the secondary cultures served as the
inoculum for the fibroblastic cultures
studied.
Third-passage cultures were seeded
with 2 X 106 cells in a 150-mm-diameter
petri plate containing 10 ml of growth
medium. The medium was replaced with
15 ml of fresh growth medium 48 hours
later and again after an additional 96
hours of culture. These cultures consist of
individual mononucleated cells and are
practically free of multinucleated muscle
cells.
Figure 21 is a plot of DNA per culture
determined by the Burton modification of
the Dische procedure. During the first 3
days the population grows logarithmically
with a generation time of slightly more
than 24 hours. During the first 24 hours
after the final medium replacement the
population again doubles before going
into another stationary phase. Ata/ the
three different phases of the growth curve,
100
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Fig. 21. Growth
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muscle origin. Each point
of two cultures inoculated
10 6 cells per petri plate.
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Fig. 22. Sedimentation pattern of purified RNA from (left) cells in the log phase of growth (corresponding topoint A on the growth curve in fig. 21) and from (right) cultures in stationary phase
(point B of fig. 21).

cultures were pulse-labeled with P32 for 1
hour, and the distribution of newly
synthesized RNA was analyzed by the
sucrose density gradient technique.
In figure 22 gradient patterns of log
phase and stationary phase cultures are
compared. Again the distribution of
newly synthesized RNA in the log phase
is suggestive of intensive ribosomal RNA
synthesis. The density gradient pattern of
the RNA sample obtained from pulselabeled stationary phase cultures is
strikingly different from the log phase
pattern and, like the primary muscle
cultures in stationary phase, also indicates decreased synthesis of ribosomal
RNA during the pulse period. Like the
primary muscle cultures, also, the amount
of RNA synthesized during the stationary
phase, judging by the total counts
recovered relative to the optical density,
is significantly reduced.
A comparison of the G-C content of the
various segments of the gradients of
stationary phase " fibroblastic" and primary muscle cultures indicates that,
although a reduction in ribosomal RNA
synthesis occurs in both, there does not
appear to be as significant an enrichment

in DNA-like RNA in the " fibroblastic"
as in the primary muscle cultures. It
should be pointed out, however, that the
mechanism of maintaining the stationary
phase may be quite different in the two
types of culture systems, the multinucleated muscle cells being "physiologically"
stationary whereas the fibroblasts are
essentially " starved." The imposition of
some block to proliferative activity is a
component process of muscle differentiation, whereas in the " fibroblastic"
cultures proliferative activity can be
restored simply by replacing the medium
(see fig. 21).
The regulation of ribosomal RNA
synthesis as a function of animal cell
growth represents one parameter of the
differences between proliferating and nondividing cell populations. Although such
differences could, no doubt, ultimately
effect the differentiation of a cell, it is
difficult to imagine that it is either a
direct consequence or an immediate
initiator of differentiative events.
To correlate changes in nucleic acid
metabolism more precisely with specific
cell types and stages of differentiation,
radioautographic techniques will be used
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to study nucleic acid synthesis in clones
of muscle cells and fibroblastic cells.
Stephen Hauschka has, during the past
year, adapted standard radioautographic
procedures to the special requirements of

Konigsberg's culture techniques. He is at
present determining the optimal concentrations of the labeled precursors employed and convenient time intervals to
be used in kinetic studies.

CHEMISTRY

OF

AND
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Inhibitory Action of Antimycin A
in the Early Chick Embryo

We have seen that antimycin A has a
selective effect on cells in vitro. The antibiotic affects only muscle cells that have
fused and have formed a network of
straps. At the same concentrations,
mononucleated cells are not affected.
Moreover, fibroblastic cells are not affected until the concentration of antimycin is ten times that which affects
muscle cells.
These observations are especially interesting when considered in relation to the
well known effects of this antibiotic on
the early chick embryo (see Year Book 62,
pp. 421-427). Antimycin A affects the
formation of the heart and, to some
extent, affects the somites, thus raising
the question whether the metabolic
properties of the cells in these regions of
the early embryo resemble the metabolic
TABLE

Group

3.

Mg/cc
medium
C
1
2
3

0.01
0.02
0.03

HEART

properties of multinucleated muscle cells
more than those of mononucleated cells.
In continuing the investigation, M. C.
Reporter, in consultation with J. D.
Ebert and with the help of Jeannie
Hubbard, determined the activities of a
number of enzymes in the early blastoderm.
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), NADH
oxidase, and NADH cytochrome c reductase assays were performed on individual
as well as pooled embryos grown in the
presence of various concentrations of
antimycin A.
The activity of LDH per milligram of
protein in these embryos was always
proportional to the dose of antimycin A.
Starch gel electrophoresis showed that
only "heart type" LDH (Year Book 62,
p. 434) is present in the embryos, hence
suppression of heart development leads to
suppression of this enzyme. Moreover, a
correlation between the specific activity

Protein
in 0.02 cc
Hearts

Harvest
8
8
8
8

DEVELOPING

Effect of Antimycin A on Explanted Chick Embryos
Average
No.
Somite
Pairs
at

Antimycin A,

THE

17.7
16.5
8.3
7.0

8/8
8/8
0/8
0/8

Fluid,
natant
Mg
Super(a)
24
30
28
32

LDH
Protein
in 12,0000
Pellet,

in

NADH
Oxidase
12,000?

Mg

natant
Fluid
SuperActivity

Pellet
Activity

(&)

Specific
(c)

Specific

15
23

8.4
10.2
31
32

(<*)
0.047
0.037
0.034
0.034

8.4
5.9
(a) 1 embryo homogenized per 0.1 cc sucrose-tris buffer.
(b) Proteins were determined by Lowry procedure.
(c) LDH expressed as O.D. per min; 0.01 cc NADH (100 jug); 0.5 cc pyruvate 0.02 M; 0.02 cc
sample; 0.9 cc tris-sucrose buffer pH 7.4.
{d) NADH oxidase expressed as O.D. per min; 0.01 cc NADH (100 jug); 0.005 cc MgS04 (0.5 M);
0.1 cc sample; 0.8 cc tris-sucrose buffer pH 7.4.
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Fig. 23. Specific activity of lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) plotted against number of pairs of somites
and concentration of antimycin A. Each symbol type represents data from one experiment. Five
experiments are summarized in this figure, each point representing data from pooled embryos in each
group without distinction as to staging. For the sake of clarity, control groups have not been shown
on the right half of the figure.

of enzyme (O.D./min/mg embryo protein) and number of somites developed
was also observed (fig. 23). This correlation held whether the protein determined was from whole homogenates of
embryos or from the supernatant fluid
after centrifuging the homogenate at
12,0000.
Neither NADH oxidation, nor NADH
cytochrome c reduction, of embryo
homogenates or homogenate fractions
yields consistent decreases in specific
activity (O.D./min/protein) with increasing doses of antimycin A (table 3).
Performing the latter assays in sucrosetris buffer gives better enzyme rates but

does not make results consistent between
experiments, thus reflecting the need of
homogeneous samples. In contrast to the
findings on early embryos, increasing
doses of antimycin A give proportional
inhibition of specific, as well as total,
activity of NADH oxidase and NADHcytochrome c reductase in homogenates
of skeletal muscle cells from monolayer
cultures (table 4). Although the total
activity of LDH is decreased, the specific
activity is not. The dosage of antimycin
A for consistent effect on muscle cultures
has not yet been properly worked out
because of suspected inactivation of the
antibiotic by the medium.
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TABLE 4. Effect of Antimycin A on
Monolayer Cultures from 11 -Day-Old
Chick Embryo Skeletal Muscle

Group

C
2
4
6
8

Antimycin A
per cc
Culture
Medium,

Protein
LDH
0.02 ml
Homogper
enate,

Mg

Mg

(a)

(b)

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08

66
60
46
45
39

Activity
Specific

(c)
3.0
2.8
3.1
2.7
2.7

NADH
Oxidase
Activity
Specific
(c)
0.025
0.015
0.007
0.002
0.002

(a) The cultures were treated on the 5th day
of cultivation when confluency of muscle fibers
had just been established.
(b) 0.1 cc of tris-sucrose buffer was used for
homogenization per culture.
(c) Assays of NADH oxidase and LDH were
performed as in table 3.

A Mitochondrial Factor That Prevents
the Effects of Antimycin A
It was reported in Year Book 62 (pp.
424-425) that a fraction had been isolated
from adult chicken liver mitochondria
that was capable of preventing the action
of antimycin A on the explants of chick
embryos. During the past year the factor
(AAAF) was further purified, and the
purification procedure was repeatedly
confirmed by tests on embryos, using a
more uniform strain of eggs.
Mitochondria are isolated from liver
homogenates (30 seconds in the Omnimixer) in 0.3 M sucrose containing 0.02 M
tris, 0.005 M EDTA). After centrifugation at 12,000g, the fluffy coat is discarded
and the remainder of the mitochondrial
pellet is washed three times in trissucrose buffer. The mitochondria are
suspended in distilled water (1 ml per
gram liver) and frozen overnight. Reduced glutathione is added (10 mg per
100 grams of liver), and the mitochondrial
suspension is thawed and shaken at 4°C.
The suspension is frozen and thawed
twice more without further additions.
The suspension is centrifuged at 14,000gr,

and the supernatant fluid is recentrifuged
at 100,000g for 90 minutes. The resultant
straw-colored fluid is lyophilized to onefourth its original volume.
The concentrated supernatant fluid is
then passed through a Sephadex G 200
column. Two peaks are collected (fig. 24) ;
the first presumably contains nucleoprotein at the highest portion of ultraviolet
trace shown by the UVscan instrument
used as a monitor. The AAAF activity is
isolated from the descending limb of the
first, the fractions giving half the maximal UVscan trace to a quarter of this
maximal trace being collected. Inclusion
of heavy molecules from the first peak or
substantial portions of the highly fluorescent second peak proved to be inactive
(or toxic) in assays with antimycin A.
When eluted with 0.002 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.8, the fractions collected
from the Sephadex columns contain large
quantities of lactic and malic dehydrogenase together with smaller amounts of
alcohol dehydrogenase. The " unknown

ML. EFFLUENT

Fig. 24. Sephadex G-200 gel filtration of
soluble protein from chicken liver mitochondria.
Column dimensions 2.1 by 27 cm. Gel filtration
was performed with 0.002 M phosphate buffer,
pH 7.8. The ultraviolet trace pattern was
obtained by a combination of a UVscan monitor
together with a Varicord 43 recorder; hence the
pattern units are arbitrary and have not been
shown in the figure. Usually much higher concentrations of proteins are applied to the
column.
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dehydrogenase" described in Boyer's
laboratory has also been recovered in this
material. The dehydrogenase increases
the rate of NAD reduction on addition of
ATP, and the presence of NADH can be
confirmed by its spectrum as well as by
the addition of lactate dehydrogenase
together with pyruvate, the addition
bringing about rapid loss of absorption at
340 mfi. The peak of ATP-synthesizing
activity from ADP is coincidental with
the AAAF. (ATP was assayed by a fourtimes crystallized sample of firefly luciferase.) The peak of ATP synthesis is
reached within 1 minute and is different
from the gradual and continuous rise
obtained with myokinase.
AAAF is further purified by stepwise
elution with phosphate buffer after
adsorption on a hydroxyapatite column.
The hydroxyapatite was prepared according to the Tiselius procedure. The elution
pattern is shown in figure 25. The protein
coming off at a concentration of 0.06 M
phosphate, pH 7.3, is active and can be
treated with light petroleum ether, then
dialyzed against 0.002 M phosphate,
without loss of activity. One hundred
grams of chicken liver yields 1 to 2 mg of
protein with AAAF activity after adsorption on hydroxyapatite. Active portions
1.0

0.03 M

0.005 M P04-»' <r

£
o
00

CM

P04 pH 7.5
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can be further purified and concentrated
by a second passage on hydroxyapatite.
Some properties of the mitochondrial
factor. The activity of AAAF against
antimycin A in tests with chick embryos
is completely destroyed in 30 minutes at
pH 4 at 25°C. At pK 5.5 the factor is still
active. At pH 9 a small loss in activity is
observed. (The activity destroyed at low
pH cannot be restored by the addition of
FAD to the medium.) AAAF activity is
destroyed by heating at 60°C for 15
minutes as well as by repeated freezing
and thawing. RNase and DNase do not
change the activity of AAAF. Spectra of
samples isolated at different times show
anomalous absorption at 260 to 280 rmx,
with a maximum at 270 m/i. Absorption
at 410 nu* has also been observed, with a
shift in the peak to 425 m^u on recording
reduced minus oxidized difference spectrum.
The isolated factor brings about a
distinct change in the antimycin A spectrum. The 320-m/i peak typical of antimycin A is shifted to 340-345 rn.fi, and its
peak is increased. The difference spectrum
between the AAAF and AAAF treated
with antimycin A also shows this new
peak. The difference spectrum of AAAF
plus antimycin against antimycin shows

-* *

O.06 M P04 pH 7.1
> <- 0.1 M P04
(ACTIVE
FRACTION )
pH 7.1

pH 7.8

.8 .6

<
b

.2

10
TUBE

20

30

40

NUMBER

C2. 5 ml. FRACTIONS)

50

Fig. 25. Hydroxyapatite chromatography of mitochondrial protein after gel filtration. Column
dimensions 2.1 by 5 cm; 50 cc of gel filtrate with an average O.D. of 2.1/ml at 280 m/x was applied
to the column. Fractions were read in a Beckman DU spectrophotometer.
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the same peak. The latter difference
spectrum does not affect the 410-m/i
absorption of protein or the protein curve
in the ultraviolet region. This peculiar
shift in the absorption curve of antimycin
A is not noticeable with serum albumin
but is observed to a smaller degree with
the same amount of RNase, which is a
basic protein. The absorption spectrum of
antimycin is also affected by aqueous
dilution as well as by change of pH; and
unequivocal evidence of its reaction with
the isolated protein can be obtained only
by the use of the radioactive antibiotic,
coupled with Sephadex gel filtration, in
addition to studies of its action on the
electron transport chain of mitochondrial
preparations. Work along these lines has
been initiated.
morphogenetic

movements

in

Cardiogene'sis

Robert DeHaan's continuing, major
interest during the year has been in the
separate, but related, problems of the
morphogenesis of the embryonic chick
heart and its developmental physiology.
In both areas, application of techniques
of tissue culture has yielded significant
new insights.
Movements of Cardiac Mesoderm in Vitro
Previously reported observations of
movements of clusters of precardiac
mesoderm cells in the chick embryo, in
situ, suggested that these cell clusters may
follow directed routes of migration from
their initial sites in the heart primordia
until they fuse in the forming tubular
heart. On time-lapse films taken of intact
embryos developing in culture, each
cluster could be seen to migrate actively
on the endodermal substratum. Between
stages 4 and 6 the movements of the
clusters are randomly oriented and apparently unrelated to one another. At about
stage 6+, as the precardiac material
becomes organized into the cardiogenic
crescent, the clusters begin to move
smoothly up the cardiogenic crescent into
the midline site of heart formation. Also,

at stages 6-7, bands of endoderm cells
underlying the forming mesoderm crescent change in shape from irregular
polygonal squamous cells to spindleshaped or lunate columnar cells. DeHaan
has suggested that these elongated endoderm cells form a "path" in the appropriate place and at the correct time to
provide the required orienting influence
for the migrating mesoderm clusters in
accordance with Paul Weiss's concept of
contact guidance.
Such evidence for directed movements,
based entirely on observations on intact
embryos, can be only suggestive until it
is supplemented by direct experimental
attack. The explant experiments described below were designed with two
goals in mind: to confirm, by surgical
intervention, that the precardiac mesoderm migrates in an anteromedial direction between stages 5 and 7; and to
determine whether directional information is provided by the endodermal
substratum or by some other aspect of
the cell environment, a diffusible chemical
gradient, for example.
In an earlier report it was demonstrated that the cardiac primordia could
be cut into fragments containing the
anterior, middle, or posterior portion of
heart-forming material. Such fragments,
after 24 hours of culture, rounded into
vesicles which frequently contained
masses of beating heart tissue.
Two series of experiments were devised
in the present work. In one, using the
above technique, the heart-forming region
containing all three germ layers was
trisected at progressively later stages to
determine whether the anterior migration
of preheart cells could be quantitated. In
the second series, only the endoderm and
attached precardiac mesoderm were removed, and cultivated under conditions
in which the orientation and cellular
organization of the endoderm was either
retained or disrupted. Operations were
performed to produce explants of two
types, depicted on the left and right side
of figure 26.
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Explants of type End-Mes-Ect were
produced by cutting the anterior quadrant of embryos at stages 5, 6, or 7 into
three wedge-shaped fragments. Six fragments from each embryo, containing the
anterior, middle, or posterior path of
either the right or the left heart-forming
regions, were produced. All three germ
layers were included (fig. 26, left side).
The fragments were incubated separately
for 48 hours in culture medium, and then
examined.
With a little practice, DeHaan's capable assistant, I. A. Ajdukovic, was able
to produce explants of type End-Mes
(fig. 26, right side) . Particles of iron oxide
were tattooed into the endoderm of
stages 6-7 embryos, at the posterior end
of the lateral heart-forming regions. By
means of fine tungsten needles, a rectangle
of endoderm was then peeled off. The
explant included the endoderm overlying
the entire lateral heart-forming region.
The adhering precardiac mesoderm always remained in contact with the
endoderm and came off with it.
Each End-Mes fragment was spread on
the surface of a layer of agar medium,
endoderm side down, care being taken

End-Mes-Ect
Explants

End-Mes
Explants

Fig. 26. Pattern of cuts for End-Mes-Ect
and End-Mes explants.
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not to dislodge the iron oxide particles.
Each preparation was photographed immediately, and at intervals of approximately 8hours during incubation at 37°C
for 24 hours.
Culture conditions disruptive of initial
endodermal organization were provided
by pressing End-Mes explants against the
bottom of plastic culture dishes containing liquid medium. The endoderm quickly
adhered to the plastic and began to
spread on it.
The results reported here are based on
operations performed on 152 embryos,
which yielded a total of 761 cultured
explants.
As has been reported earlier, most of
the heart-forming capacity of the stage 5
embryo is restricted to the posterior part
of the heart-forming region. At later
stages, as the limbs of the cardiogenic
crescent are formed, the middle and
anterior parts gradually gain heartforming tissue. This trend is quantitated
in figure 27, which shows, in chart form,
the percentage of End-Mes-Ect fragments
capable of forming beating heart tissue at
stages 5, 6, and 7. Essentially, all the
posterior fragments are capable of producing pulsating heart tissue at all three
stages tested. Only 35 per cent of the
middle fragments exhibit heart-forming
capacity at stage 5. The percentage
increases progressively to 78 and 97 at
stages 6 and 7. The anteriormost portion
of the heart-forming region rarely contains preheart tissue at stages 5 and 6.
Such cells begin to appear over the
forming anterior intestinal portal between
stages 6 and 7.
In the End-Mes series, the endoderm
overlying one or both lateral heartforming regions could be peeled off with
its attached splanchnic mesoderm, leaving behind the intact ectoderm plus some
or all of the somatic mesoderm (pi. 3, fig.
la). In such donor embryos, after further
incubation, a half-heart always formed on
the unoperated side (pi. 3, fig. lb).
The different types of End-Mes explants are enumerated in table 5. Out of
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Fig. 27. Per cent End-Mes-Ect fragments forming beating heart tissue.

TABLE 5. End-Mes Explants That Form
Beating Heart Tissue, and Percentage
Exhibiting "Anterior" Migration
Anterior
Number
Num-of
ber
Type of
Beating
of
tion
on
Explant
MigraExplants
Agar
plants
ExOn Plastic
11 (79%)
Isolates
14
Isolates
Tandem pairs
Butting pairs
Total agar series
Total explants

On Agar
11 (85%)
13
10 (56%)
18
6 (75%)
8
27
(70%)
39
38 (72%)
53

11
8
6
25

(100%)
(80%)
(100%)
(93%)

the total of 53 such cultures, 72 per cent
yielded beating hearts.
End-Mes fragments cultured on plastic
or glass attached firmly, and immediately
began to spread (pi. 3, fig. 2a). After 18
hours of culture, the originally compact
endoderm layer had formed a halo of
outwandering cells (pi. 3, fig. 26). The
precardiac mesoderm aggregated and
rounded up into a ball or tube of heart
tissue, usually exhibiting spontaneous
contractions. Occasionally, when such
structures were tubular, constrictions or
sulci were produced similar to those

separating the atrium, ventricle, and
conus in the intact tubular heart.
The position of the mass of heart tissue
on its endodermal substratum appeared
to be unrelated to the shape or orientation of the original explant. Sometimes
the mesoderm migrated off the endoderm
entirely, to aggregate into heart tissue in
direct contact with the plastic culture
cup. Although 79 per cent of such explants yielded a mass of beating heart
tissue, in only one explant was that
structure
located in the "anterior" region
of the culture.
The behavior of End-Mes explants
isolated on an agar surface was strikingly
different (pi. 4, figs. 1, 2). Within a few
hours the ragged edges of the tissue
smoothed off but showed no spreading
tendency (pi. 4, figs, 16, 26). After 18
hours, 85 per cent of these explants had
formed beating hearts, all of them
localized at the anteriormost region of the
explant (figs, lc, 2c). Such fragments
usually rounded up to some degree after
about 12 hours in culture, but never to
the extent that the original anteriorposterior orientation was lost.
To determine whether the orientation
of such an explant could be influenced by
contact with another tissue, End-Mes
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fragments were explanted in pairs to a
culture cup, with the two fragments in
contact. In one series the anterior edges
of the two fragments were placed in
apposition so that the two masses of heart
tissue would migrate toward each other;
these were termed " butting." As predicted, beating hearts were formed at or
near the line of fusion of the anterior
edges of two fragments (pi. 4, fig. 3).
The results of the End-Mes-Ect and
End-Mes series of explants indicate
clearly that cardiac mesoderm migrates
anteriorly on the endodermal substratum
between stages 5 and 7, during formation
of the cardiogenic crescent. They also
show that this process can be blocked by
surgical intervention and that it can
occur in vitro.
To explain the observed directedness of
migration we may invoke a mechanism
such as contact guidance, whereby the
migrating cells follow paths built into
their substratum, or we may assume that
the motile cells are guided by gradients
of diffusible substances in their environment.
The " butting" experiments show no
apparent effect of two oppositely oriented
pieces on each other, as might be expected
by cross diffusion of a chemical attractant.
However, in butting fragments migration
to the line of fusion would be predicted on
the basis of either contact guidance or
diffusion.
The experiments with the fragments
fused in tandem permit us to distinguish
between these two possibilities. According
to the hypothesis of contact guidance, all
the cardiac mesoderm from each fragment
should migrate as far anteriorly as it can
go, resulting in one heart at the anteriormost end of the fused explant and a
second heart at the line of fusion of the
two fragments, the second heart being
formed from the mesoderm of the rear
fragment. According to the diffusion
gradient hypothesis, after fusion of the
two explants there should be two crests
in the gradient, one at the anteriormost
end and the second at the line of fusion.
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All the mesoderm of the rear fragment
should migrate forward in its gradient,
but the mesoderm of the front fragment
should find itself divided between the two
crests. The anterior material should move
anteriorly, but the posterior mesoderm
should move in a retrograde direction in
the gradient produced by the crest of the
middle line of fusion. Thus, the rear half
of the front explant should resemble the
rear explant, as in the butting series. The
front half of the front explant should form
a heart at its anterior edge. Experiments
such as that illustrated in plate 4, figure 4,
using two explants in tandem with the
front piece cut in half, show clearly that
the cardiac mesoderm always migrates
according to its initial anterior orientation.
This tandem series of experiments,
considered together with the disorienting
effect of even slight endodermal disruption (adhesion and spreading of the endoderm cells on plastic), argues strongly
against a chemical gradient as the
orienting mechanism. But these experiments are entirely consistent with the
idea that directional information is somehow built into the endodermal substratum. DeHaan has suggested a model to
explain the molecular basis of such
directionality, under the term "filopodial
contact
A widedirection."
variety of migratory cells have
been observed to extend filose processes
from their plasma membranes, these
processes waving about in random fashion
contacting nearby surfaces. Such filopodial exploration is an important part of
the behavior of the primary and secondary mesenchyme cells of the sea-urchin
embryo during gastrulation. It characterizes the ameboid tip of growing axones
in tissue culture. Similar cell processes,
termed "microspikes" or " microvilli,"
have been reported on a variety of
cultured cells from human and chick
embryo tissues. Especially pertinent to
the present work are the observations of
Blandau and his co-workers of " numerous
fine protoplasmic threads" extended from
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the surfaces of cultured heart cells
isolated from 2-day-old chick embryos.
DeHaan has confirmed this finding on
time-lapse films of cells in culture,
isolated from 4-day chick hearts. As
described by others, these filopodia are
continually produced and withdrawn,
waving about in random fashion through
the surrounding milieu. They are most
often 10-30 microns long, occasionally 50
microns or even longer. Usually, these
processes do not establish firm attachments to the substratum. When one does,
however, it is often soon enlarged as the
ruffled membrane of the cell flows into it.
The presence of these exploratory
filopodia on migratory cells provides a
mechanism whereby a cell may be able to
sense the properties of contact surfaces
some distance away. If so, it is possible to
explain how a cell or group of cells may
move along what appears to be a direct
path from one point to another without
having to invoke " directional" properties
in the cells of the substratum. All that is
required, again, is differential adhesiveness, since a cell exhibiting exploratory
filopodial behavior will always move in
the direction of a more adhesive contact
surface within its reach. Following Steinberg's principle, that the summated
strength of all adhesions in a cellular
system will tend toward a maximum, firm
filopodial attachments will be made
statistically more frequently to a surface
showing great adhesivity than to one
exhibiting less; and a cell will tend to
move into its filopodial or pseudopodial
extensions.
This hypothesis of filopodial contact
direction is especially attractive for two
reasons. First, it leads immediately to an
experimental test. To explain the directed
movement of precardiac mesoderm on the
endoderm of the stages 6-7 chick embryo,
it requires that the endoderm over the
posteriolateral regions of the cardiogenic
crescent be less adhesive than endoderm
progressively farther anterior, and that
there be an area of maximal adhesiveness
at the anterior intestinal portal. That is,
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it predicts an adhesive gradient in the
endoderm from posterior to anterior.
Adhesive strength between cells may be
measured directly by the force required
to pull them apart or by the tendency of
more adhesive cells to segregate internally
to those of lesser adhesive strength when
mixed as cellular reaggregates.
The hypothesis is also potentially useful on a more complex conceptual level.
An impressive heuristic framework has
been built, in recent years, relating the
events of differentiation to the concept of
differential gene expression, and the
transmission of genetic information
through mRNA and specific protein synthesis. There has remained, however, an
uneasy gap between the interpretations of
differentiation at the molecular level and
the problem of explaining cell behavior
during organ formation, morphogenetic
movements, and patterned cell migrations in multicellular embryonic systems.
Filopodial contact direction and differential adhesiveness may provide a bridge
across this gap. Earlier workers recognized that the adhesive strength between
a cell and its substratum, or two neighboring cells, is not an all-or-none affair. The
strength of attachment is a quantitatively
continuous variable. Little direct information isavailable about the mechanism
of cellular adhesion or the means whereby
the adhesive strength of cells is regulated.
There can be no doubt, however, that
adhesiveness is a function of the molecular properties of the cell surface. The
synthesis of specific molecular components of the plasma membrane is in turn
controlled by specific gene loci, as shown
by recent works of Marcus and others.
Thus, genetically controlled synthesis of
membrane proteins, lipoproteins, and
mucopolysaccharides should determine a
cell's adhesiveness.
These considerations, then, provide a
logical sequence from gene-controlled
synthesis of specific molecules to differential adhesiveness; through filopodial contact direction to " directed" cell migration
and morphogenetic
movements.
They
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carefully avoid such questions as why a
given adhesive state is expressed in one
cell but not in a neighbor, or how the
progressive increments in binding strength
in adjacent cells may be regulated to
produce adhesive gradients as postulated
above. Needless to say, these remain as
exciting areas for future investigation.
Differential mapping of the mesoderm
and endoderm of the early chick embryo.
In related experiments carried out in
consultation with DeHaan, Glenn C.
Rosenquist is studying the relations of
mesoderm and endoderm in cardiogenesis
by differential mapping in embryos at
stages 4-7. The embryos are divided into
regions, and a given region is made radioactive in the recipient embryo by replacing it with tissue from an embryo
labeled with H3-thymidine. The donor
tissue is incorporated into the recipient
embryo and participates, apparently
normally, in its development. The composite or mosaic embryos are studied by
autoradiography. About 220 embryos
have so far been studied. In addition,
embryos of earlier stages are being studied
in an attempt to obtain independent
evidence of the migration of cells into and
through the primitive streak, in the
formation of mesoderm, originally described by Spratt and others. Thus far
51 embryos have been studied by autoradiography after addition of radioactive
cells of various stages (unincubated
blastoderms to stage 3) to both epiblastic
and hypoblast ic surfaces. Mosaic embryos
are formed readily; although cells from
unincubated blastoderms grafted to older
embryos (stages 4-5) have been observed
in several embryos to participate in
morphogenesis without having first participated in streak formation — contributing to ectoderm, mesoderm, and endodermal layers — the evidence is too fragmentary to permit even a tentative
conclusion.
An improved technique for embryo
culture. In the course of his studies on
the heart, Rosenquist sought a method
whereby the developing chick heart could
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be studied in vitro for several days beyond
the usual limits of the techniques now
available. His attempts to improve on the
New technique of chick embryo explanation to allow survival to 4-5 days'
incubation have met with some success.
Briefly, in the New technique, chick
embryos are cultivated in vitro by
supporting the explanted blastoderm on a
piece of vitelline membrane stretched
across a glass ring. The nutrient medium
is fluid albumen. Embryos explanted at
the primitive-streak stage develop normally until after the 20-somite stage.
The modification consists of turning
over the New explanted embryos, with
their rings, after extraembryonic circulation has appeared (usually 16-19 somites),
onto an agar medium containing glucose.
The blastoderm thus develops in a space
between the agar and the vitelline membrane, a space which soon fills with
subblastodermal fluid. The exposed vitelline membrane is then covered with a
small amount of albumen, thus approximating the in ovo relations; and the
embryos are incubated several hours in
an atmosphere of 95 per cent oxygen and
5 per cent carbon dioxide. After several
hours have elapsed, 40 per cent oxygen
and 5 per cent carbon dioxide will, with
some exceptions, sustain circulation and
development for 3 to 4 additional days.
At the time limb buds appear, embryos
are normal in size and form and are
probably comparable to development in
ovo of a total of 3 to 4 days, although
their actual incubation time may be 5
days. At this time they cease developing,
although the hearts may continue to beat,
circulating blood through the intraembryonic vessels for 4 to 5 additional
days.
One of Rosenquist 's long-range objectives is to relate the patterns of cell
movements during cardiogenesis to the
fiber patterns in the heart, which are
apparently reproducible from chick to
chick. To study these patterns, dissections of 4- to 21 -day chick embryo hearts
are in progress. In cooperation
with
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Rosenquist, Judith Baer is documenting
the fiber patterns, decussations, and other
morphological information by means of
drawings and models. This study is
incomplete.
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medium employed. None of the studies
mentioned above included attempts to
determine whether the methods used
were optimal for pacemaker activity.
DeHaan's interest was focused on this
problem as a result of his earlier studies
on the localization of pacemaker activity
Pacemaker Cells in the Embryonic Heart
in the cardiogenic mesoderm in the chick
It is generally recognized by cardiac embryo during early heart formation. The
physiologists that the spontaneous beat next logical step in the program was to
of the heart arises in the specialized tissue devise techniques for dissociating and
of the sino ventricular conducting system. culturing the preheart mesoderm under
Nonetheless, it is widely thought that conditions that would allow differentiation of pacemaker cells in vitro. It soon
such spontaneity is a characteristic common to all heart cells. Only recently has became apparent that, before achieving
evidence begun to accumulate suggesting that goal, a systematic investigation
that the bulk of the myocardium is not would have to be carried out to select a
capable of initiating its own stimulus, combination of culture medium and
but, like skeletal muscle, is normally techniques specifically designed to foster
quiescent until stimulated by an extrinsic pacemaker activity. The first results of
source. The cells comprising the myo- the study, in which DeHaan has had the
cardium and the conductive tissue, then, able assistance of Leo Kormann, are
may differ fundamentally. It is suggested outlined here.
that myocardial cells have membrane
Hearts from 7-day chick embryos were
properties that lead to a stable resting employed in all the preliminary work.
potential and nonautomaticity, whereas Among the parameters investigated were
only the conductive tissue exhibits the disaggregation method, density of the
diastolic dipolarization characteristic of initial cell inoculum, and culture medium.
Disaggregation method. Trypsin and
pacemaker cells, which results in rhythmic, spontaneous discharge.
EDTA, alone and in combination, were
A new dimension was added to the tried at concentrations of 0.03, 0.05, and
study of this question when, in 1955, 0.1 per cent, for incubation periods of 5
to 30 minutes. The effect of mechanical
Margaret Cavanaugh disaggregated
hearts of 4-day-old chick embryos in their shear forces was determined by subjecting
hearts to treatments of three degrees of
component cells and found that, when
these cells had settled out and attached severity: thorough mincing with scissors
to the bottom of the culture dish, only a followed by forcible ejection of the
portion of them, about 9 per cent, were partially disaggregated tissue through
pulsating. Other workers have since progressively finer syringe needles (20, 22,
26 gauge) ; moderate mincing followed by
obtained similar results with postembryonic mammalian hearts. It has been repeated sucking in and out of a 5-ml
shown, for example, that only 2 per cent pipette; incubation of large heart fragments in disaggregation medium with
of the primary population of cells dissociated from young rat hearts beat spon- gentle agitation by a Teflon-covered
taneously.
magnetic stirring bar, without repeated
These results, however suggestive, are
not conclusive evidence for two different pipetting.
From these studies it was concluded
cell types. It is well known that the that EDTA or EDTA + trypsin is more
properties manifested by cells in culture damaging to pacemaker cell membranes
are dependent, in large part, upon the than trypsin alone; that the period of
culture techniques and composition of the trypsinization should be as brief as
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possible consistent with the fact that
pacemaker cells are exquisitely sensitive
to rough mechanical treatment; that
shearing forces should be minimized.
The optimum disaggregation method
arrived at as a routine procedure was the
following: (1) One 7-day heart is dissected
out and cut into a few fragments. (2) The
fragments are placed in a 25-ml Erlenmeyer flask containing 10 ml of trypsin
solution and a Teflon-covered magnetic
stirring bar, at 37°C. The trypsin solution
is 0.1 per cent trypsin (1 :300, Nutritional
Biochemicals Corporation) in calciumfree, magnesium-free, phosphate-buffered
balanced salt solution. (3) The mixture is
stirred for 10 minutes; the solution is
discarded and replaced with 10 ml fresh
trypsin solution prewarmed to 37°C. (4)
Stirring is continued. At the end of three
8-minute intervals, aliquots of 3, 3, and
4 ml of suspension are transferred to a
centrifuge tube containing 20 ml of cold
complete culture medium in an ice bath.
(5) When all 10 ml has been transferred
(after 24 minutes), the cell suspension is
filtered through bolting silk (200-mesh)
and centrifuged at 0°C for 10 minutes at
300gf. (6) The supernatant fluid is discarded; the cells are resuspended in 1 ml
complete culture medium. The suspension
is counted in a hemocytometer chamber,
and the volume is adjusted to bring the
suspension to the desired cell density.
Initial cell density. Recent success by
Konigsberg and others in culturing cells
at densities sufficiently low to produce
clonal populations has emphasized the
striking fact that growth and survival are
dependent on the cell density of the
suspension used to inoculate the culture
plates as well as on the composition of
the medium. A given medium may maintain and even support luxuriant growth
of cells plated at high density (105 cells/
ml or greater) but be inadequate for the
growth or survival of the majority of the
same cells, plated at 103 cells/ml. Early
cultures of heart cells indicated that this
tissue behaves in a similar fashion.
Taking as a criterion the condition of
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cultures after 1 week of incubation
(changing the medium on the third day) ,
it was determined that the minimal cell
density consistent with maintenance and
growth of cells which appeared "healthy"
and nonvacuolated was 2 X 104 cells /ml
in unconditioned medium (medium 448).
The higher the density above that level,
up to about 107 cells/ml, the more
luxuriant was the resulting growth.
This situation was complicated by
taking pacemaker activity as a criterion
for optimal density. In order to determine
whether a cell is beating spontaneously, it
must not be in contact with its neighbors.
It has long been known that a pulsating
cell can transmit its intrinsic rhythmic
stimulus to a quiescent or more slowly
beating neighbor if contacts are established between the two cells.
Recently, Lehmkuhl and Sperelakis, at
Western Reserve University, reported
that as many as 80 to 90 per cent of the
cells isolated from 6- to 8-day embryonic
chick hearts contracted rhythmically in
culture. However, they did not stipulate
whether all these cells were beating
spontaneously, nor did they report the
density of their initial cell suspension.
Since their high percentage of beating
cells disagreed with the reports of other
workers, and DeHaan's early findings, he
set up an experiment following, as nearly
as possible, the techniques reported by
Lehmkuhl and Sperelakis. The same
number of hearts from 7-day embryos, as
they used, were dissociated in 0.1 per cent
trypsin according to their methods. The
cells were washed and suspended in the
same volume of medium as they used,
prepared according to their instructions.
This suspension was found to contain
1 X 106 cells/ml. Plated into 32-ml culture dishes, in 2-ml aliquots, the suspension settled out to yield a density of
1000-2000 viable cells per square millimeter (pi. 5, fig. 1).
Four hours after inoculation, although
not all the cells had yet attached to the
bottom of the dish, the cells that were
beating did so as individuals. Their
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rhythm was not conducted to neighboring
cells. As shown in table 6, an average of
41 beating cells was seen per field, that is,
approximately 2 per cent.
TABLE 6. Number of Cells Beating
Spontaneously per Field of
Approximately 2000 Cells
4 hours
40
41
27
40
42
39
62
X41.6
2%

10 hours
56
64
59
68
73
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67
109
85
83
80
96

24 hours
80-90%
in

synchrony

72
52
X 74.9
3.5%

80-90%

Twelve hours after inoculation (pi. 5,
fig. la), most of the cells had attached.
Many beating cells were isolated from
their neighbors, but many also were
beating as groups of 2 to several cells, in
synchrony, indicating that electrical contact had been established. An average of
74 beating cells or foci per field was
observed at this stage. By 24 hours of
culture (pi. 5, fig. 16), and thereafter (pi.
5, fig. lc), the cells were spread into an
interconnected reticular monolayer, in
which every cell was in contact with one
or several of its neighbors. Essentially all
cells were involved in synchronous pulsations.
This experiment indicates that only a
small proportion of the cells seen to beat
in high-density cultures generate their
own intrinsic activity. The rest of the cells
are stimulated by impulses conducted to
them from neighboring pacemaker cells.
To avoid this problem, all subsequent
cultures were made at a density of
5 X 104 cells/ml, near the bottom of the
range consistent with maintenance. Two
milliliters of such a suspension in a 32-mm
plastic culture dish yielded about 50
cells /mm2 (pi. 5, fig. 2a), which was adequate for cell counts but left ample space

around each cell to minimize intercellular
contacts.
Medium. A wide variety of culture
media were tried, including those of Puck,
Konigsberg, Earle, Lehmkuhl and Sperelakis, and DeHaan himself, devised
previously for culturing explants of early
embryonic precardiac tissue. These media
are commonly composed primarily of a
balanced salt solution (Earle's, Hanks',
and avian Tyrode's were tried) to which
is added horse serum, chick embryo
extract, and frequently a vitamin and
amino acid supplement such as Puck's
solution N16. It soon became apparent
that optimal growth of heart cells required
a rich medium containing all these components. Insuch media, the proportion of
spontaneously active cells ranged from 2
to 10 per cent. Pacemaker activity
appeared to be inversely related to the
richness of the medium and, especially, to
the concentration of embryo extract. This
point was tested systematically by plating
cells from a single heart in media in which
the concentration of embryo extract
varied from 0 to 25 per cent, while the
total protein concentration was maintained at 30 per cent, as shown in table 7.
The percentage of beating cells was
determined by counting approximately
200 cells per plate, in four or five ranTABLE 7. Proportion of Beating Cells as a
Function of the Ratio of Embryo Extract
to Horse Serum
Chick
Medium
4511B
4511A
448
456A
456B
4513A

Serum,
Horse
30
28
%
25
20
15
5

-,

..

yo B«a^n
Extr
^ >«
Embract,
0
10
%
2
5
15
25

23.1
/o
19.1
15.1
13.1
11.2
10.3

The rest of each medium consisted of Earle's
balanced salt solution, 50 per cent, and Puck's
solution N16, 20 per cent. All media included 100
units of penicillin, 50 jug of streptomycin sulfate,
and 10 /tg of phenol red indicator, per milliliter.
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domly selected fields, in each of duplicate
or triplicate plates.
In rich media, such as 45 13 A or 456B
(table 7), only about 10 per cent of the
cells exhibited pacemaker activity. Cell
division was rapid, however, resulting in
the production of a dense, confluent
monolayer of cells after 5 days (pi. 5, fig.
2c). In a medium containing no embryo
extract (451 IB), mitoses were not frequently seen and the density of the
cultures remained fairly constant for
many days (pi. 5, fig. 2d-f). Under these
conditions, 24 hours after inoculation
almost one-fourth of the cells in each plate
were beating spontaneously.
Thus far, DeHaan has been unable to
find a medium in which more than 23-25
per cent of the cells from a 7-day heart
beat spontaneously. Other variables must
still be tested. For example, low external
potassium concentration is known to
heighten automaticity of adult mammalian heart tissue. Would a potassiumfree culture medium stimulate greater
numbers of isolated cells to beat? Determination of the specific component of
chick embryo extract that prevents some
pacemaker cells from manifesting their
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intrinsic spontaneity should also shed
light on the problem.
One further bit of evidence suggests
that a very few of the 75 per cent of the
cells that remain quiescent in medium
451 IB may nonetheless be potential pacemakers. Perfusion of adult mammalian
heart tissue with toxic levels of cardiac
glycosides such as strophanthin or digitoxin is known to produce a phase of
heightened automaticity in which many
ectopic foci of spontaneous activity
appear. Recent experiments by Hoffman
and others have shown, however, that
only fibers of the conductive system can
respond in this manner. Myocardial tissue
cannot. Purkinje fibers from the "false
tendon" of a dog heart, for example,
which are normally not spontaneously
active, begin firing rhythmically after 2
to 3 hours of poisoning by the glycoside
ouabain, after succumbing to the drug.
Pure myocardial tissue from the same
heart, in the same perfusion chamber,
never exhibits automaticity. It simply
becomes inexcitable.
An experiment was set up, accordingly,
to treat cultures of 7-day heart cells with
ouabain, to see whether much greater

Ti me (hours)
Fig. 28. Cells of 7-day heart, plated at 5 X 104 cells/ml, treated 24 hours after inoculation with
ouabain. A, 0.125 jug/ml. B, 1.25 /xg/ml. C, 12.5 Mg/ml. D, Saline controls. Vertical bars represent
standard deviation.
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numbers of cells would be stimulated to
spontaneous activity, thus indicating
their potential pacemaker properties.
Cultures plated at 5 X 104 cells /ml in
medium 451 IB were treated with 10 jul of
ouabain dissolved in saline, to produce a
final concentration of 0.125, 1.25, or 12.5
jug/ml of the drug. Control cultures were
treated with 10 /il of saline. Counts of the
cultures were made before treatment and
at approximately hourly intervals thereafter. The results are seen in figure 28.
Ouabain at 12.5 yug/ml is immediately
toxic; at 0.125 ng/ml it has little or no
effect. At a concentration of 1.25 /zg/ml
the drug produces a striking response.
Two to three hours after treatment all
pacemaker cells increase their rate, and
INDUCTIVE
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Tissue Interactions in the Formation
of Epidermal Specializations
For the past several years Mary E.
Rawles has been engaged in an experimental analysis of the developmental
relations between the skin ectoderm and
the underlying mesoderm that lead to the
formation of the characteristic regional
specializations of the epidermis of the
chicken, e.g., feathers, scales, spurs, and
beaks. In a study of this kind, the experimenter must of necessity deal with the
problem of specificity of the dermalepidermal interaction — its origin in time
and space, its plasticity and ultimate
irreversibility.
As an analytical tool, the method of
reciprocal exchange of epidermis and
dermis of different age and regional origin
has proved invaluable. Indeed, it is only
after exchange is made between interreacting tissues that differences relating
to developmental age and region of origin
can be demonstrated in terms of the final
product. This is clearly demonstrated in
the results of an extensive series of
epidermal-dermal recombinations published during the year in Journal of

beat much more vigorously than before.
The number of beating cells increases
from about 25 to 31 per cent. This increase is statistically significant (p =
<0.01).
These results tend to confirm the
original hypothesis, that the heart is
composed of two different types of cells.
They suggest that under "optimal"
circumstances only 25 to 30 per cent of the
cells comprising a 7-day heart can exhibit
spontaneous activity or act as pacemakers
for other cells. Conversely, it would
appear that the remaining 70 per cent,
even under circumstances of heightened
automaticity, cannot generate their own
bioelectric stimulus.

INTERACTIONS
Embryology and Experimental Morphol
In these experiments exchanges were
made primarily between epidermis and
dermis from prospective feathered and
scaled regions, middorsum and tarsometatarsus, respectively, at various stages
before and during the formation of the
primordia. The reassembled tissue layers,
"chimeras," were transplanted to the
chorioallantoic membrane.
In addition to showing that both epidermis and dermis participate actively in
the formation of the feather and the scale,
the results reveal interesting and significant differences in the regional properties
of the two reacting tissues that condition
the development of the end product. A
summary of the principal findings follows.
The Dermis. Dermis from the foot
(tarsometatarsus) does not become fully
capable of eliciting a specific scale-forming
response in overlying epidermis from the
normally feather-forming middorsum
(back) until late in ontogeny, approximately the 13th day of incubation. At
this developmental stage and through the
subsequent two days tested, typical scales
are induced in epidermis of middorsal
origin (5 to lYi days) which produces
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normal down feathers only when placed
in contact with dermis from the foot of
earlier stages (9 to about 12 days). At the
time when the dermis of the foot has
demonstrable inductive specificity (13 to
15 days), feathers, displaying varying
degrees of structural aberrance, are
frequently found in association with the
scales induced in the overlying " foreign"
epidermis.
The dermis of the prospective spur
region of the tarsometatarsus, in contrast
to that of other portions of the foot,
displays inductive specificity at the
earliest stage tested, 9 days. Dermis from
this small but clearly defined area induces
a normal spur-scale regularly in overlying
middorsal epidermis between the ages of
5 and 83^ days.
Dermis from the prospective feathered
middorsum, like that of the spur and
unlike that of other parts of the foot, has
demonstrable inductive specificity at the
earliest stage tested, 5 days, and gives no
evidence of any change in inductive
capacity throughout the wide age range
tested (5 to 8H days). During this period
it has proved fully capable of calling forth
a specific feather-forming response in
"foreign" epidermis, not only from the
tarsometatarsus (9 to 13 days) but also
from the lateral apteria (5 to 10 days) and
the beak (5 to 83^ days). It is therefore
evident that this mesoderm from the
middorsal region, which would normally
participate in feather formation, has
already acquired inductive specificity by
the 5th day well in advance of any
morphological sign of organization of its
cells into primordia (dermal condensations). Indeed, the earlier transplantation
experiments of Cairns and Saunders
clearly showed that the mesoderm of the
prospective femoral feather-tract of 3}^to 4-day embryos is capable of inducing
thigh feathers in overlying epidermis of
wing origin.
Dermis from the upper beak tested in
combination with epidermis from the
tarsometatarsus (11 to 13 days), middorsum (5to 8H days), and the lateral
apteria (6 to 10 days), like dermis from
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the middorsum, has demonstrable inductive specificity at the earliest stage tested
(5 days) and shows no change in the
effectiveness of the inductive stimulus
within the age span used (5 to 8H days).
In all these heterologous combinations a
typical beak was induced, without fail, in
the overlying " foreign" epidermis, irrespective ofits age or region of origin.
Compared, then, in terms of relative
strength, i.e., intensity of the dermal
stimulus, dermis from the foot (tarsometatarsus) differs from that of all other
regions tested in being not only the
" weakest" but also the latest in ontogeny
to
acquire demonstrable inductive specificity.
The epidermis. Under the influence of
the appropriate dermal stimulus, epidermis from any part of the embryo can
be induced to form any one of the various
types of epidermal derivative. This ability
of the epidermis to react to specific
stimuli of the dermis persists for a relatively long period of time in ontogeny. In
fact, no change in competence of epidermis from the feather-forming middorsum can be demonstrated until it is
placed in combination with the older 13to 15-day foot dermis that has finally
acquired inductive specificity. When this
is done, a distinct change in competence
is observed within a brief interval of time
between 7^ and 8^ days. Scales, for
instance, are induced in epidermis from
the earliest stages (5 to lx/i days), but
epidermis from the later stages (8 to 8^
days) continues to develop primarily in a
feather direction. Epidermis from the foot
(tarsometatarsus) exhibits even less
change with age than that from the
middorsum. Between 9 and 13 days, the
response of this epidermis to dermis from
the middorsum is strictly in a featherforming direction. Differences in the
structural quality of the feathers, however, are notable: feathers arising from
earlier epidermis (9 to 11 days) are
structurally normal; those from epidermis
of later stages become increasingly
aberrant.
The age difference in epidermal re-
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sponse noted above can be entirely
masked (or erased) if each is placed in
contact with dermis from another different region such as the beak — a stronger
inductor. In response to beak dermis (5 to
83^ days), epidermis from both the 13-day
foot and the 8- to 8^-day back gives rise
to normal beaks. Thus, epidermis at
relatively late stages in the formation of
the derivatives is potentially capable of
changing the direction of its course of
differentiation. In view of evidence of this
kind, we cannot and indeed should not
attempt to predict the results of untried
combinations.
Neither the nature of the stimulus nor
the mechanism underlying the response
in these dermal-epidermal interactions is
known. Clearly, however, a dependent
relationship exists between the two. This
relationship has been amply demonstrated by the method of reciprocal
exchange of the tissue layers. As a system
for analyzing tissue interactions, which
are a common mechanism of embryonic
development, the integumentary system
of birds has definite advantages : it can be
studied in isolation; the component
tissues can be easily manipulated and
cross exchanged; the successive stages in
development are readily characterized;
and the end points are easily recognizable.
At present a study is being made of
tissue interactions after exchange of
epidermis and dermis between duck and
chick embryos, representing two different
orders of birds.
" Heterogeneous Inductors"
Each differentiating tissue cell has its
own inner controls; yet in its development
the cell is part of a larger whole; it must
respond to control factors extrinsic to it.
One of the large tasks of embryology is to
identify these external controls.
There is abundant evidence that tissue
interactions involve intimate associations
between cells, which must communicate
through a common microenvironment.
The communication may take several
forms. The agents must act over short
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distances and must be inactivated rapidly.
The "heterogeneous inductors" are
among the great puzzles in embryology.
In some amphibian embryos, such diverse
agents as methylene blue, steroids, even
abnormal pH can evoke " neurulization"
in gastrula ectoderm. More complex
molecules, the so-called " heterogeneous
inductors," can induce more complete
mesodermal and endodermal structures.
For example, it is known from experiments in which Chuang and Toivonen
pioneered, and in which Toivonen and
Yamada and their associates have persisted, that inducing agents can be
obtained from such diverse sources as
guinea-pig bone marrow and the chick
embryo.
In recent years two fractions showing
"regionally specific effects" have been
separated and enriched from chick embryos, guinea-pig bone marrow, and other
tissues. These experiments have led to the
conclusion that at least two factors,
mesodermal and neural, exist.
During his eight months' stay in the
Department, Heinz Tiedemann, one of
the leaders in the small group of investigators who are exploring the chemical
nature of these substances, continued his
studies toward that goal, aided by his
wife.
The two factors differ in their sensitivity to several reagents and treatments.
Heating in weaker alkaline solutions
inactivates the mesodermal factor more
rapidly than the neural factor. Therefore,
after heating, the regional inducing ability
of crude extracts is shifted from spinocaudal (trunk and tail) to deuterencephalic-archencephalic (hindbrain and
forebrain) inductions. Preliminary results
have shown that thioglycolic acid likewise
brings about a shift in the regional
inducing ability of crude extracts. The
percentage of spinocaudal induction is
diminished, and the percentage of archencephalic inductions increases.
These observations have now been
extended. Nine-day-old chick embryos
were extracted with 0.05 M pyrophosphate at pH 9.5 for 30 minutes at 0°C.
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After 30 minutes' centrifugation at 18,000
rpm, the supernatant fluid was carefully
adjusted to pH 7.4. The extract, at a
protein concentration of 0.25 per cent,
was incubated with 0.25 M thiogly colic
acid for 60 minutes at 25°C, after which
it was precipitated with 2 volumes of
ethanol in the cold, washed, and dialyzed
for 24 hours. After precipitation with 2
volumes of ethanol and washing with 90
per cent and 66 per cent ethanol, the
precipitate was dried in a vacuum desiccator. Equal-sized pieces of the pellet
were implanted into the blastocoel of
early gastrulae of Ambly stoma punctatum.
During gastrulation the implanted pellet
comes into contact with the ventral
ectoderm, which responds if the pellet
contains an active factor ("Einsteckmethode" of Mangold). To avoid damage
and to facilitate gastrulation, the operation was carried out in precooled solutions
and the embryos were reared first for 3
days at 18°C, thereafter at 25°C.
Crude fractions which induce spinocaudal organs in Triturus alpestris affect
Amblystoma punctatum more strikingly.
In addition to spinocaudal inductions,
deuterencephalic structures are formed,
probably through interactions of neural
and mesodermal factors. After incubation
with thioglycolic acid the action of the
crude factors is shifted toward archencephalic induction (table 8). This shift
can be explained by an inactivation of the
mesodermal factor by thioglycolic acid
either by the reduction of S-S bridges or
by the action of H202 formed during
autoxidation
of HSCH2COOH
under

TABLE

8.

Sample

aerobic conditions. To avoid the formation of H202, the extract was incubated in
the presence of catalase under anaerobic
conditions. A similar shift was observed.
Thus, the first assumption appears to be
correct. In control experiments, 7-globulin was also treated with thioglycolic acid.
In a few embryos balancers were induced.
Tiedemann also continued to explore
the action of a highly enriched (approximately 1000 times) mesodermal-inducing
protein on the gastrula ectoderm. After
this fraction had been implanted in the
blastocoel, a curious effect was observed
in earlier experiments carried out together
with Ursula Kocher-Becker and Hildegard Tiedemann. At first the invagination
of the endoderm proceeds normally. But
after 14 to 16 hours the endoderm begins
to evaginate and spread over the ectoderm. At the end of this process, almost
the entire ectoderm is covered by endoderm. The larvae remain alive, but their
further development is abnormal. Histological examination of these larvae has
now shown that they consist of mesodermal tissues including notochord, skeletal muscle, and renal tubules as well as
endoderm which surrounds the mesodermal organs as an epithelial layer. In
some embryos the renal system had
developed in excess. The larvae contain
almost no ectoderm and only a very small
amount of neural tissue located largely
near the animal pole.
The effect can be explained by a
" mesodermalization" of the whole ectoderm. In the ectodermless larvae the
relations between the germ layers are

Inductive Activity of Extracts from 9-Day Chick Embryos after Treatment with Thioglycolic Acid
Number Positive
Tested Number

Extract
Extract + thioglycolic acid 1
Extract -j- thioglycolic
acid + catalase
7-Globulin + thioglycolic
acid
7-Globulin
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50
41

33
30
19

29
45
26

%
66
73
68

Size of Induction
Large
Middle
20
12
36

44
32
29

,%

,%

Type of Product
10
caudal

Small
22
10

49
Arch4
phalic
ence-

4

4

9

9

1

4

4

61

Not
fiable

Deuter217
encephalic
32

Spino-

26
19
Speci7
9
(balancer)
4
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profoundly altered and the endoderm
migrates as an epithelial layer over the
"mesodermalized" ectoderm. It should be
mentioned that in Holtfreter's important
early experiments, in which mesodermal
and endodermal cells were combined, the
endoderm always surrounded the mesoderm.
Finally, mention may be made of
Tiedemann's exploratory experiments on
the effects of actinomycin D on the
induction process. The observations are
preliminary, but in general they are in
agreement with findings from other
laboratories. His first experiments had
shown that treatment of whole Triturus
alpestris embryos or larvae (after removal
of the vitelline membrane) with 10 jug/ml
actinomycin D affects development only
ANIMAL

VIRUSES

In reviewing the application of the
concepts and techniques of animal virology to the study of developing embryos,
Ebert and Wilt wrote, "With few exceptions critical systematic studies of the
effects of viruses at progressive stages in
the developing embryo are yet to be
undertaken."
Although there is now some evidence
suggesting that various types of embryonic cells differ in their susceptibility to a
given virus and that differential susceptibility may change with development,
explorations of the problem have only
begun.
In cooperation with J. D. Ebert, M. E.
Kaighn has initiated an investigation on
the effects of Rous sarcoma virus (RSV)
on differentiating skeletal muscle of the
chick embryo. Mellors and Munroe had
reported that RSV antigens, as detected
by fluorescent antibodies, are localized on
or near the sarcolemma of chick wing
muscle 3 days after inoculation whereas
recognizable sarcoma cells did not appear
until the fourth day. The apparent
susceptibility of the sarcolemma could be
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slightly even when the treatment is
started in the blastula stage. Because
embryos and larvae appear to be impermeable to the antibiotic, explanted
embryonic tissues (Ambly stoma punctatum) were treated with actinomycin D
(5 and 10 jug/ml). The tissues used were
the upper blastoporal lip of early gastrula
stages, the neural plate together with the
archenteron roof, and finally ectoderm,
together with neural tube, notochord, and
myomeres from tail-bud stages. In all
experiments, further differentiation was
completely inhibited as compared with
the control series without actinomycin D,
the cells of the explants treated with
actinomycin D losing their mutual affinity
and rounding up.
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due to the fact that the virus was injected
through the muscle.
In examining the problem more directly, Kaighn is using the method developed
by Konigsberg in which cells cultured
from embryonic chick skeletal muscle
divide and differentiate into recognizable
muscle in addition to those of fibroblastic
morphology. Isolated single myoblasts
give rise to muscle clones. Kaighn has
shown that colonies derived from single
cells of dissociated muscle at various
times after plating can be infected with
RSV. This system makes it possible to
define "susceptibility" operationally and
to ask the following initial questions: (1)
What fraction of cells can absorb RSV?
(2) What fraction of cells can produce
virus and be scored as infectious centers
in Rubin's assay system? (3) Does RSV
infection of muscle cells result in their
morphological transformation as it does
in fibroblasts, or does it kill the cells?
(4) Does RSV infection alter the relative
cloning efficiency of muscle cells to
fibroblasts?
This program, in which Kaighn has the
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assistance of O. Ramirez Toledano,
Pauline Stott, and Jeannie Hubbard, has
only begun. At the outset, attention has
had to be paid to the resistance-inducing
factor (RIF), for significant numbers of
cultures were found to be resistant to
RSV infection. In addition to attempting
to breed and raise a flock of RIF-free
chickens, Kaighn is exploring the use of
A NEW
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Japanese quail embryos to supply cells
for standard assay plates as suggested by
Freeman.
While these efforts are under way,
Kaighn is attempting to increase the
potency of the standard strain of RSV,
obtained from Ray Bryan, by serial
passage of tumors on the chorioallantoic
membrane.

GRAFT-VERSUS-HOST

Cellular Proliferation and
Migration in Homologous
Splenomegaly in the Chick Embryo
Contrary to Simonsen's original interpretation, homologous splenomegaly in
the chick embryo is not merely the
consequence of colonization of the organ
by donor cells. Although some colonization does occur, the proliferation of host
granulocytes appears to be the principal
source of cells in the enlarged organ.
Experiments have now been initiated in
an effort to elucidate the stimulus and the
nature of the granulocytic response.
Before centering attention on the host,
however, it seemed wise to verify and
extend the earlier observations in this
laboratory, and in the laboratory of Biggs
and Payne, on the relative contributions
of donor and host cells. Inasmuch as the
earlier findings of Mun, Ebert, and their
co-workers were based on cells tagged
with H3-thymidine, it appeared appropriate to round out the study using the
sex chromosome of the chicken as a
marker, as did Biggs and Payne.
If adult male chicken blood or spleen
cells are injected into a female chick
embryo, the presence of the donor cells in
the host spleen can be determined cytologically, owing to the fact that the fifth
largest chromosome is paired in the male
and single in the female. The reciprocal
combination would give ambiguous results, since it could never be certain
whether a given chromosome preparation
actually contained only one fifth chromo-
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some or whether the homologue had been
lost during the cytological preparation.
Pauline Stott, who has carried out the
study in cooperation with J. D. Ebert,
used a variation of this technique.
Fragments of adult spleen from four
strains of chickens were transplanted, by
the conventional techniques, to the
chorioallantoic membranes of 9-day noninbred White Leghorn embryos. In other
experiments disaggregated spleen cells
were implanted by the following technique.
Adult spleen is removed aseptically,
placed in an iced petri plate, and decapsulated, and the internal fibers are
removed while mincing with forceps.
Thirty milliliters of saline is added to the
mince, and the entire mixture is transferred to an Erlenmeyer flask. The mince
is further dispersed by several passages
through a number 14 needle, then filtered
through gauze and 200-mesh bolting silk
directly into a 40-ml centrifuge tube. (It
was found that trypsin was unnecessary
for obtaining suitable cell suspensions.)
This filtrate was centrifuged for 5 minutes
at approximately 500g. After the supernatant fluid was discarded, the upper
white-pink layer of cells was transferred
to another centrifuge tube, diluted to 30
ml with saline, and again centrifuged.
The supernatant fluid was discarded ; the
upper white-pink layer was removed and
diluted to 15 ml. Eggs were inoculated
through a small opening in the shell
membrane with a 0.1- to 0.2-ml aliquot
containing 2.0 to 4.0 X 107 cells.
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Grafts and hosts were recovered after
8 days' further development as described
previously, except that V/i to 2 hours
before recovery each received 0.2 ml of
0.025 per cent aqueous Colcemid solution
(inoculated into the allantoic cavity).
Embryos were sexed, and membranes and
spleens were removed and macerated in
1.15 per cent sodium citrate. The macerated tissues were transferred to 13 by 75
mm test tubes with disposable Pasteur
pipettes. The cells were further separated
by rapidly pipetting the suspension.
After incubation of the cell suspension in
a water bath at 37°C for 25 minutes, the
tubes were cooled in ice for approximately
1 hour. Each sample was then filtered
through a Swinney adapter containing
bolting silk. The filtrate was centrifuged
for 9 minutes at 700 rpm in a clinical
centrifuge, and the supernatant fluid was
discarded. The pellet was covered with
1 ml of 1:3 glacial acetic acid-MEOH.
After Yi hour the pellet was dispersed by
" flushing." The suspensions were recentrifuged, the supernatant fluid was discarded, and the pellets were resuspended
in 0.5 ml 1 :3 acetic-MEOH solution.
The method of Moorhead and coworkers was followed for preparing the
slides, which were stained for at least 2
hours under paraffin-sealed coverslips
with freshly filtered 1 per cent natural
orcein (Gurr, Ltd.) in 60 per cent acetic
acid, and made permanent by the method
of Conger and Fairchild.
Although a total of 1102 grafts was
made as part of the larger study, chromosome preparations were made of 71
tissues (38 spleens, 33 chorioallantoic
membranes). The analysis of the data is
incomplete, but enough has been accomplished to verify the earlier findings.
Considering only metaphase figures positively identified independently by Stott
and Ebert, the following conclusions can
be drawn: (1) After transplantation of
fragments of adult spleen, the enlargement of the host spleen is due primarily
to proliferation of the host cells, not more
than 10 to 20 per cent of the cells origi-
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nating from the donor. (2) The use of
disaggregated cells increases the number
of donor cells in the spleen, but less than
40 per cent of the dividing cells are of
donor origin. (3) As might be expected,
the number of dividing donor cells in the
chorioallantoic membrane is larger, reaching 50 per cent.
The method has one limitation: it does
not permit us to relate the cell's origin,
donor or host, to its type, lymphocyte,
granulocyte, etc. Taken as a whole,
however, the evidence permits us to focus
on the proliferating granulocyte of the
host.
Regulation

of Granulopoiesis

In consultation with J. D. Ebert,
Charles B. Kimmel has begun to study
this massive granulopoiesis. The system
appears to offer an unusual opportunity
to study the regulation of granulocyte
production. In the first half of embryonic
life, the chick spleen is normally a
myelogenic organ. As DeLanney and
Ebert have described, granulocytes first
appear in the spleen after about 8 days of
incubation, and during the following week
extensive granulopoiesis is observed. As a
consequence of grafting an adult spleen
fragment to the chorioallantois during this
period, granulopoiesis is enhanced. This
stimulation by the graft must be characterized, and more must be learned about
how the host spleen's population of
granulocytes responds to this stimulus.
Recent evidence has been offered from
several laboratories which indicates that
the granules of these cells are rich in
lysosomal enzymes. These enzymes are
thought to function in intracellular
digestion of materials taken up by
phagocytosis. We may ask whether the
granulocytes of the chick embryo spleen
contain lysosomes and, if so, how the
lysosomes function in the cells of the
enlarged spleen.
The most extensive study of lysosomes
has been carried out in the laboratory of
de Duve, with fractions of mammalian
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liver. In this tissue lysosomes are cytoplasmic particles, slightly smaller and
slightly less dense than mitochondria.
According to the electron micrographic
studies of Novikoff and others, the
lysosome has a single-layered limiting
membrane and a homogeneous interior.
The lysosome is further characterized by
its array of enzymes. While some enzymes
such as cytochrome oxidase are absent
from lysosomes, others, notably acid
hydrolases (acid RNase, DNase II,
cathepsin, acid phosphatase, and others),
are characteristically found only in the
lysosomal fraction. Furthermore, the
enzymes are inactive unless treatment
such as freezing and thawing is undertaken to disrupt the labile membrane of
the particle. Once the membrane is
broken, all the enclosed enzymes are
released from the particle in a fully active
state.
The initial phase of Kimmel's study
has been an investigation of the lysosomal
makeup of the chick embryo spleen. The
activities of lysosomal enzymes that have
been measured have been found to be
high in spleens of embryos of 17 days of
incubation. These enzyme activities have
been found to increase in the spleens after
production of splenomegaly by grafting
fragments of chicken spleen onto the
chorioallantois on day 9.
Cobb White Rock adults were used as
donors in these experiments, and White
Leghorn embryos served as recipients.
With this combination, significant splenomegaly can be produced consistently.
Enzymes are assayed by methods described inthe literature and will be only
briefly outlined here. Acid protease
(cathepsin) is measured by Anson's
method, in which Folin-positive material
is released into a trichloroacetic acid
(TCA) supernatant after incubation of
the homogenate with denatured hemoglobin. DNase and RNase are measured
by the increased absorption in the supernatant at 260 niju after incubation of the
substrate with the enzyme at pH 5.0, and
precipitation with perchloric acid (PCA)
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for the DNase assay, or with PCA-uranyl
acetate reagent of Kalnitsky for the
RNase assay. Acid phosphatase is measured by the method of Brandenberger and
Hanson, in which the production of
salicylic acid is followed spectrophotometrically at 300 mju after incubation of
carboxyphenyl phosphate with the homogenate at 5.0. /^-Glucuronidase is
assayed by Fishman's method, in which
the homogenate is incubated with phenolphthalein glucuronide at pH 4.5, and the
free phenolphthalein is determined after
alkalinization, at 540 m/i. The activities
of lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) and
succinate-cytochrome c reductase have
also been assayed. These assays were
carried out as outlined in Year Book 62,
page 425. The initial linear reaction rate
was determined for each enzyme by
removing aliquots of the reactive mixture
at different times. In some experiments
the reaction was followed directly as a
function of time. Each enzyme was
assayed under conditions in which the
reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of the homogenate added.
Activity is expressed as change in optical
density per unit time.
Maximal activities of lysosomal enzymes are obtained only after subjecting
homogenated spleen to one of a variety of
treatments, such as freezing and thawing
or sonication. With gentle Teflon homogenization, only about 20 per cent of
maximal activities of lysosomal enzymes
are found in the mitochondrial supernatant fraction (table 9, column 4), in
good agreement with de Duve's definition
of the lysosome. Maximal activity is
released into this supernatant fraction if
the homogenates are frozen and thawed,
and then sonicated for 1 minute at low
pH (table 9, column 1). The activity of a
soluble enzyme, LDH, is lost by this
treatment, whereas that of a mitochondrial enzyme complex, succinate-cytochrome c reductase, is released to some
extent into the supernatant fraction
(table 9). The low activity of LDH in
column 2 of table 9 cannot be explained
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Enzyme Activities of Embryonic Chick Spleen Extracts
Percentage of Maximal Activity in Supernatant
Glass Homogenization

Enzyme Assayed

Acid phosphatase
Acid RNase
Acid protease
Acid DNase
LDH
Succinate-cytochrome c reductase

pH 5;
freeze-thaw,
sonication,
centrifugation
at 10,0(%,
20min
100
100
97
100
50
80

Teflon
Homogenization ;

pH 5;
centrifugation
at 10,000g,

pH 7.4;
at 2000#,
centrifugation

20 min

10 min

65
60

89

54
20
55

10,0000,
pH 5; centrifugation at
20 min
18
17
20

100
100

at present. These data indicate that the in which maximal activity is present, this
lysosomal enzymes in the cell are found result indicates that the amount of
in a fraction that sediments with the enzyme per unit of tissue is increased in
mitochondria, and are not freely active in the enlarged spleens. The same result is
the soluble fraction. This is evidence that found if the enzymes are compared on a
the enzymes are found in discrete lysoso- protein basis. On the other hand, the
mal particles, but further work must be specific activity of succinate-cytochrome
done before this statement can be made
c reductase is not increased significantly
with certainty.
in the enlarged spleens, whereas that of
In order to compare activities of these LDH was found to be significantly
enzymes in control (nongrafted or sham- decreased in the group of 60-mg spleens
grafted) embryo spleens and experimental
(experiment I) and not significantly
different in the group of 40-mg spleens
(grafted) embryo spleens, the homogenates have been treated so that maximal
(experiment II). This finding indicates
that the increase in enzyme activity over
activity is present in the supernatant
fraction, as in table 9, column 1. In one spleen weight in the experimental spleens
such experiment (table 10, experiment I) is to some degree specific for the lysosomal
10 spleens were chosen from a group of enzymes.
grafted embryos so that they fell close to
By comparing the ratios of the lysosothe mean wet weight obtained in the
mal enzymes in experiments I and II in
experiment (n = 44, mean weight = 63.7 table 10, it is apparent that the specific
mg) . The enzyme activities in each spleen activities of these enzymes are not
were measured. These have been con- significantly increased in the sixfoldtrasted with the same activities in the enlarged spleens over the fourfold-enlarged spleens. The specific activities of
spleens of 9 sham-operated control embryos from the same experiment. It may
the enzymes are not appreciably different
be seen from table 10 that in this experi- in the two groups of enlarged spleens.
This may be seen more clearly in figures
ment, and in a second, similar experiment,
29 and 30. In figure 29 the activity of the
the activities of three lysosomal enzymes,
acid phosphatase, acid DNase, and /3- lysosomal enzyme acid phosphatase is
glucuronidase, expressed on a wet weight plotted against the spleen weight of the
basis, are significantly increased. Since same spleen. The mean activity of all the
the spleens are assayed under conditions spleens was determined and set equal to
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Comparison of Enzyme Activity in 17-Day Chick Spleens from Control
and Grafted Embryos
Control

Assay
No.

Wet weight, mg
Lowry protein, mg
S.A.* acid phosphatase
(activity /mg
wet
weight)
S.A. acid DNase
S.A. LDH
S.A. succinate-cytochrome creductase
Wet weight
Lowry protein
S.A. acid phosphatase
S.A. acid DNase
S.A. /3-glucuronidase
S.A. LDH

INSTITUTION

Experimental

Mean ± S.E.

10.6
0.31

9
9
9

1.3
2.4
1.2

±0.08
±0.35
±0.05

9

2.2

±0.31

10
10
10
10

10.5
0.30
1.0
2.1
2.6
1.5

Mean ± S.E.

10
Experiment
I
64.6
10
1.64

9
9

10
10

No.

10
10
10

n

10
Experiment
10
10
±0.03
10
±0.18
10
±0.12
10
±0.05

Probability
(t test)

ExperiControl

6.1
5.4

1.9
4.3
0.9

±0.16
±0.41
±0.06

2.7

±0.17

II
41.8
1.34
1.8
3.9
4.2
1.6

Ratio
mental/

±0.10
±0.44
± 0.37
±0.13

1.5
1.8
0.7
1.2
4.0
4.5
1.8
1.8
1.6
1.0

0.005 > P > O.OOlf
0.005 > P > O.OOlf
0.025 > P > O.Olf
0.2 > P > 0.1

P < O.OOlf
0.05 > P > 0.025f
0.025 > P > O.Olf
P > 0.5

* Specific activity.
f Difference significant at 5 per cent level.
J One sample not assayed.

1.0. The activity of each spleen is made
relative to this value. Similarly, the mean
wet weight is determined and set equal
to 1.0, and the weights are expressed
relative to this mean.
When the data are treated in this
manner, if the specific activity of acid
phosphatase is constant, i.e., if a doubling
in spleen weight is accompanied by a
doubling in acid phosphatase activity, the
points should be distributed along a
straight line intersecting the mean, and
with a slope of 1.0. The upper line in
figure 29 is drawn to indicate that the
points do approximate this behavior. It
must be emphasized that these points are
all from spleens from grafted embryos.
The spleens ranged in weight from about
30 mg to about 120 mg. For clarification,
a point is added to figure 29, which indicates the mean relative activity of 19
control spleens (arrow) . The experimental
points would fall along the lower line in
figure 29 if the specific activities of the

experimental spleens were equal to those
of the controls.
We may draw the conclusion that,
although the specific activity is significantly higher in a spleen from a grafted
embryo than in a control spleen, in the
range from about threefold to eightfold
enlargement, and within experimental
error, the specific activity is constant and
not a function of the weight of the spleen.
Figure 30 portrays other lysosomal
enzyme activities from experimental
spleens plotted against spleen weight in
the same manner as acid phosphatase is
plotted in figure 29. In each graph the
points may be seen to approximate a
straight line, intersecting the mean, with
a slope of 1.0.
Splenomegaly is thus accompanied by
an increase in the specific activities of
lysosomal enzymes as well as by an
increase in the granulocytic population of
the spleen. Preliminary experiments to
determine whether the enzyme increase
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2.5

2.5

Relative spleen weight

Fig. 29. Acid phosphatase activity in enlarged spleens. Ordinate: total acid phosphatase activity
relative to the mean activity of the enlarged spleens. Abscissa : spleen wet weight relative to the mean.
Each point is derived from 1 spleen from a grafted embryo. The upper line has a slope of 1.0, and is not
derived from the data. The points should fit this line only if the specific activity of the enzyme in the
experimental spleens is constant and not a function of spleen weight. The points should be distributed
along the lower line if the specific activity of the enzyme in experimental spleens were the same as
that in the nongrafted controls.

reflects the increase of this type of cell
have involved layering spleen cell suspensions on albumin density gradients, and
attempting to purify the type of cell
containing the enzyme activity. In one
such experiment, shown in figure 31,
spleens were harvested from about three
dozen embryos, and a cell suspension was
prepared by mincing the tissue and
flushing it back and forth gently through
a serological pipette. The clumps were
allowed to settle over two 15-minute
periods, and the cells were repeatedly
washed. All operations were carried out
in the cold. The suspending medium was
saline, buffered to pH 7.4 with phosphate.

The suspension was layered on an albumin density step gradient (21 steps from
1.03 to 1.09). The tube was centrifuged
for 1 hour at 2000(7 in the cold, and
punched, drops being collected into six
tubes. The sediment was flushed into
another tube. The cells were washed
several times, and red and white blood
cell counts were made with a hemocytometer. Smears were made and stained with
Giemsa. Finally, the cells were put into
acetate at pH 5 and sonicated, and acid
phosphatase activity was determined.
It can be seen from figure 31 that the
enzyme activity is highest on a per cell
basis in the peak centering at tube 4. The
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2.0

Relative spleen weight

Relative spleen weight

3.0
1.0
2.0
Relative spleen weight

1.0

2.0

3.0

Relative spleen weight

Fig. 30. Lysosomal enzyme activity in enlarged spleens. The relative enzyme activity is plotted
versus spleen weight as in figure 29. The spleens are from grafted embryos. In each graph the line has
a slope of 1.0. As in figure 29, the points should fit this line if the specific activity of the enzyme is
constant.

tubes in this region contained about 75
to 85 per cent granulocytes, whereas other
tubes had on the order of 50 per cent
granulocytes. These data suggest that
acid phosphatase activity may be correlated with the number of granulocytes.
It must be emphasized that the sensitivity
of this experiment is low, and conclusions
must be held in severe reservation until
they are confirmed by more sensitive
techniques. Recent rifugat ion of the cells
in the peak through a second gradient
increases both the percentage of granulo-

cytes and the activity as expressed on a
per cell basis. With repeated centrifugation of the cells through gradients, it may
be possible to obtain a fraction that is
nearly 100 per cent granulocytes and
compare it with a side fraction very low
in granulocytes.
The data presented do not permit a
clear picture of the mechanism of
lysosomal enzyme increase in splenomegaly. They are consistent with a
hypothesis that the major fraction of the
enzymes are found with a population of
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Fig. 31. Density gradient centrif ligation of spleen cells. Spleen cells were layered on an albumin
density gradient and centrifuged for 2 hours at 2000#. Drops were collected in six tubes, and the
sedimented cells were then washed into another tube. The cells were washed, and leucocytes (WBC)
and erythrocytes (RBC) were counted. The cells were then sonicated, and centrifuged for 10 minutes
at 15,000g. Acid phosphatase assays were carried out on the supernatants. The figure indicates that
enzyme activity follows the WBC distribution, and is highest, on a per WBC basis, where the cells
themselves peak, in tube 4.

cells that is present in the normal 17-day
spleens, and much increased in the
enlarged day-17 spleens after grafting at
day 9, but other models cannot be ruled
out. Confirmation of this model will have
IMMUNOLOGICALLY

to depend on quantitative studies of the
granulopoietic reaction itself and on
correlation of the number of cells and
level of activity of the enzymes as the
reaction proceeds.

INDUCED

What was regarded as a parochial
oddity when first announced by Jules
Freund and colleagues a decade ago has
since proved a rewarding experimental
system for the study of autoallergic
hypersensitivity reactions (see table 11).

ASPERMATOGENESIS

With the skillful aid of ArlyneMusselman,
D. W. Bishop is continuing his investigation of aspermatogenesis in collaboration with G. L. Carlson, now at the
University of Alabama Medical Center.
Several studies initiated last year (Year
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Book 62, pp. 452-459) have been brought
to, or near, completion: dose-response
relations of testicular extracts, reactions
following intramuscular sensitization, and
the induction of testicular lesions of brain
extracts. Further information has been
acquired on the chemical composition and
immunoelectrophoretic properties of the
aspermatogenic factor. Lastly, some observations have been made on the
behavior of leucocytes in the testis which
indicate that polysaccharide of the aspermatogenic material is, at least in the final
stages of the allergic reaction, transported
from the seminiferous tubules, through
the interstitium, and into the blood vessels draining the organ. It is hoped that
current attempts to quantitate further
both the antigenic stimulus and the
testicular response (by enzymatic assay
of the germinal epithelium) and studies of
lymphoid cells, both native and transferred from sensitized donors, will aid in
the clarification of the mechanism of this
immunologically induced reaction system.
TABLE

INSTITUTION

Response to Testicular Extracts
Introduced Intracutaneously
When administered with adjuvant by
the standard intracutaneous (I.C.) injection route (the method regarded as
essential by Freund), microgram quantities of highly purified testicular extracts
are sufficient to induce an intense lesion
in the germinal epithelium (pi. 6, fig. la,
b). The results after sensitization with
testicular homogenate and extracts are
shown in table 12, in which the most
highly purified preparation, CPM, is
effective at the level of 1 jug. Even lower
doses induce impairment in some tubules
but not generally throughout the testis.
The absolute minimal effective level of
antigen is difficult to ascertain, owing to
at least three factors: precision of the
intracutaneous injection, ratio of amount
of antigen to adjuvant and particularly to
the Mycobacterium present, and the time
of assay, usually 2 months in these
studies.
A comparison of the rough data in

11. Occurrence of Experimentally
Induced Aspermatogenesis

Species and
Antigenic Source
testis
n*
MaHomologous
Mouse
J
Homologous testis
Homologous testis extract
Rat
Homologous testis
Guinea pig
Homologous testis
Autologous testis
Homologous sperm
Heterologous sperm
Homologous testis
Homologous testis
Homologous testis extract
Homologous testis extract
Homologous sperm extract
Homologous brain
Homologous brain extract

vant
Adju-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
—
+
+
+
+
+
+

* Observations by R. E. Mancini.
t Intracutaneous.
X Demonstration by Z. Pokorna.
§ Intramuscular.

Injection
Route
I.C.f

i.e.
i.e.
i.e.
i.e.
i.e.
i.e.
i.e.
i.m.§
i.e.
i.e.
I.M.
i.e.
i.e.
i.e.

TABLE 12. Dose-Response Effects of Testis
and Extracts Administered Intracutaneously
with Adjuvant
No.
Antigen
Testicular Lesions
Source*
Testis

ASPM

CPM

Amount,
mg
250
125
100
25
50
100
50
10
1
10.0
1.0
0.1
0.01
0.001

Aniof
mals

Rangef

0-3
0-4
2-4
0-4
0-1
0-1
0-3
0-4

Severe
2/3
2/3
3/3
3/3
0/3
1/5
0/6
6/6
6/6
2/2

0-4
3-4
1-4
2-4

3/3
4/4

0-4
0-4

3/4
1/4

* See Year Books 61 and 62 for extraction
procedures.
t Degree of increasing severity of lesion indicated by index, 0 to 4.
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table 12 (lines 4 and 13) suggests that as
much as a 5000-fold increase in antigenic
potency may have been achieved by
extraction and purification. Although the
significance of circulating antibody, always present in aspermatogenic guinea
pigs (Year Book 62, p. 458), is obscure, a
correlation between degree of testicular
damage, serum titer, and skin hypersensitivity does exist (table 13). Since humoral
antibody develops shortly after sensitization and well before germinal epithelial
breakdown, its early formation cannot be
attributed to the release of germ cell
antigenic material by the target tissue.
By itself, humoral antibody transferred
into secondary recipients is inadequate to
induce tissue responses (Year Book 62,
p. 459); nevertheless, it reflects lymphocytic activity and may play a role in
modifying the responsiveness of the testis
to immune damage. This is but one
provocative facet of the aspermatogenic
reaction requiring clarification.
Because of earlier discrepancies in the

TABLE
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13.

demonstration of gel-diffusion reactions
in antisera from animals sensitized with
crude ASPM or more highly purified
CPM extracts — and thus the suggestion
of precipitating as opposed to nonprecipitating antibodies — stress should be here
laid on the fact that all aspermatogenic
guinea pigs have a circulating, antitestisspecific, precipitable antibody which gives
one band in agar gel-diffusion plates (pi.
6, fig. 2).
When tested by the passive cutaneous
anaphylaxis (PCA) procedure, antisera
gave positive reactions at maximum dilutions of 1/4096. Used as challenging
antigen in this test, TCAPM and CPM,
but not ASPM extract, were effective at
the 1.0-mg level (pi. 6, fig. 3).
Skin hypersensitivity tests were performed (8weeks after sensitization) by
intracutaneous injection of 0.1 or 1.0 mg
ASPM in tris buffer. Reactions were read
at 2, 4, 12, 24, and 48 hours. A representative 48-hour positive test is shown
in plate 7, figure 1.

Relation of CPM Dosage to Testicular Lesion, Skin Hypersensitivity,
and Serological Reaction

Animal

CPM, mg

Testis Damage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

10.0
10.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

3-4
3-4
1-4
1-4
3-4
2-4
3-4
3-4
3-4
0-3
0-2
3-4
0-4
0-1
0-2
0-4
0-1

Reaction

4096
PCA*
4096
512
2048
2048
2048
32
128
16
0
128
64
640
0
0
0

Gel-Diffusion
Test

Skin
Hypersensitivity
(48 hr)

+
+—
+
+
+—
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
±
+

_
—
—

+—
—
_
_
-

±
±

+
±

_
_

±

* Passive cutaneous anaphylactic procedure; values give positive responses at maximal reciprocal
dilution.
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Aspermatogenesis Induced by Intramuscular and Intracutaneous Injection of
mg
Homologous
Testis and Testicular Extract
Antigen

No of
Animals

Source

25
6
12
5
6
5
6

Testis homogenate
ASPM extract
ASPM extract
ASPM extract
ASPM extract
ASPM extract
ASPM extract

Amount,

- Injection
Route

250
100
50
10

I.M.
I.M.
I.M.
I.M.

100
10
50

i.e.
i.e.
i.e.

Testicular Damage
Range
Severe
0-4
0-4
0-4
0-4
0-1
0-3
0-4

14/25
2/6
5/5
4/12
0/6
1/5
6/6

Serological Reactions*
PCA
Diffusion
18/25
2/6

2/6
13/25

12/12
5/5
6/6
5/5

5/5
Gel2/6
5/12
2/5

6/6

5/6

Challenged by ASPM and CPM.

Efficacy of Intramuscular
Sensitization

Aspermatogenesis Induced by
Brain Extracts

The onset of induced aspermatogenesis
after injection of testicular homogenate
and adjuvant intramuscularly (I.M.) was
noted in Year Book 62. Subsequent
experiments with testicular extracts substantiate earlier findings that the intramuscular route is as effective as the
standard intracutaneous pathway (table
14). Both crude and purified extracts of
testis are effective in inducing lesions
which appear, in all respects, comparable
to those evoked by I.C. sensitization (pi.
7, fig. 2).
The significance of these observations
is seemingly not limited to the aspermatogenic syndrome alone but may extend to
other systems where intramuscular administration ofantigen combined with
adjuvant is a general practice. The
administration of tissue fractions or cell
components may result in hypersensitive
immune reactions that involve tissue

Despite the stress laid by E. Witebsky
and others upon the marked tissue
specificity of the aspermatogenic response,
it has been recognized for some years that
injection of homologous brain homogenate, combined with adjuvant, can
produce testicular lesions limited to the
germinal epithelium {Year Book 62).
Although the apparent common antigenicity between brain and testicular
tissue was first demonstrated by J. H.
Lewis in cross-reacting systems involving
alcoholic extracts and specific antibody,
ethanol extracts of guinea-pig brain fail
to induce pathological changes in the
testes (table 15). On the other hand,
fractions extracted in weak acid (0.1
acetic), precipitated with ammonium
sulfate between 30 and 70 per cent
saturation, resuspended, dialyzed, and
lyophilized (comparable to the procedure
employed for testicular extraction), did
give rise to testicular lesions. Sensitization
with either brain homogenate or brain
ASPM extract frequently caused paralysis and/or death, a reaction possibly
associated with the encephalomyelitic
factor of central nervous tissue. Not
shown in table 15 are data, now accruing,
which
indicate that the more highly

responses, along with the usual expectation of circulating antibody production.
With reference to aspermatogenesis, these
findings offset the emphasis placed by
Freund and others on the dermis as the
required site of sensitization, presumably
attributable to its peculiar composition or
to its unique lymphatic distribution.
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11
4
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6
6
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Aspermatogenesis Induced by Tissue Homogenate and Crude Extracts of Brain
Testicular Damage

Antigen
Source
Homogenate
Extract
ASPM
ASPM
ASPM
ASPM
ASPM
Alcohol
Alcohol

Amount, mg
250
100
50
10
5
1
200
20

purified brain CPM extract can lead to
testicular damage in the absence of the
poly neurit ic-like trauma. These results
support the concept of a common antigenicity and, at least partial, chemical
similarity of guinea-pig brain and testicular tissue. Further evidence for this
statement is afforded by a comparison of
the ultraviolet absorption spectral curves
of brain and testis extracts shown below.
Chemistry of the
aspermatogenic factor
The chemical nature of the testicular
antigen was summarized in Year Book 62
and a paper presented jointly by Bishop
and Carlson at the Conference on Autoimmunity (New York Academy of Sciences). Further analysis of the molecular
composition of the factor is being
conducted by Carlson, and attempts to
increase the yield and efforts to clarify the
immunoelectrophoretic properties of the
extracts have been carried out in this
Department.
As currently performed, the extraction
of aspermatogenic factor from fresh,
mature testes and epididymides provides
a yield of about 75 per cent (table 16).
The increased antigenic potency is reflected inthe dose-response relation noted
above (see table 12).
The successive steps in the purification

Range

Severe

0-3

0/4

6 paralyzed, 1 died

0-1
0-4
0-4
0-3
0-3
0-1
0-1

0/3
1/8
2/7

1
1
2
1
3

1/3
1/2

paralyzed
paralyzed,
paralyzed,
paralyzed,
paralyzed,

1
1
2
1

died
died
died
died

0/12
0/6

process of the active factor can be
monitored by recording ultraviolet absorption spectra as portrayed in figure 32.
In the absence of protein in the CPM
extract, absorption at 275-280 rn.fi is to
be attributed to the presence of tyrosine
and tryptophane in the polypeptide
component. The slight but consistent
shoulder at 290 mju is unaccounted for.
For comparison, an absorption analysis of
brain extracts is given (fig. 33), which
indicates some similarity in the preparations from these two widely divergent
sources.
Both starch and agar gel electrophoretic analytical methods have been
applied to the testicular fractions, with
less than highly rewarding results. Starch
gel patterns proved useful in indicating
the removal of protein in successive steps
in purification, on the basis of staining
reactions with amido black for protein
and assays of lactate dehydrogenase,
TABLE 16. Fractional Yields from
Guinea-Pig Testes and Epididymides
Weight, g
Material
Testes and epididymides, wet
100.00
Testes and epididymides, dry
12.96
Freeze-dried ASPM fraction
0 . 906
Freeze-dried TCAPM fraction
0.084
Freeze-dried CPM fraction
0 . 075
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Fig. 32. Absorption spectra of successive testicular extracts recorded between 240 and 340 niju.
ASPM (top), TCAPM (middle), and CPM (bottom); 1.0 mg/ml in water. Reprinted, by permission,
from the Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences.

esterase, and phosphatase activity (table
17). In agar gel preparations, five amido
black stainable bands (two anode- and
three cathode-migrating, in barbital buffer at pH 8.2) are present in ASPM; in
TCAPM and CPM fractions, usually one
and occasionally two faint bands are
found, but neither is identifiable with the
serologically active component of the
antigen.
TABLE

17.

Immunoelectrophoresis in agar gel has
now shown, contrary to earlier results,
that positive reactions can be obtained
with either ASPM or CPM employed as
antigenic component, and in systems
where either the antigenic fraction or the
anti-CPM antiserum is electrophoresed
before immune band formation (pi. 7, fig.
3a, o). Attention is directed to the fact
that the immune reaction thus demon-

Electrophoretic Components of Testicular Extracts in Starch and Agar Gels
Starch

1+

Extract

Amido Black
Protein

LDH
Activity

Esterase
Activity

Activity
Phosphatase

Agar
Amido Black
1+
Protein

ASPM
TCAPM
CPM

7
±

5

9

2

5
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Fig. 33. Absorption spectra of three successive brain extracts, identified as in figure 32.

strated involves the circulating, precipitable antibody which routinely develops
in sensitized aspermatogenic guinea pigs,
and is not a test antibody produced in the
rabbit, for example, for assay purposes.
The refinement of the CPM-anti-CPM
immunoelectrophoretic system permits
the monitoring of further chemical purification and fractionation of the aspermatogenic antigen, without an inadvertent loss of serological activity.
Leucocytic Behavior
The early infiltration of the interstitium
of antitestis-sensitized guinea pigs by
leucocytes and the probable role of cellbound antibodies in initiating the aspermatogenic response have been discussed
extensively by B. H. Waksman. Very
little information, however, is available
on the mechanism of tissue destruction at
the cellular level: the sequence of events

following the accumulation of lymphocytes in the testis, the cytolytic nature of
the germinal epithelial response, and the
release or fate of native antigen. Only one
line of evidence, which may or may not
be significant in the tissue response, has
tended to localize an immune reaction,
and that is the demonstration by Baum,
Mancini, and others that fluorescentlabeled antitestis antibodies can be found
associated with sperm in testis sections.
In a study of the late stages of testicular destruction in anti-CPM sensitized
animals, the peculiar behavior of some
leucocytic types has now been observed.
These observations are interpreted as
indicating the transfer of the polysaccharide component of testicular antigen from
the seminiferous tubule to the blood
vascular system (pi. 8, fig. 1, a-f). The
use of the Himes-Moriber stain, which
selectively stains the polysaccharide of
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mature germ cells by virtue of the basic
fuchsin-Schiff reagent, has facilitated the
localization and transport of this component. The origin of the intratubal
leucocytes, presumably a macrophage, and
the manner of the acquisition of the
polysaccharide inclusion are as yet obscure, but it is assumed that phagocytosis
must play a part. Along with this monocytic phenomenon can also be observed a
heavy concentration of granulocytes,
particularly eosinophils of the myeloid
series (Wintrobe), in the blood vessels
THE

EMBRYO

IN RELATION

Mechanisms of Implantation
of the Ovum
Bent Boving has studied the attachment of the rabbit ovum to the uterus
with respect to transport, spacing, and
orientation, but special attention has been
given to the physiological mechanisms by
which the trophoblast of the ovum
invades the epithelium of the uterus. The
invasion may be considered in four stages :
adhesion, penetration, spread (and/or
fusion), and arrest. Of these stages,
penetration is central and is the most
complex and interesting. For penetration,
anatomical analysis identified one maternal requirement (uterine epithelium with
a capillary at its base), one fetal requirement (atrophoblast "knob" or aggregate
of syncytium), and one obvious mutual
requirement (contact).
The maternal requirement and its
means of function have been studied by a
variety of endocrine, chemical, enzymatic,
and histological techniques. It was concluded that the blastocyst's abundant
store of bicarbonate was transferred
through epivascular uterine epithelium
(with the assistance of carbonic anhydrase
there) to the maternal circulation. It was
further concluded that the localized
transfer was accompanied by a similarly
localized rise of pH and a consequent loss
of cohesion between the epivascular
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coursing through the interstitium (pi. 8,
fig. 1/). Preliminary as these cytopathological findings are, and although limited
to late stages of germinal epithelial
modification, they do indicate dramatically two reactions of leucocytes in the
immune response and suggest a mechanism by which native antigen not only is
removed from the impaired tubules but
can be transported, via the circulation, to
antibody-forming sites elsewhere in the
organism.
TO ITS ENVIRONMENT
uterine epithelial cells. The adjacent (and
adherent) trophoblast was considered to
prevail at the site because its syncytial
structure presented no cells subject to
dissociation by the local high pH. The
hypothesis of penetration by differential
dissociability was considered to explain
how a path is cleared through the uterine
epithelium and to point out the lack of
explanation for the trophoblast's propulsion along that path.
The fetal requirement for penetration
(the trophoblast knob) is obviously acted
on by the mechanism that propels it
through the epithelium. The mechanism
is probably not uterine, since trophoblast
may invade tissues other than the uterus.
Conceivably, then, the propulsive mechanism is incorporated in the knob.
Accordingly, the knobs invite study.
In his recent efforts, Boving has sought
to test details of the differential dissociation hypothesis and especially to explore
the propulsive mechanisms of trophoblast
knobs. Knobs have been scouted histological y insearch of aspects of structure
that suggest propulsive mechanisms,
especially aspects that are different before
and after penetration.
Conventionally, specimens for histological study of implantation have been
obtained by killing a pregnant animal,
excising the segment of uterus containing
the blastocyst, and immersing it in fixing
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solution. One may suspect a considerable
delay before fixing fluid diffuses through
the uterine muscle to the region of
contact between uterine epithelium and
blastocyst; one may occasionally confirm
the suspicion by finding evidence of poor
fixation. One must therefore entertain and
check a doubt that labile structures are
revealed in their natural state.
Rapid fixation was achieved by injecting fixing fluid directly to the region of
interest within the uterine lumen and
doing it in the living, anesthetized animal
rather than after death. Slides from a
specimen so fixed cast revealing doubt on
the conventional idea that unattached
trophoblast knobs consist of an accumulation of syncytium over the surface of,
or in the plane of, the layer of cellular
trophoblast that envelops the blastocyst
(pi. 9, fig. la and 6). The newly appreciated anatomical relationship is that
syncytium sometimes and perhaps usually
develops underneath the cytotrophoblast
(or between cytotrophoblast and endoderm, when the endoderm has migrated
from the embryonic pole) (pi. 9, fig. lc;
pi. 10, figs, la and 16). Thus, the syncytiotrophoblast may develop in a cystic
structure with walls composed of discrete
cells. The rounded contours of such cystic
unattached knobs tentatively suggest
distention. The cellular structure of the
walls implies that their confined and presumably pressurized contents could be
released by a dissociation of the knob's
(superficial) cytotrophoblast cells when
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they are in contact with and adherent to
epivascular uterine epithelial cells that
are at the same time and place being
dissociated by a local rise in pH.
Occam's razor seems to be shaving
reasonably closely when the localized
maternal requirement and the localized
fetal requirement for penetration can be
presumed to be thrown into operation at
the same time and place by a single
factor — a local rise in pH. However,
interpreting penetration as an extrusion
does not introduce a mechanical principle
unfamiliar to gestation physiology, where
ejaculation, ovulation, and birth have
long been recognized as extrusions. And,
like some of these extrusions, trophoblast
penetration appears to be a ducted
extrusion. That is to say, the cytotrophoblast cells that sheathe the cyst peripherally form a channel that directs the
syncytiotrophoblast through the epithelium and prevents its escape into the
uterine lumen (fig. 34; pi. 9, figs. Id, le;
and pi. 10, fig. Id). But when an object
moves through a duct one must consider
several kinds of propulsion: pressure at
one end, peristalsis by duct wall, and
self -propulsion by the object. It is disconcerting that each appears reasonable and
that experimental efforts to make a
distinction have not yet succeeded.
The assumption that knobs are pressurized was tested by attempting to
"pop" them microsurgically, either mechanically or "physiologically," by a
solution of high pH. There were a very

Fig. 34. The anatomy of trophoblast penetration of uterine epithelium is indicated by a sequence
of five knobs. Reading from left to right, the syncytiotrophoblast (stippled) is initially encased
between endoderm (upper pairs of lines) and cytotrophoblast (middle pair of lines) in the unattached
knob and the next knob that adheres to uterine ephithelium (lower pair of lines) over a capillary
(circle). In the center, dissociation of epivascularly located cells of both epithelium and adherent
cytotrophoblast forms a path to the capillary. In the next, syncytiotrophoblast moves along that
path and is confined to it by cytotrophoblast, which forms a funnel-shaped duct. Finally, at the end
of penetration, syncytiotrophoblast tends to fan out a little under the epithelium and envelop the
capillary there.
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few instances of possible success, but
generally only blebs rather than cytoplasm with nuclei were extruded. On
reflection, the usual reaction is probably
along the same path that is followed
during conventional histological preparation. If, as is believed, carbon dioxide
blowoff and consequent pH rise is the
normal means for popping a knob, it must
be assumed that all the "ripe" knobs
would already have popped when the
ovum was removed from the uterus to air
and the solution in which the tests were
performed. Efforts to perform such checks
inside the living uterus have failed so far
for optical and mechanical reasons.
Efforts to work in a high carbon dioxide
environment are contemplated, but equipment has not yet been constructed. A few
efforts to make knobs pop inward instead
of outward by injecting alkali into the
yolk sac have had results too generalized
to justify any conclusions. The idea of
pressure within a cystic knob is suspect
because it is an intuitive idea based
almost entirely on appearances, and the
appearances after fixation at that. It may
be controverted by the possibility that
some very early knobs invade before
endoderm has grown around inside the
blastocyst to form the inner part of the
cyst wall.
The last consideration may also controvert the idea that the syncytiotropho blast
is milked or squeezed along by the
cytotrophoblast — a rather unconvincing
idea except for recent reports by Daniel
that rabbit trophoblast is capable of
pulling its cells together to an extraordinary degree, and the cells have an
efficient " transtropho blast pump." Thus,
either a mechanical (bulb syringe) or
hydraulic pump is conceivable.
In addition to the two more or less
similar propulsive systems that move a
passive syncytiotrophoblast there is the
possibility of self-propulsion. In particular, Steinberg asked whether the syncytiotrophoblast might not be migrating
through the uterine epithelium by high
adhesive properties. Contours observed
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histologically are more consistent with
such adhesive creeping than with pressurized extrusion in some cases where the
trophoblast appears to have climbed
around the underside of the epithelium
instead of squirting into the loose stroma
(pi. 9, fig. 1/). In others, on the contrary,
separation occurs between the trophoblast and epithelium and not elsewhere,
suggesting that the adhesion there is
unusually weak rather than unusually
strong.
It is hoped to gain a better idea of the
propulsive mechanism by observing its
operation, particularly its high rate, in
the normal site inside the uterus, at high
magnification. The equipment for doing
so has been made and used a few times.
The viewing is adequate, but there is so
little ability to control positioning that
what is seen is almost a matter of chance.
With capillaries numerous and knobs
relatively few, it suggests that the route
to success lies along the long road of
multiple trials.
That there have been only few trials is
attributable to diversion of some of
Boving's time and effort to the unfamiliar
task of writing for an obstetrics textbook
three introductory chapters, "Stages of
human development," "Development and
diagnosis of sex," and "Initiation of
pregnancy." The first chapter is believed
to be the first textbook presentation
based on the precise criteria of Streeter's
horizons and the Hertig and Rock contributions to and studies of the Carnegie
Collection. It covers all the horizons,
unpublished as well as published, in the
format of an illustrated key for determining the age of an embryo on the basis
of its external anatomy.
Anatomy

and Physiology of the
Placenta

The team of E. M. Ramsey, M. W.
Donner, and C. B. Martin, Jr., continuing
the investigation of maternal circulation
in the primate placenta, was augmented
for three months during the early spring
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of this year by a visit from Drs. Irwin H.
Kaiser and Harry S. McGaughey of the
Departments of Obstetrics and Gynecology of the University of Utah and the
University of Virginia, respectively, both
experienced investigators in the fields of
uterine physiology and human reproduction.
This venture in cooperative research
was concerned essentially with three
problems, the first two picking up the
threads of the long-term placental study,
the third, an excursion into a new but
closely related field.
Arterial Inflow to the Intervillous
Space of the Placenta
A short series of radioangiographic
studies, duplicating those of previous
years, was first carried out in order to
take advantage of the technical experience and fresh points of view of the new
members of the team. A unique opportunity was thus provided to subject
previously employed techniques to rigid
testing by independent experts and the
conqlusions based upon them to critical
review. Gratifying confirmation of previous results was obtained. The pattern
and dynamics of the arterial supply to the
intervillous space were shown to be,
indeed, as previously reported, including
the "spurts," suppression of inflow during
uterine contractions, the independent
activity of spiral arterioles, and the overall dominance of the vis a tergo of maternal blood pressure.
The hypothesis that spiral arterioles
show independent activity was derived
from the observation that different spurts
into the IVS frequently appear in
successive dye injections. These observations compared relaxation phases with
contractions, and it was evident that, to
establish the hypothesis, studies under
constant myometrial conditions were
required.
The implied independent activity of
spiral arterioles was therefore made the
object of intensive investigation in the
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present season. It was found that, when
multiple arterial dye injections were
carried out during uterine relaxation, the
pattern of spurts visualized, and thus of
spiral arterioles patent, was again not
always identical (pi. 11, fig. 1). Spurts
were added and subtracted independent
of detectable myometrial activity or
changes in maternal blood pressure. These
observations lend further support to the
concept that intrinsic vasomotion, as well
as uterine contraction, operates in the
control of arterial flow to the IVS.
However, an alternative or additional
mechanism must be considered, since it
has been shown that in the nonpregnant
uterus myometrial activity may be
localized and not be reflected in intracavitary pressure. It is possible that a
similar phenomenon may occur in the
pregnant uterus and, if so, could account
for these observations.
Venous Drainage of the Intervillous Space
The extension of last year's preliminary
observations on venous drainage of the
placenta formed another major part of
the present season's work. Despite a
number of technical improvements, the
introduction of radiopaque dye into the
intervillous space in the monkey remains
a delicate and difficult operation. Success
is unpredictable even when the uterus is
exposed and the location of the placenta
is ascertained by transillumination. The
ease with which the membranes may be
stripped from the uterine wall in the
monkey is probably the source of much
of the difficulty. Even so, an appreciable
series of successful experiments was
obtained. The results confirmed the
feathery, fan-shaped accumulations of
dye at the tip of the injecting needle when
properly lodged in the intervillous space
and the bold configuration of the pathways of drainage through the uterine wall
and into the pelvic circulation, predominantly through the ovarian veins (pi. 12,
fig. la).
The effect of myometrial contractions
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upon venous drainage was studied both
in spontaneously occurring uterine activity of high amplitude and in activity
artificially induced with oxytocic drugs.
A Harvard pump was employed to introduce the dye more slowly than in the
arterial studies. The injection was frequently prolonged for several minutes,
and continuous observations were made
throughout a number of contraction
cycles. In most strong contractions dye
disappeared from the venous channels of
the uterine wall and in part from the
extrauterine channels previously filled
(pi. 12, fig. lb). The pool of dye in the
intervillous space persisted during contractions and changed little if any in size.
As the peak of the contraction passed and
relaxation set in, the mural veins gradually refilled with dye from the intervillous
space.
According to present interpretations,
the uterine contraction is thought to have
a twofold action upon venous drainage:
first, the curtailment or even halting of
arterial inflow renders intervillous space
pressure inadequate to force blood out
into the veins against the prevailing
myometrial contraction pressure; second,
the increased myometrial pressure expresses the blood already present in the
mural veins into the systemic circulation.
This represents another aspect of the
dominant role of maternal arterial vis a
tergo in placental circulation; i.e., when
intrauterine pressure exceeds the pressure
within the spiral arterioles both inflow
and outflow are suspended.
Patterns of Myometrial Activity
Previous observations of patterns of
myometrial activity in pregnant rhesus
monkeys have been extended to animals
in the nonpregnant and postpartum
states. The open-end catheter technique,
now widely used to study uterine activity
during pregnancy, was found satisfactory
for measuring the intracavitary and
intramyometrial pressures in the nonpregnant uterus. The catheters were
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inserted under direct vision at laparotomy, since the tortuous canal of the long
monkey cervix proved an effective barrier
to placement per vaginam.
Although the number of observations
in the nongravid state is still small, the
uterine smooth muscle is always found to
exhibit considerable "spontaneous" activity. Some differences appear in the
contraction pattern between the follicular
and luteal phases of the menstrual cycle,
presumably reflecting modification of
myometrial activity by the cyclic variation of the ovarian steroids. During the
follicular phase the pressure waves recorded from the uterine cavity are
irregular in contour, indicating poor
coordination of myometrial activity. The
major peaks occur at a frequency of 5 to
10 minutes. As midcycle, and presumably
ovulation, approaches, the frequency
increases; the greatest frequency (18 per
10 minutes) was observed in an animal
having a very young corpus luteum.
Later in the luteal phase the contractions
are slower and more rhythmic, and with
a somewhat smoother contour. The intensity of contractions throughout the cycle
is a very respectable 60 mm Hg and more
(fig.
a-c).time of the very earliest
By35,the
observation on pregnancy, 49 days, the
contractions have begun to diminish in
intensity; and the rhythmic pattern of
the luteal phase, though still detectable,
has been modified by the appearance of
cyclic decreases in amplitude of contraction accompanied by elevation in the
resting pressure (fig. 35, d).
The further evolution of the pattern
throughout pregnancy has been well
documented previously {Year Book 60),
with breakup of the rhythmic pattern
into complex but isolated contractions
separated by periods of low resting
pressure. From 80 to 130 days the uterus
is at its quietest: contractions achieve
only 10-20 mm Hg pressure, and the
resting periods exceed contraction in
duration. In late pregnancy, activity
again increases progressively, and eventu-
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ates in the coordinated labor contractions
(fig. 35, e-h).
These coordinated contractions were
found to continue into the immediate
postpartum period. With the sudden
decrease in uterine volume and consequent thickening of the muscular wall
following delivery, the intensity increases
to 100 mm Hg (fig. 35, i). An observation
made on an animal on the first day after
abortion showed that by this time the
contraction pattern was again complex,
and the intensity of contraction only 30
mmHg (fig. 35, j).
These experiments suggest that the
pattern of activity of the myometrium
evolves gradually and continuously from
the phase of the developing follicle,
through ovulation, the phase of the
developing corpus luteum, pregnancy,
labor, and the puerperium, back to the
follicular phase once again.
Catheters inserted into the myometrium permit recordings of activity in
local areas in the nonpregnant uterine
wall. In general, small and often very
sharp pressure fluctuations of as much as
5-10 mm Hg are observed. Periods of
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activity alternate with periods of quiescence and frequently bear no apparent
relation to the pressure waves recorded
from the intracavitary catheter. Indeed,
when multiple myometrial catheters are
used, each small area thus observed seems
to act independently (fig. 36). The intracavitary pressure, then, would appear to
represent the summation of these activities (or inactivity) throughout the entire
uterus. The best correlation between the
intracavitary and intramyometrial pressures is seen in the records in which the
uterine contractions seem most coordinated, as judged by rhythmicity and
smoothness of contour of the intracavitary pressure wave.
From the foregoing it would appear
that there are no real "pacemakers," no
repetitive pattern of spread of contraction waves in the nonpregnant uterus.
Such a situation would certainly fit the
irregular interval and contour seen in
pressure recordings from the uterine
cavity, particularly in the follicular phase.
Whether the smooth, "coordinated" contractions of labor, on the other hand,
arise and spread as conducted waves from
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Fig. 36. Intrauterine and intramyometrial pressures recorded in monkey 59/7 shortly after ovulation.
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definite pacemaker areas is a subject for
further investigation.
Epinephrine, oxytocin, and vasopressin
have been studied for effect on activity of
the nonpregnant monkey uterus. Epinephrine ina range of dosage from 0.1 to
5.0 micrograms per minute produces no
detectable change in myometrial activity.
Vasopressin stimulates contraction of the
uterine smooth muscle, but in an uncoordinated fashion, the result with high
doses being apparently similar to fibrillation in the heart. The effect of oxytocin
seems rather more complex and will
require much additional study. The
observations thus far indicate that this
drug may enhance the synchrony of
myometrial action.
Monkey colony. To provide an adequate supply of pregnant monkeys for the
concentrated program carried out during
the visit of Kaiser and McGaughey, it was
necessary to purchase pregnant animals
from commercial dealers, augmenting the
resources of the Carnegie colony. Although justified for the given circumstances, itshould be recorded that this
proved a very unsatisfactory and expensive procedure. Deaths and abortions
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before the animals could be studied were
exceedingly high (50 per cent). In
contrast, the performance of the Carnegie
colony was good. A number of juvenile
females who had not previously become
pregnant did so, and the established
breeders continued to be reliable. Changes
in colony diet and feeding methods were
instituted in the middle of the year with
good results. C. B. Martin, Jr., exercised
close supervision of health and breeding
status of the colony and analyzed vaginal
smear data. His analyses confirmed
Hartman's original finding of a high
incidence of anovulatory cycles and
amenorrhea during the summer. Since
contrary findings are reported with increasing frequency from other laboratories, itseemed important to reexamine
the situation in the Carnegie colony,
taking into account the factors of indooroutdoor paddock housing and Baltimore
climate.
To the experience and devotion of
William I. Cleary and his staff and the
special knowledge and skill of Arthur G.
Rever are due much of the smoothness
and success of the intensive experimental
program of the current season.

TERATOGENESIS
A Possible Mechanism of Action of
the Teratogenic Dye Trypan Blue
In 1948 Gillman et al. described the
teratogenic effects of the azo dye trypan
blue in rats. Since that time the dye has
been shown to cause malformations in
many rodent species and in rabbits as well
as in the chick and in amphibians, but
the mechanism whereby the effects are
produced has remained obscure. In an
attempt to study the problem, Felix Beck
injected a teratogenic dose (50 mg/kg) of
purified dye into Wistar rats on one of
days 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 of pregnancy and
24 hours later fixed the uterine horns and
prepared serial sections. It was demonstrated that, after injection on day 7 or

later, the dye accumulated in a granular
form within the cells of the visceral layer
of the yolk sac epithelium of the developing conceptus (pi. 13, fig. 1), but that at
no time was it visible microscopically in
any other fetal membrane or in the
embryonic tissue itself. Application of
0.05 per cent trypan blue to the surface
of the stage 5 chick blastoderm explanted
by the New technique or injection of
small quantities into the subgerminal
cavity in ovo produced comparable
results in that within 24 hours the dye
had been taken up exclusively by the
extraembryonic endoderm, no dye being
visible in the grossly malformed chick
embryos resulting from such treatment.
In each embryo the dye had accumulated
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in cells responsible for embryonic nutrition, and it is interesting to observe that
in rats the dye ceases to have teratogenic
effects at precisely the time when the
chorioallantoic placenta becomes functional and the yolk sac epithelium no
longer provides the only mechanism of
embryonic nutrition.
Trump (1961), using the electron
microscope to study the uptake of trypan
blue by the renal tubular epithelium in
the rat, reported the segregation and
accumulation of the dye in cell "cy fascines" which he considered to be identical with the lysosomes of de Duve (see
p. 541). These observations together with
the histological findings reported above
suggest a mechanism that might account
for the teratogenicity of trypan blue and
related compounds. Accumulation of
strongly protein binding dyes within the
digestive vacuoles of endodermal cells
might lead to the building-up of a
concentration sufficient to inhibit the
lysosomal enzymes contained within these
vacuoles.
Preliminary experiments designed to
test this hypothesis have been carried out
using acid phosphatase as a representative lysosomal enzyme. Aqueous solutions
of wheat germ acid phosphatase (Worthington Biochemicals Corporation) were
assayed using o-carboxyphenyl phosphate
as substrate, and their activity was
compared with solutions to which varying
concentrations of purified trypan blue
(Williams, Ltd., Hounslow, England) had
been added. Strong inhibition of the
enzyme was demonstrated (fig. 37).
By plotting the reciprocal of the reaction velocity against the reciprocal of
the substrate concentration used (Linweaver and Burk), it was shown that the
inhibition was noncompetitive in nature
(fig. 38). The addition of a nonspecific
protein (bovine serum albumin, 1.5 mg/
ml) abolished the inhibitory effect of the
dye, presumably as the result of the
combination of trypan blue with albumin.
Pooled homogenates of whole chick
blastoderms were sonicated and centrifuged at 8000<7 for 20 minutes. The result-
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Fig. 37. The inhibition of acid phosphatase
by trypan blue. - Two-tenths milliliter acid
phosphatase (0.25 h mg/ml, Worthington Biochemicals) mixed with 0.5 ml 0.1 N acetic acidsodium acetate buffer at pH 5 and 0.2 ml
purified trypan blue (Williams, Ltd., Hounslow,
England) at various concentrations; 0.2 ml ocarboxyphenyl phosphate (0.8 mg/ml, Worthington Biochemicals) added, and change in O.D.
read at 300 m/x against a blank in which acid
phosphatase was replaced by buffer.

ant supernatant fluid had strong acid
phosphatase activity, which was not
inhibited by trypan blue. Therefore,
either the enzyme is different in nature
from wheat germ acid phosphatase or the
nonspecific proteins also present in the
supernatant fluid inactivated the dye in
the same way that bovine serum albumin
had inactivated trypan blue in the wheat
germ system. In the living system trypan
blue would be segregated in the cell
lysosomes and not exposed to the activity
of nonspecific cell proteins unless the
lysosomes ruptured. Further work is therefore necessary before the theory of trypan
blue action given above is proved or
disproved; this work is now in progress.
Another aspect of Beck's work has been
concerned with the mechanism of embryonic nutrition itself. In the utilization of
yolk by the early chick blastoderm,
hydrolytic enzymes including acid phosphatase are involved, and an attempt has
been made to study the distribution of
acid phosphatase in the blastoderm by
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Fig. 38. Linweaver-Burk plot demonstrates
that the inhibitory action of trypan blue is noncompetitive in nature. Change in O.D.
read at 300 mju. S = mg/100 ml. V = 10 X
AO.D./5 minutes. Open circles, inhibited by
trypan blue (10 /xg/ml); solid dots, not inhibited.
Blank: buffer 0.9 ml, substrate 0.2 ml.
Uninhibited enzyme: buffer 0.7 ml, substrate
0.2 ml, enzyme 0.2 ml. Inhibited enzyme:
buffer 0.5 ml, substrate 0.2 ml, enzyme 0.2 ml,
dye solution 0.2 ml. Buffer: 0.1 JV acetic acidsodium acetate, pH 5.0. Enzyme: acid phosphatase (Worthington Biochemicals) 0.24 mg/ml.
Substrate: o-carboxyphenyl phosphate.

means of histochemical and biochemical
techniques.
Cleaned, living chick blastoderms
(stages 5-12) explanted by the New
technique were immersed in diazotatesubstrate mixture and incubated at 37°C
for 1-2 hours; they were then washed,
fixed in calcium formol, and either prepared as whole mounts or sectioned. Since
the reaction was carried out on tissue not
previously subjected to freezing and
thawing or to any form of fixation,
localization was precise and was considered to be relatively free of artifact.
Standard coupling azo dye methods were
used or a technique modified from that of
Barka and Anderson by the addition of
7.5 per cent polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)
to the diazotate-substrate mixture, which
has the advantage that paraffin sections
can be prepared, but in general frozen
sections following gelation embedding
gave the best results.
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Acid phosphatase was detected in all
the whole mounts studied. In the primitive streak and head process stages, strong
enzyme activity was localized at the edge
of the blastoderm just within a clear
margin of overgrowth; a further zone of
activity appeared toward the inner part
of the area opaca and, extending centrally, involved the whole of the area
pellucida, the streak itself being variously
affected. At later stages (8-10) enzyme
activity just within the margin of overgrowth was again demonstrable and, more
centrally, regions of the area vasculosa
gave a positive reaction; the area pellucida, however, showed very little activity,
and the reactions in the embryo itself
were somewhat variable, some enzyme
activity always being present (pi. 13,
fig. 2).
On microscopic examination it was seen
that substantial activity was associated
with the yolk sac endoderm. At stage 5
the single layer of cells at the edge of the
blastoderm together with some related
yolk gave a positive reaction while the
peripheral processes of cells forming the
margin of overgrowth remained unstained. In the inner regions of the area
opaca and in the pellucida many of the
yolk droplets associated with the endoderm reacted strongly; although it was
not possible to be certain of the localization of all the phosphatase-positive yolk,
some of it was certainly intracellular and
may well have been in lysophagosomes
within the endodermal cells. At stage 10
the appearance had altered somewhat,
although cells at the blastoderm edge
were still phosphatase-positive and in the
area vitellina activity was again present
in yolk droplets associated with the extraembryonic endoderm (pi. 13, fig. 3). In
contrast, strongly positive areas in the
area vasculosa were associated with
endoderm cell cytoplasm (pi. 13, fig. 4)
and only occasionally was an intracellular
yolk droplet involved, making it not
inconceivable that these cells might be
concerned with secretion of hydrolytic
enzymes into the subgerminal fluid. The
area pellucida, now containing very little
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yolk, was without activity, but the
embryo itself often showed a weak response, particularly in some of the cells
and the external limiting membrane of
the neural tube.
In addition to usual controls (inhibition of the reaction by 10~2 M sodium
fluoride and lack of activity in the
absence of the substrate) a number of
blastoderms were prepared after treatment with 0.05 per cent Triton X-100 for
15 minutes or repeated freezing and
thawing. Both these procedures might be
expected to rupture lysosomal membranes
and lead to diffusion artifacts, and,
indeed, such specimens showed poor
localization of enzyme activity. It was
observed that the incubation times required to produce color changes comparable to those in living embryos were
reduced by 75 per cent, and that formalin
fixation before staining also greatly
decreased the incubation time required
and made localization less precise.
Attempts are now being made to
isolate from chick blastoderm homogenates a cell fraction rich in lysosomal
enzymes and to investigate the properties
of such a fraction in biochemical and
morphological terms. So far it has proved
difficult to devise a sufficiently mild
homogenization procedure to preserve the
integrity of the lysophagosomes, and
work is at present directed toward this
end.
Experimental Production of
Intersexuality
During the year the Department has
had the opportunity of extending its
hospitality to Richard H. Heller of the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine, who has been largely
responsible for studies on the experimental production of intersexuality carried out in collaboration with Howard W.
Jones, Jr. Felix Beck and Bent Boving
have been consulted frequently in the
course of the work, which may be considered under three headings.
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Experimental Production of Ovarian
Dysgenesis by Busulphan
Ten Hopkins hooded rats were allowed
to mate with six males of the same strain.
On the 13th, 14th, or 15th day of gestation pregnant animals received one dose
of Busulphan, 10 mg/kg, intraperitoneally. On day 20 of gestation the pregnant
animals were sacrificed and the fetuses
delivered by Caesarean section. Histological sections of the gonads of the
fetuses were prepared. The progeny of
two pregnant rats treated on day 13 with
Busulphan, 10 mg/kg, were allowed to
live for 16 weeks. Of the 6 females and 2
males in this series of rats, 4 females were
sacrificed at 16 weeks, and histological
sections of the ovaries were prepared. The
sections obtained from the fetal ovaries
revealed an almost total absence of germ
cells, and those obtained from the adult
ovaries also contained practically no germ
cells or follicles. Ovarian weights of the
fetal and adult ovaries were less than 50
per cent of the ovarian weights recorded
from normal controls of identical age.
Busulphan was then administered in
two doses of 5 mg/kg to 5 pregnant New
Zealand white rabbits on the 15th and
17th days of gestation. On the 27th day
of gestation the pregnant animals were
sacrificed and histological sections of the
fetal gonads prepared. As in the rats,
there was a great reduction in the number
of germ cells.
One human female who died at 10
weeks of age had previously been studied
at another hospital. The pertinent history
disclosed that the mother of this infant
had had leukemia during pregnancy and
had been treated with Busulphan for 32
weeks of her pregnancy. A review of the
sections obtained from the child's ovaries
revealed chromatin-positive gonadal dysThe results of this study will appear in
genesis.
the American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology under the title "The production of ovarian dysgenesis in the rat and
human

by Busulphan,"

coauthored by
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Richard H. Heller and Howard W. Jones,
Jr.
Experimental Production of True
Hermaphroditism
In the past it has been possible to
produce partial and complete gonadal
reversal in every class of animal except
the eutherian mammal. Because it was
believed that the placenta may have
posed a metabolic barrier to the hormones
generally administered to obtain sex
reversal, a large series of rats and rabbits
were given varying dosages of various
estrogens and testosterone. The hormones
were administered directly into the fetus
or the amniotic cavity on various days of
pregnancy. More than 1500 fetuses
treated in this manner were recovered.
The pregnant rats were sacrificed on the
20th day of gestation, and the pregnant
rabbits on the 27th day. Histological
sections prepared from the fetal gonads
failed to disclose even partial sex reversal
of the gonads. In order to rule out complete sex reversal in rats, liver smears
were prepared from each fetus and
screened for sex chromatin. In no fetus
was there a discrepancy between the
gonadal sex and the anticipated presence
or absence of sex chromatin. It was therefore concluded that the sex hormones
employed in this experiment, in the
dosages used, and in the times of administration given, failed to produce true
hermaphroditism.
Effects of Antiestrogens on the Development
of the Fetal Reproductive System
In this series of experiments two antiestrogenic compounds, l-(p-2-diethylaminoethoxyphenyl)phenyl-2-p-anisylethenol
(MER-25) and clomiphene (MRL-41)
were administered to pregnant rats and
rabbits.
Thirty pregnant Hopkins hooded rats
were given MER-25, 25 mg/kg, between
days 13 and 20 of gestation. On the 20th
day they were sacrificed and the fetuses
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delivered by Caesarean section. Of rats
with any viable fetuses the average litter
size was 8.2 animals, which is about the
same as that found in controls. The sex
ratio was 1.17:1.00, male: female, which
does not deviate significantly from the
expected ratio ; the average weight of the
male fetuses was 2.84 grams and that of
the female fetuses 2.62 grams, both of
which are considerably less than the
normal controls. A preliminary inspection
of the data indicates that testicular
weight of the treated male fetuses was
relatively greater than that of the normal
controls, and ovarian weight in the
treated fetuses was relatively reduced in
comparison with the normal controls. The
anogenital distances of both the male and
female fetuses were greatly increased in
the treated animals even without taking
the reduced body size into consideration.
The vagina of the female fetuses consisted
of a solid cord of cells without a lumen.
Several of the pregnant rats developed
severe keratoconjunctivitis; many of them
had vaginal bleeding; and, if they were
allowed to live beyond day 20, gestation
was lengthened beyond 27 days. Five
pregnant animals had partially resorbed
all the fetuses of their total unborn litters
by the 20th day of gestation. There were
several abortions, although frequently
only 1 or 2 fetuses were aborted and the
rest of the fetuses were retained. Except
for the reduction in body weight and
genital anomalies no other congenital
malformations were observed.
Histological sections of the gonads
removed from each of the fetuses revealed
that about 50 per cent of the ovaries were
morphologically abnormal. There was a
reduction in all the cellular constituents
of the ovary, with large areas of destruction, hemorrhage, and necrosis. The
organization of the cells was greatly
disturbed. No disturbances of testicular
structure were observed in the testes of
the male fetuses.
The experiment was conducted in
similar manner on 10 pregnant rats with
the single modification of substituting
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MRL-41, 1.0 mg/kg, p.o., for the MER25. Data on these animals are still being
evaluated, but preliminary observations
indicate a reduction in litter size, numerous congenital malformations, normal
body weight of the fetus, increased anogenital distance in both sexes, and a very
great proportion of morphologically abnormal ovaries (80-90 per cent).
Of 8 pregnant rabbits treated with
MER-25, 25 mg/kg, during days 15-21,
4 died during the course of the experiment. Autopsies of these animals revealed
resorption of the fetuses, uterine hemorrhage, and foci of pulmonary infiltrates.
Of the 4 surviving animals the number of
fetuses obtained by Caesarean section on
day 27 was 13. Of these, 8 were females;
and, among these 8 female fetuses, 5 were
found to have ovaries with a thin cortex
in comparison with normal controls. In
addition to the reduction in thickness of
the ovarian cortex, there was considerable
hemorrhage confined to the cortex of the
ovary. Additional data in the rabbits are
being collected.
The findings collected on rats and
rabbits treated with antiestrogenic compounds, MER-25 and MRL-41, indicate
that in the rat MER-25 can induce
masculinization of the external genitalia
of the female and supermasculinization of
the male fetus. In addition, it was found
that MER-25, when administered to rats,
was capable of producing a morphologically disturbed ovary which might be
called dysgenetic. The findings in the
female fetal rabbit are comparable to
those in the rat. Whereas the effects of
MER-25 on the developing fetus seem to
be a reduction in body weight and size,
masculinization of the external genitalia,
and the production of ovarian dysgenesis,
few, if any, other deleterious effects may
be observed. In contrast to this, however,
in the dosages employed MRL-41 seems
to reduce the litter size in rats, to cause
multiple malformations, and to have a
greater and more frequent effect on
female reproductive development than
MER-25. The gonadal disturbances of
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female fetuses treated with MER-25 and
MRL-41 suggest that estrogens of fetal,
placental, or maternal origin may be of
importance to the developing female
reproductive system. The possibility of
primary toxicity of the drugs cannot be
excluded.
The data from these experiments are
currently in the process of computation
and analysis.
Thalidomide and Congenital
Defects

The epidemiological evidence for the
relation between the drug thalidomide
and the occurrence of congenital limb
deformities in man has led to numerous
trials to corroborate this finding experimentally in laboratory animals. Several
species have been tested, with widely
varying results. Only in rabbits have
anomalies consistently been produced
comparable with the phocomelic malformations of human embryos; even in
rabbits the doses required were extremely
large (Year Book 62, pp. 468-469).
In cooperation with Helen Taussig,
J. Zwaan began studies of the effects of
thalidomide on the chick embryo. Previous findings have been conflicting,
ranging from specific phocomelia through
a spectrum of gross malformations to no
effect at all. Similarly, opinion has varied
widely about the most suitable method of
administering the drug. Believing that
the insolubility of the drug made direct
application to the embryo difficult to
control, Zwaan adopted injection of
suspensions into the yolk sac. Doses up
to 5 mg, injected at various stages of
development, had no effect on the survival rate except when injected at 4 days
of incubation (table 18). Then a significant difference was found between controls and the 2-mg dose on the one hand
and the 5^mg dose on the other. It has
not yet been determined whether this
difference reflects a significant differential
susceptibility at this stage.
A few gross malformations were found,
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TABLE

18.
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mg

Effect of Thalidomide, Injected at Various Stages, on
m
Survival gat 14 Days of Incubation
No. Embryos Treated

Serial
No.

3-11-19
3-12-2-1
3-11-11
4-2-12
4-2-28
3-11-4
3-12-9
4-4-7
4-3-9
4-3-4
4-3-2
4-3-10

days

0
1
2
2
3
4
4
4
5
6
7
8

2

0

Incubation Age
Total
No.

No. of
Deaths

Total
No.

No. of
Deaths

No.
Total

4
1
1

24
27
20

2
5
2
1
3
5
1
1
3
0
0
1

19

10
189
15
20

0
4
0
1
2
0
0
0

8
17
18
14
15
18

but there was no relation with the
administered dose or with the stage of the
embryo at treatment (table 19). Moreover, the total number was very small,
comparable with the frequency of spontaneously occurring malformations.
TABLE

19. Abnormalities Produced in Chick
Embryos by Thalidomide

Treat- Incubation
ment,
Time,
mg
days

Abnormalities

Encephalocele, anophthalmia sinistra, brachygnathia superior
Encephalocele, brachygnathia superior
Amorphous
Hernia visceralis, edema
Brachygnathia inferior
Edema
Anencephalus,

5

anophthal-

Staining of the skeleton with alizarin
red or toluidin blue revealed no abnormalities.
Theoretically, more than 100 thalidomide derivatives are to be expected from

10
20
20
15
18
20
20
18

20

No. of
Deaths
4
4
3

19
19
20
15
20
18
20
20

4
19
7
8
1
2
3
3

19

simple hydrolysis or hydroxylation of the
molecule.
A number of these metabolites (kindly
made available by Dr. H. Keberle, Basel,
Switzerland) were tested for their effect
on the embryo, either by yolk-sac injection or by direct application through a
shell window.
In other experiments,
mg
TABLE 20. Survival Rate of Chick Embryos
Treated at 3 Days of Incubation with
Thalidomide Derivates

Substance

Dose
Embryo, Survival
, Days,
at 14

%
"Solubilized" thalidomide
Methanol extract
N-o-carboxybenzoyl-DLglutamin
N-o-carboxybenzoyl-DLisoglutamin
N-o-carboxybenzoyl-DLglutamic acid
N-phthalyl-DL-glutamin
N-phthalyl-DL-isoglutamin
N-phthalyl-DL-glutamic acid
N-o-carboxybenzoyl-DLglutamic acid imide
L-Glutamic acid

2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.5

74

per

82
70
80
80
90
77
84
80
84
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thalidomide was put into the solution by
treatment with alkali, as described by
Frank and associates. This treatment
results in a molecule with a changed
absorption spectrum, probably because of
the opening of the phthalimide ring. A
methanol extract of metabolites in urine
was also tested. Only the 3-day embryo
was treated because of the limited amount
of material available. Zwaan's parallel
experiments with nitrogen mustard, conTHE
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In the year covered by this report,
Elizabeth M. Ramsey and C. B. Martin,
Jr., examined 41 specimens sent by fifteen
physicians and laboratories from five
states and the United
States Army,
Berlin. Of these specimens, 30 were disSTAFF
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firming Salzgeber's findings, indicated
that phocomelia is caused in the earlier
stages of limb-bud differentiation. Although some of the substances were more
toxic than the parent molecule, no
malformations were observed (table 20).
These negative results indicate the difficulties involved in the testing of pharmaceutical substances ; the ultimate test will
always be the effect on the human species
itself.
HUMAN

EMBRYOS

carded as of no research value, at the end
of 3 months after reporting to the donor
and in the absence of instructions to the
contrary. Eleven specimens had sufficient
research value to justify preservation.
One specimen was returned to the donor.

ACTIVITIES

In one of his last informal talks to
students, published in Technology Review,
Norbert Wiener explained the importance
of keeping the monkeys away from the
typewriters. The increasing volume of
scientific literature makes it even more
difficult to winnow out the original, the
individual, ideas. Originality is needed in
science more than in any previous age
and, as Wiener wrote, ". . . with originality, integrity. Integrity demands that
when a thing is proved wrong you admit
it is proved wrong. But that is not all.
'Proved wrong' is very different from
' looking peculiar.' Quantum theory looked
extremely peculiar when it was started.
It didn't fit any of the preconceived ideas.
. . . Mere conservatism does not guarantee
integrity."
In the Department of Embryology,
each member of the staff has the opportunity of following his own ideas even if
they do not fit the latest style. All that is
required is his conviction that his approach fits his idea of how his subject
ought to develop. Although the Depart-

ment's informal friendly environment
makes it possible for each man to have a
continuing dialogue with his colleagues,
other stimuli and sources of advice and
criticism are needed.
Five years ago there were about equal
numbers of predoctoral and postdoctoral
fellows in the Department. Gradually the
balance has shifted toward postdoctoral
appointments; it is now contemplated
that this imbalance will be corrected over
the next few years, for several members
of the staff believe the training of students
at the predoctoral level to be unusually
rewarding. To permit a better exchange
between this Department and the Johns
Hopkins Department of Biology, four
members of our staff, Donald Brown,
Robert DeHaan, James Ebert, and Irwin
Konigsberg, hold appointments on the
staff of the Department of Biology.
Of course, there is a continuing exchange with colleagues at other universities.
During the year, staff members, fellows,
and visiting investigators presented lee-
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tures at a number of campuses, including
Amherst College, Ball State Teachers
College, Columbia University, University
of Connecticut, Goucher College, Harvard Medical School, University of
Illinois School of Medicine, State University of Iowa, Marquette University,
University of Maryland, Northwestern
University, University of Pennsylvania,
Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Rutgers and Stanford Universities, University
of Virginia, and Yale and Western
Reserve Universities.
Other research centers at which lectures were given included the Institute
for Cancer Research, Lying-in Hospital
of the University of Chicago, National
Institutes of Health, Roswell Park Memorial Institute, St. Jude Hospital, and
Worcester Foundation for Experimental
Biology.
International conferences in which
members of the group participated included the Sixth International Embryological Congress held in Helsinki, and the
Sixteenth International Congress of Zoology, in Washington, D. C. The staff
participated in a number of national
conferences, including conferences on
development and differentiation sponsored by the New York Heart Association, on lens differentiation held by the
Biology Division of the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, and on subunit
structure of proteins at Brookhaven
National Laboratory; and two conferences convened at the New York Academy of Sciences, on autoimmunity and on
comparative cardiology. Other conferences included one on uterine and
placental physiology, held at Edmonton,
Alberta; the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development's conference on neonatal respiratory adaptation, at Princeton ; and the Johns Hopkins
Hospital's Symposium on the Fetus.
Members of the group took part in
meetings of a number of learned societies,
including the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, American
Association of Anatomists,
American
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College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, American Institute of Biological
Sciences, American Society of Biological
Chemists, American Society for Cell
Biology, American Society of Zoologists,
Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology, Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine, Society for
the Study of Development and Growth,
Society of General Physiologists, Society
for Gynecologic Investigation, Society for
Pediatric Research, and the Teratology
Society.
Advisory and consultative services
included membership on the editorial
boards of Journal of Embryology and
Experimental Morphology, Journal of Experimental Zoology, and the section on
Human Developmental Biology of Excerpta Medica, and on the board of
consulting editors of Developmental Biology. Members of the staff continued to
serve on the Divisional Committee for
Biology and Medicine in the National
Science Foundation, the Subcommittee
on Congenital Malformations of the U. S.
National Committee on Vital and Health
Statistics, and the Visiting Committees of
the Departments of Biology at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
Western Reserve University. Others rendered service on the National Science
Foundation's Panel on Regulatory Biology and the Training Committee of the
National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development.
Members of the staff acted in the
following capacities: president, AIBS;
chairman, American Organizing Committee for the forthcoming International
Conference on Organogenesis (International Institute of Embryology) ; secretary, Section F, AAAS; member, Newcomb Cleveland Prize Award Committee,
and Committee on Nominations and
Elections, AAAS; vice-president and
chairman, Section N, AAAS; chairman of
the National Science Foundation's Committee for Postdoctoral Fellowships
(through the National Research Council) ;
member of the Executive Committee and
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representative to the National Research
Council of the American Association of
Anatomists; and member of Advisory
Committee for American Men of Science.
One member of the group served as
chairman of the Maryland Academy of
Sciences' Scientific Council; he and others
took part in the Academy's activities,
including its radio program "Quiz the
Scientist."
Other activities directed largely toward
teaching included the participation of
several members of the Department in
the Embryology Training Program, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts; service on the Commission on Undergraduate Education in the
Biological Sciences; participation in an
Institute of Developmental Biology held
at the University of Wisconsin, in the
course in animal viruses at the Long
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Island Biological Association, and in the
program of the Association of Midwestern
College Biology Teachers.
Seminars. The roster of speakers at
the seminars organized by the Department to serve all those working in developmental biology in the area included
Vincent Allfrey, Rockefeller Institute;
Stanley Cohen, Vanderbilt University;
Robert Dougherty, State University of
New York; Jorgen Falck-Larsen, Copenhagen; Joseph Gall, Yale University; Tom
Humphreys, MIT; Philip Marcus, Albert
Einstein College of Medicine; Paul Marks,
Columbia University; Beatrice Mintz,
Institute for Cancer Research; Margaret
Murray, Columbia University; Melvin
Santer, Haverford College; John W.
Saunders, Jr., Marquette University;
Arthur Silverstein, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.
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Plate 1

Department of Embryology

Fig. 1. A. Primary clones fixed the same time (day 12) that colonies were picked and transferred
from sister plates to the plates figured in B and C. B. Subclones of a primary colony of muscle cells.
C. Subclones of a primary colony of "fibroblastic" cells.

Plate 2

Department of Embryology

Plate 8

Department of Embryology

Fig. 1. Donor embryos for End-Mes explants. a. Immediately after
bilateral End-Mes operation, no. 423-3, stage 7. b. After 24 hours of incubation, no. 4123-12, operated on left side only, h = beating heart on
right side. Stage 12. 17 X.

Fig. 2. Explants on plastic, no. 4128D, right fragment, stage 7 donor, a 6 hours, b 18 hours, in
culture. The original anterior-posterior orientation of the explant in situ is indicated by the arrow.
h = beating heart tissue. 27 X.
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Plate 4
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Figs. 1 {top, right fragment) and 2 (bottom, left fragment). Explants on 46H-agar, no. 4130-4AB,
stage 7 donor, a 0 hours, b 4 hours, c 18 hours, in culture; d same as c but explant fixed and stained in
alcoholic cochineal. Anterior-posterior orientation of the explant in situ is indicated by the arrows at
the left of la and 2a. Black particles of iron oxide mark the posterior edge, h = beating heart tissue,
formed at the anteriormost edge of each fragment. 25.6 X.
Fig. 3 (top). End-Mes explants on 46H-agar, no. 423-2, butting, a 3 hours, b 8 hours, c 22 hours, in
culture; d same as c but explant fixed and stained in alcoholic cochineal, h = beating heart tissue,
formed at anterior end of each fragment. 25.6 X.
Fig. 4 {bottom). End-Mes explants on 46H-agar, no. 4131-B, tandem with top fragment cut in
half, a 0 hours, b 8 hours, c 17.5 hours, d 25 hours, in culture, h = beating heart tissue, formed in
anterior part of each fragment.

Plate 5

Department of Embryology

Fig. 1. Cells of 7-day embryonic chick heart, prepared according to Lehmkuhl and Sperelakis.
Initial cell density, 10 6 cells/ml. a 12 hours in culture; most cells attached and beginning to spread.
b 24 hours in culture; many cells forming contacts with neighbors, c 72 hours in culture; reticula of
interconnected cells beating in synchrony. 70 X, dark medium phase contrast.

Fig. 2. Cells of 7-day heart, plated at 5 X 104 cells/ml. a 1 day, b 2 days, c 5 days, after inoculation
in medium 451 IB; al 1 day, e 2 days,/ 5 days, after inoculation in medium 456B. Bright medium phase
contrast.
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Plate 6
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Fig. 1. a. Induced aspermatogenesis in guinea-pig testis 2 months after intracutaneous sensitization with 10 Mg of CPM extract combined with Freund complete adjuvant, b. Testicular lesion induced
by 1 Mg CPM extract.
Fig. 2. Gel-diffusion reactions between CPM extract and antisera of CPM-sensitized, aspermatogenic guinea pigs. Center well: CPM antigenic extract, 10 mg/ml. Outer wells, from top clockwise:
antisera from CPM-sensitized animals (1, 2, and 4), normal nonimmune serum (3 and 5), anti-ASPM
serum (6).
Fig. 3. Results of PCA tests obtained by 1 mg challenging dose of ASPM (left), TCAPM (center),
and CPM (right). Each skin previously sensitized at six sites as follows: (a) left upper, ASPM antiserum absorbed by testis homogenate; (b) center, unabsorbed ASPM antiserum; (c) lower, normal
nonimmune serum; (d) right upper, ASPM antiserum absorbed by liver; (e) center, by kidney; and
(/) lower, by brain homogenate.
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Fig. 1. Skin hypersensitivity reaction at 48 hours in animal sensitized 2 months previously with
10 (ig CPM. Test performed with 0.1 mg CPM in tris buffer injected intracutaneously.
Fig. 2. Testicular damage 8 weeks after intramuscular sensitization with 10 mg ASPM
combined with adjuvant.

extract

Fig. 3. a. Immunoelectrophoretic reaction of testis-antitestis components. Small starting wells
contain, from left to right, CPM, ASPM, and CPM (5 mg/ml). Both long troughs contain CPM
antiserum, diluted %. Run 5 hours, 23°C, in barbital buffer, pH 8.2; anode below. Stained with
amido black, b. Immunoelectrophoresis of components in which CPM antiserum, placed in starting
wells, was electrophoresed 3.5 hours and then reacted with ASPM extract (left trough) and CPM
antigen (right).
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Fig. 1. a-/. Transport of antigenic polysaccharide from damaged seminiferous tubule to blood
vessel, a-e: Himes-Moriber stain; P, polysaccharide; N, nucleus of leucocyte tentatively identified
as a macrophage. All from same animal (sensitized 2 months previously with 10 mg CPM) and
photographed under oil. 1000 X. a. Scavenger cell within germinal-free seminiferous tubule, b.
Passage through tubular membrane, c. Monocytes with polysaccharide inclusions in interstitium.
d. Polysaccharide-containing cell in blood vessel, e. Another intravascular transport cell. /. Intense
eosinophilia in testicular vessel in area of inflammation. Giemsa stain.
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Fig. 1. Tro{)hol)last knobs before, during, and after penetration of uterine epithelium (U). Conventional fixation (a) shows syncytiotrophoblast (S) to be on the outside; cytotrophoblast (C),
also outside, is discontinuous at the knob; endoderm forms a continuous layer on the inside. Improved fixation may show the same (b) but also shows syncytiotrophoblast internal to a continuous
layer of cytotrophoblast before penetration (c) and confined within a duct (D) of cytotrophoblast
during and after penetration (d, e, and /). The magnification (a) is constant throughout plates 9
and 10. L-25/21-18, L-19/29-13, 14-14, 10-8, 12-11, 21 A-9.

Plate 10

Department of Embryology

Fig. 1. The critical stages between figures lc and Id in plate 9 are seen rarely, suggesting that
they occur rapidly. Six serial sections of a single knob suggest what a time sequence might look like
if it could be obtained. The cytotrophoblast appears initially as a continuous cover (a and b) ; next
(c) it has adhered to uterine epithelium and has become perforated in the center of the adherent zone.
The cytotrophoblast around the hole forms a duct (D) that confines the flow of syncytiotrophoblast
during its extrusion from the knob through the uterine epithelium (d, e, and /). L-29/21A-11, 12,
13, 14, 21B-1, 2.

Plate 11

Department of Embryology

Plate 12

Department of Embryology

Plate 13

Department of Embryology

Fig. 1. Section through abemb^onic portion of egg cylinder in the rat at 9.5 days of gestation
following maternal injection of trypan blue (50 mg/kg) 24 hours previously. Counterstained Nuclear
Fast Red. 400 X. Photographed through red filter to show trypan blue granules confined to visceral
layer of yolk sac epithelium. R, Reichert's membrane; P, parietal layer of yolk sac epithelium; V,
visceral layer of yolk sac epithelium; E, extraembryonic mesoderm; TB, trypan blue granules; .4,
epamniotic cavity; C, extraembryonic coelom.
Fig. 2. Whole mount of stage 10 chick blastoderm stained for acid phosphatase. Phosphatase
activity is seen at the edge of the blastoderm and in the area vasculosa.
Fig. 3. Section through area vitellina in stage 10 chick blastoderm stained for acid phosphatase.
400 X. Many yolk granules are phosphatase-positive. Ect, ectoderm; End, endodermal cell; Y,
yolk granules.
Fig. 4. Section through area vasculosa in stage 10 chick blastoderm stained for acid phosphatase. 400 X. Phosphatase activity (at arrows) is associated with endodermal cell cytoplasm.
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INTRODUCTION
Current activities at the Genetics
Research Unit are related to two areas of
research that are being explored intensively in a number of laboratories at the
present time. Our situation in this respect
is somewhat novel, partly because the
laboratory at Cold Spring Harbor has
traditionally fostered unpopular research,
partly because of the increased number of
laboratories now devoted to biological
research of all kinds. The change must be
counted a welcome one, none the less
because it calls for some soul-searching on
the part of all concerned.
McClintock's present interests, in particular, were generated almost exclusively
by her own work. In 1945 she began
studying a number of unstable genes in
maize. By 1955 she had discovered and
analyzed several control systems responsible for the behavior of such genes. Each
system consists of two chromosomal
elements : one that determines by propinquity which gene is to be affected and the
nature of the effect, and a second that
transmits from a distance the controlling
signals. The particular systems amenable
to study in maize play no obvious role in
the economy of the plant. McClintock
interpreted them as models applicable to
situations where control at the genetic
level is essential, as in tissue differentiation.
In microbes, certain metabolic control
systems are accessible to analysis owing
to the rather direct relation between the
nutrients supplied in the culture medium
(and the metabolic tasks the culture has to
perform. Metabolic control in microorganisms has been studied for many
years, and particularly since it was found
that not only the activity of enzymes but
also their biosynthesis is subject to
environmental influences. Several microbial systems in which synthesis of
enzymes can be switched on or off
according to the prevailing metabolic
demand proved to resemble the maize
577

systems described by McClintock. They
also consist of a chromosomal element
(operator or receptor) that lies in or
adjacent to the gene or genes subject to
control, and a second element (regulator
or emittor gene) that causes the production of a substance (repressor), probably a
cytoplasmic protein, which seems to react
directly with the operator to determine
the functional status of the operatorlinked genes. Chemical signals from the
environment intervene in this system by
interacting specifically with the repressor,
which exhibits therefore two separate but
interdependent specificities: affinity for a
given metabolite, and affinity for a given
operator, the second affinity depending
on whether or not the first is satisfied.
The duality of the system takes advantage of the fact that only proteins have
the required specificity, variety, and
flexibility of structure (as seen in the
enzymes) to function as repressors.
One of the most unexpected features of
the system described is that it operates
apparently at the genetic level to control
superficial metabolic reactions: for example, hydrolysis of lactose to monosaccharides. This encourages the belief, as
McClintock pointed out long ago, that
similar systems direct fundamental biological processes in which control at the
gene level seems necessary.
The general scheme discussed above,
first recognized by Jacob and Monod,
represents one outcome of many years of
intensive study of inducible and repressive enzymes, on the one hand, and of
microbial genetics on the other, both in
their laboratories and elsewhere. The
scheme is far from complete and probably
represents but one of many types of
control systems yet to be discovered, but
it does provide a powerful tool for further
exploration. The exploration is, in fact,
under way in numerous laboratories
throughout the world, including those of
Umbarger and Margolin at Cold Spring
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Harbor. McClintock herself is pursuing
one of the important unanswered questions, namely, how metabolic timing is
achieved, as she relates in the factual part
of this report.
The second area under investigation in
the Genetics Research Unit, by the writer
and his colleagues, might be described as
the relation between DNA structure and
chromosomal function in the phages.
That direction of inquiry, too, was in part
an outgrowth of earlier work at Cold
Spring Harbor and was evidently a
logical choice, since the same thought
occurred to others. Our own progress
since the inception of the program in 1958
is summarized in this and preceding Year
Books. Here I shall describe briefly some
important contributions from other
laboratories.
One of the most remarkable physical
clues to the structure and function of
DNA, evolving from some years of study
of thermal denaturation in Doty's laboratory at Harvard, came from the demonstration byMarmur and Doty and their
colleagues that denaturation at sufficiently high temperatures is accompanied
by the literal separation of the complementary strands of the helix and yet is
largely reversible. Re-formation of helical
structures from the separated strands is
observed during a second period of
heating at a suitably lowered temperature. It depends strongly on the concentration ofcomplementary strands and the
nature of the solvent. What happens
under optimum conditions is an exchange
of partners according to the base-pairing
rules of Watson and Crick, which means
that the rejoining is specific for long base
sequences. Thus renaturation is nearly as
complicated mechanically as DNA replication itself, and the work of Marmur and
Doty did much to make that process
credible. The same work also formed the
basis for several tests of genetic homology
developed since, by Marmur, Spiegelman,
Bautz, Hall, Bolton, and their colleagues.
A second remarkable physical tech-
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nique, that of equilibrium density-gradient centrifugation in cesium chloride and
other salt solutions, was invented by
Meselson, Stahl, and Vinograd at the
California Institute of Technology and
used by them to confirm the principle of
DNA replication proposed by Watson
and Crick. Another application of the
method, introduced by Weigle and others,
is described in connection with Mosig's
work in this report. It served, in the
experiments of Meselson and Weigle, and
of Kellenberger, Zichichi, and Weigle, to
demonstrate for the first time that genetic
recombination can be brought about by
the literal fracture and rejoining of DNA
molecules.
The most definitive answer to questions
about chromosome structure in phage
comes from the work of Kaiser and
Hogness at Stanford University. They
began, like some other people, by trying
to develop a biological assay for phage
DNA. Unlike many other people, including us until recently, they succeeded. In
their system, employing lambda phage, it
was clear that all the markers of the phage
chromosome are carried by a single piece
of native DNA, a conclusion nicely
complementing ours that a phage particle
contains only one piece of DNA. Moreover, when the DNA solution was
subjected to a critical rate of shear, which
according to our results breaks DNA
molecules into halves, the genetic markers
separated into two groups, corresponding,
within the limitations of their analysis, to
markers situated in the right and left
halves of the genetic map, respectively.
In further work along the same lines,
Hogness and Simmons succeeded in
separating the two molecular halves with
which the proper biological activities were
associated. Their result, though partly
anticipated by some experiments of Jacob
and Wollman on bacterial mating and by
much earlier correlations of genetic and
cytological analyses of chromosomes in
Drosophila by Sturtevant and Bridges, is
the first clear demonstration that genetic
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crosses do in fact yield information about
molecular structure. This principle Niels
Bohr chose to question a few years ago
on philosophical grounds. It is still not
established with great precision.
Important gains have been made by
comparative study of nucleic acids from
different viral species. The phage SP8
was found, in Marmur's laboratory at
Brandeis University, to contain DNA
with a sufficient bias in composition of
the two strands of the helix to permit
their separation by chromatographic
methods. With these materials, and
making use of the homology tests of
Spiegelman and of Bolton and McCarthy,
Marmur and his colleagues showed that
in the infected cell only the denser
(pyrimidine-rich) strand of the DNA is
transcribed into the complementary RNA
that presumably directs synthesis of
phage proteins. The possibility of isolating the two individual strands of SP8 and
a few other selected phage DNA's may be
compared with the opportunity afforded
by lambda DNA to isolate several of the
molecular segments generated by transverse cuts, as described in the experimental part of this report.
Benefits to be gained from a happy
choice of experimental material are also
illustrated by the study in Sinsheimer's
laboratory at the California Institute of
Technology of a phage, called 0-X-174,
that was chosen because of its small size.
This phage proved to contain a unique
DNA consisting of a single-stranded ring
that represents, moreover, only one of the
strands of the more usual base-paired
structure. The double-stranded equivalent, also ring shaped, was isolated from
the infected bacterium, where it appeared
to be the immediate precursor and
product of replication. Sinsheimer's results, together with Spiegelman's work
with the same phage at the University of
Illinois, suggest further that the eventual
regeneration of single- stranded rings required to make the offspring phage
particles takes place in a manner analo-
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gous to the transcription from doublestranded DNA to single-stranded RNA,
a process by which all DNA's presumably
function. Work with #«X-174 provided
the first definite indication that DNA
molecules could be circular. It demonstrated, too, the potential biological
competence of one strand of a base-paired
helix, an important feature of the
Watson-Crick structural model for DNA.
Another small-particle phage, discovered and studied chiefly in Zinder's
laboratory at the Rockefeller Institute,
proved to contain ribonucleic acid, like
several plant and animal viruses. This
phage apparently dispenses altogether
with DNA throughout its life cycle.
We may speculate about the significance of some of the specializations seen
among the phages. DNA has obvious
advantages as a genetic material in its
remarkable stability, maintained by
bonds that are nevertheless easily opened.
The duplicated information carried in its
two strands, now a well authenticated
biological fact, protects further against
accidental damage and, as suggested by
recent work of Setlow and Carrier and of
Boyce and Howard-Flanders, perhaps
serves also in a cross-checking and errorcorrecting mechanism that operates during replication. Packing a relatively stiff
double- stranded DNA molecule into a
phage particle, however, presents a formidable mechanical problem. That problem is
sometimes solved by the introduction of
periodic cuts in one of the two strands of
the molecule, according to work by
Davison and Freifelder.
In choosing to gain other advantages
conferred by small size, both the DNAand the RNA-containing phages could
dispense with the double structure entirely, probably because, as is frequently
seen in the laboratory, the hazards to
which nucleic acid molecules are exposed
must be reckoned per unit length, so that
a short molecule is intrinsically more
stable than a long one.
If RNA can also assume a double-
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stranded structure, as apparently happens during replication of RNA viruses,
why is DNA needed at all? Perhaps
because the bonding between RNA
strands, for chemical reasons not understood, istoo strong, tending to diminish
the specificity of complementary pairing
on the one hand, and to interfere with the
separation of complementary strands
during replication on the other. The
second difficulty could be surmounted, as
Sinsheimer's work shows, by a replication
scheme (double-stranded template to
single-stranded product) not calling for
frank separation of complementary
strands at all. This scheme cannot apply,
though, to some viruses recently discovered to contain double-stranded RNA.
As usual in such discussions, it must be
concluded that different organisms exploit different ways of doing things for a
reason best described as historical accident.
How pertinent are these remarks to the
report of our small research unit? For one
thing, we can point out that, if important
scientific gains are often made in laboratories other than our own, we have
nevertheless often contributed to them in
small ways. More important, it is in the
light of such accomplishments that we
can ourselves best understand, and best
explain to others, the guiding spirit of our
work, which is scarcely evident in a
day-to-day record of it. More important
still, the account of any successful phase
of research in biology always contains a
lesson about the communal nature of
scientific effort, which has its moral and
SOME
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esthetic qualities, to be sure, but is first
of all a practical necessity arising out of
the constitution of living things.
For biological laws (unlike physical
ones, perhaps) do not emerge from the
elucidation of single mechanisms, however
intellectually satisfying that may be. The
single mechanism, and especially that
part of it decipherable in a given species,
is usually a truncated, even in a sense a
pathological, variation on a theme. As
such it is at best a clue to that theme, at
worst a senseless diversion. To discover
the theme many clues, including the false,
must be run to ground. Just so anatomy
became a meaningful science in terms of
comparative anatomy, and biochemistry
in terms of comparative biochemistry.
Indeed, if the position of the pessimists
who used to deny the possibility of
mechanistic explanations of important
biological phenomena is no longer tenable,
they can fall back to a second stand : that
it is not yet quite clear that the common
denominators of ascertainable mechanisms will ever be found.
Hence the dicta that seem to emerge
from these paragraphs: that duplication
of effort in biological research is a
virtually nonexistent bugbear; that recent
progress in certain areas of biology, while
sometimes happily jading the senses, by
no means diminishes the number of valid
questions; and that laboratories, as
diverse in size and character as possible,
should be encouraged to multiply as fast
as the multiplication of dedicated researchers permits.

OF PHAGE

DNA

STRUCTURE

A. D. Hershey

In the decade since Watson and Crick
proposed a double-helical, base-paired
polynucleotide structure for DNA, that
structure has been confirmed in many
ways, and no alternative has been proposed. A unique feature of the model,
which its authors were quick to notice, is

the built-in redundancy implicit in the
pairing rules. One ideal DNA molecule
differs from another only by its nucleotide
sequence, which therefore defines the
information content of the molecule. And
since the sequence in one strand dictates
the sequence in its complement,
the
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information is carried in duplicate, and
either strand, given an appropriate
mechanism, can generate the other without gaining information. This scheme of
replication has also been amply confirmed.
Given a principle of structural redundancy, probably unique to the nucleic
acids, living things could put it to use in
several ways: to ensure genetic stability
while facilitating replication and repair;
to gain some of the advantages of
potential heterozygosity, even at the
molecular level; and, though it is not
clear how, probably to achieve something
like molecular synapsis.
Some of the uses of redundancy call for
minor modifications of the base-paired,
double-helical structure. One of these we
found by seeking to understand some
unusual physical properties of DNA
extracted from phage lambda. It turns
out that that phage, in effect by transferring a small segment of one DNA
strand from one end of the molecule to
the other, created a structure capable of
making highly specific end-to-end attachments. This device permits, in principle,
the reconstitution of a chromosome from
its fragments. What we found is not
precisely what we were looking for,
namely, a mechanism of synapsis, but
something that may in fact prove to be
its molecular equivalent.
The group whose joint and individual
efforts are summarized in the following
paragraphs includes, besides the writer,
Elizabeth Burgi, Edward Goldberg, who
is a Carnegie Institution Fellow, Laura
Ingraham, Nada Ledinko, who is a
Special Fellow of the National Institute
of General Medical Sciences, U. S. Public
Health Service, and Gisela Mosig. The
work of the group was aided by grant
CA 02158 from the National Cancer
Institute, U. S. Public Health Service.
Nucleotide Distribution in Lambda
DNA Molecules
Hershey

We first suspected an unusual intramolecular distribution of nucleotides in
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lambda DNA because of the very broad
range of temperatures through which
melting occurs. Our suspicion was confirmed when we found that fragments of
the molecules are widely divergent in
density (Year Books 61 and 62). Hogness
and Simmons independently found a
similar differentiation in DNA molecules
extracted from a defective, transducing
line of the same phage species. They
separated the two molecular halves and
identified genes in each one, showing that
the left half, so called with reference to
the genetic map, is the denser. Work
along these lines in our laboratory has
been directed toward separation and
analysis of additional molecular fragments.
Our method of fractionation is based on
three principles. First, DNA fragments of
any desired length can be prepared by
subjecting the molecules to the appropriate rate of shear in a stirring vessel.
Second, lambda DNA molecules have
terminal cohesive sites permitting, as we
shall show, the end pieces only of fragmented DNA molecules to be joined
together. (Methods of joining and disjoining the fragments will be described in
connection with Burgi's work in the next
section of this report.) The joined ends
can then be separated from the remaining
unjoined fragments by virtue of the
faster sedimentation of the complexes in
a density gradient of sucrose. Third,
when the isolated end pieces are disjoined
and passed through a methylated albumin
column, the fractions eluting first contain
mostly left ends (rich in guanine plus
cytosine) and the fractions eluting last
contain mostly right ends (rich in adenine
plus thymine). Fractions of the two kinds
are then purified by a second induction
of pairwise joining followed by centrifugation through a density gradient of
sucrose. This time the unjoined fragments,
representing the numerical excess of left
or right ends achieved by the preceding
chromatographic fractionation, are recovered. The purity of such materials,
measured in terms of density analysis, we
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estimate at 90 to 95 per cent. Otherwise
the method is inefficient, and we are
trying to improve on it. In the meantime
considerable information about lambda
DNA structure has been gained through
its use.
The unequal densities of the two
molecular halves are clearly visible when
the appropriately fragmented but unfractionated molecules are centrifuged to
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equilibrium in a density gradient of
cesium chloride. Two bands containing
equal amounts of DNA are formed (fig.
1A). To see this result, it is essential to
cool the rotor to 5°C or below, or to add
formaldehyde to the solution, to prevent
spontaneous rejoining of the molecular
fragments.
If the two halves are deliberately
rejoined before centrifugation, only a
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium density-gradient centrifugation of lambda DNA. A. DNA stirred to produce
half-length fragments. B. Same after the fragments are rejoined by heating the solution to 70°C and
cooling it slowly. The band at the right is a density marker. C. Unstirred DNA; density marker at
the right.
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single band is seen, which appears at the
same position on the density scale as the
band formed by the original unbroken
molecules (fig. IB and C). Measurement
of sedimentation rates shows further that
unbroken molecules and rejoined halves
are of equal length. The rejoined structures must consist of two halves joined at
the original molecular ends. Thus each
half-length fragment carries a single
cohesive site, as would be expected from
our earlier conclusion that each unbroken
molecule carries only two. Furthermore,
the two cohesive sites on a single molecule
are not equivalent, but are differentiated
into left and right kinds, each of which
joins specifically to its opposite number.
If this were not so, the densities of the
rejoined halves would span the range
from that characteristic of right halves to
that characteristic of left. Figure 1 shows,
on the contrary, that the densities of
rejoined halves vary only to the moderate
extent expected from the fact that the
half-length fragments of each kind themselves vary in density because they vary
in length.
Direct analysis of the nucleotide composition ofisolated half-length fragments
yielded 55 per cent guanine-plus-cytosine
for the left half and 45 per cent for the
right, in excellent agreement with the
measured densities of the same preparations. The densities of the different parts

of the molecule so far measured, or
calculable by difference, are summarized
in figure 2.
In collaboration with Dean Cowie, we
have made use of our materials to
investigate some questions of biological
interest. Some of the results are described
by him in the report of the Department
of Terrestrial Magnetism in this volume.
The idea was to combine our methods for
the separation of DNA fragments with
the technique of Bolton and McCarthy
for the recognition of matching nucleotide
sequences in DNA. We were able to show
that each of the halves of the lambda
DNA molecule contains sequences absent
from the other, that the DNA of wild-type
lambda phage contains sequences missing
in a line carrying a genetic deletion, and
that the sequences in the lambda DNA
molecule that interact with the DNA of
the bacterial host are not confined to any
one molecular segment but occur in all
parts of the molecule that we could test.
We also obtained other potentially interesting but still controversial results,
which we hope to pursue.
Cohesive Sites Burgi
in Lambda DNA
The cohesive sites in lambda DNA were
first identified in our work as small
regions, two per molecule, capable of
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Fig. 2. Density map of lambda DNA. Densities measured with isolated fragments or fin parentheses) bydifference.
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joining reversibly to one another. When
the cohesive sites are disjoined, a preparation of lambda DNA can be recognized
for what it basically is, a collection of
identical molecules with a characteristic
rate of sedimentation. When the cohesive
sites are joined, we see, depending on the
conditions under which joining occurred,
uniform monomers of altered, more
compact shape, or a mixture of these with
dimers and trimers formed by the joining
of two or three molecules more or less end
to end. Each complex is identifiable by
its rate of sedimentation. Independently
of our work, Chandler and Ris found
rings and multimolecular threads in the
electron microscope, and it is now clear
that the cohesive sites lie at either end of
the molecule.
Cohesive sites disjoin when a DNA
solution is heated briefly to 75°C and
cooled in ice water. They join when a
solution is heated to 75° and cooled
slowly, or is heated for a long time at 45°
to 60°. The joining is reversible, subject
to a temperature-dependent equilibrium
in which the closed state is favored at low
temperatures and the open state at high,
the net rate of closure being optimal at
around 60°C in 0.6 M NaCl. Joining is
accelerated by high salt concentrations,
and
occurs rather
at solutions
25°C in
concentrated
cesiumrapidly
chloride
but very slowly at 5°C.
The conditions required for joining and
disjoining cohesive sites recall those
producing denaturation and renaturation
of DNA, which means, basically, separation and rejoining of complementary
polynucleotide chains. The analogy immediately suggests that lambda DNA
molecules have single-stranded ends with
complementary nucleotide sequences. According to this hypothesis, the rather low
temperature at which cohesive sites
disjoin (about 55° in 0.15 M salt) signifies
that the joined region is short, the local
guanine-plus-cytosine content low, or the
complementarity inexact.
Two additional facts consistent with
the stated hypothesis have already been
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mentioned. The cohesive sites are complementary in structure in the formal
sense that they can join only in left-right
pairs. Also, formaldehyde at 1.8 per cent
prevents the joining of cohesive sites (at
25°C in concentrated cesium chloride
solution) but does not open cohesive sites
already joined. If, after action for 24
hours, the formaldehyde is dialyzed out
of the solution, the cohesive sites are
found still to be functional. The formaldehyde presumably interferes with base
pairing by forming anhydrides with
amino groups.
Burgi undertook some months ago to
test the hypothesis that the cohesive sites
in lambda DNA are single-stranded ends
of complementary structure. She made
use of enzymes having specific action on
DNA, notably one isolated from lamb
brain by Lawrence Levine that cleaves
single-stranded but not double-stranded
DNA. A typical experiment with this
enzyme proceeds as follows.
A solution of P32-labeled lambda DNA
in the form of linear molecules (cohesive
sites open) is exposed to the action of the
enzyme. After various periods of time,
samples of the solution are diluted tenfold
in 0.6 M NaCl, heated to 75°C, and
allowed to cool slowly. The concentration
of DNA in the solution is now only about
1 jug/ml, at which concentration rings but
not aggregates can readily form as a
result of the closure of cohesive sites.
After the solution has cooled, a small
amount of tritiated marker DNA is
added, and the mixture is spun through a
gradient of sucrose to observe the rate of
sedimentation. With an appropriate
amount of enzyme, Burgi finds that the
P32-labeled DNA taken from the digestion
mixture during the first few minutes
sediments as rings under the conditions
stated, whereas samples taken after 80
minutes or more sediment as linear molecules. Samples taken at intermediate
times sediment as a mixture of the two.
That no fragmentation of the molecules
is seen even after prolonged digestion
confirms the specificity of the enzyme.
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When the experiment is repeated starting
with DNA molecules already in the form
of rings, no action of the enzyme can be
detected. Thus open cohesive sites (one or
both per molecule) are destroyed by the
enzyme, but closed sites are resistant, as
expected if the interacting structures are
complementary, single-stranded polynucleotides. Itremains to be proved, however, that the enzyme acts hydrolytically
to destroy, and not mechanically to block,
the cohesive sites.
Burgi is pursuing these experiments
with enzymes of diverse specificity, and
hopes with their aid to define the structures of left and right cohesive sites
individually.
Another experiment supports the idea
that cohesive sites join by pairing of
complementary nucleotides. When relabeled DNA is heated and cooled slowly
in the presence of unlabeled DNA
previously fragmented by sonic treatment
and denatured by boiling, labeled rings
do not form. Evidently some of the
denatured fragments can themselves react
with the cohesive sites, blocking the
end-to-end joining of the molecules. This
result shows, at least, that one or both
cohesive sites survive sonication and
boiling.
If there are single- stranded regions in
lambda DNA they are relatively short,

Fig. 3.
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because enzymes that efficiently hydrolyze the DNA after it is denatured
liberate only 0.5 per cent of the nucleotides from native lambda DNA, an
amount not significantly greater than
that liberated from other DNA's not
suspected to have exposed single strands.
At present the simplest assumption
about the structure of lambda DNA is
that illustrated in figure 3. It is consistent
with Burgi 's results, and with the fact,
reported by MacHattie and Thomas, that
no discontinuity of structure at the
molecular junction in dimers can be seen
in the electron microscope.
Infectivity
of T4 DNA
Goldberg
The discovery that cells can be
genetically modified by artificial exposure
to DNA molecules or fragments (Avery,
MacLeod, and McCarty) provided a
powerful means for correlating genetic
properties with physical structure of
DNA. The principle has been exploited
most successfully, perhaps, by Kaiser and
Hogness, who showed that the genetic
map in phage lambda is colinear with the
molecular structure of its DNA.
Application of the same principle to T4
is urgently needed because of some
striking peculiarities of the genetics of

Probable structure of closed and open forms of lambda DNA.
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that phage. For one thing, the genetic
map is circular, whereas the DNA molecules are not. Van de Pol, Veldhuisen, and
Cohen have described a system in which
genetic transformation brought about by
T4 DNA can be detected. The observed
transformation, so far limited to a single
genetic marker, is inefficient and difficult
to reproduce.
With the help of advice from Cohen,
Goldberg has succeeded in duplicating the
results of the Dutch workers, and has
obtained genetic transfer of additional
markers, including examples of the general class of temperature-sensitive mutants. He is investigating the method
systematically in the hope of being able
to apply it in genetic studies, not only in
connection with problems peculiar to T4
but also as a means of testing linkage in
single DNA strands.
Methylcytosine in Lambda DNA
Ledinko
Some years ago Weigle and Bertani
found that phage lambda exhibits different biological properties, depending on
the host bacteria in which it is grown.
Other phage species show similar hostdetermined, nonheritable variations. Recently Arber proved that the host alters
the phage DNA itself and, indeed, that
the phenomenon works both ways since a
prophage carried by a bacterium can
modify the bacterial DNA.
Host-induced modification of phages
reveals a curious mechanism of speciation,
in which chromosomal structure is determined in part by physiological means.
The classical example is glucosylation in
the DNA's of phages T2 and T4, where
enzymes controlled presumably by one or
two phage genes interacting with metabolic systems in the bacterium modify
entire DNA molecules. It is now clear that
analogous phenomena are widespread and
diverse, suggesting not only a device for
establishing genetic barriers but also a
possible means for controlling gene action
in a single species.
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When phage A is grown on three different strains of Escherichia coli, called
W3110, C, and K12(P1), three different
versions of the phage are produced. Each
can infect the host on which it grew, but
can infect only certain of the others
according to a characteristic pattern.
Ledinko examined DNA's from phages of
each type in an attempt to determine the
nature of the modifications.
DNA's from phage particles grown on
W3110 and C did not differ in any of the
following characteristics: nucleotide composition of unbroken molecules and of
half-length fragments, sedimentation rate,
density, fragility under shear, melting
temperature, and possession of cohesive
sites.
DNA's from phage particles grown on
W3110, C, and K12(P1) were also examined for the presence of unusual nucleotides. For this purpose P32-labeled DNA
of each kind was hydrolyzed enzymatically, the nucleotide fractions were separated on ion-exchange columns, and
individual fractions were rerun on additional columns, together with unlabeled
marker nucleotides. One previously unidentified nucleotide, 5-methyldeoxycytidylic acid, was found in this way. It
comprised 0.07 to 0.08 per cent of the
recovered nucleotides, but did not differ
in amount among the three kinds of DNA
analyzed.
These results add to the growing
evidence that rare bases occur in many
nucleic acids, suggesting a general function that remains to be determined.
Ledinko's findings do not support (nor do
they necessarily disprove) the current
notion that differences in methylation of
DNA underlie host modification of phage
lambda.
Mosig

Diversity among T4 Phage Particles

When a genetically homogeneous population of phage T4 is fractionated with
respect to buoyant density in cesium
chloride solution, particles showing corre-
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lated differences in density, DNA content,
and biological properties are found (Year
Book 62). Study of the several types of
particles separated in this way should
contribute to an understanding of the
relation between chromosome structure
and genetic behavior.
The analysis is conducted as follows.
A purified stock of phage T4 is prepared,
in which the proteins are labeled with
radiosulfur and the DNA with radiophosphorus. A suspension of the particles,
in a solution brought to density 1.5 g/ml
with cesium chloride, is spun to equilibrium in an ultracentrifuge. After the
tube is removed from the rotor, a hole is
pierced in its bottom and individual drops
are collected separately. The successive
drops correspond to a series of known
densities, owing to the fact that cesium
chloride itself sediments to form a
characteristic density gradient. Except
for minor disturbances, the phage particles recovered from a given drop have a
buoyant density equal to the density of
the solution of which the drop is composed. The contents of the separate drops
are analyzed for radiosulfur, radiophosphorus, and viable phage particles. The
phage particles themselves are further
characterized by physical and biological
methods, and their DNA is extracted for
separate examination. A reasonably complete examination of a given class of phage
particles isolated in this way calls for
numerous experiments, because the yields
are small, the materials are unstable, and
further purification is usually necessary.
The classes so far recognized may be
described as follows.
The majority class (class 1). In a
typical cesium chloride run, about 96 per
cent of the viable phage particles are
recovered in a single band falling between
1.485 and 1.515 g/ml on the density scale.
(The density at the center of the band is
nominal, and the width of the band
depends somewhat on the concentration
of phage.) Different drops collected within
these limits show a constant ratio of
plaque count to radiosulfur (a measure of
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the viability of the particles) and of
radiophosphorus to radiosulfur (a measure of the DNA content of the particles
or, more strictly, of the DNA: protein
ratio). Particles of class 1 are therefore
reasonably homogeneous in these respects, and serve as the reference with
which exceptional particles may be
compared. In practice, reference particles
are taken from a narrow region in the
center of the band.
Density 1.516 (class 2) . Particles taken
from the edge of the band corresponding
to the higher solution density, chosen to
contain about 2 per cent of the viable
population in a typical lysate, do not
differ outspokenly from the majority in
DNA: protein ratio or in viability. They
do differ in density, as can be seen when
they are recentrifuged in mixture with
suitably labeled reference particles. They
contain, in fact, distinctive DNA, as
shown so far only by chromatographic
methods.
class 3.) (See, however, description of
Particles of class 2 are more numerous
in cultures lysed early after infection than
in cultures lysing spontaneously; that is
to say, the average density of the
majority of the particles is higher in early
lysates.
Particles of class 2, when propagated as
a single clone, yield progeny with the
normal density distribution.
Density 1.484 (class 8). On primary
fractionation in cesium chloride, we
recover from the edge of the band corresponding to the lower solution density a
mixture of particles belonging to two
distinct classes, which separate completely from each other on centrifugation
in cesium chloride for a second time. The
denser of these particles we call class 3;
the less dense, class 5.
Particles of class 3 comprise only about
2 per cent of the viable population, more
in late lysates than in early ones. They do
not differ appreciably from the reference
class in DNA : protein ratio or in viability.
DNA extracted from particles of class 3
is often compared with that from particles
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of class 2 rather than with that from
reference particles. The molecules from
class 3 particles sediment more slowly,
and elute earlier from a column of
methylated albumin, than molecules from
class 2. The differences are clear but
small. Together with the density difference of the particles, they suggest a
difference in molecular weight of DNA of
about 1 per cent.
Perhaps the simplest interpretation of
classes 1, 2, and 3 is that the majority of
phage particles contain DNA molecules
varying continuously in length over a
very narrow range compatible with
viability. That the variable is length is
strongly supported by the facts stated,
but is not certain, particularly since DNA
extracted from particles of class 3 is
unusually prone to breakage during
extraction, which suggests a structural
difference unrelated to length.
Particles of class 3, propagated as single
clones, yield offspring that again show a
lower than average density, but the
difference soon disappears on continued
multiplication. The behavior described,
together with results of the corresponding
experiments with particles of class 2,
suggests that both gains and losses of
DNA are possible during clonal growth,
the losses occurring more rapidly than the
gains.
Density 1.520 (class 4)- The densest
region of the cesium chloride gradient
from which viable phage particles can be
recovered is of special interest because,
when present in the population, heterozygous particles tend to collect there, as
was first shown by Doermann and
Boehner.
Particles of class 4 represent only about
0.1 per cent of the viable phage particles.
Labeled protein and DNA are relatively
abundant, however, indicating that only
about 1 particle in 10 of the specified
density is viable. The viable and inviable
particles in the mixture can be separated
fairly well by an additional centrifugation
in a density gradient of sucrose. The
inviable particles sediment faster than the
viable ones.
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The dense, noninfective particles recovered inthis way attach very poorly or
not at all to bacteria, and yield on
extraction rather homogeneous DNA
fragments sedimenting at the rate of
quarter-length pieces of reference DNA.
To explain the physical and biological
properties of the particles, we may suppose that they contain several quarterlength DNA fragments per particle, and
lack tails. That the particles should show
two seemingly unrelated structural destudy. fects seems odd, and calls for further
The dense, infective particles of class 4
are themselves heterogeneous in sedimentation rate. Considered as a single
class, they yield on extraction normal
DNA molecules, half-length fragments,
and quarter-length fragments (not a
continuous distribution of lengths). The
individual particles must contain more
than one piece of DNA of the specified
lengths in any combination adding up to
more than the normal complement of
DNA per particle. This description may
apply to the class of dense, heterozygous
particles, whose structure is being analyzed by genetic methods in Doermann's
laboratory.
Density 1 .474 (class 5) . The separation
of particles of class 5 from those of class 3
requires a second centrifugation in cesium
chloride, as already described. Those of
class 5 are found only in cultures lysed
late after infection, when they may
comprise 5 per cent of the population.
Particles of class 5 have been rather
thoroughly studied (see Mosig, 1963). In
brief, they are noninfective and of low
density because they contain a single
DNA fragment measuring only 0.67 of
the normal molecular length, and consequently have incomplete genomes. Apparently, different particles lack different
parts of the genome, and the particles are
otherwise functionally intact, because
two or more can successfully infect when
they attach to a single bacterium. With
genetically marked stocks, it can be seen
that such bacteria yield very large
numbers of recombinants when the end
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of one of the chromosome fragments lies
in or near the genetically marked region.
(This circumstance is recognized when the
phage yield from a single bacterium contains some but not all markers from both
parents.) Two chromosome fragments,
each representing two-thirds of the
genome and together representing the
entire genome, possess one-third of the
genome in common. The high recombination frequency indicates that the common
regions pair directly or indirectly early in
the course of DNA replication; indeed,
we may surmise that pairing is prerequisite to replication under these circumstances.
The phage progeny produced by multiple infection with particles of class 5
contain DNA molecules of normal length,
into which at least half of the atoms (and
presumably polynucleotides) of the parental DNA fragments are incorporated.
Density <1.4 (class 6). In the usual
cesium chloride fractionation, some phage
particles float to the top. They sediment
much more slowly in sucrose than normal
particles, are noninfective, and contain
little DNA. In early lysates, particles of
class 6 are much more numerous (in terms
of protein content) than the viable
particles. They are phage particles (or
degradation products of phage particles)
that were not yet quite finished at the
time of lysis, as shown some years ago by
Maal0e and Symonds and by Koch
and Hershey. Surprisingly, they prove
to contain DNA fragments of characteristic size, sedimenting in sucrose
as a compact band at a rate corresponding
to 7 per cent of the normal molecular
weight. It is possible, though, that the
size merely reflects the extent to which
the DNA originally present in the
particles is degraded under the given
conditions of lysis.
Discussion
The structure of lambda DNA is
remarkable in two respects. First, guaninecytosine pairs are noticeably concentrated in the left third of the molecule.
Since the distribution is relatively uni-
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form in other microbial DNA's, the local
differentiation in lambda DNA suggests
diverse historical origins for different
parts of the molecule. Presumably such
differences could have been preserved
only if there was a corresponding functional differentiation among molecular
parts. The functional differentiation could
be physiologic if there are mechanisms of
control of gene action that depend on
recognition of base composition of DNA.
According to current ideas about the
nature of the genetic code, such mechanisms are conceivable. Or, as suggested
by Dove, the functional differentiation
could be genetic only, if different parts of
the lambda DNA molecule are undergoing genetic exchange with different
phage (or other episomal) species. Either
version of the hypothesis of functional
differentiation is consistent with genetic
evidence that genes with related functions
tend to occur in clusters in the chromosome, and both are subject to experimental test.
The second remarkable feature of
lambda DNA structure is evident in the
mutually cohesive properties of the
molecular ends. The probable structure is
best described as that which would result
if a circular DNA molecule were opened
by cutting the two strands at specified
but slightly different levels, so as to leave
short, single-stranded ends with complementary base sequences.
One strong prediction follows from the
stated structural model : that the molecular ends in general, not just the cohesive
sites, must have a common origin and
should have the same guanine-pluscytosine content. We have not yet tested
that prediction. A more general prediction
is that the chromosome of lambda should
be potentially circular, although the
genetic map certainly is not.
The idea of circularity has cropped up
repeatedly since Jacob and Wollman first
found that the genetic map of Escherichia
coli is circular. The idea was introduced
into lambda genetics when Campbell
suggested that the gene order of the
lambda chromosome in lysogenic bacteria
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might be a permutation of the genetic
map deduced from phage crosses made in
the usual way. It now appears that his
suggestion was correct, and that the
vegetative and prophage chromosomes
correspond, respectively, to the lambda
DNA molecule as isolated from phage
particles and to its permutation created
in the laboratory by breaking the molecule in the center and joining the original
ends through their cohesive sites.
If the analogy just drawn is valid,
there must be two genetically determined
cutting points in each strand of the
hypothetical circular DNA molecule.
Such points would have to be marked,
presumably by unique base sequences. It
may be that the rare base 5-methylcytosine found by Ledinko in lambda DNA
plays a role in the marking system.
In T4, Mosig has chosen to study a
phage different from lambda in many
ways but no less complicated, as her work
shows. In short, exceptional T4 phage
particles may contain, instead of or in
addition to the DNA molecules characteristic of the majority of particles,
molecular fragments of a few discrete
lengths: about 25, 50, and 67 per cent of
the normal length. (Some much shorter
fragments, mentioned in last year's
report, were probably accidental products
of enzymic hydrolysis.) Among the
molecules of normal length, variations in
sedimentation rate corresponding to
length differences of only 1 or 2 per cent
have been detected. The other length
classes are also relatively homogeneous.
The origin and role of the molecular
fragments are obscure, but some of the
fragments at least have demonstrable
genetic functions. In studying the exceptional particles, Mosig hopes to gain clues
to the molecular behavior of DNA in
general.
For example, by infecting bacteria with
particles of class 5, containing DNA
fragments of the two- thirds length only,
she finds that two incomplete fragments
can cooperate to start off normal DNA
replication, the products of which are
necessarily biparental. Genetic recombi-
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nants evoked under these circumstances
show that the replication is accompanied
or preceded by pairing of homologous
parts of the fragments, particularly involving an end of one of them. A hypothetical structure generated by such
pairing is illustrated in figure 4. The
structure presents certain obligatory features. Since every part of the genome
must be represented in the biparental
structure, and if Mosig's inference is
correct that any genetic marker can be
contributed by both parents, there will
usually be two regions of homology,
comprising together one-third of the
length of the reconstructed chromosome.
Given appropriate genetic markers, onethird of the genome is recombinant with
respect to a second third, and the
remainder is heterozygous.
The crosses so far studied permit
detection of only one heterozygous region
per reconstructed chromosome. It shows
three features: a high frequency of
recombination in single-burst clones containing some but not all markers from
both parents; polarized segregation, in the
sense that both parents tend to contribute
markers more frequently near one end of
the heterozygous region than the other;
and unidirectional polarization, meaning
that segregation is strongly biased in
favor of counterclockwise polarity in
relation to the genetic map. Taking into
account that in Mosig's material the
heterozygous regions are exceptionally
long for understandable reasons, the first
two features (but not the third, concerning which see her paper) are exactly those
seen by Doermann and Boehner in their
study of natural heterozygotes. Therefore
reconstruction of phage chromosomes
from their fragments must depend on
mechanisms closely related to those
eliciting normal heterozygosis and genetic
recombination. To this extent the diagrammatic representation of rejoined
fragments in figure 4, though fanciful in
detail, probably illustrates a basic mechanism exploited in different ways by both
T4 and lambda phages.
Mosig's data support not only Doer-
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Fig. 4. Hypothetical paired structure generated by two complementing DNA
phage particles of class 5.

mann and Boehner's inferences about the
special role of molecular ends in the
functioning of heterozygotes but also
several postulates about genetic circularity put forward by Streisinger and his
colleagues and sometimes called bizarre
by them. They assume: (1) that T4 DNA
molecules carry terminal redundancies of
base sequence; (2) that the sequences are
"circularly permuted" in the sense that
the terminal redundancies represent different parts of the genome in different
molecules; and (3) that the length of the
molecule is not determined by the length
of its unique base sequence but must be
controlled by a separate mechanism,
ultimately by certain genes.

fragments from

Mosig's finding of a class of viable
phage particles with slightly variable
DNA content implies some form of
redundancy. Circular permutation best
explains the existence of T4 particles of
class 5 that apparently contain DNA
fragments two-thirds the normal size,
each representing a different part of the
genome. Moreover, when two of the fragments are able to complement each other,
the products of replication are typical T4
DNA molecules — proof that the molecular length is a species character under
independent control, as Streisinger predicted, and is not determined merely by
the length of the parental molecules.
(Indeed,

Mosig's

materials

reveal

a
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number of distinctive molecular lengths,
each of which must be a species character.) The same conclusion follows from
the fact that single viable phage particles,
selected to contain a DNA molecule
slightly longer or shorter than the
average, produce clones of descendants
among which the average is eventually
reestablished.
The natural history of lambda phage
shows that circular permutation, though
perhaps a consequence of terminal redundancy in T4, is not a necessary
consequence, and suggests that terminal
redundancy plays a general role unconnected with the evolution of the circular
map. As a more general role we propose
the literal formation of rings, more or less
as illustrated in figure 3, in keeping with
growing evidence that DNA replicates in
the circular form.
ASPECTS
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The recent achievements of our group
studying DNA molecules can be summarized as follows. We have elucidated a
mechanism for joining the ends of DNA
molecules that was previously difficult to
imagine and that apparently serves
multiple biological functions. We have
developed a technique applicable to
lambda DNA for the isolation of specified
molecular fragments, and have shown
that the fragments will be useful in the
investigation of several questions of
biological interest. We have found, among
exceptional T4 phage particles, materials
offering clues to mechanisms of chromosomal replication, recombination, and
length determination, clues that may or
may not prove individually decipherable
but will in any event have to be weighed
with the final evidence.

REGULATION

IN MAIZE

Barbara McClintock

Investigations with maize during the
past year were designed with several
objectives in mind. They ranged from the
routine but necessary determination of
whether or not a particular gene had come
under the control of one of the known
gene-control systems, or some yet undefined system, to a more basic examination
of the extent and diversity of gene control
during development that may be expressed by a single system of controlling
elements.
It has long been apparent that a single
gene-control system in maize can effect
a wide range of expression with respect to
time and type of gene action during
development. It has been possible to
relate some aspects of this diversity to
modifications arising solely within one or
the other element of a control system.
There is now a considerable body of
evidence to indicate the presence in higher
organisms of different classes of regulatory
mechanisms that must integrate with one
another in the control of gene expression.

Some of these mechanisms effect control
of the appearance of the end product of
a particular biosynthetic pathway in only
some cells of a tissue, even though all cells
are known to be competent to express the
end product. Their action is reflected in
the appearance of distinct patterns of
distribution of the end product within
different tissues or different parts of an
organism.
It is known from early genetic studies
that regulation of such patterns may
sometimes reside in a single chromosomal
locus. The distinctly different distributions of pigment in the elytra of the lady
beetle, investigated by C. C. Tan
(Genetics, 1946), and the distribution of
bristles in Drosophila, referred to as "step
allelomorphism" and discovered many
years ago, are evidences of genetic elements that must incorporate a mechanism
able to control the activity of particular
genes within certain cells of a developing
tissue, each allele of the locus being
responsible for one pattern. In these
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examples, the mechanism comprised
within one allele operates independently;
whenever two different alleles are present
in the nuclei of a developing tissue, each
functions to produce its own predetermined distribution of gene product, and
the resulting patterns overlap. The
isolation of such alleles demonstrates that
mutations affecting only the control
mechanisms must occur.
Studies with maize have indicated that
controlling elements may be solely responsible for this kind of regulation of gene
action during development, and that the
alleles represent mutants of these elements. The controlling elements behave
as independent genetic agents, controlling
not only the distribution of a gene product
in a developing tissue but also its level or
type. Because they regulate the time of
expression of particular sets of genes, they
serve as "genetic clocks." The different
alleles of an element may be said to
represent different " settings" of the
clock. They arise by mutation, and each
mutant is recognized by the marked
change it effects in the time or type of
gene action during development of a
tissue. Plate 1A illustrates the distinctiveness of such mutants. In the past these
mutations have been referred to as

TABLE

1.

"changes in state." Each state retains its
characteristic mode of control of gene
action through plant generations unless
a subsequent mutation again alters the
control mechanism.
The "operator" and "regulator" elements of a control system may function
together as component parts of the
clocklike mechanism. Combinations, in a
zygote or primary endosperm nucleus, of
different states of the operator of a system
with different states of the regulator can
produce a series of widely divergent
patterns and types of gene expression in
the mature tissue. The controlling elements of a single system, therefore, are
exceptionally versatile genetic agents in
that they can give rise to a variety of
different expressions of a gene during
development.
That the controlling elements in maize
are even more versatile than was previously suspected will be illustrated in the
following sections. Opportunity will be
taken first, however, to indicate (table 1)
the different instances, examined in the
Cold Spring Harbor cultures, in which 7
genes, distributed among 4 different
chromosomes of the maize complement,
have come under the control of either the
Ac (Activator) or the Spm (Suppressor-

Examples Studied in the Cold Spring Harbor Cultures of Initiation of
Gene Control by the Ac and Spm Systems

Gene Locus

Symbol for Locus after Inception of Control by the Ac or Spm System
Controlled by the Ac System

Controlled by the Spm System

Ax
Chromosome
3

c2

Chromosome 4

aim-3) aim-4

A2
Chromosome
5

C2m~l* C2m"2

Chromosome 9
Shi
Bzx
Wx

ai"1-1, a,im-2* aim-b*

a2TO'1, a2m'6
Ci™"1, Cim"2, CiTO'3, Cim"4
shi™-1, ishi™-2
a2m- bzim-2* bzi™-4
bzim-\
WX"1'1, WXm~3, WXm'h,
WXm'6, WXm'7,* wxm~s*

Both the operator element and the regulator element were initially at the locus
of the gene.
-5*
Clm

WXm'8
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mutator) system. Some of the same genes,
as well as others not listed here, have
come under the control of other systems,
whose modes of operation have not yet
been adequately explored.
Parameters of Regulation of Gene
Action by the Spm System
A type of Spm control examined during
the past year illustrates one way in which
a "genetic clock" may be set recurrently.
The effects of the settings are expressed
in the cells of the aleurone layer of the
kernels through the control each setting
exerts over intensity levels and patterns
of distribution of anthocyanin pigment.
They are observed in one genetic class of
kernels on ears produced by crosses of
plants carrying Spm and the second of the
two modified states of ai™-2 discussed in
Year Book 62, where the origin of the
state and the initial tests made with it
were outlined.
Early studies of this state (state 7977B)
indicated the absence of an active Spm
element at the locus of Ai although one
was present at that locus in the original
isolate of axm-2. (The A\ gene in chromosome 3 is involved in the production of
anthocyanin pigment in plant and kernel.) The initial plant carrying the
modified state had no active Spm at any
other location in the chromosome complement, but an active Spm was introduced
by an appropriate cross conducted with
one of the two ears of the plant. In
kernels of this ear that received from the
female parent the modified state of axm'2
and from the male parent the standard
recessive allele (a{) and also Spm, the
expression of gene action resembled that
engendered by the original state of ai"1'2.
(See legends, pis. IB, 2 A and B.) Year
Book 62 described the results of testcrosses made with plants derived from the
aim-2-carrying kernels on this ear that had
received Spm and those that had not
received Spm. The description placed
emphasis on the appearance of a previously unobserved synergistic mode
of
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formation of anthocyanin pigment in the
cells of the aleurone layer of some kernels
on ears produced by crosses conducted
with the plants that had Spm in their
nuclei. The phenotypes of kernels in this
class did not differ on ears produced by
reciprocal crosses conducted with the
plants. In other words, there was no effect
of dose of aim-2 on intensity levels or
patterns of distribution of anthocyanin in
the aleurone layer. Although the early
evidence indicated that the kernels with
pronounced expressions of this unusual
phenotype did not contain an active Spm,
no such kernels appeared in similar
crosses made with sister plants that had
no active Spm in their nuclei. Neither did
they appear on ears produced by reciprocal crosses of these sister plants with
plants that were homozygous for standard
ai and carried one or more active Spm
elements. These initial observations indicated that Spm, present in a plant, is
involved in controlling phenotypic expression in progeny kernels that do not receive
Spm. Experiments conducted this year
not only have confirmed that effect but
also have revealed still another aspect of
regulation of gene action during development.
Among kernels exhibiting the unusual
phenotypes, both the patterns of anthocyanin distribution and the range of
intensities of pigment among cells of the
aleurone layer vary, and are distinctive in
each kernel. The maximum pigment
intensities range from very high in some
kernels to faint in others. The variations
are illustrated by several of the kernels
on the ear shown in plate 2 A, and by 5
of the 6 kernels in plate 2B. It is evident
that the phenotype of each such kernel
must arise through some form of control
of anthocyanin production and distribution in individual cells during endosperm
development, and that the pattern expressed in a mature kernel reflects a
"presetting" of the responsible component. It is also evident that this setting
must occur before the three haploid nuclei
(two from the female and one from the
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male) fuse to form the primary endosperm nucleus. Since Spm is not present
in these nuclei, but must be present in the
male or female parent plant carrying state
7977B of aim"2 in order that pronounced
expressions of the unique phenotype may
appear, the mechanism responsible for the
setting must be activated before Spm is
removed from spore nuclei as a consequence of the meiotic mitoses. Evidence
will be presented below that such
activation is independent of the developmental stage and requires only the initial
presence of an active Spm in the plant.
This year, the types of experiments
outlined in Year Book 62 were repeated
on a much larger scale, not only with
state 7977B but also with another state
of aim'2 (7995) that resembles it in some
aspects of expression. In addition, studies
were made to determine the effects of
inactive Spm and of Spmw as well as Spms
in the progeny kernels of plants carrying
state 7977B. Plants were grown from a
number of kernels that exhibited the
unusual phenotypes, and they in turn
were subjected to several kinds of test.
The results of these studies are summarized below.
Kernels exhibiting pronounced "preset" patterns, similar to those illustrated
in plate 2A and B, appeared on testcross
ears of plants carrying an active Spm,
which might be either Spms or Spmw.
(The distinction between the effects produced by Spms and Spmw on the original
state of aim~2 is shown in pi. IB.) All
together, 84 plants carrying state 7977B
and 28 plants carrying state 7995 were
examined. When these plants were
crossed with plants that were homozygous
for the standard ai allele and had no Spm,
several of them produced ears containing
a sector that had developed from a cell
in which Spm had been removed or
inactivated. Within these sectors, nevertheless, some kernels exhibited the pronounced preset patterns of anthocyanin
distribution. In one plant, the ear
produced by one tiller did not carry active
Spm, although the ears on the main stalk
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and on a second tiller did. On the ear in
which Spm was absent, kernels showing
pronounced preset patterns appeared.
The range in types of pattern and in
maximum pigment intensities among
these kernels, and among those within the
no-Spm sectors of the sectored ears, was
as wide as that seen among kernels on
the ears of plants that showed no evidence
of somatic loss or inactivation of Spm.
No kernels of the exceptional type
appeared, however, on testcross ears
produced by 9 plants carrying state
7977B that commenced development
with an inactive Spm, except within
sectors in which Spm had changed to its
active phase. These tests made it evident
that an active Spm must be present in a
plant, at least initially, to promote the
mechanism that is responsible for pronounced preset, synergistically produced
anthocyanin patterns in progeny kernels
not receiving Spm.
Plants were grown from 51 kernels
exhibiting such patterns, selected from
six ears produced by testcrosses conducted
with 3 plants having state 7977B of aim"2
in chromosome 3 and an active Spm in
one chromosome 5. Testcrosses designed
to detect presence or absence of Spm were
made with 43 of these 51 plants. (This
type of test has been outlined in previous
Year Books.) None of the 43 had an
active Spm element. Plants were also
grown from 7 kernels of similar type from
an ear of a plant carrying state 7995 of
a i™-2 and two active Spm elements,
neither of which was linked with the aim~2
locus. No evidence of active Spm was
found in tests conducted with 5 of the 7
In order to determine the kinds of
plants.
pigment patterns that might appear
among the kernel progeny of these 58
plants, each was subjected to additional
tests. In one test, at least one ear of each
plant was utilized as female parent in a
cross with a plant that was homozygous
for standard ax and had no active Spm.
(Reciprocal crosses were made with only
4 of the plants, but the results were quite
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the same.) Ninety-two ears were produced by crosses of this type. With the
exception of a very few kernels on ears of
plants carrying state 7995, no phenotype
resembling that of the kernel from which
each plant arose reappeared among the
kernels on these ears. Instead, the aiw'2carrying kernels were similar to those on
one ear, produced by the same type of
cross, on the original plant carrying state
7977B. It will be recalled that this plant
had no active Spm. Such kernels may be
nearly colorless; or they may have a few
darkly pigmented cells, or areas of faint
pigmentation, or both. This expression of
state 7977B has continued to reappear in
testcrosses conducted with three successive generations of plants (99 plants
in all) into which no active Spm was
introduced. Pigment patterns such as
those shown in plate 2B have not appeared among the progeny kernels.
A second kind of testcross was conducted with some of the 58 plants derived
from the kernels with pronounced preset
patterns. One ear each on 24 of the 51
plants carrying state 7977B and on 3 of
the 7 plants carrying state 7995 was
utilized in a cross with a plant that was
homozygous for standard ax but had one
or more active Spm elements. Two classes
of aiTO"2-carrying kernels appeared. Kernels that did not receive Spm were nearly
colorless or had areas of faint pigmentation; their phenotypes were similar to
those just described. Kernels that received an active Spm had phenotypes
resembling that evoked by the original
state of «im_2. (See, in pi. 2 A, the Sh2
kernels with many dots of deep pigment
in a lighter background, and in pi. 2B,
the leftmost kernel, upper row.) No
kernels like the other five shown in plate
2B appeared on these ears.
The 58 plants just described were
derived from kernels with pronounced
preset patterns, from ears whose kernel
types resembled those seen in plate 2 A.
The photograph shows, in addition to the
kernels with preset patterns, two other
classes of Sh2 kernels: those having
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deeply pigmented spots on a lighter
pigmented background (Spm present),
and those that are colorless or nearly so
(no Spm). Plants were grown from both
types of kernels, selected from the same
ears as the kernels from which the 58
plants were derived. From the nearcolorless kernels, 28 plants carrying state
7977B and 10 plants carrying state 7995
were grown and tested. From the kernels
that had received Spm, 32 plants with
state 7977B and 19 with state 7995 were
grown and examined. The testcrosses
made with the 38 plants derived from the
near-colorless kernels were like those
conducted with the 58 plants grown from
kernels having pronounced preset patterns. None of these plants carried an
active Spm. In crosses with plants
homozygous for ax and having no Spm,
none of the progeny kernels exhibited
patterns like those shown in plate 2B.
The aim-2-carrying kernels were colorless
or nearly colorless. When the testcross
introduced an active Spm, the a\m'2 locus
responded in the expected manner, giving
rise to deep spots in a lighter background.
In contrast, all 51 of the plants derived
from kernels containing Spm produced
some progeny kernels whose patterns of
anthocyanin distribution and intensity
levels resembled those shown in plate 2A
and B.
Another set of tests was carried out to
reconfirm the conclusion that Spm must
be present in a plant to initiate the
modifications responsible for pronounced
preset patterns in some of its no-Spm
kernel progeny. These tests were made
with second-generation progeny of the
original plant carrying state 7977B of
aim-2. One ear of that plant had been
produced by a cross with a plant homozygous for standard ai and having no active
Spm; and plants had been grown from
the aiTO"2-carrying kernels on that ear.
Some of these plants, in turn, were
crossed with plants that were homozygous
for «i but carried one or more active Spm
elements. Plants were then grown from
both #pm-carrying and Spm-less kernels
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produced by three such crosses. Fortyseven plants derived from Spm kernels
and 20 derived from no-Spm kernels were
crossed with plants that were homozygous
for d\ and had either no active Spm or
one or more active Spm elements. Once
again, kernels exhibiting the unique
phenotype appeared on ears of the Spmcarrying plants but not on the ears of
plants lacking Spm.
Thus the results of experiments conducted with three generations of plants
carrying state 7977B, and of the more
limited but still instructive experiments
with plants having state 7995, leave no
doubt about the role played by active
Spm in a plant in controlling the phenotypes of its kernel progeny, both those
that receive Spm and those that do not.
It is also clear that Spm does not directly
control the presetting mechanism itself,
as was shown by the presence, in no-Spm
sectors on ears of several $pm-carrying
plants, of kernels with preset patterns.
The presetting event, unlike the events
that give rise to altered states, does not
modify the aiw_2 locus so as to alter the
potential for gene expression in a fixed
manner. Rather, it appears to involve a
release from restrictions, which permits
the gene-control mechanism to follow
paths that would otherwise be closed.
The meaning of "path" in this reference
may be clarified by consideration of the
distinctive phenotypes of the variegated
kernels on the two ears shown in plate 1 A.
The cross that produced each of these
ears was made to test for the presence and
number of Spm elements in one of the
parent plants, which was homozygous for
the standard recessive of the gene whose
action is exhibited in the kernels on the
ear. The other parent had no active Spm
and was homozygous, in the upper ear,
for one particular state of aim_1, in the
lower ear for c^"1"1. It is known, as a result
of many years of testing, that each of
these states will respond to a fully active
Spm by producing a distinctive pattern
of anthocyanin distribution in kernels (as
shown in the photograph) as well as in
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the plant. Each of many other isolated
states of a i™-1 and a2m'1 also engenders its
own precise pattern of anthocyanin
distribution in the presence of a fully
active Spm. States of aim_1 having expressions similar to that of a2m_1 illustrated
here have been isolated, and also states
of a2m_1 similar in expression to this state
These illustrations are included to
of ax™-1.
emphasize
a mode of differential regula-

tion of gene expression among the cells of
a tissue. Its control resides in a clocklike
mechanism built into the gene-associated
element of the control system. In the
illustrations given, the clock mechanism
was set in motion by the introduction of
an activating element, Spms, into the
primary endosperm nucleus. As long as
Spms was present in the cells of the
developing endosperm, the clock continued to tick off precise events in certain
cells at particular stages of development.
The end result was a distinctive pattern
of distribution of the gene product in cells
of the mature tissue.
That cellular environment is not directly involveda{in control of these regulatory
processes was demonstrated, early in the
study of the Spm system, by crosses
between plants that carried different
states of
l. The states were readily
distinguished from one another by their
markedly different responses to Spm.
Such crosses produced kernels carrying
two different states of di™'1 as alleles of
the A i locus. For our purposes, the most
illustrative of these crosses combined one
state that responds to a fully active Spm
by producing both large and small areas
of light pigmentation with another state
that produces only dots of deep pigment,
in patterns resembling those seen in the
variegated kernels on the upper ear in
plate 1A. During the development of
kernels having both these states and a
single Spms, each responded to the Spm
according to its own predetermined
ordering of the sequence of events. The
patterns and intensities resulting from the
individual responses were readily dis-
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tinguishable in the aleurone layer, the
patterns overlapping each other. In other
words, each allele followed its own
directed path in the control of Ax gene
action according to a built-in clock
mechanism, unaffected by that of the
other allele. The resemblance of this
phenomenon to the control exerted by
different alleles on the pattern of distribution ofpigment in the elytra of the lady
beetle, mentioned early in this report, is
striking.
In the examples just discussed, the
clock mechanism is permanently set to
follow a definite path during the development of plant or kernel in successive
generations, unless a mutation occurs to
establish another clock setting. The
mechanism is contained in the geneassociated operator element of a twoelement system. It may be slowed down,
however, or advanced to a maximum rate,
according to the activity of the regulator
element of the system. Mutations of the
regulator can modulate the timing of
responses but not their types, which are
controlled solely by the operator element.
Nevertheless, each allele of an operator
responds in the same manner to the
timing modulation induced by any one
mutant of the regulator. Thus, as was
stated earlier, both components of a
control system may be involved in the
performance of the clock mechanism.
In contrast to permanent settings of
the clock, which are responsible for the
origin and expression of the states discussed above, settings that are not
permanent may occur, as evidenced in
part by the observations regarding preset
patterns of anthocyanin pigmentation in
kernels, described in this report. It has
been shown that, although Spm is
required to initiate the mechanism responsible for these newly detected types
of setting, it need not be present in the
tissue cells that express the altered
settings. Nor do such settings permanently alter the state of the operator,
which reverts in the subsequent plant
generation to that expressed when it was
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initially isolated. The impermanent settings may result in a wide range of
distinctly different phenotypes, as illustrated by the no-Spm kernels shown in
plate 2 A and B. The appearance of such
a range among the kernel progeny of a
single plant indicates that the setting
process must occur in a number of cells
and that its consequences are not the
same in all of them. Once a setting has
occurred, however, the phenotype that
will be expressed in a kernel receiving the
set locus is predestined. The setting will
dictate the path of gene activity during
kernel development. Thus, the indirect
influence of the regulator, Spm, in control
of the setting process reflects still another
parameter of the mode of operation of a
gene-control system. It provides one
mechanism for inducing widely different
patterns of expression of a gene in different parts of an individual organism.
The impermanent settings just mentioned were made evident only in the
no-Spm kernel progeny of $p?7i-carrying
plants. It has been recognized for many
years, however, that nonheritable modifications affecting the action of a gene
under the control of a known system may
occur, and that they may be expressed in
cells that do carry the regulator of the
system. The component elements responsible for these modifications were not so
readily analyzed as those involved in the
expression of states 7977B and 7995 of
aim"2. Each such nonheritable modification isknown to arise as the consequence
of a single event occurring within a plant
cell. The cells derived from the mutant
cell carry the modification, whose effects
are registered as one type of altered gene
action in the progeny cells competent to
express this action. Germ cells arising
from the same initial cell, however, give
no indication that any change has
occurred; the modification appears to
have been erased in these germ-line cells.
In contrast to the preset patterns in
kernels, these nonheritable but obviously
preset types of gene control are expressed
in cells containing an active Spm element.
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Examples of this kind of modification
were mentioned in Year Book 62. From
such observations it was possible to learn
that potential gene action can be set in
a cell early in development, so that many
cell generations later one particular grade
of gene action will be registered in only

of wx™-7. The purpose of the more recent
investigation, begun several years ago,
was to isolate instances in which Ac was
removed from this locus but the Wx gene
remained under the control of the Ac
system. In the course of the study, the
cyclically occurring changes in phase of

one kind of tissue produced by the cell's
descendants. Some of these nonheritable
settings result in a level of gene action
resembling that given by the wild- type
allele, whereas others effect reduced
levels.
The introduction to this report stated
that some of the known controlling elements in maize behave as independent
genetic agents, in that they contain
timing mechanisms for differential control of gene action during development.
It also stated that control systems are
extraordinarily efficient, a single system
having the potentiality to exert a wide
range of controls that affect not only
times but also types of gene action. The
preceding discussions, and those of earlier
reports, have attempted to illuminate the
many parameters of regulation of gene
action that may be ascribed to a single
system of controlling elements.

activity of Ac at the wx171'7 locus
recognized.
The wx™-7 locus was incorporated
plants and kernels carrying various
markers located not only in the short

Cyclical Change in Phase of Activity
of Ac {Activator)
That the regulator element of the
Suppressor-mutator (Spm) system may
undergo changes in phase of activity was
first reported in Year Book 57. Only
recently was it learned that the regulator
element of the Activator (Ac) system
likewise may undergo changes in phase of
activity : from active to inactive and back
to active. This discovery was made during
an investigation of wzm-7, which is under
the control of the Ac system. Although

were
into
gene
arm

of chromosome 9, where wx™-7 resides, but
also in other chromosomes of the complement. These combinations brought together in the nuclei of single kernels
different gene loci whose action is
controlled by the Ac system, with the
purpose of distinguishing between modifications at the wxm'7 locus that affect only
Ac and those that alter the expression of
the Wx gene, with or without an accompanying modification in the action of Ac
through change in its dose or state. A
change affecting only Ac would be detected by the like response of each of the
selected gene loci present in the nuclei of
a kernel. Modifications affecting the
expression of the Wx gene, accompanied
or unaccompanied by change in Ac, could
be identified, individually, by comparison
of the expressions of wx™-7 with those of
the other ^-controlled gene loci in the
kernel.
One of the combinations included a
particular state of ai™'3. Gene action at
the aim_3 locus is under the control of the
Ac system. The selected state produces
uniformly light-pigmented plants and
kernels in the absence of Ac or when Ac
is present in an inactive phase. When Ac
is active, this locus gives rise in plants and
kernels to well defined areas that are

wxm-7 had been isolated in 1952, from a
single kernel on an ear of a plant having

more deeply pigmented or are nonpigmented. Most of these areas consist of
descendants of cells in which a mutation

ttlm-4 (Ac system) that was homozygous
for the wild-type Wx gene, only a relatively few tests had been made with it
shortly after its isolation. Ac was known
to be located, initially, close to the locus

has occurred at the ax™-z locus, and the
times and frequencies of such mutations
are known to be governed by the state
and dose of Ac present in the mutating
cells. After mutation the action of the
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gene is no longer subject to control by the
Ac system.
Initial evidence of alternating cycles of
activity of Ac was seen in the kernel
progeny of a single plant in a culture of
sister plants that were ai™-3 Sh2/ax sh2;
Ac wx™-7/wx in constitution. Each of
these plants had originated from a kernel
whose endosperm contained an active Ac
element to which both a\™-3 and wx™'7
were responding. The plants in this
culture were crossed reciprocally with
plants that were homozygous for ah sh2,
and vox and had no Ac. Some of them,
including the single one mentioned, were
also self-pollinated. This particular plant
was the only one in which Ac had entered
an inactive phase. The responsible event
must have occurred early in plant development, because an inactive Ac was
present in the cells that gave rise to the
main stalk and tiller; and return to the
active phase occurred in only a few cells
of the plant.
The state of wxm~7 in this plant was one
that exhibits an intermediate level of Wx
gene action with inactive Ac, but higher
or lower levels when Ac is active. With
few exceptions, these changes in level of
gene action are not the consequence of
mutations at the wx™-7 locus that result
in stable alleles. Subsequent changes
continue to occur as long as an active Ac
is present. This state also has allowed the
observation of a previously undetected
mode of control of Wx gene action during
endosperm development. The result is a
gradient of levels of Wx gene expression
in the mature endosperm, which is related
to the time of formation of cells during
development of the kernel. When kernels
are cut longitudinally and the exposed
cells stained with an I-KI solution,
differential staining of starch in the cells
of the endosperm can reveal different
levels of Wx gene action. Kernels with an
inactive Ac element have an inner core of
cells exhibiting a low level of Wx action;
and from this core, toward the periphery
of the kernel, the level is seen to gradually
increase. In kernels having an active Ac,
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on the other hand, some cells within the
inner core evince a high level of Wx gene
action, and some cells nearer the periphery disclose low levels. This mosaicism
interrupts the smoothness of the gradient
but does not obliterate it.
That Ac is inactive in the kernels
exhibiting an uninterrupted gradient of
Wx gene expression is shown by the
presence of pale pigment uniformly
distributed in the aleurone layer. In
particular cells of some kernels, Ac has
changed from an inactive to an active
phase, at times ranging from early to late
in the development of the kernel. The
descendants of such a cell form a well
defined sector, including part of the outer
layer of aleurone cells, in which Ac
activity is registered not only by modified
expressions of the Wx gene but also by
the response of ai™-3. A pattern of deeply
pigmented spots appears in the aleuronelayer area included in the sector, the size
of the spots reflecting the time when Ac
became active. If it did so early in
development, the spots may be large; if
late, only small dots appear.
Investigation of changes in phase of Ac
activity at the wx™-7 locus was continued
this year. One test was conducted to
examine the response of the wx™-7 locus
having an inactive Ac to an active Ac
located elsewhere in the chromosome
complement. Reciprocal crosses were
made between plants whose constitution
was ai™-3 Sh2/ai sh2; inactive- Ac wx™'7/
wx and plants that were homozygous for
«i, sh2, and wx and had one active Ac.
The ai™-3 locus responded to the introduced active Ac in accordance with its
dose in the endosperm of the kernel. One
dose of Ac produced early-occurring
mutations at the locus; two doses, only
late-occurring mutations. The patterns of
response were the same in kernels having
wx™-7 as in those homozygous for the
standard wx allele. This observation made
it evident that the inactive Ac a,t the
wx™'7 locus was inactive not only with
regard to induction of mutation but also
with regard to contribution to dose
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effects. The wxm-7 locus also responded to
the introduced active Ac by producing
changes in Wx gene action, at times
during endosperm development that corresponded precisely to those of changes
at the aiw"3 locus in the same kernel.
Evidence has not yet been obtained that
the times and frequencies of occurrence
of change in phase of Ac activity are
controlled by a mechanism similar to that
observed with Spm, but the preliminary
findings suggest it.
It must be stressed, in conclusion, that
our knowledge of genetic mechanisms
that control gene action during development is still too limited to permit the

construction of reasonable models at the
molecular level to account for the wide
range in types of gene control described
here and in previous reports. The models
of gene regulation that have been proposed to date are not yet fully defined,
and cannot be invoked in their present
form even though some of their aspects
are fitting. There are many parameters of
gene control during development. Aspects
of each must be clearly denned before an
attack at the molecular level can be
initiated with hope of success. Awareness
of the problems at the genetic level is
prerequisite to their solution.
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A. Upper ear: Produced on a plant that was homozygous for one state of ai"1'1 in chromosome 3,
and had no Spm, by a cross with a plant that was homozygous for the standard recessive allele ai
and had one fully active Spm (Spms). The kernels with dots of deep pigment received Spm from
the male parent; those without dots did not. Lower ear: Produced on a plant that was homozygous
for the standard recessive a2 in chromosome 5, and had two unlinked Spms elements, by a cross
with a plant that was homozygous for one state of a2m-x and had no Sp??i. The kernels exhibiting
a variegated pattern of deep-pigmented and colorless areas received Sp?n from the female parent;
the uniformly light-pigmented kernels did not.
B. Phenotypes of kernels on an ear of a plant that was Spmw aim"2 (original state) Sh2/ai sh2 in
constitution and had, in addition, one Spms element not carried in chromosome 3. Spmw in this
plant was immediately adjacent to the ai™-2 locus, which, in turn, is very closely linked to Sh2.
The kernels on this ear were produced by a cross with a plant homozygous for the standard
recessive ax and for the recessive sh2 (shrunken endosperm) and having no Spm. All the shrunken
kernels are colorless and are homozygous for a%. The nonshrunken kernels with no dots or only a
few deep-pigmented dots in a lighter-pigmented background received Spmw, aim"2, and Sh2 from
the female parent, but no Spm8. Those with many deep-pigmented spots received the same
markers plus Spm3.

Plate 1

Genetics Research Unit

A. Segment of an ear of a plant that was aim-2(state 7977B) Sh2/cii sh2 in constitution and had
one Spms, located in chromosome 5. This ear was produced by a cross with a plant that was
homozygous for a\ and sh2 and had no Spm. All the shrunken kernels are colorless, that is, homozygous for a\ and sh2. The nonshrunken kernels that have deep-pigmented spots in a somewhat
lighter-pigmented background received axm-2, Sh2, and Spm from the female parent. The uniformly
deep-pigmented Sh2 kernel in the second row from the bottom, extreme left, carries a germinal
mutant of «i'""2. The remaining nonshrunken kernels received state 7977B of ai"'-2 but no Spm.
Among these, the middle kernel in the third row from the top, the kernel just to the right in the
row below, and one kernel in each of the two bottom rows exhibit the unique preset patterns of
anthocyanin distribution discussed in this report. The rest of the kernels in the no-Spm class are
colorless or nearly so.
B. Pigment patterns in kernels selected from an ear produced by a cross similar to that described
above (pi. 2A). All the kernels carry state 7977B of ai™-2. The one at upper left also contains Spm.
The remaining 5, which lack Spm, illustrate some of the types of preset patterns of anthocyanin
distribution discussed in this report.
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CHROMOSOME

STRUCTURE

Introduction
The work of the past year has been
directed along the lines indicated in the
introduction to our report in Year Book
62; we have continued to attack what we
consider one of the key problems involved
in understanding genetic mechanisms,
namely, the fine structure of chromosomes
of higher organisms. Much of the recent
elucidation of the structure and molecular

AND

FUNCTION

Health Service grant GM-10499 to the
University of Michigan. The contributions of the several research associates
whose services are provided by the grant
are acknowledged in the appropriate
sections of the report that follow. The
electron microscope used in the studies
was provided by National Science Foundation grant GB-290 to Dr. Kaufmann.
Electron Microscopy of
Chromosomes

constitution of "chromosomes" has been
obtained in studies of microorganisms,
During the past year the study of the
and it must be ascertained whether the ultrastructure of the chromosome has
findings can be applied with validity to been directed toward precise delimitation
the more complex chromosomes of organ- of the longitudinal subunits of the
isms higher in the evolutionary scale. Our chromosomes that originally had been
efforts are therefore guided by a desire to identified by the light microscopists.
discover what the basic fine structure of Electron microscopy of chromosomes has
chromosomes of higher plants and ani- been hampered by the fact that the
mals may be, to understand how it chromosomal boundaries and the outlines
changes with genetic activity, and to or profiles of the component chromocompare the findings with available infor- nemata or chromatids as seen in ultrathin
mation about the structure and behavior sections are vague and ill defined. First
of the genetic material obtained in studies impressions on examining electron microof bacteria and bacteriophages.
graphs of chromosomes are of masses of
The several research approaches under- short, fine fibrils with little evidence of
taken in the past year have included (1) any secondary grouping or arrangement.
electron microscopy of mitotic chromo- With modified and improved techniques
somes of Tradescantia and of the polytene of fixing and embedding, and with
chromosomes of the salivary-gland cells persistence in use of serial sections to
of Drosophila; (2) cytochemical analysis produce a three-dimensional picture in
of the basic proteins of chromosomes and which substructure may be examined, we
cells during early embryogenesis in Dro- have redirected our efforts toward comsophila; (3) radioautographic analysis of
parisons of electron-microscope observathe incorporation of tritiated precursors
tions with the light-microscope picture.
of DNA, RNA, and basic proteins in the
Mitotic chromosomes of the staminategiant salivary-gland chromosomes of hair cells of Tradescantia paludosa. In the
Drosophila; and (4) a preliminary chem- past year Dr. Elio Sparvoli, a Research
ical analysis of the nucleic acids of Associate supported by research grant
Drosophila, preparatory to undertaking a GM-10499, has perfected an "open-face"
comparison of the DNA's and RNA's of embedding technique which permits the
various types of flies that differ from one preparation of well fixed, Epon-embedded
another in chromosomal constitution.
single cells for electron microscopy. With
Some of the work described below has this method, individual cells, chromobeen carried out in collaboration with Dr.
somes, or parts thereof, may be selected
Berwind P. Kaufmann and his associates and then placed in the ultramicrotome,
under the sponsorship of U. S. Public where thin sections are cut in any plane
605
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desired. The method will be described in
detail in another publication.
The rationale of the approach provided
by our present technique is clear identification— rather than analogy by inference
— of the structural details of the chromosomes so well known from observations
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fig. 6). The average chromonematic
diameter increases from 200 mju in early
telophase to 300 mju in late telophase. The
pattern of organization of the 100-200 A
fibrillae (microfibrils or subchromonemata) within the individual chromonema
remains to be determined.
Our results thus show that the mitotic
with the light microscope. The chromonema is the finest chromosomal thread prophase chromatid (a half chromosome)
visible with the ordinary microscope, as and the telophase chromosome of the
it has a width of only about 0.25 micron, staminate hair of Tradescantia paludosa
which approaches the limit of resolution contain 4 chromonemata and are therefore multistranded. We shall continue
obtainable with visible light. Kaufmann
this study with the idea of determining
had reported 2 and Nebel 4 as the number
of chromonemata of the anaphase chro- whether the arrangement of the micromosomes of Tradescantia discernible with
fibrils within the chromonemata supports
the light microscope.
the earlier suggestion of Kaufmann and
To obtain more precise information,
De that 64 fine strands make up the
staminate-hair cells of Tradescantia palu- multistranded prophase chromosome, or
dosa were selected and processed so that whether the number of strands within
extensive series of consecutive sections the mitotic chromosome is limited to
the 4 or 8 chromonemata identified in the
could be prepared. Three-dimensional
models of the prophase chromosomes were present study. In terms of chromonemata,
then reconstructed in wax. These recon- is each chromonema made up of four or
structions show that 8 chromonemata,
eight 100 A microfibrils (subchromoneeach about 240 to 300 nu* in diameter, mata), or is it composed of a single
make up the chromosome. Ends of the 8 strand bent back on itself in an arrangeconstituent chromonemata can be seen
ment suggestive of a rope?
Polytene chromosomes of the salivary
clearly lying in close proximity to the
nuclear membrane (pi. 1, fig. 2). During gland of Drosophila. Since joining the
prophase the width of the chromonemata
group in February, as a postdoctoral
decreases; in preprophase the average Fellow of the Institution, Dr. Elisabeth
diameter is 300 m/j (pi. 1, fig. 1); at late Peveling has been reassessing the fine
prophase it is 250 m/i.
structure of the giant chromosomes as
In the transition to metaphase the revealed in electron micrographs provided
chromonemata become obscured by loos- by the improved embedding techniques
ening of the microfibrillae (or subchromonow available with Epon resins. Our
nemata) that represent the finer subunits earlier work on this problem (reported in
of the chromosomes, and the interstices
Year Books 51, 54, 56, and 58) consisted
become filled with a material of commainly
of observations on osmium-fixed
parable electron density (pi. 1, fig. 3). At
the transition from anaphase to telophase, chromosomes, since acid-fixed preparations (long known by cytologists to prothe chromonemata reappear by a process
the reverse of that just described; that is,
vide superior details of nucleoproteinthey condense out of a uniformly electron- containing structures for light-microscope
scattering body, with the interchromo- examination) showed distortions due to
nematic material contributing to the polymerization explosion when embedded
nucleoplasm (pi. 2, figs. 4 and 5). It is in methacrylate.
again possible at this stage to see the free
For plant materials, Dr. Peveling had
ends of 4 chromonemata per chromosome
previously used as fixative a mixture of 2
attached to the nuclear membrane (pi. 3, parts absolute alcohol-acetic acid (2:1)
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and 1 part 2.5 per cent carmine in 45 per
cent acetic acid, and had observed that,
when fixation was followed by Epon
embedding, thin sections of cells gave
electron micrographs showing good preservation of chromosomes. Since osmium
fixation tends to obscure the grosser
substructure of chromosomes, that is,
their longitudinal separation into chromatids and chromonemata, our present
study was directed toward an analysis of
acid-type-fixed giant chromosomes embedded in Epon to determine whether
chromonemata or other chromosomal
subdivisions could be detected in electron
micrographs. Other fixatives, such as
buffered osmium tetroxide and buffered
formalin, were also used for comparative
purposes. An added advantage of thin
sections of Epon-embedded materials is
that there is less contamination in the
electron beam so that better definition
should be possible with the electron
microscope.
Using these methods we have obtained
preliminary results that reconfirm our
earlier observations of the polytene
structure of the giant salivary-gland
chromosome of third-instar Drosophila
melanogaster larvae. Micrographs of longitudinal sections reveal the presence of
chromonemata, 75-125 m/* (750-1250 A)
in width (pis. 4 and 5, figs. 7 and 8).
Analysis of serial sections, especially of
the interband regions, enabled us to
determine that each of the homologues
was composed of 16 or more chromonemata. These findings support earlier
observations with the light microscope
(including those of irradiated chromosomes, see Year Book 56). Until we can
obtain a complete series of longitudinal
sections through a chromosome, however,
it will not be possible to determine the
precise number of constituent chromonemata.
Our electron micrographs show that
the chromonemata at the edges of longitudinally cut chromosomes are not clearly
defined when those in the center are in
sharp focus, and vice versa. This obser-
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vation suggests that each homologue may
be somewhat ribbonlike and curved,
although the possibility is not excluded
that the observed distribution may result
from the relational coiling of two more or
less cylindrical homologues. Uncertainties
of this kind emphasize the paucity of our
information about the cross-sectional
contours of the giant chromosomes. Randomly selected thin sections through
nuclei (the method used here and in our
past studies) do not permit firm conclusions about the cross-sectional profiles of
these giant chromosomes, and we are
currently trying to obtain the desired
information by using chromosome isolation methods and the open-face embedding technique mentioned above.
With respect to the arrangement of the
substructures within the two homologues,
about one-half of the observed chromonemata seen in a given section appear to
run more or less diagonally across the
chromosome in one direction while the
other half cross them approximately at
right angles and run in the opposite
direction. Each chromonema is composed
of smaller longitudinal fibrillar units
(subchromonemata), 100-200 A in diameter, well organized into groups and in our
opinion not merely adhering as an artifact
of fixation. The chromonemata we have
observed may be considered the first level
of subdivision of longitudinal units within
the chromosome; the subchromonemata
(or 100-200 A fibrils) may represent the
next level of organization. There is some
evidence, however, of an arrangement of
subchromonemata to form longitudinal
units intermediate between the chromonema and the subchromonema in the
degree of aggregation and diameter of
subunits.
The chromosomes within the nuclei of
the early-second-instar salivary gland
appear to be organized much more like
normal mitotic chromosomes (pi. 6, fig.
9), since their chromonemata resemble
chromatids in that there is no marked
differentiation into bands and interbands.
We have observed in these preliminary
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studies that the chromosomes elongate
markedly in the late second instar and
early third instar. We are now attempting
to analyze the development of the chromosomes during the different larval
stages. This study will be especially useful
for elucidating the pattern of development
of the bands, and should enable us to
determine the arrangement of the chromonemata within them. In our electron
micrographs, the chromosomes from second-instar cells do not appear as completely banded as those from late-thirdinstar cells. In those cells, the chromonemata pass from the interband region
straight into the bands, which are formed
by some kind of coiling of these chromonematic subunits.
Our electron micrographs certainly do
not indicate that the bands are homogeneous. In isolated random sections of
the bands it is possible to observe a
certain level in the chromosome which
will show a particular band as more or less
uniform in appearance and disclike.
However, a study of serial sections makes
it obvious that at another level in the
chromosome the same band is formed by
coiled structures (pi. 7, fig. 10). In future
investigations we shall try to determine
the exact pattern of the coiling within the
bands. Furthermore, we expect to use
enzyme treatments to determine how the
DNA and proteins are distributed within
the bands and interband regions.
In summary, our electron-microscope
studies of the past year have been directed
toward a better understanding of the
fundamental fiber of the chromosome, the
chromonema. We have observed longitudinal subunits of mitotic chromosomes
of plants and of the giant chromosomes of
Drosophila, whose diameter is such that
they would lie at or below the lower limit
of resolution with the light microscope.
In the mitotic chromosome of Tradescantia, we find the chromonemata to be about
twice as thick as those of the Drosophila
giant chromosome. This confirms the
evidence of light microscopy, where the
chromonemata are clearly visible in the
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Tradescantia chromosome but have rarely
been defined in the salivary-gland chromosome of Drosophila. Analyses of serial
sections by electron microscopy clearly
demonstrate, however, that there are
longitudinally oriented fibers within the
Drosophila salivary-gland chromosome.
The giant chromosome of Drosophila is
accordingly visibly multistranded or polytenic, but we can conclude that the
mitotic chromosome of Tradescantia is
also multistranded (or polynemic) because
4 chromonemata are discernible in the
telophase chromosome and therefore at
least 4 exist in the chromosome before
replication occurs in interphase.
Correlative Studies on
Chromosome Strandedness
Quantitative differences of DNA in
metaphase chromosomes. An additional
line of evidence in support of the hypothesis that the mitotic chromosome is
polynemic or multistranded was obtained
by Dr. C. C. Das. At the International
Genetics Congress held last September in
the Netherlands, Dr. George Rudkin
reported on ultraviolet-photometric
studies in which he had found that the
ganglionic metaphase chromosomes of
larvae of Drosophila melanogaster shortly
after hatching contain approximately
one-fourth the amount of DNA that is
present in metaphase plates of ganglion
cells obtained from late-third-instar larvae. Hewson Swift had previously found
differences in DNA quantities of cerebral
ganglion cells in late-third-instar larvae
of Drosophila virilis, which he attributed
to polyteny. To determine whether the
differences in DNA content of ganglion
cells of D. melanogaster reflect polynemy
(multistrandedness) or polyteny, Dr. Das
carried out two-wavelength Feulgen microspectrophotometry of metaphase plates
of first- and third-instar larvae. Since the
measurements were made on metaphase
nuclei (i.e., actively dividing cells in
which the diploid chromosome number is
8), any increase in DNA would presumably reflect either an increase in the
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number of chromosomal strands or a
difference in the relative proportions of
heterochromatic and euchromatic materials.
The first-instar larvae that were used
were 6 to 8 hours old; the third-instar
larvae were selected 2 to 3 hours before
the time of pupation. To increase the
number of discernible metaphase figures
both groups of larvae were fed for 2 to 3
hours with yeast sugar solution containing 0.05 to 0.1 per cent colchicine after
which they were sacrificed. The brains
were dissected in 1 per cent hypotonic
sodium citrate solution and then fixed in
formol-acetic acid. They were hydrolyzed
for 35 minutes in 5 N HC1 at room
temperature and then stained by the
Feulgen reaction. The stained glands
were squashed, and the cover glass was
removed by the dry-ice technique. The
two wavelengths used for measuring the
amounts of DNA of the metaphase
chromosomes were 500 and 570 mju.
Our preliminary measurements on seven
first-instar ganglionic (neuroblast) metaphase plates showed a mean amount of
DNA in arbitrary units of 18.3. In eleven
third-instar neuroblast metaphase plates
the mean amount of DNA in arbitrary
units was 33.5. Application of the t test
to these values snowed that we were
unquestionably dealing with two distinct
populations of cells.
We accordingly infer from these preliminary results that the ganglion cells of
the third-instar larvae contain more
DNA than those of the first-instar cells.
This difference in quantity of DNA is
referable, we believe, to a difference in
the degree of polynemy (strandedness) of
the chromosomes, and not to polyploidy
or to polyteny (since measurements were
made of metaphase figures from actively
dividing cells, in which it was possible to
clearly identify the chromosome number).
Our values show an approximately twofold difference in the amount of DNA in
the third-instar chromosomes as compared with those from the first instar,
although considerably less than the four-
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fold difference reported by Rudkin. Two
factors, however, may have a bearing on
this result: the first-instar larvae used in
our experiments were older than those
measured by Rudkin, and the Feulgen
microspectrophotometric method is not
so precise as his ultraviolet absorption
system.
As Rudkin's study had already shown,
differences in amount of DNA in ganglion
cells from the youngest and from the
oldest larvae are not attributable to
differences either in number of chromosomes or in distribution of euchromatic
and heterochromatic materials. We intend to continue our spectrophotometric
study by increasing the number of nuclei
measured. Nevertheless, the data now in
hand are adequate to warrant the statement that actively dividing neuroblasts
of D. melanogaster have chromosome
complements that vary appreciably in
their DNA content. It is suggested that
this situation reflects a difference in the
number of strands of which the mitotic
chromosome is composed.
Patterns of incorporation of tritiated
thymidine in plant chromosomes. An analysis has been undertaken of the pattern of
incorporation of H3-thymidine into plant
chromosomes at the second mitotic
division after administering the isotope.
Experiments by W. J. Peacock had suggested that the similar distribution of
silver grains over the two chromatids of a
second-division chromosome, called "isolabeling" — which is not predicted on a
single-stranded chromosome model (see
Introduction, Year Book 62, p. 503) where
label should be segregated between
chromatids at the second division —
occurs much more frequently than had
originally been observed. We have consequently studied second-division chromosome label patterns in Vicia faba, Allium
cepa, Crepis capillaris, and most recently
in Haplopappus gracilis. Some experiments revealed an appreciable amount of
isolabeling, although the experiments
were not always consistent.
It has been necessary to reevaluate the
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mitotic timing cycle and repeat the
experiments in carefully controlled environmental conditions such as are obtained
in well regulated growth chambers. Using
a 30-minute period for incorporation of
H3-thymidine in Crepis capillaris roots,
Dr. Sparvoli has determined that the
mitotic cycle is at least 20 hours long at
23°C with an 8-hour dark period. It had
been suggested that some of the C14labeling results in Crepis obtained by
Mazia and Plaut might have been caused
by a mitotic cycle shorter than this, with
consequent inability to discriminate between first and second divisions. The
present experiment eliminates this explanation and indicates that more experiments are needed to check the patterns
of incorporation of H3-thymidine in
Crepis capillaris.
We have also concluded that the
preparative techniques for making highly
flattened and well spread chromosome
squashes must be improved so that
analyses of all the homologous chromosomes of the tetraploid nuclei can be made
in a high proportion of cells. With plants
of low chromosome number such as
Crepis capillaris (n = 3) and Haplopappus
gracilis (n = 2) this problem should be
considerably simplified. Our subsequent
work on the problem will move in that
direction.
Cytochemical Analysis of the
Basic Proteins of Chromosomes
and Cells of Drosophila
Earlier cytochemical studies of changes
in the DNA-associated basic proteins
during embryogenesis and spermatogenesis in Drosophila melanogaster {Year
Books 61 and 62), made in collaboration
with Drs. C. C. Das and B. P. Kaufmann,
had shown the following sequential
transitions: (1) a shift from a ly sine-rich
to an arginine-rich type during the
terminal phases of maturation of the
sperm; (2) replacement, on fertilization,
of the arginine-rich histone by a cleavage
histone which is lysine-rich but stains
differently from the adult-type histone;
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and (3) a subsequent shift to the usual
somatic or adult-type histone at the tenth
or eleventh cleavage when the blastoderm
is formed. Two new lines of evidence have
emerged from our recent investigations of
the basic proteins of Drosophila cells.
Radioautographic studies suggest that
the arginine-rich histone which appears in
the mature sperm reflects a synthesis of
new protein molecules. We have also
confirmed (as was earlier suggested, in
Year Book 61) that extranuclear histones
or histone-like basic proteins exist in
gametogenous and embryonic cells of
Drosophila melanogaster.
Autoradiographic evidence of synthesis of
an arginine-rich histone during spermatogenesis. Since the transition from spermatid to spermatozoon in Drosophila
results in elimination of most of the
cytoplasm of the cell, we have asked the
question whether the shift from a lysinerich to an arginine-rich protein in the
essentially mature sperm nucleus, which
is devoid of a nucleolus, involves protein
synthesis. To try to answer it we conducted radioautographic experiments in
which tritiated arginine was administered
in vitro for 3 to 5 hours to testes removed
from wild-type Drosophila pupae shortly
before emergence of the adults. A check
on protein synthesis was maintained by
treating an equal number of pairs of
testes in vitro in a similar solution supplemented by puromycin, in concentrations
ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 mg/ml. The
intact treated testes and the untreated
controls were then fixed in 10 per cent
neutral buffered formalin, embedded in
paraplast, and sectioned at 3 to 5 microns.
After deceration and hydration the sections were rinsed in cold trichloroacetic
acid, stained specifically for arginine-rich
histone, and then covered with Kodak
AR-10 stripping film. The film was exposed for 4 to 6 weeks, and the radioautographs were then processed in the usual
manner.
Microscopic examination of sections of
testes offers clear evidence of an active
incorporation of tritiated arginine into
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the nuclei (i.e., heads) of maturing
spermatozoa, the overall distribution of
the incorporated radioactive arginine
paralleling that of the arginine-rich
histone, as determined by the specific
color reaction for nuclear basic proteins.
Moreover, incorporation is considerably
inhibited in the presence of puromycin.
These findings suggest that the incorporation of arginine into Drosophila spermatozoa reflects a true synthesis in the
production of new molecules of argininecontaining proteins. As was mentioned
earlier, the major RNA-containing regions, including most of the cytoplasm
and the nucleolus, have been lost from
the cell before this stage, and this result,
therefore, raises the intriguing question of
the mechanism whereby protein synthesis
is effected by an essentially naked
nucleus, namely, the sperm head.
Extranuclear histone-like basic proteins
in Drosophila eggs or embryonic cells.
Histones are generally identified as DNAassociated nuclear constituents. The existence of extranuclear basic proteins
resembling histones has been reported in
yolk platelets of oocytes and in the cytoplasm of cells of organisms of many kinds.
In Year Book 61 we reported that cytochemical studies indicated the presence of
a basic protein in yolk spherules of the
Drosophila egg. Additional cytochemical
experiments now in progress have shown
that the alkaline-fast-green stain of the
Alfert-Geschwind method colors the cytoplasm throughout early embryonic development (at least until gastrulation) and
appears to be enhanced at the time of the
tenth or eleventh cleavage. Application
of either the picric acid-bromophenol
blue or the ammoniacal silver method in
conjunction with deamination or acetylation confirms our identification of the
existence of cytoplasmic basic proteins.
We are currently using model systems
such as spots and fibers of histones and
other basic proteins to determine whether
basic proteins other than histones (e.g.,
lysozyme or ribonuclease) will have to be
considered in evaluating our cytochem-
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ical studies of cytoplasmic basic proteins.
Are these extranuclear basic proteins
associated with nucleic acids? Using
hydrolysis with ribonuclease and deoxyribonuclease as well as with hot trichloroacetic acid to remove all nucleic acids, or
cold perchloric acid to remove RNA, we
have obtained evidence that cytoplasmic
basic proteins are at least in large measure
associated with RNA. The finding that
RNA-associated basic protein, perhaps
histone or histone-like, exists in the
cytoplasm and yolk spherules during
embryogenesis in Drosophila melanogaster
raises new questions about the role of
basic proteins in development. It is
essential to know whether the extranuclear basic proteins are comparable
with those in the nucleus. Only then can
we proceed with an evaluation of the
significance of these results.
Radioautographic

Studies

As described in Year Book 62, it has
been possible to study the pattern of
synthesis of nucleic acids and proteins
along the giant chromosomes of the
salivary gland of Drosophila melanogaster
by treating excised tissues in solutions of
precursors with high specific activity.
With this experimental approach the
labeled material can be administered for
a very brief period, essentially a "pulse"
label, after which the gland is fixed,
squashed, and covered with stripping film
for radioautographic analysis. When developed the radioautographs are studied
with the light microscope to determine
the location of the silver grains, which
reveals the regions along the chromosome
where the tritiated nucleosides or amino
acids had been incorporated during the
short period of treatment. To ascertain
whether the radioactivity is bound to the
specific nucleic acids, "control" squash
preparations were treated with deoxyribonuclease or ribonuclease. A cold 5 per cent
trichloroacetic acid rinse was routinely
used to eliminate low-molecular-weight
precursor molecules from the tissue.
Using in vitro treatment with tritiated
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thymidine, a specific precursor for DNA,
in a concentration of 50 juc/ml for 3 to 5
minutes, we found that the salivary-gland
chromosomes were not uniformly labeled
from end to end, but that some groups of
bands were heavily labeled whereas
others were entirely free of label. When
the period of treatment was extended to
1 hour the silver grains covered the
chromosome completely. This result
shows that the salivary-gland chromosomes of the third-instar larva of Drosophila do not synthesize their DNA in a
zipperlike fashion by starting at one end,
but that many sites along the chromosomes initiate DNA synthesis simultaneously.
We previously reported an autonomous
capacity for synthesis of similar bands in
two homologous chromosomes when somatic pairing failed and the homologues
were separated for appreciable distances
(Year Book 62). The problem of autonomous control has been investigated
during the past year in collaboration with
Kay Forward. For this purpose, a hybrid
was obtained between Drosophila simulans and D. melanogaster, two species
whose chromosomes show very close
homologies in patterns of banding but
reveal some minor differences (such as
loss of a single band, or the presence of a
small inversion) which bring about loose
pairing of the homologues. The question
asked was whether similar bands of the
two species in the chromosome of the
hybrid would maintain similar patterns
of DNA synthesis, i.e., whether they
would replicate at the same time. Since
these two species have been separated in
evolution for a long time, an added point
of interest was whether the pattern of
synthesis along the chromosomes had
persisted through the ages.
A 5-minute tritiated thymidine "pulse"
label was administered to salivary glands
from hybrid third-instar larvae of known
age. It was found that, in most bands,
incorporation occurred in both "homologues" simultaneously. This finding indicates not only that incorporation
is
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specific for the loci of the chromosome but
also that the hybrid state does not alter
the activity of the loci. Two regions of the
X chromosome were found in which only
one homologue responded to the pulse
label. In the X chromosome, band 1A1
was labeled in one homologue and not in
the other. I. H. Horton, who studied the
banding pattern of this hybrid, reports
that, in D. simulans, band 1A1 is missing.
The H3-thymidine results confirm this
conclusion. In another of our preparations
it was found that bands 3A12 were
labeled in one homologue but apparently
not in the other. Horton identified a small
inversion in this region; the sequence of
bands is 3A12345 in D. melanogaster and
3A12543 in D. simulans. We believe that
differences in the synthetic pattern of
DNA in this region reflect differences in
the arrangement of the bands in the two
species. It thus appears that the pattern
of synthesis of DNA in the giant chromosome of Drosophila is under a type of
genetic control that has not been modified
significantly in the course of evolution.
If future work indicates that the small
inversion in 3A can inhibit or modify the
timing of synthesis of DNA we may have
a clue to the mechanisms involved in
coordinating the processes of DNA
replication in chromosomes.
It had been our intention to examine
the question whether the basic protein
histone, of the giant chromosome, followed the same pattern of asynchronous
synthesis as had been detected for DNA.
Our experiments in this direction have
failed, however, because the available
tritiated arginine (one of the more basic
amino acids characteristic of histones)
has a low specific activity. When we used
50 /ic/ml of tritiated arginine for in vitro
treatment of Drosophila salivary glands
for 5 minutes or less, only a slight amount
of incorporation was detectable in the
chromosomes. This aspect of our program
must be deferred until other tritiated
arginine is available.
Our analysis of pulse labeling of RNA
precursors has been greatly facilitated by
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the recent availability of tritiated uridine
with a specific activity of 12 c/mM.
Because it is known that RNA-containing
puffs on giant chromosomes vary in size
with different stages of development, it
has been necessary to perform this series
of experiments with larvae raised according to well prescribed standard conditions
established in our laboratory. Adult flies
were mated at 25°C; egg laying and firstand second-instar development occurred
at this temperature. First- and secondinstar larvae are selected immediately
after hatching and after the first molt
respectively. In this way individuals of
almost identical ages are obtained. When
these larvae undergo the second molt,
groups of third-instar larvae of comparable age are available for transfer to a
17°C incubator. Our development times
are given in hours of third-instar life at
17°C.
At present only one stage of development has been examined. Salivary glands
from larvae of the Sw-b strain of Drosophila melanog aster in the 100th hour of
third-instar larval life were excised and
immersed in a solution of tritiated
uridine, 200 /zc/ml. Within 30 seconds the
precursor had become incorporated into
the chromosomes. The squash preparations were digested with deoxyribonuclease or ribonuclease to determine whether
the nucleoside is in RNA or not. It has
been found to be located exclusively in
this nucleic acid. We have used three
times of treatment, 0.5 minute, 2 minutes,
and 5 minutes, and the synthesis of RNA
in the salivary-gland nuclei at the 100hour stage of development appears to
follow this sequence: at 30 seconds there
is incorporation along all the chromosomes, and no particular bands appear
heavier than others; after 2 minutes there
is heavier incorporation in some puffs and
in the nucleolus than in the rest of the
chromosome; and after 5 minutes the
puffs and nucleolus are labeled still more
heavily than after shorter treatment.
Our squash preparations are not well
suited for analyses of the extent of cyto-

plasmic labeling, but the label does not
appear to be very heavy even at 5
minutes.
Unless these results reflect some artifact of the pulsing technique it would
appear that RNA synthesis is initiated
throughout the length of all the chromosomes of the set, as if most gene loci were
active in this respect. The relationship of
this preliminary synthesis to the subsequent appearance of label in the nucleolus
and puffs, and the possible role of the
nucleolus organizer in facilitating such
synthesis, remain to be determined. At
the moment studies with actinomycin D,
puromycin, and chloramphenicol are in
progress to elucidate the pathways involved in the synthetic processes.
Chemical Analysis of

DNA of Drosophila
Within the past six months a new
biochemical program has been initiated in
collaboration with Dr. Kaufmann and
with the help of Mr. William J. Perreault,
a Research Associate, to study the types
of bases and their ratios in the DNA of
chromosomes of Drosophila melanog aster.
Extraction of DNA from the adult fruit
fly has been found to be somewhat more
difficult than from microorganisms or
mammalian tissues, but in the last few
years satisfactory methods have been
worked out in at least two other laboratories. Currently our new equipment,
provided by NSF grant GB-290 and
USPHS grant GM-10499, is being tested
and methods are being perfected for
extraction and characterization of the
DNA's and RNA's from adults and
larvae. Our first analyses of bases extracted from DNA reveal a guaninecytosine content of about 37 per cent (as
estimated by melting point), which is in
good agreement with the value recently
published by Charles Meade. The messenger, soluble, and microsomal RNA
fractions have also been isolated. We are
now prepared to determine whether the
presence of the Y chromosome causes any
measurable differences in the base ratios
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of the DNA and the various RNA
fractions from males and females. We will
compare the nucleic acids of males having
an XY chromosomal constitution with
those from males lacking a Y (i.e., XO
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males), and of females that are XX with
those that are XXY. Attention will thus
be focused on the composition of the
DNA of the heterochromatic Y and of
the "homologous" messenger RNA.
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In all figures, the solid-line marker indicates 1 micron with the exception of figure 7, where it
denotes 5 microns. The fixative used for the Tradescantia staminate-hair cells shown in figures 1-6
was 1 per cent Os04, buffered at pH 7.4-7.6 with sodium veronal acetate buffer; postfixation
treatment was with a saturated solution of uranyl acetate. The Drosophila salivary-gland cells
shown in figures 7 and 10 were fixed in 2 per cent Os04, buffered at pH 7.0 with sodium veronal
acetate buffer; those shown in figures 8 and 9 were fixed in 2 parts alcohol acetic (2:1) and 1 part
2.5 per cent carmine in 45 per cent acetic acid.
Fig. 1. Preprophase nucleus from a staminate-hair cell of Tradescantia paludosa. At this
stage the chromonemata make their first appearance as morphologically distinguishable threads
(seen between the ruled parallel lines), 300 m/x thick. They form a network inside the nucleus.
N, nucleoli.
Fig. 2. Prophase nucleus from a staminate hair of Tradescantia. The chromosome (C) can be
seen attached to the nuclear membrane by the ends of two chromonemata (arrows); a third
chromonema is seen protruding from the same end of the chromosome, and in the adjacent serial
sections it can be traced to its attachment to the nuclear membrane, p, pores of the nuclear
membrane.
Fig. 3. Metaphase chromosomes from staminate hairs of Tradescantia. The nuclear membrane
has broken down, and fragments (m) can be seen in different places around the nuclear area.
Each chromosome shows two chromatids (ct) loosely twisted at x. Although the chromonemata
are not discernible, the contours of the chromatids suggest the presence of gyres (g) of these
coiled structures.
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Fig. 4. Late anaphase. The chromosomes are barely distinguishable because of a dense
coating (dm) made up of three structural components : amorphous material, filaments, and ribosome-like particles. Many tiny vesicles, some of which will participate in formation of the
nuclear membrane, begin to line up and fuse around the group of chromosomes.
Fig. 5. Early
form the nuclear
nemata reappear
micronucleoli (n)

telophase nucleus. The many tiny vesicles around the nucleus have fused to
membrane. Concomitantly with formation of the nuclear membrane, chromo(seen between parallel lines) ; they are still embedded in a dense matrix. Many
are formed, mostly by the aggregation of ribosome-like particles.
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Fig. 6. Telophase nucleus. The contraction of chromosomes makes it difficult to identify the
individual chromonemata. Nevertheless, the ends of two chromonemata lying close to the nuclear
membrane can easily be seen (arrows), sc, probably secondary constriction of the chromosome;
ft, nucleoli.
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Fig. 7. Nucleus from a salivary-gland cell of a mid-to-late third-instar larva of Drosophila
melanogaster. The giant chromosomes show clearly differentiated bands and interbands. Some
chromosomes (arrow) show longitudinal subdivision of homologues into chromonemata.
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Fig. 8. Part of a giant chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster from a third-instar larva showing
the bands (6) and interband regions (in). In the interbands, the chromonemata (ch) can be seen
more or less clearly running mainly in the longitudinal direction of the chromosome, but also
curving and crossing each other so that some appear to be running laterally.
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Fig. 9. Nucleus of a salivary gland from Drosophila melanogaster during the second instar.
At this stage the nucleolus (n) is very large; sometimes it can be seen that the chromosomal
material goes into the nucleolus (arrows). The small chromosomes show the chromonemata (ch)
and occasionally the beginning of a banding pattern.

Fig. 10, a-c. Serial sections through a short piece of a giant chromosome
from a third-instar larva of Drosophila melanogaster. One band (&0 changes
in these three serial sections from a more or less dense layer (arrow in a) to a
clearly coiled structure (arrow in c). Similar changes can be seen in the upper
band (b2).
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Administrative Reports

Report of the Executive Committee
To the Trustees of the Carnegie Institution:
Gentlemen: In accordance with the provisions of the By-Laws, the Executive Committee
submits this report to the Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964, the Executive Committee held four meetings.
Printed accounts of these meetings have been or will be mailed to each Trustee.
The estimate of expenditures for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1964, has been reviewed
by the Executive Committee.
The terms of office of the Chairmen of all Committees of the Board expire on May 15,
1964. The terms of the following members of Committees also expire on May 15, 1964:
Executive Committee

Auditing Committee
Alfred L. Loomis
Juan T. Trippe

Amory H. Bradford
Walter S. Gifford
Robert E. Wilson

Retirement Committee

Finance Committee

Garrison Norton

Walter S. Gifford
Alfred L. Loomis
Henry S. Morgan

Henry S. Moegan, Chairman
May 15, 1964
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Report of Auditors
LYBRAND, ROSS BROS. & MONTGOMERY

To the Auditing Committee of Carnegie Institution of Washington:
We have examined the statement of assets, liabilities and fund balances of Carnegie
Institution of Washington as of June 30, 1964, and the related summary statement of changes
in funds for the year then ended and the supporting exhibits and schedules, which have
been prepared on the general basis of cash receipts and disbursements and accordingly
do not reflect accrued income, accounts payable nor provision for depreciation. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly
included confirmation from the custodian of securities owned at June 30, 1964, and such
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances. We previously examined and reported upon the financial statements
of the Institution for the year ended June 30, 1963.
In our opinion the accompanying financial statements and supporting exhibits and
schedules (pages 622-637) present fairly the assets, liabilities and fund balances of Carnegie
Institution of Washington at June 30, 1964 and 1963, and the changes in funds for the year
ended June 30, 1964, on the basis described above consistently applied.

LYBRAND, ROSS BROS. & MONTGOMERY

Washington, D. C.
August 18, 1964

STATEMENT

A

ASSETS, LIABILITIES,
JUNE

AND

FUND

30, 1964 AND

BALANCES

1963
June 80
1964

1963

ASSETS
Operating Funds
Cash
Advances

$

Investments, Schedule 2*
Prepaid insurance

851,328.53 $
32,419.60

676,027.63
17,854.28

495,515.17
30,286.22

405,676.04
35,522.66

$ 1,409,549.52

$ 1,135,080.61

$

95,596.65

$

82,490.69

$

Restricted Grants
Cash

205,915.68

Endowment and Special Funds
Cash awaiting investment

$

Investments, Schedule 2*

71,393,833.05

Buildings, Land, and Equipment (at cost)
Total Assets

LIABILITIES

AND

Operating Funds
Income taxes, etc., withheld
Operating funds balance, Exhibit 1

$71,476,323.74

$69,371,943.47

$ 6 , 152 , 625 . 04

$ 6 , 188 , 892 . 69

$79,134,094.95

$76,901,832.45

FUNDS

$

11,216.05
1 , 398 , 333 . 47

$ 1,409,549.52
Restricted Grants, Exhibit 2

$

Buildings, Land, and Equipment Fund, Exhibit 4
Total Liabilities and Funds

205,915.68

71 , 476 , 323 . 74

69 , 371 ,943 . 47

6 , 152 , 625 . 04

6 , 188 , 892 . 69

$79,134,094.95

$76,901,832.45

Approximate market value of all investments at June 30, 1964: $102,918,539.

622

4,959.38
1 , 130 , 121 . 23

$ 1,135,080.61

95,596.65

Endowment and Special Funds, Exhibit 3

22,546.54
69,349,396.93
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EXHIBIT

1

CHANGES
FOR

THE

IN OPERATING

YEAR

ENDED

JUNE

FUNDS
30, 1964

Balance July 1, 1963

$1,130,121.23

Additions, Statement B
417.97

Dormitory
Sales of publications

14,064.29

Reclassification of prior year's expenditures
Other income
Transfers

2,325.00
11,724.21

Working Capital Fund, Budget Appropriations,
July 1, 1963 to June 30, 1964
Special Funds
Bickel
Hale Relief
Harkavy
Mayor Relief
Special Purpose
Wood

3,338,378.00
24,350.20
3,002.52
705.36
10,669.69
99,276.76
43,942.01

Total available for expenditure

3,548,856.01
$4,678,977.24

Expenditures
Salaries
Equipment
Laboratory
Building
Shop
Travel

$1,726,382.92
156,234.01
271,791.52
115,551.50
16,343.50
76,519.54
6,391.13
126,521.28

Dormitory
Operating
Financial advisory services
Publications

73,217.54
55,001.06
169,192.41
28,500.00
315,502.43
107,102.60
539.00

Fellowship program
Awards
Employee benefits
Consulting fees, insurance, taxes
Special funds
Rent

35,853.33

Total expenditures

3,280,643.77

Balance June 30, 1964

$1,398,333.47
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SCHEDULE

OF INVESTMENTS

Principal
Amount
Description

$1,467,277.86

Maturity

Book Value

Approximate
Market
Value

$1,467,277,86

$ 1,467,278

$

24,832.19

$

24,832

1969
$
1970

394,000.00
284,330.96

$

402,000
286,425

Savings Account
The New York Bank for Savings
Mortgage

$

24, 832 . 19

Alfred D. Hershey and Harriet D.
Hershey, 5Ms

1974

Federal agencies and
United States Government bonds
$

400,000
285,000
1 ,025 ,000
465,000
400 , 000
500 ,000
720 ,000
780 ,000
250 ,000

$ 4 , 825 ,000

Federal Farm Loan Consolidated 4 ^s .
Federal Farm Loan Consolidated, 4 y2s.
Federal National Mortgage Association,
4^s
Federal National Mortgage Association,
4^s
Federal National Mortgage Association,
4^s
Federal National Mortgage Association,
5^s
United States of America Treasury
Bonds, 4s
United States of America Treasury
Notes, 3%s
United States of America Treasury
Notes, 5s

1970

1,015,070.31

1971

465,792.62

1,017,313
461,513

1970

394,500.00

407,000

1972

498,125.00

525,000

1971

714,984.38

715,500

1967

780,000.00

775,369

1964

250,000.00

250,391

$ 4 , 796 , 803 . 27

$ 4,840,511

Total federal agencies and
United States Government bonds
Foreign and international
bank bonds

$

489,000
148,000
124 ,000
500,000
750,000
250,000
125,000
125,000
250,000
150,000
810,000
200 , 000

Aluminium Co. of Canada, Ltd.,
S. F. Deb. 4^s
Australia (Commonwealth of), 4^s .. .
Australia (Commonwealth of ), 5s
Australia (Commonwealth of), 5^s.. . .
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada,
1st Mtg. Series "X" 4-%s
British Columbia Power Commission,
S. F.
Deb.forSeries
"L" 4^s &
Intl.
Bank
Reconstruction
Development, 3s
Intl. Bank for Reconstruction &
Development, 3 y8s
Intl. Bank for Reconstruction &
Development, 4^s
Noranda Mines Ltd., S. F. Deb. 4%s . .
Quebec Hydro-Electric Commission,
S. F. Deb. 5s
Shawinigan Water & Power Co., 1st Mtg.
& Collat. Tr. S. F. Series "M" 3s . . . .

630

1980 $
1971
1972
1982

496,520.20
145,780.00
124 ,000 . 00
502,839.98

490,834
149,480
127,875
521,250

1988

747,300.00

742,500

1987

245,000.00

1976

125,000.00

110,938

1975

123,125.00

113,750

1977
1968

250,000.00
150,699.51

252,500
136,500

1988

795,825.00

1971

202 , 520 . 00

241,250

793,800
174,000

SCHEDULE

OF INVESTMENTS—

Principal
Amount
Description

$

500 ,000

Foreign and international
bank bonds — continued
Toronto (Municipality of Metropolitan) ,
S. F. Deb. 5s

$ 4,421,000

$

250,000
125,000
237,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
150,000
93,000
300,000
500,000
200,000
250,000
400,000
100 , 000
200,000
300,000
250,000
250,000
500,000
241,000
200,000
400,000
500,000
250,000

Continued

Approximate
MatuMarket
rity Book Value
Value

1979

Total foreign and international
bankbonds

Public utility bonds
Columbia Gas System, Inc., Series
"F"3Ms
Columbia Gas System, Inc., Series
"B" 3s
Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric
Co., 1st Mtg. 3%s
Commonwealth Edison Co., 1st Mtg.
Series "R" 3 Ms
Consolidated Edison Co. of N. Y.,
1st & Ref. Mtg. Series "L" 3 Ms
Consolidated Edison Co. of N. Y.,
1st & Ref. Mtg. Series "N" 5s
Consumers Power Co., 1st Mtg. 4s
Consumers Power Co., 1st Mtg. 4%s . .
Florida Power Corporation, 1st Mtg.
3Ms
Illinois Power Co., 1st Mtg. 3Ms
Minnesota Power & Light Co., 1st
Mtg. 3Hs
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., Gen.
Mtg. 3 Ms
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., Gen.
Mtg. 4Ms
Ohio Power Co., 1st Mtg. 3^s
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., 1st &
Ref. Mtg. Series "X" 3 Ms
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., 1st &
Ref. Mtg. Series "Y" 3 Ms
Pacific Gas & Eelctric Co., 1st &
Ref. Mtg. Series "BB" 5s
Pacific Power & Light Co., 1st Mtg.
4^s
Philadelphia Electric Co. 1st &
Ref. Mtg. 4 y8s
Potomac Electric Power Co., Deb. 4^s
Public Service Co. of Indiana, 1st
Mtg. Series "F" 3 Ms
Public Service Co. of Indiana, 1st
Mtg. Series "L" 4 Ms
Public Service Electric & Gas Co.,
1st & Ref. Mtg. 4 Ms
Southern California Edison Co., 1st
& Ref. Mtg. Series "G" 3Ms
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1981

$

498,637.50

$

527,500

$4,407,247.19

$4,382,177

$

$

245,937.50

229,063

1975

126,466.17

110,000

1970

241,064.61

219,225

1986

300,579.12

263,250

1986

302,915.95

264,750

1987
1986
1987

301,808.42 315,000
151,083.30 140,063
93,458.92 94,395

1986
1986

301,629.73
497,937.50

274,500
447,500

1975

201,786.57

175,500

1986

252,458.58

221,250

1987
1968

402,698.49
101 , 500 .00

417,000
95 , 500

1984

201,166.60

163,500

1987

305,128.95

251,625

1989

251,527.46

261,250

1986

252,513.31

240,000

1987
1982

500,000.00
245,472.73

511,250
243,410

1975

201,891.29

176,000

1987

400,000.00

415,000

1987

503,669.57

520,000

1981

247,765.00

226,250

SCHEDULE
Principal
Amount

200,000
250,000
500,000
235,000
500,000
235,000
300,000
$ 8,816,000

OF INVESTMENTS— Continued

Description
Public utility bonds — continued
Southern California Edison Co., 1st
& Ref. Mtg. Series "J" 4Ks
Southern California Edison Co., 1st
& Ref. Mtg. Series "H" 4Ms
Tennessee Gas Transmission, 5s
Tennessee Gas Transmission, 1st
Mtg. Pipe Line 5^s
Union Electric Co., 1st Mtg. 3 Ms
Virginia Electric & Power Co., 1st
& Ref. Mtg. Series "M" 43^s
Washington Water Power Co., 1st
Mtg. 4^s

MatuMarket
Approximate
rity
Booh Value
Value

1982

$

201,582.27

$

206,000

1982
1982

251,328.16
504 , 500 . 00

242,500
497 , 500

1977
1986

235,000.00
500 , 071 . 01

241,463
450 , 000

1986

238,394.16

222,369

1987

300,000.00

308,250

Total public utility bonds

% 8 , 861 , 335 . 37

$ 8 ,443 , 363

$

$

Communication bonds

$

350,000
800,000
500,000
400,000
200,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
250,000
300,000

$ 3,400,000

American
Telephone
& Telegraph
Company, 3 Ms
American
Telephone
& Telegraph
Company, Deb. 3 Ks
American
Telephone
& Telegraph
Company, Deb. 4^s
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., 1st Mtg.
Series "E", 4Ms
Mountain States Telephone &
Telegraph Co., Deb. 3^s
New York Telephone Co., Ref. Mtg.
Series "E" 3Hs
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
Deb. 3Ks
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
Deb. 4^s
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph
Co., Deb. 4s
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.,
Deb. 3V8s

1984

357,940.88

294,875

1990

816,310.22

731,000

1985

504,284.46

499,375

1988

404,045.78

391,000

1978

200,630.00

170,000

1978

100,640.97

86,000

1978

201,986.56

173,500

1988

305,400.34

298,125

1983

250,917.66

235,625

1983

303,500.00

246,000

Total communication bonds

$ 3 , 445 , 656 . 87

$ 3 , 125 ,500

$

$

Railroad bonds

$

100,000
267,000

$

367,000

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co., Gen.
Mtg. 4^s
Fort Worth & Denver Railway Co.,
1st Mtg. 4^s Guar
Total railroad bonds

1992

1982
$

632

99,500.00

98,125

268,570.03

217,605

368,070.03

315,730

$

SCHEDULE
Principal
Amount

$

242,000
550,000
750,000
400,000
700,000
105,000
450,000
643,000
500,000
293,000
500,000
500,000
200,000
480,000
200,000
200,000
150,000
225,000
750,000
602,391.85
486,701.97
268,276.80
331,672.67
1,012,897.04
400,000
280,000
700,000
200,000
95,000

OF INVESTMENTS—

Description
Industrial and miscellaneous bonds
Aluminum Co. of America, S. F. Deb.
4iis
C. I. T. Financial Corp., Deb. 4%s
Colonial Pipeline Co., Sec. Note
Series "A" 4%s
Commercial Credit Co., Note 3^s
Commercial Credit Co., 4^s
Corn Products Co., Sub. Deb. 4%s
Crown Zellerbach Corp., Prom.
Note4^s
Eire Mining
Company,
1st Mtg.
Series "B" 4^s
F M C Corp., S. F. Deb. 3.80s
Four Corners Pipe Line Co.,
Sec. Note 5s
General Electric Credit Corp. (N.Y.)
Sub. Note 4%s
General Electric Credit Corp. (N.Y.)
Prom. Note 5s
General Motors Acceptance Corp.,
Deb. 3^s
General Motors Acceptance Corp.,
Deb. 4s
General Motors Acceptance Corp.,
Deb. 5s
General Motors Acceptance Corp.,
Deb. 5s
General Portland Cement Co.,
Conv. Sub. Deb. 5s
Goodrich (B.F.) Company, 1st Mtg.
2%s
Industrial Acceptance Corp. Ltd.,
Sec. Note Series "Z" 5^s
Instlcorp, Inc., Collat. Tr. Note
Series A-16
Instlcorp, Inc., Collat. Tr. Note
Series A-19
Instlcorp, Inc., Collat. Tr. Note
Series A-21
Instlcorp, Inc., Collat. Tr. Note
Series A-23
Instlcorp, Inc., Collat. Tr. Note
Series A-36
Intl. Harvester Credit Corp., Deb. 4%s
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.,
1st Mtg. 5Ks
Kresge (S. S.) Company, Prom Note
4^s
Montgomery Ward Credit Corp.,
Deb. 4%s
National Dairy Products Corp.,
Deb. 2%s
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Continued

rity
Matu-

1982
1970

00k Value

$

242,000.00
536,937.50

Market
Approximate
Value

$

238,673
558,250

1990
1976
1982
1983

750,000.00
405,522.22
700,000.00
109,112.53

757,500
366,000
700,000
107,625

1981

450,000.00

424,125

1983
1981

624,275.84
500,000.00

633,355
465,000

1982

293,000.00

303,988

1987

500,000.00

500,000

500,000.00

517,500

1972

201,636.44

187,500

1979

435,037.50

453,600

1977

195,000.00

207,500

1981

199,000.00

209,500

1977

154,500.00

166,500

1965

225,000.00

225,281

1982

750,000.00

740,625

1991

582,269.90

608,415

1991

470,597.84

489,135

1991

258,887.14

269,617

1991

326,299.73

333,330

1992
1979

971,529.89
398,000.00

987,575
400,000

1987

280,000.00

294,000

1983

700,000.00

700,000

1980

199,000.00

202,500

1970

95,024.80

1975

86,450

SCHEDULE
Principal
Amount

OF INVESTMENTS— Continued

Description
Industrial and miscellaneous bonds
— continued

400,000
230,000
525,000
300,000
500,000
300,000
215,000
700,000
250,000
776,508.01
409,000
700,000
400,000
250,000
500,000
$18,670,448.34
$40,499,448.34

Pan American World Airways, Inc.,
Conv. Sub. Deb. 4^s
1979
Scovill Mfg. Co., Deb. 4 Ms
1982
Sears Roebuck Acceptance Corp.,
Sub. Deb. 4^s
1977
Sinclair Oil Corporation, Conv. Sub.
Deb. 4%s
1986
Statewide Stations Inc., Sec. Note 4^s
1994
Superior Oil Company (Calif.), Deb.
3Ms
1981
Talcott (James) Inc., Senior Note 5Hs. 1966-80
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., Prom Note
4.7s
1989
Tidewater Oil Company, S. F. Deb.
3^s
1986
Trailer Train Co., 4>gs
1976
Tremarco
Corporation,
1st Mtg.
Series "E" 5s
1983
United Air Lines, Inc., 5s
1984
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Deb. 2^gs
1971
Whirlpool Corporation, S. F. Deb. 3^s .
1980
Woolworth (F.W.) Company, Prom.
Note 5s
"
Total industrial and miscellaneous
bonds
Bonds, funds invested
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Book Value

rity
Matu-

1982

$

785,020.00
226,550.00

Approximate
Market
Value

$

992,000
228,850

511,505.00

527,625

315,349.42
500,000.00

309,000
500,000

300,000.00
212,850.00

279,000
219,300

700,000.00

700,000

250,000.00
776,508.01

216,250
782,332

409,000.00
700,000.00
400,752.00
250,000.00

420,248
700,000
348,000
223,125

500,000.00

520,000

$18,890,165.76

$19,099,274

$40,769,278.49

$40,206,555

of

SCHEDULE

OF INVESTMENTS—

Continued

Number
Sha

Book Value

res

Market
Approximate
Value

Preferred stocks
1,500
1,500
3,800
1,900
2,000
1,300
3,100
15,100

Appalachian Power Co., 4^% Cum. Pref
$
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 7% Cum. Pref. ...
Carrier Corporation, 43^% Cum. Pref
Consolidated Edison Co. of N. Y., $5.00 Cum.
Pref
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., 3.6% Cum. Pref.
Ohio Power Co., 4^% Cum. Pref
United States Steel Corporation, 7 % Cum. Pref. .
Total preferred stocks
Common

28,100
7,800
21,861
41,314
11,500
7,000
16,000
10,000
15,600
18,000
12,000
11,000
4,800
9,800
18,000
2,500
10,000
1,500
9,859
9,500
12,000
7,552
9,000
29,400
32,000
36,090
2,700
16,500
21,712
20,006
14,000
25,000
8,875
13,800
17,000
11,100
2,695
13,000
15,000
20,000

159 ,000 .00
183 , 637 . 50
197 , 931 . 28

$

144,000
230,625
184,775

202 , 815 . 00
207 ,990 . 00
144,630.02
443 , 873 . 50

200,450
152,000
126,750
469,650

$ 1,539,877.30

$ 1,508,250

stocks

Aluminium, Ltd
$
825 , 815 . 21
American Cyanamid Co
457,058. 19
American Electric Power Co., Inc
135 , 613 . 53
American Telephone & Telegraph Company .... 1 ,097 , 438 . 59
Arizona Public Service Co
432,901 .08
Armco Steel Corporation
290,041 .87
Armstrong Cork Company
131 ,908.39
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co
166,235.85
Burlington Industries, Inc
494, 681 . 48
Campbell Soup Company
362,612.33
Caterpillar Tractor Co
97,534.09
Celanese Corp. of America
568 , 604 . 02
Christiana Securities Co
356, 143 .00
Coca-Cola Company (The)
628,984.09
Continental Oil Company (Del.)
146,960.65
Corning Glass Works
59 ,631 .83
Crown Zellerbach Corp
545,941 .58
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co
66,276.95
Eastman Kodak Company
109,798.57
Falconbridge Nickel Mines, Ltd
550 ,837 . 50
Federated Department Stores, Inc
582,805.81
First National City Bank
348,278.77
Florida Power & Light Co
Ill ,572. 19
Ford Motor Company
849 ,086. 16
General Electric Company
735,439 .99
General Motors Corporation
1 , 273 , 746 . 57
General Reinsurance Corp
220 , 697 . 46
Gillette Company
401,418.90
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
488,401 . 64
Gulf Oil Corporation
154,333.51
Household Finance Corp
659,231 .85
Ideal Cement Company
568,533.87
International Business Machines Corp
120,760. 13
International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd
379 ,279 . 52
Kellogg Company
332,482.68
Kennecott Copper Corporation
787 , 573 . 84
Litton Industries, Inc
160,983.94
Mead Corporation
614,427.23
Merck & Co., Inc
107,286.55
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp
863 ,803 . 67
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835,975
504,075
961,884
3,036,579
409,688
521,500
988,000
351,250
729,300
666,000
787,500
719,125
1,089,600
1,287,475
1,246,500
571,563
533,750
379,500
1,311,247
645,877
786,000
879,808
699,750
1,543,500
2,552,000
3,166,898
604,800
515,625
930,902
1,112,834
731,500
618,750
4,233,375
1,086,750
794,750
919,913
175,512
628,875
558,750
1,032,500

of

SCHEDULE

OF INVESTMENTS—

Continued

Number
Sha

res

9,000
17,000
8,200
5,000
10,500
10,300
14,100
44,400
12,000
2,300
15,100
22,000
25,000
29,704
7,600
19,000
41,000
14,000
28,400
16,000
944,168

Description
Common stocks — Continued
Northwest Bancorporation
Ohio Edison Co
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co
Philip Morris Incorporated
Philips N. V. Par 25 Guilders
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co
Revere Copper & Brass Inc
Royal Dutch Petroleum Co
Scott Paper Company
Sears, Roebuck and Co
Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey)
Stevens (J. P.) & Co
Texaco Inc
Texas Utilities Co
Travelers Insurance Co
Unilever N. V. Par 20 Florins
United Gas Corp
U. S. Plywood Corp
Virginia Electric & Power Co
Total common stocks

Book Value

$

Market
Approximate
Value

231,895.01 $
411,750
587,855.31 894,625
431 , 553 . 54
602 , 700
493 , 240 . 88
388 , 125
381,334.98 441,000
713,847.40 764,775
665,214.01 712,050
1,354,850.22 1,992,450
57,173.73 471,000
207,078.03 271,113
1 , 077 , 572 . 43 1 , 224 , 988
555,503.23 1,914,000
707,606.34 981,250
276,921.98 2,361,468
104,621.78 440,800
357,962.28 874,000
1,162,805.47 1,619,500
516,981.45 491,750
697,928.16 1,001,100
220 ,973 . 07
704 ,000

$28,088,082.38 $59,711,624

Common and preferred stocks, funds
invested

$29,627,959.68 $61,219,874

Aggregate investments

$71 , 889 , 348 . 22 $102,918,539
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SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT TRANSACTIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1964

Cash awaiting investment, July 1, 1963

$

22,546.54

Sales and Redemptions
Capital

Investment
Income
Savings account
Mortgage
Bonds
Preferred stocks...
Common stocks

Loss

Book Value
$

$1,944.91
5,319.52

$

22,468.39

$

850,000.00
167. 81
7,297.74 2,339,492.65
7,224.19
133,577.64 3,291,987.84

$

140,875.38

2,248,652.31
$7,264.43

Realized Capital
Gain, net,
Statement B
Investment income

Gain

$2,271,120.70

$6,488,872.49

2,130,245.32

2,130,245.32
7,264.43

(7,264.43)
$2,271,120.70

$2,271,120.70

Total sales and redemptions
Income applied to amortization of bond premium
Market value of stock dividend
Cash transferred for investment

8,626,382.24
9 , 985 . 48
16 , 200 . 32
40 ,509 . 33

Total

$8,715,623.91
Acquisitions

Savings account
Mortgage
Bonds
Preferred stock
Common stock

$

781 ,246.73
25 ,000 .00
5,367,347.29
7 ,224 . 19
2,452,315.01

Total acquisitions

8,633, 133.22

Cash awaiting investment, June 30, 1964

$
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82,490.69

Abstract of Minutes
of the Sixty-Sixth Meeting of the Board of Trustees
The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees was held in the Board Room of the Administration Building on Friday, May 15, 1964. Mr. Henry, Chairman of the Board, presided.
The following Trustees were in attendance: Amory H. Bradford, Omar N. Bradley,
Vannevar Bush, Walter S. Gifford, Carl J. Gilbert, Crawford H. Greenewalt, Caryl P.
Haskins, Barklie McKee Henry, Alfred L. Loomis, Robert A. Lovett, Keith S. McHugh,
Henry S. Morgan, Seeley G. Mudd, Garrison Norton, Richard S. Perkins, Elihu Root, Jr.,
William W. Rubey, Frank Stanton, James N. White, and Robert E. Wilson.
The minutes of the Sixty-Fifth Meeting were approved.
The annual report of the President was accepted.
The reports of the Executive Committee, the Finance Committee, the Auditor, the
Auditing Committee, and the Retirement Committee were accepted.
Positions as officers of the Board of Trustees, with terms ending in 1967, were filled as
follows: Barklie McKee Henry as Chairman, Henry S. Morgan as Vice-Chairman, and
Garrison Norton as Secretary.
Vacancies in standing committees, with terms ending in 1967, were filled as follows:
Amory H. Bradford, Walter S. Gifford, and Robert E. Wilson were elected members of the
Executive Committee. Alfred L. Loomis and Henry S. Morgan were elected members of the
Finance Committee. Alfred L. Loomis, Keith S. McHugh, and Juan T. Trippe were
elected members of the Auditing Committee. Garrison Norton was elected a member of the
Retirement Committee and the Nominating Committee.
Vacancies in standing committees, with terms ending in 1966, were filled as follows:
Richard S. Perkins was elected a member of the Executive Committee. Walter S. Gifford
was elected a member of the Finance Committee.
The following were elected for one-year terms: Henry S. Morgan as Chairman of the
Executive Committee, James N. White as Chairman of the Finance Committee, Keith S.
McHugh as Chairman of the Auditing Committee, Omar N. Bradley as Chairman of the
Retirement Committee, and Keith S. McHugh as Chairman of the Nominating Committee.
To provide for the operation of the Institution for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1964,
and upon recommendation of the Executive Committee, the sum of $3,662,852 was
appropriated, the appropriation to be made specifically in the amount of $3,619,808 from
the Working Capital Fund, $30,172 from the Colburn Fund, $9,695 from the Harry Oscar
Wood Fund, $1,247 from the Vannevar Bush Gifts, $1,164 from the Vannevar Bush Trust,
$408 from the Teeple Fund, $187 from the Hale Fund, and $171 from the Harkavy Fund.
Article I of the By-Laws of the Institution was amended by the addition of Section 5, to
read as follows:
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ARTICLE

I

The Trustees
5. If, at any time during an emergencjr period, there be no surviving Trustee capable of
acting, the President, the Director of each existing Department, and the Executive Officer, or
such of them as shall then be surviving and capable of acting, shall constitute a Board of Trustees
pro tern, with full powers under the provisions of the Articles of Incorporation and these By-Laws.
Should neither the President, nor any such Director, nor the Executive Officer be capable of
acting, the senior surviving Staff Member of each existing Department shall be a Trustee pro
tern with full powers of a Trustee under the Articles of Incorporation and these By-Laws. It shall
be incumbent on the Trustees pro tern to reconstitute the Board with permanent members within
a reasonable time after the emergency has passed, at which time the Trustees pro tern shall cease
to hold office. A list of Staff* Member seniority, as designated annually by the President, shall
be kept in the Institution's records.
Article IV of the By-Laws of the Institution was amended to read as follows:
ARTICLE

IV

Meetings and Voting
1. The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees shall be held in the City of Washington, in
the District of Columbia, in May of each year on a date fixed by the Executive Committee, or
at such other time or such other place as may be designated by the Executive Committee, or if
not so designated prior to May 1 of such year, by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, or if
he is absent or is unable or refuses to act, by any Trustee with the written consent of the majority
of the Trustees then holding office.
2. Special meetings of the Board of Trustees may be called, and the time and place of meeting
designated, by the Chairman, or by the Executive Committee, or by any Trustee with the written
consent of the majority of the Trustees then holding office. Upon the written request of seven
members of the Board, the Chairman shall call a special meeting.
3. Notices of meetings shall be given ten days prior to the date thereof. Notice may be given
to any Trustee personally, or by mail or by telegram sent to the usual address of such Trustee.
Notices of adjourned meetings need not be given except when the adjournment is for ten days or
more.
4. The presence of a majority of the Trustees holding office shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business at any meeting. An act of the majority of the Trustees present at a meeting at which a quorum is present shall be the act of the Board except as otherwise provided in
these By-Laws. If, at a duly called meeting, less than a quorum is present, a majority of those
present may adjourn the meeting from time to time until a quorum is present. Trustees present
at a duly called or held meeting at which a quorum is present may continue to do business until
adjournment notwithstanding the withdrawal of enough Trustees to leave less than a quorum.
5. The transactions of any meeting, however called and noticed, shall be as valid as though
carried out at a meeting duly held after regular call and notice, if a quorum is present and if,
either before or after the meeting, each of the Trustees not present in person signs a written
waiver of notice, or consent to the holding of such meeting, or approval of the minutes thereof.
All such waivers, consents, or approvals shall be filed with the corporate records or made a part
of the minutes of the meeting.
6. Any action which, under law or these By-Laws, is authorized to be taken at a meeting of the
Board of Trustees may be taken without a meeting if authorized in a document or documents in
writing signed by all the Trustees then holding office and filed with the Secretary.
7. During an emergency period the term "Trustees holding office" shall, for purposes of this
Article, mean the surviving members of the Board who have not been rendered incapable of
acting for any reason including difficulty of transportation to a place of meeting or of communication with other surviving members of the Board.
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Articles of Incorporation
Public No. 260. An Act to incorporate the Carnegie Institution of Washington

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the persons following, being persons who are now trustees of the
Carnegie Institution, namely, Alexander Agassiz, John S. Billings, John L. Cadwalader,
Cleveland H. Dodge, William N. Frew, Lyman J. Gage, Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry
L. Higginson, William Wirt Howe, Charles L. Hutchinson, Samuel P. Langley, William
Lindsay, Seth Low, Wayne MacVeagh, Darius 0. Mills, S. Weir Mitchell, William W.
Morrow, Ethan A. Hitchcock, Elihu Root, John C. Spooner, Andrew D. White, Charles D.
Walcott, Carroll D. Wright, their associates and successors, duly chosen, are hereby incorporated and declared to be a body corporate by the name of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington and by that name shall be known and have perpetual succession, with the
powers, limitations, and restrictions herein contained.
Sec. 2. That the objects of the corporation shall be to encourage, in the broadest and
most liberal manner, investigation, research, and discovery, and the application of knowledge
to the improvement of mankind; and in particular —
(a) To conduct, endow, and assist investigation in any department of science, literature,
or art, and to this end to cooperate with governments, universities, colleges, technical
schools, learned societies, and individuals.
(b) To appoint committees of experts to direct special lines of research.
(c) To publish and distribute documents.
(d) To conduct lectures, hold meetings, and acquire and maintain a library.
(e) To purchase such property, real or personal, and construct such building or buildings
as may be necessary to carry on the work of the corporation.
(/) In general, to do and perform all things necessary to promote the objects of the
institution, with full power, however, to the trustees hereinafter appointed and their successors from time to time to modify the conditions and regulations under which the work
shall be carried on, so as to secure the application of the funds in the manner best adapted
to the conditions of the time, provided that the objects of the corporation shall at all times
be among the foregoing or kindred thereto.
Sec. 3. That the direction and management of the affairs of the corporation and the
control and disposal of its property and funds shall be vested in a board of trustees, twentytwo in number, to be composed of the following individuals: Alexander Agassiz, John S.
Billings, John L. Cadwalader, Cleveland H. Dodge, William N. Frew, Lyman J. Gage,
Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry L. Higginson, William Wirt Howe, Charles L. Hutchinson, Samuel P. Langley, William Lindsay, Seth Low, Wayne MacVeagh, Darius 0. Mills,
S. Weir Mitchell, William W. Morrow, Ethan A. Hitchcock, Elihu Root, John C. Spooner,
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Andrew D. White, Charles D. Walcott, Carroll D. Wright, who shall constitute the first
board of trustees. The board of trustees shall have power from time to time to increase its
membership to not more than twenty-seven members. Vacancies occasioned by death,
resignation, or otherwise shall be filled by the remaining trustees in such manner as the
by-laws shall prescribe; and the persons so elected shall thereupon become trustees and also
members of the said corporation. The principal place of business of the said corporation
shall be the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia.
Sec. 4- That such board of trustees shall be entitled to take, hold, and administer the
securities, funds, and property so transferred by said Andrew Carnegie to the trustees of
the Carnegie Institution and such other funds or property as may at any time be given,
devised, or bequeathed to them, or to such corporation, for the purposes of the trust; and
with full power from time to time to adopt a common seal, to appoint such officers, members
of the board of trustees or otherwise, and such employees as may be deemed necessary in
carrying on the business of the corporation, at such salaries or with such remuneration as
they may deem proper; and with full power to adopt by-laws from time to time and such
rules or regulations as may be necessary to secure the safe and convenient transaction of the
business of the corporation; and with full power and discretion to deal with and expend the
income of the corporation in such manner as in their judgment will best promote the objects
herein set forth and in general to have and use all powers and authority necessary to promote
such objects and carry out the purposes of the donor. The said trustees shall have further
power from time to time to hold as investments the securities hereinabove referred to so
transferred by Andrew Carnegie, and any property which has been or may be transferred to
them or such corporation by Andrew Carnegie or by any other person, persons, or corporation, and to invest any sums or amounts from time to time in such securities and such form
and manner as are permitted to trustees or to charitable or literary corporations for investment, according to the laws of the States of New York, Pennsylvania, or Massachusetts,
or in such securities as are authorized for investment by the said deed of trust so executed
by Andrew Carnegie, or by any deed of gift or last will and testament to be hereafter made
or executed.
Sec. 5. That the said corporation may take and hold any additional donations, grants,
devises, or bequests which may be made in further support of the purposes of the said
corporation, and may include in the expenses thereof the personal expenses which the
trustees may incur in attending meetings or otherwise in carrying out the business of the
trust, but the services of the trustees as such shall be gratuitous.
Sec. 6. That as soon as may be possible after the passage of this Act a meeting of the
trustees hereinbefore named shall be called by Daniel C. Gilman, John S. Billings, Charles
D. Walcott, S. Weir Mitchell, John Hay, Elihu Root, and Carroll D. Wright, or any four
of them, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia, by notice served in person
or by mail addressed to each trustee at his place of residence; and the said trustees, or a
majority thereof, being assembled, shall organize and proceed to adopt by-laws, to elect
officers and appoint committees, and generally to organize the said corporation; and said
trustees herein named, on behalf of the corporation hereby incorporated, shall thereupon
receive, take over, and enter into possession, custody, and management of all property,
real or personal, of the corporation heretofore known as the Carnegie Institution, incorporated, ashereinbefore set forth under "An Act to establish a Code of Law for the District of
Columbia, January fourth, nineteen hundred and two," and to all its rights, contracts,
claims, and property of any kind or nature; and the several officers of such corporation, or
any other person having charge of any of the securities, funds, real or personal, books, or
property thereof, shall, on demand, deliver the same to the said trustees appointed by this
Act or to the persons appointed by them to receive the same; and the trustees of the existing
corporation and the trustees herein named shall and may take such other steps as shall be
necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.
Sec. 7.

That the rights of the creditors of the said existing corporation known as the
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Carnegie Institution shall not in any manner be impaired by the passage of this Act, or the
transfer of the property hereinbefore mentioned, nor shall any liability or obligation for the
payment of any sums due or to become due, or any claim or demand, in any manner or for
any cause existing against the said existing corporation, be released or impaired; but such
corporation hereby incorporated is declared to succeed to the obligations and liabilities and
to be held liable to pay and discharge all of the debts, liabilities, and contracts of the said
corporation so existing to the same effect as if such new corporation had itself incurred the
obligation or liability to pay such debt or damages, and no such action or proceeding before
any court or tribunal shall be deemed to have abated or been discontinued by reason of the
passage of this Act.
Sec. 8. That Congress may from time to time alter, repeal, or modify this Act of incorporation, but no contract or individual right made or acquired shall thereby be divested
or impaired.
Sec. 9.

That this Act shall take effect immediately.

Approved, April 28, 1904

By-Laws of the Institution
Adopted December 13, 1904. Amended December 13, 1910, December 13, 1912, December
10, 1937, December 15, 1939, December 13, 1940, December 18, 1942, December 12, 1947,
December 10, 1954, October 24, 1957, May 8, 1959, May 13, 1960, May 10, 1963, and
May 15, 1964.
ARTICLE

I

The Trustees
1. The Board of Trustees shall consist of twenty-four members with power to increase its
membership to not more than twenty-seven members. The Trustees shall hold office continuously and not for a stated term.
2. In case any Trustee shall fail to attend three successive annual meetings of the Board
he shall thereupon cease to be a Trustee.
3. No Trustee shall receive any compensation for his services as such.
4. All vacancies in the Board of Trustees shall be filled by the Trustees by ballot at an
annual meeting, but no person shall be declared elected unless he receives the votes of twothirds of the Trustees present.
5. If, at any time during an emergency period, there be no surviving Trustee capable of
acting, the President, the Director of each existing Department, and the Executive Officer,
or such of them as shall then be surviving and capable of acting, shall constitute a Board of
Trustees pro tern, with full powers under the provisions of the Articles of Incorporation and
these By-Laws. Should neither the President, nor any such Director, nor the Executive
Officer be capable of acting, the senior surviving Staff Member of each existing Department
shall be a Trustee pro tern with full powers of a Trustee under the Articles of Incorporation
and these By-Laws. It shall be incumbent on the Trustees pro tern to reconstitute the Board
with permanent members within a reasonable time after the emergency has passed, at which
time the Trustees pro tern shall cease to hold office. A list of Staff Member seniority, as
designated annually by the President, shall be kept in the Institution's records.
ARTICLE

II

Officers of the Board
1. The officers of the Board shall be a Chairman of the Board, a Vice-Chairman, and a
Secretary, who shall be elected by the Trustees, from the members of the Board, by ballot
to serve for a term of three years. All vacancies shall be filled by the Board for the unexpired
term; provided, however, that the Executive Committee shall have power to fill a vacancy
in the office of Secretary to serve until the next meeting of the Board of Trustees.
2. The Chairman shall preside at all meetings and shall have the usual powers of a presiding officer.
3. The Vice-Chairman, in the absence or disability of the Chairman, shall perform the
duties of the Chairman.
4. The Secretary shall issue notices of meetings of the Board, record its transactions, and
conduct that part of the correspondence relating to the Board and to his duties.
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Executive Administration
The President
1. There shall be a President who shall be elected by ballot by, and hold office during the
pleasure of, the Board, who shall be the chief executive officer of the Institution. The President, subject to the control of the Board and the Executive Committee, shall have general
charge of all matters of administration and supervision of all arrangements for research and
other work undertaken by the Institution or with its funds. He shall prepare and submit to
the Board of Trustees and to the Executive Committee plans and suggestions for the work
of the Institution, shall conduct its general correspondence and the correspondence with
applicants for grants and with the special advisers of the Committee, and shall present his
recommendations in each case to the Executive Committee for decision. All proposals and
requests for grants shall be referred to the President for consideration and report. He shall
have power to remove, appoint, and, within the scope of funds made available by the Trustees,
provide for compensation of subordinate employees and to fix the compensation of such
employees within the limits of a maximum rate of compensation to be established from time
to time by the Executive Committee. He shall be ex officio a member of the Executive
Committee.
2. He shall be the legal custodian of the seal and of all property of the Institution whose
custody is not otherwise provided for. He shall sign and execute on behalf of the corporation
all contracts and instruments necessary in authorized administrative and research matters
and affix the corporate seal thereto when necessary, and may delegate the performance of
such acts and other administrative duties in his absence to the Executive Officer. He may
execute all other contracts, deeds, and instruments on behalf of the corporation and affix
the seal thereto when expressly authorized by the Board of Trustees or Executive Committee.
He may, within the limits of his own authorization, delegate to the Executive Officer authority to act as custodian of and affix the corporate seal. He shall be responsible for the expenditure and disbursement of all funds of the Institution in accordance with the directions of the
Board and of the Executive Committee, and shall keep accurate accounts of all receipts and
disbursements. Following approval by the Executive Committee he shall transmit to the
Board of Trustees before its annual meeting a written report of the operations and business
of the Institution for the preceding fiscal year with his recommendations for work and
appropriations for the succeeding fiscal year.
3. He shall attend all meetings of the Board of Trustees.
4. There shall be an officer designated Executive Officer who shall be appointed by and
hold office at the pleasure of the President, subject to the approval of the Executive Committee. His duties shall be to assist and act for the President as the latter may duly authorize
and direct.
5. The President shall retire from office at the end of the fiscal year in which he becomes
sixty-five years of age.
ARTICLE

IV

Meetings and Voting
1. The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees shall be held in the City of Washington,
in the District of Columbia, in May of each year on a date fixed by the Executive Committee,
or at such other time or such other place as may be designated by the Executive Committee,
or if not so designated prior to May 1 of such year, by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
or if he is absent or is unable or refuses to act, by any Trustee with the written consent of the
majority of the Trustees then holding office.
2. Special meetings of the Board of Trustees may be called, and the time and place of
meeting designated, by the Chairman, or by the Executive Committee, or by any Trustee
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with the written consent of the majority of the Trustees then holding office. Upon the written
request of seven members of the Board, the Chairman shall call a special meeting.
3. Notices of meetings shall be given ten days prior to the date thereof. Notice may be
given to any Trustee personally, or by mail or by telegram sent to the usual address of such
Trustee. Notices of adjourned meetings need not be given except when the adjournment is
for ten days or more.
4. The presence of a majority of the Trustees holding office shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of business at any meeting. An act of the majority of the Trustees present
at a meeting at which a quorum is present shall be the act of the Board except as otherwise
provided in these By-Laws. If, at a duly called meeting, less than a quorum is present, a
majority of those present may adjourn the meeting from time to time until a quorum is
present. Trustees present at a duly called or held meeting at which a quorum is present may
continue to do business until adjournment notwithstanding the withdrawal of enough
Trustees to leave less than a quorum.
5. The transactions of any meeting, however called and noticed, shall be as valid as though
carried out at a meeting duly held after regular call and notice, if a quorum is present and if,
either before or after the meeting, each of the Trustees not present in person signs a written
waiver of notice, or consent to the holding of such meeting, or approval of the minutes
thereof. All such waivers, consents, or approvals shall be filed with the corporate records or
made a part of the minutes of the meeting.
6. Any action which, under law or these By-Laws, is authorized to be taken at a meeting
of the Board of Trustees may be taken without a meeting if authorized in a document or
documents in writing signed by all the Trustees then holding office and filed with the Secretary.
7. During an emergency period the term "Trustees holding office" shall, for purposes of
this Article, mean the surviving members of the Board who have not been rendered incapable
of acting for any reason including difficulty of transportation to a place of meeting or of communication with other surviving members of the Board.
ARTICLE

V

Committees
1. There shall be the following standing Committees, viz. an Executive Committee, a
Finance Committee, an Auditing Committee, a Nominating Committee, and a Retirement
Committee.
2. All vacancies occurring in the Executive Committee, the Finance Committee, the
Auditing Committee, the Nominating Committee, and the Retirement Committee shall be
filled by the Trustees at the next regular meeting. In case of vacancy in the Finance Committee, the Auditing Committee, the Nominating Committee, or the Retirement Committee,
upon request of the remaining members of such committee, the Executive Committee may
fill such vacancy by appointment until the next meeting of the Board of Trustees.
3. The terms of all officers and of all members of committees, as provided for herein, shall
continue until their successors are elected or appointed.
Executive Committee
4. The Executive Committee shall consist of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, and Secretary
of the Board of Trustees, the President of the Institution ex officio, and, in addition, not less
than five or more than eight trustees to be elected by the Board by ballot for a term of
three years, who shall be eligible for re-election. Any member elected to fill a vacancy shall
serve for the remainder of his predecessor's term.
5. The Executive Committee shall, when the Board is not in session and has not given
specific directions, have general control of the administration of the affairs of the corporation
and general supervision of all arrangements for administration, research, and other matters
undertaken or promoted by the Institution. It shall also submit to the Board of Trustees a
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printed or typewritten report of each of its meetings, and at the annual meeting shall submit
to the Board a report for publication.
6. The Executive Committee shall have power to authorize the purchase, sale, exchange,
or transfer of real estate.
Finance Committee
7. The Finance Committee shall consist of not less than five and not more than six members to be elected by the Board of Trustees by ballot for a term of three years, who shall be
eligible for re-election.
8. The Finance Committee shall have custody of the securities of the corporation and
general charge of its investments and invested funds, including its investments and invested
funds as trustee of any retirement plan for the Institution's staff members and employees,
and shall care for and dispose of the same subject to the directions of the Board of Trustees.
It shall have power to authorize the purchase, sale, exchange, or transfer of securities and
to delegate this power. It shall consider and recommend to the Board from time to time
such measures as in its opinion will promote the financial interests of the Institution and of
the trust fund under any retirement plan for the Institution's staff members and employees,
and shall make a report at each meeting of the Board.
Auditing Committee
9. The Auditing Committee shall consist of three members to be elected by the Board of
Trustees by ballot for a term of three years.
10. Before each annual meeting of the Board of Trustees, the Auditing Committee shall
cause the accounts of the Institution for the preceding fiscal year to be audited by public
accountants. The accountants shall report to the Committee, and the Committee shall
present said report at the ensuing annual meeting of the Board with such recommendations
as the Committee may deem appropriate.
Nominating Committee
11. The Nominating Committee shall consist of the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
ex officio and, in addition, three trustees to be elected by the Board by ballot for a term of
three years, who shall not be eligible for re-election until after the lapse of one year. Any
member elected to fill a vacancy shall serve for the remainder of his predecessor's term, provided that of the Nominating Committee first elected after adoption of this By-Law one
member shall serve for one year, one member shall serve for two years, and one member
shall serve for three years, the Committee to determine the respective terms by lot.
12. Sixty days prior to an annual meeting of the Board the Nominating Committee shall
notify the Trustees by mail of the vacancies to be filled in membership of the Board. Each
Trustee may submit nominations for such vacancies. Nominations so submitted shall be
considered by the Nominating Committee, and ten days prior to the annual meeting the
Nominating Committee shall submit to members of the Board by mail a list of the persons
so nominated, with its recommendations for filling existing vacancies on the Board and its
Standing Committees. No other nominations shall be received by the Board at the annual
meeting except with the unanimous consent of the Trustees present.
Retirement Committee
13. The Retirement Committee shall consist of three members to be elected by the Board
of Trustees by ballot for a term of three years, who shall be eligible for re-election, and the
Chairman of the Finance Committee ex officio. Any member elected to fill a vacancy shall
serve for the remainder of his predecessor's term.
14. The Retirement Committee shall, subject to the directions of the Board of Trustees,
be responsible for the maintenance of a retirement plan for staff members and employees
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of the Institution and act for the Institution in its capacity as trustee under any such plan,
except that any matter relating to investments under any such plan shall be the responsibility
of the Finance Committee subject to the directions of the Board of Trustees. The Committee
shall submit a report to the Board at the annual meeting of the Board.
ARTICLE

VI

Financial Administration
1. No expenditure shall be authorized or made except in pursuance of a previous appropriation bythe Board of Trustees, or as provided in Article V, paragraph 8, hereof.
2. The fiscal year of the Institution shall commence on the first day of July in each year.
3. The Executive Committee shall submit to the annual meeting of the Board a full
statement of the finances and work of the Institution for the preceding fiscal year and a
detailed estimate of the expenditures of the succeeding fiscal year.
4. The Board of Trustees, at the annual meeting in each year, shall make general appropriations for the ensuing fiscal year; but nothing contained herein shall prevent the Board
of Trustees from making special appropriations at any meeting.
5. The Executive Committee shall have general charge and control of all appropriations
made by the Board. Following the annual meeting, the Executive Committee may allocate
these appropriations for the succeeding fiscal year. The Committee shall have full authority
to reallocate available funds, as needed, and to transfer balances.
6. The securities of the Institution and evidences of property, and funds invested and
to be invested, shall be deposited in such safe depository or in the custody of such trust
company and under such safeguards as the Finance Committee shall designate, subject to
directions of the Board of Trustees. Income of the Institution available for expenditure
shall be deposited in such banks or depositories as may from time to time be designated
by the Executive Committee.
7. Any trust company entrusted with the custody of securities by the Finance Committee
may, by resolution of the Board of Trustees, be made Fiscal Agent of the Institution, upon
an agreed compensation, for the transaction of the business coming within the authority of
the Finance Committee.
ARTICLE

VII

Amendment of By-Laws
1. These by-laws may be amended at any annual or special meeting of the Board of
Trustees by a two-thirds vote of the members present, provided written notice of the proposed amendment shall have been served personally upon, or mailed to the usual address
of, each member of the Board twenty days prior to the meeting.
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